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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

The present volume is a second instalment of the commentary 

on St Paul’s Epistles, of which I sketched a plan in the preface 

to my edition of the Galatians. At the same time it is in- 

tended, like its predecessor, to be complete in itself; so that 

the plan, as a whole, may be interrupted at any time without 

detriment to the parts. 

Here again I have the pleasure of repeating my obligations 

to the standard works of reference, and to those commentators, 

both English and German, whose labours extend over both epi- 

stles and to whom I before acknowledged my debt of gratitude. 

The special commentaries on this epistle are neither so nume- 

rous nor so important, as on the former. The best, with which 

I am acquainted, are those of Van Hengel, of Rilliet, and of 

Eadie; but to these I am not conscious of any direct obligation 

which is not acknowledged in its proper place. I have also 

consulted from time to time several other more or less important 

works on this epistle, which it will be unnecessary to specify, 

as they either lay no claim to originality or for other reasons 

have furnished no material of which I could avail myself. 

It is still a greater gratification to me to renew my thanks 

to personal friends, who have assisted me with their suggestions 

and corrections; and to one more especially whose aid has been 

freely given in correcting the proof-sheets of this volume 

throughout. 

The Epistle to the Philippians presents an easier task to an 

editor than almost any of St Paul’s Epistles. The readings are 

for the most part obvious; and only in a few passages does he 
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meet with very serious difficulties of interpretation. I have 

taken advantage of this circumstance to introduce some inves- 

tigations bearing on St Paul’s Epistles and on Apostolic Chris- 

tianity generally, by which this volume is perhaps swollen to an 

undue bulk, but which will proportionally relieve its successors. 

Thus the dissertation on the Christian ministry might well 

have been left for another occasion: but the mention of ‘ bishops 

and deacons’ in the opening of this letter furnished a good text 

for the discussion ;‘and the Pastoral Epistles, which deal more 

directly with questions relating to the ministerial office, will de- 

mand so much space for the solution of other difficulties, that it 

seemed advisable to anticipate and dispose of this important 

subject. 

In the dissertation on ‘St Paul and the Three,’ attached to 

the Epistle to the Galatians, I endeavoured to sketch the atti- 

tude of the Apostle towards Judaism and Judaic Christianity. 

In the present volume the discussion on St Paul and Seneca is 

offered as an attempt to trace the relations of the Gospel to a 

second form of religious thought—the most imposing system 

of heathen philosophy with which the Apostle was brought 

directly in contact. And on a later occasion, if this commentary 

should ever be extended to the Epistle to the Colossians, I hope 

to add yet a third chapter to this history in an essay on ‘Chris- 

tianity and Gnosis.’ These may be consideréd the three most 

important types of dogmatic and systematized religion (whether 

within or without the pale of Christendom) with which St Paul 

was confronted. 

As we lay down the Epistle to the Galatians and take up 

the Epistle to the Philippians, we cannot fail to be struck by 

the contrast. We have passed at once from the most dogmatic 

to the least dogmatic of the Apostle’s letters, and the transition 

is instructive. If in the one the Gospel is presented in its op- 
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position to an individual form of error, in the other it appears 

as it is in itself, The dogmatic element in the Galatians is due 

to special circumstances and bears a special character; while 

on the other hand the Philippian Epistle may be taken to ex- 

hibit the normal type of the Apostle’s teaching, when not deter- 

mined and limited by individual circumstances, and thus to 

present the essential substance of the Gospel. Dogmatic forms 

are the buttresses or the scaffold-poles of the building, not the 

building itself. 
But, if the Epistle to the Philippians serves to correct one 

false conception of Christianity, it is equally impressive as a 

protest against another. In the natural reaction against excess 

of dogma, there is a tendency to lay the whole stress of the 

Gospel’ on its ethical precepts. For instance men will often 

tacitly assume, and even openly avow, that its kernel is contained 

in the Sermon on the Mount. This conception may perhaps 

seem more healthy in its impulse and more directly practical in 

its aim; but in fact it is not less dangerous even to morality than 

the other: for, when the sources of life are cut off, the stream will 

cease to flow. Certainly this is not St Paul’s idea of the Gospel 

as it appears in the Epistle to the Philippians. If we would 

learn what he held to be its essence, we must ask ourselves 

what is the significance of such phrases as ‘I desire you in the 

heart of Jesus Christ, ‘To me to live is Christ,’ ‘That I may 

know the power of Christ’s resurrection,’ ‘I have all strength in 

Christ that giveth me power.’ Though the Gospel is capable 

of doctrinal exposition, though it is eminently fertile in moral 

results, yet its substance is neither a dogmatic system nor an 

ethical code, but a Person and a Life, 

Trinity CoLLEGE, 

July 1st, 1868. 
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PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION. 

The present edition is an exact reprint of the preceding one. 

This statement applies as well to the Essay on the Threefold 

Ministry, as to the rest of the work. I should not have thought 

it necessary to be thus explicit, had I not been informed of a 

rumour that I had found reason to abandon the main opinions 

expressed in that Essay. There is no foundation for any such 

report. The only point of importance on which I have modified 

my views, since the Essay was first written, is the authentic 

form of the letters of St Ignatius. Whereas in the earlier 

editions of this work I had accepted the three Curetonian letters, 

I have since been convinced (as stated in later editions) that the 

seven letters of the Short Greek are genuine. This divergence 

however does not materially affect the main point at issue, since 

even the Curetonian letters afford abundant evidence of the 

spread of episcopacy in the earliest years of the second century. 

But on the other hand, while disclaiming any change in my 

opinions, I desire equally to disclaim the representations of 

those opinions which have been put forward in some quarters. 

The object of the Essay was an investigation into the origin of 

the Christian Ministry. The result has been a confirmation of 

the statement in the English Ordinal, ‘It is evident unto all 

men diligently reading the Holy Scripture and ancient authors 

that from the Apostles’ time there have been these orders 

of Ministers in Christ’s Church, Bishops, Priests, and Deacons.’ 

But I was scrupulously anxious not to overstate the evidence 
in any case; and it would seem that partial and qualifying 

statements, prompted by this anxiety, have assumed undue 
proportions in the minds of some readers, who have emphasized 
them to the neglect of the general drift of the Essay. 

J. B. D. 
September g, 1881. 
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ST PAUL IN ROME. 

HE arrival of St Paul in the metropolis marks a new and oe 

important epoch in the history of the Christian Church. Rome al- 

Hitherto he had come in contact with Roman institutions eee 

modified by local circumstances and administered by subordi- teh 

nate officers in the outlying provinces of the Empire. Now he and the 

was in the very centre and focus of Roman influence; and from Bens 

this time forward neither the policy of the government nor the 

character of the reigning prince was altogether a matter of 

indifference to the welfare of Christianity. The change of 

scene had brought with it a change in the mutual relations 

between the Gospel and the Empire. They were now occupy- 

ing the same ground, and a collision was inevitable. Up to 

this time the Apostle had found rather an ally than an enemy 

in a power which he had more than once successfully invoked 

against the malignity of his fellow-countrymen. This pre- 

carious alliance was henceforward exchanged for direct, though 

intermittent, antagonism. The Empire, which in one of his 

earlier epistles he would seem to have taken as the type of 

that restraining power which kept Antichrist in check’, was 

itself now assuming the character of Antichrist. When St 

Paul appealed from the tribunal of the Jewish procurator to 

the court of Cesar, he attracted the notice and challenged the 

hostility of the greatest power which the world had ever seen. 

The very emperor, to whom the appeal was made, bears the 

1 2 Thess. ii. 6, 7. 

PHIL, I 
tau 



2 ST PAUL IN ROME. 

The Nero- ignominy of the first systematic persecution of the Christians ; 

seeutton a and thus commenced the long struggle, which raged for 

ee several centuries, and ended in establishing the Gospel on the 

ruins of the Roman Empire. It was doubtless the impulse 

given to the progress of Christianity by the presence of its 

greatest preacher in the metropolis, which raised the Church in 

Rome to a position of prominence, and made it a mark for the 

wanton attacks of the tyrant. Its very obscurity would have 

shielded it otherwise. The preaching of Paul was the necessary 

antecedent to the persecution of Nero. 

St Paul’s It is probable that the Apostle foresaw the importance of 

pee et his decision, when he transferred his cause to the tribunal of 

ae Cesar. There is a significant force in his declaration at an 

visit. earlier date, that he ‘must see Rome*’ It had long been his 

‘earnest desire’’ to visit the imperial city, and he had been 

strengthened in this purpose by a heavenly vision’. To pre- 

pare the way for his visit he had addressed to the Roman 

Church a letter containing a more complete and systematic 

exposition of doctrine than he ever committed to writing before 

or after. And now, when the moment has arrived, the firm 

and undaunted resolution, with which in defiance of policy he 

makes his appeal, bears testimony to the strength of his con- 

Its promi- viction*, The sacred historian takes pains to emphasize this 

St Lake's visit to Rome. He doubtless echoes the feeling of St Paul 

narrative. himself, when he closes his record with a notice of the Apostle’s 

success in the metropolis, deeming this the fittest termination 

to his narrative, as the virtual and prospective realisation of 

our Lord’s promise placed in its forefront, that the Apostles 

should be His witnesses to ‘the uttermost part of the earth®’ 

Aspect of It was probably in the early spring of the year 61, that 
affairs : : : : 
when St Paul arrived in Rome’. The glorious five years, which 
wey ushered in the reign of Nero amidst the acclamations of a 

1 Acts xix. 21. 4 Acts xxv. 11. 

° Rom. i. 1o—16, XV. 22—24, 28, 29, 5 Actsi. 8. See Lekebusch Apostel- 
32, erimo0e, émimodlav éxwv. geschichte p. 227 8q. 

3 Acts xxiii. rr ‘So must thou bear § See Wieseler Chronol. p. 66 sq. 
witness also at Rome.’ 
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grateful people, and which later ages recalled with wistful 

regret, as an ideal of imperial rule’, had now drawn to a close. 

The unnatural murder of Agrippina had at length revealed the 

true character of Nero. Burrus and Seneca, it is true, still 

lingered at the head of affairs: but their power was waning. 

Neither the blunt honesty of the soldier nor the calm modera- 

tion of the philosopher could hold their ground any longer 

against the influence of more subtle and less scrupulous coun- 

sellors. 

At Rome the Apostle remained for ‘two whole years, Length of 

preaching the Gospel without interruption, though preaching it ey 4 

in bonds. By specifying this period? St Luke seems to imply 

that at its close there was some change in the outward condition 

of the prisoner. This change can hardly have been any other 

than the approach of his long-deferred trial, which ended, as 

there is good ground for believing’, in his acquittal and release. 

At all events he must have been liberated before July 64, if 

liberated at all. The great fire which then devastated Rome 

became the signal for an onslaught on the unoffending Chris- 

tians; and one regarded as the ringleader of the hated sect 

could hardly have escaped the general massacre. 

It will appear strange that so long an interval was allowed Probable 

to elapse before the trial came on. But while the defendant (ede 

had no power to hasten the tardy course of justice, the accusers reg 

were interested in delaying it. They must have foreseen 

plainly enough the acquittal of a prisoner whom the provincial 

1 Aurel. Vict, Ces. 5 ‘Uti merito Tra- 

janus sepius testaretur procul differre 

cunctos principes Neronis quinquennio.’ 

2 Acts xxviii. 30, 31. The inference 
in the text will not hold, if, as some 

suppose, St Luke’s narrative was ac- 

cidentally broken off and terminates 

abruptly. From this view however I 

dissent for two reasons. (1) A compa- 
rigon with the closing sentences of the 

Gospel shows a striking parallelism in 

the plan of the two narratives; they 

end alike, as they had begun alike. (2) 
The success of St Paul’s preaching in 

Rome is a fitter termination to the his- 

tory than any other incident which 
could have been chosen. It is the most 

striking realisation of that promise of 

the universal spread of the Gospel, 

which is the starting-point of the nar- 

rative. 

3 The discussion of this question is 

reserved for the introduction to tho 

Pastoral Epistles. 

I1—2 
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governor himself had declared to be innocent’, If they wished 

to defer the issue, the collection of evidence was a sufficient 

plea to urge in order to obtain an extension of time? St Paul 

was charged with stirring up sedition among ‘all the Jews 

throughout the world’ From the whole area therefore, over 

which his labours had extended, witnesses must be summoned. 

In this way two years might easily run out before the prisoner 

appeared for judgment. But more potent probably, than any 

formal plea, was the indolence or the caprice of the emperor 

himself’, who frequently postponed the hearing of causes inde- 

finitely without any assignable reason, and certainly would not 

put himself out to do justice to a despised provincial, labouring 

under a perplexing charge connected with some ‘foreign super- 

stition” If St Paul had lingered in close confinement for two 

years under Felix, he might well be content to remain under 

1 Acts EXV. 12, 25; COMP. XXVi. 31,32. 

2 Two cases in point are quoted, as 

occurring about this time. Tac. Ann. 

xui. 52 ‘Silvanum magna vis accusa- 
torum circumsteterat, poscebatquetem- 

pus evocandorum testium: reus illico 

defendi postulabat.’ Silvanus had been 

proconsul of Africa. Also we are told 

of Suillius, who was accused of pecula- 

tion in the government of Asia, Ann. 

xiii. 43 ‘Quia inquisitionem annuam 

impetraverunt, brevius visum (sub-] ur- 
bana crimina incipi quorum obvii testes 

erant.’ In both these cases the accusers 

petition for an extension of the period, 

while it is the interest of the defendant 
to be tried at once. In the second case 

a year is demanded and allowed for col- 

lecting evidence, though the crimes in 

question are confined to his tenure of 

office and to the single province of 

* Asia.’ On the whole subject see Wie- 

seler, Chronol. 407 8q., who has fully 

discussed the possible causes of delay. 

Compare also Conybeare and Howson 

11, p. 462 sq. (2nd ed.). 
3 Acts xxiv. § aot rots “Iovdatos 

Tots KaTa THY olkoumerny. 

4 Josephus (Ant. xviii. 6. 5) says of 
Tiberius, whom he describes as eddy 7s 

el kal tis érépwy Baoitdéwy 9 Tupdvywy 

yevouevos, that he deferred the trial of 

prisoners indefinitely in order to pro- 

long their tortures. Nero seems to have 

been almost as dilatory, though more 

from recklessness and indolence than 

from deliberate purpose. The case of 

the priests accused by Felix (see below, 

p- 5, note 4) illustrates this. Felix 
ceased to be procurator in the year 60: 
yet they were still prisoners in 63 or 64, 
and were only then liberated at the in- 

tercession of Josephus. For the date 
see Clinton Fasti Rom. 1. pp. 23, 45, 77. 

Geib Geschichte des rimischen Crimi- 

nalprocesses etc. p. 691, speaking of 

causes tried before the emperor, de- 

scribes the practice of the carly Cesars 

as so ‘ unsteady and capricious in all re- 

spects,’ that no definite rule can be laid 

down: ‘Est in der spiteren Kaiser- 

zeit,’ he adds, ‘ist dieses anders gewor- 

den und zwar namentlich hinsichtlich 

des Appellationsverfahrens.’ Similarly 
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less irksome restraints for an equal length of time, awaiting 

the pleasure of Caesar. 

Meanwhile events occurred at Rome which shook society to Stirring 

its foundations. The political horizon was growing every day ere 
darker’, Death deprived Nero of his most upright adviser in 

the person of Burrus the prefect of the pretorians. The office 

thus vacated was handed over to Tigellinus, with whom was 

associated as colleague the feeble and insignificant Rufus. By 

the death of Burrus the influence of Seneca was effectually 

broken’; and, though the emperor refused to consent to his 

retirement, his part in the direction of affairs was henceforth 

merely nominal. At the same time the guilty career of Nero 

culminated in the divorce and death of Octavia; and the cruel 

and shameless Poppzea became the emperor’s consort in her 

stead. With a strange inconsistency of character, which would 

atone for profligate living by a fervour of religious devotion, 

and of which that age especially was fertile in examples, she 

had become a proselyte to Judaism®, and more than once advo- 

cated the cause of her adopted race before the emperor with 
zeal and success*. 

Laboulaye Lois Criminelles des Ro- 
mains p. 444, ‘Sous les premiers Césars 

tout se fit sans régle et sans mesure, et 

il ne faut pas chercher 4 cette Epoque 

de systéme régulier,’ etc. There is no 

trace of a statutable limitation of time 

(prescriptio) applying to the imperial 

tribunal at this epoch, 

1 Tac. Ann. xiv. 51 ‘ Gravescentibus 

indies publicis malis.’ 

2 Tac. Ann. xiv. 52 ‘Mors Burri in- 
fregit Senecs potentiam.’ 

3 Joseph. Antig. xx. 8. 11 OeoreBhs 

yap qv, i.e. » worshipper of the true 
God, a proselytess. In connexion with 

this fact the notice of her burial is re- 

markable; Tac, Ann. xvi. 6 ‘ Corpus 

non igni abolitum, ut Romanus mos; 

sed regum externorum consuetudine 

dilfertum odoribus conditur etc.’ See 

Friedlander Sittengeschichte Roms t. p. 

348 (and ed.). 
4 It is not irrelevant to relate two 

incidents which occurred at this time, 

as they illustrate the nature of the com- 

munication kept up between the Jews 

and the imperial court, and the gort of 

influence which Poppea exerted on the 

affairs of this people. 

(1) Felix, while procurator of Ju- 
dea, had brought w trivial charge 

against certain Jewish priests, and sent 

them to Rome to plead their cause be- 

fore Cesar. Here they were kept in a 

lingering captivity, living on the hard- 

est fare, but remaining faithful in their 

allegiance to the God of their fathers, 

The historian Josephus, to whom these 
priests were known, then a young man, 

undertook a journey to Rome for the 

purpose of procuring their liberation, 

Like St Paul he was shipwrecked in 
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How far the personal condition of St Paul, or his prospects 

at the approaching trial, may have been affected by these two 

changes, I shall have to consider hereafter. At all events he 

cannot have been ignorant of such stirring incidents. His 

enforced companionship with the soldiers of the pretorian 

guard must have kept him informed of all changes in the 

administration of the camp. His intimacy with the members 

of Cesar’s household must have brought to his hearing the 

intrigues and crimes of the imperial court. It is strange 

therefore, that in the epistles written from Rome during this 

period there is not any, even the faintest, reference to events 

But 

the Apostle would not venture to risk his personal safety, or 

the cause which he advocated, by perilous allusions in letters 

which from their very nature must be made public. Nor 

indeed is it probable that he was under any temptation to 

allude to them. He did not breathe the atmosphere of political 

life; he was absorbed in higher interests and anxieties. With 

the care of all the churches daily pressing upon him, with a 

deep sense of the paramount importance of his personal mission, 

the Adriatic, and like him he also 

landed at Puteoli. Arrived at Rome, 

he was introduced to Poppa by a cer- 

tain Jew, Aliturus by name, an actor 

of mimes, who was in great favour with 

Nero. The empress not only advocated 
the cause which he had at heart and 

procured the liberation of his friends, 

but sent him back to his native country 

laden with presents (Joseph. Vit. § 3). 
This took place in the year 63 or 64, 

and was therefore nearly, if not quite, 

coincident with St Paul’s residence in 

Rome. 

(2) The second incident almost cer- 
tainly occurred while the Apostle was in 
the metropolis. The king’s palace at 

Jerusalem stood in the immediate neigh- 

bourhood of the temple. Agrippa had 

recently built a lofty tower, which en- 
abled him to overlook the sacred en- 

closure and to witness the performance 

of the holy rites. This was an outrage 

on Jewish feeling, as well as a breach of 

immemorial custom, and was resented 

accordingly. The Jews erected a coun- 

terwall, which excluded all view from 

the royal residence. Festus the procu- 

rator took the side of the king and or- 

dered the demolition of this wall; but 

afterwards yielded so far as to allow 

the Jews to refer the case to Nero. An 

embassy was accordingly sent to Rome, 

composed of twelve persons including 

Ismael the high-priest and Helcias the 

treasurer. Poppa interested herself 

in the success of their mission, and in 

deference to her entreaties the emperor 

allowed the wall to stand (Joseph. Ant. 
xx. 8. 11). 

It is suggested (Conybeare and How- 

son 11. p. 462), that this embassy may 
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with a near and fervid anticipation of his own dissolution and 

union with Christ, if not of the great and final crisis when 

heaven and earth themselves shall pass away, it is not sur- 

prising that all minor events, all transitory interests, should be 

merged in those more engrossing thoughts. His life—so he 

himself writing from Rome describes the temper of the true 

believer—his life was hidden with Christ in God’. 

The degree of restraint put upon a person labouring under Character 

a criminal charge was determined by various circumstances; by eae 

the nature of the charge itself, by the rank and reputation of 

the accused, by the degree of guilt presumed to attach to him. 

Those most leniently dealt with were handed over to their 

friends, who thus became sureties for their appearance; the 

worst offenders were thrown into prison and loaded with 

chains’, The captivity of St Paul at Rome was neither the 

severest nor the lightest possible. 

By his appeal to Cesar® he had placed himself at the 

emperor’s disposal. Accordingly on his arrival in Rome he is 

delivered over to the commander of the imperial guards, the 

prefect of the pretorians*, under whose charge he appears to 

have been entrusted with the prosecu- 

tion of 8t Paul. It seems at least 

certain, that the ambassadors arrived 

in Rome while the Apostle was still a 

prisoner there ; since Festus had ceased. 

to be procurator before the autumn of 

62: but beyond the coincidence of date 

all is conjecture. In any case the 

friendly meeting of Festus and Agrippa, 

related in the Acts, may have had refer- 

ence to this dispute about Agrippa’s 

building: and if so, the incident links 

together the accusation of St Paul and 

the complaint against Agrippa. 

1 Col. iii. 3. 
* On the different kinds of custodia, 

roughly distinguishedas libera, publica, 

and militaris, but admitting various 

modifications, see Gcib p. 561 sq., 

Wieseler Chronol. p. 380 sd., 394 8q. 

The custody of St Paul belongs to the 
last of the three. 

* Jn republican times a difference 

was made between ‘provocatio’ and 

‘appellatio.’ The former was a refer- 

ence to the populus, the latter to the 

tribunes. On the other hand, the ap- 
peal to the emperor was called indiffer- 

ently ‘provocatio’ or ‘ appellatio’; for 

he combined all functions in himself. 

The latter term however seems to have 

been the more common, On this sub- 

ject consult Geib p. 675 sq., Rein Das 

Privatrecht etc. p. 960. Krebs, Opuse. 
p.135 sq., has an essay De provocatione 

D. Pauli ad Cesarem; which however 
does not contain anyimportant matter. 

4 Acts xxviii, 16 mapddwxev ods 

deoutous TS orparoreddpyy, i.e. to tho 

‘prefectus pretorio’ or ‘prefectus pra- 
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Heisin have remained throughout his captivity. He represents him- 

self as strictly a prisoner: he speaks again and again of his 
bonds, but 

bonds*. At times he uses more precise language, mention- 

ing the ‘coupling-chain’. According to Roman custom he was 

bound by the hand to the soldier who guarded him, and was 

never left alone day or night. As the soldiers would relieve 

guard in constant succession, the pretorians one by one were 

brought into communication with the ‘prisoner of Jesus Christ,’ 

tori,’ for both cases are found in in- 

scriptions. From the use of the singu- 

lar here it has been argued with much 

probability that the officer in question 

was Burrus. He held the prefecture 

alone, whereas both before and after 

his time the office was shared by two 

persons: see Tac. Ann, xii. 42, xiv. 

51. For the changes which this office 

underwent at different times consult 

Becker and Marquardt Rim. Alterth. 

Il. 3, p.286. With the singular here 

contrast the plural in Trajan’s letter, 
Plin. Ep. x. 65 ‘ Vinctus mitti ad pre- 
fectos pretori mei debet,’ and in Phi- 

lostr. Vit. Soph. ii. 32 dveméupéy els 
Tip ‘Papny ws drodoynodmevos Tols Tav 

otparoréiwy yeudow: see Wieseler 
Chronol. p. 88. The whole clause how- 

ever is rejected by most recent editors, 

as the balance of existing authorities is 

very decidedly against it. On the other 
hand the statement does not look like 

an arbitrary fiction, and probably con- 

tains a genuine tradition, even if it was 

no part of the original text. 

1 He calls himself décmos, Acts 

xxviii. 17, Philem. 1, 9, Ephes. iii. 1, 

iv. 13 his decuol are mentioned Phil. i, 

7, 13,14, 17, Philem. 10, 13, Coloss. 

iv. 18; comp. Coloss. iv. 3 &’ 8 (or dy) 
wal dé5euat. 

2 ddvais, Ephes. vi. 20 Urep ov rpeo- 

febw &v adica, Acts xxviii. 20 rhy 
dd\vow Tavrny meplxemat. The word 

seems originally to differ from decpol, 
only as bringing out the idea of attach- 

ment rather than confinement. After- 
wards however it signifies especially 

‘hand-fetters’ (manic), as opposed to 
mwédac (pedice); Mark v. 4 médas cal 

advcecw be5€éc0at, Kal Seeomdocba vr’ av- 

Tod ras dhices kal ras médas ouvrerpl- 

g0a. Meyer indeed denies this dis- 

tinction: but the words dvecrdc@at, 

ouvrerpip@at, if taken to denote the ac- 

tion of the hands and feet respectively, 

are much more expressive; and the dis- 

tinction of d\vces and rédae seems cer- 

tainly to be observed elsewhere, e.g. 

Polyb. iii. 82.8, Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 

vi. 26, 27: comp. Plut. Mor. p. 829 a 

tals xepoly ddvoes. In Avistoph.Fragm. 
(Meineke 11. p. 1079), where both ddv- 
ces and médac are mentioned as ladies’ 

ornaments, the former are perhaps 

‘bracelets’ or ‘ cuffs’: see also Nicostr. 

Fragm. (ib. ut. p. 289). Hence the 
word is used especially of the ‘coupling- 

chain,’ ‘hand-cuff,’ by which the pri- 

soner was attached to his guard, as in 
the case of Agrippa, Joseph. Ant. xviii. 

6. 7, 10. Compare the metaphor in 
Lucian, Quom. hist. conser. § 55 éxdue- 

vov abrod Kal adtcews rpémrw (rpbrov?) 

ovvnppoopévov, with Seneo, Epist. i. 5 

‘Quemadmodum eadem catena et cus- 

todiam et militem copulat.’ See a simi- 

lar use in Plutarch, Vit. Mar. 27 joav 

brép rod wy SiacrdcOa Thy rdw ol 

Tpipaxot paxpals ddvcert cuvexduevor. 

When the confinement was very rigo- 

rous, the prisoner was bound to two 

soldiers. This was the case with St 
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and thus he was able to affirm that his bonds had borne 

witness to the Gospel ‘throughout the imperial regiments’, 

On the other hand, the severity of his confinement was not enjoys 

so great as this circumstance standing alone might seem to five 

imply. It is certain that all had free access to him, and that he °*Y- 
was allowed to converse and write without restraint. He was 

not thrown into prison, but lived in rooms of his own. When 

he first arrived, he was taken to temporary lodgings; either to 

a house of public entertainment, or to the abode of some friend®*. 

But afterwards he rented a dwelling of his own’, and there he 

remained apparently till his release. 

A natural desire has been felt to determine a locality so 
fraught with interest as St Paul’s abode in Rome. Some have St Paul’s 

imagined him a prisoner within the barracks attached to the eae 

imperial residence on the Palatine. Others have fixed his 

dwelling-place in the great camp, the head-quarters of the pre- 

torians, without the walls to the north-east of the city. The 

former conjecture seems hardly consistent with the mention of 

his own hired house. The latter is less unlikely, for the camp 

Peter, Acts xii. 6 xowudpevos peraid 

dt0 orpatwwrdyv dedeuévos dducecw Svalv. 

Such had also been St Paul’s condition 
during the early days of his captivity 

at Jerusalem: Acts xxi. 33. A relaxa- 
tion of the rigour of his earlier impri- 

sonment is mentioned Acts xxiv. 23. 
On this whole subject see Wieseler 
Chronol. p. 380 8q. When Ignatius, 

Rom. 5, speaks of himself as évdedenévos 

béxa Aeomdpdas 6 éorw oTpariwrixdy 

Tdyua, we must understand that he 

was in charge of a company of ten, 

who successively relieved guard, so 

that he was attached to one at a time, 

1 Phil. i. 13 & dw 7G rparrwply. 
2 Acts xxviii. 23 els riy tevlay. Sui- 

das explains fevlay by xaraywyov, Ka- 

Tddupa, and similarly Hesychius; comp. 

Clem. Hom. i. 15 émiBdvros wou ris yfs 

kat fevlav Onpwpuévov, viii, 2, xii. 24, 

ziv. 1,8. On the other hand Philem, 

22 éroluagé wo gevlay rather suggests 

a lodging in a friend’s house: comp. 
Acts xxi. 16. 

3 Acts xxviii. 30 évéwewev Suerlay dAqv 
éy lSlm pec Owpar., Where ldiw seems cer- 

tainly to distinguish the ulc@wua here 

from the fevla above. The word pl- 

cOwua elsewhere signifies ‘ hire,’ being 

used especially in a bad sense of shame- 

ful wages, e.g. Deut. xxiii. 18, Hence 

Philo in Flacc. p. 336m pera rov émd- 

parov pucbdby, f Kupedbrepoy elretv, 76 ple 

cgiwna: comp. Ailian V. H. iv. 12. 

The sense, which it has here, is not re- 

cognised by the Greek lexicographers, 

nor can I find any other instance, 

Wetstein indeed quotes év picOduaru 

olxety as from Philo, but gives no refer- 

ence, and I suspect there is a mistake, 

This exceptional meaning of uicOwpa 

may perhaps be explained as a trans- 

lation of the Latin ‘ conductum.’ 
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was large and might have contained within its precincts lodgings 

rented by prisoners under military custody. Yet the reference 

to the ‘pretorium’ does not require this, and the circumstances 

seem naturally to point to a separate dwelling. Within the 

camp then his abode may have been, near to the camp it pro- 

bably was, for in the choice of a locality the convenience of the 

soldiers in relieving guard would naturally be consulted’. 

Thus mitigated, his captivity did not materially impede the 

progress of his missionary work. On the contrary he himself 

regarded his bonds as a powerful agency in the spread of the 

Gospel. Beyond the dreary monotony of his situation, which 

might well have crushed a spirit unsustained by his lofty hopes 

and consolations, he was not very hardly treated. It was at 

least an alleviation, that no restriction was placed on the visits 

of his friends. 

Sou - Of these friends not a few names might be supplied by con- 

Rome.  jecture from the long list of salutations in the Epistle to the 

Romans. Did he fall in once again with Aquila and Priscilla, 

his fellow-artisans and fellow-sufferers, who ‘for his life had 

laid down their own necks’*? Did he still find in Rome his 

countrymen, perhaps his kinsmen, Andronicus and Junias and 

Herodion*? Did he experience once more the tender care of 

the mother of Rufus, who in times past had treated him as her 

own son*? Did he renew his intimacy with those former friends 

of whom he speaks with affectionate warmth, Epenetus his 

well-beloved, Urbanus his helper in Christ, Mary who laboured 

much for him, Amplias, Stachys, Persis®? 

Of Roman residents however, beyond a general reference to 

the members of Cesar’s household’, he makes no mention in 

his letters written from the metropolis. They would probably 

His perso- be unknown to his distant correspondents. But of occasional 
lcompa-_.. A a é 3 

hionsand Visitors in Rome, his converts or his colleagues in the Gospel, the 

1 See the detached notes on the 4 Rom, xvi. 13. 

meaning of ‘pretorium’in i 1. * Rom. xvi. 5, 6, 8, 9, 12. 

*» Rom, xvi. 3. 6 Phil, iv. 22. 

2 Rom. xvi. 7, 11. 
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companions of his travels and the delegates of foreign churches, 

not a few are named. His youthful disciple and associate 

Timotheus, the best beloved of his spiritual sons, seems to have 

been with him during the whole or nearly the whole of his 

captivity’. Another friend also, who had shared with him the 

perils of the voyage, Luke ‘the beloved physician, now his 

fellow-labourer and perhaps his medical attendant, hereafter his 

biographer, is constantly by his side’. His two favourite Mace- 

donian churches are well represented among his companions : 

Philippi despatches Epaphroditus with pecuniary aid, welcome 

to him as a relief of his wants but doubly welcome as a token 

of their devoted love’: Aristarchus is present from Thessalonica‘, 

a tried associate, who some years before had imperilled his life 

with St Paul at Ephesus® and now shared his captivity at Rome®. 

Delegates from the Asiatic churches too were with him: Ty- 

chicus’, a native of the Roman province of Asia and probably of 

Ephesus its capital’, the Apostle’s companion both in earlier 

and later days’: and Epaphras the evangelist of his native 

Coloss, who came to consult St Paul on the dangerous heresies 

then threatening this and the neighbouring churches over 

which he watched with intense anxiety”. Besides these were 

1 His name appears in the opening 

salutations of the Epistles to the Phi- 

lippians, Colossians, and Philemon: 

compare also Phil. ii. 1g —23, It may 
perhaps be inferred from St Luke’s 

silence, Acts xxvii. z, that Timotheus 

did not accompany St Paul on his jour- 

ney to Rome, but joined him soon after 
his arrival. 

2 Col. iv. 14, Philem. 24. 

3 Phil. ii, 25—30, iv. r4—18. See 

below, p. 60. 

* Col. iv. 10, Philem. 24. On the 

notice of Aristarchus in Acts xxvii. 2, 

see below, p. 34, note 2. 

5 Acts xix. 29. 

* In Col. iv. 10, St Paul styles him 

6 ouvarxpddwrds pov. Perhaps however 

this may refer to the incident at Ephe- 

sus already alluded to (Acts xix. 20). 

Or does it signify a spiritual subjection 

(alxparwoia, Rom. vii. 23, 2 Cor. x. 5, 

Ephes. iv. 8), so that it may be com- 

pared with ovvdovdos (Col. i. 7, iv. 4), 
and ovvorparudrys (Phil. ii. 25, Philem. 

2)? St Paul uses the term ovvaiyud- 
Awros also of Epaphras (Philem. 23), 

and of his ‘kinsmen’ Andronicus and 

Junias or Junia (Rom. xvi. 7). See 

the note on Col. iv. ro. 

7 Ephes. vi. 21, Col. iv. 7. 

8 Acts xx. 4, 2 Tim. iv. 12. He is 
mentioned together with Trophimus, 

Acts 1.c., and Trophimus was an Ephe- 

sian, ib. xxi. 29. 
9 Acts xx. 4, 2 Tim. iv. 12: comp. 

Tit. ili. 12. Perhaps also he is one of 
the anonymous brethren in 2 Cor. viii. 

18, 22. 

10 Col. i. y, iv. 12. 

IT 

other as- 
sociates. 
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other friends old and new: one pair especially, whose names are 

linked together by contrast; John Mark who, having deserted 

in former years, has now returned to his post and is once more 

a loyal soldier of Christ?; and Demas, as yet faithful to his 

allegiance, who hereafter will turn renegade and desert the 

Apostle in his sorest need®. To these must be added a disciple 

of the Circumcision, whose surname ‘the just’’ proclaims his 

devotion to his former faith—one Jesus, to us a name only, but 

to St Paul much more than a name, for amidst the general 

defection of the Jewish converts he stood by the Apostle almost 

alone*. Lastly, there was Philemon’s runaway slave Onesimus, 

‘not now a slave, but above a slave, a brother beloved,’ whose 

career is the most touching episode in the apostolic history and 

the noblest monument of the moral power of the Gospel’®. 

St Paul’s These friendships supported him under the ‘care of all the 

“enee wit Churches,’ which continued to press upon him in his captivity 

pean not less heavily than before. The epistles of this period bear 

testimony alike to the breadth and the intensity of his sym- 

pathy with others. The Church of Philippi which he had 

himself planted and watered, and the Church of Colossz with 

which he had no personal acquaintance, alike claim and receive 

his fatherly advice. The temporal interest of the individual 

slave, and the spiritual well-being of the collective Churches of 

Asia®, are equally the objects of his care. Yet these four epi- 

stles, which alone survive, must represent very inadequately the 

extent of the demands made upon his time and energies at this 

period. There is no notice here of Thessalonica, none of Corinth, 

none of the churches of Syria, of his own native Cilicia, of 

Lycaonia and Pisidia and Galatia. It is idle to speculate on 

the possibility of lost epistles: but, whether by his letters or 

by his delegates, we cannot doubt that these brotherhoods, 

1 Col. iv. 10, Philem, 24: comp. 2 4 Col. iv. rx. 

Tim. iv, 1. ® Col. iv. 9, and Philem. ro sq. 

2 Col. iv. 14, Philem. 24: comp. = 6 The Epistle to the Ephesians 

Tim. iv. ro. seems to have been a circular letter to 

3 See the note on Col. iv. rr. the Asiatic Churches. 
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which had a special claim upon him as their spiritual father, 

received their due share of attention from this ‘prisoner of 

Jesus Christ.’ 

But it was on Rome especially that he would concentrate Existing 

his energies: Rome, which for years past he had longed to see {enon ay 
with an intense longing: the common sink of all the worst Church. 
vices of. humanity’, and therefore the noblest sphere for evan- 

celical zeal. Here he would find a wider field and a richer soil, 

than any which had hitherto attracted him. But the ground 

had not lain altogether fallow. There was already a large and 

flourishing Church, a mixed community of Jew and Gentile 

converts, founded, it would seem, partly by his own companions 

and disciples, partly by teachers commissioned directly from 

Palestine and imbued with the strongest prejudices of their 

race; a heterogeneous mass, with diverse feelings and sympa- 

thies, with no well-defined organization, with no other bond of 

union than the belief in a common Messiah; gathering, we may 

suppose, for purposes of worship in small knots here and there, 

as close neighbourhood or common nationality or sympathy or 

accident drew them together; but, as a body, lost in the vast 

masses of the heathen population, and only faintly discerned or 

contemptuously ignored even by the large community of Jewish 

residents. 

With the nucleus of a Christian Church thus ready to hand, Success of 

but needing to be instructed and consolidated, with an enor- Gaanee 

mous outlying population of unconverted Jews and Gentiles to Rome. 

be gathered into the fold, the Apostle entered upon his work. 

Writing to the Romans three years before, he had expressed his 

assurance that, when he visited them, he would ‘come in the 

fulness of the blessing of Christ’.’ There is every reason to 

believe that this confidence was justified by the event. The 

notice, with which the narrative of St Luke closes, implies no 

small measure of success. The same may be inferred from 

1 Tac. Ann. xv. 44 ‘Quo cuncta ing of the spread of Christianity in 

undique atrocia aut pudenda conflu- Nome, 

unt celebranturque.’ Tacitus is speak- » Rom. xv. 29. 
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allusions in St Paul’s own epistles:and is confirmed by the 

subsequent history of the Roman Church. 

In considering the results of the Apostle’s labours more in 

detail, it will be necessary to view the Jewish and Gentile con- 

verts separately. In no Church are their antipathies and feuds 

more strongly marked than in the Roman. Long after their 

junction the two streams are distinctly traced, each with its own 

colour, its own motion; and a generation at least elapses, before 

they are inseparably united. In the history of St Paul they 

flow almost wholly apart. 

St Paul 1. Several thousands of Jews had been uprooted from their 
addresses ‘ * ; himself native land and transplanted to Rome by Pompeius. In this 

first tothe new soil they had spread rapidly, and now formed a very im- 
portant element in the population of the metropolis. Living 

unmolested in a quarter of their own beyond the Tiber, pro- 

tected and fostered by the earlier Cesars, receiving constant 

accessions from home, they abounded everywhere, in the forum, 

in the camp, even in the palace itself". Their growing influ- 

ence alarmed the moralists and politicians of Rome. ‘The 

vanquished, said Seneca bitterly, ‘have given laws to their 

victors®.’ Immediately on his arrival the Apostle summoned to 

his lodgings the more influential members of his race—probably 

the rulers of the synagogues’. In seeking this interview he 

seems to have had a double purpose. On the one hand he 

was anxious to secure their good-will and thus to forestall the 

calumnies of his enemies; on the other he paid respect to their 

spiritual prerogative, by holding out to them the first offer of 

the Gospel’. On their arrival he explained to them the cir- 

! On the numbers and influence of Compare also Pers. Sat. v. 180, Juv. 

the Jews in Rome, see Merivale His- vi. 42, The mock excuse of Horace, 

tory of the Romans vi. p. 257 8q.,Fried- Sat. i. 9. 70, shows how wide was the 
lander Sittengesch. 11. p. 509 8q- influence of this race in Rome, even a 

2 Seneca quoted by St Augustine De generation earlier. See also Ovid A. A. 

Giv. Dei vi. 11, ‘Cum interim usque eo i. 76, and references in Merivale p. 259. 

seeleratissim# gentis consuetudo con- 3 Acts xxviii. 17 8q. 

yaluit, ut per omnes jam terras recep- 4 He had declared this prerogative 
ta sit: victi victoribus leges dederunt.’ of the Jews in writing to the Roman 
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cumstances which had brought him there. To his personal ex- but is 

planations they replied, in real or affected ignorance, that they ae a 

had received no instructions from Palestine; they had heard no 

harm of him and would gladly listen to his defence; only this 

they knew, that the sect of which he professed himself an ad- 

herent, had a bad name everywhere*, For the exposition of his 

teaching a later day was fixed. When the time arrived, he ‘ ex- 

pounded and testified the kingdom of God, arguing from their 

own scriptures ‘from morning till evening. His success was not 

greater than with his fellow-countrymen elsewhere. He dismissed 

them, denouncing their stubborn unbelief and declaring his inten- 

tion of communicating to the Gentiles that offer which they had 

spurned. It is not probable that he made any further advances 

in this direction, He had broken ground and nothing more. 

Yet it was not from any indisposition to hear of Messiah’s Their an- 

advent that they gave this cold reception to the new teacher. a 

The announcement in itself would have been heartily welcomed, #4 

for it harmonised with their most cherished hopes. 

past Jewish society in Rome had been kept in a fever of excite- 

For years 

Church, i. 16, ii. 9, 10, and would feel 

bound to regard it, when he arrived in 

the metropolis. 

1 It is maintained by Baur (Paulus 
p. 368), Schwegler (Nachapost. Zeit. 11. 

p. 93), and Zeller (Theolog. Jahrb. 1849, 
p- 571), that this portion of the narra- 
tive betrays the unhistorical character 
of the Acts; that the language here 

ascribed to the Jews ignores the exist- 

ence of the Roman Church, and that 

therefore the incident is irreconcileable 

with the facts as gathered from the 

Epistle to the Romans. On the con- 

trary, this language seems to me to be 

quite natural under the circumstances, 

as it was certainly most politic. It is 

not very likely that the leading Jews 

would frankly recognise the facts of the 

ease. They had been taught caution 

by the troubles which the Messianic 
feuds had brought on their more im- 
petuous fellow-countrymen ; and they 

would do wisely to shield themselves 

under a prudent reserve. Their best 

policy was to ignore Christianity; to 
enquire as little as possible about it, 

and, when questioned, to understate 

their knowledge. Ina large and popu- 

lous city like Rome they might without 

much difficulty shut their eyes to its 

existence. When its claims were di- 

rectly pressed upon them by St Paul, 
their character for fairness, perhaps 

also some conscientious scruples, re- 

quired them to give him at least a for- 

mal hearing. At all events the writer 

of the Acts is quite aware that there 

was already a Christian Church in 

Rome; for he represents the Apostle 

as met on his way by two deputations 

from it. Indeed the two last chapters 

of the narrative so clearly indicate the 

presence of an eyewitness, that we can 

hardly question the incidents, even if 

we are at a loss how to interpret them. 
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ment by successive rumours of false Christs. On one occasion 

a tumult had broken out, and the emperor had issued a general 

edict of banishment against the race’. If this check had made 

them more careful and less demonstrative, it had certainly not 

smothered their yearnings after the advent of a Prince who 

was to set his foot on the neck of their Roman oppressors. But 

the Christ of their anticipations was not the Christ of St Paul’s 

preaching. Grace, liberty, the abrogation of law, the supre- 

macy of faith, the levelling of all religious and social castes— 

these were strange sounds in their ears; these were conditions 

which they might not and would not accept. 

But where he had failed, other teachers, who sympa- 

thized more fully with their prejudices and made larger con- 

cessions to their bigotry, might win a way. The proportion of 

Jewish converts saluted in the Epistle to the Romans’, not less 

1 Sueton. Claud. 25 ‘Judsos ‘im- 
pulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes 

Roma expulit.’ Suetonius here makes 

a double mistake: (1) He confuses the 

names Chrestus and Christus. This 

confusion was not unnatural, for the 

difference in pronunciation was hardly 

perceptible, and Chrestus, ‘the good- 

natured,’ was a frequent proper name, 

while Christus, ‘the anointed,’ would 

convey no idea at all to a heathen 
ignorant of the Old Testament and 

unacquainted with Hebrew customs. 
The mistake continued to be made 

long after Suetonius: comp. Justin 

Apol. i. p. 54 D daov ye €x 70d Karyyo- 

povpévov hua dvouaros, xpnordérarot 
irdpxouev, Tertull. Apol. 3 ‘Cum per- 

peram Chrestianus pronuntiatur a vo- 

bis,’ ad Nat. i. 3, Theoph. ad Autol. i. 

12 wept dé Tod Karayehdy pov KadobyTd 

pe Xptoriavev, ove oldas 5 Aéyeus* mpo- 
tov pev b7t TO XpioTov HOY Kal eUxpynorov 

kal dxarayéXaordv écrw; and even ag 
late ag Lactantius, Inst. Div. iv. 7 

‘Exponenda hujus nominis ratio est 

propter ignorantium errorem, qui cum 

immutata littcra Clirestum solent di- 

cere.” See also Boeckh C, I. 3857 p, 

App. The word ‘Chrestianus’ appears 

in an early inscription (Miinter Sinn- 
bilder der alten Christen 1. p. 14, Orell. 

Inscr. 4426), where however it may be 

aproper name. At all events the de- 

signation ‘ Christian’ would hardly be 

expected on a monument of this date ; 

for other names in the inscription 
(Drusus, Antonia) point to the age of 
the earlier Cesars. M. Renan (Les 
Apétres, p. 234) is wrong in saying that 

the termination -anus betrays a Latin 

origin. Compare Zapéiavos, Tpaddcavds. 
(2) It seems probable that the dis- 
turbances which Suetonius here attri- 
butes to the instigation of some one 

Chrestus (or Christus), understanding 
this as a proper name, were really 
caused by various conflicting rumours 

of claimants to the Messiahship. Yet 
even in this case we may fairly sup- 

pose that the true Christ held a pro- 
minent place in these reports ; for He 

must have been not less known at this 

time than any of the false Christs. 
2 The only strictly Jowish name is 

Mary; but Aquila and Priscilla are 
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than the obvious motive and bearing of the letter itself, points 

to the existence of a large, perhaps a preponderating, Jewish 

element in the Church of the metropolis before St Paul’s arrival. 

These Christians of the Circumcision for the most part owed 

no spiritual allegiance to the Apostle of the Gentiles: some of 

them had confessed Christ before him*>; many no doubt were 

rigid in their adherence to the law. It would seem as though 

St Paul had long ago been apprehensive of the attitude these 

1? 

Jewish converts might assume towards him. The conciliatory Their op- 

tone of the Epistle to the Romans—conciliatory and yet un- 

compromising—seems intended to disarm possible opposition. 

Was it not this gloomy foreboding also which overclouded his 

spirit when he first set foot on the Italian shore? He had 

good reason to ‘thank God and take courage, when he was 

met by one deputation of Roman Christians at the Forum 

of Appius, by another at the Three Taverns", It was a relief 

to find that some members at least of the Roman Church were 

favourably disposed towards him. At all events his fears were 

not unfounded, as appeared from the sequel. His bold advo- 

cacy of the liberty of the Gospel provoked the determined 
antagonism of the Judaizers. We can hardly doubt to what 

class of teachers he alludes in the Epistle to the Philippians as 

preaching Christ of envy and strife, in a factious spirit, only 

for the purpose of thwarting him, only to increase his anguish 
and to render his chains more galling’ An incidental notice 
in another, probably a later epistle, written also from Rome, 
reveals the virulence of this opposition still more clearly, 
Of all the Jewish Christians in Rome the Apostle can name 
known to have been Jews. St Paul’s also would in all likelihood be Jews. 
‘kinsmen’ also, Andronicus, Junia (Ju- 

nias?), and Herodion, must have be- 

longed to this race, whatever sense we 

attachto the word ‘kinsmen.’ Apelles 

too, though not a strictly Jewish name, 

was frequently borne by Jews. If 

moreover the Aristobulus mentioned in 

ver. 10 belonged to the family of Herod, 
as seems most probable (see p. 172 8q.), 
then the members of ‘ his household’ 

PHIL, 

1 At the first day of Pentecost ol ér- 
Snuwovvres ‘Pupator, Tovdatol re kal Tpog- 
HAvrot, are mentioned among those pre- 

sent, Acts ii. 10. In the Epistle to the 
Romans St Paul salutes certain Jewish 
Christians, who were ‘before him in 

Christ,’ xvi. 7. 

? Acts xxviii. rs. 

3 Phil. i, r5—r8. 

position to 
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three only as remaining stedfast in the general desertion; Arist- 

archus his own companion in travel and in captivity, Marcus 

the cousin of his former missionary colleague Barnabas, and 

Jesus surnamed the Just. ‘In them,’ he adds feelingly, ‘I 

found comfort’.’ 

But if these sectarians resolutely opposed St Paul, they were 

hardly less zealous in preaching Christ. The incentive of rivalry 

goaded them on to fresh exertions. Their gospel was dwarfed 

and mutilated; it ignored the principle of liberty which was 

a main feature of the true Gospel: but though their motives 

were thus unworthy and their doctrine distorted, still ‘Christ 

was preached’: and for this cause, smothering all personal 

feeling, the Apostle constrained himself to rejoice’. 

2. Meanwhile among the Gentiles his preaching bore more 

abundant and healthier fruit. As he encountered in the exist- 

ing Church of Rome the stubborn resistance of a compact body 

of Judaic antagonists, so also there were doubtless very many 

whose more liberal Christian training prepared them to welcome 

him as their leader and guide. If constant communication was 

kept up with Jerusalem, the facilities of intercourse with the 

cities which he himself had evangelized, with Corinth and 

Ephesus for instance, were even greater. The Syrian Orontes 

which washed the walls of Antioch the mother of Gentile 

Christendom, when it mingled its waters with the Tiber, 

assuredly bore thither some nobler freight than the scum and 

refuse of Oriental profligacy, the degraded religions and 

Hicentious morals of Asia*, Gentile Christianity was not less 

fairly represented in Rome than Judaic Christianity. If there 

were some who preached Christ of ‘envy and strife,’ there were 

others who preached Him of ‘ good-will.’ 

Thus aided and encouraged, the Apostle prosecuted his 

work among the Gentiles with signal and rapid success. In 

1 Col. iv. 10, 11 olrives éyerfOnoav 2 Phil. i. 18 dAdd Kal xaphoouat 

pot rapnyopla. Compare the expression 3 Juv. Sat. iii. 62 ‘Jam pridem Sy- 
quoted above from Acts xxviii. 15 eJ- rus in Tiberim defluxit Orontes ete.’ 
Xaprorhoas TH Oc@p EraPev Odpoos. 
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two quarters especially the results of his labours may be traced. His ee 

The pretorian soldiers, drafted off successively to guard him pretoriaen 

and constrained while on duty to bear him close company, had 

opportunities of learning his doctrine and observing his manner 

of life, which were certainly not without fruit. He had not 

been in Rome very long, before he could boast that his bonds 

were not merely known but known in Christ throughout the 

pretorian guard’, In the palace of the Cesars too his influence 

was felt. It seems not improbable that when he arrived in 

Rome he found among the members of the imperial household, and the 

whether slaves or freedmen, some who had already embraced ks 

the new faith and eagerly welcomed his coming. His energy 

would be attracted to this important field of labour, where an 

opening was already made and he had secured valuable allies. 

At aJl events, writing from Rome to a distant church, he singles 

out from the general salutation the members of Cesar’s house- 

hold’, as a body both prominent enough to deserve a special 

salutation and so well known to his correspondents that no 

explanation was needed. 

Occupying these two strongholds in the enemy’s territory, 

he would not be slack to push his conquests farther. Of the 

social rank, of the race and religion from which his converts 

were chiefly drawn, we have no direct knowledge and can only 

hazard a conjecture. Yet we can hardly be wrong in assuming 

that the Church was not generally recruited from the higher 

classes of society and that the recruits were for the most 

part Greeks rather than Romans. 

Of the fact that the primitive Church of the metropolis Greek .na- 

before and after St Paul’s visit was chiefly Greek, there is ae 

satisfactory evidence*. The salutations in the Roman letter con- Church. 

tain very few but Greek names, and even the exceptions hardly 

imply the Roman birth of their possessors. The Greek nation- 

1 Phil. i. 13. See the detached note. best writers. See for instance West- 
® Phil. iv. 22. cott History of the Canon p. 244 8q-, 

3 The Greek origin of the Roman and Milman Latin Christianity 1. p. 
Church is now generally allowed by the 27 8qq. (1863). 

2—2 
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ality of this church in the succeeding ages is still more clearly 

seen. Her early bishops for several generations with very few 

exceptions bear Greek names. All her literature for nearly 

two centuries is Greek. The first Latin version of the Scrip- 

tures was made not for Rome, but for the provinces, especially 

for Africa. Even later, the ill-spelt, ill-written inscriptions of 

the catacombs, with their strange intermingling of Greek and 

Latin characters, show that the church was not yet fully 

nationalised. Doubtless among St Paul’s converts were many 

who spoke Latin as their mother tongue: the soldiers of the 

pretorian guard for instance would perhaps be more Italian 

than Greek. But these were neither the more numerous nor 

the more influential members of the Church. The Greeks were 

the most energetic, as they were also the most intelligent and 

enquiring, of the middle classes in Rome at this time. The 

successful tradesmen, the skilled artisans, the confidential ser- 

vants and retainers of noble houses—almost all the activity and 

enterprise of the common people whether for good or for evil— 

were Greek’, Against the superior versatility of these foreign 

intruders the native population was powerless, and a genera- 

tion later the satirist complains indignantly that Rome is no 

longer Roman*. From this rank in life, from the middle and 

lower classes of society, it seems probable that the Church 

drew her largest reinforcements. The members of the Roman 

Church saluted in St Paul’s Epistle could assuredly boast no 

aristocratic descent, whether from the proud patrician or the 

equally proud plebeian families. They bear upstart names, 

mostly Greek, sometimes borrowed from natural objects, some- 

times adopted from a pagan hero or divinity, sometimes de- 

scriptive of personal qualities or advantages, here and there 

the surnames of some noble family to which they were perhaps 

attached as slaves or freedmen, but hardly in any case bearing 

the stamp of high Roman antiquity®, Of Rome, not less than 

1 See especially Juv. Sat. iii. 73— 2 Juv. Sat. iii. 60 ‘Non possum ferre, 
80. Comp. Friedlander Sittengeschichte | Quirites, Grecam urbem.’ 

Roms 1, p. 60 sq. (ed. 2). 8 Examples of these different classes 
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of Corinth, it must have been true, that ‘not many wise after 

the flesh, not many powerful, not many high-born’ were 

called’. 

Not many, and yet perhaps a few. On what grounds and Converts 
< : : from the 

with what truth the great Stoic philosopher and statesman has higher 

been claimed as a signal triumph of the Gospel I shall have to “l9sses- 

consider hereafter. Report has swollen the list of Roman con- 

verts with other names scarcely less famous for their virtues or 

their vices. The poet Lucan, the philosopher Epictetus, the 

powerful freedmen Narcissus and Epaphroditus, the emperor’s 

mistresses Acte and Poppa’, a strange medley of good and 

bad, have been swept by tradition or conjecture into that capa- 

cious drag-net which ‘gathers of every kind” For such conver- 

sions, highly improbable in themselves, there is not a shadow 

of evidence. Yet one illustrious convert at least seems to 

have been added to the Church about this time. 

Grecina, the wife of Plautius the conqueror of Britain, was 

arraigned of ‘foreign superstition.’ Delivered over to a do- 

mestic tribunal according to ancient usage, she was tried by 

her husband in presence of her relations, and was pronounced 

by him innocent. Her grave and sad demeanour (for she never 

appeared but in a mourning garb) was observed by all. The 

untimely and cruel death of her friend Julia had drawn a cloud 

over her life, which was never dissipated®, Coupled with the 

charge already mentioned, this notice suggests that shunning 

society she had sought consolation under her deep sorrow 

in the duties and hopes of the Gospel’ At all events a 

generation later Christianity had worked its way even into the 

imperial family. Flavius Clemens and his wife Flavia Domi- 

Pomponia Pomponia 
Grecina. 

of names among the Roman Christians 

are: Stachys; Hermes, Nereus; Epx- 

netus, Ampliatus, Urbanus; Julia, 

Claudia (2 Tim. iv. 21). 
1 1 Cor. i. 26. 

2 See Fleury Saint Paul et Séneque 
u, p. rog, and the references there 

given. 

3 Tac. Ann. xiii. 32, The trial took 

place in the year 57 or 88, i.e. about 
the time when the Epistle to the Ro- 

mans was written, and some three years 
before St Paul’s arrival in Rome. 

4 The ‘superstitio externa’ of Tacitus 

in this passage has been explained by 

Lipsius and othersafter him asreferring 

to Christianity. See especially Meri- 

vale’s History of the Romans V1. p. 273. 
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tilla, both cousins of Domitian, were accused of ‘atheism’ and 

condemned by the emperor. Clemens had only just resigned 

office as consul; and his sons had been nominated successors to 

the empire. The husband was put to death; the wife banished 

to one of the islands. Allowing that the emperor sacrificed his 

kinsman on a ‘most trivial charge, the Roman biographer yet 

withholds his sympathy from the unoffending victim as a man 

of ‘contemptible indolence’.’ 

1 Sueton. Domit. 15 ‘ Flavium Cle- 

mentem patruelem suum contemptissi- 

meinertia...repente ex tenuissima sus- 

picione tantum non in ipso ejus consu- 

latu interemit’: Dion Cass. Ixvii. 14 
kav TQ adr@ ree dddovs Te moAovs 

kal Tov Pdaovloy KAjuevra vrarevovra, 

kalrrep dveyoy dvra xal yuvatca xal 
auriy ouyyerv éavrou Pdaovlav Aopurlr- 

av exovra, xarécpatey 6 Aopiriavos: 

érnvéxOn 5¢ audoiv eykAnua dbedryTos, 

bg’ as xal dddow és Ta "lovdaiwy Oy 

éZoxédAovres Tool KaredixdoOncay, Kal 

ol ev arédavoy ol S¢ Tay your ovowy 

eorepnOnaay? 4 Se Aoperidda brepwpl- 

oO povor és Ilavdareplav. Atheism was 

the common charge brought against the 

early Christians. The relationship of 
this Domitilla to Domitian is not 
given by Dion Cassius. It appears 

however from other authorities that 
she was his sister’s daughter ; Quintil. 

Inst. iv. Procm., Orelli-Henzen Inscr. 

5422, 5423. Again Eusebius, H. EH. 
iii. 18, refers to heathen historians 

as relating (with an exact notice of 
the date, the fifteenth year of Domi- 

tian) the persecution of the Christians, 
and more especially the banishment of 

Vlavia Domitilla, the niece of Flavius 

Clemens (é& ddeApijs yeyouviay Pradvlov 

KnAjpevros) one of the actual consuls, 
to.the island of Pontia, rijs els Xpu- 

ordv papruplas tvexev, The heathen 
writer especially intended here is one 
Bruttius, as appears from another pas- 

sage in Eusebius, Chron. p. 162 (Schéne) 
sub anno 95,‘ Seribit Bruttius plurimos 

One whose prejudice or ignorance 

Christianorum sub Domitiano fecisse 
martyrium: inter quos et Flaviam Do- 
mitillam, Flavii Clementis consulis ex 

sororeneptem, in insulam Pontiam rele- 
gatam quia se Christianam esse testata 

est.’ This Bruttius is not improbably 

the Presens with whom the younger 
Pliny corresponds (Epist. vii. 3), Pre- 

sens being a cognomen of the Bruttii. 
For the various persons bearing this 
name see Lardner’s Testimonies of An- 
cient Heathens xii, On the confirma- 
tion of this account derived from de 
Rossi’s archeological researches, and 

on the possible connexion of Clement 

the writer of the Epistle with this 

Flavius Clemens, see S. Clement of 
Rome Appendix p. 257 8q. 

It will be seen that the account of 
Bruttius (or Eusebius) differs from that 
of other authorities both in the place 
of exile and in the relationship of 
Domitilla to Clemens. Hence many 

writers have supposed that two Domi- 

tillas, aunt and niece, were banished 

by Domitian: so e.g. among recent 
writers, Imhof Domitianus p. 116, de 

Rossi Bull. di Archeol. Crist. 1865, p. 
178q., 1875, p. 698q. The calendar also 
commemorates a Domitilla as a, virgin 

and martyr, thus distinguishing her 
from the wife of Clemens: see Tille- 
mont Hist. Eccl. 1. p. 124 8q. Yet it 
can hardly be doubtful that one and 
the same person is intended in these 

notices. Nor is it difficult to explain 
the two discrepancies. (1) The locality. 
Pontia (or Pontiw, for it is a group of 
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allowed him to see in Christianity only a ‘mischievous super- 

stition” would not be very favourably impressed by a convert 

to the new faith, debarred by his principles from sharing the 

vicious amusements of his age, and perhaps also in the absorb- 

ing contemplation of his higher destinies too forgetful of the 

necessary forms of social and political life. There seems no 

reason to doubt that Clemens and Domitilla were converts to 

the Gospel’. 
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It is impossible to close this notice of St Paul’s captivity The Nero- 
nian per- 

without casting a glance at the great catastrophe which over- secution 

whelmed the Roman Church soon after his release. 

nian persecution, related on the authority of Tacitus and 

islands) and Pandateria are close to 

each other; Strabo v. p. 233 Ilavda- 

repla re kal Tovria ov odd dm’ dddnAwy 

déxoveat, Hence they are constantly 

named together; e.g. Strabo ii. p. 123, 

Varro R. R. ii. 5, Suet. Culig. 15, 
Mela ii, 7. And both alike were con- 

stantly chosen as places of exile for 

members of the imperial family; Tac. 

Ann, xiv. 63, Suet. Tid. 53, 54, Calig. 
15, Dion Cass, lv. ro, lix, 22. The cells, 

in which Domitilla was reported to 

have lived during her exile, were 
shown in Pontia in Jerome’s time; 

Hieron. Ep. eviii. § 7 (1. p. 695). 
(2) The relationship. The divergence 

here may be explained very easily by 

the carelessness of Eusebius or some 
early transcriber. In tho original text 

of Bruttius the words corresponding to 

‘Flavii Clementis’ probably signified 
‘the wife of Flavius Clemens,’ while 

those translated ‘ex sorore neptem’ 

described her relationship not to Cle- 
mens but to Domitian. G. Syncellus 

(p. 650, ed. Bonn.), copying the Chroni- 
con of Eusebius, says P\avla AoweriAXNa 

éfadéX@n KAnunvyros (sic) Pdaviov vra- 

Tixod ws Xpeoriavy els yRoov Iovrlavy pu- 

yadeverat. This expression suggests a 

very probable account of the error. If 

Bruttius (or some other authority) 

wrote ®daovla Aomeridru éfaddhon 7 

Pdaovlov KAjuevros, the accidental 

omission of 7 would at once transfer 

the relationship from Domitian to 
Flavius Clemens. When Philostratus, 
Vit. Apoll. viii. 25, speaks of the wife 

of Clemens as the sister of the emperor, 

he confuses her with another Domitilla 

no longer living; unless indeed (as 
seems probable) the conjectural read- 
ing éfadéd¢yv should be substituted 
for ddekpyy in hia text. The stemma 
of the Flavii, constructed by Momm- 
sen (Corp. Inscr. Lat. v1. p. 173), seems 
to me to have nothing to recommend 
it except the name of this truly great 

scholar. It contradicts Apollonius, 
Dion, Eusebius, and Quintilian alike ; 

besides being open to other objections. 

See the criticism of de Rossi Bull. di 
Arch, Crist. 1875, p. 708q. 

1 Sucton. Nero 16 ‘ superstitio nova 

ac malefica.’ 

2 So even Gibbon, who says (¢. xvi), 
‘The guilt imputed to their charge was 
that of Atheism and Jewish manners ; 

a singular association of ideas, which 

cannot with any propriety be applied 
except to the Christians etc.’ So too 
Baur Paulus p. 472. Early in the 

second century the Roman Christians 
are so influential that Ignatius fears 

away. The Nero- @#Plained 
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Suetonius and embodied as a cardinal article in the historic 

creed of the Church from the earliest times, has latterly shared 

the fate of all assumed facts and received dogmas. The histo- 

rian of the ‘Decline and Fall’ was the first to question the 

truth of this persecution. ‘The obscurity as well as the inno- 

cency of the Christians,’ wrote Gibbon, ‘should have shielded 

them from Nero’s indignation and even from his notice.’ 

Accordingly he supposed that the real sufferers were not 

Christians but Jews, not the disciples of the true Christ but 

the dupes of some false Christ, the followers not of Jesus the 

Nazarene but of Judas the Gaulonite. It might easily happen, 

so he argued, that Tacitus, writing a generation later when the 

Christians, now a numerous body, had been singled out as the 

objects of judicial investigation, should transfer to them ‘the 

guilt and the sufferings which he might with far greater truth 

and justice have attributed to a sect whose odious memory was 

almost extinguished*’ An able living writer also, the author of 

the “History of the Romans under the Empire’,’ paying more 

deference to ancient authorities, yet feeling this difficulty, 

though im a less degree, suggests another solution. He sup- 

poses that the persecution was directed in the first instance 

against Jewish fanatics®; that the persons thus assailed strove 

to divert the popular fury by informing against the Christians; 

that the Christians confessed their allegiance to a King of their 

own in ‘a sense which their judges did not care to discriminate’; 

that in consequence they were condemned and suffered; and 

finally, that later writers, having only an indistinct knowledge 

of the facts, confined the persecution directed against Jews and 

Christians alike to the latter, who nevertheless were not the 

principal victims. If I felt the difficulty which this suggestion 

Testimony is intended to remove, I should be disposed to accept the solu- 

Line aa tion. But I do not feel justified in setting aside the authority 

of both Tacitus and Suetonius in a case like this, where the 

lest their intercession may rob him of * A later notice however (Pseudo- 

the crown of martyrdom. Senec. ad Paul. Ep..12) mentions the 

1 Decline and Fall c. xvi, Jews also as sufferers, 

3 v1, p, 280, 
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incident recorded must have happened in their own life-time; 

an incident moreover not transacted within the recesses of the 

palace or by a few accomplices sworn to secrecy, but open and 

notorious, affecting the lives of many and gratifying the fanati- 

cal fury of a whole populace. 
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But besides the distinct testimony of the Roman historians, Allusionin 
the Apoca- 

there is, I venture to think, strong though indirect evidence lypse, 

which has generally been overlooked. How otherwise is the 

imagery of the Apocalypse to be explained? Babylon, the great 

harlot, the woman seated on seven hills, ‘drunken with the 

blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus’’— 

what is the historical reference in these words, if the Neronian 

persecution be a figment of later date? It is plain that some 

great change has passed over the relations between the Gospel 

and the Empire, since the days when St Paul sought protection 

and obtained justice from the soldiers and the magistrates of 

Rome. The genial indolence of Gallio, the active interposition 

of Claudius Lysias, the cold impartiality of Festus, afford no ex- 

planation of such language. Roman justice or Roman indiffer- 

ence has been exchanged meanwhile for Roman oppression. 

And after all the sole ground for scepticism is the assumed The 
Church of 
Rome not 

station and scanty numbers. But what are the facts of the ™signi- 

insignificance of the Roman Church at this epoch, its obscure 

; ficant at 
case? Full six years before the Neronian outbreak the brethren this time, 

of Rome are so numerous and so influential as to elicit from 

St Paul the largest and most important letter which he ever 

wrote. In this letter he salutes a far greater number of persons 

than in any other. Its tone shows that the Roman Church 

was beset by all the temptations intellectual and moral, to 

which only a large and various community is exposed. In 

the three years which elapsed before he arrived in the metro- 

polis their numbers must in the natural course of events 

have increased largely. When he lands on the shores of 

1 Rev, xvii. 6. The argument in the for the passage might then be sup- 

text loses some of its force, if the later posed to refer to the persecution of 

date be assigned to the Apocalypse; Domitian. 
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Italy, he finds a Christian community established even at 

Puteoli’, For two whole years from this time the Gospel is 

preached with assiduous devotion by St Paul and his compa- 

nions; while the zeal of the Judaizers, whetted by rivalry, is 

roused to unwonted activity in the same cause. If besides this 

we allow for the natural growth of the church in the year in- 

tervening after the Apostle’s release, 1t will be no surprise that 

the Christian community had by this time attained sufficient 

prominence to provoke the indiscriminate revenge of a people 

unnerved by a recent catastrophe and suddenly awakened to 

the existence of a mysterious and rapidly increasing sect. 

For it is in the very nature of a panic that it should take 

alarm at some vague peril of which it cannot estimate the 

character or dimensions. The first discovery of this strange 

community would be the most terrible shock to Roman feeling. 

byapanic. How wide might not be its ramifications, how numerous its 

adherents? Once before in times past Roman society had 

been appalled by a similar revelation. At this crisis men 

would call to mind how their forefathers had stood aghast at 

the horrors of the Bacchanalian conspiracy; how the canker 

still unsuspected was gnawing at the heart of public morality, 

aud the foundations of society were well-nigh sapped,, when the 

discovery was accidentally made, so that only the promptest and 

most vigorous measures had saved the state”. And was not this 

a conspiracy of the same kind? These Christians were certainly 

atheists, for they rejected all the gods alike; they were traitors 

1 Acts xxviii. 14. The traffic with 
Alexandria and the Hast would draw 

? For the history of the Bacchanalian 

conspiracy detected in the year B.c. 186 

to Puteoli a large number of Oriental 

sailors and merchants. The inscrip- 
tions bear testimony to the presence of 

Jews in these parts: see an article by 
Minervini in the Bullett. Archeol. Na- 

pol, Feb. 1855. For the reference to 
this article I am indebted to Fried- 

linder Sittengeschichte Roms 11. p. 65. 

See also de Rossi Bull. di Archeol.Crist. 

1864, p. 69 8q., on the Pompeian in- 

scription. 

see Livy xxxix. 8 sq. In reading this 
account it is impossible not to notice 
theresemblance of the crimes apparent- 
ly proved against these Bacchanalians 

with the foul charges recklessly hurled 

at the Christians: see e.g. Justin Apol. 
i. 26, Tertull. Apol. 7, Minue, Felix, 9, 

28. [The passage in the text was writ- 

ten without any recollection that Gib- 

bon had mentioned the Bacchanalian 
conspiracy in the same connexion. ] 
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also, for they swore allegiance to another king besides Cesar. 

But there were mysterious whispers of darker horrors than 

these ; hideous orgies which rivalled the loathsome banquet of 

Thyestes, shameless and nameless profligacies which recalled 

the tragedy of the house of Laius.. To us, who know what the 

Gospel has been and is, who are permitted to look back on the 

past history of the Church and forward to her eternal destinies, 

such infatuation may seem almost incredible; and yet this mode 

of representation probably does no injustice to Roman feeling 

at the time. The public mind paralysed by a great calamity has 

not strength to reflect or to argue. An idea once seizing it 

possesses it wholly. The grave and reserved demeanour of the 

Christians would only increase the popular suspicion. The ap- 

parent innocence of the sect would seem but a cloak thrown over 

their foul designs, which betrayed themselves occasionally by de- 

nunciations of Roman life or by threats of a coming vengeance’. 

The general silence of the Roman satirists is indeed a signi- 

ficant fact, but it cannot fairly be urged to show the obscurity 

of the Church at the date of the Neronian persecution. If no 

mention is made of Christianity in the short poems of Persius, 

it will be remembered that he died nearly two years before this 

event. If Juvenal and Martial, who in the next generation 

‘have dashed in with such glaring colours Jews, Greeks, and 

Egyptians*, banish the Christians to the far background of 

their picture‘, the fact must not be explained by the compara- 

tive insignificance of the latter", We may safely infer from 

1 See the letter of the Churches of 
Lyons and Vienne in Huseb. H. E.v. 1. 

§ 14 katePetoavro tyudv Ovéorea Setrva 

kal Oldimodelous uliers kal doa pre Na- 

Rely pire voety O€us tuiv, Athenag. 

Legat. 3 rpla émipnulfovow jytv éyxdy- 

para, abedrnta, Ovécraa Selva, Old- 

modelous plters, ib. 31, Theoph. ad Aut. 

iii, 4, 18, Tertull. ad Nat. i. 7. 

2 See the suggestion of Dean Milman, 

History of Christianity 11. p. 456 (1863). 
So also Pressensé Trois Premiers 

Siécles 11, p. 97. 

3 Merivale vi. p. 277. 
4 Mart. x. 25, Juv. i. 153, viii. 235. 

Even in these passages the allusion is 
doubtful. 

5 The following instance will show 

how little dependence can be placed on 

this line of argument. Dean Milman 

(History of Christianity, 111. p. 352) 
writes: ‘M. Beugnot has pointed out 

one remarkable characteristic of Clau- 

dian’s poetry and of the times—his ex- 

traordinary religious indifference. Here 
is a poet writing at the actual crisis of 
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the narratives of Pliny and Tacitus that at this time they 

were at least as important and influential as the Jews. But 

in fact they offered very poor material for caricature. So far 

as they presented any salient features which the satirist might 

turn to ridicule, these were found in the Jews to a still greater 

degree. Where they differed, their distinctive characteristics 

would seem entirely negative to the superficial glance of the 

heathen. Even Lucian, who satirizes all things in heaven and 

earth, living at a time when Christians abounded everywhere, 

can say nothing worse of them than that they are good-natured 

charitable people, not overwise and easily duped by charlatans’. 

But how did this vast religious movement escape the 

notice of philosophical writers, who, if they were blind to its 

spiritual import, must at least have recognised in it a striking 

moral phenomenon? If the Christians were so important, it is 

urged, how are they not mentioned by Seneca, ‘though Seneca 

is full of the tenets of the philosophers*’? To this particular 

question it is perhaps sufficient to reply, that most of Seneca’s 

works were written before the Christians on any showing had 

attracted public notice. But the enquiry may be pushed further, 

and a general answer will be suggested. How, we may well 

ask, are they not mentioned by Plutarch, though Plutarch dis- 

cusses almost every possible question of philosophical or social 

interest, and flourished moreover at the very time, when by 

their large and increasing numbers, by their unflinching courage 

and steady principle, they had become so formidable, that 

the propretor of Bithynia in utter perplexity applies to his 

imperial master for instructions how to deal with a sect thus 

passive and yet thus revolutionary? How is it again, that 

Marcus Aurelius, the philosophical emperor, dismisses them in 

his writings with one brief scornful allusion’, though he had 

the complete triumph of the new reli- 
gion and the visible extinction of the 
old: if we may so speak, a strictly his- 

torical poet... Yet...no one would know 

the existence of Christianity at that 
period of the world by reading the 

works of Claudian.’ 
1 Lucian De Mort. Peregr.§ 11 sq. 

2 Merivale, l.c. 

3M. Anton. xi. 3 wh xara podoy 

mwapdratw (from mere obstinacy), ws ol 

Xpioriavol, adrAd redoyiopérws Kal cee 
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been flooded with apologies and memorials on their behalf, and 

though they served in large numbers in the very army which 

he commanded in person*? The silence of these later philoso- assumed 

phers at least cannot be ascribed to ignorance; and some other a 

explanation must be sought. May we not fairly conclude e6* 

that, like others under similar circumstances, they considered 

a contemptuous reticence the safest, if not the keenest, weapon 

to employ against a religious movement, which was working 

its way upwards from the lower grades of society, and which 

they viewed with alarm and misgiving not unmingled with 

secret respect’ ? 

peds kal, Gore Kal dddov meloa, drpa- 

yoiws. 

1 Thus much at least may be in- 

ferred from the story of the thunder- 
ing legion: see especially Mosheim De 
Rebus Christian. sec. 2. § xvii, and 

Lardner Testimonies, etc, xv. $ 3. 

2 St Augustine de Civ. Dei vi. tr 

says of Seneca, after mentioning this 
philosopher’s account of the Jews, 

‘Christianos tamen, jam tune Judmis 

inimicissimos, in neutram partem com- 

memorare ausus est, ne vel laudaret 

contra su patria veterem consuetudi- 

nem vel reprehenderet contra propriam 

forsitan voluntatem.’ Seneca indeed 

could hardly be expected to mention 

the Christians, for most of his works 

were perhaps written before the new 

sect had attracted the attention of his 

fellow-countrymen. But some such 

motive as Augustine here suggests 

must have sealed the lips of the later 

philosophers. 



Four epi- 
stles writ- 
ten from 
Rome. 

II. 

ORDER OF THE EPISTLES OF THE CAPTIVITY. 

S" PAUL remained in captivity between four and five years 

(A.D. 58—63); the first half of this period being spent at 

Ceesarea, the second at Rome. While thus a prisoner he wrote 

four epistles, to the Philippians, to the Colossians, to the Ephe- 

sians, to Philemon, Though a few critics have assigned one or 

more of these epistles to his confinement at Czsarea’, there are 

serious objections to this view’; and the vast majority of writers 

1 The three epistles are assigned to 
the Caesarean captivity by Bottger 

(Beitr. 1. p. 47 sqq.), Thiersch (Kirche 

im apost. Zeit. p. 176), Reuss (Gesch. 
der heil. Schriften § 114), Meyer (Ephes. 
Einl. § 2) and others: the Epistle to 
the Philippians by Paulus (Progr. Jen. 
1799, and Heidelb. Jahrb. 1825. H. 5, 

referred to by Bleek), Bottger (1.c.), and 
Thiersch (ib. p. 212), while Rilliet (in- 

trod. § rr and note on i. 13) speaks 
doubtfully. The oldest tradition or con- 

jecture dated all four epistles from 

Rome: and this is the opinion of most 

modern writers. Oeder alone (Progr. 
Onold. 1731: see Wolf Cur. Phil. 11. 
p. 168) dates the Philippians from Co- 
rinth during St Paul’s first visit. 

® Reasons for dating the three epi- 
stles from Cesarea are given fully in 

Meyer (Ephes. Einl.§ 2). I cannot at- 
tach any weight to them. For the Epi- 
stle to the Philippians there is at least 

this prima facie case, that the mention 

of the pretorium in Phil. i, 13 would 

then be explained by the statement in 
Acts xxiii. 35, that St Paul was con- 

fined in ‘the preetorium of Herod.’ But 
the expression ‘throughout the preto- 
rium’ (év dw 7@ mpatrwply), while it 
implies a wider space than the palace 
or official residence of Herod, is easily 

explained by the circumstances of St 

Paul’s connexion with the imperial 
guards at Rome: seo above, p.g. On 

the other hand there are many serious 

objections to Cesarea as the place of 
writing. (1) The notice of Czsar’s 

household (Phil. iv. 22) cannot without 
much straining of language and facts 
be made to apply to Cesarea. (2) St 
Paul’s account of his progress (i. 12 

sq.) loses all its force on this supposi- 

tion. He is obviously speaking of some 
place of great consequence, where the 

Gospel had received a new and remark- 

able development, Czsarea does not 

satisfy these conditions, It was after 
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agree in placing all four at a later date, after the Apostle had 

been removed thence to Rome. 

Assuming then that they were all written from Rome, we The Phi- 
; 3 : : -_ lippianlet- 

have next to investigate their relative dates. And here again ter stands 

the question simplifies itself, It seems very clear, and is gene- *Fert ee 

rally allowed, that the three epistles last mentioned were written a 

and despatched at or about the same time, while the letter 

to the Philippians stands alone. Of the three thus connected 

the Epistle to the Colossians is the link between the other two. 

On the one hand its connexion with the Epistle to the Ephe- 

sians is established by a remarkable resemblance of style and 

matter, and by the fact of its being entrusted to the same 

messenger Tychicus*. On the other, it is shown to synchronize 

with the letter to Philemon by more than one coincidence: 

Onesimus accompanies both epistles’; in both salutations are 

sent to Archippus’ ; in both the same persons are mentioned as 

St Paul’s companions at the time of writing*. 

all not a very important place. It had 

been evangelized by the Apostles of the 

Circumcision. The first heathen con- 

vert Cornelius lived there. As a chief 

seaport town of Palestine, the great 

preachers of the Gospel were constantly 

passing to and fro through it. Alto- 

gether we may suppose it to have re- 

ceived more attention in proportion to 
its size than any other place; and the 

language of St Paul seems wholly in- 

applicable to a town with this antece- 

dent history. (3) When this epistle is 

written, he is looking forward to his 

speedy release and purposes a visit to 

Macedonia (i. 26, ii. 24: compare Phi- 
lem. 22). Now there is no reason to 
suppose that he expected this at Cx- 
sarea, For what werethe circumstances 

of the case? He had gone up to Jerusa- 

lem, intending immediately afterwards 

to visit Rome. While at Jerusalem he 

is apprehended on wu frivolous charge 
and imprisoned. When at length he 
is brought to trial, he boldly appeals to 

Cesar. May we not infer that this 

had been his settled determination from 

the first? that he considered it more 

prudent to act thus than to stake his 

safety on the capricious justice of the 

provincial governor? that at all eventa 

he hoped thereby to secure the fulfil- 

ment of his long-cherished design of 

preaching the Gospel in the metropolis? 

These considerations seem sufficient 

to turn the scale in favour of Rome, as 

against Caesarea, in the case of the Epi- 

stle to the Philippians. As regards the 

other three, I shall endeavour to give 
reasons for placing them later than the 

Philippian letter: and if so, they also 

must date from Rome, At all events 

there is no sufficient ground for aban- 

doning the common view. 

1 Col, iv. 7, Ephes. vi. 21. 
2 Col. iv. g, Philem. ro—12. 

* Col, iv. 17, Philem. 2. Hence it 
may be inferred that they went to the 
same place. 

4 Philem, 1, 23, 24, Col. i 4, iv. 
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ORDER OF THE EPISTLES OF THE CAPTIVITY. 

The question then, which I propose to discuss in the follow- 

ing pages, is this: whether the Epistle to the Philippians should 

be placed early in the Roman captivity and the three epistles 

later; or whether conversely the three epistles were written first, 

and the Philippian letter afterwards. The latter is the prevail- 

ing view among the vast majority of recent writers, German 

and English, with one or two important exceptions’. I shall 

attempt to show that the arguments generally alleged in its 

favour will not support the conclusions: while on the other 

hand there are reasons for placing the Philippians early and 

the three epistles late, which in the absence of any decisive 

evidence on the other side must be regarded as weighty. 

The arguments in favour of the later date of the Philippian 

letter, as compared with the other three, ‘are drawn from four 

considerations: (1) From the progress of Christianity in Rome, 

as exhibited in this epistle; (2) From a comparison of the 

names of St Paul’s associates mentioned in the different epistles; 

(3) From the length of time required for the communications 

between Philippi and Rome; (4) From the circumstances of 

St Paul's imprisonment. These arguments will be considered 

in order. 

1. It is evident that the Christians in Rome form a large 

and important body when the Epistle to the Philippians is 

written. The Gospel has effected a lodgment even in the im- 

perial palace. The bonds of the Apostle have become known 

not only ‘throughout the pretorium’ but ‘to all the rest.’ 

There is a marvellous activity among the disciples of the new 

The names common to both Neue Test. pp. 430, 460) who considers 7—14. 

are Timotheus, Epaphras, Marcus, the data insufficient to decide but 

Aristarchus, Demas, Luke. Tychicus treats the Philippians first in order; 

and Jesus the Just are mentioned in 

the Epistle to the Colossians alone. 
1 In Germany, De Wette, Schrader, 

Hemsen, Anger, Credner, Neander, 

Wieseler, Meyer, Wiesinger; in Eng- 

land, Davidson, Alford, Conybeare and 

Howson, Wordsworth, Ellicott, Eadie, 
The exceptions are Bleok (Einl. in das 

and Ewald (Sendschreibenete.pp. 431 8q.y 

547), Who however rejects the Epistle 

to the Ephesians, and supposes the re- 
maining three to have been written 

about the same time. The older Eng- 

lish critics for the most part (e.g. Ussher 
and Pearson) placed the Philippians 

first, without assigning reasons, 
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faith: ‘In every way Christ is preached.’ All this it is argued 

requires a very considerable lapse of time. 

This argument has to a great extent been met already’. It Its condi- 
is highly probable, as I have endeavoured to show, that St Paul ff asta a 
found a flourishing though unorganized Church, when he mins. 

arrived in Rome. The state of things exhibited in the Epistle 

to the Romans, the probable growth of Christianity in the in- 

terval, the fact of his finding a body of worshippers even at 

Puteoli, combine to support this inference. It has been sug- 

gested also (and reasons will be given hereafter for this sug- 

gestion) that the ‘members of Ceesar’s household’ were, at least 

in some cases, not St Paul’s converts after his arrival but older 

disciples already confessing Christ. And again, if when he 

wrote he could already count many followers among the pre- 

torian soldiers, it is here especially that we might expect to see 

the earliest and most striking results of his preaching, for with 

these soldiers he was forced to hold close and uninterrupted in- 

tercourse day and night from the very first. 

Nor must the expression that his ‘bonds had become His lan- 

known to all the rest’ of the Roman people be rigorously £%48° 2° 
pressed. It is contrary to all sound rules of interpretation to Pressed. 

look for statistical precision in words uttered in the fulness 

of gratitude and hope. The force of the expression must be 
measured by the Apostle’s language elsewhere. In writing to 

the Thessalonians for instance, only a few months after they 

have heard the first tidings of the Gospel, he expresses his joy 

that ‘from them has sounded forth the word of the Lord, not 

only in Macedonia and Achaia, but in every place their faith to 

Godward is spread abroad’. 

Indeed this very passage in the Philippian letter, which The notico 
has been taken to favour a later date because it announces *228°*"s an oppo- 

the progress of the Gospel in Rome, appears much more Site infer- 
F 3 ‘ ; oe ence. 

natural, if written soon after his arrival. The condition of 

things which it describes is novel and exceptional. It is evi- 

dently the first awakening of dormant influences for good or 

1 See above, p. 25 sq. 2 1 Thess, i. 8. 

PHIL, Les) 
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evil, the stirring up of latent emotions of love, emulation, strife, 

godless jealuusy and godly zeal, by the presence of the great 

Apostle among the Christians of Rome. This is hardly the 

language he would have used after he had spent two whole 

years in the metropolis, when the antagonism of enemies and 

the devotion of friends had settled down into a routine of 

hatred or of affection. Nor is the form of the announcement 

such as might be expected in a letter addressed so long after 

his arrival to correspondents with whom he had been in con- 

stant communication meanwhile. 

2. The argument drawn from the names of St Paul’s asso- 

ciates is as follows. We learn from the Acts that the Apostle 

was accompanied on his voyage to Rome by Luke and Arist- 

archus*, Now their names occur in the salutations of the 

Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon’, but not in the 

Epistle to the Philippians. It seems probable therefore that 

the letter last mentioned was written later, his two companions 

having meanwhile separated from the Apostle. 

An argument from silence is always of questionable force. 

Tn order to be valid, it ought to apply to all these epistles alike. 

Yet in the Epistle to the Ephesians no mention is made of 

Aristarchus and Luke, and what is more remarkable, none of 

Timothy, though it was written at the same time with the 

letters to Colossze and to Philemon. 

ticular case may be due to special reasons *. 

Nor is it difficult to account for this silence. In the Epistle 

to the Philippians St Paul throws his salutation into a general 

form; ‘The brethren that are with me greet you. In this ex- 

pression it is plain that he refers to his own personal com- 

panions : for he adds immediately afterwards, ‘ All the brethren,’ 

The omission in any par- 

1 Acts xxvii. 2. in the letter to Philemon. Of this 

“ Col, iv. 10, 14, Philem. 24. 
3 The doubtful force of such argu- 

ments from silence is illustrated by an- 

other case occurring in these epistles. 

Jesus Justus is mentioned in the Epi- 
stle to the Colossians (iv. 11), but not 

omission no account can be given, 

There is the highest a priori probabi- 
lity that he would be mentioned either 
in both letters or in neither, for they 
both were sent to the same place and 
by the same messenger, 
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including the resident members of the Roman Church, ‘but 

especially they of the household of Cesar greet you’’ If 

Aristarchus and Luke were with him, they might well be com- 

prehended in this general salutation. Of Aristarchus the most Aristar- 

probable account, I think, is, that he parted from St Paul at elie: 

Myra, and therefore did not arrive in Rome with the Apostle 

but rejoined him there subsequently *. If this be the case, the 

absence of his name in the Philippian Epistle, so far as it de- 

serves to be considered at all, makes rather for than against the 

earlier date. On the other hand St Luke certainly accom- 

panied the Apostle to Rome: and his probable connexion with 

1 Phil. iv. 21, 22. 

2 St Luke’s account is this: ‘Em- 

barking on an Adramyttian vessel, 

intending to sail to (or along) the 

coasts of Asia (uéAdovres mely rods 
kata tiv ’Aclay rérous) we put out to 

sea, Aristarchus a Macedonian of Thes- 

salonica being with us (Acts xxvii. 2).’ 

When they arrived at Myra, the centu- 

rion ‘found an Alexandrian vessel sail- 

ing to Italy and put them (juds) on 
board.’ Now it is generally (I believe, 

universally) assumed that Aristarchus 

accompanied §t Paul and St Luke to 

Rome. But what are the probabilities 

of the case? The vessel in which they 

start belongs to Adramyttium a sea- 

port of Mysia, If they had remained 

in this ship, as seems to have been their 

original intention, they would have 

hugged the coast of Asia, and at length 

(perhaps taking another vessel at Adra- 

myttium) have reached Macedonia : and 
if they landed, as they probably would, 

at Neapolis, they would have taken 

the great Egnatian road through Phi- 

lippi. Along this road they would have 

travelled to Dyrrhachium and thence 
lave crossed the straits to Italy. Thus 

u long voyage in the open seas would 

have been avoided: a voyage peculiarly 

dangerous at this late season of the 

Year, as the result proved. Such also, 

ut least from Smyrna onwards, was 

the route of Ignatius, who likewise 

was taken a prisoner to Rome and 

appears also to have made this 

journey late in the year. It was the 

accident of falling in at Myra with an 

Alexandrian ship sailing straight for 

Italy which induced the centurion to 

abandon his original design, for the 

sake, as would appear, of greater ex- 

pedition. But the historian adds when 

mentioning this design, ‘one Aristar- 

chus w Macedonian of Thessalonica 

being with us.’ Does he not, by in- 
serting this notice in this particular 

place, intend his readers to understand 

(or at least understand himself) that 
Aristarchus accompanied them on the 

former part of their route, because he 

was on his way home? If so, when 

their plans were changed at Myra, he 
would part from them, continuing in 
the Adramyttian vessel, and so reach 

his destination. 

I have hitherto given the received 

text, uéAdovres wheiv,‘as we were to sail.’ 

The greater number of the best authori- 

ties however read wé\dovre whely ‘as it 

(the vessel) was to sail.’ If the latter be 
adopted, the passage is silent about the 

purpose of the centurion and his pri- 

soners, but the probable destination of 

Aristarchus remains unaffected by the 
change. The copies which read péd- 

Aovre for the most part also insert 

32 
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Philippi* suggests at least a presumption that he would be 

mentioned by name, if he were still with St Paul. Again, when 

in another passage* the Apostle declaring his intention of sending 

Timotheus to Philippi adds that he has ‘no one like-minded 

who will naturally care for them, for all pursue their own’ 

pleasures and interests, we cannot suppose that ‘Luke the 

beloved physician’ is included in this condemnation. It may 

reasonably be conjectured however that St Luke had left Italy 

to return thither at a later period, or that he was absent from 

Rome on some temporary mission, or at least that he was too 

busily occupied to undertake this journey to Philippi. Even if 

we assume Rome to have been the head-quarters of the evan- 

gelist during the whole of St Paul’s stay, there must have been 

many churches in the neighbourhood and in more distant 

parts of Italy which needed constant supervision; and after 

Timotheus there was probably no one among the Apostle’s 

companions to whom he could entrust any important mission 

with equal confidence. 

3. Again it is urged that the numerous communications 

between Philippi and Rome implied by the notices in this 

epistle in themselves demand a very considerable lapse of time 

after the Apostle’s arrival. 

The narrative however requires at most two journeys from 

Rome to Philippi and two from Philippi to Rome; as fol- 

lows. 

(1) From Rome to Philippi. A messenger bears tidings to 

the Philippians of St Paul’s arrival in Rome. 

(2) From Philippi to Rome. The Philippians send contri- 

butions to St Paul by the hand of Epaphroditus*. 

(3) From Rome to Philippi. A messenger arrives at the 

latter place with tidings of Epaphroditus’ illness, 

els before rods rard tiv ’Aclay x.7.A. would be a temptation to alter pAr- 

It seems probable therefore that there ovres in order to adapt it to subse- 

has been a confusion between péd\- quent facts, 
Rovres and péddovTe els. The best 1 See below, pp. 53, 59. 

authorities are certainly in favour of ° Phil. ii. rg—21. 
the latter, On the other hand there 3 Phil, ii, 25, iv. 18. 
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(4) From Philippi to Rome. Epaphroditus is informed 

that the news of his illness has reached the Philip- 

pians’. 

The return of Epaphroditus to Philippi cannot be reckoned 

as a separate journey, for it seems clear that he was the bearer 

of St Paul’s letter’. 

I say four journeys at most; for the number may well be and this 

halved without doing any violence to probability. As it has aimed 

been already stated’, St Luke’s narrative seems to imply that Teduced- 

Aristarchus parted from the Apostle at Myra, coasted along 

Asia Minor, and so returned to his native town Thessalonica 

by the Egnatian road. On his way he would pass through 

Philippi, and from him the Philippians would learn that the 

Apostle had been removed from Casarea to Rome. Thus taking 

into account the delay of several months occasioned by the ship- 

wreck and the sojourn in Malta, Epaphroditus might well arrive 

in Rome with the contributions from Philippi about the same 

time with the Apostle himself; and this without any inconve- 

nient hurry. On this supposition two of the four journeys 

assumed to have taken place after St Paul’s arrival may be dis- 

pensed with. Nor again does the expression ‘he was grieved 

because ye heard that he was sick’ necessarily imply that Epa- 

phroditus had received definite information that the tidings of 

his illness had reached Philippi. He says nothing about the 

manner in which the Philippians had received the news. The 

Apostle’s language seems to require nothing more than that 

a messenger had been despatched to Philippi with the tidings in 

question. This however is a matter of very little moment. On 

any showing some months must have elapsed after St Paul’s 

arrival, before the letter to the Philippians was written. And 

this interval allows ample time for all the incidents, consider- 

1 Phil. ii, 26 émero@av jv wdvras Philem. 11,12, where avérepwa is said 

buds [ldeiv] cal ddnuovdy didre yxovcare of Onesimus the bearer of the letter. 

ore jodevncer. See the note on Gal, vi. 11. 

? Phil ii. 25, 28, 29. The rena of 3 See above, p. 35, note 2.. 

ver. 28 is an epistolary aorist: comp. 
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ing that the communication between Rome and Philippi was 

constant and rapid’. 

4. Lastly, it is urged that the general tone of the Epistle 

to the Philippians accords better with a later stage of the Apo- 

stle’s captivity. The degree of restraint now imposed upon the 

prisoner appears to be inconsistent with the liberty implied in 

the narrative of the Acts: the spirit of anxiety and sadness 

which pervades the letter is thought to accord ill with a period 

of successful labour. For these reasons the epistle is supposed 

to have been written after those two years of unimpeded pro- 

gress with which St Luke’s record closes, the Apostle having 

been removed meanwhile from his own hired house to the 

precincts of the preetorium, and placed in more rigorous con- 

finement. 

And the view thus suggested by the contrast which this 

1 A month would probably be a fair 

allowance of time for the journey be- 

tween Rome and Philippi. The distance 

from Rome to Brundisium was 360 
miles according to Strabo (vi. p. 283) or 
358 according to the Antonine Itine- 
rary (pp. 49, 51, 54, Parth. et Pind.). 
The distance from Dyrrhachium to Phi- 

lippi was the same within a few miles; 

the journey from Dyrrhachium to Thes- 

salonica being about 270 miles (267, 

Polybius in Strabo vii. p. 3233 269, Itin. 

Anton. p. 151; and 279, Tab. Peuting.), 

and from Thessalonica to Philippi 100 

miles (Itin. Anton. pp. 152, 157). The 

present text of Pliny understates it at 

325 miles, H. N. iv. 18. Ovid expects 
his books to reach Rome from Brundi- 

sium before the tenth day without hur- 

rying (Ep. Pont. iv. 5.8 ‘ut festinatum 
non faciatis iter’); while Horace mov- 

ing very leisurely completes the dis- 

tance in 16 days (Sat. i. 5). The voyage 

between Dyrrhachium and Brundisium 
ordinarily took a day: Cic. ad Att. iv. 

1; comp. Appian I. p. 269 (ed. Bekker). 

The land transit on the Greek continent 

would probably not occupy much more 

time than on the Italian, the distances 

being the same. Thiscalculation agrees 

with the notices in Cicero’s letters. 

Cicero (if the dates can be trusted) 
leaves Brundisium on April 30th and 

arrives at Thessalonica on May 23rd 

(ad Att. iii. 8); but he travels leisurely 
and appears to have been delayed on 
the way. Again Atticus purposes start- 

ing from Rome on June 1st, and Cicero 

writing from Thessalonica on the 13th 
expects to see him ‘propediem’ (iii. g). 
Again Cicero writing from Thessalonica 

on June 18th says that Atticus’ letter 

has informed him of all that has hap- 

pened at Rome up to May sth (iii 
10). Lastly Cicero at Dyrrhachium re- 
ceives on Nov. 27th a letter from Rome 

dated Nov. 12th (iii. 23). The sea route 

was more uncertain: but under favour- 

able circumstances would be quicker 

than the journey by land, whether the 

course was by the gulf of Corinth or 
round the promontory of Malea. On 
the rate of sailing among the ancients 

see Friedlinder Sittengeschichte Roms 

IL, p. 12, to whom I owe some of the 

above references. 
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epistle offers to St Luke’s narrative is further supported by a the other 

comparison with the other letters written during his captivity. ape 

As distinguished from the remaining three, the Epistle to the 

Philippians is thought to wear a gloomier aspect and to indicate 

severer restraints and less hopeful prospects*. 

At this point the aid of contemporary history is invoked. accounted 

Have we not a sufficient account, it is asked, of the increased oe 
rigour of the Apostle’s confinement in the appointment of the history. 

monster Tigellinus to succeed Burrus as commander of the 

imperial guards? Must not the well-known Jewish sympathies 

of Poppa, now all-powerful as the emperor’s consort, have 

darkened his prospects at the approaching trial ? 

The argument drawn from St Luke’s narrative has been Contrast 

partially and incidently met already*. It seems highly proba- ee ea 

ble that the pretorium does not denote any locality, whether Plained. 
the barracks on the Palatine or the camp without the city. ; 

Even if a local meaning be adopted, still it is neither stated nor 

implied that St Paul dwelt within the pretorium. If he did 

dwell there, he might nevertheless have occupied ‘hired lodg- 

ings. In the history, as in the letter, he is a prisoner in 

bonds. His external condition, as represented in the two 

writings, in no way differs. In tone, it is true, there is a strong 

contrast between St Luke’s account and the language of St 

Paul himself: but this could hardly be otherwise. St Luke, 

as the historian of the Church, views events in the retrospect 

and deals chiefly with results, presenting the bright side of the 

picture, the triumph of the Church. St Paul, as the individual 

sufferer, writing at the moment and reflecting the agony of 

the struggle, paints the scene in darker colours, dwelling on his 

own sorrows. The Apostle’s sufferings were in a great degree 

mental—the vexation of soul stirred up by unscrupulous op- 

position—the agony of suspense under his impending trial— 

his solicitude for the churches under his care—his sense of 

1 So Alford (Prol. §iii. 5). But  alacriorque et blandior c#teris.’ 
Bengel, ‘summa epistole, gaudeo, 2 Above, p. 9, and on ‘pretorium’ 

gaudere’; and Grotius, ‘Epistolaletior in i. 13. 
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responsibility—his yearning desire to depart and be with Christ. 

It was impossible that the historian should reproduce this state 

of feeling : he has not done so in other cases’. 

Contrast And again: comparing the language of the Philippian letter 

with the with the other epistles, it is difficult to see anything more than other epi- 

stles con- those oscillations of feeling which must be experienced daily 

mee under trying circumstances of responsibility or danger. All 

these epistles alike reveal alternations of joy and sadness, 

moments of depression and moments of exaltation, successive 

waves of hope and fear. If the tone of one epistle is less cheer- 

ful than another, this is a very insecure foundation on which 

to build the hypothesis of an entire change in the prisoner’s 

condition. 

The argu- Moreover arguments are sometimes alleged for the later 

ae date of the Philippian letter, which, though advanced for the 

other pas- same purpose, in reality neutralise those already considered. 

mee Tt is no longer to the prevailing gloom, but to the hopefulness 

of the Philippian letter, that the appeal is made. The Apostle 

is looking forward to his apprvaching trial and deliverance. He 

knows confidently that he shall abide and continue with the 

Philippians for their furtherance and joy of the faith: ‘their 

rejoicing will abound by his coming to see them again?’; he 

‘trusts in the Lord that he shall visit them shortly*’ Such 

passages are, I think, a complete answer to those who represent 

the sadness of this epistle as in strong contrast to the brighter 

tone of the other three. Yet considered in themselves they 

might seem to imply the near approach of his trial, and so 

to favour the comparatively late date of the epistle. But here 

again we must pause. These expressions, even if as strong, are 

not stronger than the language addressed to Philemon, when the 

Apostle bids his friend ‘prepare him a lodging, hoping that 

‘through their prayers he shall be given to them’. At many 

times doubtless during his long imprisonment, he expected his 

1 Compare forinstance the agony of _passioned account of the same period 

feeling expressed in the opening chap- in St Luke. 
ters of the Second Epistle to the 2 Phil. i. 25, 26. 
Corinthians with the calm and unim- * Phil, ii, 24. 4 Philem. 22, 
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trial to come on. His life at this time was a succession of broken 

hopes and weary delays. 

If this be so, we need not stop long to enquire how the elon 
changes 

political changes already noticed might possibly have affected aia not 

St Paul’s condition. A prisoner so mean in the eyes of the a Bt 

Roman world, a despised provincial, a religious fanatic—like 

Festus, they would see nothing more in him than this—was 

beneath the notice of a Tigellinus, intent on more ambitious and 

grander crimes. More plausible is the idea that Poppa, insti- 

gated by the Jews, might have prejudiced the emperor against 

an offender whom they hated with a bitter hatred. Doubtless 

she might have done so. But, if she had interfered at all, why 

should she have been satisfied with delaying his trial or increas- 

ing his restraints, when she might have procured his condemna- 

tion and death? The hand reeking with the noblest blood of 

Rome would hardly refuse at her bidding to strike down a poor 

foreigner, who was almost unknown and would certainly be un- 

avenged. From whatever cause, whether from ignorance or 

caprice or indifference or disdain, her influence, we may safely 

conclude, was not exerted to the injury of the Apostle. 

Such are the grounds on which the Epistle to the Philip- tne tater 

pians has been assigned to a later date than the others written eee 

from Rome. So far from establishing this conclusion they seem ed. 

to afford at most a very slight presumption in its favour. On 

the other hand certain considerations have been overlooked, 

which in the absence of direct evidence on the opposite side are 

entitled to a hearing. They are founded on a comparison of the Areument 

style and matter of these epistles with the epistles of the pre- ae 

ceding and the following groups—with the letters of the third ate. 

Apostolic journey on the one side, and the Pastoral Epistles 

on the other. The inference from such a comparison, if I mis- 

take not, is twofold; we are led to place the Epistle to the 

Philippians as early as possible, and the Epistles to the Colos- 

sians and Ephesians as late as possible, consistently with other 

known facts and probabilities. 

1. The characteristic features of its group are less strongly ,, Reasons 
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for placing marked in the Epistle to the Philippians than in the others. 

ounce Altogether in style and tone, as well as in its prominent ideas, 

early. it bears a much greater resemblance to the earlier letters, than 

Resem- do the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians’. Thus it 

hee forms the link which connects these two epistles with those of 

group, _—_ the third apostolic journey. It represents an epoch of transition 

in the religious controversies of the age, or to speak more cor- 

rectly, a momentary lull, a short breathing space, when one an- 

tagonistic error has been fought and overcome, and another is 

dimly foreseen in the future. The Apostle’s great battle hitherto 

has been with Pharisaic Judaism; his great weapon the doctrine 

of grace. In the Epistle to the Philippians we have the spent 

wave of this controversy. In the third chapter the Apostle 

dwells with something like his former fulness on the contrast 

of faith and law, on the true and the false circumcision, on his 

own personal experiences as illustrating his theme. Henceforth 

when he touches on these topics, he will do so briefly and in- 

cidentally. Even now in his apostolic teaching, as in his inner 

life, he is ‘forgetting those things which are behind and reach- 

ing forth unto those things which are before.’ A new type of 

error is springing up—more speculative and less practical in its 

origin—which in one form or other mainly occupies his attention 

throughout the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians and 

the Pastoral Epistles ; and which under the distinctive name of 

Gnosticism in its manifold and monstrous developments will 

disturb the peace of the Church for two centuries to come. 

aapounly But of all the earlier letters it most nearly resembles the 

tothe Epistle to the Romans, to which according to the view here 
Romans. : i i ‘ 

maintained it stands next in chronological order. At least I do 

1 This fact is refiected in the opi- is instructive. The special character- 
nions entertained respecting the genu- _ istics of the main group (1, 2 Corinth- 

ineness of these epistles. While the  ians, Galatians, Romans) have been 

authorship of the Epistle to the Phi- taken as the standard of the Apostle’s 

lippians has been questioned only by style, when they rather indicate a par- 

the most extravagant criticism, more ticular phase in it. The Epistle to 

temperate writers have hesitated to the Philippians has been spared be- 

accept the Colossians and Ephesians. cause it reproduces these features moro 

Chis hesitation, thongh unwarranted, nearly than tho other two. 
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not think that so many and so close parallels can be produced 

with any other epistle, as the following: 

PHILIPPIANS. 

(1) i. 3,4, 7,8. I thank my 
God in every mention of you at 
all times in every request of mine 
...as ye all are partakers with me 
in grace (rs xdpiros) : for God is 
my witness, how TI long for you 
all in the bowels of Christ Jesus. 

(2) i. 10. That ye may ap- 
prove the things that are excel- 
lent. 

(3) ii. 8, 9, 10, 11. He became 
obedient unto death...wherefore 
God also highly exalted Him... 
that in the name of Jesus every 
knee may bow of things in hea- 
ven and things on earth and 
things under the earth, and every 
tongue may confess that Jesus 
Christ is Lord, ke. 

(4) ii 2—4. That ye may 
have the same mind, having the 
same love, united in soul, having 
one mind: (Do) nothing in fuc- 
tiousness or vainglory, 

but in humility holding one 
another Superior to yourselves. 

(5) iii, 3. For we are the 
ci.cumcision, 

who serve (Aatpevovtes) by the 
Spirit of God (Gcod v. 1. Gea), 
and boast in Christ Jesus... 

4,5. If any other thinketh 

! The idea of the spiritual Narpeia 
appears again Rom, xii. 1, thy NoyeKhy 

AaTpelav tuwy, where this moral service 

of the Gospel is tacitly contrasted with 

the ritual service of the law, as the 

Romans. 

i, 8—r1. 

all...for God is my witness...how 
incessantly I make mention of 
you...at all times in my prayers 
making request...for I long to see 
you, that I may impart some spi- 
ritual grace (xapiopa) to you. 

ii. 18. Thou approvest the 
things that are excellent. 

xiv. 9, 11. For hereunto Christ 
died and lived (i.e. rose again), 
that he may be Lord both of the 
dead and of the living...For it 
is written, I live, saith the Lord : 
for in me every knee shall bow 
and every tongue shall confess 
unto God (Is. xlv. 23, 24). 

xii. 16—19. Having the same 
mind towards one another: not 
minding high things...Be not 
wise in your own conceits (#po- 
vyot map’ éavrois)...having peace 
with all men: not avenging your- 
selves. 

to. In honour holding one 
another in preference. 

ii. 28. For the (circumcision) 
manifest in the flesh is not cir- 
cumcision...but circumcision of 
the heart. 

i. g. God whom I serve (Aa- 
Tpevw) in my spirit’. 

v. 11, Boasting in God through 
our Lord Jesus Christ, 

xi. 1, For I also am an Is- 

living sacrifice to the dead victim. 

Compare also James i. 27 Opnoxela ra- 

Oapa. cal dulavros x.7.\. See the notes 

on Phil. iii. 3. 

First I thank my Parallel 
God through Jesus Christ for you passages. 
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PHILIPPIANS. 

to trust in the flesh, I more:... 
of the race of Israel, the tribe of 
Benjamin. 

(6) iii, 9. Not having my 
own righteousness which is of 
law, but that which is through 
faith of Christ, the righteousness 
of God in faith... 

10, 11. Being made conform- 
able (cuppopdifopevos) unto His 
death, if by any means I may at- 
tain unto the resurrection from 
the dead : 

21. That it may become con- 
formable (cvupoppov) to the body 
of His glory. 

(7) ill 19. 
destruction, 

whose God is their belly. 

Whose end is 

(8) iv. 18. Having received 
from Epaphroditus the (gifts) 
from you, an odour of a sweet 
savour, a sacrifice acceptable, 
well-pleasing to God. 

Romans. 

raelite, of the seed of Abraham, 
the tribe of Benjamin. 

x. 3. Ignorant of the righte- 
ousness of God, and seeking to 
establish their own (righteous- 
ness), 

ix. 31, 32. Pursuing a law of 
righteousness...not of faith, but 
as of works. 

vi. 5. For if we have been 
planted (cvpduro. yeyovaper) in 
the likeness of His death, then 
shall we be also of His resurrec- 
tion. viii. 29. He foreordained 
them conformable (cuppopdovs) 
to the image of His Son. 

vi. 21. For the end of those 
things is death. 

xvi. 18. They serve not our 
Lord Christ but their own belly. 

xii. 1. To present your bodies 
a living sacritice, holy, well-pleas- 
ing to God. 

Some verbal coincidences besides might be pointed out, on 

which however no stress can be laid’. 

2. But if these resemblances suggest as early a date for 

1 [have observed the following words 
and expressions common to these two 

epistles and not occurring elsewhere 

in the New Testament; droxapadoxla, 

Rom. viii. 19, Phil. i. 20; dxpe 708 viv, 
Rom, viii. 22, Phil. i. 5; é& ép:Oelas, 

Rom, ii. 8, Phil.i. 16; cvupopdos, Rom. 

viii. 29, Phil. ili. 21; mpocdéxerOac ev 

Kuply, Rom. xvi. z, Phil. ii, 29; besides 

one or two which occur in the parallels 
quoted in the text. Compare also Rom. 
xiv. 14 olda xal mérecona, with Phil. 
i. 25 rotro memoOws oléa. The follow- 
ing are found in St Paul in these two 

epistles only, though occurring else- 

where in the New Testament; dxépatos, 

Rom. xvi. 19, Phil. ii. 15 (comp. Matt. 

x. 16); émefnreiy, Rom, xi. 7, Phil. iv. 

17 (common elsewhere); Ae:roupyéds, 

Rom. xiii. 6, xv. 16, Phil. ii. 25 (comp. 

Heb. i. 7, viii. 2); dxvnpds, Rom. xii. 

11, Phil. iii. 1 (comp. Matt. xxv. 26); 

brepéxew, Rom, xiii. 1, Phil. ii. 3, iii, 

8, iv. 7 (comp. x Pet. ii. 13); duolwpa, 

Rom. i. 23, v. 14, vi. §, viii. 3, Phil. 

ji. 7 (comp. Rev. ix. 7); and perhaps 
pevoivye, Rom. ix. 20, x. 18, Phil, iii. 

8 (comp. Luke xi, 28). 
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the Epistle to the Philippians as circumstances will allow, there 2. Reasons 
. for placing 

are yet more cogent reasons for placing the others as late as tne other 

possible. The letters to the Colossians and Ephesians—the ee 

latter more especially—exhibit an advanced stage in the de- 

velopment of the Church. The heresies, which the Apostle 

here combats, are no longer the crude, materialistic errors of 

the early childhood of Christianity, but the more subtle specu- 

lations of its maturer age. The doctrine which he preaches is 

not now the ‘milk for babes, but the ‘strong meat’ for grown 

men. He speaks to his converts no more ‘as unto carnal’ but 

‘as unto spiritual.” In the letter to the Ephesians especially 

his teaching soars to the loftiest height, as he dwells on the 

mystery of the Word and of the Church. Here too we find 

the earliest reference to a Christian hymn’, showing that the 

devotion of the Church was at length finding expression in set 

forms of words. In both ways these epistles bridge over the 

gulf which separates the Pastoral letters from the Apostle’s 

earlier writings. The heresies of the Pastoral letters are the 

heresies of the Colossians and‘ Ephesians grown rank and cor- 

rupt. The solitary quotation already mentioned is the precursor 

of the not infrequent references to Christian formularies in these 

latest of the Apostle’s writings. And in another respect also 

the sequence is continuous, if this view of the relative dates be 

accepted. The directions relating to ecclesiastical government, 

which are scattered through the Pastoral Epistles, are the out- 

ward correlative, the practical sequel to the sublime doctrine of 

the Church first set forth in its fulness in the Epistle to the 

Ephesians. <A few writers have questioned the genuineness of 

the letters to the Colossians and Ephesians, many more of the 

Pastoral Epistles. They have done so chiefly on the ground 

that these writings present a later stage of Christian thought 

and organization, than the universally acknowledged letters of 

St Paul. External authority, supported by internal evidence 

of various kinds, bids us stop short of this conclusion. But, if 

1 Ephes. v. 14, dod Aéyer Kat dvdora éx ré&yv vexpav 4 

"Eyepe 6 xabetSav Kal érepatoe co 6 Xpiazds, 
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we refuse to accept the inference, we can hardly fail to re- 

cognise the facts which suggested it. These facts are best met 

by placing the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians late in 

St Paul’s first Roman captivity, so as to separate them as 

widely as possible from the earlier epistles, and by referring 

the Pastoral letters to a still later date towards the close of 

the Apostle’s life. 
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THE CHURCH OF PHILIPPI. 

HILIPPI* was founded by the great Macedonian king, Natura 

whose name it bears, on or near the site of the ancient eer 
Crenides, ‘ Wells’ or ‘Fountains®’ Its natural advantages were Philippi. 

considerable. In the neighbourhood were gold and silver mines 

which had been worked in very early times by the Phenicians 

and afterwards by the Thasians*, The plain moreover on which 

it was situated, washed by the Gangites a tributary of the 

Strymon, was and is remarkable for its fertility*. 

But the circumstance, to which even more than to its rich 

soil and mineral treasures Philippi owed its importance, was its 

1 On the geography and antiquities 

of Philippi, see Cousinéry Voyage dans 

la Macédoine 11 p. 1 8q. (1831); Leake 

Northern Greece 111 p. 214 8q. (1835) 

and more recently two short papers by 

Perrot in the Revue Archéologique(1860) 
IL. p. 44.8q., p. 67 8q., entitled Daton, 

Néopolis, les mines de Philippes. A 

work of great importance was com- 

menced under the auspices of the late 
French Emperor, Mission Archéologi- 

que de Macédoine, by MM. Heuzey 

and Daumet; of which the part re- 

lating to Philippi and the neighbour- 
hood has appeared (1869). Besides 

several unpublished inscriptions it 

contains what appears to be a very 

careful map of the site of the town 
and district. 

* Diod. Sic. xvi. 3, 8; Strabo vii. 
p. 331; Appian Bell. Civ. iv. p. 105 

of 6€ Pidtrmoe mods early 4 Adros 

wvoudsero mddar Kat Kpnvldes ere mpd 

Adrov, xpjvat ydp eloe wept TE bY 

vaudtwr modal x7... Appian how- 

ever is wrong in identifying Crenides 

and Philippi with Datos or Daton, 

though his statement is copied by more 

than one recent writer. The site of 

this last-mentioned place was near to 

Neapolis: see Leake p. 223 sq., Per- 

rot p. 46, Miss. Archéol. p. 60 sq. 

3 On the mines of Philippi see 

Boeckh’s Public Economy of Athens 
p. 8 (Engl. trans.), Miss. Archéol. p. 4, 

P. 55 84. 
* Cousinéry m1. p. 5, ‘Les produits 

seraient immenses si Vactivité et lin- 

dustrie des habitans répondaient 4 la 

libéralité de la nature’; see also Perrot 

p. 49: comp. Athen. xy. p. 682 B, Ap- 
pian iv. p. 105. 
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Its geogra- 
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Its mines 
exhausted. 

THE CHURCH OF PHILIPPI. 

geographical position, commanding the great high road between 

Europe and Asia. The almost continuous mountain barrier 

between the East and West is here depressed so as to form 

a gateway for this thoroughfare of the two continents’. It was 

this advantage of position which led Philip to fortify the site of 

the ancient Crenides. It was this which marked out the place 

as the battle-field where the destinies of the Empire were 

decided. It was this, lastly, which led the conqueror to plant 

a Roman colony on the scene of his triumph. 

Neither to its productive soil nor to its precious metals can 

we trace any features which give a distinctive character to the 

early history of the Gospel at Philippi. Its fertility it shared 

with many other scenes of the Apostle’s labours. Its mineral 

wealth appears at this time to have been almost, if not wholly, 

drained. The mines had passed successively into the hands of 

the three prerogative powers of civilised Europe, the Athenians, 

the Macedonians, and the Romans. Even before Philip founded 

his city, the works had been discontinued on account of the 

scanty yield. By his order they were reopened, and a large 

revenue was extracted from them’ But he seems to have 

taxed their productive power to the utmost; for during the 

Roman occupation we hear but little of them’. 

1 Brutus and Cassius pitched their 
camps somewherein the neighbourhood 

of the pass on two eminences which 

stand on either side of the road. Ap- 
pian, iv. p. 106, describing their posi- 

tion says, 7d 6¢ wéoov Tay Adpwr, TA 

cxT@ ardédia, dlosos qv és Tiv ’Aciavy TE 

kal Evpwarny, xabdrep mika: see Miss. 

Archéol. p. 105 sq. The pass itself is 

formed by a depression in the ridge of 

Symbolum, so called because it bridges 
together the higher mountains on 

either side, Pangeum to the west and 

the continuation of Hemus to the east. 

The ridge of Symbolum thus separates 

the plain of the Gangites from the sea- 

board, and must be crossed in visiting 

Philippi from Neapolis: Dion Cass. 

xlvii. 35 LvuBoror 7d ywplov dvoudtovat 
Kal’ 6 7d Bpos éxetvo (i.e. Ta-yyatov) 
érépy tut és pecoyear dvarelvovre cup- 

Bdrdrct, Kal Core peratd Néas 7rodews kal 

Prlrrav’ H pev yap mpds Oadrdocy kal 

avrimépas Odcov Av, 7 Se évrds Tay épiav 

énl 7@ wedi Tereora; see Leake 

p. 217. The distance from Neapolis to 

Philippi is given by Appian (iv. 106) as 

70 stadia, by the Jerus. Itin. (p. 321, 

Wess.) as ro miles (not 9, as stated by 
MM. Heuzey and Daumet), and by the 
Antonin. Itin.(p.603,Wess.) as 12 miles. 
A recent measurement makes it from 

12 to 13 kilométres (Mission Archéolo- 
gique p. 19), i.e. about 9 Roman miles. 

2 Diod. Sic. xvi. 8. 

3 On the working of the Macedonian 
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On the other hand the position of Philippi as a thorough- Its mixed 

fare for the traffic of nations invests St Paul’s preaching here eae 

with a peculiar interest. To this circumstance may be ascribed 

the great variety of types among the first Philippian converts, 

which is one of the most striking and most instructive features 

in this portion of the narrative. We are standing at the con- 

fluence of the streams of European and Asiatic life: we see 

reflected in the evangelization of Philippi, as in a mirror, the 

history of the passage of Christianity from the Hast to the 

West. 

It was in the course of his second missionary journey, st Paul's 

about the year 52, that St Paul first visited Philippi. His “s+ “sit 
associates were Silas who had accompanied him from Jeru- 

salem’, Timotheus whom they had taken up at Lystra’, and 

Luke who had recently joined the party at Troas*. At this 

last-mentioned place the Apostle’s eyes were at length opened 

to the import of those mysterious checks and impulses which 

had brought him to a seaport lying opposite to the European 

coast. ‘A man of Macedonia’ appeared in a night vision, and 

revealed to him the work which the ‘Spirit of Jesus* had 

designed for him. Forthwith he sets sail for Europe. His 

zeal is seconded by wind and wave, and the voyage is made 

with unwonted speed®. Landing at Neapolis he makes no 

halt there, but presses forward to fulfil his mission. A 

mountain range still lies between him and his work. Fol- 

lowing the great Hgnatian road he surmounts this barrier, 

and the plain of Philippi, the first city in Macedonia, lies 

mines generally under the Romans, see 

Becker and Marquardt Rém. Alterth. 

lil. 2, p. 144. I have not found any 

mention of those of Philippi after the 

Christian era. The passages in ancient 

writers referring to mining operations 
are collected in J. and L. Sabatier 
Production de VOr etc. (St Petersburg, 

1850) p. 5 sq. 
1 Acts xv. 40. 

® Acts xvi. 1, 3. 

PHIL. 

3 Compare Acts xvi. 8 caréByoav 

els Tpydda, with xvi. 10 evOéws éfnr7- 

capmev ekeNOety els thy Makedovlay. 

4 Acts xvi. 7 7d mvedua “Inco, the 

correct reading. 

5 Acts xvi. 11 evdOvdpopyoapey els 

LapmoOpdkyr, 7H 58 émiovoy els Nedrodw. 

On a later occasion the voyage from 

Neapolis to Troas takes five days, Acts 

XK. 5. 
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tures in 
St Luke's 
account. 

1. Philippi 
a Roman 
colony. 
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at his feet’. Here he establishes himself and delivers his 

message. 

Before considering the circumstances and results of this 

mission, it will be necessary to direct attention to two features 

in the actual condition of Philippi which appear on the face 

of St Luke’s narrative and are not without their influence on 

the progress of the Gospel—its political status and its resident 

Jewish population. 

1. Appreciating its strategical importance of which he had 

had recent experience, Augustus founded at Philippi a Roman 

military colony with the high-sounding name ‘Colonia Augusta 

1 This is the probable explanation 

of the expression in Acts xvi. 12, #res 

éotly mpwry THs wepldos, Maxedovias w5- 

Aus, koAwvla, ‘for this is the first place 

in the country (or district), a city of 

Macedonia, a colony.’ The clause ex- 

plains why the Apostle did not halt at 

Neapolis. Though the political fron- 

tier might not be constant, the natural 

boundary between Thrace and Mace- 

donia was the mountain range already 

described: see p. 48, note 1. Thus, 

while Philippi is almost universally as- 

signed to Macedonia, Neapolis is gene- 

rally spoken of as a Thracian town, 

e.g. in Scylax (Geog. Min. 1. p. 54, ed. 
Miiller): see Rettig Quest. Philipp. 

p. 10 sq. The reading of Acts xvi. 

12, which I have given, seems the best 

supported, as well as the most expres- 

sive: the first rs (before pepldos) ought 

probably to be retained, being omitted 

only by B, besides some copies which 

leave out pepldos also; the second (be- 

fore Maxedovlas) to be rejected, as it 

is wanting in a majority of the best 

copies: but these variations do not af- 

fect the general sense of the passage. 

For the expression compare Polyb. ii. 

16. 2 wéxpe modews Ilicns,  mpwrn 

ketrat THs Tuppyvias ws mpds Tas Suvopds, 

and v. 80. 3 9 Kelrae werd ‘Pwoxddoupa, 

mpurn TGV Kata Koldnv Zuolay médrewr, 

x.7.r., quoted by Rettig pp. 7, 8. For 

Mepis compare pepiddpxys, Joseph. Ant. 

xil. 5. 5. 
Thus mrpury describes the geographi- 

cal position of Philippi. All attempts to 

explain the epithet of its political rank 

have failed. In no sense was it a ‘chief 

town.’ So far as we know, Thessalonica 

was all along the general capital of 

Macedonia; and if this particular dis- 

trict had still a separate political ex- 

istence, the centre of government was 

not Philippi but Amphipolis. Noragain 

can it be shown that rpdéry was ever 
assumed as a mere honorary title by 

any city in Greece or Macedonia, though 

common in Asia Minor. On this latter 
point Marquardt, in Becker Rim, Al- 

terth, 11, 1. p. 118, seems to be in error 

when he states that Thessalonica was 

styled mpwrn Maxedévwv: he has mis- 
interpreted the inscription mentioned 

in Boeckh no. 1967; see Leake 111. pp. 

214, 483, 486. The correction mpdrys 

Hepidos for mparn Ths pmepidos might 

deserve someconsideration, though un- 

supported by any external evidence, 

if it were at all probable that the ori- 

ginal division of Macedonia by the Ro- 
mans into four provinces was still re- 
cognised; but it seems to have been 

abandoned long before this date; sce 

Leake 111. p. 487. 
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Julia Philippensis’’ At the same time he conferred upon it 

the special privilege of the ‘jus Italicum®’ A colony is de- 

scribed by an ancient writer as a miniature likeness of the 

great Roman people*®; and this character is fully borne out 

by the account of Philippi in the apostolic narrative. The 

political atmosphere of the place is wholly Roman. The chief 

magistrates, more strictly designated duumvirs, arrogate to 

themselves the loftier title of pretors*, Their servants, like 

the attendant officers of the highest functionaries in Rome, 

bear the name of lictors’, The pride and privilege of Roman 

citizenship confront us at every turn. This is the sentiment 

1 Plin. N. H. iv. 18 ‘Intus Philippi 

colonia.’ See the coins in Eckhel 1. 

p. 76, Mionnet 1. p. 486; Orell. Inser. 

512. Inone instance at least ‘ Victrix’ 

seems to be added to this title, Mission 

Archéologique p. 17. According to 

Dion Cass. li. 4, Augustus ridded 

himself of troublesome neighbours by 

transplanting to Philippi and other co- 

lonies the inhabitants of those Italian 

towns which had espoused the cause of 

Antonius, 

2 Dig. u. rg. On the ‘jus Italicum’ 
see Becker and Marquardt Rim, Al- 

terth, 11. 1. p. 261 8q. 

3 Gell. xvi. 13 ‘Populi Romani, eujus 

iste colonize quasi effigies parve simu- 

lacraque esse queedam videntur.’ 

4 Acts xvi. 19, 22, 38, 36, 38. The 

same persons who are first designated 

generally ‘the magistrates’ (dpxovres, 

ver. 19) are afterwards called by their 

distinctive title ‘the pretors’ (¢rpary- 
yol). It isa mistake to suppose that 

the prisoners were handed over by the 

civil authorities (dpxovres) to the mili- 
tary (orparnyol) to be tried. The chief 
magistrates of a colony were styled 

‘duumviri juri dicundo,’ or ‘ duumviri’ 

simply. On their functions see Savigny 

Gesch. d. R. R. 1. p. 30 sq., with other 

references in Becker and Marquardt 

Rém, Alterth. wu. 1. p. 352. Aduumvir 

of Philippi appears on an inscription, 

Orell. no, 3746 C. VIBIVS C. F. VOL. 

FLORVS . DEC. IIVIR. ET . MYNE- 
RARIVS.PHILIPPIS. FI. CAR. C.; 
another on w» monument at Neapolis, 

Mission Archéologique p. 13 [DECV] 

RIONATVS . ET . IIVIRALICIS . 
PONTIFEX FLAMEN . DIVI 
CLAVDI . PHILIPPIS. See also a 

mutilated inscription, ib. p.127 II[VIR. 

J[V]R.DIC.PHILIPPIS. The second 
must have been contemporary with St 

Paul. On the practice of assuming the 

title of ‘praetor’ see Cicero de Leg. 

Agr. ii. 34 ‘Vidi, quum venissem 

Capuam, coloniam deductam L. Con- 

sidioetSext. Saltio (quemadmodum ip- 
si loquebantur) pretoribus: ut intelli- 

gatis quantam locus ipse afferat super- 

biam...Nam primum, id quod dixi, 

quum ceteris in coloniis duumviri ap- 
pellentur, hi se pretoresappellari volu- 

erunt.’ This assumption however was 

by no means exceptional even in Italy 

(see Orell. Inser. 3785, Hor. Sat.i.s. 34, 
and notes); and where some Greek title 
was necessary,as at Philippi, orparyyot 

would naturally be adopted. See Cure- 
ton’s Anc. Syr. Doc. p. 188. Another 

inscription (Orell. no. 4064) mentions a 

MAG. QVINQVENN. (quinquennalis), 

i.e. a censor, at Philippi. 

5 paPdotya, Acts xvi. 35, 38. 

4—2 
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which stimulates the blind loyalty of the people’: this is 

the power which obtains redress for the prisoners and forces 

an apology from the unwilling magistrates’. Nor is this feature 

entirely lost sight of, when we turn from St Luke’s narrative 

to St Paul’s epistle. Addressing a Roman colony from the 

Roman metropolis, writing as a citizen to citizens, he recurs to 

the political franchise as an apt symbol of the higher privileges 

of their heavenly calling, to the political life as a suggestive 

metaphor for the duties of their Christian profession’. 

2. On this, as on all other occasions, the Gospel is first 

offered to the Jews, Their numbers at Philippi appear to have 

been very scanty. St Paul found no synagogue here, as at 

Thessalonica and Bercea. The members of the chosen race met 

together for worship every week at a ‘place of prayer’ outside 

the city gate on the banks of the Gangites‘’ The Apostle 

appears to have had no precise information of the spot*, but 

the common practice of his countrymen would suggest the 

suburbs of the city, and the river-side especially, as a likely 

place for these religious gatherings®, Thither accordingly he 

repaired with his companions on the first sabbath day after 

their arrival. 

1 Acts xvi. 21 ‘And teach customs 

which it is not lawful for us to receive 

neither to observe, being Romans.’ 

2 Acts xvi. 37—39- 
2 Phil. i. 27 povov dtlws rob edayye- 

Mov Tod Kpucrod wodtrevedOe, iii. 20 

nay yap 7d woAlrevpa ey gtpavots 

Urapxet. 

4 Acts xvi. 13 mapa mworayov. This 

river was the Gangas or Gangites (Ap- 

pian iv. p. 106 dv Tayyav rivés, ol dé 

Tayylrnv, \éyover) whose sources are 

near to Philippi and probably gave its 

name to Crenides. As this river is 

called by Herodotus, vii. 113,’Ayylrns, 
and now bears the name Anghista, it 

would appear that the initial consonant 
was not a decided G, but a guttural 
sound like the Shemitic Ayin which is 
sometimes omitted in Greek and some- 

To the women assembled he delivered his mes- 

times represented by T. It is a great 

error to identify the stream mentioned 
by St Luke with the Strymon, which 
must be about 30 miles distant, and 
certainly would not be designated a 
river without the definite article, 

5 The correct reading seems to be, 

not ob évoultero mpocevyy elvar, but of 
évoulfouev mpocevyhy elvar, ‘where we 

supposed there was a place of prayer’; 

and may be explained in the way sug- 

gested in the text, 

6 Joseph. Ant. xiv, 10. 23 Tas mpoo- 

evxas toretaOar mpds TH Oardocy Kara 

70 mdrpiov é00s. So Tertullian speaks 
of the ‘orationes littorales’ of the Jews, 
adv. Nat. i. 13; comp. de Jejun. 16: 
see also Philo in Flacc. § 14, p. 535 M, 
and other references in Biscoe History 
of the Acts etc. p. 182 8q. (1840). 
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sage. Of strictly Hebrew converts the sacred record is silent ; 

but the baptism of a proselytess and her household is related 

as the first triumph of the Gospel at Philippi. 

To the scanty numbers and feeble influence of the Jews we No Judaic 

may perhaps in some degree ascribe the unswerving allegiance '4e™ 
of this church to the person of the Apostle and to the true fllippian 
principles of the Gospel. In one passage indeed his grateful 

acknowledgment of the love and faith of his Philippian converts 

is suddenly interrupted by a stern denunciation of Judaism’. 

But we may well believe that in this warning he was thinking 

of Rome more than of Philippi; and that his indignation was 

aroused rather by the vexatious antagonism which there 

thwarted him in his daily work, than by any actual errors 

already undermining the faith of his distant converts’. Yet 

even the Philippians were not safe from the intrusion of these 

dangerous teachers. At no great distance lay important Jewish 

settlements, the strongholds of this fanatical opposition, Even 

now there might be threatenings of an interference which 

would tamper with the allegiance and disturb the peace of his 

beloved church. 

The Apostle’s first visit to Philippi is recorded with a mi- charac- 

nuteness which has not many parallels in St Luke’s history. pent Bs 

The narrator had joined St Paul shortly before he crossed over narrative. 

into Europe: he was with the Apostle during his sojourn at 

Philippi: he seems to have remained there for some time after 

his departure*, This exact personal knowledge of the writer, 

combining with the grandeur and variety of the incidents 

themselves, places the visit to Philippi among the most striking 
and instructive passages in the apostolic narrative. 

I have already referred to the varieties of type among the pyyreo ait. 

first disciples at Philippi, as a prominent feature in this portion } fenpert 
types in 

of the history. The three converts, who are especially men- c eat 

tioned, stand in marked contrast each to the other in national & em 

1 Phil, iii, 2 sq. sumed at the same place (Acts xx. 5 
2 See below, p. 69 sq. éyevoy jas) after a lapse of six or seven 

3 The first person plural is dropped years, This coincidence suggests the 

at Philippi (Acts xvii. 1, j\@ov) and re- inference in the text. 
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descent, in social rank, in religious education. They are repre- 

sentatives of three different races: the one an Asiatic, the other 

a Greek, the third a Roman. In the relations of everyday life 

they have nothing in common: the first is engaged in an 

important and lucrative branch of traffic: the second, treated 

by the law as a mere chattel without any social or political 

rights, is employed by her masters to trade upon the credulous 

superstition of the ignorant: the third, equally removed from 

both the one and the other, holds a subordinate office under 

government. In their religious training also they stand no less 

apart. In the one the speculative mystic temper of Oriental 

devotion has at length found deeper satisfaction in the revealed 

truths of the Old Testament. The second, bearing the name of 

the Pythian god the reputed source of Greek inspiration, repre- 

sents an artistic and imaginative religion, though manifested 

here in a very low and degrading form’, While the third, if 

he preserved the characteristic features of his race, must have 

exhibited a type of worship essentially political in tone. The 

purple-dealer and proselytess of Thyatira—the native slave-girl 

with the divining spirit—the Roman gaoler—all alike acknow- 

ledge the supremacy of the new faith. In the history of the 

Gospel at Philippi, as in the history of the Church at large, is 

reflected the great maxim of Christianity, the central truth of 

the Apostle’s preaching, that here ‘is neither Jew nor Greek, 

neither bond nor free, neither male nor female, but all are one 

in Christ Jesus*’ 

Again the order of these conversions is significant: first, 

the proselyte, next the Greek, lastly the Roman, Thus the 

incidents at Philippi in their sequence, not less than in their 

variety, symbolize the progress of Christianity throughout the 

world, Through the Israelite dispersion, through the proselytes 

whether of the covenant or of the gate, the message of the 

1 See Plut. Mor. p. 414E,Clem.Hom. mountain tribe in the Hemus chain; 
ix. 16. It has been conjectured that this Herod. vii. rrr. At all events the inci- 

girl with the‘ Pytho-spirit’ was alepé- dentisillustrated bythereligious temper 

dovAos attached to the famous oracle of of these half-barbarous mountaineers. 
Dionysus among the Satrm, a wild 2 Gal. iii. 28. 
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Gospel first reached the Greek. By the instrumentality of the 

Greek language and the diffusion of the Greek race it finally 

established itself in Rome, the citadel of power and civilisation, 

whence directly or indirectly it was destined to spread over the 

whole world. 

These events however are only symbolical as all history— 

more especially scriptural history—is symbolical. The order of 

the conversions at Philippi was in itself the natural order. 

The sacred historian wrote down with truthful simplicity what 

he ‘saw and heard.” The representative character of these 

several incidents can hardly have occurred to him. But from 

its geographical position Philippi, as a meeting-point of nations, 

would represent not unfairly the civilised world in miniature ; 

and the phenomena of the progress of the Gospel in its wider 

sphere were thus anticipated on a smaller scale, 

But while the conversions at Philippi had thus a typical gocial in- 

character, as representing not only the universality of the Gos- ins mee 

pel but also the order of its diffusion, they seem to illustrate Lene 

still more distinctly the two great social revolutions which it the case of 

has effected. In most modern treatises on civilisation, from 

whatever point of view they are written, a prominent place is 

given to the amelioration of woman and the abolition of slavery, 

as the noblest social triumphs of Christianity. Now the woman 

and the slave are the principal figures in the scene of the 
Apostle’s preaching at Philippi. 

As regards the woman indeed it seems probable that the (1) The 

Apostle’s work was made easier by the national feelings and %°™*™ 
usages of Macedonia. It may, I think, be gathered from St 

Luke’s narrative, that her social position was higher in this 

country than in most parts of the civilised world. At Philippi, 

at Thessalonica, at Bercea, the women—in some cases certainly, 

in all probably, ladies of birth and rank—take an active part 

with the Apostle’. It forms moreover a striking coincidence, 
1 At Philippi, xvi 13 ‘Wespoke to women not a few’; at Bercea, xvii. 12 

the women that were gatheredtogether’; ‘Many of them believed, and of the 

at Thessalonica, xvii. 4 ‘There were Greek women of rank (evoxnpsywr) and 

added to Paul and Silas...of the chief men not afew.’ 
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and surely an undesigned coincidence, between the history and 

the epistle, that while in the former the Gospel is related 

to have been first preached to women and the earliest converts 

specially mentioned are women, in the latter we find the peace 

of the Philippian Church endangered by the feuds of two 

ladies of influence, whose zealous aid in the spread of the 

Gospel the Apostle gratefully acknowledges. Moreover the 

inference thus suggested by the narrative of St Luke and 

strengthened by the notice in St Paul’s epistle is farther 

borne out, if I mistake not, by reference to other sources of 

information. The extant Macedonian inscriptions seem to 

assign to the sex a higher social influence than is common 

among the civilised nations of antiquity. In not a few in- 

stances a metronymic takes the place of the usual patronymic’, 

and in other cases a prominence is given to women which can 

hardly be accidental®. But whether I am right or not in the 

conjecture that the work of the Gospel was in this respect 

1 Huodia and Syntyche, Phil. iv. 2, 

alrwes év 7@ ebayyerlwy ouwjOrAnody jot. 

2 On the well-known inscription 

giving the names of the Thessalonian 

also from their common savings (é« r&v 
kowGv xérwv). Again there are cases 

of monuments erected in honour of 

women by public bodies: e.g. no. 

"Eorepo[s] Zeuédns, 

politarchs, Boeckh no. 1967, we read 
Lwoirdrpov Tod KXeordrpas and Tavpou 

rov’Applas; on a second at Berea, 

1957 £ (add.) Iépos ’Auulas; on a third 
not far from Bercea, 1957 g (add.) Ma- 
xédwy Evyelas; on a fourth near Thes- 

salonica, 1967 b (add.) [6 Seiya] ’Avri- 

girs; on a fifth at Edessa, 1997 ¢(add.) 
’AdéEavdpos kat Hlovdcos of Mapklas, 

[EdJovd[co]s Kad- 

Morys. See Leake 1. pp. 236, 277, 
292. 

3 For instance one inscription (no. 
1958) records how a wife erects a tomb 
‘for herself and her dear husband out 

of theircommon earnings (é« r&v kowdy 
xapdrwv)’; another (no. 1977) how a 
husband erects a tomb ‘for his devoted 

and darling wife (rf piAdvipy kal ydv- 

kurary cuvBiw) and himself,’ in this case 

1997 d (add.) 7 modus [kal of cuvrpaly]- 
Hare[v]ouero[t] ‘Pwyato[e] Terpwrlay A. 

Tlerpwrlov Baooo[v] Ovyarépa XrparvaA- 

ray tiyudvz[e]s [Ge]o’s, no. 1999 Ma- 

KeSdvav ol obvedpor Mapxlay *Axudlay 

PaBprxcavod “Amepos Ovyarép[a] dvdpds 

dyaGov, no. 1999 b (add.) rd Kowdy rar 
Makedévwv Mavdlav Tovrelav AovxotAAay 

Atdou Tlovrlou Bipov rod Aaympordrov 

avOumarou yuvaica dperns evexev. Again 

the deferential language used by the 

husband speaking of the wife is worthy 
of notice, e.g. no. 1965 Evrixys Zrpa- 

tovlky TH cup Bly Kal kupla prelas yap. 

These are the most striking but not 

the only instances in which an unusual 
prominence is given to women. The 

whole series of Macedonian inscriptions 
read continuously cannot fail, I think, 

to suggest the inference in the text. 
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aided by the social condition of Macedonia, the active zeal of 

the women in this country is a remarkable fact, without a 

parallel in the Apostle’s history elsewhere and only to be com- 

pared with their prominence at an earlier date in the personal 

ministry of our Lord. 

And as Christianity exerts its influence on the woman at (2) The 

Philippi, so does it also on the slave. The same person, whose 

conversion exemplifies the one maxim of the Gospel that in 

Christ is ‘neither male nor female, is made a living witness of 

the other social principle also that in Him is ‘neither bond nor 

free.” It can hardly have happened that the Apostle’s mission 

had never before crossed the path of the slave; yet it is a signi- 

ficant fact, illustrating the varied character and typical import 

of this chapter of sacred history, that the divining girl at Phil- 

ippi is the earliest recorded instance, where his attention is 

directed to one of these ‘live chattels*’ 

slave. 

57 

But more than this: as the Gospel recognises the claims of Family Te- 

the woman and the slave severally, so also it fulfils its noblest ee 

mission in hallowing the general relations of family life, which 

combines these and other elements. Here too the conversion of 

the Philippian Church retains its typical character. It has 

been observed’, that this is the first recorded instance in St 

Paul’s history where whole families are gathered into the fold. 

Lydia and her household—the gaoler and all belonging to 

him—are baptized into Christ. Henceforth the worship of 

households plays an important part in the divine economy of 

the Church. As in primeval days the patriarch was the re- 

cognised priest of his clan, so in the Christian Church the father 

of the house is the divinely appointed centre of religious life to 

his own family. The family religion is the true starting-point, 

the surest foundation, of the religion of cities and dioceses, of 

nations and empires. The church in the house of Philemon 

grows into the Church of Colossie*; the church in the house of 

1 Aristot. Pol. i. 4 6 doddos xrqud re 2 See Conybeare and Howson 1. 
éupuxov, See Colossians etc. pp. 313, P- 348 (2nd edition). 

319 8q. 3 Philem. 2. 
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Nymphas becomes the Church of Laodicea'; the church in the 

house of Aquila and Priscilla loses itself in the Churches of 

Ephesus and Rome’. 

Altogether the history of St Paul’s connexion with Philippi 

assumes a prominence quite out of proportion to the importance 

of the place itself. In the incidents and the results alike of his 

preaching the grandeur of the epoch is brought out. The perse- 

cutions which the Apostle here endured were more than usually 

severe, and impressed themselves deeply on his memory, for he 

alludes to them once and again®, The marvellous deliverance 

wrought for him is without a parallel in his history before or 

after. The signal success which crowned his labours surpasses 

all his earlier or later achievements. 

On this last-mentioned feature it is especially refreshing to 

dwell. The unwavering loyalty of his Philippian converts is the 

constant solace of the Apostle in his manifold trials, the one 

bright ray of happiness piercing the dark clouds which gather 

ever thicker about the evening of his life. They are his ‘joy 

and crown, his brethren beloved and eagerly desired*.’ From 

them alone he consents to receive alms for the relief of his per- 

sonal wants’. To them alone he writes in language unclouded 

by any shadow of displeasure or disappointment. 

St Paul’s first visit to Philippi closed abruptly amid the 

storm of persecution. It was not to be expected that, where 

the life of the master had been so seriously endangered, the 

scholars would escape all penalties. The Apostle left behind 

him a legacy of suffering to this newly born church. This is not 

a mere conjecture: the afflictions of the Macedonian Christians, 

and of the Philippians especially, are more than once mentioned 

in St Paul’s epistles’. If it was their privilege to believe in Christ, 

1 Col, iv. 15. ing the same conflict which ye saw in 
2 Cor, xvi. 19, Rom. xvi. 5. me.’ 
3 Thess. ii, 2 ‘ Though we had al- 4 Phil, iv. 1. 

ready suffered and been ignominiously 5 Phil. iv. 1g. 
treated (rporadévres kal UBpic Oévres), a8 6 2 Cor. viii. 2. See the notes on 

ye know, at Philippi,’ Phil.i.30‘Hav- Phil, i. 7, 28—30. 
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it was equally their privilege to suffer for Him’. To this 

refiner’s fire may doubtless be ascribed in part the lustre and 

purity of their faith compared with other churches. 

About five years elapsed between St Paul’s first and second Later _ 

visit to Philippi: but meanwhile his communications with this eations 

church appear to have been frequent and intimate. It has rae a 

been already mentioned that on the Apostle’s departure St Luke 

seems to have remained at Philippi, where he was taken up 

after the lapse of several years and where perhaps he had spent 

some portion of the intervening period*. Again when in the 

year 57 St Paul, then residing at Ephesus, despatched Timo- 

theus and Erastus to Macedonia’, we may feel sure that the most 

loyal of all his converts were not overlooked in this general 

mission. When moreover about the same time, either through 

these or other messengers, he appealed to the Macedonian 

Christians to relieve the wants of their poorer brethren in 

Judea, it may safely be assumed that his faithful Philippian 

Church was foremost in the promptness and cordiality of its 

response, where all alike in spite of abject poverty and sore 

persecution were lavish with their alms ‘to their power, yea 

and beyond their power*.’ Nor is it probable that these notices 

exhaust all his communications with Philippi at this time. 

Lying on the high-road between Asia and Achaia, this city 

would be the natural halting-place for the Apostle’s messen- 

gers’, as they passed to and fro between the great centres of 

Gentile Christendom. 

At length in the autumn of the year 57 the Apostle himself, 

released from his engagements in Asia, revisits his European 

churches, His first intention had been to sail direct to Achaia, 

in which case he would have called in Macedonia and returned 

' Phil. i. 29 duly eyaploOy 7rd brép infer that Timotheus did not proceed 
Xpiorod, od pbvov 7d els atrov mecrevew with Erastus to Corinth, but remained 

GANG Kal rd brép abrod rdoxev. behind in Macedonia. 
2 See above, p. 53, note 3. + 2 Cor. viii, r—5. 
3 Acts xix. 22, Of Timotheus see 5 Titus and his companion for in- 

also 1 Cor. iv. 17, xvi. 10, 2 Cor.i, 1. stance (2 Cor. ii. 13, vii. 6, xii. 18; 

Putting together these notices we may comp. 1 Cor, xvi. 11, 12). 
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to Corinth. But afterwards he altered his plan and travelled by 

land, so as to take Macedonia on the way’. Leaving Mace- 

donia and visiting Corinth, he had purposed to take ship from 

this latter place direct to Palestine: but receiving information 

of a plot against his life, he changes his route and returns 

by land* Thus owing to a combination of circumstances 

Macedonia receives a double visit. On both occasions his af- 

fectionate relations with Philippi seem to attract and rivet 

him there. On the former, seeking relief from the agony of 

suspense which oppresses him at Troas, he hurries across the 

sea to Macedonia, halting apparently at Philippi and there 

awaiting the arrival of Titus*, On the latter, unable to tear 

himself away, he despatches his companions to Asia in advance 

and lingers behind at Philippi himself, that he may keep the 

paschal feast with his beloved converts*. It is the last festival 

for some years to come, which he is free to celebrate as and 

where he wills. 

Of the former visit St Luke records only the fact. But the 

Second Epistle to the Corinthians certainly’, the Epistle to the 

Galatians not improbably*, were written from Macedonia on this 

occasion: and, though scarcely a single incident is directly re- 

lated, they present a complete and vivid picture of the Apostle’s 

inward life at this time. Of his external relations thus much 

may be learnt: we find him busy with the collection of alms 

for Judea, stimulating the Macedonian churches and gratefully 

acknowledging their liberal response’; we gather also from the 

mention of ‘fightings without®” that the enemies whether 

Jewish or heathen, who had persecuted him in earlier years, 

1 2 Cor. i. rg—r7, comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 

5, 6. 
2 Acts xix. 21, XX. I—3. 
3 2 Cor. ii. 12 8q., Vii. 5, 6. 

4 Acts xx. 5,6 ‘These going before 

waited for us at Troas: but we set sail 

from Philippi after the days of unlea- 

vened bread,’ 
5 2 Cor. ii, 13, vii. 5, Vili. 1 sq., ix. 

z, 4 The subscription mentions Phil- 

ippi as the place of writing, and this 
is probable, though the authority is 
almost worthless. 

6 See Galatians, p. 35 sq. 

7 2 Cor. viii. 1—6, ix. 2. 

8 2 Cor. vii. 8; comp. vill. z. To this 

occasion also the Apostle may possibly 

refer in Phil. i. 30, rév atroy dydva 
éxovres olov eidere év eyol. 
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made his reappearance in Macedonia a signal for the renewal of 

their attacks. Of the latter visit we know absolutely nothing, 

except the names of his companions and the fact already men- 

tioned that he remained behind for the passover. 

From this time forward we read no more of the Philippians The Phil- 

till the period of St Paul’s Roman captivity. When they heard 2Pa aims 
of his destination, their slumbering affection for him revived. *° 8t Paul. 

It was not the first time that they had been eager to offer and 

he willing to receive alms for the supply of his personal wants. 

After the close of his first visit, while he was still in Macedonia, 

they had more than once sent him timely assistance to Thessa- 

lonica’. When from Macedonia he passed on to Achaia, fresh 

supplies from Philippi reached him at Corinth*» Then there 

was a lull in their attentions. It was not that their affection 

had cooled, the Apostle believed, but that the opportunity was 

wanting. Now at leagth after a lapse of ten years their loyalty 

again took the same direction; and Epaphroditus was despatched 

to Rome with their gift®. 

Their zealous attention was worthily seconded by the mes- Diness of 

senger whom they had chosen. Not content with placing this eee 

token of their love in St Paul’s hands, Epaphroditus* devoted 

himself heart and soul to the ministry under the Apostle’s guid- 

ance. But the strain of excessive exertion was too great for his 

physical powers. In his intense devotion to the work he lost 

his health and almost his life. At length the danger passed 

away: ‘God had mercy,’ says the Apostle, ‘not on him only, 

1 Phil. iv. 16. 
° Phil. iv. 15 ‘When I left Mace- 

donia, no church communicated with 

me in regard of giving and receiving 

but ye only’; 2 Cor. xi. 8, 9 ‘When I 

was present with you and wanted,I was 

not burdensome to any: for my want 

the brethren having come from Mace- 

donia supplied.’ 

3 Phil, ii. 25, 30, iv. ro—18. 
« Epaphroditus is known to us only 

from the notices in this epistle, He 

is doubtless to be distinguished from 

Epaphras (Col. i. 7, iv. 12, Philem. 23); 

for, though the names are the same, 

the identity of the persons seems im- 

probable for two reasons. (1) The one 
appears to have been a native of Phil- 

ippi (Phil. ii. 25 sq.), the other of Co- 

losse (Col. iv. 12). (2) The longer form 
of the name is always used of the Phil- 

ippian delegate, the shorter of the Co- 

lossian teacher. The name in fact is so 

extremely common in both forms, that 

the coincidence affords no presumption 

of the identity of persons, 
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but on myself also, that I might not have sorrow upon sorrow.’ 

But his convalescence was succeeded by home-sickness. He 

was oppressed with the thought that the Philippians would 

have heard of his critical state. He was anxious to return 

that he might quiet their alarm’, 

This purpose was warmly approved by St Paul. 

Puli bute to their happiness in any way was to alleviate his own 
aaa sorrows’, He would not therefore withhold Epaphroditus from 

them. So Epaphroditus returns to Philippi, bearing a letter 

from the Apostle, in which he pours out his heart in an overflow 

of gratitude and love. 

Mission of | In this letter he expresses his intention of sending Timo- 

Timothy. theus to them immediately*, Whether this purpose was ever 

fulfilled we have no means of knowing. But in sending Timo- 

theus he did not mean to withhold himself. He hoped before 

long to be released, and he would then visit them in person‘. 

The delay indeed seems to have been greater than he then 

The Epi- To contri- 

Later 

bee anticipated; but at length he was able to fulfil his promise. 

One visit at least, probably more than one, he paid to Philippi 

and his other Macedonian churches in the interval between his 

first and second captivities®. 

aaatiaset The canonical writings record nothing more of Philippi. A 
(ppl. whole generation passes away before its name is again men- 

tioned. Early in the second century Ignatius, now on his way 

to Rome where he is condemned to suffer martyrdom, as he 

passes through Philippi is kindly entertained and escorted on 

The name Epaphroditus or Epaphras 

is not specially characteristic of Ma- 

cedonia, but occurs abundantly every- 

where. On a Thessalonian inscription 
(Boeckh no. 1987) we meet with one 
Tdios KAwdvos Exapploeros. This con- 
currence of names is suggestive. The 

combination, which occurs once, might 

well occur again: and it is possible 

(though in the absence of evidence 
hardly probable) that Gaius the Mace- 
donian of St Luke (Acts xix. 29) is the 

game person as Epaphroditus the Phil- 

ippian of St Paul. 

1 Phil. ii. 25—30. 

2 Phil. ii. 28 ‘That having seen him 

ye may rejoice again, and I may be less 

sorrowful.’ 

3 Phil. ii, rg. 
4 Phil. ii. 24, 

5 ; Tim. i. 3, The notices in 2 Tim. 
iv. 13, 20 perhaps refer to a later date. 
If so, they point to a second visit of the 
Apostle after his release; for in going 

from Troas to Corinth he would natu- 

rally pass through Macedonia, 
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his way by the members of the church’, This circumstance 

seems to have given rise to communications with Polycarp, the ies 

youthful bishop of Smyrna and trusty friend of Ignatius, in , 

which the Philippians invite him to address to them some words 

of advice and exhortation. Polycarp responds to this appeal. 

He congratulates them on their devotion to the martyrs ‘bound Com. _ 

in saintly fetters, the diadems of the truly elect.’ He rejoices oe 

that ‘the sturdy root of their faith, famous from the earliest ™& 

days’, still survives and bears fruit unto our Lord Jesus Christ.’ 

He should not have ventured to address them, unless they had 

themselves solicited him. He, and such as he, cannot ‘attain 

unto the wisdom of the blessed and glorious Paul,’ who taught 

among them in person, and wrote to them when absent instruc- 

tions which they would do well to study for their edification in 

the faith®, He offers many words of exhortation, more espe- 

cially relating to the qualifications of widows, deacons, and pres- 

byters*, He warns them against those who deny that Jesus 

Christ has come in the flesh, against those who reject the 

testimony of the cross, against those who say there is no 

resurrection or judgment’. He sets before them for imitation 

the example ‘not only of the blessed Ignatius and Zosimus and 

Rufus, but also of others of their own church, and Paul himself 

and the other Apostles,’ who have gone before to their rest®. 

There is however one cause for sorrow. Valens a presbyter 

1 Martyr. Ignat. § 5; Polyc. Phil. 1 

Sekapdvas TA pyunuata Tis ddAnbods dyd- 

the original was probably ry civ air) 

quod certius agnoveritis, significate.’ 

ays kal mpotéuwacw ws éréBarey bulv, 

rovs everAnupévous [évecAnuévous?] Tots 

dytomper dar decpols drivd, éore Siadjpara 

«.7.. The martyrs here alluded to are 

doubtlessIgnatius and others mentioned 

by name §g. The letter of Polycarp 

was written after the death of Ignatius 

(§ 9); but the event was so recent that 
he asks the Philippians to send him in- 

formation about Ignatius and his com- 

panions, § 13 ‘Et de ipso Ignatio et de 

his qui cum eo sunt (the present is 

doubtless due to the translator, where 

2§ 1 €& dpxaiwy xarayyeddouern 

Xpovwr, 

3 §3. On this passage see the de- 

tached note on iii. 1. 

4 §§ 4—6. 
5 § 7. It would not be a safe infer- 

ence, that when Polycarp wrote the 

Philippian Church was in any special 

danger of these errors. The language 

is general and comprehensive, warning 

them against all the prevailing forms 

of heresy. 

8 § 9. 
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The crime in the Philippian Church, and his wife whose name is not given, 
DEERE Toad brought scandal on the Gospel by their avarice’. From all 

participation in their crime Polycarp exonerates the great 

body of the church. He has neither known nor heard of any 

such vice in those Philippians among whom St Paul laboured, 

boasting of them in all the churches, at a time when his own 

Smyrna was not yet converted to Christ”. He trusts the offend- 

1 §11. Polycarp after speaking of all troubles (dpy} rdvrwy yarerdy Ppid- 

the crime of Valens adds, ‘ Moneo ita- 

que vos ut abstineatis ab avaritia et 

sitis casti et veraces...Si quis non abs- 

tinuerit se ab avaritia, ab idololatria 

coinquinabitur.’ The crime of Valens 

and his wife was doubtless avarice, not 

concupiscence, as the passage is fre- 

quently interpreted. In §§ 4, 6, ‘ava- 

ritia’ is the translation of giAapyupla; 

and this was probably the word used 
in the original here. But even if the 
Greek had reovetla, it is a mistake to 

suppose that this word ever signifies 

‘unchastity’ (see the note on Col. iii. 
5); and the fact that both husband 
and wife were guilty of the crime in 

question points rather to avarice (as in 

the case of Ananias and Sapphira) than 
to impurity. The word ‘casti’ seems 

to have misled the commentators; but 

even if the original were dyvol and not 

xabapol, it might still apply to sordid 
and dishonest gain. This use of dyvés 
would not be unnatural even in a hea- 

then writer (e.g. Pind. Ol. iii. 21 dyva 
xplows); and the Apostle’s denunciation 
of covetousness as idolatry (to which 
Polycarp refers in the context) makes it 

doubly appropriate here. ‘Corruption’ 
is a common synonyme for fraud. On 

the other hand ‘veraces’ is quite out of 

place, if concupiscence was intended. 
The correct interpretation may be 

inferred also from other expressions in 

the letter. Polycarp seems to have had 

the crime of Valens in his thoughts 

when in an earlier passage, § 4, he de- 

clares that ‘avarice is the beginning of 

apyvpia),’ and when again in enumer- 
ating the qualifications of presbyters 
(§ 6) he states that they must stand 

aloof from every form of avarice (ua- 
xpav dvres dons pihapyvplas). The Ma- 

cedonian churches in St Paul’s time 

were as liberal as they were poor (2 Cor. 

viii. 1—3). Greed of wealth was about 
the last crime that they could be charged 

with. There is no reason to suppose 

that their character had wholly changed 
within a single generation. But a no- 

table exception had occurred at Phil- 

ippi; and, though Polycarp distinctly 

treats it as an exception and acquits 

the Philippian church as a body (§ 11), 
yet it naturally leads him to dwell on 

the heinousness of this sin, 

The name * Valens’ for some reason 

seems to have been frequent in Mace- 

donia; perhaps because it had been 

borne by some local celebrity: see for 

instance Boeckh no. 1969 (at Thessa- 
lonica), where it occurs together with 
another common Macedonian name 

(Acts xx. 4), Ovadi}s kal Dexodvéos. It 

is found also in another inscription at 

Drama (Drabescus?) in Perrot (Revue 
Archéol. 1860, 11. p. 73); and in a third 
and a fourth at Philippi itself, published 
in Cousinéry u. p. 21, Miss. Archéol. 

p. 120. 
2 § 11 ‘In quibus laboravit beatus 

Paulus, qui estis in principio epistols 

ejus: de vobis etenim gloriatur in om- 

nibus ecclesiis que Deum sole tunc 

cognoverant, nos autem nondum nove- 

ramus.’ 
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ers will be truly penitent: and he counsels the Philippians to 

treat them, not as enemies, but as erring members. They are 

well versed in the scriptures’, and will not need to be reminded 

how the duty of gentleness and forbearance is enforced therein. 

At the conclusion, he refers to certain parting injunctions of Conclu- 

Ignatius: he complies with their desire and sends copies of seine 

those letters of the martyr which are in his possession: he com- 

mends to their care Crescens, the bearer of the epistle, who will 

be accompanied by his sister. 

With this notice the Philippian Church may be said to pass Later his- 

out of sight. From the time of Polycarp its name is very rarely Baio 

mentioned ; and scarcely a single fact is recorded which throws 

any light on its internal condition’. Here and there the name 

of a bishop appeats in connexion with the records of an ecclesi- 

astical council. On one occasion its prelate subscribes a decree 

as vicegerent of the metropolitan of Thessalonica®. But, though 

the see is said to exist even to the present day*, the city itself 

has been long a wilderness. Of its destruction or decay no 

record is left; and among its ruins travellers have hitherto failed 

to find any Christian remains’, Of the church which stood 

foremost among all the apostolic communities in faith and love, 

it may literally be said that not one stone stands upon another. 

Its whole career is a signal monument of the inscrutable coun- 

sels of God. Born into the world with the brightest promise, 

the Church of Philippi has lived without a history and perished 

without a memorial, 

1 § 12 ‘Confido enim vos bene ex- 

ercitatos esse in sacris literis et nihil 

vos latet ete.’ 

2 The rhetoric of Tertullian (de Pre- 
scr. 36, adv. Mare. iv. 5), who appeals 
among others to the Philippian Church 

as still maintaining the Apostle’s doc- 

trine and reading his epistle publicly, 

ean hardly be considered evidence, 
though the fact itself need not be 
questioned. 

When Hoog, de Cet. Christ. Philipp. 

etc. p. 176 (1825), speaks of a council 

PHIL, 

heldat Philippi,‘imperantibus Constan- 

tini filiis,’ he confuses Philippi with 
Philippopolis. See Soer. H. H.ii. 20,22. 

8 Flavianus, who takes an active part 

at the C, of Ephesus, a.p. 431; Labb. 
Cone. 111. 456 ete. 

* Le Quien, Or. Chr. 11. p. 70, gives 
the name of its bishop when he wrote 

(1740). Neale, Holy Eastern Church 1. 
Pp. 92, mentions it among existing sees. 

5 T ought to except one or two inscrip- 

tions published since my first edition 

appeared, Miss. Archéol. pp. 96, 97. 

5 
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CHARACTER AND CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE. 

ee HE external circumstances, which suggested this epistle, 

epistle, have been already explained. It must be ascribed to the 

close personal relations existing between the Apostle and his 

converts. It was not written, like the Epistle to the Galatians, 

to counteract doctrinal errors, or, like the First to the Co- 

rinthians, to correct irregularities of practice. It enforces no 

direct lessons of Church government, though it makes casual 

allusion to Church officers. It lays down no dogmatic system, 

though incidentally it refers to the majesty and the humiliation 

of Christ, and to the contrast of law and grace. It is the spon- 

taneous utterance of Christian love and gratitude, called forth 

by a recent token which the Philippians had given of their 

loyal affection. As the pure expression of personal feeling, 

not directly evoked by doctrinal or practical errors, it closely 

resembles the Apostle’s letter to another leading church of 

Macedonia, which likewise held a large place in his affections, 

the First Epistle to the Thessalonians. 

Affection. But the Philippian Church was bound to the Apostle by 

ine closer ties than even the Thessalonian, His language in ad- 

Soe dressing the two has, it is true, very much in common; the 

absence of appeal to his apostolic authority, the pervading 

tone of satisfaction, even the individual expressions of love and 

praise. But in the Epistle to the Philippians the Apostle’s 

commendation is more lavish, as his affection is deeper. He 

utters no misgivings of their loyalty, no suspicions of false 
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play, no reproaches of disorderly living, no warnings against 

grosser sins. To the Philippians he had given the surest 

pledge of confidence which could be given by a high-minded 

and sensitive man, to whom it was of the highest importance 

for the sake of the great cause which he advocated to avoid the 

slightest breath of suspicion, and whose motives nevertheless 

were narrowly scanned and unscrupulously misrepresented. 

He had placed himself under pecuniary obligations to them. 

The alms sent from Philippi had relieved his wants even at 

Thessalonica. 

Yet even at Philippi there was one drawback to his ge- Disputes 

neral satisfaction. A spirit of strife had sprung up in the a ao 

church ; if there were not open feuds and parties, there were Philippi. 

at least disputes and rivalries. The differences related not to 

doctrinal but to social questions; and, while each eagerly as- 

serted his own position, each severally claimed the Avpostle’s 

sympathies for himself. 

St Paul steps forward to check the growing tendency. st Paul 

This he does with characteristic delicacy, striking not less ae 
surely because he strikes for the most part indirectly. He ie spirit. 
begins by hinting to them that he is no partisan: he offers 

prayers and thanksgivings for all; he hopes well of all; he 

looks upon all as companions in grace; his heart yearns after 

all in Christ Jesus’. He entreats them later on, to be ‘stead- 

fast in one spirit) to ‘strive together with one mind for the 

faith of the Gospel*’ He implores them by all their deepest 

Christian experiences, by all their truest natural impulses, to 

‘be of one mind, to ‘do nothing from party-spirit or from vain- 

glory.” Having piled up phrase upon phrase® in the ‘ tautology 

of earnestness, he holds out for their example the ‘mind of 

Christ,’ who, being higher than all, nevertheless did not assert 

His divine majesty, but became lowliest of the lowly. To- 

wards the close of the epistle* he returns again to the sub- 

1 See the studied repetition of raves 3 ii. 2, 3, 4. 
in the paragraph i. 3—8. * lv. 2 sq. 

2 a7, 
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ject; and here his language becomes more definite. He 

mentions by name two ladies, Euodia and Syntyche, who 

had taken a prominent part in these dissensions; he asks them 

to be reconciled; and he invites the aid of others, of his true 

yoke-fellow, of Clement, of the rest of his fellow-labourers, in 

cementing this reconciliation. He urges the Philippians gene- 

rally to exhibit to the world a spectacle of forbearance’. He 

reminds them of the peace of God, which surpasses all the 

thoughts of man. He entreats them lastly, by all that is noble 

and beautiful and good, to hear and to obey. If they do this, 

the God of peace will be with them. 

Of errors in doctrine there is not the faintest trace in the 

Philippian Church. In one passage indeed, where the Apostle 

touches upon doctrinal subjects, he takes occasion to warn his 

converts against two antagonistic types of error—Judaic for- 

malism on the one hand, and Antinomian license on the other. 

But while doing so he gives no hint that these dangerous 

tendencies were actually rife among them. The warning seems 

to have been suggested by circumstances external to the Phil- 

ippian Church*. 

Of plan and arrangement there is even less than in St 

Paul's letters generally. The origin and motive of the epistle 

are hardly consistent with any systematic treatment. As in the 

Second Epistle to the Corinthians, the torrent of personal feel- 

ing is too strong to submit to any such restraint. Even the 

threefold division into the explanatory, doctrinal, and horta- 

tory portions, which may generally be discerned in his epistles, 

is obliterated here. 

At the same time the growth and structure of the epi- 

stle may be traced with tolerable clearness. After the opening 

salutation and thanksgiving, which in the intensity of his affec- 

tion he prolongs to an unusual extent, the Apostle explains 

liv. 5 70 émceces tudy ywodirw this epistle, that the Philippian Church 

x.t.r. Bee the note there. was not yet tainted by Judaism, and 

2 Schinz, die Christliche Gemeinde zu _ that thedisputes were socialrather than 

Philippi (Ziivich 1833), decides after a doctrinal. This result has been gene- 
careful examination of the purport of — rally accepted by more recent writers, 
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his personal circumstances; the progress of the Gospel ini. 12—26. 

Rome; the rivalry of his antagonists and the zeal of his ad- 

herents; his own hopes and fears. He then urges his con-i. 27—ii. 

verts to unity in the strong reiterative language which has ie 

been already noticed. This leads him to dwell on the humi- 

lity of Christ, as the great exemplar; and the reference is 

followed up by a few general words of exhortation. Return- 

ing from this to personal matters, he relates his anticipation ii, 17-30. 

of a speedy release; his purpose of sending Timothy; the: 

recent illness and immediate return of Kpaphroditus. 

Here the letter, as originally conceived, seems drawing to 

a close. He commences what appears like a parting injunction : iii. 1. 

‘Finally, my brethren, farewell (rejoice) in the Lord.’ ‘To say 

the same things,’ he adds, ‘for me is not irksome, while for you 

it is safe.’ 
apology by way of preface, to refer once more to their dissen- 

sions, to say a few words in acknowledgment of their gift, and 

then to close. Here however he seems to have been inter- 

rupted’. Circumstances occur, which recall him from these joy- 

ful associations to the conflict which awaits him without and 

which is the great trial and sorrow of his life. He is informed, tnterrup- 

we may suppose, of some fresh attempt of the Judaizers in the pat er 

metropolis to thwart and annoy him. What, if they should portion. 

interfere at Philippi as they were doing at Rome, and tamper 

He was intending, it would seem, after offering this 

1 Ewald, die Sendschreiben etc. p.448 

sq., has explained with characteristic 
Polycarp (§ 3, 6s kal drdy dyiv typapev 
émtoroAds); and Heinrichs (prol. p. 31 

insight the sudden interruption and 

subsequent lengthening of the letter. 

I should be disposed however to make 

the break not after ii. 30 with Ewald, 
but after iii. 1 with Grotius. Moreover 

I cannot agree with the former in re- 

ferring iii. 17, 18, 19, still to Judaic for- 
malism rather than to Antinomian ex- 

cess. See the noteson the third chapter. 

Le Moyne, Var. Sacr. 11. pp. 332, 

343, suggested that two letters were 

combined in our Epistle to the Philip- 

pians, commenting on the plural in 

8q.), carrying out the same idea, sup- 

posed i. 1—iii. 1 év xuply to be written 
to the Church generally, and iii. 2 ra 

aitd—iv. 20 to the rulers, the con- 

cluding verses iv. 21—23 being the close 

of the former letter. He was answered 

by J. F. Krause Dissert. Acad, (Regiom. 

1811). Paulus, Heidelb. Jahrb. P. 7, p. 

702 (1812), adopted the theory of 
Heinrichs, modifying it however by 

making the close of the second letter 

after iii. g instead of iii. 20. See Hoog 
de Cat. Christ, Phil. etc. p. 54 sq. 
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with the faith and loyalty of his converts? With this thought 

weighing on his spirit he resumes his letter. He bids the Phil- 

ippians beware of these dogs, these base artisans, these muti- 

lators of the flesh. This leads him to contrast his teaching with 

theirs, the true circumcision with the false, the power of faith 

with the inefficacy of works. But a caution is needed here. 

Warned off the abyss of formalism, might they not be swept 

into the vortex of license? There were those, who professed the 

Apostle’s doctrine but did not follow his example; who availed 

themselves of his opposition of Judaism to justify the licentious- 

ness of Heathenism; who held that, because ‘all things were 

lawful, therefore ‘all things were expedient’; who would even 

‘continue in sin that grace might abound.” The doctrine of 

faith, he urges, does not support this inference; his own ex- 

ample does not countenance it. Moral progress is the obligation 

of the one and the rule of the other. To a church planted in 

the midst of a heathen population this peril was at least as 

great as the former. He had often raised his voice against it 

before; and he must add a word of warning now. He exhorts 

the Philippians to be steadfast in Christ. 

Thus the doctrinal portion, which has occupied the Apostle 

since he resumed, is a parenthesis suggested by the circum- 

stances of the moment. At length he takes up the thread of 

his subject, where he had dropped it when the letter was inter- 

rupted. He refers again to their dissensions. This was the 

topic on which repetition needed no apology. He mentions 

by name those chiefly at fault, and he appeals directly to those 

most able to heal the feuds. And now once more he seems 

drawing to a close: ‘Farewell (rejoice) in the Lord alway: 

again I say, farewell (rejoice).’ Yet still he lingers: this fare- 

well is prolonged into an exhortation and a blessing. At length 

he gives his parting injunction: ‘ Finally, my brethren, what- 

soever things are true, etc’ But something still remains unsaid. 

He has not yet thanked them for their gift by Epaphroditus, 

though he has alluded to it in passing. With a graceful inter- 

mingling of manly independence and courteous delicacy he 
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acknowledges this token of their love, explaining his own cir- 

cumstances and feelings at some length, At last the epistle 

closes with the salutations and the usual benediction. iv. 21-23. 

The following then is an analysis of the epistle: ey a 

I ina. Opening salutation. oa 
L 3—IIl. Thanksgiving and prayer for his converts. 
i, 12—26. Account of his personal circumstances and 

feelings ; and of the progress of the Gospel in Rome. 

II. i. 27—ii. 4. Exhortation to unity and self-negation. 

ii 5—11. Christ the great pattern of humility. 
ii, r2—16. Practical following of His example. 

III. ii, 1730. Explanation of his intended movements; the 

purposed visit of Timothy; the illness, recovery, and 
mission of Epaphroditus. 

TV, iii. 1. The Apostle begins his final injunctions; but is 

interrupted and breaks off suddenly. 

_[iii. 2—iv. 1. He resumes; and warns them against two 
antagonistic errors : 

Judaism (iil. 3—14). 

He contrasts the doctrine of works with the doctrine of 
grace ; his former life with his present. The doctrine 

of grace leads to a progressive morality. Thus he is 
brought to speak secondly of 

Antinomianism (iii. 15—iv. 1). 

He points to his own example; and warns his converts 

against diverging from the right path. He appeals to 
them as citizens of heaven. | 

Here the digression ends; the main thread of the letter 

is recovered; and 

iv. 2,3. The Apostle once more urges them to heal their 
dissensions, appealing to them by name. 

iv. 4—9. He exhorts them to joyfulness, to freedom 

from care, to the pursuit of all good aims. 
Viv. ro—20. He gratefully acknowledges their alms re- 

ceived through Epaphroditus, and invokes a blessing 

on their thoughtful love. 

VL iv. 21—23. Salutations from all and to all. 
The farewell benediction. 
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The Epistle to the Philippians is not only the noblest re- 

flexion of St Paul's personal character and spiritual illuminatioa, 

his large sympathies, his womanly tenderness, his delicate cour- 

tesy, his frank independence, his entire devotion to the Master’s 

service; but as a monument of the power of the Gospel it yields 

in importance to none of the apostolic writings. Scarcely thirty 

years have passed since one Jesus was crucified as a malefactor 

in a remote province of the empire; scarcely ten since one Paul 

a Jew of Tarsus first told at Philippi the story of His cruel 

death; and what is the result? Imagine one, to whom the 

name of Christ had been hitherto a name only, led by circum- 

stances to study this touching picture of the relations between 

St Paul, his fellow-labourers, his converts; and pausing to ask 

himself what unseen power had produced these marvellous re- 

sults. Stronger than any associations of time or place, of race 

or profession, stronger than the instinctive sympathies of com- 

mon interest or the natural ties of blood-relationship, a myste- 

rious bond unites St Paul, Epaphroditus, the Philippian con- 

verts; them to the Apostle, and him to them, and each to the 

other. In this threefold cord of love the strands are so inter- 

twined and knotted together, that the writer cannot conceive 

of them as disentangled. The joy of one must be the joy of 

all; the sorrow of one must be the sorrow of all. 

The Apostle’s language furnishes the reply to such a ques- 

tioner. This unseen power is the ‘ power of Christ’s resurrection’,’ 

This mutual love is diffused from ‘the heart of Christ Jesus,’ 

beating with His pulses and living by His life. When the con- 

temporary heathen remarked how ‘these Christians loved one 

another, he felt that he was confronted by an unsolved enigma. 

The power which wrought the miracle was hidden from him. 

It was no new commandment indeed, for it appealed to the 

oldest and truest impulses of the human heart. And yet it was 

a new commandment; for in Christ’s life and death and resur- 

rection it had found not only an example and a sanction, but 

a power, a vitality, wholly unfelt and unknown before. 

1 Phil. iii, ro. ° Phil. i. 8. 
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To all ages of the Church—to our own especially—this Its great 

epistle reads a great lesson. While we are expending our sisi 

strength on theological definitions or ecclesiastical rules, it 

recalls us from these distractions to the very heart and centre 

of the Gospel—the life of Christ and the life in Christ. Here 

is the meeting-point of all our differences, the healing of all 

our feuds, the true life alike of individuals and sects and 

churches: here doctrine and practice are wedded together; for 

here is the ‘ Creed of creeds’ involved in and arising out of the 

Work of works. 



The Genuineness of the Epistle. 

Internal i TERNAL evidence will appear to most readers to place the genuine- 

evidence, ness of the Epistle to the Philippians beyond the reach of doubt. This 
evidence is of two kinds, positive and negative. On the one hand the 
epistle completely reflects St Paul’s mind and character, even in their 

finest shades. On the other, it offers no motive which could have led 

to a forgery. Only as the natural outpouring of personal feeling, called 

forth by immediate circumstances, is it in any way conceivable. A forger 

would not have produced a work so aimless (for aimless in his case it must 

have been), and could not have produced one so inartificial. 

Genuine- Nevertheless its genuineness has been canvassed. Evanson (Disso- 

ness ques- nance, etc. p. 263) led the van of this adverse criticism. At a later date 
tioned. Schrader (Der Apostel Paulus v. p. 201 sq.) threw out suspicions with 

regard to different portions of the epistle. More recently it has been 

condemned as spurious by Baur (see especially his Paulus p. 458 sq.), 

who is followed as usual by Schwegler (Nachap. Zeit. 1. p. 133 8q.), 

and one or two others, His objections, says Bleek (Hind. ins NV. T. p. 433), 

rest sometimes on perverse interpretations of separate passages, sometimes 

on arbitrary historical assumptions, while in other cases it is hard to con- 

ceive that they were meant in earnest. : 

Objections I cannot think that the mero fact of their having been brought 
need not forward by men of ability and learning is sufficient to entitle objections 

beconsi- of this stamp to a serious refutation. They have not the suggestive 
dered. : , ‘5 

character which sometimes marks even the more extravagant theories 
of this school, and serve only as a warning of the condemnation which 

unrestrained negative criticism pronounces upon itself. In this epistle 

surely, if anywhere, the two complementary aspects of St Paul’s person 
and teaching—his strong individuality of character and his equally strong 

sense of absorption in Christ—the ‘I’ and tho ‘yet not 1’ of his great 
antithesis—both appear with a force and a definiteness which carry thorough 

conviction. Hilgenfeld, the present leader of the Titbingen school, refused 

from the first to subscribe to his master’s view respecting this epistle: 

and probably few in the present day would be found to maintain this opi- 
nion. The criticisms of Baur have been several times refuted: e.g. in 

the monographs of Liinemann Pauli ad Phil. Epist. defend., Gottingen 

1847, and B. B. Brickner Epist.ad Phil. Paulo auctori vindic., Lips. 1848, 
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and in the introductions to the commentaries of Wiesinger, Eadie, and 
others. See also more recently Hilgenfeld Zettschr. f. Wissensch. Theol. 

1871 p. 192 sq., 309 sq., 1873 p. 178 sq. 
The quotations from this epistle in early Christian writers are not Early quo- 

so numerous, as they would probably have been, if it had contained more tations. 

matter which was directly doctrinal or ecclesiastical. Among the Apo- 

stolic fathers Chement or Romm (§ 47) uses the phrase ‘in the beginning Apostolic 
of the Gospel’ (Phil. iv. 15). Again he says, ‘If we walk not worthily thers. 
of Him? (1) d&lws avrod modsrevdpevor, § 21; comp. Phil. i,27). A third 
passage (§ 2), ‘Ye were sincere and harmless and not mindful of injury 

one towards another, resembles Phil. i. ro, ii. 15. And a fourth, in which 

he dwells upon the example of Christ’s humility (§ 16), seems to reflect the 

familiar passage in Phil. ii. 5 sq. Though each resemblance in itself is 

indecisive, all combined suggest at least a probability that St Clement 
had seen this epistle. When Ienatius (Rom. 2) expresses his desire of 
being ‘ poured out as a libation (orovdtajvar) to God, while yet the altar 
is ready, this must be considered a reminiscence of Phil. ii. 17. In the 

Epistle te the Philadelphians also (§ 8) the words ‘do nothing from 
party-spirit’ (undev kar’ épideiay mpdocew) are taken from Phil. ii. 3; 
for in an earlier passage of the same letter (§ 1) the writer reproduces the 

second member of St Paul’s sentence, ‘nor from vainglory’ (ovdé kard xevo- 
dogiav). In the Hpistle to the Smyrnzeans again the words § 4 ‘I endure all 

things, while He strengtheneth me’ are derived from Phil. iv. 13, and the 
words § 11 ‘ Being perfect be ye also perfectly ininded’ from Phil. iii. 15. 

Pouycarp, addressing the Philippians, more than once directly mentions 

St Paul’s writing to them (§ 3, 11): he commences the body of the 

letter with an expression taken from this epistle, ‘I rejoiced with you 
greatly in the Lord’ (cuveyapyy dpiv peyados ev Kupio, comp. Phil. iv. 10 

exdpny Sé év Kupip peyddos): and in other passages his words are a re- 
flexion of its language; e.g. § 2 ‘Unto whom all things were made subject 
that are in heaven and that are on the earth etc.” of Phil. ii. 10; § 9 

‘I did not run in vain, of Phil. ii. 16 (comp. Gal. ii. 2); § 10 ‘diligentes 
invicem, in veritate sociati, mansuetudinem Domini alterutri proestolantes,’ 

of Phil. ii, 2—5; § 12 ‘inimicis crucis, of Phil. iii, 18. The words ed 

wodtrevo@peda a&ios avrov (§ 5) are perhaps taken from Clement of Rome 
(see above), though they resemble Phil: i. 27. 

When Hermas, Vis. i. 3, writes ‘they shall be written into the books Formas, 

of life” he probably refers rather to Rev. xx. 15, than to Phil. iv. 3. 

Other coincidences, as Vis. iii. 13 ‘If anything be wanting it shall be 

revealed to thee’ (Phil. iii.15), Mand. v. 2 ‘Concerning giving or receiving’ 
(Phil. iv. 15), are not sufficient to establish a connexion, 

In the TrstamEnts or THE TwELVE Patriarcus, a Jewish Christian Tegt, x11 

work probably dating early in the second century, a few expressions are Patri- 
borrowed from this epistle: Levi 4 ‘in the heart (év omdyyvors) of Hig 2th 
Son, from Phil. i. 8; Benj. 10 ‘ Worshipping the king of the heavens 

who appeared on earth in the form of man’ (év pop} avdpdmov, to which 

+s 
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one text adds rarewdoews, comp. Phil. iii, 21), and Zab. 9 ‘ Ye shall see in 

the fashion of man etc.’ (perce ev oxnpart avOpdrov; it is doubtful 
whether or not 6céy should follow, but the reference is plainly to Christ), 

from Phil. ii, 6—8; Levi 14 ‘Ye are the luminaries (of dwaripes) of the 

heaven,’ from Phil. ii. 15. 
The Apologists supply several references, In the Epistie to D10@Nne- 

Tus occur the words ‘their dwelling is on earth but their citizenship is in 

heaven’ (éml yijs SuarpiBovow adn’ ev ovpave modurevovras § 5): comp. Phil. ili. 

20. Justin Martyr [?] de Resurr. (c. 7, p. 592 D) also speaks of ‘ our hea- 

venly citizenship,’ and in another place (c. 9, p. 594 8) writes, ‘The Lord 

has said that our dwelling is in heaven (év ovpavo dmdpyey) In the 

second passage the reference is probably to such sayings as Joh. xiv. 2, 3; 
but the actual expression seems certainly to be borrowed from St Paul’s 

language here. Metiro (2’ragm. 6, p. 416, Otto) designates our Lord 

Ocds addy Ons mpoadyios Umapxev, perhaps having in his mind Phil. ii. 6; and 

again he writes (Fragm. 14, p. 420, a passage preserved in Syriac) ‘servus 

reputatus est’ and ‘servi speciem indutus, obviously from the context of 

the same passage in our epistle. Turoraitus (ad Autol.) more than once 

adopts expressions from this epistle; i.2 ‘approving the things that are 
excellent,’ either from Phil. i. 10 or from Rom. ii. 18 ; ii. 17 ‘minding 

earthly things’ (ra émiyeta dpovovvrev), from Phil. iii. 19; iii. 36 ‘these 

things are true and useful and just and lovely (mpooduAj),’ apparently from 

Phil. iv. 8; and again, as quoted by Jerome Zpist. 121 (ad Algasiam), he 

writes ‘Quze antea pro lucro fuerant, reputari in stercora’ from Phil. iii. 8 
(if the work quoted by Jerome may be accepted as genuine). 

In the Eristie oF THE CHURCHES OF VIENNE AND Lyons (A.D. 177) 

Euseb. #. Z. v. 2, the text Phil. ii. 6 ‘who being in the form of God etc.’ is 
quoted. 

In Anctent Syriac Documents (edited by Cureton) it is said of Christ 

(p. 14), ‘ He being God had appeared to them like men’ (Phil. ii. 6, 7), and 
in another writing of the same collection (p. 56) these words occur ; ‘One of 

the doctors of the Church has said: The scars indeed of my body—that I 
may come to the resurrection from the dead’; a combination of Gal. vi. 17 
and Phil. iii. 11. 

The SETIIANI, a very early heretical sect, are stated by Hippolytus 

(Heres. V. p. 143, X. p. 318) to have interpreted the text Phil. ii. 6, 7, to 

explain their own doctrines. Casstanus a Valentinian (about 170) quotes 

Phil. iii. 20 (Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. 14, p. 554 Potter). And TaEoporus 

(on the authority of the Excerpts published in the works of Clem. Alex., 

p. 966 Potter) has two distinct references to a passage in this epistle 

(Phil. ii. 7 in § 19 and § 35). 
In the Apocryphal Acts or Toomas § 27 we read ‘The holy name of 

Christ which is above every name’ (7d drép way bvopa), from Phil. ii. 9. 

The Hpistle to the Philippians appears in all the Canoys or Scripture 

during the second century: in the lists of the heretic Marcion and of the 

Muratorian fragment, as well as in the Old Latin and Peshito Syriac 
versions, 
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With the other Pauline Epistles of our Canon it is directly quoted and Close of 
assigned to the Apostle by Inenaus, TeRTULLIAN, and CLEMENT OF ALEX- mnt tae 
ANDRIA. Tertullian more especially, in passages already quoted (p. 65, : 

note 2), speaks of its having been read in the Philippian Church uninter- 

ruptedly to his own time. Though he may not say this from direct per- 

sonal knowledge or precise information, yet the statement would not have 
been hazarded, unless the epistle had been universally received in the 

Church as far back as the traditions of his generation reached. 





WPOL @IATUITHSIOY:. 



WE ALL ARE CHANGED INTO THE SAME IMAGE FROM 

GLORY TO GLORY, AS OF THE LORD THE SPIRIT. 

BUT THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IS LOVE, JOY, PEACE. 

And so the Word had breath, and wrought 

With human hands the creed of creeds 

In loveliness of perfect deeds, 

More strong than all poetic thought. 



POs @®ITATIMASIOY:: 

AYAOZ kal TyscGeos, Sotrot Xpiotov "Inood, 
lal ~ 14 ? fal - rad > 

maow Tos aylos €vy Xpiot@ ‘Incov tots ovow 

I. Ilatdos] The official title of 
Apostle is omitted here, as in the 
Epistles to the Thessalonians. In 
writing to the Macedonian Churches, 
with which his relations were so close 
and affectionate, St Paul would feel an 
appeal to his authority to be unneces- 
sary. The same omission is found in 
the letter to Philemon, and must be 
similarly explained. He does not en- 
force a command as a superior, but 
asks a favour as a friend (Philem. 8, 
9, 14). In direct contrast to this 
tone is the strong assertion of his 
Apostleship in writing to the Galatian 
Churches, where his authority and his 
doctrine alike were endangered. 

Tipddcos] The intercourse between 
Timotheus and the Philippian Church 
had been constant and intimate. He 
had assisted the Apostle in its first 
foundation (Acts xvi. I, 13, and xvii. 
14). He had visited Philippi twice 
at least during the third missionary 
journey (Acts xix. 22, comp. 2 Cor. 
i. 1; and Acts xx. 3, 4, comp. Rom. 
xvi. 21). He was there not impro- 
bably more than once during the 
captivity at Ceesarea, when the Apo- 
stle himself was prevented from sec- 
ing them. And now again he was 
on the eve of another visit, having 
been chosen for this purpose, as one 
whose solicitude for the Philippians 
had become a second nature (yciws 
pepipvycer ii. 20). In like manner his 
name is associated with St Paul in 
the letters to the other great church 

PHIL, 

of Macedonia (1 Thess, i. 1, 2 Thess. 
i, 1). 

But beyond the association of his 
name in the salutation, Timotheus 
takes no part in the letter. St Paul 
starts with the singular (ver. 3) which 
he maintains throughout ; and having 
occasion to mention Timotheus speaks 
of him in the third person, ii. 19. 
maow] see the note on ver. 4. 
tois dylos] ‘the saints, i.e. tho 

covenant people: a term transferred 
from the old dispensation to the new. 
The chosen race was a holy people 
(Aads dyos), the Israelites were saints 
(dy.ot), by virtue of their consecra- 
tion to Jehovah: see e.g. Exod. xix. 
6, Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2, 21, Dan. vii. 
18, 22, 25, viii. 24. So 1 Macc. x. 39 
tois dylots Tois év ‘Iepovoadnp. The 
Christian Church, having taken the 
place of the Jewish race, has in- 
herited all its titles and privileges ; 
it is ‘a chosen generation, a royal 
priesthood, an holy nation (¢6vos dytov), 
a peculiar people (1 Pet. ii.9)’ All who 
have entered into the Christian cove- 
nant by baptism are ‘saints’ in the 
language of the Apostles, Even the 
irregularities and profligacies of the 
Corinthian Church do not forfeit it 
this title. Thus the main idea of the 
term is consecration. But, though it 
does not assert moral qualifications 
as a fact in the persons so designated, 

it implies them as a duty. And it 
was probably because dyios suggests 
the moral idea, which is entirely want- 

6 
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ing to fepds, that the former was adopt- 
ed by the Lxx translators as the com- 
mon rendering of &’7, while the latter 
is very rarely used by them in any 
sense: see esp. Lev. xi. 44 dytacOn- 
ceobe Kal Gywor EoecOe Ste ayids ete 
eyo. 

év Xptor “Incod] to be connected 
with dyio. For the omission of the 
article sce the notes on 1 Thess. i. 1. 

emtokomots Kat diaxovors| ‘the pres- 
byters and deacons.’ The contribu- 
tions were probably sent to St Paul in 
the name of the officers, as well as of 
the church gencrally: comp. Acts xv. 
23. Jlence St Paul mentions them in 
reply. 1t seems hardly probable that 
this mention was intended, as some 
have thought, to strengthen the hands 
of the presbyters and deacons, their 
authority being endangered. The dis- 
sensions in the Philippian Church do 
not appear to have touched the offi- 
cers. On émioxoros and mpeaBurepos, 
as interchangeable terms, see the 
detached note, p. 95. 

2. xapis vpty x.7.A.] On the form 
of salutation see the note on 1 Thess. 
ii. 

3. The thanksgiving in this epistle 
is more than usually earnest. The 
Apostle dwells long and fondly on the 
subject. He repeats words and accu- 
mulates clauses in the intensity of his 
feeling. As before in the omission of 
his official title, so here in the fulness 
of his thanksgiving, the letters to the 
Thessalonians present the nearest pa- 
rallel to the language of this epistle : 
see introduction p. 66. 

3—5. ‘I thank my God for you 
all at all times, as I think of you, 
whensgoever I pray for you (and these 
prayers I offer with joy), for that you 
luave co-operated with me to the fur- 

therance of the Gospel from the day 
when you first heard of it to the pre- 
sent moment, 

The arrangement of the clauses in 
these verses is doubtful They may 
be connected in various ways, and the 
punctuation will differ accordingly. 
On the whole however the words 
mavrote ev racy Senoet pou Umep mavTaV 
vpoy seem naturally to run together ; 
and if so, we have the alternative of 
attaching them to the foregoing or to 
the following words. I have preferred 
the former for two reasons. (1) The 
structure of the passage is dislocated 
and its force weakened, by disconnect- 
ing clauses pointed out so obviously 
as correlative by the repetition of the 
same word doy, mdvrore, macy, mdv- 
tov; see Lobeck Paral. p. 56. (2) 
The words pera yapas rHv Sénow motov- 
pevos seem to stand apart, as an ex- 
planatory clause defining the charac- 
ter of the foregoing macy Sejoer; for 
there would be great awkwardness in 
making one sentence of the two, év 
naon Senoes thy Snow rorovpevos. For 
the connexion evxapioreiv mdvrore (in 
most cases with rept or dep var) see 
1 Cor.i. 4, 1 Thess. i. 2, 2 Thess. i. 3, 
ii. 13, Ephes. v. 20, and perhaps also 
Col. i. 3, Philem. 4 : comp. also Ephes. 
i. 16 ov mavopat evapora. 

TO Oc@ pov] ‘my God’ The singu- 
lar expresses strongly the sense of a 
close personal relationship: comp. Acts 
xxvii. 23 ‘whose I am and whom I 
serve’: see also the note on Gal. ii, 20, 
and comp. iii. 8, 

emt mauy tH pela] Sin all my re- 
membrance, not ‘on every remem- 
brance (ext dog pveia), which would 
point rather to isolated, intermittent 
acts. On pveia and evyapiora see the 
notes 1 Thess, i. 2. 
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4. vmép mavtoy vpdv] should be 
connected rather with evyaperre than 
with ev raon Senoe, for the following 
reasons. (1) The words are more na- 
turally taken as independent and co- 
ordinate withall the preceding clauses, 
emt racy TH pvela, mavtoTe, ev maon 
deyoer, than as dependent on any one 
singly. (2) The stress of the Apo- 
stle’s statement is rather on the 
thanksgiving for all than the prayer 
for all, as he is dwelling on their good 
deeds. (3) In the parallel passages 
already quoted the common connexioa 
is evyapioreiy vmép (or rept) vpar. 

There is a studicd repetition of the 
word ‘all’ in this epistle, when the 
Philippian Church is mentioned: see 
i. 2, 7 (Urép mavrav vpay, mavras Upas), 
8, 25, ii, 17, iv. 21. It is impossible 
not to connect this recurrence of the 
word with the strong and repeated 
exhortations to unity which the epi- 
stle contains (i. 27, ii. 1—4, iv. 2, 3, 5, 
7,9). The Apostle seems to say, ‘I 
make no difference between man and 
man, or between party and party : my 
heart is open to all; my prayers, my 
thanksgivings, my hopes, my obliga- 
tions, extend to all.’ See the intro- 
duction, p. 67. 

pera xapas «.7.d.] ‘Summa episto- 
le, says Bengel, ‘gaudeo gaudete’: 
comp. i. 18, 25, ii. 2, 17, 18, 28, 29, 
iii, 1, iv. 1,4, 10. The article before 
Séqnow refers it back to the previous 
Senoe. 

5. emi rH xowavia k7.A.} The pre- 
vious clause perd yapas rHv dénow 
movvpevos being a parenthesis, these 
words are connected with evyapiora. 
For evyapicreiv émi see 1 Cor. i. 4. 
The words signify not ‘your participa- 
tion in the Gospel’ (rod evayyediov, 
comp. ii. 1, iii. 10), but ‘ your coopera- 
tion towards, in aid of the Gospel’ (ets 
To evayyédtov). For the construction 

see 2 Cor. ix. 13 daAdrnre THs Kowavias 
eis avrovs, Rom. xv. 26 kowwviay rivd 
momoarbat eis tous mrwxovs. In the 
passages just quoted xowwvia has a 
restricted meaning, ‘ contributions, 
almsgiving’ (as also in 2 Cor. viii. 4, 
Hebr. xiii. 16; so xowoveiv, Rom. xii. 
135 Kkowwrexos, I Tim. vi. 18; see 
Fritzsche Rom. 11. p. 81); but here, 
as the context shows, it denotes co- 
operation in the widest sense, their 
participation with the Apostle whether 
in sympathy or in suffering or in aa- 
tive labour or in any other way. At 
the same time their almsgiving was a 
signal instance of this cooperation, 
and seems to have been foremost in 
the Apostle’s mind. In this particu- 
lar way they had cooperated from the 
very first (am6 ris mpdtns tpyépas) 
when on his departure from Philippi 
they sent contributions to Thessalo- 
nica and to Corinth (iv. 15, 16 év dpy7 
Tov evayyeAiov), and up to the present 
time (@ypr rod viv) when again they had 
despatched supplies to Rome by the 
hands of Epaphroditus (iv. 10 #3y wore). 

mpatns| ‘the first.” The article is 
frequently omitted, because the nu- 
meral is sufficiently definite in itself: 
comp. Mark xii. 28—30, xvi. 9, Acts 
xii, 10, xvi. 12, xx. 18, Ephes. vi. 2. 
Here some of the oldest mss read rie 
npérns, but the article might perhaps 
be suspected, as a likely addition of 
some transcriber for the sake of 
greater precision. 

6, 7- ‘I have much ground for 
thanksgiving ; thanksgiving for past 
experience, and thanksgiving for future 
hope. I am sure, that as God has in- 
augurated a good work in you, so IIe 
will complete the same, that it may be 
prepared to stand the test in the day 
of Christ’s advent. I have every rea- 
son to think thus favourably of you 
all; for the remembrance is ever in 

6—2 
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Sreroibas adits ToUTO, STi d évapEcpevos ev vuiv Epyov 
dyabov émitedéoer &xpils] rimepas “Inco Xpioroo, 7xab- 

ws éot dikatoy éuol TOUTO ppoveiv UrEep TAavTwY UMwV, 

Sid 76 exew me év TH Kapdia Umas ev TE ToIs Secpois 

6. huepas Xpicrob "Inaod. 

my heart, how you—yes, a// of you— 
have tendered me your aid and love, 
whether in bearing the sorrows of my 
captivity or in actively defending and 
promoting the Gospel: a manifest to- 
ken that ye ad/ are partakers with me 
of the grace of God.’ 

6. menoidds avtd toto] ‘since I 
have this very confidence” This as- 
surance, built on the experience of 
the past, enables the Apostle to anti- 
cipate matter for thankfulness. For 
avro rovro comp. Gal. ii. ro, 2 Cor. ii. 
3, 2 Pet.i. 5 (with ay.1.). The order 
alone seems suflicient to exclude an- 
other proposed rendering of avré rod- 
ro, ‘on this very account,’ i.e. ‘by rea- 
son of your past cooperation.’ 

6 evapEdpevos] The wordsévdpyeo Oat, 
émuredetv, possibly contain a sacrificial 
metaphor: see the notes on Gal. iii. 3, 
and compare ii. 17 «2 cal omévdopat emt 
th Ovoia. For the omission of @ecds 
before 6 évapEdpevos compare Gal. i. 6, 
15 (notes). 

Zpyov ayabov] By this ‘good work’ 
is meant their cooperation with and 
affection for the Apostle. By the 
workers of this work St Paul doubt- 
less means the Philippians themselves. 
Nevertheless it is God’s doing from 
beginning to end: He inaugurates 
and He completes. This paradox of 
all true religion is still more broadly 
stated in ii. 12, 13,‘ Work out your own 
salvation, for it is God that worketh 
in you both to will and to work ete.’ 

dypis mpépas *Incot] refers to the 
foregoing notes of time, dad mparns 
npépas and dype rod viv; but the ex- 
pression implies something more than 
a temporal limit. The idea of a test- 
ing is prominent : ‘God will advance 
you in grace, so that you may be pre- 

pared to meet the day of trial.” On 
the meaning of 7jépa and on the ab- 
sence of the definite article see the 
notes on 1 Thess. v. 2. 

As ‘the day of Christ’ is thus a 
more appropriate limit than ‘the day 
of your death,’ it must not be hastily 
inferred from this expression that St 
Paul confidently expected the Lord’s 
advent during the lifetime of his Phil- 
ippian converts. On the other hand, 
some anticipation of its near approach 
seems to underlie dxprs here, as it is 
implied in St Paul’s language else- 
where, e.g. in 7ets of (avres 1 Thess. 
iv. 17, and in wavres ov KownOnoopeda 
(probably the correct reading) 1 Cor. 
XV. 51. 

7. This confidence is justified by 
their past cooperation, which is indeli- 
bly stamped on the Apostle’s memory. 
The stress of the reason (6d), which 
is the foundation of this assurance, 
rests not on éxew é€v rH kapdia but on 
cuvkowwovors Tis xaperos, not on the 
act of remembering but on the thing 
remembered. 

xaOas| See the note Gal, iii. 6. 
rovro dpoveiv x.t.d.] ‘to entertain 

this opinion concerning you all’? On 
the difference between imép and mepi 
see the note on Gal. i. 4, and comp. 
Winer § xlvii. p. 466. 

Oud 7d exew pe x.7.d.] ‘because Ihave 
you’; not, as it is sometimes taken, 
“because you have me.” ‘The order of 
tho words points to this as the correct 
rendering ; and the appeal which fol- 
lows, ‘for God is my witness,’ re- 
quires it. 

év te Tots Secpois x.7.A.] Are these 
words to be taken with the forcgoing 
or with the following clause? Ac- 
cording as they are attached to the 
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CUVKOLYWYOUS [Mou THS xXaperos TayTas nye ovTas* pep 
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one or the other, their meaning will 

be different. (1) If we connect them 
with what precedes, ¢v will be tempo- 
ral, and the sense will then be, ‘I bear 
this in mind, both when I am in bonds 
and when I am pleading my cause in 
court.’ But even if there were ground 
for supposing that the trial had al- 
ready begun, the clause is thus ren- 
dered almost meaningless. (2) On 
the other hand, if they are attached 
to the following words, the sense is 
easy: ‘participators with me both in 
my bonds and in my defence and muin- 
tenance of the Gospel, ie. ‘If I have 
suffered, so have you; if I have la- 
boured actively for the Gospel, so have 
you’; comp. vv. 29, 30. 

1H dmodoyia «7.d.] The two words, 
being connected by the same article, 
combine to form one idea. As azro- 
Aoyia implies the negative or defen- 
sive side of the Apostle’s preaching, 
the preparatory process of removing 
obstacles and prejudices, so BeBaiwors 
denotes the positive or aggressive side, 
the direct advancement and establish- 
ment of the Gospel. The two toge- 
ther will thus comprise all modes of 
preaching and extending the truth, 
For dmodoyia see ver. 16 ; for BeBaiw- 
ats I Cor. i. 6. 

ouvKolvevovs pov K.7.A.] ‘parlakers 
with me in grace” The genitives are 
best treated as separate and inde- 
pendent, 80 e.g. ii, 30: comp. Winer 
§ xxx. p. 239. In this case 7 yapus 
with the definite article stands abso- 
lutely for ‘the Divine grace,’ as fre- 
quently: e.g. Acts xviii. 27, 2 Cor. iv. 
15, Gal. v. 4, Ephes. ii, 8. ‘Grace’ 
applies equally to the ‘ bonds,’ and to 
the ‘defence and confirmation of the 
Gospel.’ If it is a privilege to preach 
Christ, it is not less a privilege to suf- 
fer for Him : comp. ver. 29 vpiv éya- 
piaOn Td Umép Xpiotod, ov pdvov rd eis 

avrov gearevety GANG Kal Td UTEP av- 
Tov maoxerv. A more special 1en- 
dering of the passage is sometimes 
adopted, ‘joint-contributors to the 
gift which I have received’: sce e.g. 
Paley’s Hor. Paul. vii. 1. But though 
xdpis sometimes refers specially to 
almsgiving (e.g. 1 Cor. xvi. 3, 2 Cor. 
viii. 4), such a restriction here seems 
to sever this clause from the context 
and to destroy the whole force of the 
passage. 

tpas] repeated: comp. Col. ii. 13 
(the correct reading), and see Winer 
§ xxii. p. 184. 

8. ‘I call God to witness that I did 
not exaggerate, when I spoke of having 
you all in my heart” The same form 
of attestation occurs in Rom. i. 9: see 
also 2 Cor. i. 23, 1 Thess. ii. 5, 10. 

enimoOa] ‘L£ yearn after’ The pre- 
position in itself signifies merely dz- 
rection; but the idea of straining after 
the object being thereby suggested, 
it gets to imply eagerness: comp. 
Diod. Sic, xvii. 101 mapdvre pev od xXpn- 
cadpevos drovra b€ emiumobnaas. lt isa 
significant fact, pointing to the greater 
intensity of the language, that, while 
the simple words zodos, modeiv, etc. 
are never found in the New Testa- 
ment, the compounds émurodeiv, éumo- 
Gia, emimoOnars, emirobnros, occur with 
tolerable frequency. 

év omdayxvors x.T.A.] ‘Did I speak of 
having you in my own heart? Ishould 
rather have said that in the heart of 
Christ Jesus I long for you. A power- 
ful metaphor describing perfect union. 
The believer has no yearnings apart 
from his Lord; his pulse beats with 
the pulse of Christ ; his heart throbs 
with the heart of Christ. ‘In Paulo 
non Paulus vivit,” says Bengel, ‘sed 
Jcsus Christus’; see the note on Gal. 
ii. 20, Comp. Zest. aii. Patr, Levi 4 
év omddyxvots viod adtod. Theophilus 
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9. wadov meptoceton. 

(ad utol. ii. 10, 22) uses omdayxva 
and xapdia as convertible terms, speak- 
ing of the Word in one passage as 
evdiaderor ev Tots iSiows omAayxvats (Tov 
Ocod), in another as évdiaderov év Kap- 
dia Ocod. 

The omAayxva are properly the no- 
bler viscera, the heart, lungs, liver etc., 
as distinguished from the évrepa, the 
lower viscera, theintestines: e.g. Zisch. 
Agam. 1221 ctv évrépois Te omdayxva. 
The omdayxva alone seem to be re- 
garded by the Greeks as the seatof the 
affections, whether anger, love, pity, 
or jealousy. On the other hand no 
such distinction is observed in He- 
brew. The words DM, Dd, and 
even 27?, which occur commonly in 
this metaphorical sense, seem to cor- 
respond rather to éytepa than to 
onmd\dyxva: whence even xodia and 
éyxara are so used in the txx. The 
verb omAayyviterdar seems not to be 
classical, and was perhaps a coinage 
of the Jewish dispersion, the metaphor 
being much more common in Hebrew 
than in Greek. 

g. ‘I spoke of praying for you (ver. 
4). This then is the purport of my 
prayer (rovro mpocevxopa), that your 
love may ever grow and grow, in the 
attainment of perfect knowledge and 
universal discernment.’ 

tva] introduces the clause which de- 
scribes the purport of rotro. For 
this connexion of rodro iva compare 
1 Joh. iv. 17: see also 3 Joh. 4 pesfo- 
Tépav ToUTaY ovK exw yapay iva dxovo 
«tA, Joh. xv. 13 peifova ravrns dya- 
any ovdels exer iva tis THY uxny avTod 
67 «.7.4. For such later usages of iva, 
which in older classical Greek always 
denotes motive or design, see the 
notes on 1 Thess. ii. 16, v. 4, Gal. v. 17. 

qj dycmn] ‘love, neither towards the 

Apostle alone nor towards one another 
alone, but love absolutely, the inward 
state of the soul. 

ért waddov «.7..] An accumulation 
of words to denote superabundance, 
as below ver. 23. The present (epio- 
cevn), perhaps better supported than 
the aorist (weptooevon), is certainly 
more in place, as expressing the con- 
tinuous growth. 

emvyvdcer] ‘advanced, perfect know- 
ledge.’ The intensive preposition (én) 
before yvdcer answers to the adjective 
before aic@joex. Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 12 
dptt ytvdokw ex pépous tore b¢ emt 
yvdéoopac: see also the distinction of 
yudors and éeriyywors in Justin Dial. 
p. 220 D. The substantive, which ap- 
pears in St Paul in the Epistle to the 
Romans (i. 28, x. 2) for the first time, 
is found several times in the letters 
of the captivity and afterwards. Its 
more frequent occurrence thus corre- 
sponds to the more contemplative as- 
pect of the Gospel presented in these 
later epistles. Sce Col. i. 9 (note). 
maon aicOnce| ‘all perception.’ Love 

imparts a sensitiveness of touch, gives 
a, keen edge to the discriminating fa- 
culty, in things moral and spiritual. 
While émiyyoois deals with general 
principles, aic@nors is concerned with 
practical applications. The latter word 
does not occur clsewhere in tho New 
Testament, but aicOnrypia is uscd si- 
milarly to denote the organs of moral 
sense, Hebr. v.14 rév dia thy ef ra 
alo Ontypia yeyvpvacpéva éyovtay mpds 
Sidxprow Kado Te Kal kaxov : comp. Jer. 
iv. 19 ra atc Onrypia THs Kapdias. 

10, ra diafépovra] not ‘things which 
are opposed,’ as good and bad (so for 
instance Fritzsche Rom, 1. p. 129)— 
for it requires no keen moral sense 
to discriminate between these—but 
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‘things that transcend, ‘ex bonis me- 
liora’ in Bengel’s words. ‘The phrase 
Ooxdte ta Scapépovra occurs also 
Rom. ii. 18. 

eitxpeveis] signifies properly ‘dis- 
tinct, unmixed,’ and hence ‘ pure, un- 
sullied.”’ The probablo derivation and 
first meaning of the word (a strategi- 
cal term, etAn, eiAnddv, ‘gregatim, 
comp. vadoxpiwetv) are suggested by 
Xen. Cyrop. viii. 5. 14 cat bia 7d €idu- 
kpwi €xaota eivat [ra Podda], wodd padr- 

Rov Hv Shda, kal Omore Tes eVTaKToin Kat 
et Ts py Mparroe TO MpooTatropevoy, A 
different account of the word however 
(deriving it from ¢ZAn, ‘sunlight’) is 
generally received. 

dmpéoxona] might be either in- 
transitive, ‘without stumbling,’ as Acts 
xxiv. 16 dmpockomoy cuveidnow eyew 
mpos Tov Ocoy, or transitive, ‘not caus- 
ing offence, as 1 Cor. x. 32 dpdckomot 
kal "Iovdaious yiveoOe Kal"EAnow. If 
the former sense be taken, eiAukpiveis 
and dmpockoroe will be related to cach 
other as the positive and the negative: 
if the latter, they will denote respec- 
tively the relation to God (cidcxpuveis) 
and the relation to men (dmpéckomo). 

The former is to be preferred; for it 
is a question solely of the fitness of the 
Philippians to appear before the tri- 
bunal of Christ, and any reference to 
their influence on others would be out 
of place. Comp. Jude 24, 25, 7@ b¢ du- 
vapévo pudaga vuas dwraiarovs kai 
orjoa Karevdrroy Ths SdEns avrov duw- 
pous KT.A, 

eis nuepav Xpicrov] not ‘znd,’ but 
‘for the day of Christ’; comp. ii. 16, 
and see also i. 6. 

11. kaproy dixatocvvns] The expres- 
sion is taken from the Old Testament, 
e.g. Prov. xi. 30, Amos Vi. 12, and oc- 
curs also James iii. 18. For the ac- 

TOU evayyeNlou €AjAvOEV, 

cusative after mAnpodcdat comp. Col. 
i. 9: similarly Luke xi. 46 gopritere 
Tovs avOpamouvs doptia SugBacraxra. 
See Winer § xxxii. p. 287. 

tov dia Inood Jadded to guard against 
misunderstanding. The Apostlemeans 
‘righteousness in Christ,’ as contrasted 
with ‘righteousness by law’: comp. iii. 
g. Only so far as the life of the believer 
is absorbed in the life of Christ, does 
the righteousness of Christ become 
his own. Thus righteousness by faith 
is intimately bound up with the life in 
Christ: it must in its very nature be 
fruitful; it is indeed the condition of 
bearing fruit. Comp. John xv. 4 ‘As 
the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, 
except it abide in the vine, no more 
can ye, except ye abide in me.’ 

eis Sogay «.t.d.] The only true aim 
of all human endeavours: comp. ii. 11. 
‘The glory, the manifestation of His 
power and grace; ‘the praise, the re- 
cognition of these divine attributes by 
men: comp. Ephes. i. 6 eis émarvoy 606- 
Ens Tis Xapitos avrod, ib. i. 12, 14. 

12, ‘Lest you should be misinform- 
ed, I would have you know that my 
sufferings and restraints, so far from 
being prejudicial to the Gospel, haye 
served to advance it. My bonds have 
borne witness to Christ, not only among 
the soldiers of the imperial guard, but 
ina far wider circle. The same bonds 
too have through my example inspired 
most of the brethren with boldness, 
so that trusting in the Lord they aro 
more zealous than ever, and preach 
the word of God courageously and un- 
flinchingly, 

taxar’ eué] ‘my circumstances,’ as 
Col. iv. 7, Ephes. vi. 21: comp. Tobit 
x. 8, 1 Esdr. i. 22. 

padrov] ‘rather’ than the revorse, 
as might have been anticipated, 
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mpoxonjy] The verb mpoxorrew is 
strictly classical; not so the substan- 
tive, which is condemned in Phryni- 
chus (Lobeck, p. 85). It is however 
common in writers of this age. 

13. gavepots xt.dr.] Shave become 
manifest in Christ, i.e. ‘have been 
seen in their relation to Christ, have 
borne testimony to the Gospel.’ 

€v dA@ TO Mpatwpie] ‘throughout 
the pratorian guard, i.e. the soldiers 

composing the imperial regiments. 
This seems to be the best supported 
meaning of rparrépiov. Ifa local sense 
is assigned to it, it will probably sig- 
nify the ‘preetorian camp,’ but clear 
examples of this sense are wanting : 
see the detached note, p.99. On St 
Paul’s intercourse with the praetorian 
soldiers see the introduction, pp. 7 
19. 

tois Noumots maow) ‘to all the rest’: 
comp. 2 Cor, xiii. 2; a comprehensive 
expression, which must not be rigor- 
ously interpreted: see the introduc- 
tion, p. 328q. The translation of the 
Authorised Version, ‘in all other 
places,’ will not stand. 

14. Tovs mAeicvas] ‘the greater num- 
ber? St Paul excepts a minority, who 
through cowardice or indifference held 
back. 

ev Kupig] to be taken with memoi06- 
tas Tots Seopots pov. Similarly Gal. v. 
10 méro.ba eis vas ev Kupi, 2 Thess. 
iii. 4 wemoiOaper 5€ ev Kupip é’ vpas. 
Comp. also below ii. 24, Rom. xiv. 14. 
‘The words ¢v Kupi@ are thus emphatic 
by their position. They cannot well be 
attached to rév ddekpay, a8 ray adeA- 
dav alone designates the Christian 
brotherhood, and the addition would 
be unmeaning. The instances quoted 
in favour of this connexion (Col. i. 2, 
iy. 7, Ephes, vi. 21) ure no correct pa- 

rallels; for in none of these passages 
does the preposition depend directly 
on adeApds. For mémoda, with a 
dative of the thing in which the confi- 
dence reposes (rots Secpois), see Phi- 
lem. 21. 

meptocorépws] This word seems 
never to lose its comparative force: 
see the note on Gal. i. 14. Here it 
denotes the increased zeal of the bre- 
thren, when stimulated by St Paul’s 
endurance. The Apostle accumulates 
words expressive of courage, memo.60- 
Tas, Teptocotepws, ToAwav apdBws, a8 
above in ver. 9 (see the note). 

tod Geo) These words, which are 
wanting in the received reading, have 
a decided preponderance of authority 
in their favour, and should probably 
stand in the text: comp. Acts iv. 31 
€dddovy Tov Aédyov tod Geod pera mappy- 

cias. 
15—17. ‘But though all alike are 

active, all are not influenced by the 
same motives. Some preach Christ 
to gratify an envious and quarrelsome 
spirit: others to manifest their good- 
will, The latter work from love, ac- 
knowledging that I am appointed to 
plead for the Gospel: the former 
proclaim Christ from headstrong par- 
tisanship and with impure motives, 
having no other aim than to render 
my bouds more galling.’ 

These antagonists can be none other 
than the Judaizing party, who ca!l 
down the Apostle’s rebuke in a later 
passage of this letter (iii. 2sq.) and 
whose opposition is indirectly implied 
in another epistle written also from 
Rome (Col. iv. 11): see above, pp. 17, 
18. They preach Christ indeed, but 
their motives are not single. Their 
real object is to gain adherents to the 
luw. The main-spring of their activity 
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is a factious opposition to the Apostle, 

a jealousy of his influence, They 

value success, not as a triumph over 

heathendom, but as a triumph over 

St Paul. It enhances their satisfac- 

tion to think that his sufferings will be 

made more poignant by their progress. 

But how, it has been asked, can St 
Paul rejoice in the success of such 
teachers? Is not this satisfaction 
inconsistent with his principles? Docs 

he not in the Epistle to the Galatians 
for instance wholly repudiate their 
doctrine, and even maintain that for 
those who hold it Christ has died in 
vain? This apparent incongruity has 
led some writers to deny any reference 
to the Judaizers here; while to others 
it has furnished an argument against 
the genuineness of the whole epistle. 
But the two cases are entirely different. 
‘In the one, where the alternative is 
between the liberty of the Gospel and 
the bondage of ritualism, he un- 
sparingly denounces his Galatian con- 
yerts for abandoning the former and 
adopting the latter. Here on the 
other hand the choice is between an 
imperfect Christianity and an uncon- 
verted state; the former, however in- 
adequate, must be a gain upon the 
latter, and therefore must give joy to 
a high-minded servant of Christ. In 
Rome there was room enough for him 
and for them. He was content there- 
fore that each should work on inde- 
pendently. It was a step in advance 
to know Christ, even though He were 
known only ‘after the flesh.’ 

kat Sia POdvoy] ‘even from envy, 
monstrous as this will seem. For dua 
Oovov sce Matt. xxvii. 18, Mark xv. 
10, Philernon the comic poet (Meineke, 
IV. P. 55), TOAAG pe Sidacxers dbOdvws 

dca POovory, has been quoted in illus- 
tration of this passage. 

kal 8° eddoxlay] ‘also out of good- 
will’; this second cai must be differ- 
ently translated from the former. Tho 
substantive evdoxkfa may mean either 
(1) ‘purpose, design, desire, Ecclus. 31. 
17 7 eddoxia adrod els Tov aldva evo- 
SwOjoera, Rom. x. I 9 evdoxia ris 
euijs xapdias Kal 4 Senois mpds Tov 
Gecdv; or (2) ‘satisfaction, contentment, 
happiness,’ Ecclus. xxxv. 14 of 6pOpi¢ov- 
Tes edpnoovory evooxiav, 2 Thess. i, 11 
macav evdoxiay dyabwotms; or (3) 
‘benevolence, goodwill, Ps. 1. 20 dyd- 
Ouvov, Kupie, év rH evdoxia cov THY 
Zidv, cv. 4, and perhaps Luke ii. 14. 
These different significations arise out 
of the object to which evdoxia is di- 
rected. In the first case it refers to 
things future, in the second to things 
present, in the third to persons. 
Fritzsche(2om.11.p.371)hasseparated 
the different meanings of this word, 

but is not happy in his examples. In 
the present passage the opposition to 
d:a POdvoy kal pw seems to require 
the third meaning. 

16,17. The order of the clauses is 
reversed by the figure called chiasm, 
so that the subject last introduced is 
discussed first; as e.g. Gal. iv. 4, 5. 
In the received text the verses are 
transposed, with a view to remedying 
this supposed irregularity. 

é& ayamnns| ‘the one preach Christ 
out of love’; and e& éepifeias must be 
similarly taken. Others connect oi ¢& 
eptOelas, of e& dyamns, ‘the factious,’ 
‘the loving, comparing Rom. ii. 8 rots 
dé €& épiGeias (see also tii, 26, Gal. iii. 
7, 9); but the order in the second 
clause is very awkward with this ar- 
rangement, which makes réy Xpeordv 
katayyé\Xovew unduly emphatic. 

ketpur| ‘J am appointed, as Luke 
ii. 34 odros ketrat els mra@ow Kai dva- 
oracw moddGy, I Thess. iii. 3 avrol yap 
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oldare ore eis TOUTO KEelpeOa: Comp. 
Josh. iv.6. The idea of prostration, 
if implied at all, can only be sub- 
ordinate. 

17. €& épiOetas] The interests of 
party were predominant with the Ju- 
daizers: their missionary zeal took the 
form ofa political canvass. Forthe pro- 
per meaning of ¢p6ela, ‘partisanship,’ 
see the note on Gal.v. 20. ‘lhe words 
Tov Xpioroy KarayyéAdovow seem to be 
added to bring out the contrast be- 
tween the character of their motives 
and the subject of their preaching; 
for there is a moral contradiction be- 
tween épideia and Xpicros. 

ovyx ayvas] ‘with mixed, impuremo- 
tives, explained afterwards by mpo- 
dacet. The insincere, selfish, and even 
sordid motives of the Judaizers are 
denounced in other passages also: 
2 Cor. xi. 13, 20, Gal. vi. 12. 

Oripr eyeiperv| ‘to make my chains 
gall me, where the metaphor in OAs 
is clearly seen. This word, though ex- 
tremely common in the Lxx, occurs 
very rarely in classical writers even of 
a late date, and in these few passages 
has its literal meaning. The same 
want in the religious vocabulary, which 
gave currency to Oris, also created 
‘tribulatio’ as its Latin equivalent. 
On the accent of OAs see Lipsius 
Gramm. Unters. p. 35. The reading 
éyeipewv, besides being better support- 
ed, carries out the metaphor better 
than éemépew of the received text. 
‘he gathering opposition to the Apo- 
stle’s doctrine of liberty, the forming 
of a compact party in the Church 
bound to the observance of the law, 
were the means by which they sought 

to annoy and wound him, 
18. ri yap;]‘ What then, as Xen, 

Mem. ii. 6. 2, 3, iii. 3.6, and commonly 
in classical writers: comp. also Lxx, 
Job xvi. 3, xxi. 4. 

mArny ote] ‘only that? as Acts xx. 
23; comp. Plut. Afor. p. 780 4, Plato 
Phed. p. 7 B, Theet.p.1834. This 
seems vn the whole the most probable 
reading. Some texts have wAjv alone, 
others ére alone; both which readings 
appear like atlempts to smooth the 
construction. The latter however, 

which is supported by one excellent 
authority, may possibly be correct. 

mpopacet] ‘as a cloke for other de- 
signs,’ i.e. using the name of Christ to 
promote the interests of their party 
and to gain proselytes to the law. 
On rpddaors, ‘an ostensible purpose,’ 
generally but not necessarily implying 
insincerity, see the note on 1 Thess. ii. 
5. The opposition of mpodacrs and 
dAn Gea is illustrated by numerous cx- 
amples in Wetstein and Raphel. 

év toto | ‘herein, i.e. ev tO xatay- 
yédreoOar Xpiorov. 

adda Kat yapnoopar] ‘yeaand I shall 
rejoice. The abruptness reflects the 
conflict in the Apostle’s mind: he 
crushes the feeling of personal annoy- 
ance, which rises up at the thought of 
this unscrupulous antagonism. The 
A. V. however, ‘I will rejoice, brings 
out the idea of determination more 
strongly than the original justifies. 

19, 20. ‘Is not my joy reasonable ? 
For I know that all my present trials 
and sufferings will lead only to my 
salvation, and that in answer to your 
prayers the Spirit of Christ will be 
shcedabundantlyuponme. Thus willbe 
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fulfilled my earnost longing and hope, 
that I may never hang back through 
shame, but at this crisis, as always, 
may speak and act courageously; so 
that, whether I die a martyr for His 
name or live to labour in His service, 
He may be glorified in my body’ 

19. TovTo] ‘this state of things, these 
perplexities and annoyances. It is un- 
connected with the preceding év route, 
ver, 18. 

cartnptav] ‘salvation, in the highest 
sense. These trials will develope the 
spiritual life in the Apostle, will be a 
pathway to the glories of heaven. His 
personal safety cannot be intended 
here, as some have thought; for the 
cornpia, of which he speaks, will be 
gained equally whether he lives or 
dies (ver. 20). 

THs vuov Seyoews K7.X.] The two 
clauses are fitly connected by the same 
article ; for the supply of the Spirit is 
the answer to their prayer. 

emxopnytas] ‘buuntiful supply’; see 
the note on Gal. iii. 5. But must the 
following genitive rod wvevpatos be 
considcred subjective or objective? Is 
the Spirit the giver or the gift ? Ought 
we not to say in answer to this qnes- 
tion, that the language of the original 
suggests no limitation, that it will bear 
both meanings equally well, and that 
therefore any such restriction is arbi- 
trary? ‘The Spirit of Jesus’ is both 
the giver and the gift. For the ex- 
pression 16 rvedpa “Inood Xpiotov com- 
pare Rom. viii. 9, Gal. iv. 6, and Acts 
xvi. 7 (the correct reading). 

20. dmoxapadoxiay] ‘earnest desire.’ 
The substantive occurs once again in 
the New Testament, Rom. viii. 19. 

The verb is not uncommon in Polybius 

and later writers. The idea of eager- 
ness conveyed by the simple word 
xapadoxetv is further intensified by the 
preposition, which implies abstraction, 
absorption, as in droB8Aémew, drexde- 

xecOa, etc.: comp. Joseph. B.S. iii. 
7.26 tois pev ovy xad érepa mpoahe- 
povot Tas kiakas ov mpoceixer, arre- 
kapadoxet S€ THY Oppny Tay Berar, i.e. 
his attention was drawn off and con- 
centrated on the missiles; a passage 
quotedby C. F. A. Fritzsche, whose ac- 
count of the word however (fritzsch. 
Opusc. I p. 150) is not altogether 
satisfactory. 

aicxuvéncopat K.t-d.] aicydvn and 
mappnota are opposed, Prov. xiii. 5 
doeBys bé alayvverat kal ody eft wap- 
pnoiav, 1 Joh. ii. 28 cyadpev mappyoiay 
kal un) alcxvvdapev am avrod. This 
right of free speech (mappycia) is the 
badge, the privilege, of the servant of 
Christ: see esp. 2 Cor. iii, 12. 

kai vov] ‘so now.’ For kai viv (cal 
Gpre) corresponding to ws (kadws) comp. 
1 Joh. ii. 18, Gal. i. 9. 

peyatuvOnoera] After év mdon map- 
pycia the first person might naturally 
be expected: but with sensitive reve- 
rence the Apostle shrinks from any 
mention of his own agency, lest he 
should seem to glorify himself. It is 
not peyadvyOjcona, not even peya- 
uve Tov Xprorov, but peyadrvvOjoerar 
Xpiorés ev rH oédpari pov. For the 
thought compare 2 Cor. iv. 10 mav- 
TOTE THY VeKpwow TOD "IncoU ev TO TO- 
pate mepidépovres, iva kal j wn Tov 
"Inood ev TG odpart judy pavepwAy, 
1 Cor. vi. 20 dogacare 59 rév Oedv ev 
T@ codpare var. 

21—26. ‘Others may make choice 
between life and death. I gladly 
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accept either alternative. If I live, 
my life is one with Christ: if I die, 
my death is gain to me. Yet when 
IT incline to prefer death, I hesitate : 
for may not my life—this present ex- 
istence which men call life—may not 
my life be fruitful through my labours? 
Nay, I know not how to choose. I am 
hemmed in, as it were, a wall on this 
side and a wall on that. If I con- 
sulted my own longing, I should desire 
to dissolve this earthly tabernacle, and 
to go home to Christ ; for this is very 
far better. If I consulted your in- 
terests, I should wish to live and 
labour still: for this your needs re- 
quire. And a voice within assures 
me, that so it will be. I shall continue 
here and abide with you all; that I 
may promote your advance in the 
faith and your joy in believing: and 
that you on your part may have in me 
fresh cause for boasting in Christ, 
when you see me present among you 
once more.’ 

21. époi] ‘to me, whatever it may 
be to others: so judy, iii. 20. 

ro Gv Xpiorés}] ‘life is Christ? 
‘T live only to serve Him, only to com- 
mune with Him; I have no concep- 
tion of life apart from Him’ ‘ Quic- 
quid vivo, is Bengel’s paraphrase, 
“Christum vivo’: comp. Gal. ii. 20 ¢o 
S€ ovkére eyo, 7 dé ev €pot Xpioros, and 
Col. iii. 3, 4. 

70, awobaveiv KépSos] ‘ death is gain, 
for then my union with Christ will be 
more completely realised.’ The tense 
denotes not the act of dying but the 
consequence of dying, the state after 
death: comp. 2 Cor. vii. 3 es 76 
cuvarobavety kai ovveqy, ‘to be with 
you in death and in life. The proper 
opposition to (jv is not droOmjoxeww, 
but dmroOaveiv or reOvava, e.g. Plato 
Leg. p. 958 2, Gorg. p. 483 B, Pheed. 
624. The difference is marked in 
Plato Pheed, 64 A oddév Xo emirndev- 

ovoty 4} dmobvicKev re Kal TeOvavat. 
22. The grammar of the passage re- 

flects the conflict of feeling in the 
Apostle’s mind. He is tossed to and 
fro between the desire to labour for 
Christ in life, and the desire to be 
united with Christ by death. The 
abrupt and disjointed sentences ex- 
press this hesitation. 

ei b€ ro Gv «.7.d.] Of several inter- 
pretations that have been suggested, 
two only seem to deserve consideration : 
(1) ‘But if my living in the flesh will 
be fruitful through a laborious career, 
then what to choose I know not’ In 
this case xat will introduce the apo- 
dosis. The only passage at all ana- 
lugous in the New Testament is 2 Cor. 
ii. 2 ef ydp éyd AuTS tpas, Kal Tis o 
evppaivav pe ; comp. Clem. Hom. ii. 44 
ei O€ TO mriov dpos emOupei, Kal rivos ra 
mavta; ei yevderar, kal ris adnOever; 
«7A. But the parallel is not exact, 
for in these instances xai introduces a 
direct interrogative. Passages indeed 
are given in Hartung (I. pp. 130, 131) 
where xai ushers in the apodosis after 
ei, but these are all poetical. And 
even if this use of cal be admissi- 
ble, the sentence still runs awkwardly. 
(2) ‘But if (it be my lot) to live 
in the flesh, then my labour will bo 
productive of fruit. And so what to 
choose I know not. Thus the sen- 
tenco ef dé rd hv «7A. is treated as 
elliptical, the predicate being sup- 
pressed. But, though ellipses are very 
frequent in St Paul (comp. e.g. Rom. 
iv. 9, v. 18, ix. 16, 1 Cor. iv. 6, xi. 24, 
2 Cor. i. 6, Gal. ii. 9, v. 13, etc.), yet 
the present instance would be ex- 
tremely harsh. Of the two explana- 
tionsalready considered the first seems 
preferable; but may not a third bo 
hazarded? (3) ‘But what if my living 
in the flesh will bear fruit, ete? In 
fact what to choose I know not. In 
this cuse ef implies an interrogation, 
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the apodosis being suppressed ; as in 
Rom. ix. 22, Acts xxiii. 9 (where the 
received text adds py Gcopaxdper). 
On this and similar uses of «f see 
Winer § lvii. p. 639, § xiv. p. 750, A. 
Buttmann pp. 214, 215. I do not know 
whether this interpretation has ever 
been suggested ; but it seems to be in 
keeping with the abruptness of the 
context, and to present less difficulty 
than those generally adopted. 

To Cyv év capxi] St Paul had before 
spoken of the natural life as ro Civ 
simply; but the mention of the gain of 
death has meanwhile suggested the 
thought of the higher life. Thus the 
word (jv requires to be qualified by 
the addition of ey capxi. After all 
death is true life. The sublime guess 
of Huripides, tis ofdev ef 7d (hv pév 
éore xatOaveiy 7d KarOaveiy Sé Chr, 
which was greeted with ignoble ridi- 
cule by the comic poets, has become 
an assured truth in Christ. 

kapmos épyov] Comp. Rom. i. 13 tva 
Twa Kaprov oxo kal ev viv. For the 
metaphor see 1 Cor. iii. 6 sq. 

ov yropito] ‘I do not perceive.’ 
Tvepifew has two distinct senses ; (1) 
‘Tounderstand, know’; (2) ‘To declare, 
inake known. In classical Greek the 
former seems to be the more common, 
even at a late date, though the latter 
occurs not infrequently. On the other 
hand in biblical Greek the latter is 
the usual meaning (e.g. below, iv. 6), 
the exceptions being very few, as here 
and Jobiv. 16 (Symm.), xxxiv. 25 (LXX): 
comp. Test. zit. Patr. Dan 2 Pidov ov 
yropiter. 

23. ovvéxonar ex tdv dvo] ‘I am 
hemmed in on both sides, I am pre- 
vented from inclining one way or the 
other.’ The preposition seems to de- 
note direction, as in ek deftas, ex Oa- 
Adoons, etc. The dvo are the two horns 
of the dilemma, stated in verses 21, 22. 

“hy emOvpiay K.7.d.] ‘my own desire 

tends towards.’ Comp. Gal. vi. 4. 

TO dvahtoa] ‘to break up, depart, 
comp. dvadvois 2 Tim. iv. 6. The me- 
taphor is drawn from breaking up an 
encampment, e.g. Polyb. v. 28. 8 ad&s 
eis mapaxeysaciav dvéduce, 2 Macc. ix. 1 
dvadedveds akoopos. The camp-life 
of the Israelites in the wilderness, 

as commemorated by the annual feast 
of Tabernacles, was a rcady and ap- 
propriate symbol of man’s transitory 
life on earth: while the land of pro- 
mise with its settled abodes, the land 
flowing with milk and honey, typified 
the eternal inheritance of the redeem- 
ed: Hebr. iv. 1 sq. See especially 
2 Cor. v. 1 day 7 émiyeios yay olka 
Tov TKHVOUS KaTAaAVOA, oiKodouny éx 
Gcod exopev, vixiav dyeiporoinroy aid- 
wov év Trois ovpavois, and ver. 4. Com- 
pare also the metaphor in Plut. for. 
76 D od povds rowotow } éroxds Somep 
€v 68 Ths mpoxorfis GAN dvadicets. 

adv Xpiotd eivar] The faithful im- 
mediately after death are similarly re- 
presented as in the presence and keep- 
ing of the Lord also in 2 Cor. v. 6, 8 
evdnpotvtes ev TH odpare exdnpodpev 
dnd rot Kupiov rd. Acts vii. 59; 
comp. Clem. Rom. § 5 éropevOy els roy 
GpeWouevoy Torov ris dd€ns of St Pe- 
ter and eis roy Gytov rémov éropedOn of 
St Paul, Polye. Phil. § 9 eis rév édet- 
Apevoy avrois témov cial mapa rh Ku- 
plo. On the other hand their state 
after death is elsewhere described as 
asleep from which they will arise, 
1 Cor. xv. 51, 52, 1 Thess. iv. 14, 16, 
The one mode of representation must 
be qualified by the other. 

TOMA@ padrdov xpeiccov] For the 
triple comparative see Isocr. Archid. 
§ 83 roAd yap Kpeirroy...redeuTicaL 
Tov Bloy padrov 4 Civ x.7.d. and other 
references in Wetstein: comp. Winer 
§ Xxxv. p. 254. The insertion of yap 
is supported by most of the best mss ; 
and yet a reading which comes to the 
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relief of a disjointed syntax must be 
regarded with suspicion. 

24. émysevery tH capki] not ‘to 
abide in,’ but ‘to abide by the flesh,’ 
to cling to this present life, to take it 
with all its inconveniences. This is the 
common construction of émpévew in 
St Paul, Rom. vi. 1, xi. 22, 23, Col i. 
23, 1 Tim. iv. 16. The insertion of ev 
weakens the force of the expression ; 
besides that this preposition is not 
found with épévew elsewhere in St 
Paul, except in 1 Cor. xvi. 8 émipeva ev 
*Edéoe which is no parallel. 

dvayxatorepov| The comparative cor- 
responds to the foregoing xpeiooor. 
Hither alternative is in a manner ne- 
cessary, as either isadvantageous. But 
the balance of necessity (of obligation) 
is on one side, the balance of advan- 
tage on the other. 

25. rovro memobds oida] ‘of this 
Iam confidently persuaded, that etc? ; 
comp. Rom. xiv. 14 of8a kat rémevopac 
...0Tt K.T.A., and Ephes. v. 5 rovro yap 
lore ywaokovtes Ste Was mopvos K.T.r. 
The words are commonly taken, ‘being 
persuaded of this (that my life will be 
advantageous to you), I know that ete.’ 

oida] not a prophetic inspiration, but 
a personal conviction: comp. ii. 24. 
The same word oida is used Acts xx. 
25, where he expresses his belief that 
he shall not see his Asiatic converts 
again. Viewed as infallible presenti- 
ments, the two are hardly reconcilable ; 
for the one assumes, the other nega- 
tives, his release. The assurance hero 
recorded was fulfilled (1 Tim. i. 3); 
while the presentiment there express- 
ed was overruled by events (1 Tim. i. 
3, 2 Tim. i. 15, 18, iv. 20), 

mrapapeva] is relative, while peva is 
absolute, It denotes continuance in a 
certain place or with certain persons 
or in certain relations. Very frequent- 
ly, as here, it takes a dative of the per- 
son, e.g. Plat. Apol. p. 39 u, Phed. 
115 D ovkére vpiv wapapeva, etc. The 
reading of the received text ovpmapa- 
pevd may be dismissed, as insufticient- 
ly supported. pevd cai mapapera may 
be translated ‘bide and abide.’ 

tis miorews] to be taken with both 
substantives. For yapav ris micrews 
comp. Rom. xv. 13 mAnpdoae vuas md- 
ons xapas kal cipnyns év TH mioTeveu. 
On joyfulness, as the key-note of this 
epistle, see the notes, i. 4, iv. 4. 

26. tva rd kavynua kd.) ‘that you 
may have more matter for boasting in 
me,’ not ‘that I may have more mat- 
ter for boasting in you,’ as it is some- 
times taken. Hither would accord with 
the Apostle’s language elsewhere, 2 
Cor. i. 14 dre kavynua vudy écpév xad- 
drep Kal vpeis judy ev Th uépa rod 
Kupiov “Incod (comp. v. 12); but the 
former is the simpler interpretation of 
the words here. The words xavyao6at, 
kavynots, kavxnua, link this epistle 
with the preceding group, where they 
occur very abundantly (see the intro- 
duction, p. 42 sq.). In the later epistles 
only one instance is found, Ephes. ii. 
9. On the differencu between xavyn- 
pa, kavxnots, see the note Gal. vi. 4. 

ev] repeated. The first denotes the 
sphere in which their pride lives ; the 
second the object on which it rests. 
Compare Col. ii. 7 weprocedovres ev av- 
Th ev edyapioria. 

mapovcias mahuv] For the position of 
maduv see the note on Gal. i. 13. 
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The synonymes ‘bishop’ and ‘presbyter, 

i is a fact now generally recognised by theologians of all shades of 
opinion, that in the language of the New Testament the same officer in 

the Church is called indifferently ‘bishop’ (éricxomos) and ‘elder’ or ‘presby- 
ter’ (pecurepos). ‘The bearing of this fact on the origin and authority of 
the ‘episcopate, as the term was understood later and as it is understood 
in the present day, will be considered in a disscrtation at the end of this 
volume. At present it will be sufficient to establish the fact itself; but 
before doing so, it may be useful to trace the previous history of the two 
words. 

Episcopus, ‘bishop, ‘overseer, was an official title among the Grecks. 
In Athenian language it was used especially to designate commissioners 
appointed to regulate a new colony or acquisition, so that the Attic ‘bishop’ 
corresponded to the Spartan ‘harmost!’ Thus the impostor, who intrudes 
upon the colonists in Aristophanes (Av. 1022), says émioxoros yxa Setpo TO 
kudy@ Aaxdv. These officers are mentioned also in an inscription, Boeckh 
no. 73. The title however is not confined to Attic usage; it is the designa- 
tion for instance of the inspectors whose business it was to report to the 
Indian kings (Arrian Jnd. xii. 5); of the commissioner appointed by Mithri- 
dates to settle affairs in Ephesus (Appian JZithr. 48); of magistrates who 
regulated the sale of provisions under the Romans (Charisius in the Dig. 
1. 4. 18); and of certain officers in Rhodes whose functions are unknown 
(Ross. Jnser. Gree. Ined. fase. 111. nos. 275, 276)". 

In the xx the word is common. In some places it signifies ‘inspectors, 
superintendents, taskmasters,’ as 2 Kings xi. 19, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12, 17, Is, 
lx. 17; in others it is a higher title, ‘captains’ or ‘presidents, Neh. xi. 9, 

’ Harpocration s, v. (ed. Dindorf. er in an article in the Revue Archéo- 
p.129) quotes from Theophrastus,roA\@ 
yap Kaddov kard ye Thy Tov dvduaros 
Odow, ws ol Adkwves dppooras pdckorres 
els Tas modes méumev, ovK émioKdmous 
ovdé @UAakas, ws “AOnvaio. See also 
Schol. on Arist. Av. 1. ¢. of wap’ ’AQy- 
valu els ras émnxdous modes émioxépa- 
cba Ta wap’ Exdoros meuTopevor émi- 
okorrot kal PUAaKes exadodvro ovs ol Ad- 
Kwves apnooras eeyor. 

2 In these instances the érloxoros 
seem to hold some office in connexion 
with a temple. In another inscription 
(Ross. Inscr. Grec. Ined, fase. 11. no, 
198), found at Thera, the word again 
occurs; AcdoxAar' almode]iaudvos Thy 
émaryyeNav 7d pley ap]yvpiov éydavetoas 
ros émickd[ros] Alwya kai Meddirror, 
where among other dialectic forms the 
accusative pluralin os occurs. M.Wesch- 

logique, p. 246 (Avril 1866), supposes 
the émicxoro here to be officers of a 
club or confraternity (¢pavos or Giacos), 
in which he is followed by Renan Les 
Apétres p. 353. If their opinion be cor- 
rect, this inscription presents a closer 
analogy to the Christian use of the term, 
than the instances given in the text. 
The context of the inscription however 
is not decisive, though this interpreta- 
tion seems fairly probable: see below 
p. 194. There can be no reasonable 
doubt I imagine about the reading ém- 
oxéros; though Ross himself suggested 
émioodgos, because he found the word 
in another Therwan inscription (Boeckh 
no. 2448). In this latter inscription 
émroddgos is probably a mason’s blunder 
for émiskoros. 
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14, 22. Of Antiochus Epiphanes we are told that when he determined to 
overthrow the worship of the one true God, he ‘appointed commissioners 
(émokérovs, bishops) over all the people,” to see that his orders were 
obeyed (1 Mace. i. 51: comp. Joseph. Ané. xii. 5. 4; in 2 Mace. v. 22 the 
word is émiardras). The feminine émioxomy, which is not a classical word, 
occurs very frequently in the Lxx, denoting sometimes the work, sometimes 
the office, of an éwicxoros. Ience it passed into the language of the New 
Testament and of the Christian Church. 

Thus beyond the fundamental idea of enspection, which lies at the root 
of the word ‘bishop,’ its usage suggests two subsidiary notions also; (1) Re- 
sponsibility to a superior power; (2) The introduction of a new order of 
things. 

The earlier history of the word presbyterus (elder, presbyter, or priest) 
is much more closely connected with its Christian sense. If the analogies 
of the ‘bishop’ are to be sought chiefly among heathen nations, the name 
and office of the ‘presbyter’ are essentially Jewish. Illustrations indeed 
might be found in almost all nations ancient or modern, in the yepoucla of 
Sparta for instance, in the ‘senatus’ of Rome, in the ‘signoria’ of Florence, 
or in the ‘aldermen’ of our own country and time, where the deliberative 
body originally took its name from the advanced age of its members. But 
among the chosen people we meet at every turn with presbyters or elders 
in Church and State from the carliest to the latest times. In the lifetime 
of the lawgiver, in the days of the judges, throughout the monarchy, during 
the captivity, after the return, and under the Roman domination, the 
‘elders’ appear as an integral part of the governing body of the country. 
But it is rather in a special religious development of the office, than in these 
national and civil presbyteries, that we aro to look for the prototype of 
the Christian minister. Over every Jewish synagogue, whether at home 
or abroad, a council of ‘elders’ presided. It was not unnatural therefore 
that, when the Christian synagogue took its place by the side of the Jewish, 
a similar organization should be adopted with such modifications as cir- 
cumstances required; and thus the name familiar under the old dispen- 
sation was retained under the new. 

Of the identity of the ‘bishop’ and ‘presbyter’ in the language of the 
apostolic age, the following evidence secms conclusive. 

(1) In the opening of this epistle St Paul salutes the ‘bishops’ and 
‘deacons2” Now it is incredible that he should recognise only the first 

ol émlaxorot mpecBurepo), he illustrates 1 Seo especially Vitringa de Synag. 
this by the fact that even in his own Vet. UL 1. ¢. 1, p. 613 8q. 

2 It may be worth while correcting 
a mistake which runs through the criti- 
cal editions of the Greek Testament. 
Chrysostom is quoted as reading ouve- 
muxoros in one word. His editors no 
doubt make him read so, but of this 
reading there is no trace in the context. 
After explaining that the terms deacon, 
presbyter, bishop, were originally con- 

vertible (of rpecBurepa 7d madady éxa- 

Rodvro émloxomo: kal Bidkovor Xpisrov kat 

day bishops often addressed a presbyter 

as a fellow-presbyter, a deacon as a 
fellow-deacon (Gey kal viv moddol cup- 
mpecBurépy érlaxoror ypdpovat kal cuv- 
duaxovy): but his language nowhere 
implies that he read ovvericxdros. The 
comment of Theodore of Mopsuestia, 
again has been understood (see Tischen- 
dorf) as referring to and combating the 
reading ouvercoxéros. This also is an 
error. After explaining the identity of 
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and third order and pass over the second, though the second was 
absolutely essential to the existence of a church and formed the staple of 
its ministry. It seems therefore to follow of necessity that the ‘bishops’ 
are identical with the ‘presbyters.’ Whether or not the Philippian Church 
at this time possessed also a ‘bishop’ in the later sense of the term, is 
a question which must be reserved for the present. 

(2) In the Acts (xx. 17) St Paul is represented as summoning to Mile- 
tus the ‘elders’ or ‘presbyters’ of the Church of Ephesus. Yet in address- 
ing them immediately after he appeals to them as ‘bishops’ or ‘overseers’ 
of the church (xx. 28). 

(3) Similarly St Peter, appealing to the ‘presbyters’ of the churches 
addressed by him, in the same breath urges them to ‘fulfil the office of 
bishops’ (émoxomodvres) with disinterested zeal (1 Pet. v. 1, 2). 

(4) Again in the First Epistle to Timothy St Paul, after describing the 
qualifications for the office of a ‘bishop’ (iii. I—7), goes on at once to say 
what is required of ‘deacons’ (iii, 8—13). He makes no mention of presby- 
ters. The term ‘presbyter’ however is not unknown to him; for having 
occasion in a later passage to speak of Christian ministers he calls these 
officers n longer ‘bishops,’ but ‘presbyters’ (v. 17—19). 

(5) The same identification appears still more plainly from the Apostle’s 
directions to Titus (i. 5—7); ‘That thou shouldest set in order the things 
that are wanting and ordain elders in every city, as I appointed thee; if 
any one be blameless, the husband of one wife, having believing children 
who are not charged with riotousness or unruly; for a bishop (rév éricko- 
mov)! must be blameless etc.” 

(6) Nor is it only in the apostolic writings that this identity is found. and in Cle- 

bishops and presbyters Theodore adds, 
mpocextéov Ort 76 ody EwicKomots Ne 
Yel, OVX Ws Twes eydomicay Women huels 
ov mpecBurépas ypapew elbbauer* ov 
yap mpds Td éavTod mpdcwrov elrev TO 
otv, wa F oly émioxoros yucry? adAG 
mpos Td maot Tois év Bidlamois dylows, 
aby rots avTéOe émicKxdmots Te Kal diaxd- 
vors: ‘It must be observed that when he 
says with the bishops, it is not, as some 
have thought, a parallel to our practice 
of writing ‘together with the elders’ 
(..e. of associating the elders with them- 
selves in the superscription, as for in- 
stance Polycarp does in writing to the 
Philippians): ‘for he does not use the 
word with in reference to himself, mean- 
ing with our bishops, but in reference to 
all the saints that are at Philippi, i.e. 
with the bishops and deacons that are 
there” Here I have substituted ody 
mpeoBurépos for cuumpecBurépas, as the 
context seems to require, and corrected 
the corrupt 7 lojp into 7 cv with the 
Latin. The Latin version of Theodore 

PHIL, 

however (Raban. Maur. vi. p. 479, ed. 
Migne) mistakes and confuses his mean- 
ing. Theinterpretation which Theodore 
is combating appears in the Ambrosian 
Hilary; ‘Cum episcopis et diaconibus: 
hoe est, cum Paulo et Timotheo, qui 
utique episcopi erant: simul significa- 
vit et diaconos qui ministrabant ei. 
Ad plebem enim scribit: nam si epis- 
copis scriberet et diaconibus, ad per- 
sonas eorum scriberet; et loci ipsius 
episcopo scribendum erat, non duobus 
vel tribus, sicut et ad Titum et Timo- 
theum.’ See below, p. 230. 

1 In rév érlcxorov the definite arti- 
ele denotes the type, as in 2 Cor. xii, 
12 Ta onueta TOU drocrodod, Joh. x. 11 
6 motunv 6 Kadds: see the notes on Gal. 
iii. 20. 

2 The identity of the two titles in 
the New Testament is recognised by 
the Peshito Syriac Version, which com- 
monly translates ézicxomos by kashisho, 
i.e. presbyter or elder: see Wichelhaus 
de Vers. Syr. Ant. p. 209. 

7 

ment of 
Rome. 
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St Clement of Rome wrote probably in the last decade of the first century 
and in his language the terms are still convertible. Speaking of tho 
Apostles he says that ‘preaching in every country and city (kara x@pas kat 
xara méXes) they appointed their first-fruits, having tested them by the 
Spirit, to be bishops and deacons of them that should believe (wed\Advrev 
mareve)’ § 42. A little later, referring to the disorganised state of the 
Corinthian Church, he adds, ‘Our Apostles knew through our Lord Jesus 
Christ that there would be strife concerning the authority (éi rod évdparos) 
of the bishopric’...‘We shall incur no slight guilt if we eject from the bi- 
shopric those who have presented the offerings (8épa) unblameably and 
holily. Blessed are the presbyters who have gone before, whose departure 
was crowned with fruit and mature (ofrwes ¢yxapmov kai redelav Exyov Thy 
dvadvow)’ § 44. 

This is the last instance of identification. With the opening of a 
second century a new phraseology begins. In the epistles of Igna- 
tius the terms are used in their more modern sense. In his letter to 
Polycarp (§ 6) he writes: ‘Give heed to the bishop, that God also may give 
heed to you. I am devoted (dyripuyov éyd) to those who are obedient to 
the bishop, to presbyters, to deacons (r@ émcxdm@, mpeaBurépots, Seaxévots).’ 
The bishop is always singled out by this writer, as the chief officer of the 
Church’. So about the same time Polycarp, writing to the Philippians, 
gives directions to the deacons (§ 5) and the presbyters (§ 6). He also 
begins his letter, ‘Polycarp and the presbyters that are with him.’ With 
this form of address may be coupled the fact that the writer is distinctly 
called ‘bishop of Smyrna’ by Ignatius (Polye. init.). 

Towards the close of the second century the original application of 
the term ‘bishop’ seems to have passed not only out of use, but almost 
out of memory. So perhaps we may account for the explanation which 
Trenzeus gives of the incident at Miletus (Acts xx. 17, 28). ‘Having called 
together the bishops and presbyters who were from Ephesus and the other 
neighbouring cities®’? But in the fourth century, when the fathers of 

Tho iden. the Church began to examine the apostolic records with a more criti- 
tity proved cal eye, they at once detected the fact. No one states it more clearly 
by Jerome, than Jerome. ‘Among the ancients, he says, ‘bishops and presbyters are 

the same, for the one is a term of dignity, the other of age’? ‘The 
Apostle plainly shows, he writes in another place, ‘that presbyters are the 
same as bishops...It is proved most clearly that bishops and presbyters are 
the same‘.” Again in a third passage he says ‘If any one thinks the opinion 

1 Besides the passages quoted in the _ ledge of the altered value of the term. 

text see Polyc. 5, Ephes.2. All these At all events the same account has been 
passages are found in the Syriac. The given by writers who lived in a more 
shorter Greek teems with references to criticalage; e.g. Potter, Church Govern- 

the bishop aschief officer oftheChurch. ment ¢. iii. p. 118. : 
2 Tren. iii. 14. 2. His explanation 3 Epist. lxix(1.p.4148q., ed. Vallarsi). 

of the incident has been charged with 4 Epist. cxlvi (1. p. ro8r) ‘Quum 

dishonesty, but I know of nothing to Apostolus perspicue doceat eosdem esse 

justify such a charge. Itwouldappear presbyterosquos episcopos’... ‘manifes- 

a very natural solution of a difficulty, if  tissime comprobatur eundem esse epis- 
the writer had only an indistinct know- copum atque presbyterum.’ 
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that the bishops and presbyters are the same, to be not the view of the 
Scriptures but my own, let him study the words of the apostle to the 
Philippians,’ and in support of his view he alleges the scriptural proofs 
at great length’, But, though more full than other writers, he is hardly and recog- 
more explicit. Of his predecessors the Ambrosian Hilary had discerned nised by 
the same truth?, Of his contemporaries and successors, Chrysostom, Pela- eae andl 
gius, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, all acknowledge it’. Thus in yyiterg, 
every one of the extant commentaries on the epistles containing the crucial 
passages, whether Greek or Latin, before the close of the fifth century, 
this identity is affirmed. In the succeeding ages bishops and popes ac- 
cept the verdict of St Jerome without question. [ven late in the medi- 
seval period, and at the era of the reformation, the justice of his criticism 
or the sanction of his name carries the general suffrages of theologians‘. 

The meaning of ‘preetorium’ in i. 13. 

The word *praetorium’ signifies properly (1) ‘The general’s tent,’ ‘the Common 
head-quarters in a camp. From this it gets other derived meanings ; meanings 
(2) ‘The residence of a governor or prince, e.g. Acts xxiii, 35 & 16 ° a 
Tpattopio tod “Hpddou (A.V. ‘judgment hall’), Mark xv. 16 danyayov adrév sched 
€ow tis avajs 6 éotw mparaptov, Acta Thome § 3 mparrdpia Bacidixd, Juv. 
Sat. x. 161 ‘sedet ad preetoria regis,’ Tertull. ad Scap. § 3 ‘solus in 
preetorio suo ete.’ (3) ‘Any spacious villa or palace’; Juy. Sat. i 75 
‘criminibus debent hortos preetoria mensas, Sueton. Tiber. 39 ‘juxta 
Terracinam in preetorio cui speluncee nomen erat inccenante eo’ (comp. 
Octav. 72, Calig. 37), Hpict. Diss. iii. 22. 47 0b mpartwpidioy dda yh povoy 
KT. 

So much for the word generally. It remains to enquire, what sense Explana- 
it would probably bear, when used by a person writing from Rome tionsofthe 
and speaking of the cause which he advocated as becoming known ‘in the Word in 
whole of the preetorium. Several answers have been given to this ques- Piva 
tion. 

(1) ‘The imperial residence on the Palatine” So our English Version, (1) The 
following the Greck commentators. Thus Chrysostom, ‘They still (réos) palace. 
called the palace by this name. Similarly Theodore of Mopsuestia®, 

1 Ad Tit. i. 5 (vi. p. 695). Theodore of Mopsuestia on Phil. i. 1, 
? On Ephes. iv.11. But heis hardly Tit. i. 7, and especially on 1 Tim. iii. 

consistent with himself. On1 Tim.iii. (where the matter is fully discussed) ; 
8 he recognises the identity less dis- | Theodoret on Phil. i. 1, 1 Tim. iii. x 8q., 
tinctly; on Phil. i. 1 (see above, p.97, ‘Tit. i. 7, following closely in the steps 
note) he ignores it; whileon Tit.i.7he of Theodore. See also Ammonius on 
passes over the subject withouta word. Acts xx. 28 in Cramer’s Catena, p. 337. 

3 Chrysostom on Phil.i. 1 (on 1 Tim. 4 Later authorities are given in 
ii. 8, Tit. i. 7, he is not so clear); Pela.  Gieseler Kirchengesch. 1. pp. 108, 106. 
gius on Phil. i. 1, 1 Tim. iii, 12, Tit.i.7; 5 In Raban. Maur. Op. vi. p. 482 4. 

7—2 
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‘What we aro in the habit of calling the palace, he calls the preetorium, 
Theodoret giving the same meaning adds, ‘It is probable that the palace 
was so called at that time!’ This interpretation, which has the advan- 
tage of illustrating the reference to ‘Czesar’s household’ at the close of 
the epistle, is thus ably advocated by Dean Merivale?; “In the provinces 
the emperor was known, not as Princeps, but as Imperator. In Judea, 
governed more immediately by him through the imperial procurators, he 
would be more exclusively regarded as a military chief. ‘The soldier, to 
whom the Apostle was attached with a chain, would speak of him as his 
general. When Paul asked the centurion in charge of him, ‘ Where shall 
I be confined at Rome?’, the answer would be, ‘In the preetorium’ or 
the quarters of the gencral. When led, as perhaps he was, before the 
emperor’s tribunal, if he asked the attending guard, ‘ Where am I?’, again 
they would reply, ‘In the preetorium,’ The emperor was protected in his 
palace by a body-guard, lodged in its courts and standing sentry at its 
gates ; and accordingly they received the name of preetorians,” 

It is hardly probable however that in the early ages of the empire 
the feelings of Roman citizens would be thus outraged by the adoption 
of a term which implied that they were under a military despotism. In 
the days of the republic the consuls were required to lay down their 
‘imperium’ without the walls and to appear in tho city as civilians. And 
under the early Ceesars the fiction of the republic was carefully guarded, 
though the reality had ceased to exist. 1f it be urged that the name 
was confined to the soldiers (as Dean Merivale seems to suggest), it is 
difficult to conceive why St Paul after several months’ residence at least in 
Rome, during which he must have mixed with various classes of men, 
should have singled out this exceptional term, especially when writing to 
distant correspondents, 

But whatever may be said of the @ priori probability, it is a fatal 
objection that not a single instance of this usage has been produced. The 
language of the Greek fathers quoted above shows that though they 
assumed the word must have had this meaning at an earlier date, it was 
certainly not so when they wrote. While ‘preetorium’ is a frequent desig- 
nation of splendid villas, whether of the emperors or others, away from 

Rome, the imperial residence on the Palatine is not once so called*, 
Indeed the word seems to have suggested to a Roman the idea of a 
country seat. Thus when Tacitus and Suetonius are relating the same 
event, the one uses ‘ villa, the other ‘preetorium, to describe the scene of 
the occurrence’ Hence Forcellini with right appreciation defines the 
word, ‘sedes elegantiores ornatioresque in agris exstructe et villa queeque 

ritory is meant. IJaddavriavds here is 
explained ‘imperial’ ‘Cesarean’ by 

1 His words are 7a Baclhea yap 
mparaprov mpoonyopevoer” elxds O€ Ore 
kal obTws Ka7’ éxeivor avoudfero Tov Kat- 
pov' dpxiy yap cixey 7 pwmaikr duva- 
orela. 

2 History of the Romans v1. p. 268. 
3 In Phlegon de Longev. § 4 é« Za- 

Blvav dd mpartwplov mahdavriavot, & 

palace of the emperor in the Sabine ter- 

Perizonius de Pretor. p. 252, as if con- 
nected with ma)arcov (comp. Dion Cass. 
liii.16 quoted above in the text); but,like 
horti Pallantiani,the name is doubtless 
derived from its former ownerPallas; see 
Friedlander Sittengesch. Roms 1, p. 98. 

‘Tac, Ann. iv. 59, Suet. Tiber. 39. 
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minime rustica vel ville pars nobilior et cultior ubi domini, rusticart cum 
libet, morantur.” In Rome itself a ‘preetorium’ would not have been 
tolerated}. 

(2) The ‘preetorium’ is not the imperial palace itself, but the pra- f Tho 
torian barracks attached thereto. This interpretation is open to many of ihe 
the objections urged against the former. Moreover it is equally destitute paratine, 
of authority. Ina passage of Dion Cassius indeed (liii, 16) there seems to 
be mention of a ‘preetorium’ on the Palatine; kadreira: dé ra Bacidea 
maAarioy...0rt éy te TH Tadatig 6 Kaicap ket Kai exe TO oTparHyov eiye. 
Here orparjy:ov is doubtless a rendering of the Latin ‘ preetorium’ ; but the 
sense is hardly local. As this passage stands alone, the words would 
appear to mean simply that the emperor was surrounded by his body- 
guards and kept state as a military commander. This language, though it 
would probably have been avoided by a contemporary, was not in itself 
inappropriate when applied to Augustus, of whom Dion is speaking, be- 
fore the preetorian camp was built, and when the barracks attached to the 
palace were still the head-quarters of the preetorian guards% At all 
events, if ‘praetorium’ ever had this sense, it can hardly have been meant 
by St Paul here; for the expression ‘throughout the preetorium,’ in con- 
nexion with the context, would be wholly out of place in reference to 
a space so limited. 

(3) The great camp of the preetorian soldiers is so designated. Tibe- (3) The 
rius concentrated the cohorts previously scattered up and down the city Pretorian 
(Tac. Ann. iv, 2) and established them outside the Colline gate at the C#™P- 
North East of the city in a permanent camp, whose ramparts can be traced 
at the present day, being embedded in the later walls of Aurelian. If 
‘praetorium ’ here has a local sense, no other place could be so fitly desig- 
nated ; for as this camp was without the walls, the term so applied would 
give no offence. But this meaning again lacks external support. It might 
indeed be argued that as the Greek equivalent to ‘preefectus preetorio’ 
is orpatoredapyns, ‘the commander of the camp, the camp itself would 
bo designated ‘preetorium’; but, as a question of fact, no decisive in- 
stance of this sense is produced. The camp is sometimes called ‘castra 
preetoria’ (Plin. WV. HZ. iii. 9), sometimes ‘castra preetorianorum’ (Tac. fist. 
i. 3), once at least ‘castra preetori’ (i.e. praetorii, Orell. Znscr. 21); but 
never ‘ preetorium.’ 

As all attempts to give a local sense to ‘prestorium’ thus fail for 
want of evidence, it remains to discover some other suitable meaning, 
which is not open to this objection, 

(4) Preetorium signifies not a place, but a body of men. It is used for (4) The 
instance of a council of war, the officers who met in the general’s tent: Praetorian 
e.g. Liv. xxvi. 15, xxx. 5. But more frequently it denotes the preetorian guards. 

1 On the other hand away from 
Rome the residence of the emperor’s 
representative is frequently so called; 
e.g. at Cologne (Orell. 3297), at Munda 

(ib. 3303). 
2 See Perizonius p. 230. It must 

be remembered that Dion Cassius wrote 

about two centuries after the event. 
For this sense of orparyyiov comp. 
Tac. Ann. iii. 33 ‘duorum egressus 
coli, duo esse pretoria,’ where a com- 

plaint is made of the pomp main- 
tained by the wives of provincial 
governors. 
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reziments, the imperial guards. This in fact is the common use of the 
term. It is found in ‘castra preetorii’ already quoted and probably also 
in ‘preefectus preetorio’ It occurs also in such phrases as ‘veteranus ex 
preetorio’ (Tac. Hist. ii. 11, Suet. Nero 9, Orell. Znscr. 123), ‘missus ex 
preetorio’ (Orell. no. 1644, note), ‘lectus in preetorio’ (Orell. no. 941; comp. 
nos. 3589, 6806, 6817). A guardsman was said to serve ‘in preetorio, a 
soldier of the line ‘in legione’ (Orell, nos. 3547, 5286, 5291). If St Paul 
seeing a new face among his guards asked how he came to be there, the 
answer would be ‘I have been promoted to the preetorium’ ; if he enquired 
after an old face which he missed, he might be told ‘He has been dis- 
charged from the preetorium. In this sense and this alone can it be 
safely affirmed that he would hear the word ‘ preetorium’ used daily. The 
following passages will further illustrate this meaning: Plin. NV. H. xxv. 2 
‘Nuper cujusdam militantis in preetorio mater vidit in quiete...in Lace- 
tania res gerebatur, Hispanize proxima parte’: Tac. Hist. i. 20 ‘ Hxauc- 
torati per eos dies tribuni, e preetorio Antonius Taurus et Antonius Naso, 
ex urbanis cohortibus Mmilius Pacensis, e vigiliis Julius Fronto’; 7d. iv. 46 
‘Militiam et stipendia orant...igitur in preetorium accepti’: Joseph. Ané. 
xix. 3. I of mepl 70 orpatnytkov Kadovpevoy dmep ott THs oTpatias Kabapd- 
raroy, i.e. ‘the preetorium, which is the flower of the army’: Dosith. Hadr. 
Sent. § 2 alrotvrés twos tva otparevnrat, "Avdpiavis ecimev’ Tod Gédets 
otpareverOat 3 eékeivov déyovros Els 7d mpartaptoy, "Adptavds ébjracev 
Iloiov pijkos eyeus ; héyovros exeivou Tévre médas kab fpiov, "Adpravds elev 
Ev togovT@ cis THY ToALTEKHY OTpaTevov, Kal edy Kadds oTpaTLdrTNs kon 
tpito dipavio Suvncn eis rd mpairdptov peraPava'; Mission Archéol. de 
Macédoine no. 130 (p. 325) Tu. KAavduov overpavov orparevoapevoy ev 
mpatrapig, no. 131 (p. 326) Te. Kravdsos ‘Potos overpavds éx mpattwpiov. 

This sense is in all respects appropriate. It forms a fit introduction to 
the words kai rots Aourois waow which follow. It is explained by St Paul’s 

position as an imperial prisoner in charge of the prefect of the prectorians. 

And lastly it avoids any conflict with St Luke’s statement that the Apostle 

dwelt in ‘his own hired house2’: for it is silent about the locality. 

1 See also Plin. N. H. vii. 19, Orell. 

no. 3477. On the meaning of the word 

pretorium see especially ‘ Perizoniicum 

Hubero Disquisitio de Pretorio, etc. 

(Franeq. 1690),’ a 12mo volume con- 

taining more than goo pages. Huber 

maintained that by ‘pretorium’ in 

Phil. i. 13 must be understood the pa- 

lace or the audience-chamber therein. 

Perizonius, whose refutation of his ad- 

versary is complete, explained it of the 

prectorian cohorts or thepretorian camp. 

Tf he had omitted this second alterna- 

tive, his work would in my judgment 

have been entirely satisfactory: though 

I must confess to having once taken 

it to mean the camp; Journal of Class. 

and Sacr. Phil. no. x. p. 38 Al- 

most all recent commentators on tho 
Philippians occupy themselves in dis- 
cussing the possible local senses of ‘ prae- 
torium,’ barely, if at all, alluding to the 
only meaning which is really well sup- 
ported and meets all the requirements 
of the case. Of recent writers on St 
Paul two only, so far as I have noticed, 
Bleek (Hinl. in das N. T. p. 433) and 
apparently Ewald (Sendschreiben etc. p. 
441), take what seems to be the correct 
view, but even they do not explain their 
reasons. On this account I haveentered 
into the question morefully than its ab- 
solute importance deserves. 

2 This difficulty indeed is very slight, 
if it be interpreted of the camp; for the 

camp was large and might perhaps have 
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The following account, relating to a contemporary of St Paul, who Account of 

also spent some time in Rome under military custody, is abridged from Agrippa. 

Josephus (Ant. xviii. 6. 5 sq.). As throwing light on the condition of 
a prisoner under such circumstances, it may fitly close this investigation. 

Herod Agrippa, then a young man and resident in Rome, contracted an 
intimate friendship with Caius. On one occasion, when the two were 
driving together, Agrippa was overheard praying that Tiberius would re- 
sign the empire to make way for his friend who was ‘in all respects more 
worthy? Some time after, the charioteer, having been dismissed by 
Agrippa and bearing a grudge against him, reported his words to Tiberius. 
So Agrippa was consigned to Macro, the prefect of the praetorians, to be His con- 
put in chains. Hereupon Antonia, the sister-in-law of Tiberius, who had finement. 
a kindly feeling for the Jewish prince as a friend of her grandson Caius, 

contained houses or rooms rented by 
prisoners: see above, p.gsq. But if 
the palace or the Palatine barracks were 
meant, St Luke’s statement would not 
be so easily explained. Wiescler indeed 
(Chronol. p. 403, note 3), who pro- 
nounces in favour of the Palatine bar- 
racks, adduces the instances of Drusus 
and Agrippa in support of his view. 
But both cases break down on examina- 
tion. (1) Drusus, it is true, was impri- 
soned in the palace; Tac, Ann. vi. 23, 
Suet. Tiber. 54. But this is no parallel 
to the case of St Paul. Drusus, as a 
member of the imperial family, would 

naturally be confined within the pre- 
cincts of the imperial residence. More- 
over, as Tiberius had designs on his ne- 
phew’s life, secresy was absolutely ne- 
cessary for his plans. Nor indeed could 
one, who might at any moment become 
the focus of a revolution, be safely 
entrusted to the keeping of the camp 
away from the emperor’s personal cog- 
nisance. (2) Wieseler misunderstands 
the incidents relating to Agrippa, whose 
imprisonment is wholly unconnected 
with the Palatine, When Tiberius or- 
dered him to be put under arrest, he was 
at the emperor’s Tusculan villa (§ 6). 
From thence he was conveyed to the 
camp, where we find him still confined 
at the accession of Caius, which led to 
hisremovaland release (§ ro). Wieseler’s 
mistake is twofold. First; he explains 
Tov Baccdelov as referring to the palace 
at Rome; though Josephus lays the scene 
of the arrest at Tusculanum (TiBépios 
éx T&v Kampeup els TovoxovAavey rapayl- 
verat). For the existence of such palaces 

at Tusculum see Strabo v. p. 239 dexd- 
pevos Bacielwy KaTackevas Exmperrertd- 
ras. Secondly; heboldly translates orpa- 
réredov by ‘pretorium,’ understanding 
thereby the Palatine barracks ; though 
these barracks were in no sense a camp 
and were never so called. Building 
upon these two false suppositions, he 
makes the Palatine the scene of both 
his arrest and his imprisonment. Ca- 
ractacus also, like Agrippa, appears to 
have been imprisoned in the pretorian 
camp, Tac. Ann. xii. 36. And, if these 
royal captives were not retained on the 
Palatine, it is very improbable that an 
exception should be made in the case of 
a humble prisoner like St Paul, whose 
case would not appear to differ from 
many hundreds likewise awaiting the 
decision of Cesar. 

It will appear from the account 
relating to Agrippa, given in the text, 
that this prince was confined in the 
camp during the reign of Tiberius; but 
that on the accession of Caius he was 
removed to a house of his own, though 
still under military custody, The no- 
tices in the Acts suggest that St Paul’s 
captivity resembled thislatter condition 
of Agrippa, and that he did not reside 
actually withinthecamp. ARomantra- 
ditionis perhaps preserved in the notice 
of the Roman Hilary (Ambrosiaster) in 
his prologue to the Ephesians; ‘In cus- 
todia sub fidejussore intelligitur degisse 
manens extra castra in conductu suo.’ 
In Acts xxviii. 16 some mss (Greek 
and Latin) read éw ris mapeuBodrjs, 
‘extra castra.’ 
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grieving at his misfortune, and yet not daring to intercede with the 
emperor, spoke to Macro on his behalf. Her entreaties prevailed. The 
prefect took care that the soldiers appointed to guard him should not be 
over severe, and that the centurion to whom he was bound should be a 
man of humane disposition. He was permitted to take a bath every day ; 
free access was granted to his freedmen and his friends; and other in- 
dulgences were allowed him. Accordingly his friend Silas and his freed- 
men, Marsyas and Stcecheus, were constant in their attendance: they 
brought him food that was palatable to him; they smuggled in clothes 
under pretence of selling them; they made his bed every night with the 
aid of the soldiers, who had reccived orders to this effect from Macro. 

In this way six months rolled by and Tiberius died. On hearing of the 
emperor's death, Marsyas ran in hot haste to Agrippa to tell him the good 
news. He found the prince on the threshold, going out to the baths, 
and making signs to him said in Hebrew, ‘The lion’s dead’ The centurion 
in command noticed the hurry of the messenger and the satisfaction with 
which his words were received. His curiosity was excited. At first an 
evasive answer was returned to his question; but as the man had been 
friendly disposed, Agrippa at length told him, The centurion shared his 
prisoner’s joy, unfastened his chain, and served up dinner to him. But 
while they sat at table, and the wine was flowing freely, contrary tidings 
arrived. Tiberius was alive and would return to Rome in a few days. The 
centurion who had committed himself so grievously was furious at this 
announcement. He rudely pushed Agrippa off the couch, and threatened 
him with the loss of his head, as a penalty for his lying report. Agrippa 
was again put in chains, and the rigour of his confinement increased. 
So he passed the night in great discomfort. But the next day the report 
of the emperor’s death was confirmed. And soon after a letter arrived 
from Caius to Piso the prefect of the city, directing the removal of Agrippa 
from the camp to the house where he had lived before he was imprisoned. 

Release of This relieved and reassured him. Though he was still guarded and 
Agrippa. watched, yet less restraint was put upon his movements (dvAaky péev kad 

THpnoLs WY, peTa pevror dvécews THs els THY Siatray). When the new emperor 
arrived in Rome, his first impulse was to release Agrippa at once: but 
Antonia represented to him that this indecent haste would be regarded as 
an outrage on his predecessor's memory. So after waiting a few days to 
save appearances, he sent for Agrippa, placed the royal diadem on his 

head, gave him the tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias, and removing his 
iron fetter (dAvcer) invested him with a golden chain of the same weight. 
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27. amav dxotow Ta rept tudv. 

27—30. ‘But under all circum- 
stances do your duty as good citizens 
of a heavenly kingdom; act worthily 
of the Gospel of Christ. So that whe- 
ther I come among you and see with 
my own eyes, or stay away and obtain 
tidings from others, I may learn that 
you maintain your ground bravely and 
resolutely, acting by one inspiration; 
that with united aims and interests 
you are fighting allin the ranks of the 
Faith on the side of the Gospel; and 
that no assault of your antagonists 
makes you waver: for this will be a 
sure omen to them of utter defeat, to 
you of life and safety: an omen, I say, 
sent by God Himself; for it is His 
grace, His privilege bestowed upon 
you, that for Christ—yea, that ye 
should not only believe on Him, but 
also should suffer for Him. For ye 
have entered the same lists, ye are 
engaged in the same struggle, in which 
you saw me contending then at Philip- 
pi, in which you hear of my contend- 
ing now in Rome,’ 

27. Movov] ‘Only, i.e. ‘whatever 
may happen, whether I visit you again 
or visit you not’: see Gal. ii, 10, v.13, 
vi. 12, 2 Thess, ii. 7. 

modtreverOe] ‘perform your duties 
as citizens. The metaphor of the 
heavenly citizenship occurs again, iii, 
20 nudy TO ToXtrevpa ev ovpavois Umrap- 
xet, and Ephes. ii. 19 cuvmoNiras Ta 
ayiev. See the note oniii. 20. Itwas 
natural that, dwelling in the metropolis 
of the empire, St Paul should use this 
illustration. The metaphor moreover 
would speak forcibly to his correspond- 
ents ; for Philippi was a Roman colony, 
and the Apostle had himself obtained 
satisfaction, while in this place, by 
declaring himself a Roman citizen: 
Acts xvi, 12, 37, 38. Though the word 

modtreveoOa is used very loosely at a 
later date, at this time it seems al- 
ways to refer to public duties devolving 
on aman as a member of a body: 80 
Acts xxiii. I mdoq ouverdgoet dyab7 
memoNirevpat TO Ged «.r.X., Where St 
Paul had been accused of violating the 
laws and customs of the people and 
so subverting the theocratic constitu- 
tion; Joseph. Vit. § 2 npéauny moru- 
tevecOar Tt Papicaiwy aipécer xar- 
axoovOay, for the Pharisees were a 
political as well as a religious party, 
The opposite to modirevecOat is idia- 
tevey, e.g. Aischin. Zimarch. p. 27. 

The phrase déiws modrreveoOat is 
adopted in Clem. Rom. § 21. Poly- 
carp also, writing to these same Phi- 
lippians (§ 5), combines it very happily 
with another expression in St Paul 
(2 Tim. ii. 12), €av modirevodpeba abios 
avrov, kal cupBacrevooper ard, ‘If 
we perform our duties under Him as 
simple citizens, He will promote us to 
a share of His sovereignty.’ 

iva elre €XOdv k.7.A.] The sentence 
is somewhat irregular. It would have 
min more smoothly iva, etre €AOdy Kat 
idav, etre amav Kat axovav, pado Tra 
mept duav. For elre, etre, with parti- 
ciples, comp. e.g. 2 Cor. v. 9 eire évdn- 
povrtes etre exdnpovvres. On this plan 
the sentence is begun: but in the se- 
cond clause the symmetry is lost and 
the participle (dkovwv) exchanged for 
a finite verb (axovw), so that in place 
ofa general word applying to both par- 
ticipial clauses (e.g. pddw) is substi- 
tuted a special one (dxovw) referring 
to the second clause only. 

ornkere| ‘stand firm, ‘hold your 
ground.’ For the metaphor see Ephes, 
vi. 13 a SummOjre dvriothvar ev rH 
iuépa TH jovnpa, Kat dmavra Karepya- 
odpevot orivat oTire ovr, mepitwad- 
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pevor «.7.A. In the form orpxe the 
idea of firmness or uprightness is 
prominent: see the note on Gal. v. 1. 

In a later passage the Apostle com- 
pares the Christian life to the Groek 
stadium (iii. 14). Here the metaphor 
seems to be drawn rather from the 
combats of the Roman amphitheatre. 
Like criminals or captives, the be- 
lievers are condemned to fight for their 
lives: against them are arrayed the 
ranks of worldliness and sin: only un- 
flinching courage and steady combina- 
tion can win the victory against such 
odds: comp. I Cor. iv. 9 6 Ocds nuas 
Tovs amogtodous eaxatous aréderEev ws 
énOavarious, 6rt O€atpov eyernOnmev 
TO KOOUO K.TA, 

évi nvedpart] differs from pua uy7. 
The spirit, the principle of the higher 
life, is distingished from the soul, the 
seat of the «affections, passions, etc. 
For this distinction of mvedua and 
ux7 see the notes on 1 Thess. v. 23. 
For év mvetpa comp. Ephes. iv. 4, 
Clem. Rom. 46, Hermas Sim. ix. 13. 

ovvabdotvres TH miates] ‘striving in 
concert with the faith? Comp. Mart. 
Ign. § 3 wapexader cvvabdeiv tH adtod 
mpobécet, Ignat. Polyc. § 6 cvyxomare 
G\AnAos, cuvabdcire. Thus 7 ricris is 
here objective, ‘the faith, ‘the teach- 
ing of the Gospel’; see the notes on 
Gal. iii. 23. For this idea of association 
with the faith, thus personified and 
regarded as a moral agent, compare 
1 Cor. xiii. 6 cvyxaipes d€ rq ddnOeia, 
2 Tim. i. 8 cuykaxora@noov TO evayye- 
Rio, 3 Joh. 8 cuvepyol yuwapeOa rH ddn- 
cig. The other construction, which de- 
taches rj wioret from the prepositionin 
cvvaddovvres and translates it ‘for the 
faith, seems harsh and improbable. 

28. yu) mrupopevor] ‘not blenching, 

‘not startled’: comp. Clem. Hom. ii. 
39 mrvpavres duadets bxAous, M. Anton. 
viii. 45, Polycr. in Euseb. H. &. v. 24. 
The metaphor is from a timid horse 
(rroeiv); comp. Plut. JZor. p. 800 0 
pare duper pyre bwova mrvpopevos Gaomep 
Onpiov dronrov, Vit, Fab. 3 évrpopovtoi 
immov yevouevou kai mrupevtos. Though 
apparently not an Attic word, it seems 
to have been used in other dialects 
from the earliest times, e.g. Hippocr. 
de Morb. Mul... p. 600 # dedicanrat 
kal mrvpyrat. 

Hris] ‘seeing that it, i.e. ‘your fear- 
lessness when menaced with persecu- 
tion’; byattraction with évde.és : comp. 
Ephes. iii. 13 airodpar pu) eyxakeiy év 
tais Odiveciv pow Uiep Upav ites €or 
6é£a vudy, and see Winer § xxiv. p. 
209. St Paul uses very similar lan- 
guage in writing to the other great 
church of Macedonia, 2 Thess. i. 47. 

In this sentence the received text 
presents two variations: (1) For éoriv 
avrois it reads avrois pév earw: (2) 
For vpor it has tyiv. These are ob- 
viously corrections for the sake of 
balancing the clauses and bringing out 
the contrast. 

Touro aro Geod] referring to évderécs. 
It is a direct indication from God. 
The Christian gladiator does not anxi- 
ously await the signal of life or death 
froin the fickle crowd (Juv. Sat, iii. 
36‘Munera nunc edunt et verso pollice 
vulgi quem libet occidunt populariter’). 
The great dywvodérns Himself has 
given him a sure token of deliverance. 

29. éxapic6n] ‘God has granted you 
the high privilege of suffering for 
Christ; this is the surest sign, that 
He looks upon you with favour” See 
the note on i. 7. 

70 Umép Xptorod] i.e. racyew. The 
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II. *Ei tis ov wapaxAnows év Xpicra@, ci Te Tapa- 

sentence is suspended by the insertion 
of the after-thought ov povov 76 eis 
avroy morevew, and resumed in ro 
Umép adrot macxetv. 

30. dyéva] ‘a gladiatorial or ath- 
letic contest,’ as 1 Tim. vi. 12, 2 Tim. 
iv. 7; compare cuvaddodvres, ver. 27. 

éxovres] It is difficult to say whether 
this word should be taken (1) with 
ornxere cuvab\ouvres kal pu) mrupdpevot, 
the intermediate words being a paren- 
thesis; or (2) with dpiv éyapicOn «7d. 
as an irregular nominative, of which 
many instances occur in St Paul, e.g. 
Col. iii, 16, Ephes. iii, 18, iv. 2: see 
Winer § Ixiii. p. 716. As ornkere is 
so far distant, the latter construction 
seems more probable. 

cidere] ‘ye saw’; for the Apostle 
suffered persecution at Philippi itself ; 
sce Acts xvi. 19 sq., 1 Thess. ii. 2, 
in which latter passage he uses the 
same word as here, ev moAd@ dyau. 
See the introduction, pp. 58, 60. 

II. 1. ‘If then your experiences in 
Christ appeal to you with any force, if 
love exerts any persuasive power upon 
you, if your fellowship in the Spirit is 
a living reality, if you have any affec- 
tionate yearnings of heart, any tender 
feelings of compassion, listen and obey. 
You have given me joy hitherto. Now 
fill my cup of gladness to overflowing. 
Live in unity among yourselves, ani- 
mated by an equal and mutual love, 
knit together in all your sympathies 
and affections, united in all your 
thoughts and aims. Do nothing to 
promote the ends of party faction, no- 
thing to gratify your own personal 
vanity: but be humble-minded and 
esteem your neighbours more highly 
than yourselves. Let not every man re- 
gard his own wants, his own inter- 
ests; but let him consult also the 

interests and the wants of others.’ 
The Apostle here appeals to the 

Philippians, by all their deepest ex- 
periences as Christians and all their 
noblest impulses as men, to preserve 
peaceand concord. Of the four grounds 
of appeal, the first and third (mapa- 
KAnots év Xptotg, kotvavia mvevparos) 
are objective, the external principles of 
love and harmony; while the second 
and fourth (mapapvéov ayamns, omddy- 
xva kal oixrtppot) are subjective, the in- 
ward feclings inspired thereby. The 
Jorm of the appeal has been illus- 
trated from Virgil Zn. i. 603 ‘Si qua 
pios respectant numina, si quid us- 
quam justitiz: est, et mens sibi conscia 
recti, etc.’ 

mapakAnots év Xp] ie. ‘If your 
life in Christ, your knowledge of Christ, 
speaks to your hearts with a persua- 
sive eloquence.” The subject of the 
sentence, the exhortation to unity, re- 
quires that mapax\novs should be taken 
here to mean not ‘consolation’ but 
‘exhortation.’ See the next note. 

mapanvOov] ‘incentive, encourage- 
ment, not ‘comfort,’ as the word more 
commonly means. For this sense of 
mapaptéroy, ‘a motive of persuasion or 
dissuasion,’ see Plat. Legg. vi. p.773 E, 
ix. p. 880 4 day p&v Tis TovovToLs mapa- 
pvdiows evrevOns yiyyntat, evnvios dv ein, 
Luthyd. p. 2728. This, which is the 
original meaning of the word, appears 
still more frequently in rapapv6ia, wa- 
papvOcicOa. For the conjunction of 
mapakAnots, mapapvécoy, in the sense in 
which they are here used, see 1 Thess. 
ii. 11 mapaxadodvres Vyas Kal mapapv- 
Oovpevot Kai paprupopevoe (With the 
note), and perhaps 1 Cor. xiv. 3. 

el Tis Kowevia x.7.A.] ‘If communion - 
with the Spirit of love is not a mere 
idle name, but a real thing” Com- 
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pare the benediction in 2 Cor, xiii. 13. 
ei res omAayxva x.7.d.] The ancient 

copies are unanimous in favour of this 
reading (the only important exception 
being Clem. Alex. Strom. vi. p. 604 
Potter, where ria is perhaps a later 
correction); and we cannot therefore 
look upon riva as anything more than 
an arbitrary, though very obvious, 
emendation in the later mss where it 
occurs. Nevertheless it seems hardly 
possible that St Paul could have in- 
tended so to write. Ifss is retained, 
it can only be explained by the eager 
impetuosity with which the Apostle 
dictated the letter, the e? rs of the 
preceding clause being repeated, and 
then by a sudden impulse omdayyva 
kai oixripyot being substituted for some 
possible masculine or feminine sub- 
stantive. Some few mss of no great 
authority read in like manner e? ris 
mapapvéiov, But it seems more pro- 
bable that «7 ris is an error of some 
early transcriber, perhaps of the origi- 
nal amanuensis himself, for ef twa 
or ei rt. If ef re were intended, the 
error would be nothing more than 
an accidental repetition of the first 
letter in orAdyyva. Under any cir- 
cumstances, the reading ei tis is a 
valuable testimony to the scrupulous 
fidelity of the early transcribers, who 
copied the text as they found it, even 
when it contained readings so mani- 
festly difficult. See the note on 7\Gev 
in Gal. ii, 12. 

omhayyva] See the note on i. 8. 
By om)ayyva is signitied the abode of 
tender feelings, by ofxripyoi the mani- 
festation of these in compassionate 
yearnings and actions: comp. Col. iti. 
12 omhayxva oixrippov. 

2. mAnpocare| ‘complete, as you 
have begun’ He has already express- 

ed his joy at their faith and love, i. 4, 
9. Compare Joh. iii. 29 airy ody ¥ 
Xapa 7 ep wemAnpara. 

iva] ‘so as to, see the note on i. 9. 
ro avto hpovire| a general expres- 

sion of accordance, which is defined 
and enforced by the three following 
clauses. It is the concord not of a 
common hatred, but of a common love 
(rny adriy dyamny éyovres). It mani- 
fests itself in a complete harmony of 
the feelings and affections (cdvyuyor). 
It produces an entire unison of thought 
and directs it to one end (76 év dpo- 
voovres). The redundancy of expres- 
sion is a measure of the Apostle’s 
earnestness: Baai, says Chrysostom, 
Togdkis TO avTo déyer dad diabecews 
modajs. See the introduction, p. 67. 

76 €v hpovovrres] a stronger expres- 
sion than the foregoing 76 a’ré dpo- 
vate, from which it does not otherwise 
differ. The two are sometimes com- 
bined, eg. Aristid. de Cone. Rhod. 
p. 569, év kal ravrév ppovoivres, comp. 
Polyb. v. 104. I Néyovres év wal radrs 
mavres kal oupmdexovres tas xeipas, 
quoted by Wetstein. So too the Latin 
‘unum atque idem sentire’ ‘ihe de- 
finite article before év gives additional 
strength to the expression. 

3. pndév] ‘do nothing’ The verb 
is suppressed, as is very frequently the 
case in imperative sentences after pr, 
e.g. Gal. v. 13 (see the note there): 
comp. Klotz on Devar. 11. p. 669. This 
construction is more natural and more 
forcible than the understanding dpo- 
vouvres With wndév from the preceding 
clause. 

kar épOeiav] So Ignat. Philad. 
8 yndev kar’ épieiav rpaccewv. See the 
introduction, p. 75. On the meaning 
of épGeia, ‘factiousness, party-spirit,’ 
seo the note on Gal. v. 20. The two 
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4,5. pra éavray Exaoros cxoroovres add Kal 7a érépwy, “Hxagrot Totro 
Ppoverre K.T.A. 

impediments to an universal, diffusive, 
unconditional charity are the exalta- 
tion of party and the exaltation of 
self. Both these are condemned here; 

the first in car’ ép.deiay, the second in 
kara kevodogiav. The pndé xara kevo- 
Sogiav of the older mss distinguishes 
and emphasizes the two false motives 
more strongly than the # cevodokiay of 
the received text. 

kevodofiav] ‘vain-glory, personal 
vanity.’ See the note on Gal. v. 26. 

Th Tamewoppoovrn| ‘your lowli- 
ness of mind. Though a common 
word in the New Testament, razewo- 
dpoctvy seems not to occur earlier. 

Even the adjective ramewoppor and 
the verb rarewopoveiv, though occur- 
ring once each in the Lxx (Prov. xxix. 
23, Ps. xxx. 2), appear not to be found 
in classical Greek before the Christian 
era. In heathen writers indeed rare: 
vos has almost always a bad meaning, 
‘grovelling, ‘abject.’ In Aristotle (1) 
for instance (Zth. Hudem. iii. 3) ramec- 
vos is associated with dydpamodadns ; 
in Plato (Legg. iv. p. 774 ¢) with ave- 
AevOepos; in Arrian (Lpict. i. 3) with 
dyevyns. To this however some few 
exceptions are found, especially in 
Plato and the Platonists; see Nean- 
der Church Hist. 1. p. 26 (Eng. Tr.). 
On the other hand, St Paul once uses 
tanewoppoovry in disparagement, Col. 
ii. 18. It was one great result of the 
life of Christ (on which St Paul dwells 
here) to raise ‘humility’ to its proper 
level; and, if not fresh coined for this 
purpose, the word rare:voppoovvy now 
first became current through the in- 
fluence of Christian ethics. On its 
moral and religious significance see 
Neander Planting 1. p. 483 (Eng. Tr.). 
@Ajdovs «7.A.] ie. Seach thinking 

the other better.” See esp. Rom. xii. 
10 TH TYysh GAAHAoUS mponyoupevo.. 

4, 5. ‘These verses exhibit several 
various readings. The received text 
has okomeire for cxorovvres, and dpo- 
veicOw for dpoveire, also inserting yap 
after rovro. All these variations may 
be at once dismissed, as they have not 
sufficient support and are evident al- 
terations to relieve the grammar of 
the sentence. But others still remain, 
where it is more difficult to decide. 
Inver, 4, at the first occurrence of the 
word, there is about equal authority 
for ¢xaoros and éxacro; at its second 
occurrence, the weight of evidence is 
very decidedly in favour of ékacrou as 
against ckacros. On the grammar it 
should be remarked; (1) That the plu- 
ral of ékacros, though common else- 
where, does not occur again either in 
the New Testament (for in Rev. vi. 11 
it is certainly a false reading) or, as 
would appear, in the xx. (2) That 
we should expect either ra éauvraév 
éxagTot OY Ta éavtod éxagtos; but this 
consideration is not very weighty, for 
irregularities sometiiues occur; and as 
Ta €auvtey precedes éxagtos, the latter 
might be looked upon as an after- 
thought inserted parenthetically. (3) 
That St Paul can hardly have written 
€xaoros in the first clause and éxacrot 
in the second, intending the clauses as 
correlative; and therefore if we retain 

éxaoros in the first case, it will be 
necessary to detach the following éka- 
orot, and join it on with the next sen- 
tence. This view seems to have been 
taken by some older expositors and 
translators; and I have given it as 
an alternative reading. Whether the 
probabilities (independently of the evi- 
dence) are in favour of ékagros or €xa- 
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orot in the first case, it is difficult to 
say. The plural éxaoroe would mean 
‘each and all’ 

oxorodrres | ‘regarding as your aim 
(ckoros). For this sense of oxomeiv 
To éavtov, ‘to consult one’s own in- 
terests,’ comp. Eur. £7. 1114, Thue. vi. 
12, and other passages quoted by Wet- 
stein. For other instances of parti- 
ciples used where imperatives might 
have been expected, see Rom. xii. 9, 
Heb. xiii. 5. 

adda kai] ‘but also, i.e. let them 
look beyond their own interests to those 
of others. 

écaorot] for the repetition of the 
word compare 1 Cor. vii. 17. 

5—11. ‘Reflect in your own minds 
the mind of Christ Jesus. Be humble, 
as He also was humble. Though ex- 
isting before the worlds in the Eternal 
Godhead, yet He did not cling with 
avidity to the prerogatives of His 
divine majesty, did not ambitiously 
display His equality with God; but di- 
vested Himself of the gloriesof heaven, 
and took upon Him the nature of a 
servant, assuming the likeness of men. 
Nor was this all. Having thus ap- 
peared among men in the fashion of a 
man, He humbled Himself yet more, 
and carried out His obedience even to 
dying. Nor did He die by a common 
death: He was crucified, as the lowest 
malefactor is crucified. But as was 
His humility, so also was His exalta- 
tion. God raised Him to a preemi- 
nent height, and gave Him a titleand 
a dignity far above all dignities and 
titles else. For to the name and ma- 
jesty of Jesus all created things in 
heaven and earth and hell shall pay 
homage on bended knee ; and every 
tongue with praise and thanksgiving 
shall declare that Jesus Christ is Lord, 
and in and for Him shall glorify God 
the Father,’ 

5. ev vpiv] ‘in yourselves, i.e. ‘in 

os év soppy Ocov Umdpxywv ovx dprayuov HynTaTo TO 

your hearts,’ as Matt. iii. 9 pr ddfqre 
Aéyew év éavrois, ix. 3 eimav év éavtois 
(explained by év rats xapdias dpov 
which follows), ix. 21 etc. For vpiv, 
where the New Testament writers 
generally have éavrois and classical 
authors dpyiv adroits, compare Matt. vi. 
19 pH Onoaupicere vuiv Onoavpovs; and 
see A. Buttmann, p.97. These slight 
difficulties, together with the irregula- 
rity of construction mentioned in the 
next note, have doubtless led to the 
substitution of ppovetcOw for dpovetre 
in the received text. 

& kal «.7.d.] 8c. eppoveiro, The re- 
gular construction would have been 6 
kal Xpioros "Incots éppdver év EavTe. 

6. év popp7p Ceod] ‘in the form of 
God.” On the meaning of poppy and 
its distinction from cyja see the de- 
tached note at the end of this chapter. 
Though pop? is not the same as dv- 
ows or ovcia, yet the possession of the 
popdy involves participation in the ov- 
cia also: for popdy implies not the ex- 
ternal accidents but the essential attri- 
butes. Similar to this, though not so 
decisive, are the expressions uscd 
elsewhere of the divinity of the Son, 
eixdy Tod Geod 2 Cor. iv. 4, Col. i. 15, 
and yapakrijp tis Urootdcews Tov Ceod 
Heb. i. 3. Similar also is the term 
which St John has adopted to express 
this truth, 6 Adyos tot Gcov. 

tmapyov] The word denotes ‘prior 
existence,’ but not necessarily ‘eternal 
existence’ The latter idea however 
follows in the present instance from 
the conception of the divinity of Christ 
which the context supposes. The 
phrase év poppy Ceod tmrapxeor is 
thus an exact counterpart to év dpyj 
nv 6 Adyos Kal 0 Adyos fy mpés Tov Ocdy 
«7., John i. 1. Theidea correspond- 
ing to Urdpyev is expressed in other 
terms elsewhere; Col. i. 15, 17 mpwré- 
Tokos maons KTigews, adTos eorw mpd 
navrov, Heb. i. 8, 10, John viii. 58, 
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xvii. 24, and Apoce. i. 17, iii. 14. 
odx dptaypov nynoaro] ‘yet did not 

regard tt as a prize, a treasure to be 
clutched and retained at all hazards.’ 
The more usual form of the word is 
apraypa, which properly signifies sim- 
ply ‘a piece of plunder, but especially 
with such verbs as nyeio Oat, roreia Oar, 
vopitew, etc., is employed like éppyatov, 
edpnpa, to denote ‘ahighly-prized pos- 
session, an unexpected gain’: as Plut. 
Mor. p. 330 D ovdé darep dpraypa kal 
Aadupoy edruxtas dvehmiatov omapagat 
kal dvacdpacbat Siavonbeis, Heliod. vii. 
20 ovx dpraypa ovdé éppatoy ryeirat Td 
mpaypa, ib. viii. 7 dpmaypya 7d pnbev 
€rowjcatro 7 ’Apoaxy, Titus Bostr. c. 
Manich, i. 2 dpraypa wevdas 1d dvay- 
kaiov THs Picews nyetrat, Huseb. H. £. 
Vili. 12 r6y Odvarov dpraypa Oépevor, Vit. 
Const. ii. 31 oiov dpmaypa ti THY éd- 
vodoyv momodpevot. 

It appears then from these in- 
stances that dpraypa nyeioba fre- 
quently signifies nothing more than 
‘to clutch greedily,’ ‘ prize highly,’ ‘ to 
set store by;’ the idea of plunder or 
robbery having passed out of sight. 
The form dpraypos however presents 
greater difficulty ; for neither analogy 
nor usage is decisive as to its mean- 
ing: (1) The termination -yds indeed 
denotes primarily the process, so that 
dpraypos would be ‘an act of plunder- 
ing.” But as a matter of fact substan- 
tives in -yss are frequently used to 
describe a concrete thing, e.g. decpds, 
xpnopos, ppaypos, ete. (see Buttmann, 
Ausf. Sprachl. § 119. 23 (IL p. 399); 
with which compare the English 
‘seizure, capture,’ and the like): so 
that the form is no impediment to 
the sense adopted above. (2) And 
again the particular word dpmaypos 
occurs so rarely that usage cannot 
be considered decisive. In Plut. Mor. 
p- 12 A roy ék Kpyrns Kadovpevov 
dpmaypov, the only instance of its oc- 
currence in any classical writer (for 

though it appears as a various read- 
ing for dpway7 in Pausan. i. 20. 2, the 
authority is too slight to deserve 
consideration), it seems certainly to 
denote the act. On the other hand 
in Euseb. Comm. in Luc. vi. (Mai, 
Nov. Patr. Bibl. wv. p. 16§) 0 Wérpos 
6€ dpraypov tov bia oravpot Oavarov 
éroueiro bia Tas gwrtnplovs eAmibas (a 
reference which I owe to a friend), in 
Cyril. Alex. de Ador. 1. p. 25 (ed. Au- 
bert.) ovy dpxaypov tiv mapairnow os 
é€ ddpavots kai vdapeorépas émoreiro 
pevos (speaking of Lot’s importunity 
when the angels declined his offer of 
hospitality), and in a late anonymous 
writer in the Catena Possini on Mark 
X. 42 7G Seiat dre ovK eoriv dpmaypos 
i Tipy, TOY eOvaev yap TO ToLovToy, it is 
equivalent to dpmayna. Under these 
circumstances we may, in choosing 
between the two senses of dpzaypos, 
fairly assign to it here the one which 
best suits the context. 

The meaning adopted above satis- 
fies this condition : ‘ Though He pre- 
existed in the form of God, yet He 
did not look upon equality with God 
as a prize which must not slip from 
His grasp, but He emptied Him- 
self, divested Himself, taking upon 
Him the form of a slave.’ The idea 
is the same as in 2 Cor. viii. 9 8’ 
Wuas emroyevoev trAovatos bv. The 
other rendering (adopted by the A.V.), 
‘thought it not robbery to be equal 
with God, disconnects this clause from 
its context. The objections to this 
latter interpretation will be considered. 
more at length in the detached note at 
the end of the chapter. 

To ewat toa Oca] ‘to be on an 
equality with God? For this use of. 
toa as a predicate, comp. Job xi. 12 
Bpords S€ yerynros yuvarxds ica ove 
épnuitn. So duoa in Thucyd. i. 25 dv- 
vdper Ovres...dp01a Tois ENAjvev mAov- 
cwraros: see Jelf, Gramm. § 382, 
The examples of the mere adverbial 
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use of ica accumulated by commenta- 
tors do not throw much light on the 
meaning here. Between the two ex- 
pressions cos eivae and ica eivar no 
other distinction can be drawn, except 
that the former refers rather to the 
person, the latter to the attributes. 
In the present instance ica Ge@ ex- 
presses better the Catholic doctrine of 
the Person of Christ, than icos Ged ; for 
the latter would seem to divide the 
Godhead. It is not the statement 
either of the Lord Himself or of the 
evangelist, but the complaint of the 
Jews, that He ‘made Himself icoy ro 
@c@ (John v. 18).’ 

In the letter of the synod of Ancyra, 
directed against the Sabellianism of 
Marcellus, attention is called to the 
absence of the article with cds here 
and above (év pop Gcov) ; xabd Ocds 
Ov ove poph7 [ovr év popdp?] €ore tod 
Ocod dAda Ocod, ovre ica eati TH Ocd 
GAG Ocg, ove avOevTixas ws 6 maTHp 
(Epiphan. Her. xxiii. 9,p.855 Petav.). 
The object of this comment, whether 
right or wrong, is apparently to dis- 
tinguish between Geos God absolutely 
and 6 Geos God the Father; but the 
editors generally after Petau substitute 
adXa Geds, adda Ceds, for dda Geod, 
@Ad Ces, thus disregarding the ms 
and confusing the sense. 

7. adda éavrov] ‘So far from this: 
He divested Himself, not of His divine 
nature, for this was impossible, but ‘ of 
the glories, the prerogatives, of Deity. 
This He did by taking upon Him the 
form of a servant.’ The emphatic 
position of éavréy points to the humi- 
liation of our Lord as voluntary, self- 
imposed. 

éxévocer] ‘emptied, stripped Him- 
self’ of the insignia of majesty. 

popdiy Sovrdov AaBdv] ‘by taking 
the form of a slave?’ The action of 
AaBady is coincident in time with 
the action of éxcveoer, as e.g. Ephes. 

i.g: comp. Plat. Men. p. 92 © evepyé- 
thoov paras, and see Hermann on 
Viger no. 224, Bernhardy Griech. 
Synt. p. 383. By‘ form’ is meant not 
the external semblance only (cx7jua of 
the following verse), but the character- 
istic attributes, as in ver. 6. For d- 
Opwmos the stronger word dovdos is 
substituted : He, who is Master («vpsos) 
of all, became the slave of all. Comp. 
Matt. xx. 27, 28, Mark x. 44, 45. 

This text was made the starting- 
point of certain mystic speculations by 
the early sect of the Sethians; Hippol. 
Heer. v.19, 8. 11, 

év opowdpart] Unlike popdy, this 
word does not imply the reality of our 
Lord’s humanity: see Trench W. 7. 
Syn. § xv. ‘Forma (poppy) dicit 
quiddam absolutum ; similitudo (6poi- 
wpa) dicit relationem ad alia ejus- 
dem conditionis ; habitus (cyfjua) re- 
fertur ad aspectum et sensum,’ is 
Bengel’s distinction. Thus opoiwpa 
stands midway between poppy and 
oxnpa. The plural dvépéroy is used ; 

for Christ, as the second Adam, repre- 
sents not the individual man, but the 

human race; Rom. y. 15, 1 Cor. xv. 

45—47- 
yevopevos] like AaBady is opposed to 

the foregoing vmapxyey (ver. 6), and 
marks the assumption of the new upon 
the old. 

8 ‘Nor was this His lowest degra- 
dation. He not only became a man, 
but He was treated as the meanest of 
men. Ie died the death of a criminal 
slave.’ 

oxnpatt «7.A.] The former verse 
dwells on the contrast between what 
He was from the beginning and what 
He became afterwards: hence \aBav 
(not €xav), ouolopa (not popdy), yevd- 
pevos (not dv), all words expressive of 
change. In the present the opposition 
is between what He 7sin Himself, and 
what He appeared in the cycs of men; 
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hence oyrjpare (for épordpare or popi), 
evpeOets (for yevduevos or Umdpy@r), as 
avOperos (for dvOpwros), all expressions 
implying external semblance. ‘He 
hath no form nor comeliness: there 
is no beauty that we should desire 
him : he was despised and we esteemed 
him. not’ (Is. liii. 2,3). For oynpare 
evpebeis x.7.A. compare Test, aii Patr. 
Zab. 9 dyecbe Ccov év oxnpare avOpd- 
mov, Benj. 10 émi yns havévra ev poppy 
dvOpamov [rarewvdcews], 

umyjkoos] SC. TH ep: COMP. Ver. 9, 
816 kato Geds x7.A. On the vaaxon 
of Christ comp. Rom. y. 19, Hebr. vu. 8. 

Oavarov Sé aravpov} ‘I said death, 
but it was no common death. It was 
a death which involved not intense 
suffering only but intense shame also : 
a death reserved for malefactors and 
slaves: a death on which the Mosaic 
law has uttered a curse (Deut. xxi. 23), 
and which even Gentiles consider the 
most foul and cruel of all punish- 
ments (Cie. Verr. v. 64); which has 
been ever after to the Jews a stum- 
blingblock and to the Greeks foolish- 
ness,’ Compare Heb. xii. 2 Umépewvev 

oravpov aicxvyns Kxatappornoas, and 
see Galatians p. 152 sq. The con- 
trast of his own position must have 
deepened St Paul’s sense of his Mas- 
ter’s humiliation. As a Roman citizen 
he could under no circumstances suffer 
such degradation ; and accordingly, if 
we may accept the tradition, while St 
Peter died on the cross, he himself 
was executed by the sword: see Ter- 
tull. Scorp. 15, and comp. Zp. Gall. 
in Euseb. A. £. v. 1, § 12. 

9. 60] In consequence of this 
voluntary humiliation, in fulfilment of 
the divine law which He Himself 
enunciated, 6 rameway éavrdv vwby- 
oerat (Luke xiy. 11, xviii. 14). 

6:6 kai} is a frequent collocation of 
particles in the New Testament with 
various shades of meaning. Here the 

PHIL. 

kai implies reciprocation. 
vrepiacer] The word is found 

several times in the Lxx, but ap- 
parently does not occur in classical 
writers. 

éxapicaro atta] ‘gave to Him, the 
Son of Man,” ‘Ymepiyocev and éeyapi- 
caro are used in reference to the sub- 
ordinate position voluntarily assumed 
by the Son of God. 

TO dvopal] ‘the name, i.e. the title 
and dignity, comp. Ephes. i. 21 umep- 
dva maons apxis Kai é€ovcias Kal Suva- 
Mews Kal KUpLOTNTOS Kal TavTos OvdpPaTOS 
dvopalopévor, Heb.i. 4 do duahopa- 
TEpov Tap’ avTous KeKANPOVOUNKEY OVO LG. 
If St Paul were referring to any one 
term, Kvpias would best explain the 
reference ; for it occurs in the context 
67 Kuptos Inoots Xpiords, ver. 11. But 
here, as in the passages quoted, we 
should probably look toa very common 
Hebrew sense of ‘name,’ not meaning 
a definite appellation but denoting 
office, rank, dignity. In this case the 
use of the ‘ Name of God’ in the Old 
Testament to denote the Divine Pre- 
sence or the Divine Majesty, more 
especially as the object of adoration and 
praise, will suggest the true meaning: 
since the context dwells on the honour 
and worship henceforth offered to Him 
on whom ‘the name’ has been con- 
ferred. ‘To praise the name, to bless 
the name, to fear the name, of God’ 
are frequent expressions in the Old 
Testament. See especially Gesenius 
Thesaur. p. 1432,8. v. OW, where he de- 
fines ‘the name of God,’ ‘Deus qua- 
tenus ab hominibus invocatur, celebra- 
tur” Philo in a remarkable passage 
(among other titles assigned to our 
Lord in the Apostolic writings) gives 
‘the Name of God’ as a designation 
of the ‘Word’: kai ay pndérw pévroe 

Tuyxavn tis a&idxpews dv vids cod 
mpocayopever Oat, orovdaler@ Koopeio- 
Oat xara TOY mpwrdyovoy adrov 

8 
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rény Kkimyn €7rovpavioy Kal émuyelwy Kal KataxOo- 

Adyor, Tov ayyedov mpecBuraroy, ds 
apxayyehov TmoAvavupov vadpyorra Kat 
yap dpx7 kal Gvopa Ocod nai Adyos 
kat 0 Kat eikova dvOpwmos Kal épav 
*Iopand mpoaayopeverat (de Conf. Ling. 
§ 28, p. 427M). St Paul’s idea here 
seems to be the same; for the parallel 
remains unaffected by the fact that the 
Word was not revealed to Philo as an 
incarnate Person. Somewhat different 
in expression, though similar in mean- 
ing, is St John’s language, Rev. xix. 
13. The reading rd dvopa (for which 
the received text has évoya without the 
article) is unquestionably correct, both 
as having the support of the oldest mss, 
and as giving a much fuller meaning. 
For other instances where 70 dvoya is 
used absolutely, comp. Acts v. 41 xarn- 
Eta Ono av vrep rod ovopatos aripac Ojvat, 
Ignat. Eph. 3 dédepar ev r@ dvdpart, 
Philad. 10 S80€doa 76 dvoua. In all 
these cases transcribers or translators 
have stumbled at the expression and 
interpolated words to explain it. The 
same motive will account for the omis- 
sion of the article here. 

to. This passage is modelled on 
Isaiah xlv. 23 dre éuol Kdpyyer may youu 
kal e£opodroynoetat maca yAdooa TO 
Gc6 (so Alex., but Vat. has kal dpetrae 
m. yA. Tov Geov, and Sin. cal oumrat 1. 
yh. tov Kupiov), the text being modi- 
fied to suit St Paul’s application to the 
Son. In Rom. xiv. 10, 11, on the other 
hand, the same textis directly quoted: 
mavres yap Tapag Tyo opebar@ Byatt Tov 
Gcod (Vv. 1. rot Xptorod) yeypanrat yap, 
ZG eyo, héyer Kvptos, Ste euol kaprpec 
«.7.A.; the introductory words however, 
Zé eyo, Néyer Kupuos, being substituted 
for car’ éyavrod dpvda of the prophet. 
In the passage in the Romans then, if 
the reading rod Xprorod were adopted, 
Kvptos would refer naturally to our 
Lord, and thus it would serve to illus- 
trate the application of the text here ; 
but the balance of authority is de- 

cidedly in favour of rod cod, which 
is doubtless correct ; the other reading 
having been introduced from 2 Cor. v. 
10, where the words ro Bijpa tod Xpio- 
Tov occur. 

Yet even without the countenance 
which would thus have been obtained 
from Rom. xiv. 11, it seems clear from 
the context that ‘the name of Jesus’ 
is not only the medium but the object 
of adoration. The motive of the pas- 
sage (as shown by the last verse) is to 
declare the honour paid ¢o Jesus; and 
that the individual expressions suggest 
this interpretation will appear from the 
following note. 

év T@ dvopare] ‘in the name,’ ie. the 
majesty, the manifestation to man, as 
an object of worship and praise. It 
is not ‘the name Jesus,’ but ‘the name 
of Jesus,” The name here must be the 
same with the name in the preceding 
verse. And the personal name Jesus 
cannot there be meant; for the be- 
stowal of the name is represented as 
following upon the humiliation and 
death of the Son of Man. If such had 
been the meaning, the words should 
have run, not ‘He bestowed on Him 
the name etc.’ but ‘He exalted the 
name borne by Him’; for, though emi- 
nently significant in His case and thus 
prophetic of His glorious office (Matt. 
i. 21), it was the personal name of many 
others besides, That the bending of 
theknee is an act of reverence to Jesus, 
and not only to God through Him, will 
appear from the following considera- 
tions ; (1) The parallel clause describes 
an act of reverence paid directly to 
the Son as its object, the ultimate aim 
however being the glory of the Fa- 
ther, maca yAdooa eLoporcyncerat Ste 
Kupwos “Incots x.r.A. (2) The con- 
struction ev 76 dvéuare Incod nav yovu 
xapy in this sense is supported by 
many analogous instances where direct 
adoration is meant: e.g. Ps. Isiii. 
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5 év7@ dvopari cov dpa ras xeipds pov, 
Ps, xliv. 10 év r@ ovdpari cov é£opo- 
Aoynoopeda, Ps. ev. 3 émaiveiobe &v TO 
dvopart TH dyio adrod, 1 Kings vill. 44 
mpocevéovrat év dvépate Kupiov, besides 
the very frequent expression émxanei- 
oar év dvopate Kupiov (or Geod) 1 Kings 
xviii. 24, 25, 26, 2 Kings v. 11, Ps, xx. 
8, exvi. 17, 2 Chron. xxviii. 15. 

tay émovpaviov «.7.A,] ‘all creation, 
all things whatsoever and wheresoever 
theybe?” The whole universe, whether 
animate or inanimate, bends the knee 
in homage and raises its voice in 
praise: see especially Rev. v. 13 «at 
may kticpa 6 €vy TH ovparv@ kal emi THs 
iis kal vroxatw THs ys Kal émi tis Oa- 
Adoons [a] eorw Kai Ta ev avrois mdvTa, 
kal jjxovea Aéyovras TO KaOnpweve K.T.A.: 
and comp. Ephes. i. 20—22. So in 
like manner St Paul represents ‘all 
creation’ as awaiting the redemption 
of Christ, Rom. viii. 22. Compare 
Ignat. Trall. 9 Bremovrav rév érov- 
paviov kal émtyelwy xal vroxOoviay, 
Polyc. Phil. 2 6 vmerayn 1a navta érov- 
pavia xaiériyesa. It would seem there- 
fore that the adjectives here are neu- 
ter; and any limitation to intelligent 
beings, while it detracts from the uni- 
versality of the homage, is not requir- 
ed by the expressions. The personifi- 
cation of universal nature offering its 
praise and homage to its Creator in 
the 148th Psalm will serve to illus- 
trate St Paul’s meaning here. If this 
view be correct, all endeavours to 
explain the three words of different 
classes of intelligent beings; as Chris- 
tians, Jews, heathens; angels, men, 
devils; the angels, the living, the dead; 
souls of the blessed, men on earth, souls 
in purgatory, etc., are out of place. 

II. e€oporoyyoera] ‘proclaim with 
thanksgiving? In itself ¢£op0doyei= 
o6a is simply ‘to declare or confess 
openly or plainly.’ But as its second- 

ary sense ‘to offer praise or thanks- 
giving’ has almost entirely supplanted 
its primary meaning in the Lxx, where 
it is of frequent occurrence, and as 
moreover it has this secondary sense in 
thevery passage of Isaiah which St Paul 
adapts, the idea of praise or thanks- 
giving ought probably not to be ex- 
cluded here. Compare the construc- 
tion é£oporoyotpai oot warep drt, Matt. 
xi. 25, Luke x. 21. The authorities 
are divided between ¢£oporoynanras 
and ‘é£onooyjoera. In a doubtful 
case I have given the preference to 
the latter, as transcribers would be 
tempted to substitute the conjunctive 
to conform to xayyy. The future is 
justified by such passages as Rev. xxii. 
14 tva éorat...cai cicéMOwaow ; see 
Winer § xli. p. 360 sq. 

Kuptos Incots] See Acts ii. 36 cat 
Kupwov atrov kai Xpiorov 6 eds eroin- 
GeV, TOUTOY Tov "IncovY bv Upeis eorav- 
pécare, Rom. x. 9 éav opodroyjons év 
T@ oTdpari cov Kipiov Inaovy, Le. ‘con- 
fess Jesus to be Lord, where the 
other reading dri Kupios "Inoois is a 
paraphrase; comp. I Cor. xii. 3. 

12, 13. ‘Therefore, my beloved, 
having the example of Christ’s humi- 
lity to guide you, the example of 
Christ’s exaltation to encourage you, 
as ye have always been obedient 
hitherto, so continue. Do not look to 
my presence to stimulate you. Labour 
eamestly not only at times when I am 
with you, but now when I am far away. 
With a nervous and trembling anxiety 
work out your salvation for yourselves, 
For yourselves, did [ say? Nay, ye 
are not alone. It is God working in 
you from first to last: God that in- 
spires the earliest impulse, and God 
that directs the final achievement : for 
such is His good pleasure.’ 
umnkovoate ‘were obedient, i.e. to 

God, not to St Paul himself. ‘Ymaxo7 

8—2 
% 
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is most frequently so used in the New 
Testament of submission to the Gospel, 
e.g. Rom. i. 5, xv. 18, xvi. 19, 26, 
2 Cor. vii. 15, x. 5, 6. It here refers 
back to the example of Christ, who 
Himself ‘showed obedience’ (vmjxoos 
yevopevos ver. 8). 

pi os év Th «.7.d.] ‘do not,as though 
my presence prompted you, work out in 
my presence only etc.’ The sentence 
is a fusion of two ideas, py ds &v TI 
mapoucia pou Katepyaecbe, and py ev 
Th) wapovaia pov povoy Karepyacerbe, 
‘do not be energetic because I am pre- 
sent,’ and ‘do not be energetic only 
when IJ am present.’ The pleonastic 
os lays stress on the sentiment or mo- 
tive of the agent: compare Rom. ix. 
32, 2 Cor. ii. 17, Philem. 14. 
oBov kai Tpopov] i.e. a nervous and 

trembling anxiety to do right. Such 
at least seems to be the meaning of 
the phrase in St Paul, 2 Cor. vii. 15, 
Ephes. vi. 5: comp. 1 Cor. ii. 3. The 
words occur together frequently in 
the Lxx, where however they have a 
sterner import: Gen. ix. 2, Exod. xv. 
16, Deut, ii, 25, xi. 25, Ps. liv. 5, Is. 
xix. 16. 

éavrév] The word is emphatic in re- 
ference both to what goes before and 
to what follows. ‘Do not depend onme, 
but on yourselves, ‘When you depend 
on yourselves, you depend on God.’ 

xatepyatecGe] ‘work out, as e.g. 
Xen. Mem. iv. 2.7 mwiedvav wept tadra 
mpayparevopevoy éattous of Karepya- 
Copevoe yiyvovra. It is a common 
word in St Paul. 

13. yap} This verse supplies at once 
the stimulus to and the corrective of 
the precept in the preceding : ‘Work, 
for God works with you’: and ‘The 
good is not your own doing, but God’s,’ 

évepyav] ‘works mightily, works ef- 
fectively” The preposition of the com- 
pound is unconnected with the ev of 
ev dpiv (‘in your hearts’). See the 
notes on Gal. ii. 8. 

kal ro Oédew x.7.X.] ‘not less the will, 
the first impulse, than the work, the 
actual performance.’ ‘Nos ergo volu- 
mus, sed Deus in nobis operatur et 
velle; nos ergo operamur, sed Deus in 
nobis operatur et operari, Augustin. 
de Don. Persev. 33 (x. p. 838, ed. Ben.). 
It was not sufficient to say Ocds éorw 
6 évepyay, lest he should seem to limit 
the part of God to the actual working: 
this activity of God- comprises ré 6é- 
Aew as well as ro évepyeiv. The bedew 

and the évepyeiv correspond respec- 
tively to the ‘gratia przeveniens’ and 
the ‘gratia cooperans’ of a later theo- 
logy. 

dmép ths K.t.d.] ‘in fulfilment of His 
benevolent purpose’; for God ‘will 
have all men to be saved’ (1 Tim. ii. 4). 
The words should therefore be con- 
nected with Geds dorw 6 evepydy, not 
with cai ro Oehew k.7.X.; for this latter 
connexion would introduce an idea 
alien to the context. On evSoxia see 
the note i 15. 

14—16, ‘Beye not like Israel of 
old. Never give way to discontent 
and murmuring, to questioning and 
unbelief. So live that you call forth 
no censure from others, that you keep 
your own consciences single and pure. 
Show yourselves blameless children 
of God amidst a crooked and per- 
verse generation. For you are set 
in this world as luminaries in the fir- 
mament. Hold out to others the word 
of life. That so, when Christ shall 
come to judge all our works, I may be 
able to boast of your faith, and to show 
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n im \ “oravTa TOUTE Ywpis yoyyvopwy Kal dia- 
cod 15°/ id 6 A \ > f ’ 

Aoytopov, Siva yevnoVe aueuTToL Kal AKEpalol, TEKNA 

Geov dmamma péoov renedc ckoAléc Kat AlECTPAaM- 
2 ‘ 4 r 6) 7 MENHC, €v ois Paiverbe Oc PactApec év KOTMM, AoryoY 

that my race has not been run in vain, 
that my struggles have indeed been 
crowned with success.’ 

14. yoyyvoper] ‘murmurings. The 
word is constantly used in the Lxx 
of Israel in the wilderness : compare 
1 Cor. x. 10p98€ yoyyvlere xadamep Twes 
alrav éyoyyvoay, The same reference 
to the Israelites, which is directly ex- 
pressed in the passage just quoted, 
seems to have been present to the 
Apostle’s mind here; for in the next 
verse he quotes from the song of 
Moses. For yoyyvopos the Athenians 
used rovOopvapos : the former however 
occurs in the oldest Ionic writers (see 
Lobeck Phryn. p. 358). This is one 
of many instances of the exceptional 
character of the Attic dialect: see 
above on mrupopevor i. 28 and Gala- 
tians vi. 6, and p. 92 sq. 

diatoy:opav] This word in the New 
Testament means sometimes ‘inward 
questionings,’ sometimes ‘disputes, dis- 
cussion’; for there is no sufficient 
ground for denying it this second 
meaning: see 1 Tim. ii. 8. Here it 
seems to have the former sense. As 
yoyyvopos is the moral, so dtakoytopos 
isthe intellectual rebellion against God. 

15. yémoGe] ‘may approve your- 
selves’: better supported than the 
other reading #re. 

dxépavot] ‘pure, sincere, literally 
‘unmixed,’ ‘unadulterated’ (from ke- 
pavyupt); for the word is used of pure 
wine (Athen. ii. 45 ©), of unalloyed 
metal (Plut. Mor. 1154 3B), and the 
like. Comp. Philo Leg. ad Cai. § 42, 
P. 594 M thy xdpw didors Swxev ovk 
dxépaov GN’ dvapiéas atti Séos dpya- 
Aedrepov. The stress laid in the New 
Testament on simplicity of character 
appearsin thisas in many other words : 

dmdods, elixpurjs, diipuxos etc. Of the 
two words here used, the former (4- 
peprrot) relates to the judgment of 
others, while the latter (dxépacor) de- 
scribes the intrinsic character. 

téxva Ocod x.t.A.] A direct contrast 
to the Israelites in the desert, who in 
the song of Moses are described as ovx 
atrgé rexva (ie. no children of God) 
pounra, yevea oxodd cal SveaTpappevyn 
(Deut. xxxii. 5, xx): comp. Lukeix. 41. 
dopa] Both forms duopos and dus- 

pyros are equally common. Here the 
weight of evidence is in favour of the 
former, though there is some authority 
for the latter: in 2 Pet. iii. 14 on the 
other hand, ¢udy77rochasmuch stronger 
support than dpopo. 

pécov] For this adverbial use see 
Steph. Zhes. (ed. Hase and Dindorf), 
8. v. p. 824. The received text substi- 
tutes év Héoo. 

Steorpapperns |‘ distorted, astronger 
word than oxodcas: comp. Arrian pict. 
iii. 6. 8 of py) wavrdmact Steotpappévor 
tov avOpérey (comp. i. 29.3). It cor- 
responds to a strong, reduplicated 
form in the Hebrew n>np, 

paiverde] ‘ye appear, not‘ye shine’ 
(paivere) as the A.V. The same error 
is made in Matt. xxiv. 27, Rev. xviii. 
23. On the other hand in Matt. ii. 7 
tod pawopuévov dorépos, it is correctly 
rendered ‘appeared.’ gaivece here 
should be taken as an indicative, not 
an imperative. 

os gwotipes] ‘as luminaries’ 
The word is used almost exclusively 
of the heavenly bodies (except when 
it is metaphorical (as e.g. Gen. i. 14, 
16 (where it is a rendering of IND), 
Eeclus. xliii. 7, Orac. Sibyll. ii. 186, 
200, iii. 88, ete. Comp. Dan. xii. 3 
(LXX) davotow bs hooripes Tov ovpa- 
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Cwijs éméxovTes, eis Kavxnua éuol ets nuepay Xpiorov, 
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bTt ovK eis KEevovy Edpamoy ovdEe Eis KEVOY EKOTTLaGa. 
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dda El Kal omevOomat él TH Ovoia Kat AELTOUPYIa 
“‘ 

vov, Wisd. xiii. 2 pworhpas ovpavod mpu- 
ravers Koopov. The word occurs only 
once again in the N. T., Rev. xxi. 11, 
where also it should be translated 
‘luminary.’ 

ev xoop@] To be taken not with 
dooripes alone (as the passage of Wis- 
dom just quoted might suggest), but 
with daiveoOe ws hoorfpes. For in 
the former case xkécn@ must signify 
the material world as distinguished 
Jrom the moral world. But this is 
hardly possible in the language of the 
New Testament: for though xdcpos 
sometimes refers to external nature, 
yet as it much more frequently has a 
moral significance, it cannot well, un- 
less so defined by the context, signify 
the former to the exclusion ofthe latter. 
It is therefore used here in the same 
sense as in John iii. 19 ro das eAnAv- 
dev eis Tov Kogpoy Kal nyamnoay oi dv- 
Opwmot paddAov 76 oKéTOs K.T.A.: COMP. 
i. 9, 10, ix. 5, xii. 46, etc. 

16. éwéyovres] The foregoing clause 
ev ois haivecbe ds hworiipes ev kiopo 
should probably be taken as paren- 
thetical, so that éméyovres is attached 
to iva yernoOe x... For this sense of 
éréxewv ‘to hold out’ see Hom. ZI. ix. 
489, xxii. 494, Ar. Wub. 1382, ete. (oivor, 
kotvAnyv), Pausan. 1. 33.7, Plut. ALor. 
265 A, 268 F (paaTov, Ondyv, yada). If 
therefore we are to look for any meta- 
phor in éréyovres, it would most natu- 
rally be that of offering food or wine. 
At all events it seems wholly uncon- 
nected with the preceding image in 
dwortnpes. 

els jucpay Xpiorod] ‘against the 
day of Christ, as i. 10; comp. i. 6. 
‘The day of Christ’ is a phrase pecu- 
liar to this epistle. More commonly 
it is ‘the day of the Lord.” For this 
reference to the great judgment in 
connexion with his ministerial labours 

compare I Cor. iii. 12, 13, iv. 3—5, and 
esp. 2 Cor. i. 14. ’ 

eis kevov édpapov] as Gal. ii. 2, This 
passage is quoted Polyc. Phil. § 9 
ovrot mdvres ovK els Kevov €Spapoy: CoM- 
pare 2 Tim. iv. 7. 

éxoniaca| Probably a continuation 
of the same metaphor, referring to the 
training for the athletic games: com- 
pare 1 Cor. ix. 24--27. At least xo- 
may is elsewhere associated with rpé- 
xew in the same way: Anthol. m1. p. 
166 mrive Kai evppaivov' Ti yap av'piov, 7 
TL Td pédANoy, ovSels ywacKer’ pH TPEXE, 
py komla,Ignat. Pulyc.6 cvyxomeare 
addndas, cvvabdr€ire, TUVTpeXeETE. 

17,18. ‘I spoke of my severe la- 
bours for the Gospel. Iam ready even 
to die in the same cause. If I am re- 
quired to pour out my life-blood as a 
libation over the sacrificial offering of 
your faith, I rejoice myself and I con- 
gratulate you all therein. Yea in like 
manner I ask you also to rejoice and 
to congratulate me.’ 

Thus the particles dAda ei kal will 
refer to the preceding ¢Spayov, éxori- 
aca. Most recent commentators ex- 
plain the connexion in a very harsh 
and artificial way. Assuming that St 
Paul had before mentioned his antici- 
pation of living till the advent of Christ 
eis jpépav Xpeorod (ver. 16), they sup- 
pose that he now suggests the alterna- 
tive of his dying before. But in fact 
no such anticipation was expressed : 
for his work would be equally tested 
at ‘the day of Christ,’ whether he 
were alive or dead when that day came. 
The faint expectation, which in i. 6, 
10 (where the same phrase occurs) is 
suggested by the context, finds no ex- 
pression here. On ei xalas distinguish- 
ed from «ai e? see the note on Gal. i. 8, 

orévSopa] As his death actually 
approaches, he says éyd yap #5n ome 
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THs TITTEWS UUBY, xXalpw Kal ovyyYaiow TaowW vptV 
18.% 9) 94 Vien , \ , , 
TO o€ QUTO Kat UMELS KALNETE Kal OVYXALDETE MOL. 

Sopa: 2 Tim. iv. 6. Comp. Ignat. Rom. 
2 m€ov prot pt) mapdoynobe Tod orovdio- 
Ofvat cd, ws ere Ovoraarijproy Erorpdy 
éorwy, uttered under similar circum- 
stances. It is a striking coincidence, 
that St Paul’s great heathen contem- 
porary Seneca, whose name tradition 
has linked with his own, is reported to 
have used asimilar metaphor when on 
the point of death: Tac. Ann. xv. 64 
‘respergens proximosservorum, addita 
voce libare se liquorem illum Jovi libe- 
ratori’: compare the account of Thra- 
sea, Ann. xvi. 35. The present tense 
orévSopat places the hypothesis vividly 
before the eyes: but it does not, as 
generally explained, refer to present 
dangers, as though the process were 
actually begun: comp. e.g. Matt. xii. 
26, xviii. 8, 9, ete. 

éxt tH Ovoia] The general import 
of the metaphor is clear; but it has 
been questioned whether the reference 
is to heathen libations or to Jewish 
drink-offerings. The preposition (é7i) 
seems hardly conclusive. Even if it be 
true that the drink-offerings of the 
Jews were always poured around and 
not upon the altar (Joseph. Avz. iii. 9. 
4 orévSovct me pi Tov Bapoy Toy otvov; 
see Ewald Alterth. p. 37 sq. 2te ausg.), 
yet the Lxx certainly uses the preposi- 
tion ‘upon’ to describe them: Levit. 
V. II ovk émtyeci er avro €datoy, Num. 
XXviii. 24 émt rod dNoKauvTdparos Tod Oia 
mayvTos momoes THY orovdny avrov. Nor 
need emt with the dative necessarily 
be translated ‘upon, but may mean 
‘accompanying.’ On the other hand, 
as St Paul is writing to converted hea- 
thens, a reference to heathen sacrifice 
is more appropriate (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 
14); while owing to the greater pro- 
minence of the libation inheathen rites 
the metaphor would be more expres- 
sive. For the appropriateness of the 
preposition in this case see Hom. J/. 
xl. 775 omévSev alOora oivoy én aidopeé- 

vos fepoiow, Arrian Alex. vi. 19 o7el- 
cas éni TH Ovola rHy iddny k.7.d., and 
the common word émorédev. The 
‘sacrifice’ (@vcia) here is the victim, 
not the act. 

Aeroupyia] This word has passed. 
through the following meanings: (1) 
A civil service, a state-burden, espe- 
cially in the technical language of 
Athenian law: (2) A function or office 
of any kind, as of the bodily organs, 
e.g. the mouth, Arist. Part. An. ii. 3: 
(3) Sacerdotal ministration especially, 
whether among the Jews (as Heb. viii. 
6, ix. 21, and commonly in the Lxx), 
or among heathen nations (as Diod. 
Sic. i, 21, where it is used of the Egyp- 
tian priesthood): (4) The eucharistic 
services; and thence more generally 
(5) Set forms of divine worship. As 
the word is applied most frequently in 
the Bible to sacerdotal functions, it 
should probably be taken here as sup- 
plementing the idea of @vcia. Thus 
St Paul’s language expresses the fun- 
damental idea of the Christian Church, 
in which an universal priesthood has 
supplanted the exclusive ministrations 
of a select tribe or class: see 1 Pet. ii. 
5 icparevpa aytov dveveyxar mvevparixas 
6vaias. The Philippiansare thepriests ; 
their faith (or their good works spring- 
ing from thcir faith) is the sacrifice : 
St Paul’s life-blood the accompanying 
libation. Commentators have much 
confused the image by representing 
St Paul himself as the sacrificer. 

ovyxaipa] ‘I congratulate, not ‘I 
rejoice with.’ As joy is enjoined on 
the Philippians in the second clause, 
it must not be assumed on their part 
in the first. For this sense of cvyyxai- 
pew ‘to congratulate,’ where recipro- 
cation on the part of the person ap- 
pealed to is not so much presupposed. 
as invited, see e.g. Plut. Mor. 231 B 
ovyxaipw TH Woe. TpLakoctous KpeiTTo~ 
vds pou roAitas exovon, Polyb. xxix. 7. 4, 
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'EAriCw O€ év Kupio “Inoov Tiobedv Taxews mep- 
ete \ es \ \ \ = o.>? at tuiv, va kayo edpuye yvous Ta TeEpt Yuav. *°oud- 
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eva yao Exw tooyvyxov, bats yunglws Ta TEL UuaY 
i \ Me a aa ] \ 

Mepiyyjc el’ "OL qravTeEs yap Ta EavTwY Cntovew, ov Ta 

Barnab. 1 paddov cvyxaipw uate, 
ete. 

18. 76 67 avro] ‘in the same way, ie. 
Thy auTyy xapav yxaipere; as Matt. 
xxvii. 4476 8 avro kal of Anoral...avei- 
dufov avtov. The accusative defines 
the character rather than the object 
of the action, so that ravra yaipev 
(Demosth. de Cor. p. 323) is ‘to have 
the same joys.” For the poetical use 
of yaipew and similar words with an 
accusative of the object see Valcknaer 
on Eur. Zipp. 1338. 

kai vpeis xaipere] We are reminded 
of the messenger who brought the 
tidings of the battle of Marathon, ex- 
pirivg on the first threshold with these 
words on his lips, yaipere kal yaipopev, 
Plut. dZor. p. 347 0. See the note on 
iv. 4. 

19—24. ‘But though absent myself, 
I hope in the Lord to send Timotheus 
shortly to you. This I purpose not for 
your sakes only but for my own also; 
that hearing how you fare, I may take 
heart. I have chosen him, for I have 
no other messenger at hand who can 
compare with him, none other who 
will show the same lively and instinc- 
tive interest in your welfare. For all 
pursue their own selfish aims, reckless 
of the will of Christ. But the creden- 
tials of Timotheus are before you: you 
know how he has been tested by long 
experience, how as a son with a father 
he has laboured with me in the service 
of the Gospel. Him therefore I hope 
to send without delay, when I see what 
turn my affairs will take. At the same 
time I trust in the Lord, that I shall 
visit you before long in person,’ 

19. "EAmi¢e 6é] This is connected in 
thought with ver. 12. ‘I urged the 
duty of self-reliance during my ab- 
sence. Yet I do not intend to leave 

you without guidance. I purpose 
sending Timotheus directly, and I hope 
to visit you myself before long.’ Re- 
cent commentators seem to agree in 
taking éAmi{w 6é as oppositive to the 
fear expressed in the foregoing e? cat 
onévdouat; but the possibility of his 
own death and the intention of send- 
ing Timotheus do not stand in any sort 
of opposition. 

év Kupia “Incot] So above i. 14 
and below ii. 24. The same idea is 
expressed still more explicitly i. 8 év 
omhayxvots Xptotod “Incov. The Chris- 
tian is a part of Christ, a member of 
His body. His every thought and 
word and deed proceeds from Christ, 
as the centre of volition. Thus he 
loves in the Lord, he hopes in the 
Lord, he boasts in the Lord, he labours 
in the Lord, etc. He has one guiding 
principle in acting and in forbearing 
to act, povoy év Kupio (1 Cor. vii. 39). 

kayo edpvxo] ‘I also may take 
courage. Comp. ver. 27 ov« adrov bé 
povov adda kal éué. The guidance of 
the Philippians was one object of Ti- 
mothy’s mission; St Paul’s comfort 
was another. While evipuyos, edyuyia, 
are not uncommon, the verb evyuyeiy 
seems not to occur in classical writers, 
though the imperative evywiye ap- 
pears frequently on epitaphs: see 
Jacobs Anthol. x11. p. 304. In Pollux 
iii, 28 eduyety is given as a syn- 
onyme for @apoctv. Comp. Hermas 
Vis, i, 2. 

20, ovdeva ydp] This condemna- 
tion must be limited to the persons 
available for such a mission. See the 
introduction, p. 36. 

icowuxov] ‘like-minded, not with 
St Paul himself, as itis generally taken, 
but with Timotheus. Otherwise the 
words would have been ovdeva yap 
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BrouToy pev ou éAmiCw Téeuat, ws av dpidw Ta Epi 

21. od TA Xptorod “Iycob. 

@ ov or ovdéva yap mAqY TovTov. The 
word iodwuyos is extremely rare, It 
occurs in Aisch. Agam. 1470 (1446) 

where it has much the same sense as 
here. In Ps. liv. 14 dvOpwre ioowuyxe 
it is a rendering of *DY3 ‘as my 
price,’ i.e. ‘quem mihi equiparabiun, 
quem diligebam ut me ipsum’ (Gesen.), 
being thus equivalent to dvriyuye. 

doris] ‘such that he’ See Gal. iv. 
24 (note), 26, ¥. 19. 
yoiws| i.e. as a birth-right, as 

an instinct derived from his spiritual 
parentage: see esp. [Demosih.] c. 
Neer. p. 1353 trovs pvo et moXiras kal 
yrnoiws peréxovras tis Todews, Ept- 
taph. p. 1390 rovs pév...rodiras mpoo- 
ayopevopévous dotaus eivae Tos elomot- 
Hros Tav Taidwy, TovTovs dé yynatous 
yov@ tis marpidos moXiras eiva. Ti- 
motheus was neither a supposititious 
(vé@0s) nor an adopted (eiamouros) son, 
but, as St Paul calls him elsewhere, 
yrjowv réxvov ev miore (1 Tim. i. 2, 
comp. Tit. i 4); comp. Hippol. Her. vi. 
20 “Icidwpos 6 BawthelSov mais yvq- 
awos ‘his father’s own son.’ He recog- 
nised this filial relationship (és marpt 
téxvoy Ver. 22); he inherited all tho 
interests and affections of his spiritual 
father. This, I suppose, is Chryso- 
stom’s meaning, when he explains it 
Tovréott matTpikas (conrpare marpixy 
giria, €yOpa ete.). Comp. Heb. xii. 8 
dpa voOor kat ovy viol éare. 

21. of mavtes] ‘one and ail, ‘all 
without exception” For the force of 
thearticle with ravres, wavra, see Bern- 
hardy vi. p. 320, Jelf § 454. 

22. dokuyv] ‘approved character,’ 
as in 2 Cor. ii. 9, ix. 13, and probably 
Rom.v. 4. See Fritzsche Rom. I.p. 259. 

ywookete] ‘ye recognise, ‘ye re- 
memberand acknowledge.’ Timotheus 
was personally well known to the 

Philippians; see the note i. 1. 
os marpi téxvov] This is often ex- 

plained by understanding otv with 
marpi. from the following clause ovv 
enol; see Jelf $650. Instances of such 
omissions however occur chiefly though 
not always in poetry, and are found 
mostly in clauses connected by con- 
junctions (7, cai, etc.). The preposition 
is omitted here, because the exact form 
of the sentence was not yet decided 
in the writer's mind when the first 
words were written; see Winer § 1. p. 
525, §$ lxiii. p. 722. For this testimony 
to Timotheus compare 1 Cor. iv. 17 és 
eovly pov réxvey dyamnrov Kul moray ev 
Kupio, xvi. 10 76 yap epyov Kupiov ép- 
yaterar ws Kayo. 

23. rovrov pev ovv] ‘him then,’ the 
clause being answered by wémoiba Sé 
ort kal adrtos éevoopae (ver. 24), 

while ¢€aurjs is matched by rayéws. 
ws av...eEaurins] ‘atonce when. For 

és ay temporal comp. Rom. xv. 24, 
1 Cor. xi. 34. 
apidw] So ddopavres Heb. xii. 2, 

If any weight is to be attached to the 
agreement of the older Mss, the as- 
pirated form (d@ido for didw) must 
be read here. In Acts ii. 7 (ody or 
ovxi idov) and in Acts iv. 29 (pide) 
they are divided. In the three prin- 
cipal mss of the Lxx, so far as I have 
noticed, the following instances of 
aspirates in compounds of eidov occur: 
Gen. xvi. 13, edidov A; Gen. xxxi. 49, 
epidot A; Ps. xxx. 8, edesdes A; Ps. 
xel. 12, epidey A; Ps. cxi. 8, edidn &; 

Jer. xxxi. 19, epide 8: Jonah iv: 5, 
adeidn 8; 1 Mac. iii. 59, eGidery & A; 
2 Mace. i. 27, eerde (for ewtde imper.) A; 
2 Mace. viii. 2, epiderv (efidi) A; Deut. 
xxvi. 15, cade B; Judith vi. 19, 
caGede (for xartde) A. It must be re- 
membered that in the Vatican ms 
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almost all the book of Genesis is lost 
and that the Sinaitic contains less 
than half of the Old Testament. The 
collations of other mss in Holmes’ and 
Parsons’ Lxx supply many additional 
examples both in these and other pas- 
sages. Similarly «Ams is sometimes 
preceded by an aspirate (a@eArifovres 
Luke vi. 35, ef’ éAmid:, Rom. viii. 20, 
1 Cor. ix. 10, afeAmuxds Hermas Vis. 
iii, 12); when naturalised in Coptic it 
is always so written, and we frequently 
find Helpis is a proper name in Latin. 
In both cases the anomaly is support- 
ed by inscriptions: E®EIAE Boeckh 
no. 3333; HEAIIIAA no. 170; the lat- 
ter being as old as the 5th century B.c. 
The aspirates are doubtless to be ex- 
plained as remnants of the digamma, 
which both these words possessed : 
see Curtius Gricch. Ltym. pp. 217,238 
(2nd ed.), It is less easy to account 
for ody deobe Luke xvii. 22, ovx 
édiyos Acts xii. 18 (in which passages 
however the aspirate is not well sup- 
ported), though there are some in- 
dications that érropa: had adigamma. 
On ovy “lovdarxas, Gal. ii. 14, see the 
note there. 

24. With St Paul’s language here 
compare 1 Cor. iv. 17, 19, érepna 
dpiv Tiyddeov ds eoriv pov Téxvoy K.T.A. 
ehedoopar S€ raxéws mpos vuas eay oO 
Kuptos Oehjon. 

taxéws] If the view taken in the 
introduction (p. 31 sq.) of the date of 
this epistle be correct, St Paul’s 
release was delayed longer than he at 
this time expected. We havea choice 
between supposing him disappointed 
in the anticipation expressed here 
or in the anticipation implied in the 
injunction to Philemon (ver. 22). 

25—30. ‘Meanwhile, though I pur- 
pose sending Timotheus shortly, though 

I trust myself to visit you before very 
long, I have thought it necessary 
to despatch Epaphroditus to you at 
once; Epaphroditus, whom you com- 
missioned as your delegate to minister 
to my needs, in whom J have found a 
brother and a fellow-labourer and a 
comrade in arms. I have sent him, 
because he longed earnestly to see 
you and was very anxious and troubled 
that you had heard of his illness. Nor 
was the report unfounded. He was 
indeed so ill that we despaired of his 
life. But God spared him in His 
mercy; mercy not to him only but to 
myself also, that I might not be 
weighed down by a fresh burden of 
sorrow. For this reason I have been 
the more eager to send him, that 
your cheerfulness may be restored by 
seeing him in health, and that my 
sorrow may be lightened by sympathy 
with your joy. Receive him therefore 
in the Lord with all gladness, and 
hold such men in honour; for in his 
devotion to the work, he was brought 
to death’s door, hazarding his life, 
that he might make up by his zeal 
and diligence the lack of your personal 
services to supplement your charitable 
gift? 

25. dvaykaiov x.7.A.] The same ex- 
pression occurs 2 Cor. ix.5. ynod- 
pny is here the epistolary aorist, like 
érepa (ver. 28); for Epaphroditus 
seems to have been the bearer of the 
letter. See the introduction p. 37 and 
the note on Gal. vi. 17. 

’Hrappodirov] On Epaphroditus see 
the introduction p. 61 sq. He is not 
mentioned except in this epistle. The 
name (corresponding in meaning to the 
Latin ‘venustus’) was extremely com- 
mon in the Roman period. It was as- 
sumed by the dictator Sylla himself in 
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writing tothe Greeks (Aevxios Kopynduos 
StdAas "Enadpddiros, Plut. Syll. 34; 

comp. Appian. Civ. i. 97). It was 
borne by a freedman of Augustus 
(Dion Cass. li. 11, 13); by a favourite 
of Nero, likewise a freedman (Tac. 
Ann. xv. 55 etc.); by a grammarian 
of Chzeroneia residing at Rome during 
this last emperor’s reign (Suidas s. v.); 
by a patron of literature (possibly the 
same with one of those already men- 
tioned) who encouraged Josephus 
(Antig. procem. 2, Vit. 76). The name 
occurs very frequently in inscriptions 
both Greek and Latin, whether at full 
length Epaphroditus, or in its con- 
tracted form Epaphras. 

ddeApov «r.A.] The three words 
are arranged in an ascending scale ; 
common sympathy, common work, 
common danger and toil and suffering. 
Suvorparidtys occurs again Philem. 2. 
The metaphor is naturally very com- 
mon: see esp. 2 Cor. x. 3, 4, 1 Tim. i. 
18, 2 Tim. ii. 3, 4. 
vpav dé] This prominent position is 

given to vuey, both to contrast it with 
the immediately preceding pov, and to 
bind together the words following ; 
for daooroNoy Kat Necroupydy THs xpelas 
pov form one idea, ‘a messenger sent 
to minister to my need.’ Epaphrodi- 
tus was the bearer of the contributions 
from Philippi (iv. 18), which just below 
are designated Aeroupyia (ver. 30): 
comp. Rom. xv. 27 év trois capkikois 
Aetroupyjoat avrois. For this sense of 
droatonos, ‘a delegate or messenger of 
a church,’ see 2 Cor. viii. 23 déaroXot 
exkAnoiay. The interpretation which 
makes Epaphroditus an apostle or 
bishop of Philippi will be considered 
in the Dissertation on the Christian 
Ministry. 

Ths xpelas pov] as iv. 16; comp. 
Acts xx. 34, Rom. xii. 13. 

26. émmobav] ‘eagerly longing af- 
ter’: see the note on i. 8. Here the 
expression is still further intensified 
by the substitution of émuodav jv for 
énerd0e. While the external evidence 
for and against ideiv is very evenly 
balanced, the language seems to gain 
in force by the omission. It may have 
been added because émmodciv ideiv 
was a well-remembered expression in 
St Paul; Rom. i, 11, 1 Thess. iii. 6, 
2 Tim. i. 4. 

adnpnovav] ‘distressed.’ The word is 
used in connexion with dzopeiv, iduy- 
yav (Plato Theat. p.175 D), with Eevo- 
wabety (Plut. Aor. 601 c), and the like. 
It describes the confused, restless, 
half-distracted state, which is pro- 
duced by physical derangement, or by 
mental distress, as grief, shame, dis- 
appointment, etc. For its sense here 
comp. Dion. Hal. A. &. i. 56 ddnyo- 
voovre tT avdpt Kal mapeckore TO TOpa 
vmo Avans. The derivation of ddy- 
poveiv suggested by Buttmann (Levit. 
p. 29), from aSnwos ‘away from home’ 
and so ‘beside oneself’ (in which how- 
ever he seems not to have been aware 
that he was anticipated by Photius 
Lex. p. 9: see Steph. Thes. s. v.), is 
almost universally accepted. But to 
say nothing else, the form of the word 
is a serious obstacle; and Lobeck, 
Pathol. pp. 160, 238, is probably right 
in returning to the older derivation 
adnpwr, adjoa. In this case the pri- 
mary idea of the word will be loath- 
ing and discontent. The word oc- 
curs in Symmachus, Ps. exv. 2 (év r7 
éxordces LXX), Ps. lx. 2 (dxndsdoae 
Luxx), Eccl. vii. 16 (éxmAayjs LXx) ; aud 
in Aquila, Job xviii. 20 (éorévagay 
LXX). 

27. wait yap] ‘for indeed’ The 
cai implies that the previous *oOém- 
cev understates the case. 
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émt Avmnv] So all the best copies, 
while the received text reads émt Avan. 
In such cases the dative is more com- 
mon in classical authors, but the ac- 
cusative is supported by several pas- 
sages in the Lxx, e.g. Hzech. vii. 26 
dyyedta emi ayyediav, Ps. lxviii. 28 
avopiay ért thy dvopuiay, Ig, xxviii. 10 
(where both constructions are com- 
bined) Oripu émt Odjipuw, Amida er’ 
edrids. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 2, and see 
A. Buttmann p. 291. 

28. omovdaorépws] ‘with increased 
eagerness’ on account of this circum- 
stance: see for the comparative Winer 
§ xxxv. p. 304, and compare the note 
On mepiocorépas i. 14. 
érepa] i.e. with the letter, as in 

Ephes. vi. 22, Col. iv. 8, Philem. 11, 
and perhaps also 2 Cor. ix. 3. On this 
aorist see above, ver. 25. 

madw xapnre] ‘may recover your 
cheerfulness, which had been marred 
by the news of Epaphroditus’ illucss: 
for the order suggests the connexion 
of wadkw with yapfre rather than with 
idovtes. 

ddurérepos &] ‘my sorrow may be 
lessened” The expression is purpose- 
ly substituted for mddw yapa, for a 
prior sorrow will still remain unremoy- 
ed; comp. ver. 27 Avanpy emt Avany. 

29. mpoadéxeode x.r.d.] Comp. Rom. 
xvi. 2. 

30. 1d épyov] Comp. Acts xv. 38 
Tlatdos 5é néiov tov dmoordyra an’ 
avrav dato Taydudias kal py cuved- 
Oovta adrois eis TO Epyov, pt) ouv- 
mapadapBave TovTov, Where we seem 
to have St Paul’s very words. So too 
Ignat. Ephes. 14 ov yap émayyeNias 76 
epyov, Rom. 3 od mewrpovas 7o epyov 
GAG peyéOovs éativ 6 xpioTianopés. 

Thus ré epyov is used absolutely, like 
7 6dds, To OéAnpa, TO dvopa (see on 
ver. 9), etc. Though one only of the 
oldest Mss has 70 épyov alone, this 
must be the correct reading. The 
others add Kvupiovu, Xpicrov, rot Kupiov, 
tov Xptorod, or Tod Ocov, of which the 
two first are highly supported; but the 
authorities, being very evenly divided, 
neutralise each other. All alike are 
insertions to explain 7d gpyov. 

mapaBoNevodpevos | ‘having gambled 
with his life’? From mapaBadd\ec6at, 

to throw down a stake, to make a 
venture (e.g. Polyb. ii. 94. 4 ovSaynas 
kpivav exxvBedvew ovdé mapaiadreo Oat 
Tots ohots) Comes rapafonros, ‘gambling, 
rash, reckless,’ whence mapaBorever Oar 
‘to play the gambler,’ formed on the 
analogy of dowrevecOa, diadextixed- 
eobat, meprepever Oat, rovnpeverOat, ‘to 
play the spendthrift, quibbler, brag- 
gart, scoundrel, etc.’: see Lobeck 
Phryn. p. 67. With the use here 
compare the ecclesiastical sense of 
parabolani, brotherhoods who at the 
risk of their lives nursed the sick and 
buried the dead. For the expression 
compare Diod. Sic. iii. 35 expiwav 
mapaBaréoba tais uxais, Hom. Il. 
ix. 322 alet éuyy ypuyjy mwapaBaddo- 
pevos. While sapaBadrAeoOa takes 
either an accusative or a dative of the 
thing staked, rapaBoXevecOa from its 
nature can have only the latter. The 
original meaning of the English word 
‘hazard’ is the same, ‘a game of 
chance’: see for the derivation Diez 
Etymol. Worterb. der Rom. Spr. p. 
33 38. v. azzardo, BK. Miller Htym. 
Worterb. der Eng. Spr.s.v. Noone 
who has felt the nervous vigour of St 
Paul’s style will hesitate between mapa- 
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Bodevoapevos and mapaBovrcvoapevos. 
The latter, which would mean ‘having 
consulted amiss,’ stands in the re- 
ceived text: but the evidence is 
strongly in favour of the former. Both 
words alike are very rare. 

dvatAnpoon x.7.A.] ag in 1 Cor. xvi. 
17 xalpw emi tH mapovoia Srepava 
K.TA, dT TO Vpereooy vaTépnua arirol 
dverAjpocay: comp. Clem. Rom. § 38 
80 08 dvamdAypabj avrod 7o vorépypa. 
So also dyravamAnpotv in Col. i. 24 
and mpocavamAnpovv in 2 Cor. xi. 9. 

TO voy vorepypa'k.T.A.] Le. ‘what 
your services towards me lacked to be 
complete, in other words ‘your per- 
sonal ministrations,’ as in 1 Cor. xvi. 
17 just quoted. It seems plain from 
this expression that Epaphroditus 
illness was the consequence not of 
persecution but of over-exertion. 

III. 1. ‘And now, my brethren, 
I must wish you farewell. Rejoice in 
the Lord. Forgive me, if I speak once 
more on an old topic. It is not irk- 
some to me to speak, and it is safe for 
you to hear,’ 

76 amr] ‘for the rest, i.e. ‘finally, 
in conclusion’ With Aoumdy or 76 
Aomév St Paul frequently ushers in 
the concluding portion of his letters 
containing the practical exhortations; 
1 Thess. iy. 1, 2 Thess. iii. 1, 2 Cor. 
xiii, 11, Ephes. vi. 10 (where however 
tod dotrov should probably be read). 
Sometimes this concluding portion is 
prolonged, as in the First Epistle to 
the Thessalonians, where it extends 
over two chapters. In the present 
instance the letter is interrupted, a 
fresh subject is introduced, the con- 
clusion is for a time forgotten, and 
St Paul resumes his farewell injunc- 
tions later at iv. 8 rd Aourdy, ddeAgol 
«7A. See the introduction, p. 69 sq. 

> , Lees 
"Td Aourov, ddeAHoi pov, yaipete év Kupiw 

In other passages Noursy and 76 Aourdv 
oceur in reference to the approaching 
end of all things; as 1 Cor. vii. 29 6 
Kaipos cuvertadpevos eotiv, Td howmoy 
wa «.7.A., Ign. Ephes. 11, Smyrn. 9. 

xatpere] ‘farewell’ At the same 
time the word conveys an injunction to 
rejoice ; see ii. 18, iv. 4, and the note 
on the latter passage. 

ta atrda] ‘the same things’ But 
to what does St Paul refer? To his 
own personal intercourse with the 
Philippians? To messages delivered 
by his delegates? To previous letters 
not now extant? To some topic con- 
tained in this present epistle? The 
expression itself ra avra ypapew secms 
to limit the range of choice to written 
communications. The theory of an 
earlier letter or lette.s, which seems 
to be supported by an expression of 
Polycarp (§ 3 dadyv wpiv éypavev ém- 
arodds), will be considered in the 
detached note. At present it is suf- 
ficient to say that if the epistle itself 
supplies the requisite allusion, it is 
much more naturally sought here than 
elsewhere. On what subject then dves 
this epistle dwell repeatedly ? 

Two answers will suggest them- 
selves. (1) The duty of rejoicing. 
This topic is very prominent in the 
epistle: seo the note on i.4. It has 
occurred more than once already. It 
has the advantage also of appearing 
in the immediate context, yaipere ev 
Kupig, Nevertheless it seems in- 
adequateto explain St Paul’s language 
here. Such an injunction has no very 
direct bearing on the safety of the 
Philippians; its repetition could hardly 
be suspected of being irksome to the 
Apostle. The words seem obviously 
to refer to some actual or threatened 
evil, against which a reiterated warn- 
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dopanes. 

ing was necessary. (2) Such an evil 
existed in the dissensions among the 
Philippians. This topic either directly 
or indirectly has occupied a very con- 
siderable portion of the letter hitherto ; 
and it appears again more than once 
before the close: see the introduction 
p- 67 sq. It is the Apostle’s practice 
to conclude with a warning against 
the prevailing danger of his cor- 
respondents. The Corinthians are 
again reminded that ‘the Lord cometh’ 
(1 Cor. xvi, 22); the Galatians are 
told once more that ‘circumcision 
is nothing and uncircumcision is 

nothing’ (Gal. vi. 15); the Thessalonians 
receive a parting injunction against 
the spirit of restlessness and disorder 
spreading among them (1 Thess. v. 14, 
2 Thess. iii. 14). The Apostle there- 
fore would naturally lay stress on this 
point here, intending, as he appears 
to have done, to bring his letter to 
a speedy close. See the note on iii. 2. 

éxvnpdv] ‘irksome, tedious’ The 
word generally signifies ‘dilatory, 
sluggish, as in the Lxx frequently ; 
but here it is active, ‘causing dxvos, 
as in Soph. Gd. TJ. 834 jyiv pév, dvaé, 

~ >> , 
TaUT OKYNpa. 

' 
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The synonymes wopgoy and cyjpa’. 

The word cxjpa corresponds exactly in derivation, though but partially Classical 
in meaning, to the old English ‘haviour’ In its first sense it denotes the sense of 
figure, shape, fashion, of a thing. Thence it gathers several derived mean- °*74* 
ings. It gets to signify, like the corresponding Latin ‘habitus,’ sometimes 
the dress or costume (as Aristoph. Ey. 1331 rerrvyopépas dpyaio oxnpare 
Aapmpés), sometimes the attitude or demeanour (as Eur, Jon 238 rpomev 
Texpnpiov To oxnw exets Tdde). It is used also for a ‘figure of speech,’ as the 
dress in which the sense clothes itself or the posture which the language 
assumes. It signifies moreover pomp, display, outward circumstance (as 
Soph. Ant. 1169 tupavvoyv cxnp exer), and frequently semblance, pretence, as 
opposed to reality, truth (as Plat. Evin. p. 989 ¢ ov oxjpace texvatovras ddA 
@nOeia tipavras dperyv, Plut. Vit. Galb. 15 dpyjoews oxjpa thy dvaBodny 
elvat packovres, Bur. Fragm., Aol. 18 ovdév addo mAjv dxdos Kal ox7pa). 
Altogether it suggests the idea of something changeable, fleeting, unsub- 
stantial. 

Mop¢y, like oyfa, originally refers to the organs of sense2 If cyjpa and of 
may be rendered by ‘figure,’ ‘fashion,’ poppy corresponds to ‘form’ It “opdy. 
comprises all those sensible qualities, which striking the eye lead to the 
conviction that we sce such and such a thing. The conviction indeed may 
be false, for the form may be a phantom ; but to the senses at all events the 
representation of the object conceived is complete. The word has not and 
cannot have any of those secondary senses which attach to oyjjpa, as ges- 
ture or dress or parade or pretext. In many cases indeed the words are 
used convertibly, because the sense is sufficiently lax to include either. 
But the difference between the two is tested by the fact that the popdy 
of a definite thing as such, for instance of a lion or a tree, is one 
only, while its cxfa may change every minute. Thus we often find popdias 
cxjpza, as in Latin ‘ figura formee’,’ but rarely, if ever, cxnpatTos popdy 
(Eur. Iph. Taur. 292 ob raira poppas oxjuara, Ion 992 moiov te poppijs 
oxjua;). The cyjua is often an accident of the poppy. 

1 The following note is founded on 
some remarks which appeared several 
years ago (in the Journal of Class. and 
Sacr. Philol. no. vit. p. 113 8q., 121), 
enlarged and modified. The distinction 
of popd}) and oxijua has since been 
drawn out by Archbishop Trench (N.T. 
Syn. § lxx) in his pointed and instruc- 
tive manner. 

2 J have purposely avoided the ques- 
tion of its derivation, feeling that I have 
no right to an opinion on the subject. 
Benfey, Wurzel-lez. 11. p. 309, connects 

it with the Sanscrit ‘ varpas,’ ‘ form.’ 
3 As e.g. Lucr. iv. 69 ‘formai ser- 

vare figuram.’ Compare the account 
of ‘forma’ and ‘figura’ given by Dé- 
derlein, Lat. Syn. 111, p. 25 sq. (refer- 
red to by Trench, 1. c. p. 93). His dis- 
tinction corresponds to that which is 
here given of pop¢7 and oxjua. ‘The 
form (Gestalt),’ he says, ‘so far as it has 
definite outlines is jigura; so far as 
it is the visible impression and the 
stamp of the inner being and corre- 
sponds thereto, it is forma.’ 
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From the primary popular sense of popd} we pass to its secondary 
philosophical meaning. And here the older philosophers do not render much 
assistance. In Parmenides indeed (popdds yap xaréOevro dvo, ver. 112 Kar- 
sten) the word signifies ‘ natures,’ ‘essences, for he is speaking of two ele- 
mental principles of the universe. But without the light thrown upon its 
use here by the phraseology of later thinkers, no inference could safely be 
drawn from this solitary instance. In Plato we first meet with a clear 
example of its philosophical sense. In the Pheedo (p. 103 E, 104 A) So- 
crates, eliciting the doctrine of ideas by question and answer after his 
wont, concludes that ‘not only is the same name always claimed for the 
eidos! itself, but also for something else which is not the eos and yet has 
its poppy always whenever it exists.” And in illustration of his meaning be 
adduces the example of the odd and the number three, the latter being 
always called odd and being inseparable from oddness, though not the odd 
itself. Thus in Plato’s language the popdy is the impress of the idea on the 
individual, or in other words the specific character. It need not therefore 
denote any material sensible quality, as in the instance quoted it does not. 
In Plato however the philosophical sense of popd7 is very rare. On the other 
hand Aristotle uses it commonly. But its relation to eiSos has undergone a 
change, corresponding to the difference in his metaphysical views. As he 

discards Plato’s doctrine of ideas wholly, as he recognises no eternal self- 
existent archetype distinct from the specific character exhibited in the indi- 
viduals, it follows as a matter of course that with him eidos and poppy are 
identical. There are, according to his teaching, two elements or principles 
or causes of things; the matter, the substratum supporting the qualities, 
and the form, the aggregate of the qualities’. The form he calls indiffer- 
ently efSos or poppy’. He moreover designates it by various synonymes. 
It is sometimes ‘the abstract conception realised’ (rd ri fv etvac*), sometimes 
‘the essence corresponding to the definition’ (j ovoia 7 xara Tov Adyor), 

1 Here the eléos is plainly the lééa. 
Plato seems to have used both words 
alike to denote the eternal archetype, as 
for instance in the passages in Trende- 
lenburg, Platon. de ideis doctr. p. 33 
sqq. Where however especial accuracy 
was aimed at, (6éa would naturally be 
preferred to ¢ldos: see Thompson’s 

note on Archer Butler’s Lectures 11. p. 
128. 

2 A large number of passages is col- 

lected by Waitz, Organon 11. p. 401 
sq. See also Heyder Aristot. u. He- 
gel. Dialektik p. 182 sq., and espécially 
Ritter and Preller Hist. Phil. p. 324 
sq. (ed. 2). In other places Aristotle 
speaks of four causes, the efficient, the 
material, the formal, and the final. The 
final and the efficient causes however 

may be conceived os involved in the 

formal: seeesp. G. Schneider, De Causa 

Finali Aristotelea (Berol. 1865), p. 15 
Bq. 

3 See Waitz Organon 11 p. 405. 
There are exceptional cases where either 
word is used in its popular rather than 
its philosophical sense, referring direct- 
ly to the organs of vision: but Biese, die 
Philosophie des Aristoteles 1. p. 439, is 
not justified in his general distinction 
that op7 is ‘die aiisserliche sichtbare 
Form der Dinge,’ and eléos ‘das die 
Dinge von innen heraus Gestaltende.’ 
This distinction may suit one passage, 
but it is contradicted by twenty others. 
Thesameremark applies tothe attempts 
made by the old commentators on Ari- 

stotle to distinguish «opdy and eldos. 
‘ On this term see Trendelenburg, 

Rhein, Mus. uu. p. 457 8q., esp. pp. 
469, 481 (1828); comp. his note on de 
Anima i, 1, 2, p. 192 8q. 
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sometimes ‘the definition of the essence’ (6 Adyos rijs ovcias), sometimes 
‘the definition alone, sometimes ‘the essence’ alone. He calls it also ‘the 
actuality’ (évépyeva) or ‘the perfection’ (évredéyeva)!, matter being desig- 
nated ‘the potentiality’ (dvvayis). ‘So rich in wealth and titles, said a 
later writer of a rival school half in irony, ‘is the efSos with Aristotle’? 
The significance of his pop@y or efdos will appear also from the fact that he 
elsewhere identifies it with the final cause (rédos or ob évexa), because the 
end or purpose is implicitly contained in the qualities. It is still more evi- 
dent from the intimate connexion which he conceives to exist between the 
form and the nature. ‘The term nature,’ he says, ‘is used to signify three 
things; sometimes it is equivalent to the matter, sometimes to the form, 
sometimes to both combined. Of the nature according to matter and the 
nature according to form, the latter is the more influential (cupswrépa)4, 
i.e. it has a more important function in making the thing what it is. 

It will appear moreover from this account, that the term popdy, 
though originally derived from the organs of sense like eiSos, and referring 
to external conformation, has in the language of Aristotle a much wider 
application, being not only applied to physical qualities generally, but also 
extended to immaterial objects. Thus he says in one passage that skin, 
‘vein, membrane, and all such things, belong to the same popd7 >; in ano- 
ther, that courage and justice and prudence have the same pop} in a 
state as in an individual®; in a third, that science and health may be called 
the pop and eidos of the scientific and the healthy respectively’; while in 
a fourth, criticising the saying of Democritus that ‘anybody could see what 
was the form (uop$q) of a man, meaning that he might be known by his 
shape and colour, he replies that ‘a corpse has the form (uop¢7) of the 
human shape (cyjparos) and yet nevertheless is not a man’? The form of 
a man therefore in Aristotle’s conception was something more than his 
sensible appearance. 

This sense of poppy, as the specific character, was naturally transmitted Later 
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from these great original thinkers to the philosophers of later ages. It is philoso- 
found for instance in Plutarch®, It appears very definitely in the N eopla- phers, 

1 On the form regarded as the évép- 
yera and the évredéxera see Trendelen- 
burg de Anima ii. 1, p. 295 sq. 
2A Platonist in Stobeus Ecl. i. c. 

13 oUTws avTG movardy Te Kal modud- 
vupdv éart TO €ldos. 

3 See Schneider de Caus. Fin. Ari- 
stot. p. 10 sq. and the passages quoted 
p. 12. 

4 Phys. Ausc. ii. 1, p. 192 4 (Bek- 
ker), de Part. An. i. 1, p. 640B. See 
below, note 8. 

5 de Anim. Gen. ii. 3, p. 737 B. 
6 Polit. vii. 1, p. 1323 B. 
7 de Anima ii. 2, p. 414 A. 
8 de Part. An.i. 1, p. 640 B, 4 yap 

Kara THY pwoppny Pvais Kupwrépa Tis 
thixfs piocews, ef pev oly 7H ocxHpart 

PHIL. 

kal T@ Xpwuart Exacrby eore ray Te Luv 
kal Tay poplav, épOds dy Anudxpiros 
Adyou aiverat yap ovrws wohaBelv. 
gyal yoy mavrl SfXov elvar ofdy re riHv 
Hoppyy eorw 6 dvOpwiros, ws Byros avrot 
T@ Te oxXjpaTt Kal TO yxpdpare yrupi- 
Mov. Kalrot kal 6 TeOvews Exec THY aura 
TOO aXHMATOS mopPyv, GN’ Suws ovK 
éorw dvOpwros (i.e. the corpse has the 
Hopon of the human cyjua, but it has 
not the pop¢? of a man). 

8 Mor. p. 1013 © atrés re yap 6 
kdopes obros Kal ray pepav Exacrov av- 
Tob ouvéorynKey &k Te cwparixys ovclas 
kal vonrijs, Gv 4 wey UAnv Kal vroxeluevor, 
7 58 poppry Kal eldos TG -yevouevy mrap- 
éoxe k.T-X. Comp. p. 1022 u. For 
these references and the passage in the 
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tonistst. And what is more to our purpose, it is recognised by Philo, the 
chief representative of Alexandrian Judaism’. 

Nor can it have been wholly without influence on the language of every- 
day life. Terms, like ideas, gradually permeate society till they reach its 
lower strata. Words stamped in the mint of the philosopher pass into 
general currency, losing their sharpness of outline meanwhile, but in the 
main retaining their impress and value. The exclusive technicalities of the 
scholastic logic are the common property of shopmen and artisans in our 
own day. 

Do we then find in the New Testament any distinction between poppy 
and oxjpa;corresponding to that which appears to have held roughly in the 
common language of the Greeks and to have been still further developed in 
the technical systems of philosophers ? 

A review of the passages where oyjjza and its derivatives are used will 
not, I think, leave any doubt on the mind that this word retains the notion 
of ‘instability, changeableness” quite as strongly as in classical Greek. 
Thus ‘the fashion of this world, which ‘passeth away,’ is ro cyfpa tow 
Kogpov Tovrou (I Cor. vii. 31). ‘To fall in with the fashion of this world’ is 
ouvoxnuati¢erOat tO aidve rovrm (Rom. xii. 2). ‘To follow the capricious 

guidance of the passions’ is ovvrynpariter Oat rais émiOupiats (1 Pet. i. 14). 
The fictitious illusory transformation whereby evil assumes the mask of 
good—the false apostles appearing as the true, the prince of darkness as an 
angel of light, the ministers of Satan as ministers of righteousness—is 
described by the thrice repeated word petacynparicer Oat (2 Cor. xi. 13,14, 
15). The significance of cxjna will be felt at once, if in any of these pas- 
sages we attempt to substitute popdy in its stead’. 

On the other hand the great and entire change of the inner life, other- 
wise described as being born again, being created anew, is spoken of as a 
conversion of wop¢dy always, of cyja never. Thus ‘ He fore-ordained them 
conformable (cuppopdous) to the image of His Son’ (Rom. viii. 29); ‘ Being’ 
made conformable (cuppopditopevos) to His death’ (Phil. iii. 10); ‘ We are 
transformed (uerapoppovpeda) into the same image’ (2 Cor. iii. 18); ‘To be 
transformed by the renewal of the mind’ (Rom. xii. 2); ‘ Until Christ be 
formed (uoppw6q) in you’ (Gal. iv. 19). In these passages again, if any one 
doubts whether popdy has any special force, let him substitute oyjpa and try 
the effect. In some cases indeed, where the organs of sense are concerned 
and where the appeal lies to popular usage, either word might be used. Yet 
I think it will be felt at once that in the account of the transfiguration pera- 

next note I am indebted to Wytten- rats dowudros Suvduecw, ov ervpov 

bach’s note on Plato, Pheed. p. 103 B. 
1 See e.g. Plotin. Ennead. i. 6, p. 

52 A, especially the expression ov dva- 
oxopévns Tis UAns To wdvTy Kara 7d eldos 

poppotabat, 
2 de Vict. Off. § 13, p. 261 M, 7d 

reOdacpevoy adypyrar THY TodTATa Kal 
7d €ldos kal ovdey érepov éctw 7 Kuplus 
elrety duoppos vAn, and lower down, 

voua al lidar, karexpyoaro mpds Td yévos 
&xaorov TH apudtroveay AaBEtv poppyy. 
For other references see Dihne Ji-~ 
disch-Alea. Religionsphilosophie 1. p. 

185. 
3 In 1 Cor. iv. 6 raira perecxnudrioa 

els €uavrov x.7.d. the word refers to a 
rhetorical oxjua, and here perepoppwoa 
would of course be out of place. 
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oxnpariter da would have been out of place and that perapoppodcGa alone 
is adequate to express the completeness and significance of the chango 
(Matt. xvii. 2, Mark ix. 2), Even in the later addition to St Mark’s Gospel 
where our Lord is described as appearing to the two disciples év érépa 
poppj, though pop? here has no peculiar force, yet cyjjyza would perhaps 
be avoided instinctively, as it might imply an illusion or an imposture. It 
will be observed also that in two passages where St Paul speaks of an 
appearance which is superficial and unreal, though not using oxjpa, he still 
avoids popdy as inappropriate and adopts pépdears instead (Rom. ii. 20 rav 
Loppocw ris yrydoews Kal THs adnGelas, 2 Tim. iii. 5 popdoow evoeBelas). 
Here the termination denotes the aiming after or affecting the popd7. 

And the distinction, which has thus appeared from the review of each 
word separately, will be seen still more clearly from those passages where they 
occur together. In Rom. xii. 2 yw} cvvoxnparilerdat 76 alam roir@ 
Od petrapophodta barry dvaxawacer tov voos the form of the sentence calls 
attention to the contrast, and the appropriateness of each word in its own 
connexion is obvious : ‘Not to follow the fleeting fashion of this world, but 
to undergo a complete change, assume a new form, in the renewal of the 
mind. On the other hand in Phil. iii. 21 peracynpartioes 1d cdparis ra- 
TEVSTEOS NUaY TVLpOpHoy TS codpare THs Sons avrov, the difference is not 
obvious at first sight. The meaning however seems to be, ‘will change the 
Jashion of the body of our humiliation and fix it in the form of the body of 

His glory” Here I think it will be clear that a compound of cyjpa 
could not be substituted for cvppoppov without serious detriment to the 
sense : while on the other hand perapopdodcer might possibly have stood for 
petacxnpatices, 

I now come to the passage in the Epistle to the Philippians out of 
which this investigation has arisen. But before attempting to discover 
what is implied by poppy Geos, it will be necessary to clear the way by dis- 
posing of a preliminary question. Does the expression éy popd# Gcod 
umdpyev refer to the pre-incarnate or the incarnate Christ? Those who 
adopt the latter view for the most part explain the words of the super- 
natural or divine power and grace mauifested by our Lord during His 
earthly ministry. Thus in ancient times the Ambrosian Hilary, ‘Deus 
apparet, dum mortuos excitat, surdis reddit auditum, leprosos mundat, 
et alia’: thus in a later age Erasmus, ‘Ipsis factis se Deum esse declara- 
ret etc.’; and Luther, ‘Dass gittliche Gestalt nichts anderes sei denn 
sich erzeigen mit Worten und Werken gegen andere als ein Herr und 
Gott?’ Against this view De Wette, though himself referring the ex- 
pression to Christ incarnate, urges with justice that the point of time 
marked by vimdpyev is evidently prior to our Lord’s actual ministry, 

1 Of the two words peracxyparl fev 
would refer to the transient condition 
from which, perapyopgpodv to the perma- 
nent state to which, the change takes 

place. Archbishop Trench however sup- 
poses that peracxyuarifew is here pre- 
ferred to perapoppody as expressing 

‘transition but no absolute solution of 
continuity,’ the spiritual body being 
developed from the natural, as the 
butterfly from the caterpillar; N.T. 

Syn. 2nd ser. p. gt. 
2 Postill.ad. Epist. Domin. Palm. (x11. 

p. 630 ed. Hall.), quoted by De Wette. 

Q—2 
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the period of this ministry itself being a period of humiliation. He 
therefore explains it as describing the glory dwelling potentially in Christ, 
at the moment when He commenced His ministry. The meaning of St Paul, 
he thinks, is best illustrated by the account of the temptation (Matt. iv. 8), 
where our Lord rejects Satan’s offer of ‘all the kingdoms of the world 
and their glory.” At that moment and in that act of renunciation it might 
be said of Him that év popp9 Gcod imdpyeov ody dpmaypdy nyjoaro 7d etvat 
ica Och dda Eavrdv exévocev. But this is quite as unsatisfactory as the 
explanation which he rejects. The point of time is clearly prior not only 
to our Lord’s open ministry, but also to His becoming man. Even if the 
words popdiy SovAov AaBady did not directly refer to the incarnation, as 
they appear to do, nothing else can be understood by év épopart dvOpa- 
mov yevopnevos. We cannot suppose St Paul to haye meant, that our Lord 
was not in the likeness of men before His baptism and ministry, and 
became so then for the first time. On the contrary all accounts alike agree 
in representing this (so far as regards His earthly life) as the turning- 
point when He began to ‘manifest forth His glory (John ii. 11)’ It was 
an exaggeration indeed when certain early heretics represented His bap- 
tism as the moment of His first assumption of Deity: but only by a 
direct reversal of the accounts in the Gospel could it be regarded in any 
sense as the commencement of His humanity. The whole context in St 
Paul clearly implies that the being born as man was the first step in His 
humiliation, as the death on the Cross was the last. In other words, it 
requires that év pop}_ Gcod vmapyey be referred to a point of time prior to 
the incarnation. 

This being so, what meaning must we attach to ‘the form of God’ in 
which our Lord pre-existed? In the Clementine Homilies St Peter is 
represented as insisting upon the anthropomorphic passages in the Scrip- 
tures and maintaining therefrom that God has a sensible form (uopdy). To 
the objection of his opponent that if God has a form (uopdy), He must have 
a figure, a shape (cyfpua) also, the Apostle is made to reply by accepting the 
inference : ‘God has a cyjua; He has eyes and hands and feet like a man ; 
nevertheless He has no need to use them!” Not such was St Paul’s con- 
ception of God. Not in this sense could he speak of the popdy, not in 
any sense could he speak of the cyfpa, of Him who is ‘ King of kings and 
Lord of lords, who only hath immortality, who dwelleth in light unapproach- 
able, whom no man hath seen or can see (1 Tim. vi. 15, 16)’ It remains 
then that poppy) must apply to the attributes of the Godhead. In other 
words, it is used in a sense substantially the same which it bears in Greek 
philosophy*, It suggests the same idea which is otherwise expressed in 

1 Clem. Hom. xvii. 3, 7, 8. 
2 A passage in Justin Martyr (Apol. 

i. g) fairly illustrates the distinction of 
poppy and cxfva in St Paul. He says 
that Christians do not believe the idols 
formed by men’s hands to have the 
form (uop¢yv) of God; they have only 
the names and the shapes (cxjpara) of 

demons; the form of God is not of this 
kind (0d rocadrny exew THv wopprr) ; 
His glory and form are ineffable (dppyrov 
Sbtay Kal popPyy éxwv). He thus ap- 
pears to contrast the visible oyjuara of 
demons with the insensible immaterial 
poppy of God. A corresponding dis- 
tinction also seems to hold in the Pistis 
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St John by 6 Adyos rod Ocod, in Christian writers of succeeding ages by 

vids cod dy eds, and in the Nicene Creed by Geos éx Ocod. 

In accepting this conclusion we need not assume that St Paul con- St Paul’s 

sciously derived his use of the term from any philosophical nomenclature. 

There was sufficient definiteness even in its popular usage to suggest this ¢., 

meaning when it was transferrred from the objects of sense to the concep- 

tions of the mind. Yet if St John adopted Adyos, if St Paul himself adopted 
elxdv, mpororoxos, and the like, from the language of existing theological 
schools, it seems very far from improbable that the closely analogous ex- 
pression pop Ocod should have been derived from a similar source. The 
speculations of Alexandrian and Gnostic Judaism formed a ready channel, 
by which the philosophical terms of ancient Greece were brought within 
reach of the Apostles of Christ. 

Thus in the passage under consideration the popd? is contrasted with General 
the oyfpa, as that which is intrinsic and essential with that which is acci- result. 
dental and outward. And the three clauses imply respectively the true 
divine nature of our Lord (sop¢7 Gcod), the true human nature (uophy dov- 
ov), and the externals of the human nature (cyzjpare bs dvOpwros) 

Different interpretations of ov~ aptaypov xyncato. 

It will appear from the notes, that two principal interpretations of ovy Two inter- 
dpraypov nyjoaro have been proposed, depending on the different senses pretations 
assigned to dpwaypés. In the one the prominent idea is the assertion, in 
the other the surrender, of privileges. The one lays stress on the majesty, 
the other on the humility, of our Lord. These two interpretations may 
conveniently be considered side by side and discussed at greater length. 

1. If dpwayyos ‘plundering’ is taken to mean ‘robbery,’ ‘ usurpation,’ (1) dp- 
then the expression asserts that the equality with God was the natural 727#0s 
possession, the inherent right, of our Lord. This interpretation suits the 7° Dery 

Sophia, where both words occur several 
times, pp. 38, 184, 226, 246, 253, 272, 
273,274,277; the former especially in 
the phrase dA7Aea poppas opposed to 
similitude or copy (rapddeypa, see p. 
253), the latter in connexion with rura 
and rapadelyuara (see esp. 272 8q.). 

2 In the controversies of the fourth 
and fifth centuries great stress was laid 
by Catholic writers on the force of 
poppy here. See for instance Hilary of 
Poitiers de Trin. viii. 45 (11. p. 245), 
Psalm exxxviii. (1. p. 569), Ambrose 
Epist. 46 (11. p. 986), Greg. Nyss. 
ce, Eunom. iv. p. 566 (1 5¢ poppy Tod Ocod 

raurav 7H odcla mavrws éorly), and the 
commentators Victorinus, Ambrosias- 
ter, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, on this 
passage. St Chrysostom especially dis- 
cusses the matter at somelength. Itis 
not surprising that they should have 
taken this view, but they could hardly 
have insisted with such confidence on 
the identity of wop¢7 and ovola, unless 
they had at least a reasonable case 
on their side, I trust the investiga- 
tion in the text will show that their 

view was not groundless, though their 
language might be at times over- 
strained, 
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words themselves well enough, when isolated from their context, and so 
far is free from objection. But it takes no account of the clauses which 
immediately precede and follow. (1) It neglects the foregoing words. 
For the Apostle is there enforcing the duty of humility, and when he adds 
‘Have the mind which was in Jesus Christ, we expect this appeal to our 
great Example to be followed immediately by a reference, not to the right 
which He claimed, but to the dignity which He renounced. The dis- 
location of thought caused by this interpretation is apparent ; ‘Be ye hum- 
ble and like-minded with Christ, who partaking of the divine nature 
claimed equality with God” The mention of our Lord’s condescension 
is thus postponed too late in the sentence. (2) And again this interpretation 
wholly disregards the connexion with the words following. For in the 
expression ot x dpmaypoy yyjoaro k.7.A. GAG Eavrov exévocer, the particles 
ovx and dAda@ obviously correspond, ‘not the one but the other’; so that 
exévooev éavrdy must contain the idea which directly contrasts with 
dpraypov nynoaro. On the other hand the interpretation in question ren- 
ders adda as equivalent to dAN duos. Besides being unnatural in itself 
after ody, this rendering fails entirely to explain the emphatic position 
of dpraypov. 

This sense, which is adopted in our own English Version and has been 
extensively received in modern times, may probably be traced to the in- 
fluence of the Latin fathers, who interpreted the rendering of the Latin 
Version without reference to the original. The Latin phrase ‘rapinam 
arbitrari’ did not convey the secondary meaning which was at once sug- 
gested by dpraypoy (apraypa) nyetoba; nor perhaps would the Latin par- 
ticles ‘non...sed’ bring out the idea of contrast so strongly as ovy...dAAd. 
At all events it should be noticed, that while this interpretation is most 
common (though not universal) among Latin writers, it is unsupported 

by a single Greek father, unless possibly at a very late date. 
Such is the interpretation of Turrutiran de Resurr. Carn. 6, adv. Prax. 

7, adv. Mare. v. 20; of the Amprostan Hitary here; of St AMBROSE de 

Fid. ii. 8 (1. p. 483 ed. Bened.) ‘Quod enim quis non habet, rapere cona- 

tur; ergo non quasi rapinam habebat eequalitatem cum Patre etc’; of 

Pro«asius here; and above all of St Avcustine who again and again 
quotes and explains the passage in his Sermons, 92 (v. p. 500 ed. Bened.), 

118 (p. 587), 183 (p. 875), 186 (p. 885), 213 (p. 937), 244 (p. 1019), 264 (p. 
1075), 292 (p. 1170), 304 (p. 1235); comp. in Psalm. xe (Iv. p. 972). The 

distinctness with which this interpretation was enunciated by the greatest 

teacher of the Western Church would necessarily secure for it a wide 

reception. 
2. Ifon the other hand dpraypéy nyeicba is considered equivalent to 

the common phrase dpraypa jyeioGa, 80 that dpraypos will signify ‘a prize,’ 

“a treasure, then the logical connexion with the context before and after 

ig strictly preserved: ‘Be humble as Christ was humble: He, though 

existing before the worlds in the form of God, did not treat His equality 

with God asa prize, a treasure to be greedily clutched and ostentatiously 

displayed: on the contrary He resigned the glories of heaven. The only 

objection to this rendering, the form dpraynos in place of dprayya, has 

been considered in the notes. 
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This is the common and indeed almost universal interpretation of the The sense 

Greek fathers, who would have the most lively sense of the requirements rae ties 
of the language. So it is evidently taken in the earliest passage — it tathers. 
is quoted, in the Epistle of the CuurcHEs or GaUL (Euseb. A. E. v. 
where praising the humility of the martyrs they say emt TooouUToy diherat 
kal puparat Sparrow éyévovto, Os ev poppy Ceod vrapxwy ovx dpmaypoy © 

iynoaro To elvas ica Ged, evidently thinking this clause to contain in itself a 
statement of His condescension. So OriGgEn clearly takes it; 3 in Joann. Origen. 

vi. $37 (Iv. P. 156 D) péxpe Oavarou Raralselvety Umép daeBav, ody apmrayyov 
Hyovpevov TO eivar iga Oeg, kal Kevovy éavrov x.r-d.; in Matth. Comm. Ser. 
(11. p. 916 c) ‘ Vere Jesus non rapinam arbitratus est esse se eequalem Deo, 
et non semel sed frequenter pro omnibus seipsum huwiliavit’ ; in Rom. 
vy. § 2 (Iv. p. 553 A)‘ Nec rapinam ducit esse se eequalem Deo, hoc est, non 
sibi magni aliquid deputat quod ipse quidem sequalis Deo et unum cum 
patre sit’; ib. x. § 7 (Iv. p. 672 ©) ‘Christus non sibi placens nec rapinam 
arbitrans esse se equalem Deo semetipsum exinanivit. So too MerHoprus ; Methodius. 

Fragm. p. 105 (Jahn) avros 6 Kupwos, 6 vids tot cod, tywav avro [rd 
paptupuoy] euaprupyoer, ody dpraypoy jynoduevos Td elvar ica Ocd, iva Kal 
TovT® Tov avOpwrov TH Xapiopare els ov KareBn orépy. So again EusEBius Eusebius. 
unnistakeably ; Lecl. Proph. iii. 4 éyeonOn mévns, ovx dpmaypov ryovpevos 
TO elvat ica Bed GAN e€avroy Tramewov «t.d.; Hecles. Theol. i. 13 (p. 57) 

mpovmdpyav, Oedrnte marpixhs Soens TetTynpevos’ od py apmaypov jyovpevos 
TO elvae toa Ge@ Eavrov 8 ovy Kevdoas «.7..; comp. tb. i. 20 (p. 94). So 
also THuoporE oF Morsunsria (Raban. Maur. Op. vi. p. 488 B ed. Migne) Theodore. 
‘Non magnam reputavit illam quee ud Deum est sequalitatem et elatus in 
sua permansit dignitate, sed magis pro aliorum utilitate preeelegit humiliora 
ete.’ 5 and after him Taroporet, interpreting the passage, rv mpos Tov wa- Theodo- 
répa igotyta €xwy ov péya TovTo UrédaBe. So moreover the PseuDo-ATHANA- Tet. 
sius Hom. de Sem. (Athan. Op. m. p. 49 ed. Bened.) xpurdcis 8¢ 6 Aaveid cis bell 
Baodéa ovx dua ipnace ay Baotreiav add qvelyeTo ToAXois xpovors Sov- gius. 
Aevav TS Saovdr* kal 6 coryp nudv yevynbeis Baoieds mpd Tv aidvar...nvel- 

XETO, OVX dpmaypov Hynoato Td etvar toca Oc x7.A. So in like manner 
isiporE oF Prxusium LEpist. iv. 22 i épyatov wynoato 76 eivat igov ovk av Isidore of 
éavrov erarreivwcer...dovAos pev yap Kui eAevdepwbeis Kat viobecia rysnOeis Gre Pelusium. 
dpraypa 7 evpnpa thy d&iav jynodpevos ovS dv Urocrain olxerixdv epyor 
dvica’ 6 d€ yunows vids «7.A.; and CyrIL OF ALEXANDRIA c. Jul. vi Cyril of 
(VI. p. 195 ed. Aubert.) 6 pev yap TOY O\wv corip kal Kupwos, kairo peroy Alex- 
adr@ 76 €v poppy kal ioérnte tH Kata may ottotv dpacbar mpds Toy marépa andria. 

kal tois tis Oedtntos évaBpivecOar Oaxors, ovx dpmayyov nynoato «K.T.d. 
(where the xairo is decisive). In addition to this positive testimony it 
should be noticed, that throughout the important controversies of the fourth 
and fifth centuries it does not seem once to have occurred to any Greek 
father to put forward the other explanation of the passage, though so 
eminently favourable to the orthodox belief. 

eae es 
of Gaul. 

1It is not clear what interpreta- jprace ydp, dyolv, ovK e\aBe 7d toov 
tion was adopted by Didymus of Alex-  elvau tH gicer 7@ Ceg Kal warpl Kal 
andria de Trin. i..26 (p. 73), Tl rijs 5} 6 pw vm’ dddov Kevwhels Eavrdy 52 

lodrynros tabrns evploxerat dvicov; ovx Kevdoas avdévrny Seamdtnvy ouod Kal 
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Nor is the interpretation thus generally adopted by Greek writers con- 
fined to them alone. Some of the most acute and learned of the Latin 
fathers explain it in the same way. 

Thus perhaps Hiary or Porrrers de Trin. viii. 45 (u. p. 246 ed. 
Bened.) ‘ Non sibi rapiens esse se zequalem Deo, ad susceptionem se formee 
servilis per obedientiam exinanivit...non tamen eequalem se Deo per rapi- 
nam existimans quamvis in forma Dei et sequalis Deo per Deum Deus sig- 
natus exstaret’’; and more clearly Jerome ad Hedib. Q. 9 (Epist. 120, 1. 
p. 837) ‘ Pro quibus non rapinam arbitratus est se esse equalem Deo sed 
semetipsum exinanivit’ ; see also his notes on Gal. iv. 12, v. 14% 

In comparing these two interpretations, it will be seen that while the 
former makes ody dpraypyov jyjoaro & continuation and expansion of the 
idea already contained in év popp7 Ocot vndpxwr, ‘He existed in the form 
of God and so did not think it usurpation to be equal with God’; the 
latter treats the words as involving a contrast to this idea, ‘He existed 
in the form of God but nevertheless did not eagerly assert His equality 
with God.’ In short the two interpretations of the clause, as I have said 
before, are directly opposed, inasmuch as the one expresses our Lord’s asser- 
tion, the other His cession, of the rights pertaining to His divine majesty. 

And between these two explanations—the one which interprets dpray- 
pov by déxiav, and the other which interprets it by pzacor—our choice 
must be made. A middle interpretation however was maintained by 
St Chrysostom, and has been adopted with more or less distinctness by 

others, especially in recent times. It agrees very nearly with the first in 
the-sense assigned to dpwaypos, and yet approaches to the second in the 
general drift of the clause. ‘Being in the form of God, He did not con- 
sider that He was plundering, when He claimed equality with God. He 
did not therefore look upon His divine prerogatives as a booty of which 
He feared to be deprived and which therefore it was necessary to guard 
jealously. He reigned not asa tyrant but as a lawful sovereign. He could 
therefore divest himself of the outward splendours of His rank without 
fear®.’ 

As an indirect doctrinal inference from the passage, this account is 
admissible ; but as a direct explanation of its bearing, it is faulty because 
it understands too much, requiring links to be supplied which the con- 
nexion does not suggest and which interrupt the sequence of thought. 

dldvov éavrdv dwédeéev: comp. ib. iii. 17 
(p. 377). The expression ovx ijprace 
however seems to point to an interme- 
diateinterpretation likethe one adopted 
by Chrysostom, as given in the text. 
Nothing can be inferred from the lan- 
guage of St Basil adv. Eunom. iv. 
(I. p. 294 E, 295 A), or from Liturg. 

S. Bas. p. 158 (Neale). 
1 Yet in another passage c. Const. 

Imper. § 19 (11. p. 577) he says, ‘Non ra- 
pit quod erat Christus,’ which points to 
the other sense of dprayuds. Perhaps 
he, like Chrysostom, adopted a middle 

interpretation combining features of 
both. 

2 This is probably the view also of 
Victorinus in his commentary on the 
passage, ‘Ergo nunc Paulus, Non, in- 
quit, Christus rapinam credidit, id est, 
hoc sibi vindicavit, tantum habere 
voluit ut forma Dei esset, sed etiam se 
ipsum exinanivit etc.’; but his lan- 
guage is not distinct, See again his 
treatise c. Arium i. 9, Galland Bibl. 
Vet. Patr. vit. p. 155. 

3 Op. x1. p. 245. I have abridged: 
his explanation. 
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All similar attempts to mediate between the two opposing explanations fail 
in the same way and tend only to confuse the interpretation of the passage. 

Of the two explanations then, between which our choice lies, the con- 
text, as I have shown, seems imperatively to require the second; and if 
authority count for anything, the list of names, by which it is maintained, 
sufficiently refutes the charge of being ‘liable to grave suspicion on theolo- 
gical grounds’ We should do wisely however to consider its doctrinal 
bearing, without reference to authority. 
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Now while the other explanation directly asserts our Lord’s divinity, Theologi- 
this confessedly does not. Yet on the other hand the theological difference cal bearing 
is only apparent. For, though we miss the direct assertion in this par- of th 

terpreta- 
e in- 

ticular clause, the doctrine still remains. It is involved in the preceding 435, adopt- 
words, for the ‘ pre-existeuce in the form of God, as will appear I think ed. 
from the last note, means substantially this. It is indirectly implied more- 
over in this very clause taken in connexion with the context. For how 
could it be a sign of humility in our Lord not to assert His equality with 
God, if He were not divine? How could such a claim be considered 
otherwise than arrogant and blasphemous, if He were onlya man? H St 
Chrysostom’s interpretation must be rejected as faulty and confused, his 
argument at least is valid; ‘No one wishing to exhort to humility says, 
Be humble and think less of yourself than of your compeers (¢Aarroy dpovet 
tov dporiuer), for such and such a person being a slave did not set himself 
up against his master ; therefore imitate him. Nay, one might reply, here 
is a question not of humility, but of infatuation (drovolas)’; ‘It is no 
humility for the inferior not to set himself up against his superior’; ‘ If 
being a man, He washed the feet of men, He did not empty, did not 
humble Himself; if being a man, He did not grasp at equality with God, 
He deserves no praise 1’ 

One who refuses to claim some enviable privilege may be influenced by 4; goes not 
either of two motives, by a feeling of humility or by a sense of justice, favour hu- 
according as he has or has not a right to this privilege. Those who hold manita- 
humanitarian views of the Person of Christ necessarily take the latter ™#®2 Views- 
view of the motive in this instance. The equality with God, they argue, 
was not asserted, because it would have been an act of usurpation to do go. 
To this view it may fairly be objected, that it overlooks the true signi- 
ficance of dpraypov (dpraypa) nyeioOat, which as a recognised phrase is 
equivalent to éppaov Hyeto Ga and therefore refers to the desirableness of the 
possession or acquisition. But its fatal condemnation is this, that it treats 
the clause as isolated and takes no account of the context. The act ex- 
pressed by ovx dpwaypov jyjoaro is brought forward as an example of 
humility, and can only be regarded as such, if the expression 76 efva: ica 
@c@ refers to rights which it was an act of condescension to waive®. 

1 Op. x1. pp. 236, 237, 247+ 
2 One other interpretation put for- 

ward by recent commentators deserves 
attention. Meyer (followed by Dean 
Alford), desirous of giving dprayucv 
the active sense which its termination 
suggests, translates the words, ‘Did not 

look upon His being on an equality 
with God, as a means of self-enrich- 
ment.’ In answer to the mechanical ob- 
jection urged against this sense, that a 
state (ré elya) cannot be regarded as an 
action (&ptayuor), he justly appeals to 
1 Tim. vi. § vomgivrwy mopicudcy elvar 
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Lost Epistles to the Philippians ? 

It has been maintained by some, that a passage in the Epistle to the 
Philippians implies a more or less sustained correspondence between 

St Paul and his converts, so that the extant letter is only a single link in 
a long chain. ‘To write the same things,’ says St Paul, ‘to me is not irk- 
some, while for you it is safe.” The reference, it is urged, cannot be ex- 
plained from the epistle itself, since it does not supply any topic which 
satisfies the two conditions, of occurring in the immediate context, and of 
being repeated elsewhere in the course of the letter. 

Moreover the inference thus suggested is thought to be confirmed by an 
allusion in the Epistle of Polycarp. Writing to these same Philippians, he 
says (§ 3); ‘Neither I nor another like me can attain to the wisdom of the 
blessed and glorious Paul; who coming among you taught the word of 
truth accurately and surely before the men of that day; who also when 
absent wrote letters (émiaroAds) to you, into which if ye search ye can be 
builded up unto the faith given to you.’ 

Against this view no objection can be taken from the probabilities of 
the case. On the contrary it is only reasonable to suppose, that during the 
ten or eleven years which elapsed between the epoch cf their conversion 
and the date of this epistle, the Apostle, ever overflowing with love and 
ever prompt to seize the passing opportunity, would have written not 
once or twice only to converts with whom his relations were so close and 
affectionate. And—to consider the broader question—if we extend our 
range of view beyond the Philippians to the many churches of his founding, 
if we take into account not these ten years only but the whole period of his 
missionary life, we can hardly resist the conclusion that in the epistles of our 
Canon we have only a part—perhaps not a very large part—of the whole 
correspondence of the Apostle either with churches or with individuals. 

But, if there be any reluctance to allow that the letter of an inspired 
Apostle could have been permitted to perish, a moment’s thought will dis- 
sipate the scruple. Any theory of inspiration, which would be consistent 
with historical fact, must find a place for this supposition. It is true of 
Him who ‘spake as never man spake, that if all His words had been pre- 
served, ‘the world itself could not contain the books that should be written.’ 
Yet His recorded sayings may be read through in a very few hours. And 

meaning on dpraypov in the passage of rHy evoéBeay, which presents an exact 
Cyril, de Ador. 1. p. 25, quoted above parallel in this respect, This interpre- 

tation suits the context very fairly, but 
jt seems tome to be somewhat strained ; 

and the fact that dprayua tyelcOa 
(rove?o ax) is a common phrase mean- 
ing ‘to prize highly, to welcome eagerly,’ 
and that dprayusy tyeicOat (roeta ai), 
wherever else it occurs, has also this 
sonse, would appear to be decisive. 
Meyer indeed attempts to force his own 

(in tho notes, p. 111); but when this 
writer, speaking of Lot’s renewal of the 
offer of hospitality when declined by 
the angels, describes this importunity 
by ovy aprayucv thy rapalrnow érotetro, 
it is difficult to conceive that the phrase 
can mean anything else but ‘did not 
eagerly close with, did not gladly wel- 
come their refusal.’ 
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on the ground of inspiration we cannot assuredly claim for the letters of 
the Apostle an immunity from the ravages of time, which was denied to 
the words of the Saviour Himself. The ‘litera scripta’ indeed has a firmer 
hold on life. But the difficulty of multiplying copies, the strife of parties 
within the Church, and the perils assailing the brotherhood from without, 
are sufficient to explain the loss of any documents in the earlier ages. And 
from the nature of the case the letters of the Apostles could not have been 
so highly prized by their contemporaries, as by later generations. History 
confirms the suggestion which reason makes, that the writings of the first 
teachers of the Gospel grew in importance, as the echo of their voice died 
away, A letter from a dear friend is a poor substitute for the free inter- 
change of conversation. But when he is taken from us, we know not how 
to value his correspondence highly enough}. 
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Atall events indications are not wanting of other letters besides those Indica- 

which have been preserved for the instruction of the Church. The two tions of 
short Epistles to the Thessalonians stand alone in a period which extends other lost 

etters. 
over at least twenty years before and after’ Yet in one of these the Theasalos 
Apostle calls attention to his mode of signature, as a guarantee of genuine- nica. 
ness, which occurred ‘in every epistle’ written by him’, Such an expres- 
sion would be conclusive, even if unsupported by other allusions, which 
suggest at least the suspicion that several letters may have passed between 
St Paul and his Thessalonian converts’. Again, his written communica- 
tions with the Corinthians seem to have extended beyond the two extant Corinth. 

epistles. In a passage in the First Epistle, according to the most pro- 
bable interpretation, he directly alludes to a previous letter addressed to 
them®: and the acknowledgment of the Corinthians, which he elsewhere 
mentions, that his ‘letters are weighty and powerful, together with his 
own reply ‘Such as we are by letters when absent etc.®,” cannot be ex- 

1 Prof. Jowett, Epistles of St Paul 
I. p. 195 (2nd ed.), has an instructive 
essay on the probability of many epi- 
stles having been lost. Withsome of his 
special criticisms however I venture to 
disagree. He supposes for instance that 
1 Cor. v. 9 refers to the First Epistle to 
the Corinthians itself, and that Col. iv. 
16 does not refer to the Epistle to the 
Ephesians, 

2 Fourteen years at least, probably 
seventeen (see notes Gal. ii. 1), elapsed 
between St Paul’s conversion and the 
third visit to Jerusalem (a.p. 51). The 
Epistles to the Corinthians, which pro- 
bably follow next in order after the 
Epistles to the Thessalonians, were not 
written till a.p. 57, 58. Thus the whole 
period will be 20 or 23 years, according 
to the reckoning adopted. 

3 2 Thess, iii. 17. 
4 2 Thess, ii. 2, 15. 

5 r Cor. v. g eypava vpiv ey rH 
ETLGTOAR BN ouvavaulyyycbae mopvors. 
The real difficulty in referring this allu- 
sion to the First Epistle itself lies not 
in éypawa, which might be explained as 
an epistolary aorist, but in év rH ém- 
oToAy ‘in my letter,’ which is thus ren- 
dered meaningless: see Journal of 
Class. and Sacr. Phil. 11. p. 196 (note). 
Twoindependent reasons have probably 
conspired to promote the unnatural ex- 
planation by which it is referred to the 
First Epistle. (1) On theological grounds 
commentators have been unwilling to 
admit that an epistle of St Paul could 
have perished: while (2) they have been 
misled critically by the context, ver. 11 
vov dé éypawa x.T.d., taking vy in its 
primary temporal sense, whereas it ap- 
pears to mean, ‘under these circum- 
stances,’ ‘the world being what it is.’ 

6 2 Cor. a. 10, II. 
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plained quite satisfactorily (though the explanation might pass) by the 
single extant epistle written before this date. On the other hand the 
‘letter from Laodicea,’ which the Apostle directs the Colossians to procure 
and read}, must not be classed among these lost letters, as there is very 
good reason for supposing that he there refers to the circular letter to the 
Asiatic Churches, sent to Laodicea as one of the great centres and thence 
communicated to the neighbouring town of Colossz, but circulated in the 
Church at large through the metropolis of Asia and therefore generally 
known as the Epistle to the Ephesians. Whether to these lost letters to 
Thessalonica and to Corinth we are required to add one or more addressed 
to the Philippians, I propose now to consider. The general question has 
only been introduced to prepare the way for this investigation. 

1, The passage in the Epistle to the Philippians itself has been 
variously explained. Some have interpreted it ‘to repeat in writing the 
same injunctions which I gave you myself by word of mouth, or ‘which 
I charged you by my messengers.’ But such amplifications receive no 
encouragement from the words themselves, which mean simply ‘to write 
the same things again and again.’ To written communications therefore 
our attention must be confined. 

Even with this limitation, three solutions are offered. Hither (1) The 
extant epistle itself consists of two separate letters welded together; or 
(2) A lost letter must be assumed in which the same subject was introduced ; 
or (3) The often repeated topic must be discovered in the extant letter. 
The first of these solutions has been already considered and set aside? ; 
nor indeed does it contribute anything towards the interpretation of this 
passage (though it would explain the plural in Polycarp), for no new topic 
is introduced by the disintegration of the existing letter. The second 
might very fairly be accepted in default of a better: but there is nothing 
in the words which suggests a reference to any incident external to the 
letter itself, and it is therefore simpler not to look elsewhere for the 
allusion. The third view then seems preferable, if any topic can be found 
which satisfies the conditions. And in the notes on the passage I have 
attempted to show that such a topic is not wanting. 

2. But the reference in the Epistle of Polycarp still remains to be ex- 
plained. What account must be given of the ‘letters,’ which St Paul wrote 
to the Philippians? Does Polycarp, as some have thought, include the 
Thessalonian Epistles, which as being addressed to a neighbouring Church 
would be known and read at Philippi also? This is possible ; but a simpler 
solution offers itself. Notwithstanding the plural émorodai, the reference 
may be satisfied by the one extant Epistle to the Philippians. Of this 
usage of the plural émorodal, applying to a single letter®, there can be no 
doubt. This will appear plainly from Thucyd. viii. §1 dcov od mapotcay 
and Tod *AAKiBidSov wept rovroy émraToAyy, compared with ai d€ rapa rob 

"AReiBiddov emiaTtorai ov ord dorepov Fxov; from Joseph. Ant. xii. 4. 10 

1 Col. iv. 16. I hope to consider 2 See the introduction, page 69 

the question of the ‘epistle from Lao- note. 
dicea’ in the introduction to the Hpis- 3 Thom. Mag. p. 354 Kal émorod} 
tle to the Ephesians: see also Colos- kal émiarodal rhnOuvrixds* pyropixdy. 
sians p. 274 Sq. 
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6 Aaxedatpoviay Bacweds”Apetos mpecBeiav Te emeume Kal eWLTTOAGS OY TO 
dyriypaddv éore rowodrov, compared with 7 péy ody ereorody 4 meppbcion 
mapa Tod Aaxedaipoviav Bacik€as TovToy meptetye tov Tpdrovt: and from 
Alciphron Epist. ii. 4 as Sueréppo pov tod Baoiéws ras émtotodds, evOvs 
dvéyvev, compared with coBoica tais xepolw euautiis thy émecrodny ody 
avrh Th Baowsey opayid:; the singular in each case standing in the 
immediate neighbourhvod of the plural and referring to the same writing. 
I have placed these instances side by side, because the context in all three 
cases determines the sense, and because being taken from writers of differ- 
ent epochs they show that the usage was not confined to any one period. 
The following references also, which might be multiplied many times, serve 
to illustrate its occurrence in classical writers at different stages of the 
language: Hur. Iph. Taur. 589, 767, Iph. Aul. 111, 314, Thucyd. i. 132, 
iv. 50, Polyb. v. 43. 5, Lucian. Amor. 47 (mu. p. 450), Julian. Epist. 73 
(comp. Epist. 44)°. Nor is this usage confined to classical Greek. In 
Esth. iii, 14 émeorodai is a translation of a singular substantive (23ND) ; 
while in 1 Mace. vy. 14, 3. 3, 7, Xi. 29, xii. 5 etc., it plainly refers to a single 
document. And in ecclesiastical writers of a later date examples are found. 
Eusebius (Z. £. vi.1) for instance, like the authors first quoted, uses émro}) 
and émoroAat in the same context when speaking of one and the samo 
letter’, 

If therefore we find that in another place Polycarp, referring again to Singular 
the Epistle to the Philippians, uses the singular (émoroAy)4, this cireum- 20d plural 
stance will present no difficulty; for we have seen similar variations of ae eg 
usage in the passages of Thucydides and Alciphron, of Josephus and Euse- = 
bius, where the anomaly is rendered more striking by the fact that in these 
authors the singular and plural occur in close proximity. 

But a later passage of this same father has been quoted to show that he Polycarp’s 
carefully distinguishes between the singular and the plural of this word. ‘The usage else- 
letters (émorodds) of Ignatius, he writes, ‘which were sent to us by him, Sheree 
and such others as we had by us, we have sent to you, as ye commanded ; ° 
all which (airiwes) are appended to this letter (émoroAj); from which ye may 
derive great advantage’ (§ 13). The plural here has been explained as 
referring to the two letters, the one to the Smyrnzeans, the other to Poly- 
carp, contained in the short Greek recension. This explanation, it will be 
seen, supposes either the genuineness of the short Greek recension of the 
Ignatian letters or the spuriousness of this portion of Polycarp’s epistle. 
Into these questions it would be beside the purpose to enter here. I 

would only say that here again the é¢m:crodai may very well be used of a 
single letter, and that on this supposition there is a certain propriety in the 

1 Comp. also Antig. xiii. 4. 8. 
2 T owe a few of these references to 

Rettig Quest. Phil. p. 38. 
3 Comp. also H. HE. vi. 43, quoted 

by Cotelier on Polyc. Phil. 3. The 
plural ‘epistole’ in Latin is used in 
the same way; Justin xi. 8, 12, Plin. 
N. H. xxxiii. 12, quoted by Fabric. Bibl. 
Grac. Iv. p. 804 (ed. Harles). 

4 Polye. Phil. 11 ‘qui estis in prin- 
cipio epistola ejus,’ where some word 
like ‘laudati’ should perhaps be sup- 
plied. Others however suppose the ori- 
ginal Greek to have been ol bvres é&v 
apxf émorodal avrod, comparing for 
év dpxf. Phil. iv. 15, and for émirroAat 
avrob 2 Cor. iii. 2, 3. 
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change from the plural to the singular, when the writer has occasion to 
speak of himself. For the plural émioroAai, which signifies properly ‘direc- 
tions, injunctions,’ whenever it occurs in prose of a single epistle, seems to 
denote a missive of importance, such as a king’s mandate or a bishop’s 
pastoral; and its employment by Polycarp to designate his own letter 
would have jarred strangely with his pervading tone of humility, though it 
would fitly describe the communications of the blessed Apostle Paul (§ 3) 
or the holy martyr Ignatius (§ 13) 

On the whole then it would appear probable that Polycarp refers solely 
to the extant Epistle to the Philippians; for though the existence of other 
letters was seen to be in itself antecedently probable, yet it seems very 
unlikely that an epistle of St Paul, which had survived the opening of 
the second century and was then known to the Churches of Smyrna and 
Philippi, should so soon afterwards have passed wholly out of memory. 
Trenzeus, the pupil of Polycarp, is evidently acquainted with only one 
Epistle of St Paul to the Philippians”. 

1 By a curious coincidence Maximus 
uses the plural of Polycarp’s own epi- 
stle: Dion, Areop. Op. 11. p. 93 (ed. 
Corder.), #xee 6¢ kal érecrodds 6 autos 
Oetos TloNvKapros mpds Pidurmyciovs. 

2 Georgius Syncellus indeed (Chron. 
I. p. 65t ed. Dind., w passage which I 
owe to Rettig Quest. Phil. p. 38) speak- 
ing of St Clement of Rome writes, 
rovrou Kal 6 dwréaroNos év TH mpos Pedtr- 
ayolous peuyntat rpdTy erioTorg elrwv, 

Mera cal KAxjuevros x.7.A.: but it seems 
wholly incredible that Syncellus him- 
self, and very unlikely that any autho- 
rity quoted by him, should have been 
acquainted with more than one Epistle 
to the Philippians: and I can only ac- 
count for the reading by supposing that 
a superfluous a crept into the text 
and was afterwards written out in full 

Tpary. 



III. 2] 
di é,3 , 

*BNémeTe Tous Kuvas, 

IIL. 2—6. ‘Be on your guard. Shun 
these shameless dogs, these workers 
of mischief, these mutilators of the 
flesh. I call it mutilation, for we are 

the true circumcision, we offer the 
genuine service; we—you and J— 
Gentile and Jew alike—who serve by 
the Spirit of God, who place our boast 
in Christ Jesus and put no trust in the 
flesh. And yet, whatever be the value 
of this confidence in the flesh, i assert 
it as well. If any other man claims 
to put trust in the flesh, my claim is 
greater. I was circumcised on the 
eighth day, a child of believing pa- 
rents. I am descended of an old 
Israelite stock. I belong to the loyal 
and renowned tribe of Benjamin. I 
am of a lineage which has never con- 
formed to foreign usages, but has 
preserved throughout the language 
and the customs of the fathers, Thus 
much for my inherited privileges ; and 
now for my personal career. Do they 
speak of law? I belong to the Pha- 
risees, the strictest of all sects. Of 
zeal? I persecuted the Church. This 
surely is enough! Of righteousness ? 
In such righteousness as consists in 
obedience to law, I have never been 

found a defaulter,’ 
2. <A probable aecount of the ab- 

rupt introduction of this new topic is 
given in the introduction p. 69. As 
the Apostle is on the point of refer- 
ring once more to the divisions in the 
Philippian Church before concluding, 
he is interrupted. Whether the in- 
terruption was momentary, or whether 
some hours or even days elapsed be- 
fore the letter was resumed, it is vain 
to conjecture. But it has diverted, 
or at least modified, the current of 
his thoughts. He speaks no longer of 
the social dissensions actually pre- 
valent among the Philippians ; but he 
warns them against a much more 
serious though hitherto distant peril 
—the infection of Judaism. It seems 
probable therefore that he had mean- 
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while been apprised of some fresh 
outbreak or reminded of some old 
antagonism on the part of his Judaiz- 
ing opponents in Rome ; see p. 17. 

The thrice repeated ‘ mark ye,’ to- 
gether with the recurrence of the defi- 
nite article in the three clauses—the 
dogs, the evil workers, the concision— 
shows that St Paul is alluding toa 
well-known and well-marked party in 
or out of the Church. 

Biémere] ‘look to, be on your guard 
against, mark and watch.’ Comp. Mark 
iv, 24 Bdémere Ti dxovere, 2 Joh. 8 
Bvérere éavrovs : 80 frequently Bdérere 
dro (e.g. Mark viii. 15) and Bdérere 
ny (e.g. Luke xxi. 8), 

tovs kvvas] St Paul retorts upon 
the Judaizers the term of reproach, 
by which they stigmatized the Gen- 
tiles as impure. In the Mosaic law 
the word is used to denounce the foul 
moral profligacies of heathen worship 
(Deut. xxiii. 19 od mpocoices picbopa 
mopyns ovdé Gddaypa kvvds). Among 
the Jews of the Christian era it was 
a common designation of the Gentiles, 
involving chiefly the idea of ceremo- 
nial impurity ; see esp. Clem. Hom. ii. 
19 einev OvK eeoriv iacOa rd vy 
€orxora kvolv dia 75 Sraddpors yphoGat 
Tpogais kai mpageouy, drrodedopérns tips 
kara THY Bactdelay tparélys Tois viois 
"Iopayd* 1) O€ TovTO dxovcaga, Kal ris 
avris tTpamé(ns as Kiav wWiyloy dro- 
munTovT@y TuppeTadauBaver [Seouévn], 
perabenevn Orrep WY, TS Opoiws Siautao- 
Oat Tois tis Bacwdelas viois tis els THY 
Ovyarépa, os iEiwoer, ervyev ldcews. 
The writer thus interprets from a 
Judaizing point of view the incident 
in Matt. xv. 22 sq., where our Lord 
uses the Jewish phraseology of the 
day to test the faith of the Canaanite 
woman. See the rabbinical quotations 
in Schéttgen 1 p. 1145. St John 
applies the term to those whose mora) 
impurity excludes them from the new 
Jerusalem, the spiritual Israel, Apoc. 
xxii. 15. As a term of reproach the 
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word on the lips of a Jew signified 
chiefly ‘impurity’; of a Greek, ‘impu- 
dence.’ The herds of dogs which prowl 
about eastern cities, without a home 
and without an owner, feeding on the 
refuse and filth of the streets, quarrel- 
ling among themselves, and attacking 
the passer-by, explain both applications 
of the image. To the Jew more especi- 
ally the comparison of the heathen toa 
dog would commend itself,as describing 
hisindiscriminate use of meats whether 
clean or not. Thus St Paul’s language 
here is strikingly significant: ‘They 
speak of themselves as God’s children; 
they boast of eating at God’s table ; 
they reproach us as dogs, as foul and 
unclean, as outcasts from the cove- 
nant, because forsooth we eat meat 
bought at the shambles, because we 
do not observe the washing of cups 
and platters. I reverse the image. 
We are the children, for we banquet 
on the spiritual feast which God has 
spread before us: they are the dogs, 
for they greedily devour the garbage 
of carnal ordinances, the very refuse 
of God’s table.’ See the note on oxv- 
Banda ver. 8. 

kaxovs épyaras] So again he says 
of the Judaizing teachers 2 Cor. xi. 
13 of rotovrot evdamdaTodo, epyarat 
Sodcot. The proselytizing zeal of the 
party has been already noticed by St 
Paul, i. 15, 16. There he contemplates 
it as exerted upon heathendom, and 
with very mixed feelings he constrains 
himself to rejoice: here on the other 
hand he apprehends its assaults on a 
more liberal Christianity, and an un- 
qualified condemnation is pronounced 
upon it. The Pharisaic party (Acts 
xv. 5) which ‘compassed sea and land 
to make one proselyte’ (Matt. xxiii, 15) 
had carried its old leaven into the 
Christian Church. There was the 
same zealous activity in the pursuit 
of its aims (épyaras), and there were 

the same pernicious consequences in 
the attainment (xakovs). 

THY Karatopyy] ‘the concision, the 
mutilation.” The corresponding verb 
kararépvey ig used in the Lxx only 
of mutilations and incisions forbidden 
by the Mosaic law; Levit. xxi. 5 ém 
Tas odpkas avrav ov Kxatatepotow év- 
Topidas, I Kings xviii. 28 kaTatéuvovro 

cara tov €Ocopov avray, Is. xv. 2, Hos, 
xvii. 14. Hence the appropriateness 
here: ‘This circumcision, which they 
vaunt, is in Christ only as the gashings 
and mutilations of the idolatrous hea- 
then’: comp. Gal. v. 12 dedov kal 
droxoyovra, with the note. Thus it 
carries out the idea of xvvas. For the 
paronomasia of xaratouy, mepirouy, 
compare 2 Thess. iii. 11 pndev épyago- 
pévous Gia meptepyafopnevous, Rom. xii. 
3 py vmephpoveiy map’ 5 det poveiy 
Gra poveiv cis TO cadhpoveiv: see 
Winer § lxviii. p. 793 sq. See the 
monograph by J. F. Béttcher de 
Paron., ete. Paulo freg. (Lips. 1823) ; 
and for instances inthe Old Testament 
Glass. Phil. Sacr. v. ii.2, p. 926. But, 
though especially frequentin the Bible, 
they arenaturally common everywhere. 
The saying of Diogenes, that the school 
of Kuclides was not cyody but yor 
and the discourse of Plato not dca- 
tpi3n but xararpi8y (Diog. Laert. vi. 
24), may be matched in English by the 
ambassador’s complaint that he had 
been sent not to Spain but to Pain, 
or Leicester's report of the English 
troops in the Netherlands that the 
Queen’s ‘poor subjects were no better 
than abjects,’ or Coleridge’s descrip- 
tion of French philosophy as ‘psilo- 
sophy,’ or again in Latin by the taunt 
of pope against antipope that he was 
not ‘consecratus’ but ‘ execratus,’ or 
the common proverb ‘ compendia dis- 
pendia.’ See also Farrar’s Chapters 
on Language p. 265 sq. 

3. qyets KTA.] ‘We are the true 
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circumcision ; we, who have put off 
the impurity of the heart and have 
put on Christ, whether belonging to 
the outward circumcision, as I, or to 
the outward uncircumcision, as you.’ 
% mepitoun| The contrast of the 

material and the spiritual circum- 
cision occurs more than once else- 
where in St Paul: Rom. ii. 25—29, 
Col. ii. 11, comp. Ephes. ii, 11 of Neyd- 
pevot axpoBvotia vrd THs eyouerns 
mepttopns €v aapxi xetpomourov. In 
this respect, as in so many others, St 

Stephen’s speech contains an anticipa- 
tion of St Paul: Acts vii. §1 drepiryy- 
To. Kapdiais Kat Tois wolv. The use 
made of the image of circumcision, as 
a metaphor for purity, in the Old Tes- 
tament had prepared the way for the 
Apostle’s application: e.g. the cir- 
cumcision of the heart, Levit. xxvi. 41, 
Deut. x. 16, xxx. 6, Ezek. xliv. 7; of 
the ear, Jer. vi. 10; of the lips, Exod. 
vi. 12, 30; comp. Jer. ix. 25,26. Thus 
too Philo discusses at some length the 
significance of this rite, as a symbol of 
moral purgation, de Circum. UW. p. 211 
M, comp. de Vict. Off. . p. 258 M. 
S0 too Justin. Dial. 12, p. 229 © dev- 
répas 45n xpeta Tepitopis, Kat vpeis 
ent Th capki péya ppoveire (comp. § 19, 
p. 236 c), § 43, Pp. 261 6 ov TauTny my 

kata oapka mepiiaBouev mepiTopny 

aia mvevparexny, Barnab. § 9. 
mvevpatt Geo] ‘by the Spirit of 

God, and not with the ordinances 
and traditions of men. Thus Cecod, 

besides being the better supported 
reading, is also more emphatic than 
cg. The latter however presents a 
closer parallel to Rom. i. 9 6 Qeds 6 
Aarpevo ev tg mvevpari pov. See the 
next note. 

Aarpevovres] The terms arpela, 
Aarpeveww, had got to be used in a very 
special sense to denote the service 
rendered to Jehovah by the Israelite 
race, as His peculiar people: see espe- 
cially Rom. ix. 4 dv 7 viodecia x10. 

PHIL. 

kat 7 Aartpela kat ai énayyedlat, 
Acts xxvi. 7 els qv Td Swdexapudov 
quay év exrevela vikra kal jpépav Na- 
Tpetov «rA.; comp. Heb. ix. 1, 6. 
Hence the significance of St Paul’s 
words here; ‘We possess the true 
reptropy, the circumcision not of the 
flesh but of the heart, and we also offer 

the true Aarpeia, the service not of ex- 
ternal rites but of a spiritual worship’ : 
comp. Joh, iv. 23, 24. The same cp- 
position between the external and the 
spiritual Aarpeia is implied again in 
Rom. xii. I mapaotqoa Tra oodpara 
tpav Ouciav (dcav ayiav edaperrov TO 
cd, THY NoyeKyy Aarpelav vpay, 
besides Rom. i. 9 quoted in the pre- 
vious note. Compare Athenag. Leg. 
13 mpoodépew Séov dvaipaxroy Ouciav 
kat thy oytKny mpoodyew Rartpelay, 
and see the note on iv. 18. This defi- 
nite sense of Aarpevew explains how it 
is used absolutely without any case of 
the object following, as in Luke ii. 37, 
Acts xxvi. 7. The substitution of 
Qc for Gcod here was probably an 
attempt to relieve the apparent awk- 
wardness of this absolute use. 

kavx@pevor «t.d.] in accordance 
with the precept in Jer. ix. 23, 24, 
twice quoted in a condensed form by 
St Paul, 1 Cor. i. 31, 2 Cor. x. 17, 6 
kavyopevos ev Kupio xavyacbo. 

ovx« é€v capxi] Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 18, 
Gal. vi. 13, 14. The expression éy 
capxt extends beyond mepiropy to all 
external privileges. 

4. xkaimep éyd xr.d.] ‘though hav- 
ing myself confidence.’ The Apostle 
for the moment places himself on the 
same standing ground with the Ju- 
daizers and, adopting their language, 
speaks of himself as having that which 
in fact he had renounced: comp. 2 Cor. 
xi. 18 émel modo kavyavrat kara [THY] 

capka, kaya Kavynoopa. The proper 
force of Zyav mweroidnow must not be 
explained away. The xaimrep éeyd 
singles out the Apostle (comp. 1 Thess. 

1<e) 
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ii. 18), for the Philippians did not 
likewise possess these claims. 

kat év capki] ‘in the flesh as well 
as in Christ; as if forsooth this one 
topic did not cover the whole field of 
boasting.’ 

Soxet meroévar] ‘thinks to have 
confidence’; ‘seems to himself? rather 
than ‘scems to others’; for the former, 
besides being the more common mean- 
ing in St Paul (1 Cor. iii. 18, vii. 40, x. 
12, xi. 16 etc.), is also more forcible. 
With eyo paddov we must understand 
Sox meroOevae in the same sense; 
‘If they arrogate to themselves these 
carnal privileges, I also arrogate them 
to myself. St Paul is using an argu- 
mentum ad hominem; in his own 

language, he is for the moment ‘speak- 
ing foolishly,’ is ‘speaking not after 
the Lord,’ 2 Cor. xi. 17. See the pre- 
ceding note. 

5. This passage has a close parallel 
in 2 Cor. xi. 21; and the comparison 
is instructive. With the same depth 
of feeling and the same general pur- 
port, the form of expression in the 
two passages differs widely. The tu- 
multuous eagerness of the Apostle’s 
earlier style, which appears in the 
letter to the Corinthians, is replaced 
here by a more subdued, though not 
less earnest, tone of remonstrance. 

Compare also Rom. ix. 3—5, xi. I. 
The four clauses at the beginning 

of the fifth verse, which describe the 
privileges inherited by the Apostle 
apart from his own act or will, are 
arranged in an ascending scale, (1) 
The due performance of the rite of 
circumcision shows that his parents 
were neither heathens nor sons of 
Ishmael. (2) But as this is consist- 
ent with their being proselytes, he 
specifies his direct Israelite descent. 
(3) Again, his ancestors might have 
been descendants of Israel and yet 
have belonged to a renegade tribe. 
Against this possibility he guards by 

naming the faithful tribe of Benjamin. 
(4) Lastly, many of those, whose de- 
scent was unimpeachable and who in- 
herited the faith of the Mosaic law, 
yet as living among heathens adopted 
the language and conformed to the 
customs of the people around them. 
Not such were the forefathers of Saul 
of Tarsus. There had been no Helle- 
nist among them; they were all strict 
Hebrews from first to last. 

mepiroun éxranuepos] Converts to 
Judaism would be circumcised in 
mature age; Ishmaelites in their thir- 
teenth year. Concerning the latter 
see Joseph. Ant. i, 12. 2. For the 
dative mepirouy ‘in respect of circum- 
cision’ comp. ii. 7 oxnpare evpedeis, 
and see Winer § xxxi. p. 270. The 
nominative mepirouy, read in some 
texts, is hardly translatable. For é«- 
tanuepos ‘eight days old’ compare 
tpinwepos (M. Anton, iv. 50), rerparjpe- 
pos (Arist. Pol. iii. 15), mevOnwepos 
(Xen. Hell, vii. 1. 14), Seyjpepos 
(Thucyd. v. 26, 32), etc. The passages 
quoted show that the words denote 
properly not interval but duration, 
so that ‘on the eighth day’ is not a 
veryaccurate translation, The broken 
days at the beginning and end are of 
course counted in to make up the eight. 

ek yévous *Iopand] i.e. his parents 
were not grafted into the covenant 
people, but descended from the origi- 
nal stock. On the significance of 
‘Israel, Israelite, as implying the 
privileges of the theocratic covenant, 
see the note on Gal. vi. 16. 
vais Bevapeiv] As Benjamin gave 

to the Israelites their first king, as 
Benjamin alone was faithful to Judah 
at the disruption, so also this tribe 
had from the earliest times held the 
post of honour in the armies of the 
nation. ‘After thee, O Benjamin’ was 
a battle-cry of Israel; Judges v. 14, 
Hos. v. 8. The glory of the Benjamito 
however did not end here. He re- 
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membered with pride that his fore- 
father alone of the twelve patriarchs 
was born in the land of promise {see 
the words put into the mouth of Mor- 
decai in Megill, Esth. iii. 4, quoted by 
Wetstein). He would also recal the 
great national deliverance wrought by 
means of a Benjamite, which was com- 
memorated in the yearly festival of 
Purim. St Paul mentions his descent 
from Benjamin again Rom. xi.1. He 
doubtless derived his name ‘Saul’ di- 
rectly or indirectly from the Benja- 
mite king, to whom he himself refers 
with marked emphasis (Acts xiii. 21). 
At a very early date the prediction 
in Jacob’s blessing of Benjamin (Gen. 
xlix. 27), ‘In the morning he shall 
devour the prey and at night he shall 
divide the spoil,’ was applied to the 
persecuting zeal and later conversion 
of St Paul; Test. xii Patr. Benj. 11, 
Tertull.adv. Marc.y. 1, Hippol. Fragm. 
50 (p. 140 Lagarde), Ephr. Syr. rv. pp. 
114, 193, (comp. p. 288); see Galatians 
p. 321. On the character of Saul of 
Tarsus in connexion with the cha- 
racter of the tribe see Stanley Jewish 
Church I. p. 40. 

‘EBpaios ¢& ‘EBpaiay] As "Iovdatos 
is opposed to"EAAnv in the New Tes- 
tament (e.g. Rom. i. 16), so is ‘EBpaios 
to ‘EAAnuorys (Acts vi. 1). In other 
words, while the former pair of terms 
expresses a contrast of race and re- 
ligion, the latter implies difference of 
language and manners. Within the 
pale of the Jewish Church a man was 
*lovdaios, who traced his descent from 
Jacob and conformed to the religion 
of his fathers, but he was not ‘E8paios 

also, unless he spoke the Hebrew 
tongue and retained Hebrew customs: 

. see Trench NV. 7. Syn. § xxxix. p. 129. 
Hence here, as in 2 Cor. xi. 22, ‘He- 
brew’ implies something which is not 
expressed in ‘Israelite. Though St 
Paul was born in Tarsus, he was yet 

brought up under a great Hebrew 
teacher in the Hebrew metropolis 
(Acts xxii. 3); he spoke the ‘Hebrew’ 
language fluently (xxi. 40, xxii. 2); he 
quotes frequently from the Hebrew 
Scriptures which he translates for him- 
self, thus contrasting with his contem- 
poraries the Jewish Philo and the 
Christian writer of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, who commonly use the Hel- 
lenistic version of the Seventy. The 
tradition mentioned by Jerome on 
Philem. 23 (vu. p. 762, ed. Vallarsi), 
that St Paul’s parents lived in the 
Galilean town of Gischala and were 
driven thence by the Roman invasion, 
contains its own refutation in a mani- 
fest anachronism; but it seems to 
illustrate St Paul’s statement here, for 
it may rest on a reminiscence of the 
long residence of his family in those 
parts. For the form of expression 
‘EBpaios é& ‘EBpaiwy, ‘a Hebrew and of 
Hebrew ancestry’, comp. Herod. ii. 143 
nipopw ék mpopios, Demosth. Andr. 
p. 614 SovAous ex SovAwy Kady éavrod 
Bedrious kai éx BeAtidvav, Polyb. ii. 59. 1 
ov povoy yeyovévat rUpavyoy GANG Kal éx 
Tupdvvev mepuxevat, With other passages 
collected in Wetstein and Kypke. 

Having thus enumerated his in- 
herited privileges, the Apostle goes 
onto speak of matters which depended 
on his own personal choice. Here are 

three topics of boasting. (1) As re- 
gards law, he attached himself to the 
sect which was strictest in its ritual 
observance. (2) As regards zeal, he 
had been as energetic as any of his 
countrymen in persecuting the Church. 

(3) As regards righteousness, he had 
left nothing undone which the law 
required. 

vopov] ‘law, not ‘the law’; for 
though the Mosaic law is meant, yet 
it is here regarded in the abstract, as 
a principle of action, being coordinated 
with (ydos and dixaoovyny. For the 

IO—2 
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distinction of vogzos and 6 vopos see 
the notes on Gal. ii. 19, iv. 4, 5 21, 
y. 18, vi. 13. 

Gapicaios| Acts xxiii. 6 eyd ape- 
caids ciut vids Papicaiwy (where vids 
apicaiwy perhaps refers rather to his 
teachers than to his ancestors, being 
a Hebraism like ‘ the sons of the pro- 
phets’; comp. Amos vii. 14), xxvi. 5 
kata Thy axpi3eatarny aipeow THs jpye- 
tépas Opnoxeias €{noa Papioaios, xxii. 
3 mermaidevpevos xara axpiBeray tov 
matp@ov vopov. Similarly St Paul calls 
himself (jAwrns rév marpixey mapa- 
ddcewv in Gal. i. 14: see the note there. 

6. xara (jdosx.7.A.] An expression 
of intense irony, condemning while he 
seems to exalt his former self: ‘I was 
zealous above them all; I asserted my 
principles with fire and sword; I perse- 
cuted, imprisoned, slew these infatuat- 
ed Christians; this was my great claim 
to God’s favour.’ This condensed irony 
is more common in the earlier epi- 
stles: e.g. 1 Cor. iv. 8,2 Cor. xi. 1, 7, 
19. The correct reading is ¢7Xos (not 
(jrov), for which form see Winer 
§ ix. p. 76, A. Buttmann p. 20. In 
Clem. Rom. §§ 3, 4, 5, 6, where the 
word occurs frequently, the masculine 
and neuter seem to be interchanged 
without any law. 

duaxov}] The references to his per- 
secution of the Church are frequent in 
St Paul: see the note on Gal. i. 13 xa? 
umepBorny edi@xoy thy éxkkAnolay Tov 
cov. 

thy ev vopo] added to qualify and 
explain d:xatoovyny; ‘Such righteous- 
ness as consists in law, in obedience to 
formal precepts’, but not the true 
righteousness: sce ver. 9. Here ey 
yopo is used without the article for 
the same reason as in ver. 5. 

yevouevos dpeumrros] ‘showing my- 

8. dda wevotrye [kal] nyovua. 

self blameless’, i.e. ‘I omitted no ob- 
servance however trivial’, for péugeo- 
6at applies to sins of omission. 

drwa x.7.A.] ‘All such things which 
I used to count up as distinct items 
with a miserly greed and reckon to my 
credit—these I have massed together 
under one general head as loss’, This 
paraphrase is intended to bring out, 
though with a necessary exaggeration, 
the idea faintly expressed by the 
change from the plural («ép4y) to the 
singular ((nuiav). Otherwise there 
would be a natural tendency to make 
both plural or both singular: comp. 
Menand. Mon. 301 (Meineke 1v. p. 348) 
xépdos movnpoyv (npiav det Peper with 
2b. 496 (p. 354) Ta pixpa Képdn Cyplas 
peyadas dépe. For drwa, denoting 
‘the class of things’, see the notes on 
Gal. iv. 24, v. 19. 

61a Tov Xpiarov] ‘for Christ’, i.e. as 

it is explained below (ver. 8), iva Xpu- 
orov kepdyow. To this end it was ne- 
cessary first to renounce all other 
claims to righteousness: see especially 
Gal. v. 4. 

8. adda pev obv K.7.A.] ‘nay more- 
over I do count all things etc. ; see 
Winer § liii. p. 552. This combi- 
nation of particles introduces the 
present statement as an amendment 

and extension of the former. The 
advance consists in two points; (1) The 
substitution of the present for the 

perfect (jyotpat for Fynuat); (2) The 
expansion of ratra into mavra. 

did TO Umepexov K.T.A.] The prepo- 
sition may mean either ‘for the sake 
of’ (as in dca Tov Xptordy above and 
é¢ éy below); or, as the sense of 
dmepéxov suggests, ‘by reason of’, sig- 
nifying that the surpassing worth of 
this knowledge eclipses and annihi- 
lates all other gains in comparisons 
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tod Kuptov pov] See the note on 
i, 3. 

ra mavra e(nuiwOnv] ‘I suffered the 
confiscation, was mulcted, of all things 
together” For ra mavra, which is 
somewhat stronger than savra, comp. 
Rom. viii. 32, xi. 36, 1 Cor. viii. 6, ete. 

oxvBara] The word seems to sig- 
nify generally ‘refuse’, being applied 
most frequently in one sense or other 
to food, as in Plut. Mor. p. 352 D repir- 
topa 6€ rpopijs kal cxvBador ovdey ayvor 
ovdé Kabapov eorte’ ex b€ THY TepiTTO- 
parev pia Kat Aaxvar Kal Tplyes Kal 
dvvxes avapvovra. The two significa- 
tions most common are: (1) ‘ Excre- 
ment, the portion of food rejected by 
the body, as not possessing nutritive 
qualities: e.g. Joseph. B. J. v. 13. 7. 
This sense is frequent in medical wri- 
ters. (2) ‘The refuse or leavings of 
a feast,’ the food thrown away from 
the table: e.g. Leon. Alex. 30 (Anthol. 
IL. p. 196) ds drodermudiov yevoopevos 
oxvBadrov, Aristo 2 (7b. IL. p. 258) detmvov 
ovyxvov ard oxvBddrav, Adesp. 13 (tb. iii. 
P.253)eppipde Enpots Pupopevoy cxvBa- 
rows, Q. Meee. 8 (tb. 11. p. 238), Adesp. 
386 (ib. UL. p. 233); and metaphori- 
cally Heges. 4 (7b. 1. p. 254) é& adds 
npiBpwroy dvnvéyxavto caynveis avdpa 
mo\vKAavTov vauTiiins oxvBadrov. So 
again oxvBddicpa, Pseudo-Phocyl. 144 
pnd GAdov mapa dards dys oKvABa- 
ALopa Tparé{ns. 

As regards derivation, it is now 
generally connected with oxap, oxards 
(Benfey Wurzel. 1. p. 628, 11. p. 172, 
Lobeck Pathol. p. 92). This deriva- 
tion countenances the former of the 
two senses given above; but Suidas 
explains the word, ré rois kvol Baddo- 
pevoy xvoiBadoy te dv (comp. Etym. 

Mag. p. 719, 53); and so Pott, Etym. 
Forsch. 1. p. 295, takiug oxv- to repre- 
sent és xvvas and comparing oxopa- 
xitew. This account of the word seems 
at least as probable as the other; but 
whether correct or not, it would ap- 
pear to have been the popular deriva- 
tion, and from this circumstance the 
second of the two meanings would 
become more prominent than the 
first. 

At all events this meaning, which is 
well supported by the passages quoted, 
is especially appropriate here. The 
Judaizers spoke of themselves as 
banqueters seated at the Father's 
table, of Gentile Christians as dogs 
greedily snatching up the refuse meat 
which fell therefrom. St Paul has 
reversed the image. The Judaizers 
are themselves the dogs (ver. 2); the 
meats served to the sons of God are 
spiritual meats ; the ordinances, which 
the formalists value so highly, are the 
mere refuse of the feast. 

The earnest reiteration of St Paul’s 
language here expresses the intensity 
of his desire to produce conviction : 

Kepdy, kepSiiow—iynuat, yobpat, 7yo0- 
par—(npiar, (npiay, €¢nprdOnv—bud, ua, 
dud—ravra, Ta mavta—Xpioror, Xpio- 

tov, Xpiorov; see above i. 9, 14, 27, 
ii. 2. 

g. evpe6a] ‘may be found’ ; per- 
haps at the great day of revelation 
(2 Cor. v. 3), perhaps more generally 
(1 Cor, iv. 2). For the frequent use 
of this word in Aramaised Greek see 
the note on Gal. ii. 17. 

év avré] ‘in Christ’, as part of 
Christ, as a member of His body. It 
is only by becoming one with Christ, 
that Christ’srighteousness can become 
our righteousness. 

épny Suxacocuryr] ‘Any righteous- 

ness that I may have or not have,’ 
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It is éuny, not ryv éunv; for the latter 
would seem to assume the existence 
of such personal righteousness, Comp. 
Rom. x. 3 dyvoovvres yap rHv tov Ocod 
Stxacocvyny Kal rHv iSiav [Sccacoodyyv] 
(yrotytes orioat tH Stkarocdvy Tov 
Ocod ovx vmeraynoay. St Paul is ap- 
plying and extending the language of 
the Old Testament: comp. Ps. lxxi. 16, 
Is. lxiv. 6, 
Tv ék vopov] See above ver. 6; 

comp. Gal. ii. 16—21, iii, 10—12, 21, 
Rom. iii. 21—31, iv. 13, 14, ix. 30—32, 

X. 4; 5. 
adda k.7.A.] Here dia ricreas Xpic- 

tov is opposed to ex vomov, and éx 
Gcod to euny, of the preceding clause. 

Oia migtews Xpiotot |‘ through faith 
in Christ? The ée of the former 
clause is changed into é:a here, be- 
cause faith is only the means, not 
the source, of justification: see the 
note on Gal. ii. 16. 

ent rH mlore] ‘on the condition of 
faith’ ; as Acts iii. 16. The article (77 
mioret) ig used here, because wicrews 
has gone before; ‘the faith thus sup- 
posed’, 

to. ‘That I may know Him. And 
when I speak of knowing Him, I mean, 
that I may feel the power of His resur- 
rection; but to feel this, it is first 
necessary that I should share His suf- 
ferings.’ The essence of knowing Christ 
consists in knowing the power of His 
resurrection ; hence the words kai rj 
Suvapuy Ths dvacragews avrov are added 
by way of explanation. But these words 
again suggest another thought; no 
one can participate in Hisresurrection, 
who has not first participated in His 
death. Hence a further addition xai 
Kowwviay Tov maOnpatev avrov, which 
logically precedes ryv dvvapw «rr. 
as appears from the explanation fol- 
lowing, cvppopdifopervos TO Oavarw 
avrov, ef mws KT. 

Tod yvova] not simply ‘know’, but 
‘recognise, feel, appropriate’. On yivec- 
xewv Bee the notes to Gal. iii. 7, iv. 9. 
This intense sense of ywdckew, and 
even of eidéva (e.g. I Thess. v. 12), is 
the more common in Biblical Greek, 
because both words are used in the 
Lxx as renderings of 1! which fre- 
quently has this sense. 

Thy Svvapw x.7.Ar.] ‘the power of 
His resurrection’ ; a3 the assurance 
of immortality (Rom. viii. 11, 1 Cor. 
xv. 14 8q.), as the triumph over sin 
‘and the pledge of justification (Rom. 
iv. 24, 25), as asserting the dignity and 
enforcing the claims of the human body 
(1 Cor. vi. 13—15, Phil. iii. 21) ; thus 
quickening and stimulating the whole 
moral and spiritual being (Rom. vi. 4 
sq.,‘Gal. ii. 20, Ephes. ii. 5, Col. ii. 12). 
On this see Westcott’s Gospel of the 
Resurrection ii. § 31 sq. 

kal kowvwviay k.t.A.] The participa- 
tion in Christ’s sufferings partly fol- 
lows upon and partly precedes the 
power of His resurrection. It follows, 
as the practical result on our life; 
it precedes, as leading upto the fulland 
final appreciation of this power. In 
this latter aspect it is taken up in 
the explanatory clause which comes 
immediately after, cuppopdifopevos 
«7d. For the expression ryy xoww- 
viay x... comp. 2 Cor. i. 5 meppirevec 
ra mabnpara Tou Xpiorov els Huas K.TA., 
1 Pet. iv. 13 xoweveire Tois Tod Xpiorow 
maéjpaow, Col. i. 24, Polye. Phil. 9 
mapa T@ Kupio @ kal ovvéradoy. See 
also for the idea the passages quoted in 
the next note. The rjv before cowvwviay 
in the received text, besides being 
deficient in authority, severs the close 
connexion between ‘ the power of His 
resurrection’ and ‘the participation 
in His sufferings’ 
Pua e fopevos «t.A.] See Rom. 

. 5 et yap odpputoe yeydvaper ro 
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} 0 Cava jrou, “el wws KaTayTy- cuppopprCopevos TH Oavatw aitov, “ei 7 Tm 
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ow eis THY EEavacTaow THY EK vEKpav. 

Gpordpate Tov Oavdrov avrov, adda kab 
Ths dvagtacews éodpeda, 2 Cor. iv. 10 
mavrote Thy veKpwow Tov Incov év TO 
oodpate mepupépovres, va Kat 9 Car Tov 
"Inoot davepwOy év rh Ovntij capi nav 
«7A.; comp. Rom. viii. 17, 2 Tim. ii. 11, 
12. The conformity with the sufferings 
of Christ implies not only the endurance 
of persecution for His name, but all 
pangs and all afflictions undergone in 
the struggle against sin either within 
or without. The agony of Gethsemane, 
not léss than the agony of Culvary, 
will be reproduced however faintly in 
the faithful servant of Christ. For 
cuppopdiCopevos see the detached note 
on poppy and cyjpa above p. 130. 

el mas Katavtyco] ‘if so be I may 
attain’ The Apostle states not a 
positive assurance but a modest hope. 
For ei ras sce Acts xxvii. 12 (optat.), 
Rom, i. ro (fut.), xi. 14 (fut. or conj.). 
Here xatravryow is probably the con- 
junctive, as ef cai xarada8o follows 
immediately. The conjunctive with e?, 
barely tolerated in Attic prose (though 
less rare in poetry), is hardly more 
common in the Greek Testament. 

The only decisive instance seems to 
be ef kai xaraddBo below, ver. 12. 

In other passages (as Luke ix. 13, 
1 Cor. ix. 11, xiv. 5, 1 Thess. v. 10, 
Rev. xi. 5) the possibility of error or 
the existence of various readings ren- 
ders it more or less doubtful. 

thy é€avaoraow «.7.A.] The ‘resur- 
rection from the dead’ is the final 
resurrection of the righteous to a 
new and glorified life. This meaning, 
which the context requires, is implied 
by the form of expression. The general 
resurrection of the dead, whether 
good or bad, is 7 avaoracts Taév vexpav 
(e.g. 1 Cor. xv. 42); on the other hand 
the resurrection of Christ and of those 
who rise with Christ is generally 
(n] dvacracis [yn] éx vexpdv (Luke xx. 
35, Acts iv. 2,1 Pet. i. 3). The former 

Sf A 

“ouy OTL Hon 

‘includes both the dvacracts Cas and 
the dvdcracts kpicews (Joh. v. 29); the 

latter is confined to the avdoracts 
(ons. The received reading rav vexpav 

for rv ék vexpdy, besides being feebly 

supported, disregards this distinction. 
Here the expression is further in- 
tensified by the substitution of ¢&- 
avaoraots for dvasraots, the word not 
occurring elsewhere in the New Tes- 
tament. 

12. In the following verses, though 
St Paulspeaks of himself, his language 
seems really to be directed against the 
antinomian spirit, which in its rebound 
from Jewish formalism perverted 
liberty into license. It is necessary to 
supply a corrective to such false infer- 
euces drawn from the doctrine of grace 
broadly stated. This he does by point- 
ing to his own spiritual insecurity, his 
own earnest strivings, his own onward 
progress. ‘To continue insin that grace 
may abound’ gains no countenance 
either from his doctrine or from his 
example. Having thus prepared the 
way, he in the 18th verse directly 
condemns those professed followers 
who thus dragged his teaching in the 
dust. See the introduction p. 70. 

12—16. ‘Do not mistake me, I 
hold the language of hope, not of 
assurance. I have not yet reached 
the goal; I am not yet made perfect. 
But I press forward in the race, eager 
to grasp the prize, forasmuch as Christ 
also has grasped me. My brothers, 
let other men vaunt their security. 
Such is not my language. I do not 
consider that I have the prize already 
in my grasp. This, and this only, is 
my rule. Forgetting the landmarks 
already passed and straining every 
nerve aud muscle in the onward race, 
I press forward ever towards the 
goal, that I may win the prize of my 
heavenly rest whereunto God has call- 
ed mein Christ Jesus. Lets therefore, 
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who have put away childish things, 
who boast that we are men in Christ, 
so resolve. Then, if in any matter 
we lose our way, God will at length 
reveal this also to us. Only let us 
remember one thing. Our footsteps 
must not swerve from the line in 
which we have hitherto trodden,’ 

12, ovx dre «7A.] The change of 

tense is not accidental. The aorist 
€\aBov points to a past epoch, to 
which e¢nurwénv, xatedjpponr, also 
refer ; ‘not asthough by my conversion 
I did at once attain’. The perfect rere- 
Aeiwpat describes his present state; 
‘not as though I were now already 
perfected.” For ovy dre compare 2 
Cor. iii. 5, vii. 9, 2 Thess. iii. 9, and 
below iv. 11, 17. 
Side «.7.A.] For the connexion of 

Sudkew and xaradapBdvey see Herod. 
ix. 58 Swwoxréou cici eis 5 karadap- 
POevtes «7... Lucian Hermot. 77 
@kitepot mapaToAd Si@xovtes ov Kare- 
AaBov: compare Lxx Hxod. xv. 9, 
Eccles. xi. 10. For the meaning of 
these two words see the note on émex- 
Tewopevos ver. 14; for the conjunctive 
katakaBo, thenote on caraytnow ver. 10. 
ep é] may mean either (1) ‘ Where- 

fore, whereunto, thus fulfilling God’s 
purpose; or (2) ‘ Because,’ thus fulfil- 
ling Ais own duty. In this second sense 
é¢ 6 is apparently used Rom. v. 12, 
2 Cor. v. 4. The former meaning seems 
more appropriate here, though the 
latter is better supported by St Paul’s 
usage elsewhere. On the different 
senses of ep’ 6 see Fritzsche on Rom. 
I. p. 299. Others, as the English Ver- 
sion, understand: an antecedent, xara- 
AdBw exeivo ep o (comp. Luke v. 25); 
but caradaBo, like karewnpeva below, 
seems to be used absolutely, as 2raBov 
und didxw also are used. 

13. adeAdoi] ‘my brothers, with 
a view of arresting attention ; see the 
notes on Gal. iii. 15, vi. 1, 18. 

eyo éuavrov] ‘Facile hoc alii de 
Paulo existimare possent,’ says Bengel. 
This however seems hardly to be the 
point of the expression. St Paul is 
not contrasting his own estimate of 
himself with other people’s estimate 
of him, but his estimate of himself 
with others’ estimate of themselves. 
He is in fact protesting against the 
false security, the antinomian reckless- 
ness, which others deduced from the 
doctrine of faith: see the notes on 
TéXevoe Ver. 15, and on vv. 12, 19, and 
the introduction p. 70. 

14. éy dé] This usage may be illus- 
trated by the classical expression 
dvoiv Oarepov. It is difficult to say 
whether éy is a nominative or an 
accusative. If (with Winer $§ lxvi. p. 
774) we may compare 2 Cor. vi. 13, itis 
the latter. 

Ta onicw] i.e. the portion of the 
course already traversed. Compare 
Lucian Calumn. 12 oiov te Kat emt 
tows yupueKois ayoow & vmod ToY Spopéewy 
yiyrerau’ kdket yap 0 pey dyads dpopevs 

Tihs vardnyos evOds Karameqovons, povov 

Tov mpoocw ediepevos Kat ty Suavoray 

dmoreivas mpos TO Téppa KT. 
érexrewvopevos | ‘ superextensus : OCU- 

lus manum, manus pedem preevertit 
et trahit, is Bengel’s paraphrase. The 
metaphor may possibly be derived from 
the chariot races in the Circus, as the 
cpistle was written from Rome. On 
this supposition the meaning of émexret- 
vopevos has been aptly illustrated by 
Virgil's ‘Instant verbere torto Et 
proni dant lora’ (Georg. iii. 106). To 
this view diac lends some support, 
for it is frequently said of charioteers 
(e.g. Soph. £7. 738); but all the terms 
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15. TovUTo ppovotpmev. 

used are equally appropriate to the 
foot-race, and there seems no reason 
for departing from St Paul’s usual 
metaphor. Moreover the not looking 
back, which showed a right temper 
in a runner (Lucian 1.c.), would be 
fatal to the charioteer; see Themist. 
Orat. xv. p. 196 B dv8pt dé Aroxoiv- 
TL,..avaykn...7d pev Mpogw pr) mavu opav 
Oriow d€ det rerpapda rH yvoun mpos 
tovds Sudkovras x.r.A. The word occurs 
Tren. i. 11. 3 (comp. i. 2. 2). 

els TO BpaBetov] ‘unto the prize’; 
comp. 1 Cor. ix. 24. This preposition 
is used, because the prize marks the 
position of the goal. The ém of the 
common text is an obvious substitution 
for a more difficult reading. 

Tis ava kAnoews] ‘our heavenward 
calling’ ; so Philo Plant. § 6 p. 333 M 
mpos yap To Oeiov dvw Kadeiobar Oéus 
Tous Um avTov Karamvevabévtas, Comp. 
Heb. iii. 1. The words ev Xpiord "Inood 
must be taken with kdjoews; sco 
1 Cor. vii. 22, 1 Pet. v. 10. 

15. Gc0t ovv rédevor] The réderor 
are‘grownmen’ as opposed to children ; 
e.g. I Cor. xiv. 20, Ephes. iv. 13, Heb. 
v.14. They are therefore those who 
have passed out of the rudimentary 
discipline of ordinances (Gal. iv. 3, 4), 
who have put away childish things 
(1 Cor. xiii, 1o—12), who have assumed 
the Apostle’s ground respecting the 
law. The réAevor in fact are the same 
with the mvevparcxoi: comp. 1 Cor. 
ii. 6 with iii. 1. But these men, who 
were proud of their manhood, who 
boasted their spiritual discernment, 
were often regardless of the scruples 
of others and even lax in their own 
lives. Hence the stress which St 
Paul here lays on the duty of moral 
and spiritual progress, as enforced by 
his ownexample. Thus in goo: rédevos, 
‘all we who attained our manhood, our 

independence, in Christ’, there is the 
same reproachful irony as in 1 Cor. 
Vili. I otdapev drt mavTes yroow eyoper, 
in Rom. xv. 1 jpeis of Suvaroi, and 
possibly also in Gal. vi. I vpeis of 
mvevparixol. The epithet rédAecoe seems 
to have been especially affected by 
the party both at this time and later ; 
comp. Barnab. 4 yevdpe8a mvevparekoi, 
yevopueba vads tédetcos TH Oc, Tren. 
i. 6. 4 éavrovs 5€ vmepupotor, TeAelous 
drokadotvtes kal omeppata éxdoyns 
(comp. § 3, where of reAevdraroris said 
in irony, and see also i. 13. 5, i. 18. 1, iii. 
13.5), Clem. Alex. Ped. i. 6 (p. 128 Pot- 
ter) éyot O€ cai Oavpatew erevow Ores 
oas tedelous Ties TOAWOCL Kadeiy Kal 
yrwotikous, Umép toy drdaTodoy dpo- 
voovtes, Puctovpevol Te Kal Hpvarropevoe 
«7.A., Hippol. Har. v. 8 ovdeis rovray 
TY pvotnplav dxpoatns yéyovey ei pr) 
povot of yyworikot TéAevor, NOt without 

a reference to the secondary sense of 

the word, ‘instructed in the mysteries.’ 
See Clem. Hom. iii. 29 redeiws expai- 
yew Tov puvaTiKoy Adyov...ToIs 76 
Tedetors en. 

rovto ppovaper] ‘let us have this 
mind’, i.e. let us make it our rule to 
forget the past and press ever for- 
ward. 

kai el re érépws k.7.A.] ‘Then, if only 
you hold this fundamental principle, 
if progress is indeed your rule ; though 
you are at fault on any subject, God 
will reveal this also to you’ ; comp. 
Joh. vii. 17 eav res Oédy TO OéAnua 
avrov Toteiv, yyooerat wept ris didaxfs 
morepoy €k TOU Geov early x.7.A. Here 
érépws seems to have the meaning 
‘amiss’: see the note on Gal.i. 6. It 
may however be ‘otherwise,’ in refer- 
ence to rodro ppovadpev; in which case 
etre will mean ‘in any minor point’; ‘If 
you are sound at the core, God will 
remove the superficial blemishes.’ 
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Comp. Herm. Vis. iii. 13 éav re dé 

O€n, dmoxadupOnceral cou. 
16, mAjy cis 0 Kr.A.] ‘only we must 

walk by the same rule whereunto we 

attained.” What is meant by this same 
rule? Is it (1) The rule of moral 
progress? or (2) The rule of faith as 
opposed to works? In the former case, 
the words would simply enforce the 
preceding rov ro dpovapev; in the latter, 
they are added as a parting caution 
against ‘the dogs, the base workers, 
the concision.’ The latter seems pre- 
ferable, as on the whole the reference 
to the Judaizers is the more probable, 
both because St Paul’s earnestness 
would naturally prompt him to recur 
to this subject, and because the 
phrase is elsewhere used in the 
same connexion; Gal. vi. 16 dco ro 
kavove TOUT@ oTotxnoovaly, Comp. V. 25. 

The words after crovyeiy in the re- 
ceived text (kavdm, rd ado hpoveiv) 
are interpolated from Gal. vi. 16, 
Phil. ii.2. Of these cavém is a correct 
gloss, while 75 avrd dpoveiy expresses 
an idea alien to the context. Though 
maAqv is now generally connected with 
mréov, mreiv, as if it signiffed ‘more 
than, beyond’ (e.g. Klotz Devar. 11. 
p. 724, Curtius Griech. Etym. p. 253), 
the etymology which connects it with 
méXas seems to offer a better explana- 
tion of its usage. It will then signify 
‘besides,’ and hence, in passages like 
the present, ‘ apart from this,’ ‘ setting 
this aside’; so that it is conveniently 
translated ‘only’: comp. i. 18, iv. 14. 
In this case it has an accusatival form, 
like Sikyv, émikAny, or the Latin ‘clam,’ 
‘palam, etc. For the dative of the 
rule or direction (r@ avré) see the 
notes on Gal. v. 16, 25, vi. 16. The 
influitive orovyew is equivalent to an 
emphatic imperative; see Fritzsche 
Rom. ut. p. 85, and Winer § xiiii. 
p- 398. For déavew eis, ‘to reach 

to’ see Dan. iv. 19, Rom. ix. 31. 
17—21. ‘ My brethren, vie with each 

other in imitating me, and observe 
those whose walk of life is fashioned 
after our example. This is the only 
safe test. For there are many, of 
whom I told you often and now tell 
you again even in tears, who profess- 
ing our doctrine walk not in our 
footsteps. They are foes to the cross 
of Christ; they are doomed to per- 
dition ; they make their appetites their 
god; they glory in their shame; they 
are absorbed in earthly things. Not 
such is our life. In heaven wehave even 
now our country, our home; and from 
heaven hereafter we look in patient 
hope for a deliverer, even the Lord 
Jesus Christ, who shall change the 
fleeting fashion of these bodies—the 
bodies of our earthly bumiliation—so 
that they shall take the abiding form 
of His own body—the body of His 
risen glory: for such is the working 
of the mighty power whereby He is 
able to subdue all things alike unto 
Himself? 

17. Suvpiyyrai pov] i.e. ‘ Vie with 
each other in imitating me,’ ‘ one and 
all of you imitate me’: so cuppipetoOae 
Plat. Polit. p.274.D. Compare 1 Cor. 
iv, 16, xi. 1, 1 Thess. i. 6, 2 Thess. iii, 
7,9, wa éavrods tUmov Sapev vpiv els TO 
pietoda uas. In 1 Cor. xi. 1 the 
injunction piyntai pov yiveode is ad- 
dressed, as here, to the party of re- 
action against Judaism. 

croreire] ‘mark and follow,’ not as 
generally ‘mark and avoid’, e.g. Rom. 
xvi. 17. Under jyas are included 
Timotheus, Epaphroditus, and other 
faithful companions known to the 
Philippians. Shrinking from the ego- 
tism of dwelling on hisown personal ex- 
ample, St Paul passes at once from the 
singular (uov) to the plural (7jpas). 

18. moAAol yap] If the view which 
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I have taken be correct, the persons 
here denounced are not the Judaizing 
teachers, but the antinomian re- 
actionists. This view is borne out by 
the parallel expression, Rom. xvi. 
18 r@ Kupio yay Xpiorg ov Bovdev- 
ovow adda TH €avTdy xoidia, where 
the same persons seem to be in- 
tended; for they are described as 
creating divisions and offences (ver. 
17), as holding plausible language 
(ver. 18), as professing to be wise 
beyond others (ver. 19) and yet not 
innocent in their wisdom; this last 
reproach being implied in. the words 
Oehw 8€ Upas copors eivaceis To dyabdv 
dkepaious O€ eis TO kaxov, They appear 
therefore to belong to the same party 
to which the passages vi. I—23, xiv. 
1—xy. 6, of that epistle are chiefly 
addressed. For the profession of 
‘wisdom’ in these faithless disciples 
of St Paul see 1 Cor. i. 17 8q., iv, 18 | 
8q., viii. I sq., x. 15. Compare the 
note on réAexor above. 

meptrarovow] An adverbial clause, 
such as odx épOas, might have been 
expected: but in the earnestness of 
expression the sentence is uninter- 
rupted, the qualifying idea being for 
the moment dropped. It reappears 
in a different form in the words rots 
€xOpovsx.r.A, attached to thedependent 
sentence ovs moAdakts €Aeyou K.T.A. 

vov dé] ‘but now’, for the evil has 
grown meanwhile. 

kai kAaioy] The stress of St Paul’s 
grief would lie in the fact, that they 
degraded the true doctrine of liberty, 
so as to minister to their profligate 
and worldly living. They made use 
of his name, but did not follow his 
example. 

rovs €xOpovs rou aravpov] See Polyc. 
Phil. § 12, These words do not in 
themselves decide what persons are 

here denounced; for the enemies of 
the cross may be twofold; (1) Doc- 
trinal. The Judaizers, who deny the 
efficacy of the cross and substitute 
obedience to a formal code in its 
place; comp. Gal. v. 11, vi. 12, 14. 
(2) Practical. The Antinomians, who 
refuse to conform to the cross (iii. 10, 
2 Cor. i. 5, 6) and live a life of self- 
indulgence; comp. 1 Cor. i. 17. If 
the view, which I have adopted and 
which the context seems to require, 
is correct, the latter are here meant ; 
see the last note. In the passages, 
Polye. Phil. 7 ds dv px cpodroyp rd 
papruptoy Tod cravpov, Ignat. Trail. 
II épaivovro av xKrddou tod aravpod, 
the reference is apparently to doce- 
tism, as denying the reality of the 
passion. But belonging to a later 
generation, these passages throw no 
light on St Paul's meaning here. 

19. 76 TéAos dradeta] Comp. Rom. 
vi. 21 rd TéXos exeivov Odvaros: see also 
2 Cor. xi. 15, Hebr. vi. 8. 

6 Oceds 7 Kota] See Rom. xvi. 18 
already quoted: comp. Seneca de 
Benef. vii. 26 ‘ Alius abdomini servit’, 
Eur. Cycl. 335 Ovo...77 peyiorn yaorpt 
Toe Satpovav’ ws Tovpmeiy ye Kat 
hayety troup’ tyepav Zeds ovros dvOps- 
mot toc. cappoow. So in attacks 
on Epicurean ethics ‘venter’ commonly 
appears as the type of sensual appe- 
tites generally, e. g. Cic. Nat. Deor. i. 
40, Senec. Vit. Beat. ix. 4, xiv.3. Tho 
Apostle elsewhere reminds these lax 
brethren, that ‘the kingdom of God 
is not eating and drinking,’ Rom. xiv. 
17; comp. I Oor. viii. 8. The self- 
indulgence, which wounds the tender 
conscience of others and turns liberty 
into license, is here condemned. 
1 86£a k.7.A.] The unfettered liberty, 

of which they boast, thus perverted 
becomes their deepest degradation. 
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Comp. Hosea vii. 8 ray So€av atdray 
eis dtipiav Onow. 

of ra entyea x.7.A.] ‘Men whose 
minds are set on earthly things’! For 
the abrupt nominative occurring with- 
out any grammatical connexion and 
expressing amazement, comp. Mark 
xii. 38—40; sec Winer § xxix. p. 228. 

20. jay yap «1.d.] ‘Their souls 
are mundane and grovelling. They 
have no fellowship with us; for ewe 
are citizens of a heavenly common- 
wealth’. The emphatic position of 
jay contrasts the false adherents of 
St Paul with the true. About the con- 
necting particle there issome difficulty. 
While the earliest mss all read yap, the 
earliest citations (with several versions) 
have persistently dé I have there- 
fore given das a possible alternative ; 
although it is probably a substitution 
for ydp, of which the connexion was 
not very obvious. 

ro woAirevpa] This may mean 
either (1)‘ The state, the constitution, 
to which as citizens we belong’, e.g. 
Philo de Jos. ii. p. 51 M eyypadijs tijs 
év TG peylot@ Kal dplor@ moditevpare 
toude tov kécpov, de Confus. i. p. 
421 M éyypadovra: T@ Ths mporépas 
modtredpart, 2 Mace. xii. 7 7d ovpmay 
tév "lormray modirevpa ; or (2) ‘The 
functions which as citizens we per- 
form’, e.g. Demosth. de Cor. p. 262 
mdvta Ta ToladTa mponpovpny moditev- 
para x.7.d., Lucian Prom. 15 emi ro 
modrevpare Tore, Tatian ad Grec. 
19. Thesingular points to the former 
meaning, which is also more frequent. 
In either case é£ 05 ‘ whence’ will refer 
not to roAirevua, but to odpavois. On 
the metaphor see abovei. 27. Compare 
also Philo de Confus. i. p. 416 M marpi- 

" 2 ‘ 
8a pév rov ovpdviov xdpov ey d mwodirev- 

ovrar Eévov dé rov meplyetoy ev & mape- 
knoav vopitovoa, Lpist. ad Diogn, 
§ 5 emi ys SuarpiBovow dA év ovpave 
modttevorrat, Clem. Hom. i. 16 adty ove 
7 ahyOeca Eévov bvra tis idias modeos 
kataotyoe: moAiTny. See also M. Anton, 
iii. 11 woXlrny dvra wodews THs dvwtarns 
js ai Nowral wodews Gomep oixia eioiv. 
It was a favourite metaphor with the 
Stoics, Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. 26 (p. 
642 Potter) Aéyourt yap Kal of Stwikol 
Tov pev ovpavoy Kupias mod Ta Oé emt 
yas évravOa ovk ert modets, Neyer Oar per 
yap, ovk eivae S€ x.7.A.; see below, p. 
303 sq. Somewhat similarly Plato says 
of his ideal state (Resp. ix. p. 592 B) 
€v opav@ icws mapabevypa [Tis moAcws | 
dvaxectat T@ Bovhopév@ dpav kai dpavre 
éavréy karotxiCew. But the reply of 
Anaxagoras (Diog. Laert. ii. 7) to one 
who reproached him with indifference 
to his countrymen, evprper, epol yap 
kal opddpa pédet ths marpidos (SeiEas 
Tov ovpavov), ought not to be quoted 
in illustration, as it refers to his astro- 
nomical studies. 

dmapxer] ‘is even now’, for the 
kingdom of heaven is a present king- 
dom; so Ephes. ii. 19 ovcére éore 
&évoe Kai mapoixot GANG €oTé ovrrTo- 
Airat TOY ayiwy x.7.r. (comp. ver. 6). 

oortjpa amexdexopneOa] ‘ we eagerly 
await us a saviour’. On _ dmexde- 
xecOa: see Gal. v. 5, together with 
the note on dzroxapadoxia above, i. 20. 

21. peracxnparioes) ‘will change 
the fashion’. For peracynpatioe: and 
cvppoppoy see the detached note on 

poppy and oxijpa, p. 130. 
Tis Tanewodcews npov] ‘of our hu- 

miliation’, i.e. the body which we 
bear in our present low estate, which 
is exposed to all the passions, suffer- 
ings, and indignities of this life. The 
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at Og peracynpar ioe. TO Twpua THS TUTPELVWTEWS 

niseav oUMoppov TO owpart THs dofns auTou, KaTa THY 

evepryevay TOU Sivac bat avToy Kal Umoragat auTwo Ta 

IV. 

English translation, ‘our vile body’, 
seems to countenance the Stoic con- 
tempt of the body, of which there is no 
tinge in the original. 
cuppoppor] ‘s0 as to be conform- 

able’, see Winer § lxvi. D. 779. The 
words els TO yevéoOar avrd, occurring 
before cvppoppoy in the received 
text, must be struck out as a gloss, 
though a correct one. This trans- 
formation is described at greater 
length and in other language, 1 Cor. 

XV. 35—53- 
ths ddéns avrov] i.e. with which 

He is clothed in His glorified estate. 
thy évépyerav tov dvvacba} ‘ The 

exercise of the power which He pos- 
sesses’ This expression involves the 
common antithesis of duvapis and évép- 
yea; comp. Ephes. i. 19. ‘ Potentia 
arbor, eflicacia fructus, says Calvin. 
Comp. Herm. Mand. vi. 1 riva Sdvapw 
eeu kat évépyeray, 

kat vmoragéar] ‘also to subject’; for 
this power of subjugating the human 
body is only one manifestation of the 
universal sovereignty of Christ. On the 
subjection of all things to the Son see 
1 Cor. xv. 25—27. For ra ravra with 
the article see the note above ver. 8. 

air@] ie. ré Xptor, referring to 
the subject of the principal verb, as 
e.g. in Acts xxv. 21, Ephes. i. 4. In 
such connexions the reflexive pronoun 
éavrov would be required in Classical 
Greek. In the later language however 
we find avrod etc. in place of éavrod 
etc. in almost every case, except where 
it stands as the direct object, the 
immediate accusative of the verb. See 
the excellent account of the usage of 
adros and éavrod in A. Buttmann 
p. 97. In this passage there is not 
sufficient authority for the reading 
éav7@. The forms adroid, avré, atroy, 

TavTa. ‘hore, ddeAPol ov ayamntol Kal émt- 

have no place in the Greek Testament, 
aa is clearly shown by A. Buttmann l.c. 
Winer, § xxii. p. 188 sq., speaks hesi- 
tatingly. 

IV. 1. dare] ‘therefore?’ ‘Bearing 
these things in mind, living as citizens 
of a heaveuly polity, having this hope 
of a coming Saviour,’ 

émimoOnto] This adjective does not 
occur elsewherein the New Testament: 
comp. Clem. Rom. 59, Appian. Hisp. 
43. The Apostle’s love finds expres- 
sion in the accumulation and repeti- 
tion of words. In the final dyarnroi 
he seems to linger over this theme, as 
if unable to break away from it. 

Xapa kal orépavos pov] He uses 
the same language in addressing the 
other great Macedonian church, 1 
Thess. ii. 19. The word orépavos ‘a 
chaplet’? must be carefully distin- 
guished from 6éadyua ‘a regal or 
priestly diadem’. To the references 
given in Trench WV. 7. Syn. § xxiii, 
p. 74, add Is. Ixii. 3 orépavos xdddXous 
...kal diddqpua Baotdelas, Test. wii Patr. 
Levi 8 6 éxros orépavov pot TH Kepary 
mepteOnkev, 0 €Bdopuos Siadnpa TH Ke- 
adj pot iepareias mepteOnxe, Diod. Sic. 
XX. 54 Otddqua pev ov expivev exe, 
epdper yap dei arépavoy. Thus the idea 
conveyed by orédavos is not dominion, 
but either (1) victory, or (2) merri- 
ment, as the wreath was worn equally 
by the conqueror and by the holiday- 
maker. Without excluding the latter 
notion, the former seems to be promi- 
nent in this and in the parallel pas- 
sage ; for there, as here, the Apostle 
refers in the context to the Lord’s 
coming. His converts will then be 
his wreath of victory, for it will ap- 
pear that he ovk eis xevov edpapey (ii. 
16), and he will receive the successful 
athlete’s reward ; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 25. 
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ovras otnkete] ‘stand fast so, as you 
are guided by my precept and my ex- 
ample, as becomes citizens of a hea- 
venly kingdom.’ On ornxere see the 
notes, i. 27, Gal. v. 1. 

2. The Apostle at length returns 
from his long digression (see the notes 
on iii. 1, 2) to the subject of the dis- 
sensions at Philippi. His injunctions 
here take the form of a direct perso- 
nal appeal to those chiefly at fault; 
and two ladies especially are mention- 
ed by name. 

2, 3. ‘I appeal to Euodia, and I ap- 
peal to Syntyche, to give up their dif- 
ferences and live at peace in the Lord. 
Yes I ask you, my faithful and true 
yokefellow, who are now by my side, 
who will deliver this letter to the Phil- 
ippians, to reconcile them again: for 
I cannot forget how zealously they 
seconded my cfforts on behalf of the 
Gospel. I invite Clement also, with 
the rest of my fellow-labourers, whose 
names are enrolled in the book of life, 
the register of God’s faithful people, 
to aid in this work of reconciliation.’ 

Evodiav «.7A.] Both these names 
occur in the inscriptions : Euhodia or 
Buodia for instance in Gruter p. 695. 
4, p. 789. 5, Muratori p. 107. 9, p. 932. 
5, p- 1161. 4, p. 1185. 7, p. 1340. 8, 
p. 1362. 2, p. 1671. 3, 5 (comp. Tertull. 
ad Scap. 4); Syntyche, Suntyche, or 
Syntiche, in Gruter p. 890. 7, p. 987. 8, 
Muratori, p. 857. 7, p. 972. 5, p. 1315. 
17,p. 1569. 4, p- 1664.4. The English 
Version treats the first as a man’s 
name; and others have in like manner 
interpreted the second. No instance 
however of either ‘ Euodias’ or ‘Syn- 
tyches’ has been found in the inscrip- 
tions. The former indeed might be 
considered a contraction of Huodianus 
which occurs occasionally: but the 

masculine form of the latter is Synty- 
chus, a very rare name (Gruter p. 
372.5). But, though it were possible 
to treat the words in themselves as 
masculine, two female names are 
clearly required here, as there is 
nothing else in the sentence to which 
avrais can be referred. Euodia and 
Syntyche appear to have been ladies 
of rank, or possibly (like Phoebe, Rom. 
xvi. 1) deaconesses in the Philippian 
church. On the position of women in 
Macedonia and on their prominence 
in the history of the Gospel there, see 
the introduction, p. 55 sq. 

mapaxad@| St Paul repeats the word 
as if, says Bengel, ‘coram adhortans 

seorsum utramvis,’ 
3. vai] ‘yea, introducing an affec- 

tionate appeal, as Philem. 20 vai, dded- 
dé, eyed cov dvaipny. The kai of the 
received text must be considered a 
misprint, or a miswriting of a few late 
MSS. 

epata] ‘I ask’; a late use of the 
word which in the classical language 
signifies not ‘rogo’ generally, but ‘in- 
terrogo’ specially. In this late sense 
of ‘requesting,’ épwre differs from ai- 
To, as ‘rogo’ from ‘peto’; the two 
former being used towards an equal, 
the two latter towards a superior ; see 
Trench WN. 7. Syn. § xl. p. 135. 

yujote cvvtvye] ‘true yoke-fellow, 
comp. Aisch. Ag. 842; so 2 Cor. vi. 14 
érepotuyovrres. It is doubtful whom 
the Apostle thus addresses. On the 
whole however it seems most probable 
that Epaphroditus, the bearer of the 
letter, is intended; for in his case 
alone there would be no risk of making 
the reference unintelligible by the sup- 
pression of the name. Different com- 
mentators have explained it of Barna- 
bas, of Luke, of Silas, of Timotheus, of 
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the chief presbyter or bishop of Phil- 
ippi. Others again have taken Svv- 
¢vyos itself as a proper name, explain- 
ing yore ‘truly called.’ The case 
for this interpretation is well stated 
by Laurent Neutest. Stud. p. 134. It 
would be plausible, if Svy¢uyos occur- 
red commonly, or occurred at all, in 
the inscriptions. The passage would 
then present a parallel to the play on 
the name Onesimus in Philem. 11. 
Less can be said in favour of another 
expedient which makes Tvjauos the 
proper name. A very ancient inter- 
pretation again (Clem. Alex. Strom. 
iii. p. 535 Potter, Orig. Rom. 1. p. 461 
Delarue) takes ‘yokefellow’ to mean 
St Paul’s wife; but the Apostle would 
doubtless have written yycia in this 
case, and it seems clear moreover from 

1 Cor. vii. 8 that he was either unmar- 
ried or a widower. The grammatical 
objection applies equally to Renan’s 
suggestion (St Paul p. 148) that Lydia 
is meant. For yvjove comp. Ecclus. vii. 
18, and see the note on yyyclas ii. 20. 

ovvrapBdvov, k.t.r.] ‘assist them, 
Euodia and Syntyche, since they la- 
boured with me etc’ They may have 
belonged to the company of women to 
whom the Gospel was first preached 
at Philippi, Acts xvi. 13 tats cvved Oov- 
cats yuvaéiv. For airives, ‘inasmuch 
as they; comp. e.g. Acts x. 41, 47, 
Rom. ii. 15, vi. 2, etc. While os simply 
marks the individual, doris places him 
in a class, and thus calls attention to 
certain characteristic features; hence 
the meaning ‘quippe qui’ On the 
distinction of 6s and deris see the 
notes on Gal. iv. 24, 26, v.19. The 
rendering adopted by the English ver- 
sion, ‘ Help those women who laboured 
etc.’ is obviously incorrect, and would 
require éxeivars at ovv7OAncay. 

peta kal KAnpevros w«rA.] ‘etth 
Clement also’ These words ought 
perhaps to be connected rather with 
ovvAapBavov avrais than with cvv7OX7- 
cav pot. The Apostle is anxious to 
engage ad/ in the work of conciliation. 
On the Clement here meant see the 
detached note p. 168. The kai before 
KAjjpevtos seems to be retrospective 
(referring to yvnove ovvtvye) rather 
than prospective (referring to kat ray 
Aowrdy ovvepyav pov); asin John ii. 2. 
For its position comp. Clem. Rom. § 59 
ody Kai Poprovrdra. 

dy ra. dvopara K.1.d.] ‘whose names, 
though not mentioned by the Apostle, 
are nevertheless in the book of life’ 
The ‘book of life’ in the figurative 
language of the Old Testament is the 
register of the covenant people : comp. 
Is. iv. 3 of ypaévres eis Canv év ‘Iepov- 
cadnp, Ezek. xiii. 9 év matdela Tod Naot! 
Hou ovK ecovrar ovdée ev ypapy oikov 
*Iopajd od ypadjcovra. Hence ‘to 
be blotted out of the book of the liy- 
ing’ means ‘to forfeit the privileges 
of the theocracy,’ ‘to be shut out from 
God’s favour,’ Ps, Ixix.28 ; comp. Exod. 

xxxii. 32. But the expression, though 
perhaps confined originally to tempo- 
ral blessings, was in itself a witness 
to higher hopes; and in the book of 
Daniel first (xii. 1 sq.) it distinctly re- 
fers to a blessed immortality. In the 
Revelation 75 BiBdiov tis Coms is a 
phrase of constant recurrence, iii. 5, 
xiii. 8, xvii. 8, xx. 12, 15, xxi. 27, xxii. 
19; comp. Hermas Vis. i. 3. See also 
Luke x. 20, Heb. xii. 23. It is clear 
from the expression ‘blotting out of 
the book’ (Rev. iii. 5), that the image 
suggested no idea of absolute predes- 
tination. For the use of the phrase 
in rabbinical writers see Wetstein here. 

4. xalpere] This word combines a 
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parting benediction with an exhorta- 
tion to cheerfulness. It is neither 
‘farewell’ alone, nor ‘rejoice’ alone. 
Compare for this same combination of 
senses the dying words of the Greek 
messenger yaipere kat yaipopev quoted 
above on ii, 18; see the notes on ii. 18, 
iii, 1. 
maw épal ‘again I will say’; for 

ép® seems to be always a future in the 
New Testament as in Attic Greek. 
Compare Aisch. Hum. 1014 xaipere, 
xaipere & atts, emavdimdoifw. See the 
notes on i. 4. 

5—y7. ‘Let your gentle and for- 
bearing spirit be recognised by all 
men. The judgment is drawing near. 
Entertain no anxious cares, but throw 
them all upon God. By your prayer 
and your supplication make your every 
want known to Him. If you do this, 
then the peace of God, far more effec- 
tive than any forethought or contriv- 
ance of man, will keep watch over 
your hearts and your thoughts in 
Christ Jesus.’ 

5. 7d emveckes vuav] ‘your for- 
bearance, the opposite to a spirit of 
contention and self-seeking. 'The ém- 
ecxs stands in contrast to the dxpiBo- 
dixavos, as being satisfied with less 
than his due, Arist. Lith. Nic. v. 10. 
The word is connected with dyayos, 
macav évderxvupevos mpavrnra (Tit. iii. 2, 
comp. 1 Tim. iii. 3), with eipnukds, ev- 
mevOns, peotros éAéous «7.A. (James iii. 
17), with ypnoros, modveneos (Ps. 1xxxv. 
5), with dyaOés (‘kind’, 1 Pet. ii. 18), 
with prrav6parros (2 Macc.ix. 27). This 
quality of emteikea was signally mani- 
fested in our blessed Lord Himself 
(2 Cor. x. 1). 

6 Kuptos eyyis] The nearness of 
the Lord’s advent is assigned as a rea- 
son for patient forbearance. So simi- 

7 \ © > ie lal fay € 

Kal 9 €lonvn Tov Oeou 4 

larly in St James v. 8, paxpoduvunoare 
kal Upets...07¢ 7 mapovaia Tov Kupiov 7y- 
yixev «A. The expression 6 Kuptos 
éyyus is the Apostle’s watchword. In 
1 Cor. xvi. 22 an Aramaic equivalent is 
given, Mupay ada, whence we may infer 
that it was a familiar form of mutual 
recognition and warning in the early 
Church. Compare Barnab, § 21 éyyts 
1 Tmépa ev 7} ovvarodeirat Marta TH Tro- 
Up@, eyyvs 6 Kuptos kat 6 pro Ods avrod~ 
See also Luke xxi. 31, 1 Pet. iv. 7. 
Thus we may paraphrase St Paul’s lan- 
guage here: ‘To what purpose is this 
rivalry, this self-assertion? The end 
is nigh, when you will have to re- 
sign all. Bear with others now, that 
God may bear with you then.’ On the 
other hand a different interpretation 
is suggested by such passages as Ps. 
Cxix. 151 éyyvs ef Kupre, cxlv. 18 éyyds 
Kuptos aot Tois émixadoupévois avrov 
(comp. xxxiv. 18), Clem. Rom. § 21 
iSopev mas eyy’s eorw kr.d. (comp. 
Hermas Vis. ii. 3; Clem. Alex. Quis 
div. 41, p. 958); but this is neither 
so natural nor so appropriate here. 

6. pydev pepipvare] ‘have no anxi- 
eties’ ; for péptmya is anxious harassing 
care. See Trench, On the Authorized 
Version p. 13 sq. (on Matt. vi. 25): 
and comp. 1 Pet. v. 7, where pépiva 
is used of human anxieties, were of 
God’s providential care. 

TH mpvoevx7 «.t.r.] While mpocevyy 
is the general offering up of the wishes 
and desires to God, dénoxs implies spe- 
cial petition for the supply of wants. 
Thus rpocevx7) points to the frame of 
mind in the petitioner, déyars to the 
act of solicitation. The two occur to- 
gether alsoin Ephes. vi. 18, 1 Tim. ii. 1, 
v.5- In airjpara again the several 
objects of dénois are implied. More on 
the distinction of these words may be 
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seen in Trench, WV. 7. Syn. § li. p. 
177 sq. 

mpos tov Ocov] ‘before God, ‘to 
Godward,’ not simply ro Oc@. 
per edxaptorias] Since thankfulness 

for past blessings is a necessary condi- 
tion of acceptance in preferring new 
petitions. Great stress is laid on the 
duty of evyapioria by St Paul; eg. 
Rom. i. 21, xiv. 6, 2 Cor. i. 11, iv. 15, 
ix. 11, 12, Ephes. v. 20, Col. ii. 7, iii. 17, 
1 Thess. v. 18, 1 Tim. ii. 1. All his own 
letters addressed to churches, with the 
sole exception of the Epistle to the 
Galatians, commence with an em- 
phatic thanksgiving. In this epistle 
the injunction is in harmony with the 
repeated exhortations to cheerfulness 
(xapa) which it contains; see the note 
on i, 4. 

7. kat  elpyyn wt.) ‘then the 
peace of God’; again an indirect allu- 
sion to their dissensions. So too in 
ver. 9 6 Geds tijs elonvns. Compare 2 
Thess. iii. 16 avrds b€ 6 Kuptos rips eipy- 
yns Oan vpiv thy elpyyny K.T.A. 

Umepexovga k.T.A.] ‘surpassing 
every device or counsel’ of man, i.e. 
which is far better, which produces 
a higher satisfaction, than all puncti- 
lious self-assertion, all anxious fore- 
thought. This sense seems better 
adapted to thecontext, than the mean- 
ing frequently assigned to the words, 
‘surpassing all intelligence, transcend- 
ing all power of conception.’ In favour 
of the latter however may be quoted 
Ephes. iii. 20 76 Suvapéve daép mavta 
Tomcat Virepexmepitaou av airovpeda i} 
voovper. 

dpovpyoe x.7A.] A verbal para- 
dox, for dpovpeiv is a warrior’s duty ; 
‘God’s peace shall stand sentry, shall 
keep guard over your hearts.’ Compare 
1 Thess. iv. 11 @idoripeto Oar yovyacec 

PHIL. 

for a similar instance. The vorjpara 
reside in and issue from the xapdiac 
(comp. 2 Cor. iii. 14, 15); for in the 
Apostle’s language xapdia is the seat 
of thought as well as of feeling. 

8. Td Aourdv] ‘Finally’ Again the 
Apostle attempts to conclude; see the 
note on 76 Aouroy iii, 1, and the intro- 
duction, p. 69 sq. 

doa éotly ddndj «17.X.] Speaking 
roughly, the words may be said to be 
arranged in a descending scale. The 
first four describe the character of the 
actions themselves, the two former 
aAn67, ceurd, being absolute, the two 
latter Sikata, cyvd, relative; the fifth 
and sixth mpoogidq, edbnua, point to 
the moral approbation which they con- 
ciliate; while the seventh and eighth 
dpery, rawvos, in which the form of 
expression is changed (eirs for dca), 
are thrown in as an afterthought, that 
no motive may be omitted. 

ad767] not ‘ veracious,’ but ‘ true’ 
in the widest sense. So St Chryso- 
stom, radra dvrws d\n OF 7) aperi, Wetdos 
6 4 xaxia. In like manner the most 
comprehensive meaning must be given 
to dicaa (‘righteous not simply 
»‘ just’), and to dyva (‘ pure, stainless’ 
not simply ‘ chaste’): comp. Cie. Fin. 
iii. 4 ‘Una virtus, unum istud, quod 
honestum appellas, rectum, laudabile, 
decorum, erit enim notius quale sit, 
pluribus notatum vocabulis idem de- 
clarantibus.’ 

mpoopiry] ‘amiable, lovely’; see 
Ecclus. iv. 7, xx. 13. It does not oc- 
cur elsewhere in the New Testament. 
Comp. Cic. Lal. 28 ‘ Nihil est amabi- 
lius virtute, nihil quod magis alliciat 
ad diligendum.’ 

eUdnua] not ‘well-spoken of, well- 
reputed, for the word seems never to 
have this passive meaning ; but with 

II 
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its usual active sense, ‘fuir-speaking, 
and so ‘winning, attractive’ Com- 
pare Plut. Vit. Thes. 20 @ d€ evdnpo- 
Tata tev pvOodoyoupever, Mor. 84D 
Tiny evpnuoy, Lucian Prom. 3 mpis 7d 
evpnporarov eényovpevos 70 eipnevay, 
i.e. putting the most favourable con- 
struction on the account. 

et tis dpern] St Paul seems studi- 
ously to avoid this common heathen 
term for moral excellence, for it occurs 
in this passage only. Neither is it 
found elsewhere in the New Testa- 
ment, except in 1 Pet. ii.9, 2 Pet. i. 
3, 5, in all which passages it seems to 
have some special sense. In the Old 
Testament it always signifies ‘glory, 
praise’ (asin 1 Pet. ii.9); thoughin the 
Apocrypha (e.g. Wisd. iv. 1) it has its 
ordinary classical sense. Its force here 
is doubtful. Some treat «i ris dper, 
et Tis éraivos, aS comprehensive ex- 
pressions, recapitulating the previous 
subjects under two general heads, the 
intrinsic character and the subjective 
estimation. The strangeness of the 
word however, combined with the 
change of expression ei ris, will sug- 
gest another explanation; ‘ Whatever 
value may reside in your old heathen 
conception of virtue, whatever consi- 
deration is due to the praise of men’; 
as if the Apostle were anxious not to 
omit any possible ground of appeal. 
Thus Beza’s remark on dpery seems to 
be just; ‘Verbum nimis humile, si 
cum donis SpiritusSancti comparetur.’ 
With this single occurrence of dpery, 
compare the solitary use of 76 Ociov in 
the address on the Areopagus, Acts 
xvii. 29. 

9. In the former verse the proper 
subjects of meditation (Aoyifer Ge) have 
been enumerated; in the present the 

14 of \ > 
peyarws, OTL On WoTE dve- 

proper line of action (mpaccere) is in- 
dicated. The Philippians must obcy 
the Apostle’s precepts (4 éudere xat 
mape\aBere) and follow his example (4 
neovcate kat eldSere ev époi). 

kat éuadere x.7.A.) The verbs should 
probably be connected together in 
pairs, so that the cai before éuadere is 
answered by the xai before jrovcare. 
With €udOere xa mapeddBere We may 
understand map’ éuov from the éy épot 
of the next clause, The word mapedd- 
Bere adds little to éuddere, except the 
reference to the person communicat- 
ing the instruction : comp. Plat. Theat. 
Pp. 198 B rapadapBavovta dé pavOdvery. 

év €uoi] to be attached to #odcare, 
as well as to eiSere; ‘heard whenI was 
away, and saw when I was with you’: 
comp. i. 30 oiov eidere ev éuol Kal viv 
axovere év épol. 

1o—19. ‘It was a matter of great 
and holy joy to me that after so long 
an interval your care on my behalf 
revived and flourished again. I do 
not mean that you ever relaxed your 
care, but the opportunity was want- 
ing. Do not suppose, that in saying 
this I am complaining of want; for I 
have learnt to be content with my 
lot, whatever it may be. I know how 
to bear humiliation, and I know also 
how to bear abundance. Under all cir- 
cumstances and in every case, in plenty 
and in hunger, in abundance and in 
want, I have been initiated in the 
never-failing mystery, I possess the 
true secret of life. I can do and 
bear all things in Christ who inspires 
me with strength. But, though I am 
thus indifferent to my own wants, I 
commend youfor your sympathy and 
aid in my affliction. I need not re- 
mind you, my Philippian friends; you 
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yourselves willremember ; that in the 
first days of the Gospel, when I left 
Macedonia, though I would not re- 
ceive contributions of money from 
any other Church, I made an excep- 
tion in your case. Nay, even before 
{ left, when I was still at Thessalo- 
nica, you sent more than once to sup- 
ply my wants. Again I say, I do not 
desire the gift, but I do desire that 
the fruits of your benevolence should 
redound to your account. For my- 
self, I have now enough and more 
than enough of all things. The pre- 
sents which you sent by Epaphro- 
ditus have fully supplied my needs. 
I welcome them, as the sweet savour 
of a burnt-offering, as a sacrifice ac- 
cepted by and well-pleasing to God. 
And I am confident that God on my 
behalf will recompense yozw and sup- 
ply all your wants with the prodigal 
wealth which He only can command, 
in the kingdom of His glory, in Christ 
Jesus.’ 

10. éyapny S¢ «7.A.] So Polycarp 
writing to these same Philippians be- 
gins (§ 1) cuveydpyy tpiv peyddos év 
Kupio nudv Incot Xpior@ x.7.d. The dé 
arrests a subject which is in danger of 
escaping: see Gal. iv.20. It is as if 
the Apostle said: ‘I must not forget 
to thank you for your gift,’ 
nn wore dveOddere k.t.d.] ‘at 

length ye revived your interest in 
me, For 769 more ‘at length’ (not 
necessarily referring to present time) 
see Rom. i. 10, with the passages 
quoted in illustration by Kypke. For 
this construction of dva@dAXew, ‘to 
put forth new shoots, with an accu- 
sative of the thing germinated, com- 
pare Ezek. xvii. 24 (éddov £npdv), 
Ecclus. i. 18 (cipfny, vyievar), xi. 22 
(edoyiar), 1. 10 (xaprods). As the 

is ae 7 > ols Ell avTapKNs Eval. 
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two expressions 75) moré and dveOa- 
Aere combined might seem to convey 
arebuke, the Apostle hastens to re- 
move the impression by the words 
which follow, é¢’ 6 kai éppoveire and 
ovx drt Ka@’ doréepnow déyo. 
ep dxrr.] ‘in which ye did in- 

deed interest yourselves’ The ante- 
cedent to o is ‘my wants, my inter- 
ests, being involved in, though not 
identical with, rd vmép epod dpoveiv. 
Such grammatical irregularities aro 
characteristic of St Paul’s style: com- 
pare for instance ii, 5. To obviate 
the fancied difficulty, it has been pro- 
posed to explain the previous clause 
[Sore] hpoveiy 76 vrép énod, in which 
case To Umép éuod would form a strict 
antecedent to 6. But the separation 
of ro vmép épov from dpovetv is harsh 
and unnatural. 

nxatpeiode] ‘ye had no opportu- 
nity’; a late and rare word. The 
active dxapeiv is found in Diod. Sic. 
Exc. p. 30 (Mai). 

II. ody dre] ‘It is not that I speak, 
ete.” For ody dre comp. iii. 12, iv. 17: 
see A, Buttmann p. 319. For xa@ 
dorépno, ‘in language dictated by 
want, comp. Rom. x. 2 kar’ émiyyaou, 
Acts iii 17 kxard Gyvoway, etc: see 
Winer § slix. p. 501 sq. 

ev ois cipl wrd.J Sin the position 
in which I am placed? The idea of 
avrapxe.a is ‘independence of external 
circumstances.’ Compare 2 Cor. ix. 
8 év mavti mavtore wacav avrdpKecay 
éxovres, 1 Tim. vi. 6. Socrates, when 
asked ‘Who was the wealthiest,’ re- 
plied, ‘He that is content with least, 
for avrdpxera is nature's wealth’ (Stob. 
Flor. v. 43). The Stoics especially laid 
great stress on this virtue: see Senec. 
Lp. Mor. 9 (passim). So M. Anton. i. 
16 70 avrapkes ev mayri, Where also an- 

II—2 
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other phrase found in St Paul (2 Tim. 
iv. 5) occurs in the context, vagdoy ev 
mact. See the notes on roXirevua iii. 
20, and on dréyev iv. 18, and the dis- 
sertation on ‘St Paul and Seneca.’ 

12, «al ramewvodcda] This clause 
seems to be shaped in anticipation of 
the kai meptooever which follows, so 
that the one «cai would answer the 
other, ‘both to be abased and to 
abound’; but the connexion is after- 
wards interrupted by the repetition 
of ofda for the sake of emphasis. So 
too perhaps 1 Cor. xv. 29, 30 ri Kal 
Barrifovrat...ti kai jes K.T.A.; Comp. 
Rom. i. 13. 

ev mavtt kat ev macw] A general 
expression corresponding to the Eng- 
lish ‘all and every’; év wavri ‘in 
every case’ singly, éy macw ‘in all 
cases’ collectively: comp. 2 Cor. xi. 6 
ev mavri pavepdaavtes ev wacw els Uuas. 

pepinpa] ‘I have been initiated, 
I possess the secret, as Plut. Mor. p. 
795 Era pev mpara pavOdver ere mo- 
AereveoOat kal pvovpevos, Ta be Eoyara 
Siddocxnov kal protaywyor, Alciphr. 
Epist. ii. 4 mpaparevew pundjcopa. 
The same metaphor is employed by 
St Paul in pvor7jpea applied to reveal- 
ed truths, and perhaps also in odpa- 
yitecOa (Eph. i. 13). And St Igna- 
tius also addresses the Ephesians ($12) 
as IlavAov cupuitorar Tod pytacpévou, 
thus taking up the Apostle’s own 
metaphor. 

xopraterGar] The word yxoprdfew, 
properly ‘to give fodder to animals,’ 
is in the first instance only applied to 
men as a depreciatory term, e.g. 
Plat. Resp. ix. p. 586 A Booxnudrav 
Sixny...yopraCopevot. Hence the ear- 
lier examples of this application are 
found chiefly in the Comic poets, as 
in the passages quoted by Athenzeus, 
iii. p. 99 8q., where the word is dis- 

cussed. In the later language how- 
ever xopra¢ec Oa: has lost the sense of 
caricature, and become a serious equi- 
valent to xopévyvcba, being applied 
commonly to menand directly opposed 
to mewav, e.g. Matt. v. 6. On yop- 
tatew see Sturz de Dial. Mac. p. 200. 
A parallel instance of a word casting 
off all mean associations in the later 
language is Yopifew, 1 Cor. xiii. 3. 

mevvav] On this form see A. Butt- 
mann p. 38, Lobeck Phryn. p. 61. 

13. 7T@ evOvvapodyTi pe] ‘in Him 
that infuses strength into me,’ i.e. 
Christ: comp. 1 Tim. i. 12. The word 
occurs several times in St Paul. 

14. mAqv] ‘nevertheless, though I 
could have dispensed with your con- 
tributions.’ 

cuveowernoavres x7.A.] ie. ‘by 
making common cause with my afilic- 
tion, by your readiness to share 
the burden of my troubles.’ It was 
not the actual pecuniary relief, so 
much as the sympathy and compa- 
nionship in his sorrow, that the Apo- 
stle valued. On the construction of 
kowwvety see the note on Gal. vi. 6. 

15. The object of this allusion 
seems to be not so much to stimulate 
them by recalling their former zeal 
in contributing to his needs, as to 
show his willingness to receive such 
contributions at their hands. ‘Do 
not mistake my meaning,’ he seems to 
say, ‘do not imagine that I receive 
your gifts coldly, that I consider them 
intrusive. You yourselves will recol- 
lect that, though it was my rule not 
to receive such contributions, I made 
an exception in your case.’ 

kal dpeis] ‘ye too, ye yourselves, 
without my reminding you’: comp. I 
Thess. ii. 1 avrot yap otdare, ddedpoi. 

SXAurm7cvor] StephanusByzant.says, 
‘O rodirns Pidummeds, Didummyves Fé 
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mapa IodvBio. The passage of Poly- 
bius to which he refers is not extant. 
Though Stephanus does not mention 
the form ®ikurmyovos, it occurs in the 
heading of Polycarp’s letter (Iren. iii. 
3. 4) as well as of this epistle. udur- 
mevs is found three times in a Beeotian 
inscription in Keil p. 172 (see Dindorf’s 
Steph. Thes. 8. v.). 

év dpxq Tov evayyeAlou] ‘in the ear- 
liest days of the Gospel, especially in 
reference to Macedonia. Similarly, 
writing to the Thessalonians soon 
after his first visit, St Paul says (2 
Thess. ii. 13) etAaro vpas 6 eds drap- 
xq (v. Lda dpyijs) ets cornpiav. The 
expression occurs in Clem. Rom. § 47 
Ti mp@rov vpiv ev apxy TOU evayyediov 
¢ypayrey, and possibly this is the mean- 
ing of Polycarp § 11 ‘qui estis in 
principio epistole ejus’: see above, 
p. I41, note 4. 

Ore eEn\Oov dro Makedovias] ‘cohen 
I departed from Macedonia’ may 
mean either (1) ‘at the moment of 
my departure,’ or (2) ‘after my de- 
parture.’ This latter meaning is jus- 
tified by the pluperfect sense which 
the aorist frequently has (see Winer 
§ xl. p. 343); though in fact this is 
no peculiarity of Greek, but a loose- 
ness of expression common to all Jan- 
guages. If this meaning be adopted, 
the allusion is explained by the con- 
tributions sent from Macedonia to 
Corinth (2 Cor, xi. 8, 9). If on the 
other hand the former sense were 
rigorously pressed (though this is un- 
reasonable), contributions might well 
have been conveyed to him through 
‘the brethren’ who escorted him from 
Macedonia to Athens, Acts xvii. 14, 
15. The‘undesigned coincidence’ be- 
tween the history and the epistles in 
the matter of these contributions is 
well put by Paley (Hor. Paul. vii. no, 1). 

eis Noyov «.t.A.] ‘as regards’; liter- 
ally ‘to the account or score of’; 
comp. Thue. iii. 46 és ypnudrov Adyov 
icyvovoas, Demosth. £. L. p. 385 «is 
dperis Adyov kal Sdéqs qv ovroe ypnud- 
tov amédovro, Polyb. xi. 28. 8 eis apyv- 
piov Aoyov ddixetcOat. In the passages 
quoted, as here, the original applica- 
tion to a money transaction is kept 
more or less distinctly in view; but 
this is not always the case, e.g. Polyb. 
v. 89. 6 Edda eis ohnkicxwy déyor. 
With the expression here compare 
Cic. Lawl. 16 ‘ratio acceptorum et da- 
torum.’ 

Sdaews kal Anurpews] ‘giving and 
taking, ‘credit and debit, a general 
expression for pecuniary transactions, 
derived from the two sides of the 
ledger: see Hcclus. xlii.7 xat ddots Kat 
Anpyes mavri ev ypady, xli. 19 dd oKo- 
paxiopot Anurews kat Socews, Arrian. 
Epict. ii. 9 rov pidrapyupov [énavéov- 
ow] ai dxaraddAndot Ares kat Socets, 
Hermas Mand. v. 2 mepi docews 7 dy- 
eas 7} Tept Tovovrwy pwpav mpaypatwr. 
The phrase refers solely to the pass- 
ing of money between the two. The 
explanation given by St Chrysostom 
and followed by many later writers, 
els oyov Sdcews TaY capKiKdy Kat 
AjWews Tay mvevparixav (the Philip- 
pians paying worldly goods and re- 
ceiving spiritual),is plainly inappropri- 
ate; for the intermingling of different 
things destroys the whole force of the 
clause eis Adyov Sécews Kal Anpeas, 
which is added to define the kind of 
contributions intended. 

ei pn duets povor] So, speaking of 
this same period, he asks the Corinth- 
ians whether he did them a wrong 
in taking no contributions from them 
and preaching the Gospel to them 
gratuitously (2 Cor. xi 7). The limit- 
ation €y dpyj rou evayyediov perhaps 
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implies that he relaxed his rule later, 
when he became better known and 
understood. 

16. ére kal xrd.] “for not only 
did you contribute to my wants after 
my departure from Macedonia, but 
alsoin Thessalonica, before I left ete.’ 
So St Paul himself reminds the Thes- 
salonians (1 Thess. ii. 5, 2 Thess. iii 8) 
that he did not burden them at all. 
At the same time it appears from 
those passages, that his bodily wants 
were supplied mainly by the labours 
of his ownhands. Thus it would seem 
that the gifts of the Philippians were 
only occasional, and the same may be 
gathered from the words kat dma& kai 
dis here. On the abbreviated expres- 
sion ¢vy Gecaadovixn ‘when I was in 
Thessalonica’ see Winer § 1, p. 515; 
comp. below, ver. 19. 

kal dra€ kat dis] ‘more than once’: 
comp. I Thess, ii. 18. The double xai 
is common in such cases, €.g. cal dis 
cal rpis, Plat. Phaed. p. 63 D. 

eis THY xpetav] ‘to relieve my want, 
the preposition indicating the object ; 
see Winer § xlix. p. 495. The omission 
of ets in some old copies is probably 
due to the similar ending of the pre- 
ceding word. Otherwise the reading 
might claim to be adopted, though in 
this sense the plural ras ypeias would 
be more natural. 

17. Again the Apositle’s nervous 
anxiety to clear himself interposes. 
By thus enlarging on the past liber- 
ality of the Philippians, he might be 

thought to covet their gifts. This 
possible misapprehension he at once 
corrects. 

ovx ore émi{yrd] For ovy dre see 
the notes on ver. II and on iii. 12; 
for the indirectly intensive force of the 
preposition in ém¢nro, the note on 
émumoOa i, 8. The repetition of ém- 
(yrs is emphatic; ‘I do not want 
the gift, I do want the fruit etc.’ 
Compare the repetition of mapaxahe 
ver. 2, and of of8a ver. 12. 

Tov Kapmov K7T.A.] ‘i.e. the recom- 
pense which is placed to your account 
and increases with each fresh demon- 
stration of your love.’ 

18 dméyo «td.] ‘6 L have all 
things to the full) as Matt. vi. 2, 5, 
16, Luke vi. 24. For the phrase dz- 
éyew mavra compare Arrian. Epict. iii. 
2. 13 dméxets dravra, ili, 24. 17 Td yap 
evSatmovoov dméxew Set mavta a Oéhet 
memAnpopéere Twi eoixévat: comp. Diog. 
Laert. vii. 100 kaddv 8€ Aéyouoe Td 
rédevov dyaOuv mapa TO Tavras dméxew 
rovs emi(ntoupevous apiOpovds vad Ths 
gicews «7A. See also Gataker~on 
M. Anton. iv. 49. Like adrdpxeca, it 
seems to have been a favourite Stoic 
word: see the note on ver. 11. Asin 
drrodapBdvew (see Gal. iv. 5); the idea of 
dré in this compound is correspond- 
encei.e. of the contents to the capacity, 
of the possession to the desire, etc., so 
that it denotes the ud/ complement. 
The following word mepicced@ ex- 
presses an advance on dméxo; ‘nob 
only full, but overflowing, 
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mapa "Enadpodirov «.t-A.] ‘at the 
hands of Epaphroditus the gifts trans- 
mitted from you. On the preposi- 
tion mapa see the note Gal. i. 12. 

dopijy evwdias] A very frequent ex- 
pression in the Lxx for the smell of 
sacrifices and offerings, being a ren- 
dering of nm’) nm (e.g. Gen. viii. 21, 
Exod. xxix. 18, etc.), St Paul employs 
it as a metaphor likewise in Ephes. v. 
2; comp. 2 Cor. ii. 15, 16. So too 
Test. xii Patr. Levi 3 rpordépovar 
Kupio dopiy edwdias Noyixny Kal Ovoiay 
dvaipaktov. 

Ouciay Sextny x.r.dr.] So Rom. xii. 1 
Tapactioa ta copara vpov Ovoiay 
(@cav ayiay eddpectov TH Oe kr. 
comp. 1 Pet. ii. 5, Heb. xiii. 16. The 
expression evdpecros T@ Ge@ occurs 
Wisd. iv. 10 (comp. Clem. Rom. 49, 
Ign. Smyrn. 8), and evapecreiv 7 Cc 
is common in the Lxx, 

19. 6 Ocds pov] ‘my God’: comp. 
i. 3. The pronoun is especially ex- 
pressive here: ‘You have supplied all 
my wants (vv. 16, 18), God on my 
behalf shall supply all yours? 

ev d0£n] These words show that 
the needs here contemplated are 
not merely temporary. DAnpoce: év 
d0£n seems to be a pregnant phrase, 
signifying ‘shall supply by placing you 
in glory’; comp. ver. 16 év OeccaXoviky. 
This is still further explained by ¢v 
Xpiorg “Inood, ‘through your union 
with, incorporation in, Christ Jesus.’ 

20. 7 8déa, See the notes Gal. i. 5. 

judy] It is no longer pov, for the 
reference is not now to himself as dis- 
tinguished from the Philippians, but 
as united with them. 

21. éy Xpiord "Inoov] probably to 
be taken with domacacée; comp. Rom. 
xvi. 22, 1 Cor. xvi. 19. 

of avy enol adeAdot] Apparently 
the Apostle’s personal companions 
and fellow-travellers are meant, as 
distinguished from the Christians re- 
sident in Rome who are described in 
the following verse: see the note on 
Gal. i. 2. On St Paul’s companions 
during or about this time see the in- 
troduction p. 11. 

22, mavres of Gyo] All the Chris- 
tians in Rome, not his personal at- 
tendants only. 

ot é€k tas Kaioapos oixias] ‘ The 
members of Cesar’s household, pro- 
bably slaves and freedmen attached 
to the palace: see the detached note 
p.171,and the introduction pp. 14, 19. 
The expression oikia Kaicapos corre- 
sponds to ‘familia’ or ‘domus Caesaris’ 
(Tac. Hist. ii. 92) and might include 
equally the highest functionaries and 
the lowest menials. Compare Philo 
Flacc. p. 522 M et 8) pt) Bacideds Fy 
adda tis Tay ex Tis Kaicapos oikias, 
odk @perte mpovouiay twa Kal Tysny 
zyew; Hippol. Har. ix. 12 olxérns 
érvyxave Kapropdpov avdpos 
miotov bvtos éx THs Kaicapos oiktas, 
See St Clement of Rome, Appendix, 
p. 256 sq. 

Tivos 
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‘Clement my fellow-labourer, 

Identical E have seen the Christians of Philippi honourably associated with 
erg two Apostolic Fathers, Ignatius and Polycarp'. But were they even 
Rome? More intimately connected with the third name of the triad? Is there 

sufficient ground for identifying Clement St Paul’s fellow-labourer, saluted 
in this epistle, with Clement the writer of the letter to the Corinthians, 
the early bishop of Rome, the central figure in the Church of the succeed- 
ing generation? 

Authori- Of the Roman bishop Irenzeus says, that he ‘had seen the blessed 
ties for the Apostles and conversed with them and had the preaching of the Apo- 
ee stles still ringing in his ears and their tradition before his eyes®’? From 

his silence about St Paul it may perhaps be inferred that he did not 
see any direct mention of the Roman Clement in the epistles of this 
Apostle. Origen however very distinctly identifies the author of the Co- 
rinthian letter with the person saluted in the Epistle to the Philippians? 
And, starting from Origen, this view was transmitted through Eusebius 
to later writers‘, Nor does the supposition do any violence to character. 
The epistle of the Roman Clement was written to heal a feud in a distant 
but friendly Church: and in like manner St Paul’s fellow-labourer is here 
invoked to aid in a work of reconciliation. 

Nevertheless the notices of place and time are opposed to the identi- 
fication of the two. For (1) the author of the letter to Corinth was a 
leading member of the Roman Church, while St Paul’s fellow-labourer 
seems clearly to be represented as resident at Philippi’ And again (2) 
the date interposes a serious though not insuperable difficulty. Historical 
evidence® and internal probability’ alike point to the later years of Do- 
mitian (about A.D. 96), as the time when the Epistle of Clement was 
written. If Eusebius is correct, the author died soon after, in the 
third year of Trajan, a.p. 100% But in the list of the early bishops of 
Rome, where even the order is uncertain, the dates may fairly be con- 
sidered conjectural or capricious; and there is some ground for supposing 
that he may have lived even longer than this. If the received chronology 
be only approximately true, the Shepherd of Hermas can hardly have 

Difficulties 
of place 

and date. 

been written much earlier than a.D. 140°. 

1 See the introduction, p. 62 sq. 
° Iren. iii. 3. 3. 
3 In Joann. i. 29 (IV. p. 153, Dela- 

rue). 
4 Euseb. H. E. iii. 4, 15, Epiphan. 

Har. xxvii. 6 (where however by a slip 
of memory the Epistle to the Romans is 
mentioned), Hieron. Vir. Ill. 15, adv, 
Jovin, i. 11; comp. Apost. Const. vi. 8. 

5 The name VALERIVS . CLEMENS 0¢- 

curs in a Philippian inscription, Corp. 

Yet the author there represents 

Inscr. Lat. 1. p. 121. 
6 Hegesippus in Euseb. H.E. iii. 16; 

comp. iv. 22. 
7 See St Clement of Rome p. 4, with 

the references. 
8 Ruseb. H.Z. iii. 34. The date in the 

Chronicon of the same writer is a.p. 95. 
® The statements in the text are 

founded on two data; (1) The assertion 
in the Muratorian Fragment (West- 
cott Canon p. 480, 2nd ed.), ‘Pastorem 
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himself as divinely commissioned to deliver the book to Clement’, It Notice in 
is true we may place the imaginary date of the vision many years be- Lon 
fore the actual writing and publication of the Shepherd: yet even then yo nas, 
the difficulty does not altogether vanish; for the author describes him- 
self as a married man with a family of children grown or growing up? 
at the time when Clement is living. On these grounds it would appear 
that we cannot well place the death of Clement earlier than a.p. IIo. 

ie. nearly 50 years after the date of the Epistle to the Philippians, And 
it is not likely, though far from impossible, that St Paul’s fellow-labourer 
should still be living and active after the lapse of half a century. 

Another objection also has been urged against the identity. Early Connexion 
tradition almost uniformly represents St Clement of Rome as a disciple with St 
not of St Paul but of St Peter, On this however I cannot lay any Peter 
stress. The tradition may be traced to the influence of the Clementine 
Homilies and Recognitions: and it belongs to the general plan of these 
Judaic writings to transfer to St Peter, as the true Apostle of the Gen- 
tiles, the companionships and achievements of St Paulf On the other 
hand St Clement’s letter itself, though it shows a knowledge of the First 
Epistle of St Peter, bears yet stronger traces of St Paul’s influence. It 
is at least possible that St Clement knew both Apostles, as he quotes the 
writings of both and mentions both by name’. 

All these difficulties however might be set aside, if Clement were a Clement s 

rare name. But this is far from being the case. Lipsius enumerates common 
five Clements mentioned by Tacitus alone®: and extant inscriptions would 24° 
supply still more convincing proofs of its frequency’, Though common 
enough before, its popularity was doubtless much increased under the 
Flavian dynasty, when it was borne by members of the reigning house. 

A strange destiny has pursued the name of Clement of Rome. The Recent 
romance of story, which gathered about it in the earliest ages of the criticism, 
Church, has been even surpassed by the romance of criticism of which 

vero nuperrime temporibus nostris in 
urbe Roma Hermasconscripsit, sedente 
cathedra urbis Rome ecclesie Pio epi- 
scopo fratre ejus’; (2) The received date 
of the episcopate of Pius (4.D. 142—157, 
Euseb, H.Z. iii. 15, 34; a.D. 138—152, 
Euseb. Chron.), But on the other hand 
it must be said (1) That as the Murato- 
rian Fragment is obviously a transla- 
tion from the Greek, we cannot feel 
any certainty that the original stated 
the book to have been written during 
the episcopate of Pius, though the Latin 
sedenteseemstoimply this ; and (2) That 
no confidence can be placed in the dates 
of the early Roman bishops; for while 
Eusebius himself has two different lists, 
the catalogues of other writers differ 
from both. Hermas may have written 
before his brother’s episcopate, or Pius 

may have become bishop at an earlier 
date than Eusebius supposes. If either 
or both these suppositions be true, the 
interval between the death of Clement 
and the writing of the Shepherd may be 
considerably diminished, and the chro- 
nological difficulty which I have sug- 
gested in the text vanishes. See St 
Clement of Rome, p. 315 8q. 

1 Hermas Vis. ii. 4. 

2 Vis. i. 3, ii. 3. 
3 See especially Tertull. Preser. 

Har. 32, Origen Philoc. 22: and con- 
sult Lipsius de Clem. Rom. p. 172 sq. 

4 See Galatians, p. 329. 
5 Clem. Rom. § 5. Seo Galatians, 

PP. 338, 358. 
6 Lipsius, p. 168. 
7 See St Clement of Rome, p. 264 sq. 
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it has been the subject in these latest days. Its occurrence in the Epistle 
to the Philippians has been made the signal for an attack on the genuine- 
ness of this letter. The theory of Baur! is as follows. The conversion 
of Flavius Clemens, the kinsman of Domitian, is the sole foundation in 
fact, upon which the story of Clement the Roman bishop has béen built’. 
The writer of the Clementine Homilies, an adherent of the Petrine or 
Jewish party in the Church, bent on doing honour to his favourite Apo- 
stle, represents Clement as the disciple or successor of St Peter. In order 
to do this, he is obliged to throw the date of Clement farther back and 
thus to represent him as the kinsman not of Domitian, but of Tiberius. The 
forger of the Philippian Epistle writes at a later date when this fiction 
has been generally received as an accredited fact. Though himself a 
Pauline Christian, he is anxious to conciliate the Petrine faction and for 
this purpose represents this imaginary but now all-famous disciple of St 
Peter, as a fellow-labourer of St Paul. The whole epistle in fact is written 
up to this mention of Clement. The prsetorium, the household of Cesar, 
are both introduced to give an air of probability to the notice. In this 
criticism, unsubstantial as it is, one element of truth may be recognised. 
The Roman Clement, as he appears in his extant letter and as he may be 
discerned through the dim traditions of antiquity, is a man of large sym- 
pathies and comprehensive views, if not a successful reconciler, at all events 
a fit mediator between the extreme parties in the Church. The theory 
itself it will not be necessary to discuss seriously. The enormous diffi- 
culties which it involves will be apparent at once. But it may be worth 
while to call attention to the hollow basis on which it rests. Baur omits 
to notice that the Clement here mentioned appears as resident at 

Philippi and not at Rome: though on this point the supposed forger 
would have been scrupulously exact, as supplying the key to his whole mean- 
ing. To these speculations Schwegler®, following up a hint thrown out 
by Baur, adds his own contribution. Euodia and Syntyche, he maintains, 
are not two women but two parties in the Church, the ‘true yoke- 
fellow’ being none other than St Peter himself. Were they the names of 
historical persons, he writes, it would give the passage ‘an extremely 
strange character” It may be inferred from this that he considers his 
own interpretation entirely simple and natural. Schwegler however stops 
short of explaining why the one party is called Euodia and the other 
Syntyche. It is left toa later and bolder critic to supply the deficiency. 
Volkmar‘ finds the solution in the Apostolic Constitutions, where it is 
stated that Euodius was made bishop of Antioch by St Peter and Ignatius 
by St Paul’, As Euodius is the Petrine bishop, so Euodia will represent 
the Petrine party. The names, he supposes, are adopted with a view to 
their significance. Euodia, ‘taking the right path,’ is a synonyme for ortho- 
doxy, and therefore aptly describes the Jewish community: while Syntyche, 

1 Paulus, p. 469 8q. Clemens as a proselyte to Judaism. His 

2 See above, p. 22. own speculations are equally extrava- 

2 Nachapost. Zeit. 11. p. 135. gant: Gesch. der Juden rv. p. 435 
4 Theolog. Jahrb. xv. p. 311 sq. (ed. 2), Monatsschr. J. Gesch, u. Wiss, d, 

(1856), XVI. p. 147 8q. (1857). Graetz Judenth. April 1869, Pp. 169. 

answers Volkmar by claiming Flavius 5 Apost. Const, vil. 46, 
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‘the partner (consors), is an equally fit designation of the later associated 
Gentile Church’. This last story completes the building thus piled by 
three successive hands. Meanwhile it will be obvious to all, that a writer 
could not more effectually have concealed his meaning and thereby 
frustrated his own designs, than by wearing the impenetrable veil of enigma 
thus ascribed to him. But indeed it is needless to waste time on this 
jearned trifling, which might be overlooked if the interests indirectly 
involved were less serious. In dealing with such theories the bare 
statement is often the best refutation®. 

Cesar’s Household. 

171 

i Aa mention of certain members of Ceesar’s household at the close of Baseless 
the Philippian Epistle has given rise to much speculation and forme 

the groundwork of more than one capricious theory. It has been assumed 
that this phrase must designate persons of high rank and position, powerful 
minions of the court, great officers of state, or even blood relations of the 
emperor himself. On this assumption, maintained in a more or less 
exageerated form, it has been inferred that some time must have elapsed 
between St Paul's arrival at Rome and the date of this epistle, to account 
for this unwonted triumph of the Gospel. And extreme critics have even 
taken the expression as the starting-point for an attack on the genuineness 
of the letter, charging the writer with an anachronism and supposing him 
to refer to Clemens and Domitilla, the kinsman and kinswoman of Domi- 
tian, who suffered for the faith at the close of the century*. 

d theories. 

All such inferences are built on a misconception of the meaning of the Extent of 
term. The ‘domus’ or ‘familia Czesaris’ (represented by the Greek oixia re oe 
Kaicapos) includes the whole of the imperial household, the meanest slaves 
as well as the most powerful courtiers. On the character and constitution 
of this household we happen to possess more information than perhaps on 
any other department of social life in Rome. The inscriptions relating 
thereto are so numerous, that a separate section is assigned to them in all 
good collections. And almost every year is adding to these stores of inform- 
ation by fresh discoveries. In Rome itself, if we may judge by these 
inscriptions, the ‘domus Augusta’ must have formed no inconsiderable 
fraction of the whole population; but it comprised likewise all persons in 
the emperor’s service, whether slaves or freemen, in Italy and even in the 
provinces. 

The monuments to which I have referred are chiefly sepulchral. Co- Sources of 
lumbaria have been discovered from time to time, whose occupants be- pieeeie 

1 When I wrote the above, I should 2 Other recent speculations relating 
not have thought it possible to outbid to the history of the Roman Clement, 
in extravagance the speculations men- more innocent but equally unsubstan- 
tioned in the text; but Hitzig, Zur tial, will be found in Lagarde’s intro- 
Kritik Paulinischer Briefe, p. 7 sq. duction to his Clementina, p. (12) sq. 
(1870), far exceeds them all, There- (1865). « 
futation of Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. 1871, 3 See above, pp. 22, 170. 
Pp. 331 Sq., Was quite unnecessary. 
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longed principally, if not solely, to this class. In 1726 one of these places 
of sepulture was exhumed on the Appian way. Its contents will appear 
from the title of a work published the following year, and giving an account 
of the discovery: Dlonumentum sive Columbarium Libertorum et Ser- 
vorum Livie Auguste et Cesarum, etc, ab A. F. Gorio. More recent 
excavations have added to our knowledge on this subject. Since the year 

1840 several other sepulchral dove-cotes, situated also near the Appian 
way, have been brought to light. Accounts of these, more or less complete, 
with copies of inscriptions will be found in Canina’s Prima Parte della 
Via Appia l. p. 217 sq., in the Dissertaziont della Pontificia Accademia 
Romana di Archeologia xi. p. 317 8q. (1852), and in the Dfonumenti ed 
Annali pubblicatt dall’ Instituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica nel 
1856 (a paper by Henzen). The occupants of these recently excavated 
columbaria again are almost all freedmen or slaves of the emperors. The 
frequency of the name Ti. Claudius suggests a date not earlier and not 
much later than the second and fourth Ceesars: and this date is confirmed 

by the mention of other members of the imperial family at this time, as 
Messalina, Octavia, Agrippina, Drusus, etc. Though here and there a 
name points to a later emperor, the great majority must be assigned to the 
reign of Nero or his immediate predecessors and successors, and thus the 
persons to whom they refer were mostly contemporaries of St Paul. Be- 
sides these special sources of information, a vast number of isolated inscrip- 
tions relating to the servants and dependents of the emperors have been 
discovered from time to time, and will be found in the general collections 
of Muratori, Gruter, Orelli, and others. By these means we obtain some 
insight into the names and offices of the ‘household of Cesar’ at the date 
when the expression was used in the Epistle to the Philippians. 

The following list will give some idea of the number and variety of 
places which the ‘domus Augusta’ included: ‘peedagogus puerorum, dis- 
pensator rationis privatee, exactor tributorum, preepositus velariorum, pro- 
curator preegustatorum, preepositus auri escarii, procurator balnei, villicus 
hortorum, ete.; a lapidicinis, a pendice cedri, a frumentis, 2 commentariis 
equorum, a veste regia, a cura catelle, ab argento potorio, a supellectile 
castrensi, a veste forensi, a libellis, a studiis, ab epistulis, a rationibus, a 
bibliotheca Latina Apollinis, a bibliotheca Graeca Palatina, etc.; architectus, 
tabellarius, castellarius, chirurgus, ocularius, disetarchus, nomenclator, 
tesserarius, designator, vicarius, symphoniacus, musicarius, pedissequus, 
lecticarius, cocus, argentarius, sutor, cubicularius, triclinarius, ostiarius, 
ornator, unctor, etc.; tonstrix, sarcinatrix, obstetrix, etc.’ This very im- 
perfect list suggests a minute subdivision of offices. When we find several 
distinct functions in the single department of the wardrobe or the plate- 
chest, when even the ‘tasters’ form a separate class of servants under their 
own chief, the multitude and multiplicity thus exhibited forbid us to spe- 
culate on the exact office or rank which may have been held by these friends 
of St Paul. Least of all are we encouraged to assume that they were persons 
of great influence or distinguished rank. At the same time the connexion 
with Czesar’s household doubtless secured even to the lowest grades of 
slaves and freedmen substantial though undefined privileges and immuni- 
ties, and conferred on them a certain social importance among their equals, 
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which made them value their position'. Hence we may account for the 
scrupulous care with which an office in the household, however mean, is 
always recorded on monumental inscriptions. At the time when St Paul 
wrote, the influence of the emperor’s slaves and dependents had about 
reached its climax. The reigns of Claudius and Nero have been described 
as the saturnalia of the imperial freedmen®. 

Now, if I am right in supposing that the Epistle to the Philippians was Members 
written soon after St Paul’s arrival in the metropolis, it would seem to of the 
follow that the members of Czesar’s houschold who sent their salutations to ousehold 

paviceeee ; i were pro- 
Philippi were earlier converts, who did not therefore owe their knowledge of pably early 
the Gospel to St Paul’s preaching in Rome*. Under any circumstances converts. 
this supposition best explains the incidental character of the allusion. For 
St Paul obviously assumes that his distant correspondents know all about 
the persons thus referred to. If so, we are led to look for them in the long 
list of names saluted by St Paul some three years before in the Epistle to 
the Romans. 

Nor is there any prior improbability in this supposition. The earliest Foreigners 
converts in Rome would naturally be drawn from the classes of foreigners named in 
sojourning or permanently resident there‘, Greeks, Syrians, and especially ao 
Jews. Accordingly one of the persons thus saluted is described as a ‘first- to Romo 
fruit of Asia’®, Aquila and Priscilla also, who are mentioned- in this list, 
appear residing at one time at Corinth, at another at Ephesus®. Of several 
others again St Paul speaks as personal acquaintances, though he had not 
as yet visited Rome. Of these Mary bears a Jewish name’, and others 
besides plainly belonged to the same race®, though their names do not 
directly proclaim their origin. Now, though Greeks and Orientals formed 
a numerous and active portion of the general population of Rome, it was 
especially about the palace and the court that their numbers and in- 
fluence were felt®, History reveals not Greeks only, of whom the Romans and found 
were a little less intolerant, but Syrians, Samaritans, Philistines”, and Jews, sd the 

court. 
1 Plin. N. H. xiii. § ‘Marcelli Hiser- 

aini libertus sed qui se potentiw causa 
Cesaris libertis adoptasset,’ Hist. Aug. 
Pertinazx 8 ‘Reddidit preterea domi- 
nis eos qui se ex privatis domibus in 
aulam contulerant.’ 

2 See Friedlinder Sittengeschichte 
Roms 1. pp. 65, 68 (ed. 2). In the 2nd 
chapter of this work much important 
information respecting the court of the 
early Cesars is collected and arranged. 
The references in the last note are taken 
thence (p. 62). 

3 See above, pp. 19, 32+ 
4 Seneca (adv. Helv. Cons. 6) says of 

the population of Rome at this time, 
‘Jube istos omnes ad nomen citari et 
unde domo quisque sit quere: videbis 
majorem partem esse que relictis sedibus 
suis venerit in maximam quidem et pul- 
cherrimam urbem, non tamen suam.’ 

5 Rom. xvi. 5 (the correct reading). 
6 Acts xviii. 2, 18, 26, 1 Cor. xvi. 

19. 
5 Rom. xvi. 6. Probably Jewish, 

though not certainly, for the form is 
indecisive. The best mss read Ma- 
play (not Mapidy), and ‘Maria’ is a 
good Latin name also. 

8 xvi. 7, 10, those whom St Paul 
calls his ‘kinsmen’ (comp. ix. 3). 

® See above, p. 14, and comp, espe- 
cially Friedlinder 1. p. 60 sq. 

10 Thallus a Samaritan under Tibe- 
rius (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 6. 4), and A- 
pelles an Ascalonite under Caius (see 
below, p. 174), will serve as examples 
of these two minor races. Syrians and 

Jews very commonly rose to power at 
court. The case of the Jewish actor 
Aliturus mentioned above (p. 6) illus- 
trates the influence of this latter people, 
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holding places of influence about the emperors at thistime. And, for every 
one who succeeded in attaining to distinction, there must have been tens 
and hundreds of Orientals about the court who never emerged from obscurity. 
For, independently of other causes, the success of the few would draw 
around them crowds of their fellow-countrymen. Thus the household of the 
Ceesars would supply in the greatest abundance the material from which 
the conversions mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans would probably be 
wrought. 

Following this clue, it may be useful to consult the inscriptions with 
a view to ascertaining whether the information thence derived throws any 
additional light on the subject. And for this purpose I shall take in order 
those names in the salutations of the Epistle to the Romans which give 
promise of yielding a result. 

I. AMPLIAS is a contraction of Ampliatus, which is read in some of the 
best copies. A common name in itself, it occurs several times in connexion 
with the imperial household. Thus aMPLIATUS. HILARI, AUGUSTOR . LIBERTI. 
SER. VILICUS (Grut. p. 62. 10). We meet with it also attached to the names 
‘Ti. Claudius’ (Murat. p. 1249, 14, comp. p. 1150.7). Again two persons bear- 
ing the name are mentioned in the inscriptions of columbaria, specially ap- 
propriated to the household (Acc. di Arch. x1. pp. 359, 374). At a later 
date we read of one Ampliatus, a freedman of Hadrian (Grut. p. 591. 10). 

2. The name Ursanus is equally common with Ampliatus, and in the 
following inscriptions designates members of the household: Tr.cLAUDI. 
URBANI. SER . MENSORIS. AEDIFICIORUM (Murat. p. 924. 8): CLAUDIAE. PHI- 
LETI. AUG. L. LIBERTAE . HEURESI. URBANUS.. ET. SURUS . FRATRES . SORORI. 
PIIssIMAE (Murat. p. 9960. 5): URBANUS. LYDES. AUG.L.DISPENS. INMUNIS. 
DAT. HERMAE. FRATRI. etc. (Murat. 920. 1): 1. FLAVIUS. AUG. LIB. URBA- 
nus (Grut. p. 589. 10). Accordingly the name C. Julius Urbanus is found 
more than once (Grut. p. 574. I, p. 981. 3). On an inscription A.D. 115, 
Urbanus and Ampliatus occur next to each other in a list of imperial 
freedmen connected with the mint (Grut. p. 1070. 1). 

3. The next name Stacuys is comparatively rare. Yet at least one 
person so called held an important office in the household near the time 
when St Paul wrote: STACHYS. MARCELLAE.MEDICUS, whose name occurs 
on the same monument with one TI. JULIUS. FIDES (Henzen in the Jnstit. di 
Corrisp. Archeol. 1856, p. 15, no. 44). Again in another inscription, 
where one Stachys is mentioned, and where the names of his relations, 
Julius, Julia, Claudia, are also given, we may safely infer some connexion 
with the court (Grut. p. 689. 1). Compare also Grut. p. 587. 2. 

4. APELLES again is a name belonging to the imperial household. It 
was borne for instance by a famous tragic actor, a native of Ascalon, who at 
one time stood high in the favour of the emperor Caius, and is described 
as inheriting a national antipathy to the Jews (Philo Leg. ad Cai. p. 576m; 
see Friedlander Sittengesch. Roms 1. p. 98). One OL. APELLES again is 

mentioned as a member of the household (Orell. 2892) and the name tr. 
CLAUDIUS APELLA occurs in an inscription of the age of Vespasian (Grut. 

. 240). 
: 5. Pioaniee surnamed the younger, a grandson of Herod the Great, 
was educated in the metropolis, together with his brothers Agrippa and 
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Herod. While his two brothers became kings, the one of Judzea, the other of Aristo- 
of Chalcis, Aristobulus himself ended his days in a private station, and asit bulus, 
appears, in Rome (Joseph. Bell. Jud. ii. 11.6). Tho date of his death is 
uncertain, but he was still living in the year 45 (Antig. xx. I. 2). The 
emperor Claudius, writing at this time, speaks of Aristobulus as entertain- 
ing most dutiful and friendly sentiments towards himself. When the slaves 
of a household passed into the hands of a new master, by cession or inhe- 
ritance or confiscation, they continued to be designated by the name of 
their former proprietor. Thus a slave whom the emperor had inherited by 
the will of the Galatian king Amyntas is described ag CAESARIS. SER. 
AaMyntTranus (Grut. p. 577. 5). In the same way in the imperial houschold 
we meet with Meecenatiani, Agrippiani, Germaniciani, etc., where in like 
manner the names preserve the memory of their earlier masters’. Now it 
seems not improbable, considering the intimate relations between Claudius 
and Aristobulus, that at the death of the latter his servants, wholly or in 
part, should be transferred to the palace. In this case they would be de- 
signated Aristobuliant, for which I suppose St Paul’s of ek trav "Apstotofov- 
Aov to be an equivalent. It is at least not an obvious phrase and demands 
explanation. And, as the household of Aristobulus would naturally be 
composed in a large measure of Jews, the Gospel would the more easily 
be introduced to their notice. Moreover it is worth observing that after 
saluting ‘them of the household of Aristobulus, St Paul immediately 
singles out one whom he designates his kinsman, i.e. his fellow-countryman?, 
and whose name Hrropion we might expect to find among the slaves or 
freedmen of a distinguished member of the Herodian family. This inter- 
pretation of the expression robs é« tay ’ApioroBovaAov will, I think, be con- 
firmed by the salutation which follows. 

6. For immediately after St Paul uses the same form of expression in Household 
speaking of the household of Narcrssus. The name Narcissus indeed is % ae 
common enough, and we meet with it several times where a connexion zt 
with the household seems probable, e.g. Ti. Claudius Narcissus (Murat. 
Pp. 1325. 5, comp. p. 1452. 8), Ti. Julius Narcissus (Murat. p. 1362. 2, 4). 
But here, as in the case of Aristobulus, the expression seems to point to some 

famous person of the name. And the powerful freedman Narcissus, whose 
wealth was proverbial (Juv. Sat. xiv. 329), whose influence with Claudius 
was unbounded, and who bore a chief part in the intrigues of this reign, 
alone satisfies this condition. He was put to death by Agrippina shortly 
after the accession of Nero (Tac. Ann. xiii. 1, Dion Cass. lx. 34), about 
three or four years before the Epistle to the Romans was written. As was 

usual in such cases, his household would most probably pass into the hands 

of the emperor, still however retaining the name of Narcissus, A mem- 

ber of this household apparently is commemorated in an extant inscription, 

TI. CLAUDIO. SP.F . NARCISS{ANO (Murat. p. 1150. 4; comp. p. 902. 5). 
These Narcissiani I suppose to be designated by St Paul’s of ék rav 
Napkicoov. 

7. In TrypHmna and TRyPHosA we may recognise two sisters or at Tryphena 
least near relatives, for it was usual to designate members of the same 

1 See Ephemeris Epigraphica 11. p. 29. 2 See above, p. 16, note 2. 
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family by derivatives of the same root. The name Tryphzena, though not 
common, was found in the imperial household at or about the time when 

St Paul wrote. On an inscription in the columbaria chiefly appropriated 
to the emperor's servants we read, D. M. TRYPHAENAE. VALERIA. TRYPHAE- 
NA. MATRI.B.M.F.ET. VALERIUS. FUTIANUS (Acc. di Archeol. XI. p. 375); 
where the direct connexion with the household is established by a neigh- 
bouring inscription, D. M.CLAUDIAE. AUG. LIB. NEREIDI. M. VALERIUS. FU- 
TIANS (Sic). MATRI. CARISSIMAE (ib. p. 376). The names Valerius, Valeria, 
very frequently occur in connexion with Claudius, Claudia, the former 
having doubtless been introduced into the imperial household through the 
empress Messalina, a daughter of M. Valerius Messala'. The combination 
of these two gentile names fixes the date approximately. Another Valeria 
Trypheena, if it be not the same, is mentioned elsewhere; Q. VALERIO . SA- 
LUTARI. AUG. PUTEOLIS . ET. CUMIS . ET VALERIAL . TRIFENAE . HEREDES (Grut. 
p. 481. 2). The name of one Claudia Tryphzena also is preserved : CLAUDIA 
TRYPHAENA . FECIT. ASTATICAH . FILIAE . SUAE (Murat. p. 1150. 3). 

The name Tryphosa also, which occurs more frequently, is found several 
times in connexion with the household: aAGRIAE. TRYPHOSAE . VESTIFICAE . 
LIVIUS . THEONA. AB. EPISTULIS . GRAEC . SCRIBA. A. LIB . PONTIFICALIBUS . 
CONJUGI . SANCTISSIMAE . B.D.S.M. (Grut. p. 578. 6, comp. ib. p. 446.6): DIS- 
MANIBUS. JULIAE . TRYPHOSAE. T. FLAVIUS . FORTUNATUS . CoNJUaT ete. (Grut. 
p. 796. 3, comp. ib. p. 1133.1). In another inscription again it is found 
connected with the name Valerius: VALERI. PRIMI. BT. JUN . TRYPHOSAE. 
viva . FEC. (Grut. p. 893. 2). 

8. Rurus is a very ordinary name, and would not have claimed notice 
here but for its occurrence in one of the Gospels. There seems no reason 
to doubt the tradition that St Mark wrote especially for the Romans ; and, 
if so, it is worth remarking that he alone of the evangelists describes Simon 
of Cyrene, as ‘ the father of Alexander and Rufus’ (xv. 21). A person of 
this name therefore seems to have held a prominent place among the Ro- 
man Christians ; and thus there is at least fair ground for identifying the 
Rufus of St Paul with the Rufus of St Mark. The inscriptions exhibit 
several members of the household bearing the names Rufus and Alexander, 
but this fact is of no value where both names are so common. 

g. Of the group which follows, Hermes is among the commonest slave- 
names. In the household alone probably not less than a score of persons 
might be counted up from the inscriptions, who bore this name at or about 
the time when St Paul wrote. Hermas again, being a contraction of several. 
different names, such as Hermagoras, Hermeros, Hermodorus, Hermo- 
genes, etc., though not quite so common as the former, is still very frequent. 
The remaining three are rare. Yet PatroBas, an abbreviated form of 
Patrobius, was borne by a wealthy and powerful freedman of Nero, who 
was put to death by Galba (Tac. Hist. i. 49, ii. 95). But though the in- 
frequency of the name would suggest his identity with the person saluted 
by St Paul, his character accords ill with the profession of a disciple of 

1 This inscription will serve as anil- vino (Orelli, 4492). This Octavia is 
lustration; VALERIA. HILARIA. NUTNIx. the unhappy daughter of Claudins and 
OCTAVIAE . CAESARIS . AUGUSTI. REQUI- Megsalina, who was afterwards married 
ESCIY , CUM. TI. CLAUDIO. FRUcTO.  toNero. SeealsoClem. Rom. § s9 (note). 
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Christ, unless history has done him a cruel wrong. The Patrobas of St Paul 
however might well have been a dependent of this powerful freedman. To 
sume member of the household, possibly to this notorious Patrobius, the 
following inscription refers: TI.cL.AUG.L. PaTRosius (Grut. p. 610. 3), 
where doubtless ‘ Patrobius’ is correctly read for ‘ Patronus’: comp. Murat. 
Pp. 1329. 3, TI. CLAUDIO . PATROBIO. 

10, PuHiLoLoeus and JULIA appear to have been man and wife, or bro- Philologus 
ther and sister. The latter name points to a dependent of the court. The and Julia. 
former also occurs more than once in connexion with the imperial house- 
hold: ©. JULIO. 0. L. PHILOLOGO (Murat. p. 1586. 3): DAMA .LIVIAE.L. Cas. 
PHOEBUS. PHILOLOGI (Bon. Liv. p. 168): TI. CLAUDIUS . AUGUSTI. LIB. PHILO- 
LOGUS. AB. EPISTOLIS (Murat. p. 2043. 2)}: TI. CLAUDIUS. AUGUSTI . LIB. 
PHILOLOGUS . LIBERALIS (Grut. p. 630. 1). 

11. Immediately after Philologusand Julia are mentioned Nereus and Nereus 
lis sister. For Nereus compare this inscription found at Ancyra; EUTY- and his 
CHUS .NEREI. CAESARIS. AUG. SER. VIL. FILIO (Murat. p. 899.7). The sister’s a 
nane is not given, but one Nereis was a member of the household about 
this time, as appears from an inscription already quoted (p. 176). 

As the result of this investigation, we seem to have established a fair General 
presumption, that among the salutations in the Epistle to the Romans some Tesult. 
members at least of the imperial household are included. The inscriptions 
indeed caunot generally be taken to show more than the fact that the same 
names occurred there. A very faint probability of the identity of persons 
may in some instances be added, though even with the rarer names the 
identification must be held highly precarious. But a combination, such as 
Philologus and Julia, affords more solid ground for inference: and in other 
cases, as in the household of Narcissus, the probable circumstances suggest 
a connexion with the palace. If so, an explanation has been found of the 
reference to members of Cyesar’s household in the Philippian letter. At all 
events this investigation will not have been useless, if it has shown that 
the names and allusions at the close of the Roman Epistle are in keeping 
with the circumstances of the metropolis in St Paul’s day; for thus it 
will have supplied an answer to two forms of objection; the one denying 
the genuineness of the last two chapters of this letter, and the other 
allowing their genuineness but detaching the salutations from the rest and 
assigning them to another epistle®, 

1 Jt has been supposed that the of the r4th, in others at the end of the 
name Philologus was given by the mas- 
ter to the freedman mentioned in this 
inscription, as being appropriate to 
his office; Friedlinder, 1. pp. 89, 160. 
The followinginscription may bealleged 
in support of this conjecture; PUDENS. 
M. LEPIDI., L. GRaMMATICUS . etc. 
ATTEIUS , PHILOLOGUS . DISCIPULUS 
(Grut. p. 653. 2). Ifso, some light is 
thrown on the probable occupation of 
the Philologus of St Paul. 

2 The doxology (Rom. xvi. 25, 26, 
27) is found in some copies at the end 

PHIL, 

16th chapter, and in others in both 
places, while others again omit it en- 
tirely. Moreover in Marcion’s copy the 
last two chapters of the epistle were 
wanting. All these variations are easily 
explained by the hypothesis that the 
Epistle to the Romans was circulated 
at » very early date in two forms, the 
personal matter being omitted in the 
shorter. Baur however condemns the 
last two chapters as spurious (Paulus 
p. 398sq.), though the mind of St Paulis 
apparent in almost every phrase. Other 

12 
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less extravagant critics have found dif- 
ficulties in one or two historical no- 
tices which these chapters contain: and 
Ewald, whose opinion always deserves 
‘consideration, solves these difficulties 
by severing xvi. 3—20 from the rest, 
and treating it as a fragment of a lost 
EpistletotheEphesians(DieSendschrei- 
ben etc. p. 428). By this means he ex- 
plains the reference to Epeenetus as the 
first-fruit of Asia (ver. 5 where ‘Actas, 
not ’Axatas, is the right reading), and 
accounts also for the presence of Aquila 
and Priscilla (ver. 3), who were found 
not long before at Ephesus (1 Cor. xvi. 
19). This view is far preferable to the 
former, inasmuch as it recognises St 
Paul’s authorship; but on the other 
hand it loses all support from the phe- 
nomena of the mss, which require the 
two chapters to be treated as a whole, 
and lend no countenance to this ar- 
bitrary dissection. The novel theory 
started by Renan (Saint Paul p. lxxiii), 
who supposes that an editor has com- 
bined four copies of the same encyclical 
letter of St Paul, each addressed to a 
different church and having a different 
ending, has the same advantage over 
Baur’s view, but is condemned by its 
own complexity. Nor in fact are the 
difficulties serious enough to justify any 

such treatment. Ata time when the 
court and city of Rome swarmed with 
Asiatics (Friedlander 1. p. sg sq.), it is 
no surprise to encounter one Christian 
convert among the crowd. And again, - 
as Rome wasthe head-quartersof Aquila 
and Priscilla, and they had been driven 
thence by an imperial edict (Acts xviii. 
2), it is natural enough that they should 
have returned thither, as soon as it was 
convenient and safe to doso. The year 
which elapses between the two notices 
of this couple (1 Cor, xvi. 19; Rom, xvi. 
3—5) allows ample time for them to 
transfer themselves from Ephesus to 
Rome, and for the Apostle to hear of 
their return to their old abode. The 
results of the investigation in the text 
(whatever other value it may have) seem 
sufficient to counterbalance any such 
difficulties, for it has been shown that 
the notices are in keeping with Rome, 
and the same degree of coincidence pro- 
bably could not be established in the 
case of any other place. A fuller re- 
futation of Renan will be found in the 
Journal of Philology, u. p. 264 sq. 
In this and a later article (ib. 111. 
p. 193 sq.) I have suggested a theory 
to account for the documentary facts, 
more especially the varying position of 
the doxology. 
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THE CHRISTIAN MINISTRY. 

HE kingdom of Christ, not being a kingdom of this world, is Idealofthe 

not limited by the restrictions which fetter other societies, poli- cee 

tical or religious. It is in the fullest sense free, comprehensive, 

universal. It displays this character, not only in the acceptance of 

all comers who seek admission, irrespective of race or caste or sex, 

but also in the instruction and treatment of those who are already 

its members. It has no sacred days or seasons, no special sanctu- 

aries, because every time and every place alike are holy. Above all 

it has no sacerdotal system. It interposes no sacrificial tribe or class 

between God and man, by whose intervention alone God is recon- 

ciled and man forgiven, Each individual member holds personal 

communion with the Divine Head. To Him immediately he is 

responsible, and from Him directly he obtains pardon and draws 

strength. 

It is most important that we should keep this ideal definitely Necessary 

in view, and L have therefore stated it as broadly as possible. Yet ooo 

the broad statement, if allowed to stand alone, would suggest a false 

impression, or at least would convey only a half truth. It must be 

evident that no society of men could hold together without officers, 

without rules, without institutions of any kind; and the Church of 

Christ is not exempt from this universal law. The conception in 

short is strictly an ideal, which we must ever hold before our eyes, The idea 

which should inspire and interpret ecclesiastical polity, but which et . 

nevertheless cannot supersede the necessary wants of human society, 

and, if crudely and hastily applied, will lead only to signal failure. 

As appointed days and set places are indispensable to her efficiency, 
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so also the Church could not fulfil the purposes for which she exists, 

without rulers and teachers, without a ministry of reconciliation, 

in short, without an order of men who may in some sense be de- 

signated a priesthood. In this respect the ethics of Christianity pre- 

sent an analogy to the politics. Here also the ideal conception and 

the actual realization are incommensurate and in a manner con- 

tradictory. The Gospel is contrasted with the Law, as the spirit 

with the letter. Its ethical principle is not a code of positive ordi- 

nances, but conformity to a perfect exemplar, incorporation into a 

divine life. The distinction is most important and eminently fertile 

in practical results. Yet no man would dare to live without laying 

down more or less definite rules for his own guidance, without 

yielding obedience to law in some sense; and those who discard or 

attempt to discard all such aids are often farthest from the attain- 

ment of Christian perfection. 

This qualification is introduced here to deprecate any misunder- 

standing to which the opening statement, if left without compensa- 

tion, would fairly be exposed. It will be time to enquire hereafter 

in what sense the Christian ministry may or may not be called a 

priesthood. But in attempting to investigate the historical de- 

velopment of this divine institution, no better starting-point sug- 

gested itself than the characteristic distinction of Christianity, as 

declared occasionally by the direct language but more frequently by 

the eloquent silence of the apostolic writings. 

For in this respect Christianity stands apart from all the 

older religions of the world. So far at least, the Mosaic dispensa- 

tion did not differ from the religions of Egypt or Asia or Greece. 

Yet the sacerdotal system of the Old Testament possessed one im- 

portant characteristic, which separated it from heathen priesthoods 

and which deserves especial notice. The priestly tribe held this 

peculiar relation to God only as the representatives of the whole 

nation. As delegates of the people, they offered sacrifice and made 

atonement. The whole community is regarded as ‘a kingdom of 

priests,’ ‘a holy nation.’ When the sons of Levi are set apart, 

their consecration is distinctly stated to be due under the divine 

guidance not to any inherent sanctity or to any caste privilege, 

but to an act of delegation on the part of the entire people. The 

Levites are, so to spcak, ordained by the whole congregation. ‘Tlie 
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children of Israel,’ it is said, ‘shall put their hands upon the 

Levites'.’? The nation thus deputes to a single tribe the priestly 

functions which belong properly to itself as a whole. 

The Christian idea therefore was the restitution of this immediate Itsrelation 

and direct relation with God, which was partly suspended but not ee 

abolished by the appointment of a sacerdotal tribe. The Levitical priesthood. 

priesthood, like the Mosaic law, had served its temporary purpose, 

The period of childhood had passed, and the Church of God was 

now arrived at mature age. The covenant people resumed their 

sacerdotal functions. But the privileges of the covenant were no 

longer confined to the limits of a single nation. Every member of 

the human family was potentially a member of the Church, and, as 

such, a priest of God. 

The influence of this idea on the moral and spiritual growth of Influence 
of the 
Christian 

its social effects may call for a passing remark, It will hardly ideal. 

be denied, I think, by those who have studied the history of 

modern civilization with attention, that this conception of the 

the individual believer is too plain to require any comment; but 

Christian Church has been mainly instrumental in the emancipation 

of the degraded and oppressed, in the removal of artificial barriers 

between class and class, and in the diffusion of a general phil- 

anthropy untrammelled by the fetters of party or race; in short, 

that to it mainly must be attributed the most important advan- 

tages which constitute the superiority of modern societies over 

ancient. Consciously or unconsciously, the idea of an universal 

priesthood, of the religious equality of all men, which, though not 

untaught before, was first embodied in the Church of Christ, has 

worked and is working untold blessings in political institutions and 

in social life. But the careful student will also observe that this 

idea has hitherto been very imperfectly apprehended ; that through- 

out the history of the Church it has been struggling for recognition, 

at most times discerned in some of its aspects but at all times wholly 

ignored in others; and that therefore the actual results are a very 

inadequate measure of its efficacy, if only it could assume due pro- 

minence and were allowed free scope in action. 

This then is the Christian ideal; a holy season extending the 

1 Num, vill. 10. 
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whole year round—a temple confined only by the limits of the habit- 

able world—a priesthood coextensive with the human race. 

Strict loyalty to this conception was not held incompatible with 

practical measures of organization. As the Church grew in num- 

bers, as new and heterogeneous elements were added, as the early 

fervour of devotion cooled and strange forms of disorder sprang 

up, it became necessary to provide for the emergency by fixed 

rules and. definite officers, The community of goods, by which the 

infant Church had attempted to give effect to the idea of an universal 

brotherhood, must very soon have been abandoned under the pres- 

sure of circumstances. The celebration of the first day in the week 

at once, the institution of annual festivals afterwards, were seen to be 

necessary to stimulate and direct the devotion of the believers. The 

appointment of definite places of meeting in the earliest days, the 

erection of special buildings for worship at a later date, were found 

indispensable to the working of the Church. But the Apostles never 

lost sight of the idea in their teaching. They proclaimed loudly 

that ‘God dwelleth not in temples made by hands.’ They indig- 

nantly denounced those who ‘observed days and months and seasons 

and years.’ This language is not satisfied by supposing that they 

condemned only the temple-worship in the one case, that they repro- 

bated only Jewish sabbaths and new moons in the other. It was against 

the false principle that they waged war ; the principle which exalted 

‘the means into an end, and gave an absolute intrinsic value to subor- 

dinate aids and expedients. These aids and expedients, for his own 

sake and for the good of the society to which he belonged, a Christian 

could not afford to hold lightly or neglect. But they were no part of 

the essence of God’s message to man in the Gospel: they must not 

be allowed to obscure the idea of Christian worship. 

So it was also with the Christian priesthood. For communi- 

cating instruction and for preserving public order, for conducting 

religious worship and for dispensing social charities, it became 

necessary to appoint special officers. But the priestly functions and 

privileges of the Christian people are never regarded as transferred 

or even delegated to these officers. They are called stewards or 

messengers of God, servants or ministers of the Church, and the 

like: but the sacerdotal title is never once conferred upon them. 

The only priests under the Gospel, designated as such in the New 
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Testament, are the saints, the members of the Christian brother- 

hood’, 

As individuals, all Christians are priests alike. As members Two pas- 
F es sages in St 

of a corporation, they have their several and distinct offices. The pach Gres 

similitude of the human body, where each limb or organ performs ee 

its own functions, and the health and growth of the whole frame are 

promoted by the harmonious but separate working of every part, was 

chosen by St Paul to represent the progress and operation of the 

Church. 

apostolic career, he briefly sums up the offices in the Church with 

reference to this image. In the earlier? he enumerates ‘first apostles, 

secondly prophets, thirdly teachers, then powers, then gifts of heal- 

In the second passage* 

In two passages, written at two different stages in his 

ing, helps, governments, kinds of tongues,’ 

the list is briefer ; 

evangelists, and some pastors and teachers.’ 

tion differs chiefly from the later in specifying distinctly certain 

miraculous powers, this being required by the Apostle’s argument 

‘some apostles, and some prophets, and some 

The earlier enumera- 

which is directed against an exaggerated estimate and abuse of such 

Neither list can have been intended to be exhaustive. In both They refer 
chiefly to 
the tempo- 

holds the foremost place, while the permanent government and in- rary minis- 

This 
The 

apostles, prophets, evangelists, all range under the former head. But 

gifts. 

alike the work of converting unbelievers and founding congregations 

struction of the several churches is kept in the background. 

prominence was necessary in the earliest age of the Gospel. 

the permanent ministry, though lightly touched upon, is not forgot- 

ten; for under the designation of ‘teachers, helps, governments’ 

in the one passage, of ‘pastors and teachers’ in the other, these 

Again in both passages alike it will be 

The faculty 

of governing not less than the utterance of prophecy, the gift of heal- 

ing not less than the gift of tongues, is an inspiration of the Holy 

officers must be intended. 

seen that great stress is laid on the work of the Spirit. 

11 Pet. ii. 5, 9, Apoc. i. 6, v. 10,x3.6. Ephes, iv. 12). The whole passage, 
The commentator Hilary has express- 
ed this truth with much distinctness: 
‘In lege nascebantur sacerdotes ex ge- 
nere Aaron Levite: nunc autem omnes 
ex genere sunt sacerdotali, dicente 
Petro Apostolo, Quia estis genus regale 
et sacerdotale etc.’ (Ambrosiast. on 

to which I shall have occasion to refer 
again, contains a singularly apprecia- 
tive account of the relation of the mi- 
nistry to the congregation. 

2 1 Cor. xii. 28. 
3 Ephes. iv. 11, 
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Ghost. But on the other hand in both alike there is an entire 

silence about priestly functions: for the most exalted office in the 

Church, the highest gift of the Spirit, conveyed no sacerdotal right 

which was not enjoyed by the humblest member of the Christian 

community. 

From the subordinate place, which it thus occupies in the notices 

of St Paul, the permanent ministry gradually emerged, as the Church 

permanent assumed a more settled form, and the higher but temporary offices, 
ministry. 

Definition 
of terms 
necessary. 

‘Priest’ 
and ‘pres- 
byter.’ 

Different 
views on 
the origin 
of the 
threefold 
ministry. 

such as the apostolate, fell away. This progressive growth and 

development of the ministry, until it arrived at its mature and 

normal state, it will be the object of the following pages to trace. 

But before proceeding further, some definition of terms is neces- 

sary. On no subject has more serious error arisen from the con- 

fusion of language. The word ‘priest’ has two different senses. In 

the one it is a synonyme for presbyter or elder, and designates the 

minister who presides over and instructs a Christian congregation : 

in the other it is equivalent to the Latin sacerdos, the Greek iepevs, 

or the Hebrew jn5, the offerer of sacrifives, who also performs other 

mediatorial offices between God and man. How the confusion 

between these two meanings has affected the history and theology of 

the Church, it will be instructive to consider in the sequel. <At 

present it is sufficient to say that the word will be used throughout 

this essay, as it has been used hitherto, in the latter sense only, so 

that priestly will be equivalent to ‘sacerdotal’ or ‘hieratic.” Etymo- 

logically indeed the other meaning is alone correct (for the words 

priest and presbyter are the same); but convenience will justify its 

restriction to this secondary and imported sense, since the English 

language supplies no other rendering of sacerdos or iepevs. On the 

other hand, when the Christian elder is meant, the longer form ‘ pres- 

byter’ will be employed throughout. 

History seems to show decisively that before the middle of the 

second century each church or organized Christian community had 

its three orders of ministers, its bishop, its presbyters, and its 

deacons. On this point there cannot reasonably be two opinions, 

But at what time and under what circumstances this organization 

was matured, and to what extent our allegiance is due to it as an 

authoritative ordinance, are more difficult questions. Some have 
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recognised in episcopacy an institution of divine origin, absolute and 

indispensable ; others have represented it as destitute of all apostolic 

sanction and authority. Some again have sought for the archetype of 

the threefold ministry in the Aaronic priesthood; others in the 

arrangements of synagogue worship. In this clamour of antagonistic 

opinions history is obviously the sole upright, impartial referee ; and 

the historical mode of treatment will therefore be strictly adhered to 

in the following investigation. The doctrine in this instance at all 

events is involved in the history’. 

187 

St Luke’s narrative represents the Twelve Apostles in the earliest Ministry 

days as the sole directors and administrators of the Church. For 
appointed 
to relieve 

the financial business of the infant community, not less than for its bi Apo- 
es. 

spiritual guidance, they alone are responsible. This state of things 

could not last long. By the rapid accession of numbers, and still 

more by the admission of heterogeneous classes into the Church, the 

work became too vast and too various for them to discharge unaided. 

To relieve them from the increasing pressure, the inferior and less 

important functions passed successively into other hands: and thus 

each grade of the ministry, beginning from the lowest, was created 

in order. 

1. The establishment of the diaconate came first. Complaints 1. Dza- 

had reached the ears of the Apostles from an outlying portion of the appoint. 

community. The Hellenist widows had been overlooked in the 

daily distribution of food and alms. To remedy this neglect a new 

office was created. Seven men were appointed whose duty it was 

to superintend the public messes”, and, as we may suppose, to provide 

in other ways for the bodily wants of the helpless poor. Thus 

relieved, the Twelve were enabled to devote themselves without 

interruption ‘to prayer and to the ministry of the word.’ The 

Apostles suggested the creation of this new office, but the persons 

were chosen by popular election and afterwards ordained by the 

Twelve with imposition of hands. Though the complaint came from 

the Hellenists, it must not be supposed that the ministrations of the 

1 The origin of the Christian minis- more recent works on the subject with 
try is ably investigated in Rothe’s which I am acquainted, and to both of 
Anfinge der Christlichen Kirche etc. themI wish to acknowledge my obliga- 
(1837), and Ritschl’s Entstehung der tions, though in many respects I have 
Altkatholischen Kirche (2nd ed. 1857). arrived at results different from either. 
These are the most important of the 2 Acts vi. 2 duaxovely tparéfats, 

ment of 
the Seven. 
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Seven were confined to this class’. 
office is stated to be not the partial but the entire relief of the Apostles 

from the serving of tables. This being the case, the appointment of 

Hellenists (for such they would appear to have been from their 

The object in creating this new 

names”) is a token of the liberal and loving spirit which prompted 

the Hebrew members of the Church in the selection of persons to fill 

the office. 

I have assumed that the office thus established represents the 

later diaconate ; for though this point has been much disputed, I do 

not see how the identity of the two can reasonably be called in 

question®, If the word deacon does not occur in the passage, yet 

the corresponding verb and substantive, diaxovety and diaxovia, are 

repeated more than once. 

those which devolved on the deacons of the earliest ages, and which 

still in theory, though not altogether in practice, form the primary 

duties of the office. Again, it seems clear from the emphasis with 

which St Luke dwells on the new institution, that he looks on 

the establishment of this office, not as an isolated incident, but as 

the initiation of a new order of things in the Church. It is in 

The functions moreover are substantially 

short one of those representative facts, of which the earlier part of 

his narrative is almost wholly made up. Lastly, the tradition of 

the identity of the two offices has been unanimous from the earliest 

times. Irenzus, the first writer who alludes to the appointment of 

the Seven, distinctly holds them to have been deacons*, The Roman 

Church some centuries later, though the presbytery had largely in- 

creased meanwhile, still restricted the number of deacons to seven, 

thus preserving the memory of the first institution of this office® 

p.189,note 1)asfavouringhisview. With 
strange perversity Bohmer (Diss. Jur. 

1 So for instance Vitringa de Synag. 
II. 2. 8, p. 928 sq-, and Mosheim de 
Reb. Christ. p. 119, followed by many 
later writers. 

3 This inference however is far from 
certain, since many Hebrews bore 
Greek names, e. g. the Apostles An- 
drew and Philip. 

3 It is maintained by Vitringa 111. 2. 
5, p. 920 sq., that the office of the 
Seven was different from the later diaco- 

nate, He quotes Chrysost. Hom. 14 in 
Act. (1x. p. 115, ed. Montf.) and Can. 
10 of the Quinisextine Council (comp. 

Eccl. p. 349 sq.) supposes them to be 
presbyters, and this account has been 
adopted even by Ritschl, p. 355 sq. 
According to another view the office of 
the Seven branched out intothetwolater 
orders of the diaconate and the presby- 
terate, Lange Apost. Zeit. 11. i. p. 75. 

4 Tren. i, 26. 3, iii. 12, 10, iv. rs. 3. 
* In the middle of the third century, 

when Cornelius writes to Fabius, Rome 
hes 46 presbyters but only 7 deacons, 
Euseb, H. EZ. vi. 43; seo Routh’s Rel. 
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And in like manner a canon of the Council of Neocsarea (A.D. 315) 

enacted that there should be no more than seven deacons in any 

city however great!, alleging the apostolic model. This rule, it is 

true, was only partially observed ; but the tradition was at all events 

so far respected, that the creation of an order of subdeacons was 

found necessary in order to remedy the inconvenience arising from 

the limitation’. 

The narrative in the Acts, if I mistake not, implies that the The office 

office thus created was entirely new. Some writers however have Leen a 

explained the incident as an extension to the Hellenists of an institu- 

tion which already existed among the Hebrew Christians and is im- 

plied in the ‘younger men’ mentioned in an earlier part of St Luke’s 

history®, This view seems not only to be groundless in itself, but 

It would 

appear moreover, that the institution was not merely new within the 

Christian Church, but novel absolutely. There is no reason for con- 

necting it with any prototype existing in the Jewish community. 

The narrative offers no hint that it was either a continuation of 

also to contradict the general tenour of the narrative. 

the order of Levites or an adaptation of an office in the synagogue. 

The philanthropic purpose for which it was established presents no 

direct point of contact with the known duties of either. The Levite, not bor- 

whose function it was to keep the beasts for slaughter, to cleanse suites as 

away the blood and offal of the sacrifices, to serve as porter at the cal order, 

temple gates, and to swell the chorus of sacred psalmody, bears no 

strong resemblance to the Christian deacon, whose ministrations lay 

among the widows and orphans, and whose time was almost wholly 

spent in works of charity. And again, the Chazan or attendant in nor trom 

the synagogue, whose duties were confined to the care of the building a si 

and the preparation for service, has more in common with the 

modern parish clerk than with the deacon in the infant Church of 

Sacr. ut. p. 23, with his note p. 61. 
Even in the fourth and fifth centuries 

the number of Roman deacons still re- 
mained constant: see Ambrosiast. on 
1 Tim. iii. 13, Sozom, vii. 19 dudkovor dé 
mapa ‘Pwpalos eloére viv eloly émrd... 
mapa 58 Tols dAos Abid Popos 6 ToUTUY 
dp.Ouds. 

1 Concil. Neocees. v. 14 (Routh Rel. 

Sacr. tv. p. 185): see Bingham’s Antig. 
11.20. 19. At the Quinisextine or 2nd 
Trullan council (4. p. 692) this Neocw- 
sarean canon was refuted and rejected: 
see Hefele Consiliengesch. 111. p. 304, 
and Vitringa p. 922. 

2 See Bingham m1, 1. 3. 
3 Acts v. 6,10. This is the view of 

Mosheim de Reb, Christ. p. 114. 
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Christ’. It is therefore a baseless, though a very common, assump- 

tion that the Christian diaconate was copied from the arrangements 

of the synagogue. The Hebrew Chazan is not rendered by deacon in 

the Greek Testament; but a different word is used instead*, We 

may fairly presume that St Luke dwells at such length on the esta- 

blishment of the diaconate, because he regards it as a novel creation. 

Thus the work primarily assigned to the deacons was the relief 

of the poor. Their office was essentially a ‘serving of tables,’ as 

distinguished from the higher function of preaching and instruction. 

But partly from the circumstances of their position, partly from the 

personal character of those first appointed, the deacons at once 

assumed a prominence which is not indicated in the original creation 

of the office. Moving about freely among the poorer brethren and 

charged with the relief of their material wants, they would find 

opportunities of influence which were denied to the higher officers of 

the Church who necessarily kept themselves more aloof. The devout 

zeal of a Stephen or a Philip would turn these opportunities to the 

best account ; and thus, without ceasing to be dispensers of alms, 

they became also ministers of the Word. The Apostles themselves 

had directed that the persons chosen should be not only ‘men of 

honest report,’ but also ‘full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom’: and 

this careful foresight, to which the extended influence of the diacon- 

ate may be ascribed, proved also the security against its abuse. But 

still the work of teaching must be traced rather to the capacity of 

the individual officer than to the direct functions of the office. 

St Paul, writing thirty years later, and stating the requirements of the 

diaconate, lays the stress mainly on those qualifications which would 

be most important in persons moving about from house to house 

and entrusted with the distribution of alms, While he requires that 

they shall hold the mystery of the faith in a pure conscience, in other 

words, that they shall be sincere believers, he is not anxious, as in the 

case of the presbyters, to secure ‘aptness to teach,’ but demands 

especially that they shall be free from certain vicious habits, such as 

1 Vitringa (11. 2. 4, p. 9148q., 17. view, the fact that as a rule there was 
2. 22, p. 11308q.) derives the Christian only one Chazan to each synagoguu 

deacon from the Chazan of the syna- must not be overlooked. 
gogue. Among other objections tothis 2 Umnpérns, Luke iv. 20. 
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a love of gossiping, and a greed of paltry gain, into which they might 

easily fall from the nature of their duties’. 

From the mother Church of Jerusalem the institution spread to Spread of 

Gentile Christian brotherhoods. By the ‘helps*’ in the First Epistle meee 

to the Corinthians (a.p. 57), and by the ‘ministration in the Epistle nies 2 

to the Romans (a.D. 58), the diaconate solely or chiefly seems to be 

intended; but besides these incidental allusions, the latter epistle 

bears more significant testimony to the general extension of the 

office. The strict seclusion of the female sex in Greece and in some 

Oriental countries necessarily debarred them from the ministrations 

of men: and to meet the want thus felt, it was found necessary at 

an early date to admit women to the diaconate. A woman-deacon 

belonging to the Church of Cenchree is mentioned in the Epistle to 

the Romans*. As time advances, the diaconate becomes still more 

prominent. In the Philippian Church a few years later (about a.p. 

62) the deacons take their rank after the presbyters, the two orders 

together constituting the recognised ministry of the Christian society 

there’, Again, passing over another interval of some years, we 

find St Paulin the First Epistle to Timothy (about a.p. 66) giving 

express directions as to the qualifications of men-deacons and women- 

deacons alike’. From the tenour of his language it seems clear that 

in the Christian communities of proconsular Asia at all events the 

institution was so common that ministerial organization would be 

considered incomplete without it. On the other hand we may perhaps 

infer from the instructions which he sends about the same time to 

Titus in Crete, that he did not consider it indispensable; for while he 

mentions having given direct orders to his delegate to appoint pres- 

byters in every city, he is silent about a diaconate’. 

2. While the diaconate was thus an entirely new creation, called 2. Pzrxs- 

forth by a special emergency and developed by the progress of events, 

the early history of the presbyterate was different. If the sacred 

historian dwells at length on the institution of the lower office but is 

silent about the first beginnings of the higher, the explanation seems 

to be, that the latter had not the claim of novelty like the former. 

1; Tim. iii, 8 sq. 6 Phil, i. 1. 
2 1 Cor. xii. 28. 6 y Tim, iii. 8 sq. 
3 Rom, xii. 7. 7 Tit. i. 5 sq. 
* Rom. xvi. 1. 
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The Christian Church in its earliest stage was regarded by the body 

of the Jewish people as nothing more than a new sect springing up 

by the side of the old. This was not unnatural: for the first disciples 

conformed to the religion of their fathers in all essential points, 

practising circumcision, observing the sabbaths, and attending the 

temple-worship. The sects in the Jewish commonwealth were not, 

They only superadded their own 

special organization to the established religion of their country, which 

properly speaking, nonconformists. 

for the most part they were careful to observe. The institution of 

synagogues was flexible enough to allow free scope for wide diver- 

Different races as the Cyrenians and 

Alexandrians, different classes of society as the freedmen', perhaps 

also different sects as the Sadducees or the Essenes, each had or 

could have their own special synagogue’, where they might indulge 

gences of creed and practice. 

their peculiarities without hindrance. As soon as the expansion of 

the Church rendered some organization necessary, it would form a 

‘synagogue’ of its own. The Christian congregations in Palestine 

long continued to be designated by this name’, though the term 

‘ecclesia’ took its place from the very first in heathen countries, 

With the synagogue itself they would naturally, if not necessarily, 

adopt the normal government of a synagogue, and a body of elders or 

presbyters would be chosen to direct the religious worship and partly 

also to watch over the temporal well-being of the society. 

Hence the silence of St Luke. When he first mehtions the pres- 

byters, he introduces them without preface, as though the institution 

were a matter of course. But the moment of their introduction 

is significant. I have pointed out elsewhere‘ that the two persecu- 

tions, of which St Stephen and St James were respectively the chief 

victims, mark two important stages in the diffusion of the Gospel. 

Their connexion with the internal organization of the Church is not 

less remarkable. The first results directly from the establishment of 

1 Acts vi. 9. 
2 It is stated, that there were no less 

than 480 synagogues in Jerusalem. 
The number is doubtless greatly ex- 
aggerated, but must have been very 
considerable: see Vitringa prol. 4, 
p. 28, and 3. 1. 14, p. 253. 

3 James ii. 2. Epiphanius (xxx. 18, 
p- 142) says of the Ebionites, cvvayw- 

yiv odrot Kadobor THY cavTay éxxdnolav, 
cal ovxl éxxAnolav. See also Hieron. 
Epist. cxii. 13 (1. p. 746, ed. Vall.) 
‘per totas orientis synagogas,’ speaking 
of the Nazarmans; though his meaning 
is not altogether clear. Comp. Test. 
zit Patr. Benj. 11. 

* See Galatians pp. 298, 303. 
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the lowest order in the ministry, the diaconate. To the second may 

probably be ascribed the adoption of the next higher grade, the pres- 

bytery. This later persecution was the signal for the dispersion of 

the Twelve on a wider mission. Since Jerusalem would no longer be 

their home as hitherto, it became necessary to provide for the perma- 

nent direction of the Church there; and for this purpose the usual 

government of the synagogue would be adopted. Now at all events 

for the first time we read of ‘presbyters’ in connexion with the 

Christian brotherhood at Jerusalem’. 

From this time forward all official communications with the Presbytery 

mother Church are carried on through their intervention. To the ee 

presbyters Barnabas and Saul bear the alms contributed by the 

Gentile Churches*. The presbyters are persistently associated with 

the Apostles, in convening the congress, in the superscription of the 

decree, and in the general settlement of the dispute between the 

Jewish and Gentile Christians’, By the presbyters St Paul is 

received many years later on his last visit to Jerusalem, and to them 

he gives an account of his missionary labours and triumphs‘. 

But the office was not confined to the mother Church alone. Extension 

Jewish presbyteries existed already in all the principal cities of the ee 

dispersion, and Christian presbyteries would early occupy a not less Churches. 

wide area, On their very first missionary journey the Apostles 

Paul and Barnabas are described as appointing presbyters in every 

church*®, The same rule was doubtless carried out in all the brother- 

hoods founded later; but it is mentioned here and here only, 

because the mode of procedure on this occasion would suffice as a 

type of the Apostles’ dealings elsewhere under similar circumstances. 

The name of the presbyter then presents no difficulty. But what Presbyters 

must be said of the term ‘bishop’? It has been shown that in the fayed sis 
apostolic writings the two are only different designations of one and 

the same office’. How and where was this second name originated? 

To the officers of Gentile Churches alone is the term applied, as a but only in 

synonyme for presbyter. At Philippi’, in Asia Minor’, in Crete®, oo. 

1 Acts xi. 30. On the sequence of 5 Acts xiv. 23. 
events at this time see Galatians p. § See above, p. 96 sq. 
124. 7 Phil. i. 3. 

* Acts xi. 30. 8 Acts xx. 28,1 Tim. iii. 1, 2; comp. 
* Acts xv. 2, 4, 6, 22, 23, XVi. 4. 1 Pet. ii, 25, v. 2. 
* Acts xxi. 18. 8. Tite ts Fs 

PHIL. 13 
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the presbyter is so called. In the next generation the title is 

employed in a letter written by the Greek Church of Rome to the 

Greek Church of Corinth’. Thus the word would seem to be espe- 

cially Hellenic. Beyond this we are left to conjecture. But if we 

may assume that the directors of religious and social clubs among the 

heathen were commonly so called’, it would naturally occur, if not to 

the Gentile Christians themselves, at all events to their heathen 

associates, as a fit designation for the presiding members of the new 

society. The infant Church of Christ, which appeared to the Jew as 

a synagogue, would be regarded by the heathen as a confraternity *. 

But whatever may have been the origin of the term, it did not alto- 

gether dispossess the earlier name ‘presbyter,’ which still held its 

And, when at 

length the term bishop was appropriated to a higher office in the 

Church, the latter became again, as it had been at first, the sole 

designation of the Christian elder®. 

The duties of the presbyters were twofold. They were both rulers 

place as a synonyme even in Gentile congregations‘. 

and instructors of the congregation. This double function appears 

in St Paul’s expression ‘ pastors and teachers’, where, as the form of 

the original seems to show, the two words describe the same office 

under different aspects. Though government was probably the first 

conception of the office, yet the work of teaching must have fallen 

to the presbyters from the very first and have assumed greater 

prominence as time went on, With the growth of the Church, the 

visits of the apostles and evangelists to any individual community 

must have become less and less frequent, so that the burden of in- 

struction would be gradually transferred from these missionary 

preachers to the local officers of the congregation, Hence 8t Paul 

1 Clem. Rom. 42, 45. 5 Other more general designations in 
2 The evidence however is slight: 

see above p. 95, note 2. Some light is 
thrown on this subject by the fact that 
the Roman government seems first to 
have recognised the Christian brother- 
hoods in their corporate capacity, as 
burial clubs: see de Rossi Rom. Sotterr. 
I. p. 371. _ 

3 Ontheseclubs or confraternities see 
Renan Les Apétres p. 351 8q.; comp. 
Saint Paul p. 239. 

4 Acts xx, 17, 1 Tim. v. 17, Tit.i. 5, 
1 Pet. v. 1, Clem. Rom. 21, 44. 

the New Testament are of mpoirrdpevor 
(x Thess. v. 12, Rom. xii. 8: comp. 
1 Tim. v. 17), or of yyovpevoe (Hebr. 
xili. 7,17, 24). For the former comp. 
Hermas Vis. ii. 4, Justin. Apol. i. 67 
(6 mpoeorws); for the latter, Clem. Rom. 
1, 21, Hermas Vis. ii. 2, iii. 9 (ol rpon- 
youpevor). 

6 Ephes. iv. rr rods 68 moiuévas xal 
diSackddous. For opalvew applied 
to the érlcxoros or mpecBurepos see 
Acts xx. 28, 1 Pet. v. 2; comp. r Pet. 
ii. 25. 
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in two passages, where he gives directions relating to bishops or 

presbyters, insists specially on the faculty of teaching as a qualifica- 

tion for the position’, Yet even here this work seems to be regarded 

rather as incidental to than as inherent in the office. In the one 

epistle he directs that double honour shall be paid to those pres- 

byters who have ruled well, but especially to such as ‘labour in 

word and doctrine’, as though one holding this office might de- 

cline the work of instruction. In the other, he closes the list of 

qualifications with the requirement that the bishop (or presbyter) 

hold fast the faithful word in accordance with the apostolic teaching, 

‘that he may be able both to exhort in the healthy doctrine and to 

confute gainsayers,’ alleging as a reason the pernicious activity and 

growing numbers of the false teachers. Nevertheless there is no 

ground for supposing that the work of teaching and the work of 

governing pertained to separate members of the presbyteral college*. 

As each had his special gift, so would he devote himself more or less 

exclusively to the one or the other of these sacred functions. 

195 

3. It is clear then that at the close of the apostolic age, the two 3.Brsuors. 

lower orders of the threefold ministry were firmly and widely esta- 

blished ; but traces of the third and highest order, the episcopate pro- 

perly so called, are few and indistinct. 

For the opinion hazarded by Theodoret and adopted by many The office 

later writers*, that the same officers in the Church who were first 

1 y Tim. iti. 2, Tit. i. 9. 
2 Tim, v. 17 wddiora of Komudvres 

év NOyw kal dacxadlg. At a much 
later date we read of ‘ presbyteri doc- 
tores,’ whence it may perhaps be in- 
ferred that even then the work of 
teaching was not absolutely indispens- 
able to the presbyteral office; Act. 
Perp. et Fel. 13, Cyprian. Epist. 29: 
see Ritschl p. 352. 

3 The distinction of lay or ruling 
elders, and ministers proper or teaching 
elders, was laid down by Calvin and 
has been adopted as the constitution of 
several presbyterian Churches. This 
interpretation of St Paul’s language is 
refuted by Rothe p. 224, Ritschl p. 352 
sq., and Schaff Hist. of Apost. Ch, 11. 
p. 312, besides older writers such as 
Vitringa and Mosheim. 

4 On 1 Tim. iii. 1, rods 62 viv Kadov- 
Hévous émioxdrrous drogrédous dybuatov* 
Tov de xpdvou mpotdvros Td bev THs daro- 
oTofs dvoua tots adnOds drosrdXos 
xarédurov, 7d dé Tijs emioxom hs Tots wdAae 
Kadoupévos admrocrédos érébecav. See 
also his note on Phil.i.1, Comp. Words- 
worth Theoph. Angl. c. x, Blunt First 
Three Centuries p. 81. Theodoret, as 
usual, has borrowed from Theodore of 
Mopsuestia on 1 Tim. iii. r, ‘Qui vero 
nune episcopi nominantur, illi tunc 
apostoli dicebantur...Beatis vero apo- 
stolis decedentibus, illi qui post illos 
ordinati sunt ... grave existimaverunt 
apostolorum sibi vindicare nuncupatio- 
nem; diviserunt ergo ipsa nomina ete.’ 
(Raban, Maur. v1. p. 604 D, ed. Migne), 
Theodore however makes a distinction 
between the two offices: nor does he, 

13—2 

not a con- 

tinuation 
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called apostles came afterwards to be designated bishops, is baseless. 

If the two offices had been identical, the substitution of the one name 

for the other would have required some explanation. But in fact 

the functions of the Apostle and the bishop differed widely. The 

Apostle, like the prophet or the evangelist, held no local office. 

He was essentially, as his name denotes, a missionary, moving about 

from place to place, founding and confirming new brotherhoods, 

The only ground on which Theodoret builds his theory is a false 

interpretation of a passage in St Paul. At the opening of the 

Epistle to Philippi the presbyters (here called bishops) and deacons 

are saluted, while in the body of the letter one Epaphroditus is 

Phil. ii. 25 mentioned as an ‘apostle’ of the Philippians. If ‘apostle’ here had 
wrongly 
explained. 

The epis- 
eopate de- 
veloped 
out of the 
presby- 
tery. 

the meaning which is thus assigned to it, all the three orders of the 

ministry would be found at Philippi. But this interpretation will 

not stand. The true Apostle, like St Peter or St John, bears this 

title as the messenger, the delegate, of Christ Himself : while Epapliro- 

ditus is only so styled as the messenger of the Philippian brother- 

hood ; and in the very next clause the expression is explained by the 

statement that he carried their alms to St Paul’, The use of the 

word here has a parallel in another passage*, where messengers (or 

apostles) of the churches are mentioned. It is not therefore to the 

apostle that we must look for the prototype of the bishop. How 

far indeed and in what sense the bishop may be called a successor of 

the Apostles, will be a proper subject for consideration: but the 

succession at least does not consist in an identity of office. 

The history of the name itself suggests a different account of the 

origin of the episcopate. If bishop was at first used as a synonyme 

for presbyter and afterwards came to designate the higher officer under 

whom the presbyters served, the episcopate properly so called 

would seem to have been developed from the subordinate office. 

In other words, the episcopate was formed not out of the apostolic 

order by localisation but out of the presbyteral by elevation: and 

the title, which originally was common to all, came at length to be 

appropriated to the chief among them’*. 

like Theodoret, misinterpret Phil.ii.25. 2 2 Cor. viii. 23, see Galatians p. 96, 
ThecommentatorHilaryalsoonEphes. note 3. 
iy. 11, says ‘apostoli episcopi sunt.’ 3 A parallel instance from Athenian 

1 See Phil. ii. 25, with the note. institutions will illustrate this usage. 
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Tf this account be true, we might expect to find in the mother ni James 
3 the 

Church of Jerusalem, which as the earliest founded would soonest eae 

ripen into maturity, the first traces of this developed form of the bishop, 

ministry. Nor is this expectation disappointed. James the Lord’s 

brother alone, within the period compassed by the apostolic writings, 

can claim to be regarded as a bishop in the later and more special 

sense of the term. In the language of St Paul he takes precedence 

even of the earliest and greatest preachers of the Gospel, St Peter and 

St John’, where the affairs of the Jewish Church specially are con- 

cerned, In St Luke’s narrative he appears as the local representa- 

tive of the brotherhood in Jerusalem, presiding at the congress, whose 

decision he suggests and whose decree he appears to have framed’, 

receiving the missionary preachers as they revisit the mother Church’, 

acting generally as the referee in communications with foreign 

brotherhoods, The place assigned to him in the spurious Clementines, 

where he is represented as supreme arbiter over the Church universal 

in matters of doctrine, must be treated as a gross exaggeration, This 

kind of authority is nowhere conferred upon him in the apostolic 

writings: but his social and ecclesiastical position, as it appears in 

St Luke and St Paul, explains how the exaggeration was possible. 

And this position is the more remarkable if, as seems to have been 

the case, he was not one of the Twelve’. 

On the other hand, though especially prominent, he appears in the but yet 
Acts as a member of a body. When St Peter, after his escape from not isolat- 

ed from his 
prison, is about to leave Jerusalem, he desires that his deliverance presby- 
shall be reported to ‘James and the brethren’ When again St 

Paul on his last visit to the Holy City goes to see James, we are 
told that all the presbyters were present®. If in some passages St 
James is named by himself, in others he is omitted and the presbyters 
alone are mentioned’, From this it may be inferred that though 

The émordrys was chairman of a body 
of ten mpbedpa, who themselves were 
appointed in turn by lot to serve from 
a larger body of fifty rpurdves. Yet we 
tind the émisrdrns not only designated 
mpirans par excellence (Demosth. Ti- 
mocr. § 157), but even addressed by 
this name in the presence of the other 
mpbedpot (Thue, vi. 14). 

1 Gal. ii. 9; see the note. 
2 Acts xv. 13 sq. St James speaks 

last and apparently with some degree 
of authority (éyd xpivw ver. 19). The 
decree is clearly framed on his recom- 
mendations, and some indecisive coin- 
cidences of style with his epistle have 
been pointed out. 

3 Acts xxi. 18; comp. xii. 17. 
also Gal. i, 19, ii. 12. 

4 See Galatians p. 282 8q. 
5 Acts xii. 17. 6 Acts xxi. 18. 
7 Acts xi. 30; comp, xv. 4, 23, EVi. 4. 

See 

tery. 
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holding a position superior to the rest, he was still considered as a 

member of the presbytery ; that he was in fact the head or president 

of the college. What power this presidency conferred, how far it 

was recognised as an independent official position, and to what de- 

gree it was due to the ascendancy of his personal gifts, are questions 

which in the absence of direct information can only be answered by 

conjecture. But his close relationship with the Lord, his rare energy 

of character, and his rigid sanctity of life which won the respect 

even of the unconverted Jews', would react upon his office, and 

may perhaps have elevated it to a level which was not definitely 

contemplated in its origin. 

Nobishops But while tha episcopal office thus existed in the mother Church 

eee of Jerusalem from very early days, at least in a rudimentary form, the 

Churches, New Testament presents no distinct traces of such organization in 

the Gentile congregations. The government of the Gentile churches, 

Twostages a8 there represented, exhibits two successive stages of development 

ety oR “tending in this direction; but the third stage, in which episcopacy 

definitely appears, still lies beyond the horizon, 

(1) Occa- (1) We have first of all the Apostles themselves exercising the 
sional su- 
pervision 

by the —_ gon and on the spot, sometimes at a distance by letter or by message, 

‘ee The imaginary picture drawn by St Paul, when he directs the pun- 

selves.  ishment of the Corinthian offender, vividly represents his position in 
this respect. The members of the church are gathered together, the 

elders, we may suppose, being seated apart on a dais or tribune; he 

himself, as president, directs their deliberations, collects their votes, 

pronounces sentence on the guilty man*, How the absence of the 

apostolic president was actually supplied in this instance, we do not 

know. Buta council was held; he did direct their verdict ‘in spirit 

though not in person’; and ‘the majority’ condemned the offender’. 

In the same way St Peter, giving directions to the elders, claims a 

place among them. The title ‘fellow-presbyter,’ which he applies to 

himself‘, would doubtless recal to the memory of his readers the 

occasions when he himself had presided with the elders and guided 

their deliberations. 

superintendence of the churches under their care, sometimes in per- 

1 See Galatians p. 365 sq. 3 2 Cor. ii. 6 % émirmula atry y bd 
2 1 Cor. v. 3 Sq. Tov webu, 41 Pet. v. r- 
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(2) As the first stage then, the Apostles themselves were the ¢) Resi- 
ence of 

superintendents of each individual church, But the wider spread of apostolic 

the Gospel would diminish the frequency of their visits and impair the 

In the second stage therefore we find 

them, at critical seasons and in important congregations, delegating 

efficiency of such supervision. 

some trustworthy disciple who should fix his abode in a given place 

The Pastoral 

Epistles present this second stage to our view. It is the conception 

of a later age which represents Timothy as bishop of Ephesus and 

Titus as bishop of Crete’. 

position which they held was temporary. In both cases their term 

of office is drawing to a close, when the Apostle writes*, But the 

With less perma- 

nence but perhaps greater authority, the position occupied by these 

for a time and direct the affairs of the church there. 

St Paul’s own language implies that the 

conception is not altogether without foundation. 

apostolic delegates nevertheless fairly represents the functions of the 

bishop early in the second century. They were in fact the link 

between the Apostle whose superintendence was occasional and gene- 

ral and the bishop who exercised a permanent supervision over an 

individual congregation. 

delegates. 

Beyond this second stage the notices in the apostolic writings do The angels 

not carry us. 

alleged as an exception’. 

The angels of the seven churches indeed are frequently 

suggest such an explanation*, nor is this view in keeping with the 

highly figurative style of this wonderful book. Its sublime imagery 

1 Const. Apost. vii. 46, Euseb. H. E. 
iii. 4, and later writers. 

2 See 1 Tim. i. 3, iii. 14, 2 Tim. iv. 9, 
ar, Tit. i. 5, iii, r2. 

3 See for instance among recent wri- 
ters Thiersch Gesch. der Apost. Kirche 
p. 278, Trench Epistles to the Seven 
Churches p. 47 sq., with others, This 
explanation is as old as the earliest 
commentators. Rothesupposesthatthe 
word anticipates the establishment of 
episcopacy, being a kind of prophetic 
symbol, p. 423 8q. Others again take 
the angel to designate the collective 
ministry, i.e. the whole body of priests 
and deacons, For various explanations 
see Schaff Hist. of Apost. Ch. 11. p. 223. 

Rothe (p. 426) supposes that Dio- 
trephes 6 gidorpwredwy adrdy (3 Joh. 9) 

was a bishop. This cannot be pro- 
nounced impossible, but the language 
is far too indefinite to encourage such 
an inference. 

4It is conceivable indeed that a 
bishop or chief pastor should be called 
an angel or messenger of God or of Christ 
(comp. Hag. i. 13, Mal. ii. 7), but he 
would hardly be styled an angel of the 
church over which he presides, See the 
parallel case of drdaro)os above, p. 196. 
Vitringa (11. 9, p. 550), and others after 
him, explain dyyeXos in the Apocalypse 

by the mov, the messenger or deputy 
of the synagogue. These however were 
only inferior officers, and could not be 
compared to stars or made responsible 
for the well-being of the churches; seo 
Rothe p. so4. 

in the Apo- 
calypsenot 

But neither does the name ‘angel’ itself bishops. 
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seems to be seriously impaired by this interpretation. On the other 

hand St John’s own language gives the true key to the symbolism. 

‘The seven stars,’ so it is explained, ‘are the seven angels of the seven 

churches, and the seven candlesticks are the seven churches’.’ This 

contrast between the heavenly and the earthly fires—the star shining 

steadily by its own inherent eternal light, and the lamp flickering and 

uncertain, requiring to be fed with fuel and tended with care— 

cannot be devoid of meaning. The star is the suprasensual counter- 

part, the heavenly representative ; the lamp, the earthly realisation, 

the outward embodiment. Whether the angel is here conceived as an 

actual person, the celestial guardian, or only as a personification, the 

idea or spirit of the church, it is unnecessary for my present purpose 

to consider. But whatever may be the exact conception, he is identi- 

fied with and made responsible for it to a degree wholly unsuited to 

any human officer. Nothing is predicated of him, which may not be 

predicated of it. To him are imputed all its hopes, its fears, its 

graces, its shortcomings. He is punished with it, and he is rewarded 

with it. In one passage especially the language applied to the angel 

seems to exclude the common interpretation. In the message to 

Thyatira the angel is blamed, because he suffers himself to be led 

astray by ‘his wife Jezebel.’ In this image of Ahab’s idolatrous 

queen some dangerous and immoral teaching must be personified ; 

for it does violence alike to the general tenour and to the individual 

expressions in the passage to suppose that an actual woman is meant. 

Thus the symbolism of the passage is entirely in keeping. Nor 

again is this mode of representation new. The ‘princes’ in the pro- 

phecy of Daniel® present a very near if not an exact parallel to the 

angels of the Revelation. Here, as elsewhere, St John seems to 

adapt the imagery of this earliest apocalyptic book. 

Indeed, if with most recent writers we adopt the early date of the 

Apocalypse of St John, it is scarcely possible that the episcopal 

organization should have been so mature when it was written. In 

this case probably not more than two or three years have elapsed 

from the date of the Pastoral Epistles*, and this interval seems quite 

1 Rev. i. 20. a correct reading, it seems to be a cor- 

° Rev. ii. 20 rhy yuvatkd cou’lefdBer. rect gloss, 

The word gov should probably be re- 3 Dan, x. 13, 20, 21. 
tained in the text: or at least, if not 4 The date of the Pastoral Epistles 
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insufficient to account for so great a change in the administration 

of the Asiatic churches. 

As late therefore as the year 70 no distinct signs of episcopal go- Hpuepe 

vernment have hitherto appeared in Gentile Christendom. Yet unless bulshed in 
Gentile 

. i . ‘ churches 
it seems vain to deny that early in the second century the episcopal before the 

office was firmly and widely established. Thus during the last three cupola 

decades of the first century, and consequently during the lifetime of 

we have recourse to a sweeping condemnation of received documents, 

the latest surviving Apostle, this change must have been brought 

about. But the circumstances under which it was effected are 

shrouded in darkness; and various attempts have been made to read 

the obscure enigma. Of several solutions offered one at least deserves 

special notice. If Rothe’s view cannot be accepted as final, its ex- Rothe’s 

amination will at least serve to bring out the conditions of the eens 

problem: and for this reason I shall state and discuss it as briefly 

as possible’. For the words in which the theory is stated I am 

myself responsible. 

‘The epoch to which we last adverted marks an important crisis Import- 

in the history of Christianity. The Church was distracted and ot Na 

dismayed by the growing dissensions between the Jewish and 

Gentile brethren and by the menacing apparition of Gnostic heresy. 

So long as its three most prominent leaders were living, there had 

been some security against the extravagance of parties, some guaran- 

tee of harmonious combination among diverse churches. But St 

Peter, St Paul, and St James, were carried away by death almost at 

the same time and in the face of this great emergency. Another 

blow too had fallen: the long-delayed judgment of God on the once 

Holy City was delayed no more. With the overthrow of Jerusalem 

the visible centre of the Church was removed. The keystone of the 

fabric was withdrawn, and the whole edifice threatened with ruin. 

There was a crying need for some organization which should cement 

together the diverse elements of Christian society and preserve it 

from disintegration.’ 

may be and probably is as late as a.p. episcopacy is assailed (on grounds in 
66 or 67; while the Apocalypse on many respects differing from those 
this hypothesis was written not later which I have urged) by Baur Ursprung 
than A.D. 70. des Episcopats p. 39 sq., and Ritschl 

1 See Rothe’s Anfinge etc. pp. 354— /p. 410 Bq. 
392. Rothe’s account of the origin of 
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‘Out of this need the Catholic Church arose. Christendom had 

hitherto existed as a number of distinct isolated congregations, drawn 

in the same direction by a common faith and common sympathies, 

accidentally linked one with another by the personal influence and 

apostolic authority of their common teachers, but not bound together 

in a harmonious whole by any permanent external organization. 

Now at length this great result was brought about. The magnitude 

of the change effected during this period may be measured by the 

difference in the constitution and conception of the Christian Church 

as presented in the Pastoral Epistles of St Paul and the letters of St 

Tgnatius respectively.’ 

To this 

This great work must be 

St John especially, who built 

up the speculative theology of the Church, was mainly instrumental 

in completing its external constitution also; for Asia Minor was the 

centre from which the new movement spread. 

‘By whom then was the new constitution organized ? 

question only one answer can be given. 

ascribed to the surviving Apostles. 

St John however 

was not the only Apostle or early disciple who lived in this pro- 

St Philip is known to have settled in Hierapolis’. St 

Andrew also seems to have dwelt in these parts", The silence of 

history clearly proclaims the fact which the voice of history but 

faintly suggests, 

vince. 

If we hear nothing more of the Apostles’ mission- 

ary labours, it is because they had organized an united Church, to 

which they had transferred the work of evangelization.’ 

“Of such a combined effort on the part of the Apostles, resulting 

in a definite ecclesiastical polity, in an united Catholic Church, 

no direct account is preserved: but incidental notices are not want- 

ing ; 

period more than this was not to be expected*,’ 

and in the general paucity of information respecting the whole 

‘() Eusebius relates that after the martyrdom of St James 

and the fall of Jerusalem, the remaining Apostles and personal dis- 

1 Papias in Euseb. H. E. iti. 39; 
Polycrates and Caius in Euseb. H. E. 
iii, 21. 

2 Muratorian Canon (circ. 170 A.D.), 
Routh Rel. Sacr. 1. p. 394- 

3 Besides the evidence which I have 
stated and discussed in the text, Rothe 
also brings forward a fragment of the 
Predicatio Pauli (preserved in the tract 

de Baptismo Hereticorum, which is 
included among Cyprian’s works, app. 

p. 30, ed. Fell; see Galatians p. 353 
note), where the writer mentions a 
meeting of St Peter and St Paul in 
Rome. The main question however is 
80 slightly affected thereby, that I have 
not thought it necessary to investigate 
the value and bearing of this fragment. 
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ciples of the Lord, with his surviving relations, met together and 

after consultation unanimously appointed Symeon the son of Clopas 

to the vacant see’. It can hardly be doubted, that Eusebius in 

this passage quotes from the earlier historian Hegesippus, from 

whom he has derived the other incidents in the lives of James and 

Symeon: and we may well believe that this council discussed 

larger questions than the appointment of a single bishop, and that 

the constitution and prospects of the Church generally came under 

deliberation. It may have been on this occasion that the surviving 

Apostles partitioned out the world among them, and ‘Asia was 

assigned to John’*.’ 

203 

‘(2) A fragment of Ireneus points in the same direction. Ireneus. 

Writing of the holy eucharist he says, ‘They who have paid atten- 

tion to the second ordinances of the Apostles know that the Lord 

appointed a new offering in the new covenant’.’ By these ‘second 

ordinances’ must be understood some later decrees or injunctions 

than those contained in the apostolic epistles: and these would 

naturally be framed and promulyated by such a council as the notice 

of Eusebius suggests.’ 

(3) 
Apostles, having appointed elders in every church and foreseeing 

the disputes which would arise, ‘afterwards added a codicil (supple- 

mentary direction) that if they should fall asleep, other approved 

men should succeed to their office*’ Here the pronouns ‘they,’ 

‘their, must refer, not to the first appointed presbyters, but to 

the Apostles themselves. 

distinct notice of the institution of bishops as successors of the Apo- 

Thus interpreted, the passage contains a 

stles ; while in the word ‘afterwards’ is involved an allusion to the 

later council to which the ‘second ordinances’ of Irenzus also refer®,’ 

1 Kuseb. H. E. iii. rr. the persons intended in corunOdow and 
2 According to the tradition reported 

by Origen as quoted in Euseb. H. E. 

iii, 1. 
3 One of the Pfaffian fragments, no. 

XXxvili, p. 854 in Sticren’s edition of 
Irenzus. 

4 Clem. Rom. § 44 xaréornoav robs 
Tpoetpnuévous (8c. rpecBurépous) Kal wer- 
akdtémwouhvtieddxacw, Sts, €dy Kotun- 
Odow, braddEwvras erepor Sedoxymacpévor 
dvépes Thy Aeroupylay avrwy. The in- 
terpretation of the passage depends on 

airdy (see the notes on the passage). 
5 A much more explicit though 

somewhat later authority may be 
quoted in favour of his view. The 
Ambrosian Hilary on Ephes. iv. 12, 
speaking of the change from the pres- 
byteral to the episcopal form of govern- 
ment, says ‘immutata est ratio, pro- 
spictente concilio, ut non ordo ete.’ If 
the reading be correct, I suppose he 
was thinking of the Apostolic Constitu- 
tions. See also the expression of St 

To the same effect St Clement of Rome writes, that the Clementof 
Tome, 
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‘These notices seem to justify the conclusion that immediately 

after the fall of Jerusalem a council of the apostles and first 

teachers of the Gospel was held to deliberate on the crisis, and to 

frame measures for the well-being of the Church. The centre of 

the system then organized was episcopacy, which at once secured the 

compact and harmonious working of each individual congregation, 

and as the link of communication between separate brotherhoods 

formed the whole into one undivided Catholic Church, Recom- 

mended by this high authority, the new constitution was immedi- 

ately and generally adopted.’ 

This theory, which is maintained with much ability and vigour, 

attracted considerable notice, as being a new defence of episcopacy 

advanced by a member of a presbyterian Church, On the other 

hand, its intrinsic value seems to have been unduly depreciated ; for, 

if it fails to give a satisfactory solution, it has at least the merit of 

stating the conditions of the problem with great distinctness, and of 

pointing out the direction to be followed. On this account it seemed 

worthy of attention. 

It must indeed be confessed that the historical notices will not 

(1) The account 

of Hegesippus (for to Hegesippus the statement in Eusebius may 

fairly be ascribed) confines the object of this gathering to the 

appointment of a successor to St James. If its deliberations had 

exerted that vast and permanent influence on the future of the 

Church which Rothe’s theory supposes, it is scarcely possible that 

this early historian should have been ignorant of the fact or knowing 

it should have passed it over in silence. (2) The genuineness of the 

Pfaffian fragments of Ireneus must always remain doubtful’. Inde- 

pendently of the mystery which hangs over their publication, the very 

passage quoted throws great suspicion on their authorship; for the ex- 

pression in question’ seems naturally to refer to the so called Apostolic 

Constitutions, which have been swelled to their present size by the 

bear the weight of the inference built upon them. 

Jerome on Tit. i. 5 (quoted below p. 
206) ‘in toto orbe decretum est.’ 

1 The controversial treatises on either 
side are printed in Stieren’s Irenzus 11. 
p. 381 sqqg. It is sufficient here to 

state that shortly after the transcrip- 
tion of these fragments by Pfaff, the 
Turin us from which they were taken 

disappeared; so that there was no 
means of testing the accuracy of the 
transcriber or ascertaining the charac- 
ter of the ms. 

2 The expression al devrepat Tw diro- 
orbdwy diardtes closely resembles the 
language of these Constitutions; see 
Hippol. p. 74, 82 (Lagarde). 
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accretions of successive generations, but can hardly have existed even 

in a rudimentary form in the age of Irenzus, or if existing have 

been regarded by him as genuine. If he had been acquainted with 

such later ordinances issued by the authority of an apostolic coun- 

cil, is it conceivable that in his great work on heresies he should 

have omitted to quote a sanction so unquestionable, where his main 

object is to show that the doctrine of the Catholic Church in his day 

represented the true teaching of the Apostles, and his main argu- 

ment the fact that the Catholic bishops of his time derived their 
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office by direct succession from the Apostles? (3) The passage in Clement. 

the epistle of St Clement cannot be correctly interpreted by Rothe: 

for his explanation, though elaborately defended, disregards the pur- 

pose of the letter. The Corinthian Church is disturbed by a spirit 

of insubordination. Presbyters, who have faithfully discharged their 

duties, have nevertheless been ruthlessly expelled from office. St 

Clement writes in the name of the Roman Church to correct these 

irregularities. He reminds the Corinthians that the presbyteral 

office was established by the Apostles, who not only themselves 

appointed elders, but also gave directions that the vacancies caused 

from time to time by death should be filled up by other men of cha- 

racter, thus providing for a succession in the ministry. Conse- 

quently in these unworthy feuds they were setting themselves in 

opposition to officers of repute either actually nominated by Apo- 

stles, or appointed by those so nominated in accordance with the 

apostolic injunctions. There is no mention of episcopacy, properly 

so called, throughout the epistle; for in the language of St Clement, 

‘bishop’ and ‘presbyter’ are still synonymous terms’, Thus the 

pronouns ‘they,’ ‘their, refer naturally to the presbyters first ap- 

pointed by the Apostles themselves. Whether (supposing the read- 

ing to be correct’) Rothe has rightly translated émwvoprv ‘a codicil,’ 

it is unnecessary to enquire, as the rendering does not materially 

affect the question. 

Nor again does it appear that the rise of episcopacy was so Episcopa- 

sudden and so immediate, that an authoritative order issuing from cy nota 
sudden 

an apostolic council alone can explain the phenomenon. In the creation, 

mysterious period which comprises the last thirty years of the first 

1 See above, pp. 97, 98. povjv; see the notes on the passage, 
2 The right reading is probably ém- 
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century, and on which history is almost wholly silent, episcopacy 

must, it is true, have been mainly developed. But before this period 

its beginnings may be traced, and after the close it is not yet fully 

matured. It seems vain to deny with Rothe’ that the position of 

St James in the mother Church furnished the precedent and the 

pattern of the later episcopate. It appears equally mistaken to main- 

tain, as this theory requires, that at the close of the first and the 

beginning of the second century the organization of all churches 

alike had arrived at the same stage of development and exhibited 

the episcopate in an equally perfect form. 

but ma- On the other hand, the emergency which consolidated the epi- 
tured by 
a critical 
emergency remarked long ago by Jerome, that ‘before factions were introduced 

scopal form of government is correctly and forcibly stated. It was 

into religion by the prompting of the devil,’ the churches were 

governed by a council of elders, ‘but as soon as each man began to 

consider those whom he had baptized to belong to himself and not to 

Christ, it was decided throughout the world that one elected from 

among the elders should be placed over the rest, so that the care of 

the church should devolve on him, and the seeds of schism be 

removed’.’ And again in another passage he writes to the same 

effect; ‘When afterwards one presbyter was elected that he might be 

placed over the rest, this was done as a remedy against schism, that 

each man might not drag to himself and thus break up the Church 

of Christ’.’ To the dissensions of Jew and Gentile converts, and to 

the disputes of Gnostic false teachers, the development of episcopacy 

may be mainly ascribed. 

and in Nor again is Rothe probably wrong as to the authority mainly 

ear instrumental in effecting the change. Asia Minor was the adopted 

influence home of more than one Apostle after the fall of Jerusalem. Asia 

ee Minor too was the nurse, if not the mother, of episcopacy in the 

Gentile Churches. So important an institution, developed in a 

Christian community of which St John was the living centre and 

guide, could hardly have grown up without his sanction: and, as 

will be seen presently, early tradition very distinctly connects his 

name with the appointment of bishops in these parts, 

But to the question how this change was brought about, a some- 

1 p. 264 sq. 3 Epist. exlvi ad Evang. (u yp. 
2 On Tit. i. 5 (vit. p. 694, ed. Vall.). 1082). 
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what different answer must be given. We have seen that the Manner of 

needs of the Church and the ascendancy of his personal character pubes 

placed St James at the head of the Christian brotherhood in Jeru- 

salem, Though remaining a member of the presbyteral council, he 

was singled out from the rest and placed in a position of superior 

responsibility. His exact power it would be impossible, and it is 

unnecessary, to define. When therefore after the fall of the city 

St John with other surviving Apostles removed to Asia Minor and 

found there manifold irregularities and threatening symptoms of dis- 

ruption, he would not unnaturally encourage an approach in these 

Gentile Churches to the same organization, which had been signally 

blessed, and proved effectual in holding together the mother Church 

amid dangers not less serious. The existence of a council or col- 

lege necessarily supposes a presidency of some kind, whether this 

presidency be assumed by each member in turn, or lodged in the 

hands of a single person’. It was only necessary therefore for him 

to give permanence, definiteness, stability, to an office which already 

existed in germ. There is no reason however for supposing that 

any direct ordinance was issued to the churches. The evident 

utility and even pressing need of such an office, sanctioned by the 

most venerated name in Christendom, would be sufficient to secure 

its wide though gradual reception. 

supposes a substantial harmony and freedom of intercourse among 

the churches, which remained undisturbed by the troubles of the 

times; but the silence of history is not at all unfavourable to this 

supposition. In this way, during the historical blank which ex- 

tends over half a century after the fall of Jerusalem, episcopacy 

was matured and the Catholic Church consolidated’. 

Such a reception, it is true, 

1 The Ambrosian Hilary on Ephes. 
iv. 12 seems to say that the senior 
member was president; but this may 
be mere conjecture. The constitution 
of the synagogue does not aid mate- 
rially in settling this question. In the 
New Testament at all events dpy:ourd- 
ywyos is only another name for an elder 
of the synagogue (Mark v. 22, Acts 
xiii. 15, xviii. 8,17; comp. Justin Dial. 
c. Tryph. § 137), and therefore corre- 
sponds not to the bishop but to the 
presbyter of the Christian Church. 
Sometimes however dpxiovvd-yuryos ap- 

pears to denote the president of the 
council of elders: see Vitringa 11. 2. p. 
586 sq., II. 1. p.6108q. The opinions 
of Vitringa must be received with cau- 
tion, as his tendency to press the re- 
semblance between the government of 
the Jewish synagogue and the Chris- 
tian Church is strong. The real like- 
ness consists in the council of presby- 
ters; but the threefold order of the 
Christian ministry as a whole seems to 

have no counterpart in the synagogue, 
2 The expression ‘Catholic Church’ 

is found first in the Ignatian lettcr to 
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At all events, when we come to trace the early history of the 

office in the principal churches of Christendom in succession, we 

shall find all the facts consistent with the account adopted here, 

In 

this review it will be convenient to commence with the mother 

Church, and to take the others in order, as they are connected either 

while some of them are hardly reconcileable with any other. 

by neighbourhood or by political or religious sympathy. 

1. The Church of JERnusaLem, as I have already pointed out, 

presents the earliest instance of a bishop, A certain official pro- 

minence is assigned to James the Lord’s brother, both in the Epi- 

stles of St Paul and in the Acts of the Apostles, And the inference 

drawn from the notices in the canonical Scriptures is borne out by 

the tradition of the next ages. As early as the middle of the second 

century all parties concur in representing him as a bishop in the 

strict sense of the term’. In this respect Catholic Christians and 

Ebionite Christians hold the same language: the testimony of 

Hegesippus on the one hand is matched by the testimony of the 

On his death, which is recorded 

as taking place immediately before the war of Vespasian, Symeon 

Clementine writings on the other. 

was appointed in his place’. Hegesippus, who is our authority for 

this statement, distinctly regards Symeon as holding the same office 

with James, and no less distinctly calls him a bishop. This same 

historian also mentions the circumstance that one Thebuthis (ap- 

parently on this occasion), being disappointed of the bishopric, raised 

a schism and attempted to corrupt the virgin purity of the Church 

with false doctrine. As Symeon died in the reign of Trajan at an 

advanced age, it is not improbable that Hegesippus was born during 

his lifetime. Of the successors of Symeon a complete list is preserved 

by Eusebius’, The fact however that it comprises thirteen names 

within a period of less than thirty years must throw suspicion on 

the Smyrneans §8. In the Martyr- 
dom of Polycarp it occurs several 
times, inser. and §§ 8, 16, 19. On its 
meaning see Westcott Canon p. 28, 

note (4th ed.). 
1 Hegesipp. in Euseb. H. E. ii. 23, 

iv. 22; Clem. Hom. xi. 35, Ep. Petr. 
init., and Ep, Clem. init.; Clem. 
Recogn. i. 43, 68, 73; Clem. Alex. 
in Euseb. ii. 1; Const, Apost. v. 8, vi. 

14, Vili. 35, 46. 

2 Hegesipp. in Euseb. H. E. iv. 22. 
3H. E. iv. 5. The episcopate of 

Justus the successor of Symeon com- 
mences about a.D. 108: that of Marcus 
the first Gentile bishop, a.p.136. Thus 
thirteen bishops occupy only about 
twenty-eight years. Even after the 
foundation of #lia Capitolina the suc- 
cession is very rapid. In the period 
from Marcus (4.D. 136) to Narcissus 
(4.D. 190) we count fifteen bishops. 
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its accuracy. A succession so rapid is hardly consistent with the 

known tenure of life offices in ordinary cases: and if the list be cor- 

rect, the frequent changes must be attributed to the troubles and 

uncertainties of the times’. If Eusebius here also had derived his 

information from Hegesippus, it must at least have had some solid 

foundation in fact ; but even then the alternation between Jerusalem 

and Pella, and the possible confusion of the bishops with other pro- 

minent members of the presbytery, might introduce much error. 

It appears however that in this instance he was indebted to less 

trustworthy sources of information’, The statement that after 

the foundation of Aelia Capitolina (a.p. 136) Marcus presided 

over the mother Church, as its first Gentile bishop, need not be 

questioned ; and beyond this point it is unnecessary to carry the 

investigation’®, 
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Of other bishops in PatEstinz and the neighbourhood, before the Other sees 
in Pales- 

latter half of the second century, no trustworthy notice is preserved, ting and 

so faras I know. During the Roman episcopate of Victor however renee 

sius of Tyre, and Clarus of Ptolemais, in conjunction with Narcissus 

of Jerusalem, writing an encyclical letter in favour of the western 

view in the Paschal controversy*. If indeed any reliance could be 

placed on the Clementine writings, the episcopate of Palestine was 

matured at a very early date: for St Peter is there represented as 

appointing bishops in every city which he visits, in Cwsarea, Tyre, 

Sidon, Berytus, Tripolis, and Laodicea®, And though the fictions 

of this theological romance have no direct historical value, it is 

The repetition of the same names 
however suggests that some conflict 
was going on during this interval. 

1 Parallels nevertheless may befound 
in the annals of the papacy. Thus from 
A.D. 882 to a.D. go4 there were thirteen 
popes: and in other times of trouble 
the succession has been almost as 
rapid. 

2 This may be inferred from a com- 
parison of H. E. iv. 5 rocovrov é& éyypa- 
guv rapedyngda with H. E. v. 12 al rev 
av760. diadoxal mepéxovor. His infor- 
mation was probably taken from a list 
kept at Jerusalem; but the case of the 
spurious correspondence with Abgarus 

PHIL. 

preserved in the archives of Edessa 
(H.E. i, 13) shows how treacherous 
such sources of information were. 

3 Narcissus, who became bishop of 
Jerusalem in 190 A.D., might well have 
preserved the memory of much earlier 
times. His successor Alexander, in 
whose favour he resigned a.p. 214, 
speaks of him as still living at the ad- 
vanced age of 116 (Euseb. H.E. vi. 11). 

4 Euseb. H.E. v. 23. 
5 Clem. Hom. iii. 68 sq. (Cwsarea), 

vii. 5 (Tyre), vii. 8 (Sidon), vii, 12 
(Berytus), xi. 36 (Tripolis), xx. 23 
(Laodicea): comp. Clem. Recogn. iii. 65, 
66, 74, Vi. 15, a. 68. 

14 

coun- 

(about A.D. 190), we find three bishops, Theophilus of Cesarea, Cas- tries, 
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hardly probable that the writer would have indulged in such state- 

ments, unless an early development of the episcopate in these parts 

had invested his narrative with an air of probability. The institu- 

tion would naturally spread from the Church of Jerusalem to the 

more important communities in the neighbourhood, even without the 

direct intervention of the Apostles. 

2. From the mother Church of the Hebrews we pass naturally 

to the metropolis of Gentile Christendom. Antioc#H is traditionally 

reported to have received its first bishop Evodius from St Peter’. 

The story may perhaps rest on some basis of truth, though no confidence 

can be placed in this class of statements, unless they are known to 

have been derived from some early authority. But of Ignatius, who 

stands second in the traditional catalogue of Antiochene bishops, 

we can speak with more confidence. He is designated a bishop by 

very early authors, and he himself speaks as such. He writes to 

one bishop, Polycarp; and he mentions several others. Again and 

again he urges the duty of obedience to their bishops on his cor- 

respondents. And, lest it should be supposed that he uses the 

term in its earlier sense as a synonyme for presbyter, he names 

in conjunction the three orders of the ministry, the bishop, the 

presbyter, and the deacons’, Altogether it is plain that he looks 

upon the episcopal system as the one recognised and authoritative 

form of government in all those churches with which he is most 

directly concerned. It may be suggested indeed that he would 

hardly have enforced the claims of episcopacy, unless it were an 

object of attack, and its comparatively recent origin might there- 

fore be inferred: but still some years would be required before it 

could have assumed that mature and definite form which it has in 

his letters. It seems impossible to decide, and it is needless to 

investigate, the exact date of the epistles of St Ignatius: but we 

cannot do wrong in placing them during the earliest years of the 

second century. The immediate successor of Ignatius is reported 

to have been Hero*: and from his time onward the list of 

Antiochene bishops is complete*, If the authenticity of the list, 

1 Const. Apost. vii. 46, Euseb. H.E. alleged, because it is found in the 
ili. 22. Syriac. See below, p. 234. 

2g. Polyc. 6. I single out this 3 Kuseb. H. E. iii. 36. 
passage from several which might be * Euseb, H. Z. iv. 20, 
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as a whole, is questionable, two bishops of Antioch at least during 

the second century, Theophilus and Serapion, are known as his- 

torical persons. 

If the Clementine writings emanated, as seems probable, from Clemen- 

Syria or Palestine’, this will be the proper place to state their attitude oo 

with regard to episcopacy. Whether the opinions there advanced 

exhibit the recognised tenets of a sect or congregation, or the private 

views of the individual writer or writers, will probably never be 

ascertained ; but, whatever may be said on this point, these heretical 

books outstrip the most rigid orthodoxy in their reverence for the 

Monarchy is represented as necessary to the peace 

of the Church*. The bishop occupies the seat of Christ and must be 

honoured as the image of God*. And hence St Peter, as he moves 

from place to place, ordains bishops everywhere, as though this were 

The divergence of the 

episcopal office. 

the crowning act of his missionary labours‘. 

Clementine doctrine from the tenets of Catholic Christianity only 

renders this phenomenon more remarkable, when we remember the 

very early date of these writings; for the Homilies cannot well be 

placed later than the end, and should perhaps be placed before the 

iniddle of the second century. 

3. We have hitherto been concerned only with the Greek 

Church of Syria. Of the early history of the Syrian Caurcu, 

strictly so called, no trustworthy account is preserved. The documents 

SyRman 
CuurRcH. 

which profess to give information respecting it are comparatively 

late: and while their violent anachronisms discredit them as a whole, 

it is impossible to separate the fabulous from the historic’, It should 

be remarked however, that they exhibit a high sacerdotal view of 

the episcopate as prevailing in these churches from the earliest times 

of which any record is preserved®, 

1 See Galatians pp. 340 sq. 
2 Clem. Hom. iii. 62. 
3 Clem. Hom. iii. 62, 66, 70. 

below, p. 238. 
4 See the references given above p. 

209, note 5. 
5 Ancient Syriac Documents (ed. 

Cureton). The Doctrine of Addai has 
recently been published complete by 
Dr Phillips, London 1876. This work 
at all events must be old, for it was 
found by Eusebius in the archives of 
Edessa (H. E, i. 13); but it abounds 

See 

in gross anachronisms and probably 
is not earlier than the middle of the 
3rd century: see Zahn Gott. Gel. Anz. 
1877, p. (61 sq. 

§ See for instance pp. 13, 16, 18, 21, 
23, 24, 26, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35, 42) 71 
(Cureton). The succession to the 
episcopate is conferred by the ‘Hand 
of Priesthood’ through the Apostles, 

who received it from our Lord, and is 
derived ultimately from Moses and 
Aaron (p. 24). 

I4—2 
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4. Asta Minor follows next in order; and here we find the 

widest and most unequivocal traces of episcopacy at an early date. 

Clement of Alexandria distinctly states that St John went about from 

city to city, his purpose being ‘in some places to establish bishops, in 

Activity of others to consolidate whole churches, in others again to appoint to 
St John in 
proconsu- 
lar Asia, 

Onesimus. 
Polycarp. 

Ignatian 
letters. 

the clerical office some one of those who had been signified hy the 

Spirit’’ ‘The sequence of bishops,’ writes Tertullian in like manner 

of Asia Minor, ‘traced back to its origin will be found to rest on 

the authority of John’. And a writer earlier than either speaks of 

St John’s ‘fellow-disciples and bishops®’ as gathered about him. The 

conclusiveness even of such testimony might perhaps be doubted, if 

it were not supported by other more direct evidence. At the begin- 

ning of the second century the letters of Ignatius, even if we accept 

as genuine only the part contained in the Syriac, mention by name 

two bishops in these parts, Onesimus of Ephesus and Polycarp of 

Smyrna*, Of the former nothing more is known: the latter evi- 

dently writes as a bishop, for he distinguishes himself from his 

presbyters*, and is expressly so called by other writers besides 

Ignatius. His pupil Irenzus says of him, that he had ‘not 

only been instructed by Apostles and conversed with many who had 

seen Christ but had also been established by Apostles in Asia as 

bishop in the Church at Smyrna‘? Polycrates also, a younger con- 

temporary of Polycarp and himself bishop of Ephesus, designates him 

by this title’; and again in the letter written by his own church 

and giving an account of his martyrdom he is styled ‘bishop of 

the Church in Smyrna®’ As Polycarp survived the middle of 

the second century, dying at a very advanced age (A.D. 155 or 156), 

the possibility of error on this point seems to be excluded: and 

indeed all historical evidence must be thrown aside as worthless, if 

testimony so strong can be disregarded. 

It is probable however, that we should receive as genuine not 

only those portions of the [gnatian letters which are represented in 

1 Quis Div. Salv. 42 (p. 959). 4 Polyc. inser., Ephes. 1. 
2 Adv. Mare. iv. 5. * Polyc. Phil. init. 
8 Muratorian Fragment, Routh Rel. 6 Tren. iii. 3. 4. Comp. Tertull. de 

Sacr. 1. p. 394. Irenseus too, whose Prescr. 32. 
experience was drawn chiefly from 7 In Euseb. v. 24. 
Asia Minor, more than once speaks of 8 Mart. Polyc.16. Polycarp is call- 
bishops appointed by the Apostles, iii, ed ‘bishop of Smyrna’ also in Mart, 
3. 1, Ve 20. Te Ignat, Ant. 3. 
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the Syriac, but also the Greek text in its shorter form. Under 

any circumstances, this text can hardly have been made later than 

the middle of the second century’, and its witness would still be 

highly valuable, even if it were a forgery. The staunch advocacy of 

the episcopate which distinguishes these writings is well known and 

will be considered hereafter, At present we are only concerned with 

the historical testimony which they bear to the wide extension and 

authoritative claims of the episcopal office. Besides Polycarp and 

Onesimus, mentioned in the Syriac, the writer names also Damas 

bishop of Magnesia’ and Polybius bishop of Tralles*; and he urges 

on the Philadelphians also the duty of obedience to their bishop’, 

though the name is not given. Under any circumstances ib seems 

probable that these were not fictitious personages, for, even if he 

were a forger, he would be anxious to give an air of reality to his 

writings: but whether or not we regard his testimony as indirectly 

affecting the age of Ignatius, for his own time at least it must be 

regarded as valid. 

But the evidence is not confined to the persons and the churches 
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already mentioned. Papias, who was a friend of Polycarp and had Bishops of 

conversed with personal disciples of the Lord, is commonly desig- 

nated bishop of Hierapolis*; and we learn from a younger contem- 

porary Serapion’, that Claudius Apollinaris, known as a writer 

against the Montanists, also held this see in the reign of M. Aurelius. 

Hierapo- 

Again Sagaris the martyr, who seems to have perished in the early Sagaris. 

years of M. Aurelius, about a.p. 1657, is designated bishop of Lao- 

dicea by an author writing towards the close of the same century, who 

also alludes to Melito the contemporary of Sagaris as holding the Melito. 

see of Sardis’, The authority just quoted, Polycrates of Ephesus, Polycrates 

who flourished in the last decade of the century, says moreover that 

he had had seven relations bishops before him, himself being the 

eighth, and that he followed their tradition’. When he wrote he 

had been ‘sixty-five years in the Lord’; so that even if this period 

1 See below, p. 234, note. see Colossians p. 63. 
2 Magn. 2. 8 Polycrates in Euseb, H. FE. v. 24. 
3 Trall. 1. Melito’s office may be inferred from the 
4 Philad. 1. contrast implied in repimévwv thy amd 
* Euseb. H. E. iii. 36. Tov obpavay emirkom ny. 
* In Euseb. H. E. v. 19. § In Euseb. H.E.y. 24. See Gala- 
7 On the authority of his contempo- _tians p. 362 note. 

rary Melito in Euseb, H. E. iv. 26: 

and his re- 
lations, 
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date from the time of his birth and not of his conversion or baptism, 

he must have been born scarcely a quarter of a century after the 

death of the last surviving Apostle, whose latest years were spent in 

the very Church over which Polycrates himself presided. It appears 

moreover from his language that none of these relations to whom he 

refers were surviving when he wrote. 

Thus the evidence for the early and wide extension of episcopacy 

throughout proconsular Asia, the scene of St John’s latest labours, 

may be considered irrefragable. And when we pass to other districts 

of Asia Minor, examples are not wanting, though these are neither 

so early nor so frequent. Marcion a native of Sinope is related to 

have been the son of a Christian bishop': and Marcion himself had 

elaborated his theological system before the middle of the second 

century, Again, a bishop of Eumenia, Thraseas by name, is stated 

hy Polycrates to have been martyred and buried at Smyrna’; and, as 

he is mentioned in connexion with Polycarp, it may fairly be sup- 

posed that the two suffered in the same persecution. Dionysius of 

Corinth moreover, writing to Amastris and the other churches of 

Pontus (about a.D. 170), mentions Palmas the bishop of this city*: 

and when the Paschal controversy breaks out afresh under Victor of 

Rome, we find this same Palmas putting his signature first to a cir- 

cular letter, as the senior of the bishops of Pontus*, An anonymous 

writer also, who took part in the Montanist controversy, speaks of 

two bishops of repute, Zoticus of Comana and Julianus of Apamea, 

as having resisted the impostures of the false prophetesses’, But 

indeed the frequent notices of encyclical letters written and synods 

held towards the close of the second century are a much more power- 

ful testimony to the wide extension of episcopacy throughout the 

provinces of Asia Minor than the incidental mention of individual 

names. On one such occasion Polycrates speaks of the ‘crowds’ of 

bishops whom he had summoned to confer with him on the Paschal 

question®. . 
5. As we turn from Asia Minor to Maceponta and Grezcz, 

the evidence becomes fainter and scantier. This circumstance is no 

1 [Tertull.] adv. omn. heres. 6. amea on the Mwander is mentioned at 
2 In Euseb. H. E. v. 24. . the end of the chapter, probably this 
3 In Euseb, H. E. iv. 23. is the place meant. 
“ Euseb. H. E. v. 23. 6 In Euseb. H, E, v.24 roddd TANOM 
5 In Euseb, H. E. v. 16. As Ap- 
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doubt due partly to the fact that these churches were much less 

active and important during the second century than the Christian 

communities of Asia Minor, but the phenomena cannot perhaps be 

wholly explained by this consideration. When Tertullian in one of Later de- 

his rhetorical flights challenges the heretical teachers to consult the sys 

apostolic churches, where ‘the very sees of the Apostles still pre- P®°y- 

side,’ adding, ‘If Achaia is nearest to you, then you have Corinth ; if 

you are not far from Macedonia, you have Philippi, you have the 

Thessalonians ; if you can reach Asia, you have Ephesus’’: his main 

argument was doubtless just, and even the language would commend 

itself to its own age, for episcopacy was the only form of government 

known or remembered in the church when he wrote: but a careful 

investigation scarcely allows, and certainly does not encourage us, 

to place Corinth and Philippi and Thessalonica in the same category 

with Ephesus as regards episcopacy. The term ‘apostolic see’ was 

appropriate to the latter; but so far as we know, it cannot be 

strictly applied to the former. During the early years of the second 

century, when episcopacy was firmly established in the principal 

churches of Asia Minor, Polycarp sends a letter to the Philippians. ppilippi. 

He writes in the name of himself and his presbyters; he gives 

advice to the Philippians respecting the obligations and the autho- 

rity of presbyters and deacons; he is minute in his instructions 

respecting one individual presbyter, Valens by name, who had been 

guilty of some crime; but throughout the letter he never once refers 

to their bishop; and indeed its whole tone is hardly consistent with 

the supposition that they had any chief officer holding the same pro- 

minent position at Philippi which he himself held at Smyrna, We 

are thus led to the inference that episcopacy did not exist at all 

among the Philippians at this time, or existed only in an elementary 

form, so that the bishop was a mere president of the presbyteral 

council, At Thessalonica indeed, according to a tradition mentioned Thessalo- 

by Origen’, the same Caius whom St Paul describes as his host ™°% 
at Corinth was afterwards appointed bishop ; but with so common 

a name the possibilities of error are great, even if the testimony 

were earlier in date and expressed in more distinct terms, When 

from Macedonia we pass to Achaia, the same phenomena present 

1 Tertull. de Preser. 37. . traditione majorum’ (rv. p. 86, ed. De- 
2 On Rom. xvi. 23; ‘Fertur sane  larue), 
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themselves. 

Corinth, as at the beginning of the second century Polycarp writes to 

Philippi. As in the latter epistle, so in the former, there is no allu- 

sion to the episcopal office : yet the main subject of Clement’s letter 

is the expulsion and ill treatment of certain presbyters, whose au- 

thority he maintains as holding an office instituted by and handed 

down from the Apostles themselves, 

At the close of the first century Clement writes to 

If Corinth however was with- 

out a bishop in the strict sense at the close of the first century, 

she cannot long have remained so. When some fifty years later 

Hegesippus stayed here on his way to Rome, Primus was bishop 

of this Church ; and it is clear moreover from this writer’s language 

that Primus had been preceded by several occupants of the see’. 

Indeed the order of his narrative, so far as we can piece it together 

from the broken fragments preserved in Eusebius, might suggest 

the inference, not at all improbable in itself, that episcopacy had 

been established at Corinth as a corrective of the dissensions and 

feuds which had called forth Clement’s letter’. 

one of the immediate successors of Primus, was the writer of several 

Again Dionysius, 

letters of which fragments are extant’; and at the close of the 

century we meet with a later bishop of Corinth, Bacchyllus, who 

When from 

Corinth we pass on to Athens, a very early instance of a bishop 

takes an active part in the Paschal controversy*. 

confronts us, on authority which seems at first sight good. Eusebius 

represents Dionysius of Corinth, who wrote apparently about the 

year 170, as stating that his namesake the Areopagite, ‘having been 

brought to the faith by the Apostle Paul according to the account 

in the Acts, was the first to be entrusted with the bishopric (or 

supervision) of the diocese (in the language of those times, the parish) 

of the Athenians®,’ Now, if we could be sure that Eusebius was 

1 In Euseb. H. E.iv. 22, xal éréuever 
4 éxxdyola 4 KopwOlwv év 1G 6p0G ASyy 
péxpt Ipluou émicxorevovros ev Koplvoy 
x.7.d, Alittle later he speaks of ékdory 
6:a50x7, referring apparently to Corinth 
among other churches. 

2 Hegesippus mentioned the feuds in 
the Church of Corinth during the reign 
of Domitian, which had occasioned the 
writing of this letter (H. EZ. iii. 16); 
and then after some account of Cle- 
ment’s epistle (werd twa wept rijs KAq- 

pevros mpds Kopw6lovs éricrodys avr@ 
elpnuéva, H. E. iv. 22) he continued in 
the words which are quoted in the last 
note (émAdyovros raira, Kal éméuevev 
% éxxdAnola «.7.d.). On the probable 
tenor of Hegesippus’ work see below, 
p. 220. 

3 The fragments of Dionysius are 
found in Euseb. H. E. iv. 23. See 
also Routh Rel. Sacr. 1. p. 177 8q. 

¢ Euseb. H. EZ. v. 22, 23. 
5 In Euseb. H, E. iv, 23. 
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here reporting the exact words of Dionysius, the testimony though 

not conclusive would be entitled to great deference. In this case the 

easiest solution would be, that this ancient writer had not unnatu- 

rally confounded the earlier and later usage of the word bishop. 

But it seems not improbable that Eusebius (for he does not profess 
to be giving a direct quotation) has unintentionally paraphrased and 

interpreted the statement of Dionysius by the light of later ecclesias- 

tical usages. However Athens, like Corinth, did not long remain 

without a bishop. The same Dionysius, writing to the Athenians, 

reminds them how, after the martyrdom of Publius their ruler (rov 

mpocoTata), Quadratus becoming bishop sustained the courage and 

stimulated the faith of the Athenian brotherhood’. If, as seems 

more probable than not, this was the famous Quadratus who pre- 

sented his apology to Hadrian during that emperor’s visit to Athens, 

the existence of episcopacy in this city is thrown back early in the 

century; even though Quadratus were not already bishop when 

Hadrian paid his visit. 
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6. The same writer, from whom we learn these particulars about Cretz. 

‘episcopacy at Athens, also furnishes information on the Church in 

Crete. He writes letters to two different communities in this island, 

the one to Gortyna commending Philip who held this see, the other to 

the Cnossians offering words of advice to their bishop Pinytus’. The 

first was author of a treatise against Marcion*: the latter wrote a 

reply to Dionysius, of which Eusebius has preserved a brief notice®. 

7. Of episcopacy in THrRacg, and indeed of the Thracian Church Turacz. 

generally, we read nothing till the close of the second century, when 

one Atlius Publius Julius bishop of Debeltum, a colony in this pro- 

vince, signs an encyclical letter’, The existence of a see at a place so 

unimportant implies the wide spread of episcopacy in these regions. 

8 As we turn to Rome, we are confronted by a far more per- Roux. 

plexing problem than any encountered hitherto, The attempt to 

decipher the early history of episcopacy here seems almost hopeless, 

where the evidence is at once scanty and conflicting. It has been 

1 Euseb. H. E. iv. 23. Roman usage, suggests the suspicion 
2 Euseb. H. E, iv. 25. that the signatures of three distinct 
5 Euseb. H.E.v. 19. Thecombina- persons have got confused. The error 

tion of three gentile names in ‘Mlius however, if error it be, does not affect 
Publius Julius’ is possible at this late the inference in the text. 
epoch; but, being a gross violation of 
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often assumed that in the metropolis of the world, the seat of imperial 

rule, the spirit which dominated in the State must by natural pre- 

monarchi- disposition and sympathy have infused itself into the Church alsu, so 
cal, 

that a monarchical form of government would be developed more 

rapidly here than in other parts of Christendom. This supposition 

seems to overlook the fact that the influences which prevailed in the 

early church of the metropolis were more Greek than Roman’, and 

that therefore the tendency would be rather towards individual 

liberty than towards compact and rigorous government. But indeed 

such presumptions, however attractive and specious, are valueless 

against the slightest evidence of facts. And the most trustworthy 

sources of information which we possess do not countenance the idea. 

Bearing of The earliest authentic document bearing on the subject is the Epistle 
Clement’s 
epistle. from the Romans to the Corinthians, probably written in the last 

decade of the first century. I have already considered the bearing of 

this letter on episcopacy in the Church of Corinth, and it is now 

time to ask what light it throws on the same institution at Rome. 

Now we cannot hesitate to accept the universal testimony of anti- 

quity that it was written by Clement, the reputed bishop of Rome: 

and it is therefore the more surprising that, if he held this high 

office, the writer should not only not distinguish himself in any way 

from the rest of the church (as Polycarp does for instance), but that 

even his name should be suppressed*. It is still more important to 

observe that, though he has occasion to speak of the ministry as an 

institution of the Apostles, he mentions only two orders and is silent 

about the episcopal office. Moreover he still uses the word ‘bishop’ 

in the older sense in which it occurs in the apostolic writings, as a 

synonyme for presbyter®, and it may be argued that the recogni- 

tion of the episcopate as a higher and distinct office would oblige 

the adoption of a special name and therefore must have synchro- 

nized roughly with the separation of meaning between ‘bishop’ and 

‘presbyter.’ Again not many years after the date of Clement’s 

Testimony letter, St Ignatius on his way to martyrdom writes to the Romans. 
ofIgnatius 

Though this saint is the recognised champion of episcopacy, though 

the remaining six of the Ignatian letters all contain direct injunc- 

tions of obedience to bishops, in this epistle alone there is no allu- 

1 See above, p. 20 8q. i a = Ss. ee of Rome p. 252 sq. Appendix. 
ee above, p. 96 sq. 
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sion to the episcopal office as existing among his correspondents. 

The lapse of a few years carries us from the letters of Ignatius to the and 

Shepherd of Hermas. And here the indications are equivocal. oe 

Hermas receives directions in a vision to impart the revelation to the 

presbyters and also to make two copies, the one for Clement who shall 

communicate with the foreign churches (such being his duty), the 

other for Grapte who shall instruct the widows. Hermas himself is 

charged to ‘read it to this city with the elders who preside over the 

church’? Elsewhere mention is made of the ‘rulers’ of the church’. 

And again, in an enumeration of the faithful officers of the churches 

past and present, he speaks of the ‘apostles and bishops and teachers 

Here most probably the word ‘bishop’ is used in its 

later sense, and the presbyters are designated by the term ‘teachers.’ 

and deacons*,’ 

Yet this interpretation cannot be regarded as certain, for the ‘ bishops 

and teachers’ in Hermas, like the ‘ pastors and teachers’ in St Paul, 

rnight possibly refer to the one presbyteral office in its twofold aspect. 

Other passages in which Hermas uses the same terms are indecisive. 

Thus he speaks of ‘apostles and teachers who preached to the whole 

world and taught with reverence and purity the word of the Lord*’; 

of ‘deacons who exercised their diaconate ill and plundered the life 

(rnv Cuyv) of widows and orphans”; of ‘ hospitable bishops who at all 

times received the servants of God into their homes cheerfully and 

without hypocrisy,’ ‘who protected the bereaved and the widows 

in their ministrations without ceasing’ From these passages it 

seems impossible to arrive at a safe conclusion respecting the minis- 

try at the time when Hermas wrote. In other places he condemns 

the false prophet ‘who, seeming to have the Spirit, exalts himself and 

would fain have the first seat”’; or he warns ‘those who rule over 

the church and those who hold the chief-seat,’ bidding them give up 

their dissensions and live at peace among themselves’; or he de- 

1 Vis. ii. 4 ypdwes ody dbo BiBXiSdpra 
wal méuwes év Kdnpevre xal &v parry. 
méuper ov Kdnuns els tas efw modes 
éxelvy ydp émirérpanra Tparrh 6é 
vovOernoe. Tas xApas Kal Tods oppavots 
od 52 dvayvwces els ravrqy Thy wow 
perd rev mpecBurépwy Tay mpoisrapevwr 

rHs éxxAnaolas. 
2 Vis. ii. 2, iii. 9. 
5 Vis, iii. 5. 

4 Sim. ix. 25. 
5 Sim. ix. 26. 
§ Sim, ix. 27. 
7 Mand. xi. 
8 Vis. ili, g buiv Aéyw Tots mporyou- 

pévous THS exkAnolas Kal Tots mpwroxabe- 
Splrats, x.7.X. For the form mpwroka- 
dedpirns see the note on guvdidacxaNl- 
rats, Ignat. Ephes. 3. 
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nounces those who have ‘emulation one with another for the first 

place or for some honour.’ If we could accept the suggestion that 

in this last class of passages the writer condemns the ambition which 

aimed at transforming the presbyterian into the episcopal form of 

government’, we should have arrived at a solution of the difficulty : 

but the rebukes are couched in the most general terms and apply at 

least as well to the ambitious pursuit of existing offices as to the 

arrogant assertion of a hitherto unrecognized power® This 

failing us, the notices in the Shepherd are in themselves too vague 

to lead to any result, Were it not known that the writer’s own 

brother was bishop of Rome, we should be at a loss what to say 

about the constitution of the Roman Church in his day*. 

But while the testimony of these early writers appears at first 

sight and on the whole unfavourable to the existence of episcopacy in 

Rome when they wrote, the impression needs to be corrected by im- 

portant considerations on the other side. Hegesippus, who visited 

Rome about the middle of the second century during the papacy of 

Anicetus, has left it on record that he drew up a list of the Roman 

As the list is not preserved, we can only 

clus 

bishops to his own time’ 

conjecture its contents; but if we may judge from the sentence imme- 

diately following, in which he praises the orthodoxy of this and other 

churches under each succession, his object was probably to show that 

the teachings of the Apostles had been carefully preserved and handed 

down, and he would therefore trace the episcopal succession back to 

apostolic times®, Such at all events is the aim and method of Ire- 

neus who, writing somewhat later than Hegesippus and combating 

Gnostic heresies, appeals especially to the bishops of Rome, as depo- 

sitaries of the apostolic tradition’, The list of Irenzeus commences 

1 Sim. viii. 7. 8 The words of Hegesippus év éxdory 
2 So Ritschl pp. 403, 535. 
3 Comp. Matt. xxiii. 6, etc. When 

Irenzus wrote, episcopacy was cer- 
tainly a venerable institution: yet 
his language closely resembles the 
reproachful expressions of Hermas: 
‘Contumeliis agunt reliquos et princi- 
palis consessionis (uss concessionis) 
tumore elati sunt’ (iv. 26. 3). 

4 See above, p. 168, note g, and 
S. Glement of Rome p. 316, Appendix, 

5 In Euseb. H. E, iv. 22. 

Stadoxy Kal év éxdory mover k.7.A. have a 
parallel in those of Irengus (iii. 3. 3) rj 
airy rdtec xal ry alry didaxq (Lat. 
‘hac ordinatione et successione’) 7 Te 
ard trav drocréhwy év rH éxkAnoig a= 

pddoos xal rd THs adyOelas Khpyypya 
karnyrnker els Huds. May not Ireneus 
have derived his information from the 
d:a50x} of Roman bishops which Hege- 
sippus drew up? See below, p. 240. 

7 Iren. iii, 3. 3. 
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with Linus, whom he identifies with the person of this name men- Lists of 

tioned by St Paul, and whom he states to have been ‘entrusted with peneen 
the ottice of the bishopric’ by the Apostles. The second in succession 

is Anencletus of whom he relates nothing, the third Clemens whom 

he describes as a hearer of the Apostles and as writer of the letter to 

the Corinthians. The others in order are Evarestus, Alexander, 

Xystus, Telesphorus, Hyginus, Pius, Anicetus, Soter, and Eleuthe- 

Eusebius in different 

works gives two lists, both agreeing in the order with Ireneus, 

rus during whose episcopacy L[renzus writes. 

though not according with each other in the dates. Catalogues are 

also found in writers later than Irenzus, transposing the sequence of 

the earliest bishops, and adding the name Cletus or substituting it 

for Anencletus’. 

two distinct churches in Rome—a Jewish and a Gentile community 

These discrepancies may be explained by assuming 

—in the first age; or they may have arisen from a confusion of the 

earlier and later senses of ézickoros; or the names may have been 

transposed in the later lists owing to the influence of the Clementine 

Homilies, in which romance Clement is represented as the immediate 

disciple and successor of St Peter’, With the many possibilities of Linus, 

error, no more can safely be assumed of Linus and ANENCLETUS than ao 

that they held some prominent position in the Roman Church. But tus, 
3 : : A.D. 80, 

the reason for supposing Cement to have been a bishop is as strong cCjement, 

as the universal tradition of the next ages can make it. Yet, while 4+- 92 

calling him a bishop, we need not suppose him to have attained the 

same distinct isolated position of authority which was occupied by 

his successors Eleutherus and Victor for instance at the close of the 

second century, or even by his contemporaries Ignatius of Antioch 

and Polycarp of Smyrna. 

than the chief over the presbyters. 

He was rather the chief of the presbyters 

Only when thus limited, can the 

episcopacy of St Clement be reconciled with the language of his own 

1 On this subject see Pearson’s Dis- 
sertationes due de serie et successione 
primorum Rome episcoporum in his 
Minor Theological Works 11. p. 296 sq. 
(ed. Churton), and especially the recent 
work of Lipsius Chronologie der romi- 
schen Bischife, Kiel 1869. The earliest 
list which places Clement’s name first 
belongs to the age of Hippolytus. The 

omission of his name in a recently 
discovered Syriac list (Ancient Syriac 

Documents p. 71) is doubtless due to 
the fact that the names Cletus, Cle- 
mens, begin with the same letters. In 
the margin I have for convenience 
given the dates of the Roman bishops 
from the Eeclesiastical History of Eu- 
sebius, without however attaching any 
weight to them in the case of the 
earlier names. See above, p. 169. 

* See Galatians p. 329. 
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At 

the same time the allusion in the Shepherd, though inconsistent with 

epistle or with the notice in his younger contemporary Hermas, 

any exalted conception of his office, does assign to him as his special 

province the duty of communicating with foreign churches’, which in 

the early ages was essentially the bishop’s function, as may be seen 

by the instances of Polycarp, of Dionysius, of Irenzus, and of Poly- 

crates. Of the two succeeding bishops, EvarEstus and ALEXANDER, 

no authentic notices are preserved. Xystus, who follows, is the re- 

puted author of a collection of proverbs, which a recent distinguished 

He is also the earliest 

of those Roman prelates whom Ireneus, writing to Victor in the 

critic has not hesitated to accept as genuine’. 

name of the Gallican Churches, mentions as having observed Easter 

after the western reckoning and yet maintained peace with those 

The next two, TeLesPHorus and Hyeinus, 

are described in the same terms. 

who kept it otherwise*. 

The former is likewise distin- 

guished as the sole martyr among the early bishops of the metro- 

polis*; the latter is mentioned as being in office when the peace of 

the Roman Church was disturbed by the presence of the heretics 

With Pius, the next in order, the office, 

if not the man, emerges into daylight. 

Valentinus and Cerdon’. 

An anonymous writer, treat- 

ing on the canon of Scripture, says that the Shepherd was written 

by Hermas ‘quite lately while his brother Pius held the see of the 

Church of Rome*.’ 

sides the testimony which it bears to the date and authorship of the 

Shepherd (with which we are not here concerned), is valuable in its 

This passage, written by a contemporary, be- 

bearing on this investigation ; for the use of the ‘chair’ or ‘see’ as 

a recognised phrase points to a more or less prolonged existence 

of episcopacy in Rome, when this writer lived. To Pius succeeds 

ANICETUS. 

interest and activity in the Christian world’. 

And now Rome becomes for the moment the centre of 

During this episcopate 

Hegesippus, visiting the metropolis for the purpose of ascertaining 

At least Irenzus 1 See above, p. 219, note 1. 
2 Ewald, Gesch. des V. I. Vil. p. 321 

sq. On the other hand see Zeller 
Philos. der Griechen 111. 1. p, 601 note, 
and Singer in the Jiidische Zeitschrift 
(1867) p. 29 sq. It has recently been 
edited by Gildemeister, Sexti Senten- 
tia, 1873. 

3 Tren, in Euseb. H. LE. v. 24. 

4 Tren. iii. 3. 3. 
mentions him alone as a martyr. Later 
stories confer the glory of martyrdom 
on others also, 

5 Tren, iii. 4. 3. 
6 See above, p. 168, note g, where tho 

passage is quoted. 
7 See Westcott Canon p. tg1, ed. 4. 
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and recording the doctrines of the Roman Church, is welcomed by the 

bishop’, About the same time also another more illustrious visitor, 

Polycarp the venerable bishop of Smyrna, arrives in Rome to confer 

with the head of the Roman Church on the Paschal dispute” and 

there falls in with and denounces the heretic Marcion*®, These facts 

223 

are stated on contemporary authority. Of Sorer also, the next in Soter, 

succession, a contemporary record is preserved. Dionysius of Corinth, 

writing to the Romans, praises the zeal of their bishop, who in his 

fatherly care for the suffering poor and for the prisoners working 

in the mines had maintained and extended the hereditary fame of 

his church for zeal in all charitable and good works*. 
: : . Tu 

THERUS, who succeeds Soter, we have the earliest recorded instance 

of an archdeacon. When Hegesippus paid his visit to the metro- 

polis, he found Eleutherus standing in this relation to the bishop 

Anicetus, and seems to have made his acquaintance while acting in 

this capacity’, Eleutherus however was a contemporary, not only of 

Hegesippus, but also of the great writers Ireneus and Tertullian’, 

who speak of the episcopal succession in the churches generally, and 

in Rome especially, as the best safeguard for the transmission of the 

true faith from apostolic times’. 

Eleutherus, a new era begins. Apparently the first Latin prelate 

who held the metropolitan see of Latin Christendom’, he was more- 

over the first Roman bishop who is known to have had intimate 

1 Hegesipp. in Euseb. H. E. iv. 22. 
2 Tren. in Euseb. H. E. v. 24. 

in writing, but bears a Greek name also. 
It is worth observing also that Tertul- 

3 Tren. iii. 3. 4; comp. iii. 4. 4. 
* In Euseb. H. E. iv. 23. 
5 In Euseb. H. E. iv. 22 méxpis "Avt- 

Knrou od didxovos Av ’EXedOepos. 
6 He is mentioned by Ireneus iii. 3. 

3 viv dwiexdrw Témw Tov THS émcoKoTTS 
dd TGv arocTohwy Karéxet KAnpov’’EAev- 
Oepos, and by Tertullian, Prescr. 30 
‘sub episcopatu Eleutheri benedicti.’ 

7 Tren, iii. 3. 2, Tertull. de Prescr. 
32, 36, adv. Mare. iv. 5. 

8 All the predecessors of Victor bear 
Greek names with two exceptions, Cle- 
mens and Pius; and even these appear 
not to have been Latin. Clement 
writes in Greek, and his style is wholly 
unlike what might be expected from a 
Roman. Hermas, the brother of Pius, 
not only employs the Greek language 

lian (de Presecr. 30), speaking of the 
episcopate of Eleutherus, designates 
the church of the metropolis not ‘ec- 
clesia Romana,’ but ‘ecclesia Roma- 
nensis,’ i.e. not the Church of Rome, 
but the Church in Rome. The tran- 
sition from a Greek to a Latin Church 
was of course gradual; but, if u defi- 
nite epoch must be named, the episco- 
pate of Victor serves better than any 
other. The two immediate successors 
of Victor, Zephyrinus (202—219) and 
Callistus (219—223), bear Greek names, 
and it may be inferred from the ac- 
count in Hippolytus that they were 
Greeks; but from this time forward 
the Roman bishops, with scarcely an 
exception, seem to have been Latins. 

A.D, 168. 

In ELEv- Eleuthe- 
8, 

A.D. 177+ 

With Victor, the successor of Victor, 
A.D. 189. 
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relations with the imperial court’, and the first also who advanced 

those claims to universal dominion which his successors in later ages 

have always consistently and often’ successfully maintained’, ‘I 

hear,’ writes Tertullian scornfully, ‘that an edict has gone forth, aye 

and that a peremptory edict; the chief pontiff, forsooth, I mean the 

bishop of bishops, has issued his commands®’ At the end of the 

first century the Roman Church was swayed by the mild and peaceful 

counsels of the presbyter-bishop Clement; the close of the second 

witnessed the autocratic pretensions of the haughty pope Victor, 

the prototype of a Hildebrand or an Innocent. 

9. The Churches of Gauu were closely connected with and pro- 

bably descended from the Churches of Asia Minor. If so, the episco- 

pal form of government would probably be coeval with the founda- 

tion of Christian brotherhoods in this country. It is true we do not 

meet with any earlier bishop than the immediate predecessor of 

Trenxus at Lyons, the aged Pothinus, of whose martyrdom an account 

is given in the letter of the Gallican Churches*. But this is also the 

first distinct historical notice of any kind relating to Christianity 

in Gaul. 

10. AFRICA again was evangelized from Rome at a compara- 

tively late date. Of the African Church before the close of the 

second century, when a flood of light is suddenly thrown upon it by 

the writings of Tertullian, we know absolutely nothing. But we need 

not doubt that this father represents the traditions and sentiments of 

his church, when he lays stress on episcopacy as an apostolic institu- 

tion and on the episcopate as the depositary of pure Christian 

doctrine. If we may judge by the large number of prelates assem- 

bled in the African councils of a later generation, it would appear 

that the extension of the episcopate was far more rapid here than in 

most parts of Christendom’, 

. Hippol. Her. ix. 12, pp. 287, 288. 
2 See the account of his attitude in 

the Paschal controversy, Euseb. H, E. 
Vv. 24. 

3 Tertull. de Pudic. 1. The bishop 
here mentioned will be either Victor or 
Zephyrinus; and the passage points to 
the assumption of extraordinary titles 
by the Roman bishops about this time. 
See also Cyprian in the opening of the 
Concil. Carth. p. 158 (ed. Fell) ‘neque 

enim quisquam nostrum episcopum se 
episcoporum constituit etc.,’ doubtless 
in allusion to the arrogance of the 
Roman prelates, 

4 The Epistle of the Gallican Churches 
in Euseb. H. E.v. 1. 

5 At the African council convoked 
by Cyprian about 50 years later, the 
opinions of as many as 87 bishops are 
recorded ; and allusion is made in one 

of his letters (Epist. 59) to a council 
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Il. 

bably founded in apostolic times’. Nor is there any reason to doubt 

the tradition which connects it with the name of St Mark, though the 

authorities for the statement are comparatively recent. Neverihe- 

less of its early history we have no authentic record. Eusebius 

indeed gives a list of bishops beginning with St Mark, which here, as 

in the case of the Roman see, is accompanied by dates’; but from 

what source he derived his information, is unknown. The first con- 

temporary notice of church officers in Alexandria is found in a 

heathen writer. 

anus, thus describes the state of religion in this city : ‘I have become 

perfectly familiar with Egypt, which you praised to me; it is fickle, 

uncertain, blown about by every gust of rumour. Those who worship 

Serapis are Christians, and those are devoted to Serapis who call 

themselves bishops of Christ. There is no ruler of a synagogue there, 

no Samaritan, no Christian presbyter, who is not an astrologer, a 

soothsayer, a quack. The patriarch himself whenever he comes to 

Egypt is compelled by some to worship Serapis, by others to worship 

Christ*’ In this letter, which seems to have been written in the 

held before his time, when go bishops 
assembled. For a list of the African 
bishoprics at this time see Minter 
Primord. Eccl. Afric. p. 31 sq. The 
enormous number of African bishops a 
few centuries later would seem incredi- 
ble, were it not reported on the best 
authority. Dupin (Optat. Milev. p. lix) 
counts up as many as 699 African sees: 
compare also the Notitia in Ruinart’s 
Victor Vitensis p. 117 sq., with the 
notes p.215 sq. These last references 
I owe to Gibbon, ¢. xxxvii and c. sli. 

1 Independently of the tradition re- 
lating to St Mark, this may be inferred 
from extant canonical and uncanonical 
writings which appear to have emanated 
from Alexandria. The Epistle to the 
‘Hebrews, even if we may not ascribe 
it to the learned Alexandrian Apollos 
(Acts xviii. 24), at least bears obvious 
marks of Alexandrian culture, Theso- 
called Epistle of Barnabas again, which 
may have been written as early as the 
reign of Vespasian and can hardly date 
later than Nerva, must he referred to 
the Alexandrian school of theology. 

PHIL. 

2 Huseb. H. E. ii. 24, ili. r4, ete. 
See Clinton’s Fasti Romani 1. p. 544. 

3 Preserved in Vopiscus Vit. Saturn. 
8. The Jewish patriarch (who resided 
at Tiberias) is doubtless intended ; for 
it would be no hardship to the Christian 
bishop of Alexandria to be ‘ compelled 
to worship Christ.’ Otherwise the ana- 
chronism involved in such a title would 
alone have sufficed to condemn the let- 
ter as spurious. Yet Salmasius, Casau- 
bon, and the older commentators gene- 
rally, agree in the supposition that the 

bishop of Alexandria is styled patriarch 
here. The manner in which the docu- 
ment is stated by Vopiscus to have 
been preserved (‘ Hadriani epistolam ex 
libris Phlegontis liberti ejus proditam ’) 
is favourable to its genuineness; nor 
does the mention of Verus as the em- 
peror’s ‘son’ in another part of the 
letter present any real chronological 
difficulty, Hadrian paid his visit to 
Egypt in the autumn of 130, but the 
letter is not stated to have been written 
there, The date of the third consul- 
ship of Servianus is a.p. 134, and the 

15 

DRA. 
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The Church of ALEXANDRIA, on the other hand, was pro- Aurxan- 

The emperor Hadrian, writing to the consul Servi- Hadrian’s 
letter. 
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year 134, Hadrian shows more knowledge of Jewish ecclesiastical 

polity than of Christian: but, apparently without knowing the exact 

value of terms, he seems to distinguish the bishop and the presbyter 

From the age of Hadrian to the age 

of Clement no contemporary or nearly contemporary notices are 

found, bearing on the government of the Alexandrian Church. The 

in the Christian community’. 

Clementof language of Clement is significant; he speaks sometimes of two 
Alexan- 
dria. orders of the ministry, the presbyters and deacons’; sometimes of" 

three, the bishops, presbyters, and deacons*, Thus it would appear 

that even as late as the close of the second century the bishop of 

Alexandria was regarded as distinct and yet not distinct from the 

presbytery*. And the language of Clement is further illustrated by 

the fact, which will have to be considered at length presently, that 

at Alexandria the bishop was nominated and apparently ordained by 

the twelve presbyters out of their own number’. The episcopal 

office in this Church during the second century gives no presage of 

the world-wide influence to which under the prouder name of patri- 

The Alexandrian 

succession, in which history is hitherto most interested, is not the 

succession of the bishops but of the heads of the catechetical school. 

archate it was destined in later ages to attain. 

account of Spartianus (Ver. 3) easily 
admits of the adoption of Verus before 
or during this year, though Clinton 
(Fast. Rom. 1. p. 124) places it as late 
as A.D. 135. Gregorovius (Kaiser Ha- 
drianp.71) suggests that ‘filium meum’ 
may have been added by Phlegon or by 
some one else, The prominence of the 
Christians in thisletteris not surprising, 
when we remember how Hadrian inter- 
ested himself in their tenets on another 
occasion (at Athens), This document 
is considered genuine by such opposite 
authorities as Tillemont (Hist.des Emp. 
II. p. 265) and Gregorovius (1. ¢. p. 41), 
and may beaccepted without hesitation. 

1 At this time there appears to have 
been only one bishop in Egypt (see 
below, p.232). But Hadrian, who would 
have heard of numerous bishops else- 
where, and perhaps had no very precise 
Imowledge of the Egyptian Church, 
might well indulge in this rhetorical 
flourish, At all events he seems to 

mean different offices, when speaking 
of the bishop and the presbyter. 

2 Strom. vii. 1 (p. 830, Potter) duolws 
62 kal xara tHy éxxdyolav, Tv pev Bed- 
TiwtiKi ol mpecBirepor owfovew elkdva, 
Ti bwnpetixyy dé ol SudKovor. 

3 Strom. vi. 13 (Pp. 793) al évradda 
Kara Thy éxkAnolay mpoxoral, émickorwy, 
mpecBurépwr, diakovwr, puynuara oluae 
dyyenrxis doéys, Strom. iii. 12 (p. 552), 
Ped, iii. 12 (see the next note): see 
Kaye’s Clement of Alexandria p. 463 sq. 

4 Yet in one passage he, like Ireneus 
(see above p. 98), betrays his ignorance 
that in the language of the new Testa- 
ment bishop and presbyter are syno- 

nymes; see Ped. iii. 12 (p. 309) muclae 
58 Goat broOjKar els mpbowra éxdexTa 
Siarelvovoa eyyeypdgdarat rats BiBos 
rais dytas, al wév mpecBurépos al 
6é émtoxorors al dé dtaxdvois, dAdaL 
Xnpars «Tr. 

5 See below, p. 231. 
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The first bishop of Alexandria, of whom any distinct incident is 

recorded on trustworthy authority, was a contemporary of Origen. 

The notices thus collected' present a large body of evidence Inferences. 

establishing the fact of the early and extensive adoption of epi- The gene- 
ral preva- 
lence of e- 

not be complete, unless attention were called to such indirect testi- Piscopacy- 
scopacy in the Christian Church. The investigation however would 

mony as is furnished by the tacit assumptions of writers living 

towards and at the close of the second century. Episcopacy is so 

inseparably interwoven with all the traditions and beliefs of men 

like Irenzeus and Tertullian, that they betray no knowledge of a 

time when it was not. Even Irenezus, the earlier of these, who was 

certainly born and probably had grown up before the middle of the 

century, seems to be wholly ignorant that the word bishop had 

passed from a lower to a higher value since the apostolic times’. 

Nor is it important only to observe the positive though indirect 

testimony which they afford. Their silence suggests a strong nega- 

tive presumption, that while every other point of doctrine or practice 

was eagerly canvassed, the form of Church government alone 

scarcely came under discussion, 

But these notices, besides establishing the general prevalence of Gradual 

episcopacy, also throw considerable light on its origin. They indi- a ae 

cate that the solution suggested by the history of the word ‘bishop’ lopment of 

and its transference from the lower to the higher office is the true oe 

solution, and that the episcopate was created out of the presbytery. 

They show that this creation was not so much an isolated act as a 

progressive development, not advancing everywhere at an uniform 

rate but exhibiting at one and the same time different stages of 

growth in different churches. They seem to hint also that, so far as 

this development was affected at all by national temper and charac- 

teristics, it was slower where the prevailing influences were more 

purely Greek, as at Corinth and Philippi and Rome, and more rapid 

where an oriental spirit predominated, as at Jerusalem and Antioch 

1 Tn this sketch of the episcopate in 
the different churchesI have notthought 
it necessary to carry the lists later than 
the second century. Nor (except in a 
very few cases) has any testimony been 
accepted, unless the writer himself flou- 
rished before the close of this century. 
The Apostolic Constitutions would add 

several names to the list; but this evi- 
dence is not trustworthy, though in 
many cases the statements doubtless 
rested on some traditional basis, 

2 See above, p. 98. The same is true 
of Clement of Alexandria: see p. 226, 
note 4. 

ts. 
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and Ephesus. Above all, they establish this result clearly, that its 

maturer forms are seen first in those regions where the latest surviv- 

ing Apostles (more especially St John) fixed their abode, and at a 

time when its prevalence cannot be dissociated from their influence 

or their sanction. 

Original The original relation of the bishop to the presbyter, which this 
relation of - 
thetwo iV 

offices not centuries. Though set over the presbyters, he was still regarded 
forgotten. f apr 

as in some sense one of them. Irenzus indicates this position of the 

episcopate very clearly. In his language a presbyter is never desig- 

nated a bishop, while on the other hand he very frequently speaks 

Abishop of a bishop as a presbyter. In other words, though he views the 

eo episcopate as a distinct office from the presbytery, he does not 

ter by Ire- regard it as a distinct order in the same sense in which the diaco- 

vara nate is a distinct order. Thus, arguing against the heretics he says, 

‘But when again we appeal against them to that tradition which is 

derived from the Apostles, which is preserved in the churches by 

successions of presbyters, they place themselves in opposition to it, 

saying that they, being wiser not only than the presbyters but even 

than the Apostles, have discovered the genuine truth’. Yet just 

below, after again mentioning the apostolic tradition, he adds, ‘We 

are able to enumerate those who have been appointed by the 

Apostles bishops in the churches and their successors down to our 

own time?’; and still further, after saying that it would take up too 

much space if he were to trace the succession in all the churches, 

he declares that he will confound his opponents by singling out the 

ancient and renowned Church of Rome founded by the Apostles 

Peter and Paul and will point out the tradition handed down to his 

own time ‘by the succession of bishops,’ after which he gives a list 

from Linus to Eleutherus*, So again in another passage he writes, 

‘ Therefore obedience ought to be rendered to the presbyters who are 

in the churches, who have the succession from the Apostles as we 

have shown, who with the succession of the episcopate have also 

received the sure grace of truth according to the pleasure of the 

Father’ ; after which he mentions some ‘who are believed by many 

to be presbyters, but serve their own lusts and are elated with the 

estigation reveals, was not forgotten even after the lapse of 

1 Tren. iii. 2. 2. ° Tren. iii, 3. 1. 

3 Tren. iii. 3. 2, 3. 
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pomp of the chief seat,’ and bids his readers shun these and seck 

such as ‘together with the rank of the presbytery show their speech 

sound and their conversation void of offence,’ adding of these 

latter, ‘Such presbyters the Church nurtures and rears, concerning 

whom also the prophet saith, “I will give thy rulers in peace and 

thy dishops in righteousness’”’, Thus also writing to Victor of 

Rome in the name of the Gallican churches, he says, ‘It was not so 

observed by the presbyters before Soter, who ruled the Church which 

thou now guidest, we mean Anicetus and Pius, Hyginus and Teles- 

phorus and Xystus*,’ 
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And the same estimate of the office appears and Cle- 
ment of 

in Clement of Alexandria: for, while he speaks elsewhere of the lexan. 

three offices in the ministry, mentioning them by name, he in one 

passage puts forward a twofold division, the presbyters whose duty 

it is to improve, and the deacons whose duty it is to serve, the 

Church®. The functions of the bishop and presbyter are thus re- 

garded as substantially the same in kind, though different in degree, 

while the functions of the diaconate are separate from both, More 

than a century and a half later, this view is put forward with the 

greatest distinctness by the most learned and most illustrious of 

the Latin fathers. 

tator Hilary, ‘of the bishop and the presbyter; for either is a priest, 

but the bishop is first. 

byter is not a bishop: for he is bishop who is first among the pres- 

Every bishop is a presbyter, but every pres- 

‘There is one ordination,’ writes the commen- Testimony 
of Ambro- 
siaster, 

byters*’ The language of St Jerome to the same effect has been Jerome, 

quoted above*®. To the passages there given may be added the fol- 

lowing: ‘This has been said to show that with the ancients pres- 

byters were the same as bishops: but gradually all the responsibility 

throughout be uniform in this matter. 
3 See the passage quoted above, p, 

226, note 2, So also in the anecdote of 
St John (Quis div. salv. 42, p. 959) we 

1 Tren. iv. 26. 2, 3, 4, 5- 
2 In Euseb. H. H. v. 24. In other 

places Irenzus apparently uses rpeoBi- 
repot to denote antiquity and not office, 
as in the letter to Florinus, Huseb. 
H. E. y. 20 of pd juav mpecBirepor 
ot kal rots dmocTdAos oupPorTyoayres 
(comp. ii, 22. 5); in which sense the 
word occurs also in Papias (Huseb. H.E. 
iii. 39; see Contemporary Review, Aug. 
1875, p. 379 Sq.); but the passages quo- 
ted in the text are decisive, nor is there 
any reason (as Rothe assumes, p. 414 
sq.) why the usage of Ireneus should 

read 7@ xadeordre mpooBdéwas éri- 
oxdmq@, but immediately afterwards ¢ 
6é mpecBurepos avahaBwv x.7.r., and 
then again dye 54, égn, 6 érloxomre, 
of the same person. Thus he too, like 
Treneus, regards the bishop as a pres- 
byter, though the converse would not 
be true. 

# Ambrosiast. on 1 Tim, iii. 10, 
5 See p. 98. 
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was deferred to a single person, that the thickets of heresies might 

be rooted out. Therefore, as presbyters know that by the custom of the 

Church they are subject to him who shall have been set over them, 

so let bishops also be aware that they are superior to presbyters 

more owing to custom than to any actual ordinance of the Lord, etc. : 

Let us see therefore what sort of person ought to be ordained pres- 

byter or bishop’. 

writing to Jerome says, ‘Although according to titles of honour 

which the practice of the Church has now made valid, the episcopate 

is greater than the presbytery, yet in many things Augustine is less 

than Jerome’.’ To these fathers this view seemed to be an obvious 

deduction from the identity of the terms ‘bishop’ and ‘presbyter’ 

in the apostolic writings; nor indeed, when they wrote, had usage 

entirely effaced the original connexion between the two offices. Even 

in the fourth and fifth centuries, when the independence and power 

of the episcopate had reached its maximum, it was still customary 

for a bishop in writing to a presbyter to address him as ‘fellow- 

presbyter,’ thus bearing testimony to a substantial identity of order. 

In the same spirit too the great Augustine 

Nor does it appear that this view was ever questioned until the era 

of the Reformation. 

the sanction of the highest ecclesiastical authorities and was main- 

In the western Church at all events it carried 

tained even by popes and councils*. 

Nor was it only in the language of the later Church that the 

memory of this fact was preserved. Even in her practice indica- 

tions might here and there be traced, which pointed to a time when 

the bishop was still only the chief member of the presbytery. The 

case of the Alexandrian Church, which has already been mentioned 

casually, deserves special notice. St Jerome, after denouncing the 

audacity of certain persons who ‘would give to deacons the prece- 

1 On Tit. i. 5 (vi1. p. 696). 
2 Epist.lxxxii. 33 (11. p.202,ed. Ben.), 
3 So for instance Cyprian, Epist. 14, 

writes ‘compresbyteri nostri Donatus 
et Fortunatus’; and addressing Corne- 
lius bishop of Rome (Epist. 45) he 
says ‘cum ad me talia de te et com- 
presbyteris tecum considentibus scripta 
venissent.’ Compare also Epist. 44, 45, 
71, 76. Augustine writes to Jerome in 
the same terms, and in fact this seems 

to have been the recognised form of ad- 

dress. See the Quest. Vet. et Nov. Test. 
ci (in Augustin. Op. m1. P. 2, p. 93) 
‘Quid est enim episcopus nisi primus 
presbyter, hoc est summus sacerdos? 
Denique non aliter quam compresbyte- 
ros hic vocat et consacerdotes suos. 
Numquid et ministros condiaconos suos 
dicit episcopus?’, where the writer is 
arguing against the arrogance of the 
Roman deacons. See above, p. 96. 

4 See the references collected by 

Gieseler 1. p. 105 sq. 
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dence over presbyters, that is over bishops,’ and alleging scriptural created by 

proofs of the identity of the two, gives the following fact in illus- pena 

tration: ‘At Alexandria, from Mark the Evangelist down to the 

times of the bishops Heraclas (a.p. 233-249) and Dionysius (a.p. 

249—265), the presbyters always nominated as bishop one chosen 

out of their own body and placed in a higher grade: just as if an 

army were to appoint a general, or deacons were to choose from 

their own body one whom they knew to be diligent and call him 

archdeacon’.’ 

to the appointment of the bishop, still it may be inferred that the 

function of the presbyters extended also to the consecration. And 

‘In Egypt,’ writes 

an older contemporary of St Jerome, the commentator Hilary, ‘the 

Though the direct statement of this father refers only 

this inference is borne out by other evidence. 

presbyters seal (ie. ordain or consecrate), if the bishop be not pre- 

sent®.’ This however might refer only to the ordination of pres- 

byters, and not to the consecration of a bishop. But even the latter 

is supported by direct evidence, which though comparatively late 

deserves consideration, inasmuch as it comes from one who was him- 

self a patriarch of Alexandria, Eutychius, who held the patriarchal Testimony 

see from A.D. 933 to 4.D. 940, writes as follows: ‘The Evangelist oe 

Mark appointed along with the patriarch Hananias twelve presbyters 

who should remain with the patriarch, to the end that, when the 

patriarchate was vacant, they might choose one of the twelve pres- 

byters, on whose head the remaining eleven laying their hands should 

bless him and create him patriarch.’ The vacant place in the pres- 

bytery was then to be filled up, that the number twelve might be 

constant’, ‘This custom,’ adds this writer, ‘did not cease till the 

time of Alexander (4.D. 313—326), patriarch of Alexandria. He 

however forbad that henceforth the presbyters should create the 

patriarch, and decreed that on the death of the patriarch the bishops 

1 Epist. exlvi ad Evang. (1. p. 1082). 
2 Ambrosiast. on Ephes. iv. 12. So 

too in the Quest. Vet. et Nov. Test. ci 
(falsely ascribed to St Augustine), Au- 
gust. Op. u1. P. 2, p. 93, ‘Nam in 
Alexandria et per totam Mgyptum, 
si desit episcopus, consecrat (v. 1. con- 
signat) presbyter.’ 

3 Eutychii Patr. Alexandr. Annales 1. 

P- 331 (Pococke, Oxon. 1656). The in- 

ferences in the text are resisted by Abra- 
ham Ecchellensis Zutychius vindicatus 
p. 22 8q. (in answer to Selden the trans- 
lator of Hutychius), and by Le Quien 
Oriens Christianus 11. p. 342, who urge 
all that can be said on the opposite side, 
The authority of a writer so inaccurate 
asHutychius,ifit had been unsupported, 
would have had no weight; but, as we 
have seen, this is not the case, 
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Tt is clear from this should meet to ordain the (new) patriarch, etc. 

passage that Eutychius considered the functions of nomination and 

ordination to rest with the same persons. 

If this view however be correct, the practice of the Alexandrian 

Church was exceptional; for at this time the formal act of the 

bishop was considered generally necessary to give validity to ordi- 

At the close 

of the second century, when every considerable church in Europe 

nation. Nor is the exception difficult to account for. 

and Asia appears to have had its bishop, the only representative of 

Tt was 

Demetrius first (A.D. 190—233), a8 Eutychius informs us*, who ap- 

the episcopal order in Egypt was the bishop of Alexandria, 

pointed three other bishops, to which number his successor Heraclas 

(A.D. 233—249) added twenty more. This extension of episcopacy 

to the provincial towns of Egypt paved the way for a change in the 

But 

before this time it was a matter of convenience and almost of neces- 

sity that the Alexandrian presbyters should themselves ordain their 

chief. 

Nor is it only in Alexandria that we meet with this peculiarity. 

Where the same urgent reason existed, the same exceptional practice 

seems to have been tolerated. A decree of the Council of Ancyra 

(A.D. 314) ordains that ‘it be not allowed to country-bishops (ywpe- 

muokérots) to ordain presbyters or deacons, nor even to city-presby- 

ters, except permission be given in each parish by the bishop in 

writing’’ Thus while restraining the existing license, the framers 

mode of appointing and ordaining the patriarch of Alexandria. 

1 Between Dionysius and Alexander 
four bishops of Alexandria intervene, 
Maximus (4.D. 265), Theonas (4.D. 283), 
Peter I (a.p. 301), and Achillas (a.p, 
312). It will therefore be seen that 
there is a considerable discrepancy be- 
tween the accounts of Jerome and Eu- 
tychius as to the time when the change 
was effected. But we may reasonably 
conjecture (with Ritschl, p. 432) thatthe 
transition from the old state of things 
to the new would be the result of a pro- 
longed conflict between the Alexandrian 
presbytery who had hitherto held these 
functions, and the bishops of the re- 
cently created Egyptian sees to whom 
it was proposed to transfer them. 
Somewhat later one Ischyras was 

deprived of his orders by an Alexan- 
drian synod, because he had been or- 
dained by a presbyter only: Athan, 
Apol. «. Arian, 75 (I. p. 152). From 
this time at all events the Alexandrian 
Church insisted as strictly as any other 
on episcopal ordination. 

2 Hutych. Ann. 1. c. p. 332. Hera- 
clas, we are informed on the same 
authority (p. 335), was the first Alex- 
andrian prelate who bore the title of 
patriarch ; this designation being equi- 
valent to metropolitan or bishop of 

bishops. 
3 Concil. Ancyr. can. 13 (Routh Rel, 

Sacr. IV. B. 121) xwperiondmos py eel 
va mpeoBurépous 7 Siaxovous xetporovety, 

GAAd [univ] yonde mpecBurépos mérews 
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of the decree still allow very considerable latitude. And it is espe- 

cially important to observe that they lay more stress on episcopal 

sanction than on episcopal ordination. Provided that the former is 

secured, they are content to dispense with the latter. 

As a general rule however, even those writers who maintain a Ordina- 

substantial identity in the offices of the bishop and presbyter reserve 

the power of ordaining to the former’. 

be regarded as a settled maxim of Church polity in the fourth and 

later centuries. And when Aerius maintained the equality of the 

bishop and presbyter and denied the necessity of episcopal ordina- 

xwpls Too emirpamfvae ved Tov érioKd- 
Tou mera ypayparw év éxadory wapokla. 
The various readings and interpreta- 
tions of this canon will be found in 
Routh’s note, p. 144 sq. Routh him- 
self reads dha pny mnie mpecBurépovs 
Todews, making mpecBurépovs Toews 
the object of yeporovety, but to this 
there is a twofold objection: (1) he 
necessarily understands the former 
ampecBurdpous to mean mpecBurépous xXW- 
pas, though this is not expressed: (2) 
he interprets dAAd piv poe ‘much 
less,’ a sense which 47d é seems to ex- 
clude and which is not borne out by 
his examples. 

The name and office of the ywpert- 
okoros appear to be reliques of the time 
when éricxoros and mpecBirepos were 
synonymes. While the large cities had 
their college of presbyters, for the vil- 
lages a single mpecBurepos (or émlakoros) 
would suffice; but from his isolated 
position he would be tempted, even if 
he were not obliged, to perform on his 
own responsibility certain acts which 
in the city would only be performed by 
the bishop properly so called, or at least 
would not be performed without his 
consent. Out of this position the office 
of the later ywperloxoros would gra- 
dually be developed; but the rate of 
progression would not be uniform, and 
the regulations affecting it would be 
determined by the circumstances of the 
particular locality. Hence, at a later 
date, it seems in some places to have 
been presbyteral, in others episcopal. 
In the Ancyran canon just quoted a 

chorepiscopus is evidently placed below 
the city presbytery; but in other notices 
he occupies a higher position. For the 
conflicting accounts of the xwpemtoxomos 
see Bingham 11, xiv. 

Baur’s account of the origin of the 
episcopatesupposes that each Christian 
congregation was presided over, not 
by a college of presbyters, but by a 
single mpecBirepos or émloxoros, i.e. 
that the constitution of the Church 
was from the first monarchical: see 
Pastoralbriefe p. 81 sq., Ursprung des 
Eptscopats p. 84 sq. This view is 
inconsistent alike with the analogy of 
the synagogue and with the notices in 
the apostolic and early ecclesiastical 
writings. But the practice which he 
considers to have been the general rule 
would probably hold in small country 
congregations, where a college of pres- 
byters would be unnecessary as well as 
impossible. 

1 St Jerome himself (Epist. cxlvi), 
in the context of the passage in which 
he maintains the identity of the two 
orders and alleges the tradition of the 
Alexandrian Church (see above, p. 231), 
adds, ‘Quid enim facit excepta ordina- 
tione episcopus quod presbyter non 
faciat?’ So also Const. Apost., viii. 28 
éxigxoros xetooberet xetporovel...mpecBv= 
Tepos Xetpoderet ov xetporovel, Chrysost. 
Hom. xi on t Tim. iii. 8 rq xeuporovig 
bbvy drepBeByxact Kal ToUTw udvoy do- 
KoUot mNeovextety mpeoBurépovs. See 
Bingham 11. iii, 5, 6, 7, for other re- 
ferences, 
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tion, his opinion was condemned as heretical, and is stigmatized as 
‘frantic’ by Epiphanius’. 

It has been seen that the institution of an episcopate must be 

placed as far back as the closing years of the first century, and that 

it cannot, without violence to historical testimony, be dissevered 

from the name of St John, But it hag been seen also that the earli- 

est bishops did not hold the same independent position of supremacy 

Causes of which was and is occupied by their later representatives. It will 
the deve- 
lopment 

of episco- power of the office was developed during the second and third centu- 

eres ries. Though something must be attributed to the frailty of human 

pride and love of power, it will nevertheless appear that the pressing 

needs of the Church were mainly instrumental in bringing about the 

result, and that this development of the episcopal office was a provi- 

dential safeguard amid the confusion of speculative opinion, the dis- 

tracting effects of persecution, and the growing anarchy of social 

life, which threatened not only the extension but the very existence 

of the Church of Christ. Ambition of office in a society where pro- 

minence of rank involved prominence of risk was at least no vulgar 

therefore be instructive to trace the successive stages by which the 

and selfish passion. 

Three This development will be conveniently connected with three 

vennected great names, each separated from the other by an interval of more 

with its than half a century, and each marking a distinct stage in its progress. 

a Ignatius, Ireneus, and Cyprian, represent three successive advances 

towards the supremacy which was ultimately attained. 

1. Iana- 1. Icwarrus of Antioch is commonly recognized as the staunch- 

aAUB. est advocate of episcopacy in the early ages. Even, though we 
The Syriac should refuse to accept as genuine any portions which are not 

Version. contained in the Syriac Version *, this view would nevertheless be 

amply justified. Confining our attention for the moment to the 

Syriac letters we find that to this father the chief value of episcopacy 

lies in the fact that it constitutes a visible centre of unity in the con- 

1 Heres. Ixxv. 3; comp. Augustine form. I am now convinced that this 
Hares.§ 53. See Wordsworth Theoph. is only an abridgment and that the 
Angl.c. x. shorter Greek form is genuine; but 

2 In the earlier editions of this work for the sake of argument I have kept 
I assumed that the Syriac Version the two apart in the text. I hope be- 
published by Cureton represented the fore long to give reasons for this change 
Epistles of Ignatius in their original of opinion in my edition of this father. 
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gregation, He seems in the development of the office to keep in view Thebishop 

the same purpose which we may suppose to have influenced the last seein 

surviving Apostles in its institution, The withdrawal of the autho- of vty. 

ritative preachers of the Gospel, the personal disciples of the Lord, had 

severed one bond of union. The destruction of the original abode of 

Christendom, the scene of the life and passion of the Saviour and of 

the earliest triumphs of the Church, had removed another. Thus de- 

prived at once of the personal and the local ties which had hitherto 

bound individual to individual and church to church, the Christian 

brotherhood was threatened with schism, disunion, dissolution. 

‘Vindicate thine office with all diligence,’ writes Ignatius to the 

bishop of Smyrna, ‘in things temporal as well as spiritual. Have a 

care of unity, than which nothing is better’ ‘The crisis requires 

thee, as the pilot requires the winds or the storm-tossed mariner a 

haven, so as to attain unto God.’ ‘Let not those who seem to be 

plausible and teach falsehoods dismay thee; but stand thou firm as 

an anvil under the hammer: ’tis the part of a great athlete to be 

bruised and to conquer’.’ ‘Let nothing be done without thy con- 

sent, and do thou nothing without the consent of God‘ He adds 

directions also, that those who decide on a life of virginity shall dis- 

close their intention to the bishop only, and those who marry shall 

obtain his consent to their union, that ‘their marriage may be accord- 

ing to the Lord and not according to lust®.’ And turning from the 

bishop to the people he adds, ‘Give heed to your bishop, that God 

also may give heed to you. I give my life for those who are obedient 

to the bishop, to presbyters, to deacons. With them may I have my 

portion in the presence of God*.’ Writing to the Ephesians also he 

says that in receiving their bishop Onesimus he is receiving their 

whole body, and he charges them to love him, and one and all to be 

in his likeness’, adding, ‘Since love does not permit me to be silent, 

therefore I -have been forward in exhorting you to conform to the 

will of God®’ 

From these passages it will be seen that St Ignatius values the 

episcopate chiefly as a security for good discipline and harmonious 

1 Polyc, 1. 5 Polyc. 5. 
2 Polyc. 2. § Polyc. 6. 
3 Polyc. 3. 1 Ephes. 1. 
* Polyc. 4. § Ephes. 3. 
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working in the Church. And, when we pass from the Syriac let. 

ters to the Short Greek, the standing ground is still unchanged. 

At the same time, though the point of view is unaltered, the Greek 

letters contain far stronger expressions than are found in the 

Syriac. Throughout the whole range of Christian literature, no 

more uncompromising advocacy of the episcopate can be found 

than appears in these writings, This championship indeed is 

extended to the two lower orders of the ministry’, more espe- 

cially to the presbyters*, But it is when asserting the claims of the 

episcopal office to obedience and respect, that the language is strained 

to the utmost. ‘The bishops established in the farthest parts of 

the world are in the counsels of Jesus Christ®,’ ‘Every one whom 

the Master of the house sendeth to govern His own household we 

ought to receive, as Him that sent him ; clearly therefore we ought 

to regard the bishop as the Lord Himself*.’ Those ‘live a life after 

Christ,’ who ‘ obey the bishop as Jesus Christ®.’ ‘It is good to know 

God and the bishop; he that honoureth the bishop is honoured of 

God; he that doeth anything without the knowledge of the bishop 

serveth the devil®.’ He that obeys his bishop, obeys ‘not him, but. 

the Father of Jesus Christ, the Bishop of all.’ On the other hand, | 

he that practises hypocrisy towards his bishop, ‘not only deceiveth . 

the visible one, but cheateth the Unseen’.’ ‘As many as are of God 

and of Jesus Christ, are with the bishop®’ Those are approved 

who are ‘inseparate [from God], from Jesus Christ, and from the 

bishop, and from the ordinances of the Apostles®’ ‘Do ye all, says 

this writer again, ‘follow the bishop, as Jesus Christ followed the 

Father °’ The Ephesians are commended accordingly, because they 

are so united with their bishop ‘as the Church with Jesus Christ 

and as Jesus Christ with the Father.’ ‘If, it is added, ‘the prayer 

of one or two hath so much power, how much more the prayer of the 

bishop and of the whole Church”.’ ‘Wherever the bishop may 

appear, there let the multitude be, just as where Jesus Christ may 

1 Magn. 13, Trall. 3, 7, Philad. 4, 7, 6 Smyrn. 9. 
Smyrn. 8, 12. 7 Magn. 3. 

2 Ephes. 2, 20, Magn. 2,6, Trall. 13. 8 Philad. 3. 

3 Ephes. 3. ® Trall. 7. 

4 Ephes. 6. 10 Smyrn. 8, comp. Magn. 7. 

6 Trall. 2. u Ephes. 5. 
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be, there is the universal Church’’ Therefore ‘let no man do 

anything pertaining to the Church without the bishop’®’ ‘It is 

not allowable either to baptize or to hold a love-feast without the 

bishop: but whatsoever he may approve, this also is well pleasing to 

God, that everything which is done may be safe and valid’. ‘ Unity 

of God,’ according to this writer, consists in harmonious co-operation 

with the bishop *. 

And yet with all this extravagant exaltation of the episcopal The pres- 

office, the presbyters are not put out of sight. They form a council® bylery » however 

a ‘worthy spiritual coronal®’ round the bishop. It is the duty of not for- 

every individual, but especially of them, ‘to refresh the bishop unto as 

the honour of the Father and of Jesus Christ and of the Apostles’.’ 

They stand in the same relation to him, ‘as the chords to the lyre®.’ 

If the bishop occupies the place of God or of Jesus Christ, the pres- 

byters are as the Apostles, as the council of God’. If obedience 

is due to the bishop as the grace of God, it is due to the presbytery 

as the law of Jesus Christ”. 

It need hardly be remarked how subversive of the true spirit of Considera- 
tions sug- 
gested by 

quent suppression of direct responsibility to God in Christ, is the saa lan- 

Christianity, in the negation of individual freedom and the conse- 

crushing despotism with which this language, if taken literally, 

would invest the episcopal office. It is more important to bear in 

mind the extenuating fact, that the needs and distractions of the 

age seemed to call for a greater concentration of authority in the 

episcopate ; and we might well be surprised, if at a great crisis the 

defence of an all-important institution were expressed in words care- 

fully weighed and guarded. 

Strangely enough, not many years after Ignatius thus asserted The same 
views ad- 
vanced in 

other writer used the same instrument to advance a very dif- the inter- 
ts of E- 

ferent form of Chistianity. The organization, which is thus em- ie 

ployed to consolidate and advance the Catholic Church, might 

the claims of the episcopate as a safeguard of orthodoxy, an- 

1 Smyrn. 8. the Ignatian Epistles, 
2 ib.; comp. Magn. 4, Philad. 7. ® Magn. 13. 
3 Smyrn. 8. 7 Trall. 12. 
4 Polyc. 8 év évérnri Oeod Kal émirxd- 8 Ephes. 4; comp. the metaphor in 

sou (v. 1. émicxomg): comp. Philad. 3,8. Philad. 1. 
5 The word tpecBurépiov, which oc- ® Trall. 2, 3, Magn. 6, Smyrn. 8 

ours 1 Tim. iv. 14, is very frequent in 10 Magn. 2. 
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serve equally well to establish a compact Ebionite community. I 

have already mentioned the author of the Clementine Homilies as 

a staunch advocate of episcopacy’, His view of the sanctions and 

privileges of the office does not differ materially from that of 

Ignatius. ‘The multitude of the faithful,’ he says, ‘must obey 

a single person, that so it may be able to continue in har- 

mony.’ Monarchy is a necessary condition of peace; this may be 

seen from the aspect of the world around: at present there are many 

kings, and the result is discord and war; in the world to come God 

has appointed one King only, that ‘by reason of monarchy an inde- 

structible peace may be established: therefore all ought to follow 

some one person as guide, preferring him in honour as the image of 

God; and this guide must show the way that leadeth to the Holy 

City’.’ Accordingly he delights to speak of the bishop as occupying 

the place or the seat of Christ, Every insult, he says, and every 

honour offered to a bishop is carried to Christ and from Christ is 

taken up to the presence of the Father; and thus it is requited 

manifold*, Similarly another writer of the Clementine cycle, if he 

be not the same, compares Christ to the captain, the bishop to the 

mate, and the presbyters to the sailors, while the lower orders and 

the laity have each their proper place in the ship of the Church’. 

It is no surprise that such extravagant claims should not have 

been allowed to pass unchallenged. In opposition to the lofty 

hierarchical pretensions thus advanced on the one hand in the 

Ignatian letters on behalf of Catholicism and on the other by 

the Clementine writer in the interests of Ebionism, a strong spiritual- 

ist reaction set in. If in its mental aspect the heresy of Montanus 

must be regarded as a protest against the speculative subtleties 

of Gnosticism, on its practical side it was equally a rebound from 

the aggressive tyranny of hierarchical assumption. Montanus taught 

that the true succession of the Spirit, the authorized channel of 

Divine grace, must be sought not in the hierarchical but in the pro- 

phetic order. For a rigid outward system he substituted the free 

inward impulse. Wildly fanatical as were its manifestations, this 

reaction nevertheless issued from a true instinct which rebelled 

1 See above, p. 209. 4 ib. iii. 66, 70. 
% Clem. Hom. iii. 61, 62. 5 ib. Ep. Clem. 15. 

8 ib. iii, 60, 66, 70. 
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against the oppressive yoke of external tradition and did battle for 

the freedom of the individual spirit. Montanus was excommuni- 

cated and Montanism died out; but though dead, it yet spake; for 

a portion of its better spirit was infused into the Catholic Church, 

which it leavened and refreshed and invigorated. 

2. Irenaus followed Ignatius after an interval of about two 2. Inn- 

generations, With the altered circumstances of the Church, the — 

aspect of the episcopal office has also undergone a change. The 

religious atmosphere is now charged with heretical speculations of 

all kinds, Amidst the competition of rival teachers, all eagerly bid- 

ding for support, the perplexed believer asks for some decisive test 

by which he may try the claims of the disputants. To this question 

Irenzus supplies an answer. ‘If you wish,’ he argues, ‘to ascertain Thebishop 

the doctrine of the Apostles, apply to the Church of the Apostles. ae 

In the succession of bishops tracing their descent from the primitive a 

age and appointed by the Apostles themselves, you have a guarantee 

for the transmission of the pure faith, which no isolated, upstart, 

self-constituted teacher can furnish. There is the Church of Rome 

for instance, whose episcopal pedigree is perfect in all its links, and 

whose earliest bishops, Linus and Clement, associated with the 

Apostles themselves: there is the Church of Smyrna again, whose 

bishop Polycarp, the disciple of St John, died only the other day'.’ 

Thus the episcopate is regarded now not so much as the centre 

of ecclesiastical unity but rather as the depositary of apostolic 

tradition. 

This view is not peculiar to Ireneus. It seems to have been The same 

advanced earlier by Hegesippus, for in a detached fragment he lays Pee 

stress on the succession of the bishops at Rome and at Corinth, oo 

adding that in each church and in each succession the pure faith was lian. 

preserved*; so that he seems here to be controverting that ‘ gnosis 

falsely so called’ which elsewhere he denounces®* It is distinctly 

maintained by Tertullian, the younger contemporary of Irenzus, 

who refers, if not with the same frequency, at least with equal 

emphasis, to the tradition of the apostolic churches as preserved 

by the succession of the episcopate*. 

1 See especially iii. cc. 2, 3,4, iv. 26. p. 220. 
2.8q., iv. 32. 1, V. pref., Vv. 20. I, 2. 3 Euseb. H. E. iii. 32. 

2 In Kuseb, H. £. iv. 22, See above, 4 Tertull. de Prescr. 32. 
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3. As two generations intervened between Ignatius and Ire- 

nzus, so the same period roughly speaking separates Irenzeus from 

Cyprian. If with Ignatius the bishop is the centre of Christian 

unity, if with Irenzus he is the depositary of the apostolic tradition, 

with Cyprian he is the absolute vicegerent of Christ in things 

spiritual. In mere strength of language indeed it would be difficult 

to surpass Ignatius, who lived about a century and a half earlier. 

With the single exception of the sacerdotal view of the ministry which 

had grown up meanwhile, Cyprian puts forward no assumption which 

this father had not advanced either literally or substantially long 

before. This one exception however is all important, for it raised 

the sanctions of the episcopate to a higher level and put new force 

into old titles of respect. Theoretically therefore it may be said 

that Cyprian took his stand on the combination of the ecclesiasti- 

cal authority as asserted by Ignatius with the sacerdotal claim 

which had been developed in the half century just past. But 

the real influence which he exercised in the elevation of the episco- 

pate consisted not in the novelty of his theoretical views, but in his 

practical energy and success. The absolute supremacy of the bishop 

nad remained hitherto a lofty title or at least a vague ill-defined 

assumption: it became through his exertions a substantial and patent 

and world-wide fact. The first prelate whose force of character 

vibrated throughout the whole of Christendom, he was driven not 

less by the circumstances of his position than by his own tempe- 

rament and conviction to throw all his energy into this scale. And 

the permaneut result was much vaster than he could have antici- 

pated beforehand or realized after the fact. Forced into the epi- 

scopate against his will, he raised it to a position of absolute inde- 

pendence, from which it has never since been deposed. The two 

great controversies in which Cyprian engaged, though immediately 

arising out of questions of discipline, combined from opposite sides 

to consolidate and enhance the power of the bishops’. 

The first question of dispute concerned the treatment of sucb 

as had lapsed during the recent persecution under Decius. Cyprian 

1 The influence of Cyprian on the sq. (1857). See also Rettberg Thascius 
episcopate is ably stated in two vigor-  Cacilius Cyprianus p. 367 sq., Huther 
ous articles by Kayser entitled Cyprien  Cyprian’s Lehre von der Kirche p. 59 
ow VAutonomie de V'Eptscopat in the sq. For Cyprian’s work generally see 
Revue de Théologie xv. pp. 138 sq.,242 Smith's Dict. of Christ. Biogr. s. v. 
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found himself on this occasion doing battle for the episcopate against Treatment 

a twofold opposition, against the confessors who claimed the right of aes 

absolving and restoring these fallen brethren, and against his own 

presbyters who in the absence of their bishop supported the claims of 

the confessors. From his retirement he launched his shafts against 

this combined array, where an aristocracy of moral influence was 

leagued with an aristocracy of official position. With signal deter- 

mination and courage in pursuing his aim, and with not less sagacity 

and address in discerning the means for carrying it out, Cyprian had 

on this occasion the further advantage, that he was defending the 

cause of order and right. He succeeded moreover in enlisting in his 

cause the rulers of the most powerful church in Christendom. The 

Roman clergy declared for the bishop and against the presbyters 

of Carthage. Of Cyprian’s sincerity no reasonable question can be 

entertained. In maintaining the authority of his office he believed 

himself to be fighting his Master’s battle, and he sought success as 

the only safeguard of the integrity of the Church of Christ. In this 

lofty and disinterested spirit, and with these advantages of position, 

he entered upon the contest. 

Tt is unnecessary for my purpose to follow out the conflict in 

detail: to show how ultimately the positions of the two combatants 

were shifted, so that from maintaining discipline against the cham- 

pions of too great laxity Cyprian found himself protecting the fallen 

against the advocates of too great severity; to trace the progress 

of the schism and the attempt to establish a rival episcopate ; or to 

unravel the entanglements of the Novatian controversy and lay open 

the intricate relations between Rome and Carthage’. It is sufficient Power of 

to say that Cyprian’s victory was complete. He triumphed over the ine Bho 

confessors, triumphed over his own presbyters, triumphed over the church de- 

schismatic bishop and his party. It was the most signal success are 

hitherto achieved for the episcopate, because the battle had been 

fought and the victory won on this definite issue. The absolute 

supremacy of the episcopal office was thus established against the two 

antagonists from which it had most to fear, against a recognised aris- 

1 The intricacy of the whole proceed- _ nists, varying and even interchanged 
ing is a strong evidence of the genuine- _with the change of circumstances, are 
ness of the letters and otherdocuments very natural, but very unlike the in- 
which contain the account of the con- vention of a forger who has a distinct 
troversy. Thesituationsoftheantago- side to maintain. 

PHIL. 16 
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tocracy of ecclesiastical office and an irregular but not less powerful 

aristocracy of moral weight. 

The position of the bishop with respect to the individual church 

over which he ruled was thus defined by the first contest in which 

Cyprian engaged. The second conflict resulted in determining his 

relation to the Church universal. The schism which had grown up 

during the first conflict created the difficulty which gave occasion to 

the second, A question arose whether baptism by heretics and 

schismatics should be held valid or not. Stephen the Roman 

bishop, pleading the immemorial custom of his church, recognised 

its validity. Cyprian insisted on rebaptism in such cases. Hitherto 

the bishop of Carthage had acted in cordial harmony with Reme: 

but now there was a collision. Stephen, inheriting the haughty 

temper and aggressive policy of his earlier predecessor Victor, excom- 

municated those who differed from the Roman usage in this matter. 

These arrogant assumptions were directly met by Cyprian. He 

summoned first one and then another synod of African bishops, who 

declared in his favour. He had on his side also the churches of 

Asia Minor, which had been included in Stephen’s edict of excom- 

munication. Thus the bolt burled by Stephen fell innocuous, and 

the churches of Africa and Asia retained their practice. The prin- 

ciple asserted in the struggle was not unimportant. As in the 

former conflict Cyprian had maintained the independent supremacy 

of the bishop over the officers and members of his own congregation, 

so now he contended successfully for his immunity from any inter- 

ference from without. At a later period indeed Rome carried the 

victory, but the immediate result of this controversy was to establish 

the independence and enhance the power of the episcopate. More- 

over this struggle had the further and not less important conse- 

quence of defining and exhibiting the relations of the episcopate 

to the Church in another way. As the individual bishop had been 

pronounced indispensable to the existence of the individual commu- 

nity, so the episcopal order was now put forward as the absolute 

indefeasible representative of the universal Church. Synods of 

bishops indeed had been held frequently before ; but under Cyprian’s 

guidance they assumed a prominence which threw all existing prece- 

dents into the shade. A ‘one undivided episcopate’ was his watch- 

word. The unity of the Church, he maintained, consists in the 
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unanimity of the bishops’. In this controversy, as in the former, he 

acted throughout on the principle, distinctly asserted, that the exist- 

ence of the episcopal office was not a matter of practical advantage or 

ecclesiastical rule or even of apostolic sanction, but an absolute in- 

controvertible decree of God. The triumph of Cyprian therefore was 

the triumph of this principle. 
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The greatness of Cyprian’s influence on the episcopate is indeed Cyprian’s 

due to this fact, that with him the statement of the principle pre- 

cedes and necessitates the practical measures. 

distinctness of his sacerdotal views it will be time to speak pre- 

sently ; but of his conception of the episcopal office generally thus 

much may be said here, that he regards the bishop as exclusively the 

representative of God to the congregation and hardly, if at all, as 

the representative of the congregation before God. The bishop is 

the indispensable channel of divine grace, the indispensable bond of 

Christian brotherhood. The episcopate is not so much the roof 

as the foundation-stone of the ecclesiastical edifice ; not so much the 

legitimate development as the primary condition of a church’. 

The bishop is appointed directly by God, is responsible directly to 

God, is inspired directly from God*. This last point deserves espe- 

Though in words he frequently defers to the established 

usage of consulting the presbyters and even the laity in the appoint- 

ment of officers and in other matters affecting the well-being of the 

community, yet he only makes the concession to nullify it imme- 

He pleads a direct official inspiration* which enables him 

cial notice. 

diately. 

1 De Unit. Eccl. 2 ‘Quam unitatem 
firmiter tenere et vindicare debemus 
inaxime episcopi qui in ecclesia presi- 
demus, ut episcopatum quoque ipsum 
unum atque indivisum probemus’; and 
again ‘Episcopatus unus est, cujus a 
singulis in solidum pars tenetur: ec- 
clesia quoque una est etc.’ So again he 
argues (Epist. 43) that, as there is one 
Church, there must be only ‘unum al- 
tare et unum sacerdotium (i.e. one epi- 
scopate)’. Comp. also Epist. 46, 55,67. 

2 Epist. 66 ‘Scire debes episcopum 
inecclesia esse et ecclesiam in episcopo, 
et si quis cum episcopo non sit, in eccle- 
sia non esse’; Epist. 33 ‘Ut ecclesia 
super episcopos constituatur et omnis 
uctus ecclesie per eosdem prepositos 

gubernetur.’ Hence the expression ‘nec 
episcopum nec ecclesiam cogitans,’ 
Epist. 41; hence also ‘honor episcopi’ 
is associated not only with ‘ecclesia 
ratio’ (Epist. 33) but even with ‘timor 
dei’ (Epist. 15). Compare also the 
language (Epist. 59) ‘Nec ecclesia istic 
cuiquam clauditur nec episcopus alicui 
denegatur’, and again (Epist. 43) 
‘Soli cum episcopis non sint, qui con- 
tra episcopos rebellarunt,’ 

3 Seo esp. Epist. 3, 43, 55) 59: 73s 
and above. all 66 (Ad Pupianum). 

4 Epist. 38 ‘Expectanda non sunt 
testimonia humana, cum precedunt 
divina suffragia’; Epist. 39 ‘Non hu- 
mana suffragatione sed divina digna- 
tione conjunctum’; Epist. 4o ‘Ad- 

16—2 

view of the 
episco- 

Of the sharpness and pate. 
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to dispense with ecclesiastical custom and to act on his own respon- 

sibility. Though the presbyters may still have retained the shadow 

of a controlling power over the acts of the bishop, though the 

courtesy of language by which they were recognised as fellow-pres- 

byters' was not laid aside, yet for all practical ends the independent 

supremacy of the episcopate was completely established by the prin- 

ciples and the measures of Cyprian. 

In the investigation just concluded I have endeavoured to trace 

the changes in the relative position of the first and second orders 

of the ministry, by which the power was gradually concentrated in 

the hands of the former. Such a development involves no new prin- 

ciple and must be regarded chiefly in its practical bearings. It is 

plainly competent for the Church at any given time to entrust a 

particular office with larger powers, as the emergency may require. 

And, though the grounds on which the independent authority of 

the episcopate was at times defended may have been false or ex- 

aggerated, no reasonable objection can be taken to later forms of 

ecclesiastical polity because the measure of power accorded to the 

bishop does not remain exactly the same as in the Church of the 

subapostolic ages. Nay, to many thoughtful and dispassionate minds 

even the gigantic power wielded by the popes during the middle 

ages will appear justifiable in itself (though they will repudiate the 

false pretensions on which it was founded, and the false opinions 

which were associated with it), since only by such a providential 

concentration of authority could the Church, humanly speaking, have 

braved the storms of those ages of anarchy and violence. Now how- 

ever it is my purpose to investigate the origin and growth of a new 

principle, which is nowhere enunciated in the New Testament, but 

which notwithstanding has worked its way into general recognition 

and seriously modified the character of later Christianity. The pro- 

gress of the sacerdotal view of the ministry is one of the most 

striking and important phenomena in the history of the Church. 

It has been pointed out already that the sacerdotal functions and 

privileges, which alone are mentioned in the apostolic writings, per- 

tain to all believers alike and do not refer solely or specially to the 

monitos nos et instructos sciatis digna- = adscribatur presbyterorum etc. 
tione divina ut Numidicus presbyter 1 See above p. 230, note 3. 
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ministerial office. If to this statement it be objected that the 

inference is built upon the silence of the Apostles and Evangelists, 

and that such reasoning is always precarious, the reply is that an 

exclusive sacerdotalism (as the word is commonly understood)" con- 

tradicts the general tenour of the Gospel. But indeed the strength 

or weakness of an argument drawn from silence depends wholly 

on the circumstance under which the silence is maintained, And 

in this case it cannot be considered devoid of weight. In the Pas- 

toral Epistles for instance, which are largely occupied with questions 

relating to the Christian ministry, it seems scarcely possible that this 

aspect should have been overlooked, if it had any place in St Paul’s 

teaching. The Apostle discusses at length the requirements, the 

responsibilities, the sanctions, of the ministerial office: he regards 

the presbyter as an example, as w teacher, as a philanthropist, as 

a ruler. How then, it may well be asked, are the sacerdotal func- 

tions, the sacerdotal privileges, of the office wholly set aside? If 

these claims were recognised by him at all, they must necessarily 

have taken a foremost place. The same argument again applies with 

not less force to those passages in the Epistles to the Corinthians, 

where St Paul asserts his apostolic authority against lis detractors. 
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Nevertheless, so entirely had the primitive conception of the Chris- Its rapid 

tian Church been supplanted by this sacerdotal view of the ministry, 

dialects derived from the Latin took the place of the ancient tongue, 

that the languages of modern Europe very generally supply only 

one word to represent alike the priest of the Jewish or heathen 

ceremonial and the presbyter of the Christian ministry *. 

1 In speaking of sacerdotalism, I as- 
sume the term to have essentially the 
same force as when applied to the Jew- 
ish priesthood. In a certain sense (to 
be considered hereafter) all officers ap- 
pointed to minister ‘for men in things 
pertaining toGod’ may be called priests; 
and sacerdotal phraseology, when first 
applied to the Christian ministry, may 
have borne this innocent meaning. But 
at a later date it was certainly so used 
as to imply a substantial identity of 
character with the Jewish priesthood, 
i.e. to designate the Christian minister 
as one who offers sacrifices and makes 

atonement for the sins of others. 
2 It is a significant fact that in those 

languages which have only one word to 
express thetwoideas,this word etymolo- 
gically represents ‘presbyterus’ and not 
‘sacerdos,’ e.g. the French prétre, the 
German priester, and the English priest; 
thus showing that the sacerdotal idea 
was imported and not original. In the 
Italian, where two words prete and 
sacerdote exist side by side, there is no 
marked difference in usage, except that 
prete is the more common. Ifthe lat- 
ter brings out the sacerdotal idea more 
prominently, the former is also applied 

spread at 
a later 

before the northern races were converted to the Gospel, and the date. 
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For, though no distinct traces of sacerdotalism are visible in the 

ages immediately after the Apostles, yet having once taken root 

in the Church it shot up rapidly into maturity. Towards the 

close of the second century we discern the first germs appearing above 

the surface: yet, shortly after the middle of the third, the plant has 

all but attained its full growth. The origin of this idea, the progress 

of its development, and the conditions favourable to its spread, will 

be considered in the present section of this essay. 

A separation of orders, it is true, appeared at a much earlier 

date, and was in some sense involved in the appointment of a 

special ministry. This, and not more than this, was originally con- 

tained in the distinction of clergy and laity. If the sacerdotal view 

of the ministry engrafted itself on this distinction, it nevertheless 

was not necessarily implied or even indirectly suggested thereby. 

notderived The term ‘clerus,’ as a designation of the ministerial office, did not 
from the 
Levitical 
priest- 
liood. 

owing to any existing associations convey the idea of sacerdotal 

functions. The word is not used of the Aaronic priesthood in any 

special sense which would explain its transference to the Christian 

ministry. It is indeed said of the Levites, that they have no 

‘clerus’ in the land, the Lord Himself being their ‘clerus’’, But the 

Jewish priesthood is never described conversely as the special ‘clerus’ 

of Jehovah: while on the other hand the metaphor thus inverted is 

more than once applicd to the whole Israelite people’. Up to 

this point therefore the analogy of Old Testament usage would 

to Jewish and Heathen priests and 
therefore distinctly involves this idea. 
Wiclif’s version of the New Testament 
naturally conforms to the Vulgate, in 
which it seemstobe therule to translate 
mpecBirepo by ‘presbyteri’ (in Wiclif 
“preestes’) where it obviously denotes 
the second order in the ministry (e.g. 
Acts xiv. 23, 1 Tim. v. 17,19, Tit. i. 5, 
James yv. 14), and by ‘seniores’ (in 
Wiclif ‘eldres’ or ‘elder men’) in other 
passages: but if so, this rule is not 

always successfully applied (e.g. Acts 

xi. 30, xxi, 18, 1 Pet.v. 1), A doubt 

about the meaning may explain the 

anomaly that the word is translated 

“presbyteri,’ ‘preestes,’ Acts xv. 2, and 

‘seniores,’ ‘elder men,’ Acts xv. 4, 6, 

22, xvi. 4; though the persons intended 

are the same. In Acts xx. 17, it is 

rendered in Wiclif’s version ‘the gret- 
tist men of birthe,’ a misunderstanding 
of the Vulgate ‘majores natu.’ The 
English versions of the reformers and 
the reformed Church from Tyndale 
downward translate mpecBirepx uni- 
formly by ‘elders.’ 

1 Deut. x. 9, xviii. 1,2; comp. Num. 
xxvi. 62, Deut. xii. 12, xiv. 27, 29, Josh. 
xiv, 3. Jerome (Epist. lii. 5, 1. p. 258) 
says, ‘Propterea vocantur clerici, vel 
quia de sorte sunt Domini, vel quia ipse 
Dominus sors, id est pars, clericorum 
est.’ The former explanation would be 
reasonable, if it were supported by the 
language of the Old Testament: the 
latter is plainly inadequate. 

2 Deut. iv. 20 elvar adr @ Nady yKAy- 
pov: comp. ix. 29 obra ads cou Kai 
KMijpds gov. 
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have suggested ‘clerus’ as a name rather for the entire body of 

the faithful than for the ministry specially or exclusively. Nor do 

other references to the clerus or lot in connexion with the Levitical 

priesthood countenance its special application. The tithes, it is true, 

were assigned to the sons of Levi as their ‘clerus’'; but in this 

there is nothing distinctive, and in fact the word is employed 

much more prominently in describing the lands allotted to the 

whole people. Again the courses of priests and Levites selected 

to conduct the temple-service were appointed by lot?; but the mode 

adopted in distributing a particular set of duties is far too special 

to have supplied a distinctive name for the whole order. If indeed 

it were an established fact that the Aaronic priesthood at the time 

of the Christian era commonly bore the name of ‘clergy,’ we might 

be driven to explain the designation in this or in some similar 

way ; but apparently no evidence of any such usage exists’, and it 

is therefore needless to cast about for an explanation of a fact which 

itself is only conjectural. The origin of the term clergy, as ap- 

plied to the Christian ministry, must be sought elsewhere. 

And the record of the earliest appointment made by the Origin of 

Christian Church after the Ascension of the Lord seems to supply pach bod 

the clue. Exhorting the assembled brethren to elect a successor the Chris- 
in place of Judas, St Peter tells them that the traitor ‘had been ac 

numbered among them and had received the lot (kdjpov) of the 

ministry’: while in the account of the subsequent proceedings it 

is recorded that the Apostles ‘distributed lots’ to the brethren, 

and that ‘the doé fell on Matthias and he was added to the eleven 

Apostles *.” 

meanings, by which the word xAjpos arrived at this peculiar sense: 

(1) the lot by which the office was assigned; (2) the office thus 

assigned by lot; (3) the body of persons holding the office. The 

first two senses are illustrated by the passages quoted from the 

The following therefore seems to be the sequence of 

1 Num. xviii. 21, 24, 26. 
2 Chron, xxiv. 5, 7, 31, xxv. 8, 9. 
3 On the other hand dads is used of 

the people, as contrasted either with 
the rulers or with the priests. From 
this latter contrast comes Aaikés, ‘laic’ 
or ‘profane,’ and \aixdw ‘to profane’; 
which, though not found in the xxx, 
occur frequently in the versions of 
Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion 

(Aatkés, 1 Sam. xxi. 4, Ezek. xlviii. 15; 
Aaixdw, Deut. xx. 6, xxviii. 30, Ruth i. 
12, Hizek. vii, 22); comp.Clem. Rom. 4o. 

4 Acts i, 17 @\axev tov KAHpor, 26 
Zdwxay kAjpous abtots Kal érecev 6 KAG- 
pos émt Maé@lay, Inver. 25 xdypov is 
a false reading. The use of the word 
in 1 Pet. v. 3 xaraxuptevovres TAY KAr- 
puv (i.e. of the flocks assigned to them) 
does not illustrate this meaning. 
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Acts; and from the second to the third the transition is easy and 
It must not be supposed however that the mode of 

appointing officers by lot prevailed generally in the early Church. 
Besides the case of Matthias no other instance is recorded in the 
New Testament ; nor is this procedure likely to have been commonly 
adopted. But just as in the passage quoted the word is used 
to describe the office of Judas, though Judas was certainly not 
selected by lot, so generally from signifying one special mode of 
appointment to office it got to signify office in the Church gene- 

If this account of the application of ‘clerus’ to the Chris- 
tian ministry be correct, we should expect to find it illustrated 
by a corresponding progress in the actual usage of the word. And 
this is in fact the case. 

natural. 

rally', 

The sense ‘clerical appointment or office’ 

chronologically precedes the sense ‘clergy’. The former meaning 

He speaks of Hyginus as ‘holding 

the ninth clerus of the episcopal succession from the Apostles®’ ; and 

of Eleutherus in like manner he says, ‘He now occupies the clerus 

of the episcopate in the tenth place from the Apostles*’ On the 

other hand the earliest instance of ‘clerus’, meaning clergy, seems 

occurs several times in Irenzus. 

to occur in Tertullian*, who belongs to the next generation. 

It will thus be seen that the use of ‘clerus’ to denote the No sacer- 

eee ministry cannot be traced to the Jewish priesthood, and is there- 

by the fore wholly unconnected with any sacerdotal views. The term 

ci does indeed recognise the clergy as an order distinct from the laity; 

but this is a mere question of ecclesiastical rule or polity, and 

1 See Clem. Alex. Quis div. salv. 42, 
where xAnpoiv is ‘to appoint to the 
ministry’; and Iren, iii. 3. 3 «Anpovc@at 
Thy éxicxommy, A similar extension of 
meaning is seen in this same word k\7- 
pos applied to land, Signifying origi- 
nally a piece of ground assigned by lot, 
it gets to mean landed property gene- 
rally, whether obtained by assignment 
or by inheritance or in any other way. 

2 Tren. i. 27. 1. 
* Tren. iii. 3. 3. In this passage how- 

ever, as in the preceding, the word is 
explained by a qualifying genitive. In 
Hippol. Her. ix. 12 (p. 290), apéavro 
érloxomot Kal mpecBurepor kal didxovoe 
Slyapoe kal rpl-yayoe Kabloracbas els KAy- 

pous, it ig used absolutely of ‘clerical 
offices.” The Epistle of the Gallican 
Churches (Euseb. H. E. v. 1) speaks 
more than once of the khjpos Tay wap- 
Tipwy, ie. the order or rank of mar- 
tyrs: comp. Test. xii Patr. Levi 8. See 
Ritschl p. 390 sq., to whom I am in- 
debted for several of the passages which 
are quoted in this investigation. 
4eg. de Monog. 12 ‘Unde enim 

episcopi et clerus?’ and again ‘Eixtolli- 
mur et inflamur adversus clerum.’ Per- 
haps however earlier instances mayhave 
escaped notice. In Clem. Alex. Quis 
div. salv. 42 the word seems not to be 

used in this sense. 
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involves no doctrinal bearings. The origin of sacerdotal phrascology 

and ideas must be sought elsewhere. 

Attention has been already directed to the absence of any Silence of 

appeal to sacerdotal claims in the Pastoral Epistles. The silence ee 

of the apostolic fathers deserves also to be noticed. Though the Lathes on 

genuine letters of all three may be truly said to hinge on questions dotalism. 

relating to the ministry, no distinct traces of this influence are 

visible, St Clement, as the representative of the Roman Church, Clement. 

writes to the Christian brotherhood at Corinth, offering friendly 

counsel in their disputes and rebuking their factious and unworthy 

conduct towards certain presbyters whom, though blameless, they 

had ejected from office. He appeals to motives of Christian love, 

to principles of Christian order. He adduces a large number of 

examples from biblical history condemnatory of jealousy and in- 

subordination. He urges that men, who had been appointed directly 

by the Apostles or by persons themselves so appointed, ought to have 

received better treatment. Dwelling at great length on the subject, 

he nevertheless advances no sacerdotal claims or immunities on 

behalf of the ejected ministers, He does, it is true, adduce the Import of 
his compa- 
rison with 

has appointed set persons and set places and will have all things the na 

done in order. He had before illustrated this lesson by the sub- a " 

ordination of ranks in an army, and by the relation of the different 

members of the human body: he had insisted on the duties of 

Aaronic priesthood and the Temple service as showing that God 

the strong towards the weak, of the rich towards the poor, of the 

wise towards the ignorant, and so forth: he had enforced the 

appeal by reminding his readers of the utter feebleness and insig- 

nificance of man in the sight of God, as represented in the Scriptures 

of the Old Testament; and then follows the passage which contains 

the allusion in question: ‘He hath not commanded (the offerings 

and ministrations) to be performed at random or in disorder, but 

at fixed times and seasons; and where and through whom He 

willeth them to be performed, He hath ordained by His supreme 

will. They therefore who make their offerings at the appointed 

seasons are acceptable and blessed, since following the ordinances of 

the Master they do not go wrong. For to the high priest peculiar 

services are entrusted, and the pricsts have their peculiar office 

assigned to them, and on Levites peculiar ministrations are imposed : 
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the layman is bound by lay ordinances, Let each of you, brethren, 

in his own rank give thanks to God, retaining a good conscience, 

not transgressing the appointed rule of his service (Aerovpyias) etc.’? 

Here it is clear that in St Clement’s conception the sanction pos- 

sessed in common by the Aaronic priesthood and the Christian 

ministry is not the sacerdotal consecration, but the divinely ap- 

pointed order. He passes over in silence the numerous passages 

in the Old Testament which enjoin obedience to the priests; while the 

only sentence (§ 42) which he puts forward as anticipating and 

enforcing the authority of the Christian ministry is a misquoted and 

misinterpreted verse from Isaiah; ‘I will establish their overseers 

(bishops) in righteousness and their ministers (deacons) in faith’’. 

Again a little later he mentions in illustration the murmuring of 

the Israelites which was rebuked by the budding of Aaron’s rod’. 

But here too he makes it clear how far he considers the analogy 

to extend, He calls the sedition in the one case ‘jealousy con- 

cerning the priesthood’, in the other strife concerning the honour 

of the episcopate*’, He keeps the names and the offices distinct. 

The significance of this fact will be felt at once by comparing his 

language with the expressions used by any later writer, such ‘as 

Cyprian, who was penetrated with the spirit of sacerdotalism’®. 

Of St Ignatius, as the champion of episcopacy, much has been said 

already. It is sufficient to add here, that he never regards the 

ministry as a sacerdotal office. This is equally true, whether we 

accept as genuine the whole of the seven letters in the short Greek, 

or only those portions contained in the Syriac version, While these 

1 Clem.Rom. 40, 41.Neander (Church 
History, 1. p. 272 note, Bohn’s transla- 
tion) conjectures that this passage is 

an ‘interpolation from a hierarchical 
interest,’ and Dean Milman (Hist. of 
Christianity, 111. p. 259) says that it is 
‘rejected by all judicious and impartial 
scholars.’ At the risk of forfeiting all 

claim to judiciousness and impartiality 
one may venture to demur to this arbi- 

trary criticism. Indeed the recent 
discovery of a second independent us 
and of a Syriac Version, both contain- 
ing the suspected passage, may be re- 
garded as decisive on this point. 

2 Is, lx. 17, where the A. V. cor- 
rectly renders the original, ‘I will also 

make thy officers (lit. magistrates) peace 
and thine exactors (i.e. task-masters) 
righteousness’; ie, there shall be no 
tyranny or oppression, The 1xx de- 
parts from the original, and Clement 
has altered the txx. By this double 
divergence a reference to thetwo orders 
of the ministry is obtained. 

3 Clem. Rom. 43. 
4 Contrast § 43 gjAov éumecdvros 

mept Tis lepwouvns with § 44 épis error 
émt rod évéuaros THs émtoxongs. The 
common feature which connects the two 
offices together is stated in the words, 
§ 43 wa pj dkaracracla yevarat. 

5 See below p. 259. 
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letters teem with passages enjoining the strictest obedience to bishops, 

while their language is frequently so strong as to sound almost pro- 

fane, this father never once appeals to sacerdotal claims’, though 

such an appeal would have made his case more than doubly strong. 

If it be ever safe to take the sentiments of an individual writer as 

expressing the belief of his age, we may infer from the silence which 

pervades these letters, that the sacerdotal view of the ministry had 

not yet found its way into the Christian Church. 

When we pass on to the third apostolic father, the same pheno- 

menon is repeated. Polycarp, like Clement and Ignatius, occupies 

much space in discussing the duties and the claims of Christian mi- 

nisters. He takes occasion especially to give his correspondents ad- 

vice as to a certain presbyter who had disgraced his office by a grave 

offence’, 

any sacerdotal privileges which claimed respect, or of any sacerdotal 

Yet he again knows nothing, or at least says nothing, of 

sanctity which has been violated. 

Justin Martyr writes about a generation later. He speaks at 

length and with emphasis on the eucharistic offerings. Here at least 

we might expect to find sacerdotal views of the Christian ministry 

propounded. Yet this is far from being the case. He does indeed 

lay stress on sacerdotal functions, but these belong to the whole body 

of the Church, and are not in any way the exclusive right of the 

clergy. ‘So we,’ he writes, when arguing against Trypho the Jew, 

‘who through the name of Jesus have believed as one man in God 

the maker of the universe, having divested ourselves of our filthy 

garments, that is our sins, through the name of His first-born Son, 

and having been refined (rupwévres) by the word of His calling, are 

the true high-priestly race of God, as God Himself also beareth wit- 

ness, saying that in every place among the Gentiles are men offering 

sacrifices well-pleasing unto Him and pure (Mal.irz), Yet God 

1 Some passages are quoted in Green- 
wood Cathedra Petri 1. p. 73 a8 tending 
in this direction, e.g. Philad. 9 kadol 
kal ol lepeis, kpelacov dé 6 apxepeds 
x... But rightly interpreted they do 
not favour this view. In the passage 
quoted tor instance, the writer seems 
to be maintaining the superiority of the 
new covenant, as represented by the 
great High-Priest (dpxepevs) in and 

through whom the whole Church has 
access to God, over the old dispensa- 
tion of the Levitical priesthood (iepeis). 
If this interpretation be correct, the 
passage echoes the teaching of the Epi- 
stle ta the Hebrews, and is opposed 
to exclusive sacerdotalism. On the 
meaning of duc.acrypiov in the Ignatian 
Epistles see below p. 265, note 2, 

2 See above p. 63 sq. 

Polycarp. 

Justin 
Martyr 

maintains 
an univer- 
sal priest- 
hood. 
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doth not reccive sacrifices from any one, except through His priests. 

Therefore God anticipating all sacrifices through this name, which 

Jesus Christ ordained to be offered, I mean those offered by the 

Christians in every region of the earth with (émi) the thanksgiving 

(the eucharist) of the bread and of the cup, beareth witness that 

they are well-pleasing to Him; but the sacrifices offered by you and 

through those your priests he rejecteth, saying, “And your sacrifices 

I will not accept from your hands etc, (Mal. i. 10)”'.’ The whole 

Christian people therefore (such is Justin’s conception) have not only 

taken the place of the Aaronic priesthood, but have become a nation 

of high-priests, being made one with the great High-Priest of the new 

covenant and presenting their eucharistic offerings in His name. 

Treneus Another generation leads us from Justin Martyr to Ireneeus. 

When Irenzus writes, the second century is very far advanced. Yet 

still the silence which has accompanied us hitherto remains un- 

broken. And here again it is important to observe that Ireneus, if 

he held the sacerdotal view, had every motive for urging it, since the 

importance and authority of the episcopate occupy a large space in 

his teaching. Nevertheless he not only withholds this title as a spe- 

cial designation of the Christian ministry, but advances an entirely 

acknow- different view of the priestly office. 

eens hood of moral holiness, the priesthood of apostolic self-denial. Thus 

priest- 
hood, 

He recognises only the priest- 

commenting on the reference made by our Lord to the incident in 

David’s life where the king and his followers eat the shew-bread, 

‘which it is not lawful to eat save for the priests alone,’ Ireneus 

remarks’; ‘He excuseth His disciples by the words of the law, and 

signifieth that it is lawful for priests to act freely. For David had 

been called to be a priest in the sight of God, although Saul carried 

on a persecution against him; for all just men belong to the sacer- 

dotal order’. Now all apostles of the Lord are priests, for they in- 

herit neither lands nor houses here, but ever attend on the altar and 

on God’: ‘Who are they’, he goes on, ‘that have left father and 

1 Dial. c. Tryph. c. 116, 117, P- 344 
2 Har. iv. 8. 3. 

3 This sentence is cited by John Da- 

mascene and Antonius mds Baovhevs 

Blkasos leparixq exe Tatw; but the 

words were quoted doubtless from me- 

mory by the one writer and borrowed 

by the other from him, acvhels is not 

represented in the Latin and does not 
suit the context. The close conformity 
of their quotations from the Ignatian 
letters is a sufficient proof that these 
two writers are not independent au- 
thorities; see the passages in Cureton’s 
Corp. Ignat. p. 180 8q. 
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mother and have renounced all their kindred for the sake of the 

word of God and His covenant, but the disciples of the Lord? Of 

these Moses saith again, “But they shall have no inheritance; for 

the Lord Himself shall be their inheritance”; and again, “The 

priests, the Levites, in the whole tribe of Levi shall have no part nor 

inheritance with Israel: the first-fruits (fructificationes) of the Lord 

are their inheritance; they shall eat them.” For this reason also 

Paul saith, “I require not the gift, but I require the fruit.” The 

disciples of the Lord, he would say, were allowed when hungry to 

take food of the seeds (they had sown): for “The labourer is worthy 

of his food.”’ Again, striking upon the same topic in a later passage’ 

and commenting on the words of Jeremiah (xxxi. 14), “I will intoxi- 

cate the soul of the priests the sons of Levi, and my people shall be 

filled with my good things,” he adds, ‘we have shown in a former 

book, that all disciples of the Lord are priests and Levites: who also 

profaned the Sabbath in the temple and are blameless.’ Thus Ire- 

nus too recognises the whole body of the faithful under the new dis- 

pensation as the counterparts of the sons of Levi under the old. The 

position of the Apostles and Evangelists has not yet been abandoned. 

A few years later, but still before the close of the century, Poly- Explana- 
tion of a 

passage in 
crates of Ephesus writes to Victor of Rome. Incidentally he speaks 

of St John as ‘having been made a priest’ and ‘wearing the mitre’?; 

and this might seem to be a distinct expression of sacerdotal views, 

for the ‘mitre’ to which he alludes is doubtless the tiara of the 

Jewish high-priest. But it may very reasonably be questioned if this 

is the correct meaning of the passage. Whether St John did actually 

wear this decoration of the high-priestly office, or whether Polycrates 

has mistaken a symbolical expression in some earlier writer for an 

actual fuct, or whether lastly his language itself should be treated as 

w violent metaphor, I have had occasion to discuss elsewhere*®, But 

in any case the notice is explained by the language of St John him- 

self, who regards the whole body of believers as high-priests of the 

new covenant‘; and it is certain that the contemporaries of Poly- 

1 Her. Vv. 34. 3. ras wisrews K.7.X. See also, as an illus- 
2 In Euseb. H. LE. v. 24 és eyev7j0y —_ trationof themetaphor, Tertull. Monog. 

lepeds 7d wéradov megopexas. Comp. 12 ‘Cum ad perequationem disciplinn 
Tertull. adv. Jud. 14 ‘exornatus podere _ sacerdotalis provocamur, deponimus in- 
et mitra’, Test. xii Patr. Levi 8 dva- _fulas.’ 
oras evovoae THv oToAny Tis leparelas... 3 See Galatians p. 362 note. 
tov rodjnpyn THs aXnGelas Kal ro awéradov * Rey. ii.17; see the commentators, 

Poly- 
crates. 
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crates still continued to hold similar language’. As a figurative ex- 

pression or as a literal fact, the notice points to St John as the vete- 

ran teacher, the chief representative, of a pontifical race. On the 

other hand, it is possible that this was not the sense which Poly- 

crates himself attached to the figure or the fact: and if so, we have 

here perhaps the earliest passage in any extant Christian writing 

where the sacerdotal view of the ministry is distinctly put forward. 

Clement of Alexandria was a contemporary of Polyerates. 

Though his extant writings are considerable in extent and though 

they are largely occupied with questions of Christian ethics and 

social life, the ministry does ‘not hold a prominent place in them, 

In the few passages where he mentions it, he does not betray any 

tendency to sacerdotal or even to hierarchical views. The bias of his 

mind indeed lay in an opposite direction. He would be much more 

inclined to maintain an aristocracy of intellectual contemplation than 

of sacerdotal office. And in Alexandria generally, as we have seen, 

the development of the hierarchy was slower than in other churches. 

How far he is from maintaining a sacerdotal view of the ministry 

and how substantially he coincides with Irenzeus in this respect, 

will appear from the following passage. ‘It is possible for men 

even now, by exercising themselves in the commandments of the 

Lord and by living a perfect gnostic life in obedience to the Gospel, 

to be inscribed in the roll of the Apostles. Such men are genuine 

presbyters of the Church and true deacons of the will of God, if they 

practise and teach the things of the Lord, being not indeed ordained 

by men nor considered righteous because they are presbyters, but 

enrolled in the presbytery because they are righteous: and though 

‘here on earth they may not be honoured with a chief seat, yet shall 

they sit on the four and twenty thrones judging the people*®’ It 

is quite consistent with this truly spiritual view, that he should 

elsewhere recognise the presbyter, the deacon, and the layman, as 

distinct orders*, But on the other hand he never uses the words 

‘priest, ‘ priestly,’ ‘priesthood,’ of the Christian ministry. In one 

passage indeed ho contrasts laity and priesthood, but without 

any such reference. Speaking of the veil of the temple and as. 

1 So Justin in the words already quoted below p. 257. 

quoted (p. 250), Dial. c, Pryph. § 116 2 Strom. vi. 13, P. 793+ 

cpxreparixdv 7d dAnOwev yévos éoper Tob 3 Strom, iii. go, Pp. 552+ 

Giod. See also the passage of Origen 
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signing to it a symbolical meaning, he describes it as ‘a barrier 

against laic unbelief, behind which ‘the priestly ministration is 

hidden’.’ Here the laymen and the priests are respectively those 

who reject and those who appropriate the spiritual mysteries of the 

Gospel. Accordingly in the context St Clement, following up the 

hint thrown out in the Epistle to the Hebrews, gives a spiritual 

meaning to all. the furniture of the holy place. 
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His younger contemporary Tertullian is the first to assert direct Tertullian 
lds a 

sacerdotal claims on behalf of the Christian ministry. Of the heretics une 

he complains that they impose sacerdotal functions on laymen®, ‘The View of the 

right of giving baptism,’ he says elsewhere, ‘belongs to the chief priest 

(summus sacerdos), that is, the bishop®.’” ‘No woman,’ he asserts, 

‘ought to teach, baptize, celebrate the eucharist, or arrogate to her- 

self the performance of any duty pertaining to males, much less 

of the sacerdotal office*’ And generally he uses the words sacer- 

dos, sacerdotium, sacerdotalis, of the Christian ministry. It seems 

plain moreover from his mode of speaking, that such language was 

not peculiar to himself but passed current in the churches among 

which he moved. Yet he himself supplies the true counterpoise to 

this special sacerdotalism in his strong assertion of the universal priest- 

ministry, 

hood of all true believers. ‘We should be foolish,’ so he writes when yet quali- 

arguing against second marriages, ‘to suppose that a latitude is fies it by 
his asser- 

allowed to laymen which is denied to priests. Are not we laymen tion of an 
universal 

also priests? It is written, “He hath also made us a kingdom and priest. 

priests to God and His Father.” It is the authority of the Church 24 

which makes a difference between the order (the clergy) aud the 

people—this authority and the consecration of their rank by the 

assignment of special benches to the clergy. Thus where there is no 

bench of clergy, you present the eucharistic offerings and baptize and 

are your own sole priest. For where three are gathered together, 

there is a church, even though they be laymen. Therefore if you 

exercise the rights of a priest in cases of necessity, it is your duty 

also to observe the discipline enjoined on a priest, where of necessity 

you exercise the rights of a priest’) And in another treatise he 

1 Strom. v. 33 8q., p. 665 sq. Bp. 2 de Prescr. Har. 41 ‘Nam et laicis 
Kaye (Clement of Alexandria p. 464) sacerdotalia munera injungunt,’ 
incorrectly adduces this passage as an 8 de Baptismo 17. 
express mention of ‘the distinction be- 4 de Virg. vel. 9. 
tween the clergy and laity.’ 5 de Exh. Cast. 7. See Kaye’s Tertul- 
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writes in bitter irony, ‘When we begin to exalt and inflame our- 

selves against the clergy, then we are all one; then we are all 

priests, because ‘Jie made us priests to God and His Father”: but 

when we are required to submit ourselves equally to the priestly 

discipline, we throw off our fillets and are no longer equal'.’ These 

passages, it is true, occur in treatises probably written after Ter- 

tullian had become wholly or in part a Montanist: but this con- 

sideration is of little consequence, for they bear witness to the fact 

that the scriptural doctrine of an universal priesthood was common 

ground to himself and his opponents, and had not yet been obscured 

by the sacerdotal view of the Christian ministry’. 

An incidental expression in Hippolytus serves to show that a 

few years later than Tertullian sacerdotal terms were commonly 

used to designate the different orders of the clergy. ‘We,’ says 

the zealous bishop of Portus, ‘being successors of the Apostles and 

partaking of the same grace both of high-priesthood and of teaching 

and accounted guardians of the Church, do not close our eyes 

drowsily or tacitly suppress the true word, etc.” 

The march of sacerdotal ideas was probably slower at Alexandria 

than at Carthage or Rome. 

ration, Origen’s views are hardly so advanced as those of Tertul- 

lian. In the temple of the Church, he says, there are two sanc- 

tuaries: the heavenly, accessible only to Jesus Christ, our great 

High-Priest ; the earthly, open to all priests of the new covenant, 

that is, to all faithful believers. For Christians are a sacerdotal 

race and therefore have access to the outer sanctuary. There they 

must present their offerings, their holocausts of love and self-denial. 

From this outer sanctuary our High-Priest takes the fire, as He 

enters the Holy of Holies to offer incense to the Father (see 

Though belonging to the next gene- 

lian p. 211, whose interpretation of iv. 9, adv. Jud. 14. Again, he uses 
‘honor per ordinis consessum sanctifi- 
catus’ I have adopted. 

1 de Monog. 12. I have taken the 
reading ‘impares’ for ‘pares,’ as re- 
quired by the context. 

2 Tertullian regards Christ, our great 
High-Priest, as the counterpart under 
the new dispensation of the priest under 
the old, and so interprets the text 
‘Show thyself to the priest’; adv. Mare. 

‘sacerdos’ in a moral sense, de Spectac. 
16 ‘sacerdotes pacis,’ de Cult. Fem. ii. 

12 ‘sacerdotes pudicitie, ad Uxor. i. 
6 (comp. 7) ‘virginitatis et viduitatis 
sacerdotia,’ On the other hand in de 
Pall. 4 he seems to compare the Chris- 
tian minister with the heathen priests, 
but too much stress must not be laid 
on a rhetorical image. 

3 Har, prowm. p. 3. 
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Lev. xvi. 12)'. Very many professed Christians, he writes else- 

where (I am here abridging his words), occupied chiefly with the 

concerns of this world and dedicating few of their actions to God, 

are represented by the tribes, who merely present their tithes and 

first-fruits. On the other hand ‘those who are devoted to the divine 

word, and are dedicated sincerely to the sole worship of God, may not 

unreasonably be called priests and Levites according to the differ- 

ence in this respect of their impulses tending thereto.’ Lastly ‘ those 

who excel the men of their own generation perchance will be high- 

priests.’ They are only high-priests however after the order of 

Aaron, our Lord Himself being High-Priest after the order of Mel- 

chisedek’, Again in a third place he says, ‘The Apostles and they 

that are made like unto the Apostles, being priests after the order of 

the great High-Priest, having received the knowledge of the worship 

of God and being instructed by the Spirit, know for what sins they 

ought to offer sacrifices, etc.°,’ In all these passages Origen has 

taken spiritual enlightenment and not sacerdotal office to be the 

Christian counterpart to the Aaronic priesthood. Elsewhere how- putapplies 

ever he makes use of sacerdotal terms to describe the ministry of the aha i 

Church’; and in one place distinguishes the priests and the Levites the minis- 

as representing the presbyters and deacons respectively °. 

Hitherto the sacerdotal view of the Christian ministry has not 

been held apart from a distinct recognition of the sacerdotal func- 

tions of the whole Christian body. The minister is thus regarded The priest- 

as a priest, because he is the mouthpiece, the representative, of a hoodof the 

priestly race. Such appears to be the conception of Tertullian, who meets 

speaks of the clergy as separate from the laity only because the spel ane a 

1 Hom. ix in Lev. g, 10 (M1. p. 243 
Delarue). 

2 In Joann. i. § 3 (Iv. p. 3). 

3 de Orat. 28 (1. p. 255). See also 
Hom. iv in Num. 3 (11. p. 283). 

4 Hom. v in Lev. 4 (11. p. 208 sq.) 

‘Discant sacerdotes Domini qui eccle- 
siis presunt,’ and also ib, Hom. ii. 4 
(11. p. 1g1)‘Cum non erubescit sacerdoti 
Domini indicare peccatum suum et 
querere medicinam’ (he quotes James 
vy. 14 in illustration), But Hom. x in 
Num, 1, 2 (11. p. 302), quoted by Rede- 
penning (Origenes 11. p. 417), hardly 

PHIL. 

bears this sense, for the ‘pontifex’ ap- 
plies to our Lord; and it is clear from 
Hom. in Ps. xxxvii. § 6 (11. p. 688) that 
in Origen’s opinion the confessor to 
the penitent need not be an ordained 
minister. The passages in Rede- 
penning’s Origenes bearing on this 
subject are L p. 357, Il. pp. 250, 417, 
430 sq. 

5 Hom. xii in Jerem. 3 (11. p. 196) 
‘If any one therefore among these 
priests (I mean us the presbyters) or 
among these Levites who stand about 
the people (I mean the deacons) etc,’ 

17 
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So Church in the exercise of her prerogative has for convenience 

. “ entrusted to them the performance of certain sacerdotal functions 

belonging properly to the whole congregation, and of Origen, 

who, giving a moral and spiritual interpretation to the sacerdotal 

office, considers the priesthood of the clergy to differ from the priest- 

hood of the laity only in degree, in so far as the former devote their 

time and their thoughts more entirely to God than the latter. So 

long as this important aspect is kept in view, so, long as the priest- 

hood of the ministry is regarded as springing from the priesthood of 

the whole body, the teaching of the Apostles has not been directly 

violated. But still it was not a safe nomenclature which assigned 

the terms sacerdos, tepevs, and the like, to the ministry, as a special 

designation. The appearance of this phenomenon marks the period of 

transition from the universal sacerdotalism of the New Testament 

to the particular sacerdotalism of a later age. 

Cyprian If Tertullian and Origen are still hovering on the border, 

a oo Cyprian has boldly transferred himself into the new domain. It pion of un- 

disguised ig not only that he uses the terms sacerdos, sacerdotium, sacer- 

eae dotalis, of the ministry with a frequency hitherto without parallel. 

But he treats all the passages in the Old Testament which refer 

to the privileges, the sanctions, the duties, and the responsibilities 

of the Aaronic priesthood, as applying to the officers of the Christian 

Church. His opponents are profane and sacrilegious; they have 

passed sentence of death on themselves by disobeying the com- 

mand of the Lord in Deuteronomy to ‘hear the priest’’; they 

have forgotten the injunction of Solomon to honour and reverence 

God’s priests’; they have despised the example of St Paul who 

regretted that he ‘did not know it was the high priest”; they 

have been guilty of the sin of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram’. 

These passages are urged again and again. They are urged more- 

over, as applying not by parity of reasoning, not by analogy of 

circumstance, but as absolute and immediate and unquestionable. 

As Cyprian crowned the edifice of episcopal power, so also was 

he the first to put forward without relief or disguise these sacer- 

1 Deut. xvii. 12; see Epist. 3, 4, 43, 3 Acts xxiii, 4; see Epist. 3, 59, 
66. 66. f 

9%, Though the words are ascribed to + De Unit. Eccl. p. 83 (Fell), Epist, 
Solomon, the quotation comes from 3, 67, 69, 73. 
Ecclus. vii. 29, 31; seo Epist. 3. 
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dotal assumptions; and so uncompromising was the tone in which 

he asserted them, that nothing was left to his successors but to 

enforce his principles and reiterate his language’. 

After thus tracing the gradual departure from the Apostolic 

teaching in the encroachment of the sacerdotal on the pastoral and 

ministerial view of the clergy, it will be instructive to investigate 

the causes to which this divergence from primitive truth may 

be ascribed. To the question whether the change was due to Were 

Jewish or Gentile influences, opposite answers have been given. ene ti 

To some it has appeared as a reproduction of the Aaronic priest- _ qavae 

hood, due to Pharisaic tendencies, such as we find among St Paul’s tile in- 

converts in Galatia and at Corinth, still lingering in the Church ; Suences? 

to others, as imported into Christianity by the ever increasing 

mass of heathen converts who were incapable of shaking off their 

sacerdotal prejudices and appreciating the free spirit of the Gospel. 

The latter view seems correct in the main, but requires some 

modification, 

At all events so far as the evidence of extant writings goes, The 

there is no reason for supposing that sacerdotalism was especially aarti 

rife among the Jewish converts. The Testaments of the Twelve aaa 

Patriarchs may be taken to represent one phase of Judaic Chris- contain no 
traces of 
sacerdotal- 

there is an entire absence of sacerdotal views of the ministry. ism. 

The former work indeed dwells at length on our Lord’s office, 

as the descendant and heir of Levi’*, and alludes more than once 

tianity ; the Clementine writings exhibit another. In both alike 

to his institution of a new priesthood; but this priesthood is 

spiritual and comprehensive. Christ Himself is the High priest’, 

and the sacerdotal office is described as being ‘after the type of 

the Gentiles, extending to all the Gentiles*’ On the Christian 

ministry the writer is silent. In the Clementine Homilies the 

case is somewhat different, but the inference is still more obvious. 

Though the episcopate is regarded as the backbone of the Church, 

though the claims of the ministry are urged with great distinct- 

ness, no appeal is ever made to priestly sanctity as the ground 

1 The sacerdotal language in the well be placed earlier than Cyprian. 
Apostolical Constitutions is hardly less 2 See Galatiane p. 319. 
strong, while it is more systematic; * Ruben 6, Symeon 7, Levi 18. 
but their date is uncertain and cannot 4 Levi 8 

17—2 
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of this exalted estimate’. Indeed the hold of the Levitical priest- 
hood on the mind of the pious Jew must have been materially 

weakened at the Christian era by the development of the synagogue 

organization on the one hand, and by the ever growing influence 

of the learned and literary classes, the scribes and rabbis, on the 

other. The points on which the Judaizers of the apostolic age 

insist are the rite of circumcision, the distinction of meats, the 

observance of sabbaths, and the like. The necessity of a priest- 

hood was not, or at least is not known to have been, part of their 

programme. Among the Essene Jews especially, who went so far 

as to repudiate the temple sacrifices, no great importance could 

have been attached to the Aaronic priesthood*: and after the 

Apostolic ages at all events, the most active Judaizers of the Dis- 

persion seem to have belonged to the Hssene type. But indeed 

the overwhelming argument against ascribing the growth of sacer- 

dotal views to Jewish influence lies in the fact, that there is a 

singular absence of distinct sacerdotalism during the first century 

and a half, when alone on any showing Judaism was powerful 

enough to impress itself on the belief of the Church at large. 

Sacerdo- It is therefore to Gentile feeling that this development must 

aap WaS be ascribed. For the heathen, familiar with auguries, lustrations, 

Gentile in- sacrifices, and depending on the intervention of some priest for 

fluences, 41] the manifold religious rites of the state, the club, and the 

family, the sacerdotal functions must have occupied a far larger 

space in the affairs of every day life, than for the Jew of the 

Dispersion who of necessity dispensed and had no scruple at dis- 

pensing with priestly ministrations from one year’s end to the 

other. With this presumption drawn from probability the evidence 

of fact accords. In Latin Christendom, as represented by the 

Church of Carthage, the germs of the sacerdotal idea appear first 

and soonest ripen to maturity, If we could satisfy ourselves of 

the early date of the Ancient Syriac Documents lately published, 

we should have discovered another centre from which this idea 

1 See the next note. good, the false to the true, like Cain to 
2 See Galatians pp. 323, 326, Colos- Abel, Ishmael to Isaac, etc. In the 

sians pp. 89, 371. In the syzygies of Recognitions the estimate of the high- 
the Clementine Homilies (ii. 16, 33) priest’s position is still unfavourable 
Aaron is opposed to Moses, the high- (1. 46, 48). Compare the statement 
priest to the lawsiver, asthe badtothe in Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. 117. 
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was propagated, And so far their testimony may perhaps be 

accepted. Syria was at least a soil where such a plant would 

thrive and luxuriate. In no country of the civilized world was 

sacerdotal authority among the heathen greater, The most im- 

portant centres of Syrian Christianity, Antioch and Emesa, were 

also the cradles of strongly-marked sacerdotal religions which at 

different times made their influence felt throughout the Roman 

empire’. This being so, it is a significant fact that the first instance 

of the term ‘priest’, applied to a Christian minister, occurs in a 

heathen writer. At least I have not found any example of this 

application earlier than Lucian’*. 

But though the spirit, which imported the idea into the Church but sought 

of Christ and sustained it there, was chiefly due to Gentile education, eee 

yet its form was almost as certainly derived from the Old Testament. egal 

And this is the modification which needs to be made in the state- 

ment, in itself substantially true, that sacerdotalism must be traced 

to the influence of Heathen rather than of Jewish converts. 

In the Apostolic writings we find the terms ‘ offering’, ‘ sacrifice ’, (1) Meta- 

applied to certain conditions and actions of the Christian life. pee ' 

These sacrifices or offerings are described as spiritual*; they fices.’ 

consist of praise*, of faith’, of almsgiving®, of the devotion of the 

body’, of the conversion of unbelievers’, and the like. Thus whatever 

is dedicated to God’s service may be included under this metaphor. 

In one passage also the image is so far extended, that the Apostolic 

writer speaks of an altar® pertaining to the spiritual service of the 

Christian Church. 

structure has been reared, we have here only one instance out of 

If on this noble Scriptural language a false super- 

many, where the truth has been impaired by transferring state- 

ments from the region of metaphor to the region of fact, 

These ‘sacrifices’ were very frequently the acts not of the 

1 The worship of the Syrian goddess 3 1 Pet. ii. 5. 
of Antioch was among the most popu- * Heb. xiii. 15. 
lar of oriental superstitions under the 5 Phil. ii. 17. 
earlier Caesars; the rites of the Sun- 
god of Emesa became fashionable un- 
der Elagabalus. 

2 de Mort. Peregr. 11 rhy Oaupacriy 

ooglay tov Xpioriavadv ébéuabe wept rip 
Tlakacorlyny rors lepedor cad ypappared- 
ow abrav Evyyeropevos. 

§ Acts xxiv. 17, Phil. iv. 18; comp. 
Heb. xiii. 16. 

7 Rom. xii. 1. 

8 Rom. xv. 16, 
® Heb, xiii, ro. See below p. 265, 

note 2, 
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individual Christian, but of the whole congregation. Such for 

instance were the offerings of, public prayer and thanksgiving, or the 

collection of alms on the first day of the week, or the contribution 

of food for the agape, and the like. In such cases the congregation 

was represented by its minister, who thus acted as its mouthpiece 

and was said to ‘ present the offerings’ to God. So the expression 

is used in the Epistle of St Clement of Rome’. But in itself it 

involves no sacerdotal view. This ancient father regards the sacri- 

fice or offering as the act of the whole Church performed through 

its presbyters. The minister is a priest in the same sense only 

in which each individual member of the congregation is a priest. 

When St Clement denounces those who usurp the functions of the 

presbyters, he reprobates their conduct not as an act of sacrilege 

but asaviolation of order. He views the presbytery as an Apostolic 

ordinance, not as a sacerdotal caste. 

Thus when this father speaks of the presbytery as ‘presenting 

the offerings,’ he uses an expression which, if not directly scriptural, 

is at least accordant with the tenour of Scripture. But from such 

language the transition to sacerdotal views was easy, where the 

sacerdotal spirit was rife. From being the act of the whole con- 

gregation, the sacrifice came to be regarded as the act of the minister 

who officiated on its behalf. 

And this transition was moreover facilitated by the growing 

tendency to apply the terms ‘sacrifice’ and ‘offering’ exclusively or 

chiefly to the eucharistic service. It may be doubted whether, even as 

used by St Clement, the expression may not have a special reference 

to this chief act of Christian dedication’. 

1 Clem. Rom. 44 Tods duéumrus xal 
éclws mpooeveyxbytas Ta Sdpa. What 
sort of offerings are meant, may be 
gathered from other passages in Cle- 
ment’s Epistle; ¢.g.§ 35 Ovala alvécews 
dofdce we, § 52 Odcov TH Oew Ovolay 
alvécews kal drddos TO Ularw Tas ebxds 
cov, § 36 evpomev 7d owrijptoy judy 
"Inootv Xpiordv Tov dpxrepéa tov mpoc- 
gopdv nuav tov mpocrdrny Kai Bonbov 
rys doGevelas jucy, and § 41 ékacros 

tur, dderdol, ev TO lily rdypare ebya- 
ptelrw TH OeQ &v ayalg owedjoe 
Umdpxov, wh mapexBalvwy Tov cpiopévoy 

Tis Mecroupylas abrov kavéva, Compare 

It is quite certain that 

especially Heb. xiii. 10, 15, 16, €xomer 
Ovovacrnpiov e€& od payer ov exovow 
[egovelav] of ry oxnva AaTpevorres...Ac’ 
abrod ov dvadépwue Ovolav alvécews 
5: ravros Tm Oe@, Tovréori, Kapwov 

xethéwy suoroyoirrwy TQ dvduare adrov 
THs 5¢ evroias Kal xowwvlas wy éridap- 
OaverGe, Toatras yap Ovolats evapec- 
Tetrat 6 Oeds. i 

The doctrine of the early Church re- 
specting ‘sacrifice’ is investigated by 
HOfling die Lehre der Gltesten Kirche 
vom Opfer (Erlangen 1851). 

2 On the whole however the language 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews quoted 
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writers belonging to the. generations next following, Justin Martyr 

and Irenzus for instance’, employ the terms very frequently with 

this reference. We may here reserve the question in what sense the 

celebration of the Lord’s supper may or may not be truly called a 

sacrifice. The point to be noticed at present is this; that the of- 

fering of the eucharist, being regarded as the one special act of 

sacrifice and appearing externally to the eye as the act of the offi- 

ciating minister, might well lead to the minister being called a priest 

and then being thought a priest in some exclusive sense, where the 

religious bias was in this direction and as soon as the true position 

of the minister as the representative of the congregation was lost 

sight of. 

263 

But besides the metaphor or the analogy of the sacrifice, there (2) Ana- 

was another point of resemblance also between the Jewish priesthood tap ae 

and the Christian ministry, which favoured the sacerdotal view of ters and 
the Leviti- 

the latter. As soon as the episcopate and presbytery ceased to be cal priest- 

regarded as sub-orders and were looked upon as distinct orders, the 

correspondence of the threefold ministry with the three ranks of the 

Levitical priesthood could not fail to suggest itself. The solitary 

bishop represented the solitary high-priest; the principal acts of 

Christian sacrifice were performed by the presbyters, as the principal 

acts of Jewish sacrifice by the priests; and the attendant ministra- 

tions were assigned in the one case to the deacon, as in the other to 

the Levite. Thus the analogy seemed complete. To this corre- 

spondence however there was one grave impediment. The only 

in the last note seems to be the best xaprovs tudy cal ra epya Tuy xeipdv 
exponent of St Clement’s meaning, as Uv els eddoylav Upudv mpoopdportes 
he very frequently follows this Apos- avrg (sc. 7G émicxémy)...7a Spa vuav 
tolic writer. If evxapiorelrw has any  diddyres abr ws lepet cod, § 53 Sdpov dé 
special reference to the holy eucharist, éore Oe@ 4 éxdorov mpocevyh kal edya- 
as it may have, 3apa will nevertheless piorla: comp. also § 35. These passages 
be the alms and prayers and thanks- are quoted in Héfling, p. 27 sq. 

givings which accompanied the cele- 1 The chief passages in these fa- 
bration of it. Compare Const. Apost. *» thers relating to Christian oblations 
ii. 28 al Tore Ovoias viv edxal kal dejoes are, Justin. Apol. i. 13 (p. 60), i. 65, 
kal evxapioriat, ai Tore drapxal kal 66,67 (p. 97 8q.), Dial. 28, 29 (p. 246), 
dexarar Kal ddapéuara xal dapa viv 41 (p. 2598q.), 116, 117 (Dp. 3448q.), 
mpocgpopal ai 51a TOy dolwy émioxd- ren. Her. iv. cc. 17, 18, 19, Ve 2. 3, 
wwv tpocpepdpevat Kuply k.7.r.,827  [Fragm. 38, Stieren]. The place occu- 
mporrKet ovy kal Uuas, ddedpol, ras Ovelas pied by the eucharistic elements in their 
vuay Hrot mporpopas TG eriskdmy mpoc-  viewof sacrifice will only be appreciated 
pepew ws dpxiepe x7... § 34 Todbs by reading the passages continuously. 
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High Priest under the Gospel recognised by the apostolic writings, 

is our Lord Himself. Accordingly in the Christian remains of the 

ages next succeeding this title is reserved as by right to Him'; and 

though belonging to various schools, all writers alike abstain from 

applying it to the bishop. Yet the scruple was at length set aside. 

When it had become usual to speak of the presbyters as ‘ sacerdotes’, 

the designation of ‘pontifex’ or ‘summus sacerdos’ for the bishop 

was far too convenient and too appropriate to be neglected. 

Thus the analogy of the sacrifices and the correspondence of the 

threefold order supplied the material on which the sacerdotal feeling 

worked, And in this way, by the union of Gentile sentiment with 

the ordinances of the Old Dispensation, the doctrine of an exclu- 

sive priesthood found its way into the Church of Christ. 

How far is the language of the later Church justifiable? Can 

the Christian ministry be called a priesthood in any sense? and 

if so, in what sense? The historical investigation, which has 

suggested this question as its proper corollary, has also supplied the 

means of answering it. 

Though different interpretations may be put upon the fact that 

the sacred writers throughout refrain from applying sacerdotal terms 

to the Christian ministry, I think it must be taken to signify this 

much at least, that this ministry, if a priesthood at all, is a priest- 

hood of a type essentially different from the Jewish. Otherwise we 

shall be perplexed to explain why the earliest Christian teachers 

should have abstained from using those terms which alone would 

adequately express to their hearers the one most important aspect 

of the ministerial office. It is often said in reply, that we have here 

a question not of words, but of things. This is undeniable: but 

words express things; and the silence of the Apostles still requires 

an explanation. 

However the interpretation of this fact is not far to seek. The 

Epistle to the Hebrews speaks at great length on priests and sacri- 

fices in their Jewish and their Christian bearing. It is plain from 

this epistle, as it may be gathered also from other notices Jewish 

1 §Sce Clem. Rom. 36, 58, Polye. Patr. Rub. 6, Sym. 7, ete, Clem. 
Phil. 12, Ignat. Philad, 9, Test. zit Recogn. i. 48, 
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and Heathen, that the one prominent idea of the priestly office at its doctri- 

this time was the function of offering sacrifice and thereby making oo 

atonement, Now this Apostolic writer teaches that all sacrifices 

had been consummated in the one Sacrifice, all priesthoods absorbed 

The offering had been made once for all: and, 

All 

former priesthoods had borne witness to the necessity of a human 

in the one Priest. 

as there were no more victims, there could be no more priests’. 

mediator, and this sentiment had its satisfaction in the Person and 

Office of the Son of Man. All past sacrifices had proclaimed the 

need of an atoning death, and had their antitype, their realisation, 

their annulment, in the Cross of Christ. This explicit statement 

supplements and interprets the silence elsewhere noticed in the 

Apostolic writings. 

Strictly accordant too with the general tenour of his argument and spiri- 

is the language used throughout by the writer of this epistle. He as 

speaks of Christian sacrifices, of a Christian altar; but the sacrifices 

are praise and thanksgiving and well-doing, the altar is appa- 

rently the Cross of Christ”. 

1 The epistle deals mainly with the 
office of Christ as the antitype of the 
High Priest offering the annual sacri- 
fice of atonement: and it has been 
urged that there is still room for a 
sacrificial priesthood under the High 
Priest. The whole argument however 
is equally applicable to the inferior 
priests: and in one passage at least it 
is directly so applied (x. 11, 12), ‘ And 
every priest standeth daily (xad’ quepav) 
ministering and offering the same sacri- 
fices, etc.’; where the v.1. dpxcepeds for 
iepeds seems to have arisen from the 
desire to bring the verse into more exact 
conformity with what has gone before. 
This passage, it should be remembered, 
is the summing up and generalisation 
of the previous argument. 

2 It is surprising that some should 
have interpreted dvo.acrnpioyv in Heb. 
xiii. 10 of the Lord’s table, There 
may be a doubt as to the exact signifi- 
cance of the term in this passage, but 
an actual altar is plainly not intended. 
This is shown by the context both be- 
fore and after: e.g. ver. 9 the opposi- 

tion of xdpus and Bpduwara, ver. 15 the 

If the Christian ministry were a 

contrast implied in the mention of 
Ovola alvécews and xapros xehéwy, and 
ver. 16 the naming evroita Kal Kowwrla 
as the kind of sacrifice with which God 
is well pleased. In my former editions 
I interpreted the @vc.acrypiovy of the 
congregation assembled for worship, 
having been led to this interpretation 
by the Christian phraseology of suc- 
ceeding ages. So Clem. Alex. Strom. 
vii. 6, p. 848, gore yodv 7d map’ huiv 
Ovotacrypiov évratda ro émlyeiov TO ad- 
Opotcpa trav tats ebxats dvakemévwr. 
The use of the word in Ignatius also, 
though less obvious, appears to be sub- 
stantially the same, Ephes. 5, Trall. 
7, Philad. 4 (but in Magn. 7 it seems 
to be a metaphor for our Lord Him- 
self); see Hofling Opfer etc, p. 32 sq. 
Similarly too Polycarp (§ 4) speaks 
of the body of widows as @vcvacrnjpov 
cod. But I have since been con- 
vinced that the context points to the 
Cross of Christ spiritually regarded, 
as the true interpretation. 

(Since my first edition appeared, a 
wholly different interpretation of the 

passage has been advocated by more 
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sacerdotal office, if the holy eucharist were a sacerdotal act, in 

the same sense in which the Jewish priesthood and the Jewish 

sacrifice were sacerdotal, then his argument is faulty and his language 

misleading. Though dwelling at great length on the Christian coun- 

terparts to the Jewish priest, the Jewish altar, the Jewish sacri- 

fice, he-omits to mention the one office, the one place, the one act, 

which on this showing would be their truest and liveliest coun- 

terparts in the every-day worship of the Church of Christ. He has 

rejected these, and he has chosen instead moral and spiritual analo- 

gies for all these sacred types’: Thus in what he has said and 

in what he has left unsaid alike, his language points to one and 

the same result. 

If therefore the sacerdotal office be understood to imply the 

offering of sacrifices, then the Epistle to the Hebrews leaves no place 

for a Christian priesthood. If on the other hand the word be taken 

in a wider and looser acceptation, it cannot well be withheld from the 

ministry of the Church of Christ. 

of the term should be clearly apprehended: and it might have been 

Only in this case the meaning 

than one writer. It is maintained 
that éyouey Ovotacrypiov should be 
understood ‘we Jews have an altar,’ 
and that the writer of the epistle is 
here bringing an example from the 
Old Dispensation itself (the sin-offering 
on the day of atonement) in which the 
sacrifices were not eaten. This inter- 
pretation is attractive, but it seems to 
me inadequate to explain the whole 
context (though it suits parts well 
enough), and is ill adapted to indi- 
vidual expressions (€.g. Quavacriptoy 
where Ovcia would be expected, and 
ol TH oKnvg darpevovres which thus 
becomes needlessly emphatic), not to 
mention that the first person plural 
and the present tense é¢xouey seem 
unnatural where the author and his 

readers are spoken of, not as actual 
Christians, but as former Jews. In 
fact the analogy of the sacrifice on 
the day of atonement appears not to 
be introduced till the next verse, dy 
yap elopéperat fwwv x.7.d.] 

Some interpreters again, from a com- 
parison of 1 Cor. ix. 13 with 1 Cor. x. 
18, have inferred that St Paul recog- 

nises the designation of the Lord’s 
table as an altar. On the contrary it 
is a speaking fact, that in both pas- 
sages he avoids using this term of the 
Lord’s table, though the language of 
the context might readily have sug- 
gested it to him, if he had considered 

it appropriate. Nor does the argu- 
ment in either case require or en- 
courage such an inference, In x Cor. 
ix. 13, 14, the Apostle writes ‘ Know 
ye not that they which wait at the 

altar are partakers with the altar? 
Even so hath the Lord ordained that 
they which preach the gospel should 
live of the gospel.’ The point of resem- 
blance in the two cases is the holding 
a sacred office; but the ministering on 
the altar is predicated only of the 
former. So also in 1 Cor, x. 18 8q., 
the altar is named as common to Jews 
and Heathens, but the table only as 
common to Christians and Heathens; 
ie, the holy eucharist is a banquet 
but it is not a sacrifice (in the Jewish 
or Heathen sense of sacrifice). 

1 For the passages see above, pp. 
261, 262. ’ 
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better if the later Christian vocabulary had conformed to the silence 

of the Apostolic writers, so that the possibility of confusion would 

have been avoided. 

According to this broader meaning, the priest may be defined as 

one who represents God to man and man to God. It is moreover 

indispensable that he should be called by God, for no man ‘taketh 

this honour to himself.’ The Christian ministry satisfies both these 

conditions. 

Of the fulfilment of the latter the only evidence within our cog- 

nisance is the fact that the minister is called according to a divinely 

appointed order. If the preceding investigation be substantially 

correct, the three-fold ministry can be traced to Apostolic direction 5 

and short of an express statement we can possess no better assurance 

of a Divine appointment or at least a Divine sanction. If the facts 

do not allow us to unchurch other Christian communities differently 

organized, they may at least justify our jealous adhesion to a polity 

derived from this source. 

And while the mode of appointment satisfies the one condition, 

the nature of the office itself satisfies the other; for it exhibits the 

doubly representative character which is there laid down. 
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as having 
a divine 
appoint- 
ment, 

The Christian minister is God’s ambassador to men: he is charged as repre- 

with the ministry of reconciliation ; he unfolds the will of heaven ; senting 
God to 

he declares in God’s name the terms on which pardon is offered; man, 

and he pronounces in God’s name the absolution of the penitent, 

This last mentioned function has been thought to invest the ministry 

with a distinctly sacerdotal character. Yet it is very closely con- 

nected with the magisterial and pastoral duties of the office, and is 

only priestly in the same sense in which they are priestly. As 

empowered to declare the conditions of God’s grace, he is empowered 

also to proclaim the consequences of their acceptance. But through- 

out his office is representative and not vicarial'. He does not inter- 

pose between God and man in such a way that direct communion 

with God is superseded on the one hand, or that his own mediation 

becomes indispensable on the other. 

Again the Christian minister is the representative of man to and as re- 

God—of the congregation primarily, of the individual indirectly as Presenting 
man 

1 The distinction is made in Maurice’s Kingdom of Christ 1. p. 216. 

to 
God. 
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a member of the congregation. The alms, the prayers, the thanks- 

givings of the community are offered through him. Some represen- 

tation is as necessary in the Church as it is in a popular govern- 

ment: and the nature of the representation is not affected by the 

fact that the form of the ministry has been handed down from 

Apostolic times and may well be presumed to have a Divine sanction. 

For here again it must be borne in mind that the minister's function 

is representative without being vicarial. He is a priest, as the 

mouthpiece, the delegate, of a priestly race. His acts are not his 

own, but the acts of the congregation. Hence too it will follow that, 

viewed on this side as on the other, his function cannot be absolute 

and indispensable. It may be a general rule, it may be under 

ordinary circumstances a practically universal law, that the highest 

acts of congregational worship shall be performed through the 

principal officers of the congregation. But an emergency may arise 

when the spirit and not the letter must decide. The Christian ideal 

will then interpose and interpret our duty. The higher ordinance 

of the universal priesthood will overrule all special limitations, The 

layman will assume functions which are otherwise restricted to the 

ordained minister’. 

The preva- Yet it would be vain to deny that a very different conception 
lence of 
sacerdotal- pte : 
ismcon- stolic ideal was set forth, and within a few generations forgotten. 
sidered, 

prevailed for many centuries in the Church of Christ. The Apo- 

The vision was only for a time and then vanished. A strictly 

sacerdotal view of the ministry superseded the broader and more 

spiritual conception of their priestly functions. From being the 

representatives, the ambassadors, of God, they came to be regarded 

His vicars. Nor is this the only instance where a false conception 

has seemed to maintain a long-lived domination over the Church. 

For some centuries the idea of the Holy Roman Empire enthralled 

the minds of men. For a still longer period the idea of the Holy 

Roman See held undisturbed sway over Western Christendom. To 

those who take a comprehensive view of the progress of Christianity, 

even these more lasting obscurations of the truth will present no 

serious difficulty. They will not suffer themselves to be blinded 

1 For the opinion of the earlyChurch —_ passage of Tertullian quoted above, 

on this subject see especially the  p. 256. 
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thereby to the true nobility of Ecclesiastical History : they will not 

fail to see that, even in the seasons of her deepest degradation, the 

Church was still the regenerator of society, the upholder of right 

principle against selfish interest, the visible witness of the Invisible 

God; they will thankfully confess that, notwithstanding the pride 

and selfishness and dishonour of individual rulers, notwithstanding 

the imperfections and errors of special institutions and develop- 

ments, yet in her continuous history the Divine promise has been 

signally realised, ‘Lo I am with you always, even unto the end of 

the world.’ 
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HE earliest of the Latin fathers, Tertullian, writing about a 
century and a half after the death of Seneca, speaks of this 

philosopher as ‘often our own’ Some two hundred years later 

St Jerome, having occasion to quote him, omits the qualifying ad- 

verb and calls him broadly ‘our own Seneca’.’ Living midway 

between these two writers, Lactantius points out several coincidences 

with the teaching of the Gospel in the writings of Seneca, whom 

nevertheless he styles ‘the most determined of the Roman Stoics?,’ 

From the age of St Jerome, Seneca was commonly regarded as 

standing on the very threshold of the Christian Church, even if he 

had not actually passed within its portals, In one Ecclesiastical 

Council at least, held at Tours in the year 567, his authority is 

quoted with a deference generally accorded only to fathers of the 

Church*, And even to the present day in the marionette plays of his 

native Spain St Seneca takes his place by the side of St Peter and 

St Paul in the representations of our Lord’s passion*. 

Comparing the language of Tertullian and Jerome, we are able 

to measure the growth of this idea in the interval of time which 

separates the two. One important impulse however, which it re- 

ceived meanwhile, must not be overlooked. When St Jerome wrote, 

1 Tertull. de Anim. 20 ‘Seneca swpe fuit’: comp. ii. 9, vi. 24, etc. 
noster.’ 4 Labbei Concilia v. p. 836 (Paris, 

2 Adv, Jovin.i. 49 (11. p. 318) ‘Scrip- 1671) ‘Sicut ait Seneca pessimum in eo 
serunt Aristoteles et Plutarchusetnos- _vitium esse qui in id quo insanit crte- 
ter Seneca de matrimonio libros etc.’ ros putat furere.’ See Fleury Saint 

3 Div. Inst. i. 5 ‘Anneus Seneca Paul et Sénéquet. p. 14. 
qui ex Romanis vel acerrimus Stoicus 5 So Fleury states, 1. p. 289. 
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the Christianity of Seneca seemed to be established on a sounder The forged 

basis than mere critical inference. A correspondence, purporting to ae 

have passed between the heathen philosopher and the Apostle of the pee Si 

Gentiles, was then in general circulation; and, without either affirm- 

ing or denying its genuineness, this father was thereby induced to 

give a place to Seneca in his catalogue of Christian writers’. If the 

letters of Paul and Seneca, which have come down to us, are the 

same with those read by him (and there is no sufficient reason for 

doubting the identity’), it is strange that he could for a moment 

have entertained the question of their authenticity. The poverty of 

thought and style, the errors in chronology and history, and the 

whole conception of the relative positions of the Stoic philosopher 

and the Christian Apostle, betray clearly the hand of a forger, Yet 

this correspondence has without doubt been mainly instrumental 

in fixing the belief on the mind of the later Church, as it was even 

sufficient to induce some hesitation in St Jerome himself. How far 

the known history and the extant writings of either favour this idea, 

it will be the object of the present essay to examine. The enquiry 

into the historical connexion between these two great contemporaries 

will naturally expand into an investigation of the relations, whether 

of coincidence or of contrast, between the systems of which they were 

the respective exponents. And, as Stoicism was the only philosophy 

which could even pretend to rival Christianity in the earlier ages of 

the Church, such an investigation ought not to be uninstructive*. 

Like all the later systems of Greek philosophy, Stoicism was the Later phi- 

offspring of despair. Of despair in religion: for the old mythologies peeen ee 

had ceased to command the belief or influence the conduct of men, dren of 

Of despair in politics: for the Macedonian conquest had broken the i 

independence of the Hellenic states and stamped out the last sparks 

of corporate life. Of despair even in philosophy itself: for the older 

1 Vir, Illustr. 12‘Quem non ponerem 
in catalogo sanctorum, nisi me illm epi- 
stole provocarent que leguntur a pluri- 
mis, Pauli ad Senecam et Senece ad 

Paulum.’ 
2See the note at the end of this dis- 

sertation. 
3 in the sketch, which I have given, 

of the relation of Stoicism to the cir- 
cumstances of the time and to other 

earlier and contemporary systems of 
philosophy, I am greatly indebted to 
the account in Zeller’s Philosophie der 
Griechen Th. ut. Abth. 1 Die nach- 
aristotelische Philosophie (2nd ed.1865), 
which it is impossible to praise too 
highly. See also the instructive essay of 
Sir A. Grant on ‘The Ancient Stoics’ 
in his edition of Aristotle’s Ethics 1. 
p. 243 sq. (2nd ed.). 
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thinkers, though they devoted their lives to forging a golden chain 

which should link earth to heaven, appeared now to have spent their 

strength in weaving ropes of sand. The sublime intuitions of Plato 

had been found too vague and unsubstantial, and the subtle analyses 

of Aristotle too hard and cold, to satisfy the natural craving of man 

for some guidance which should teach him how to live and to die. 
Greece Thus the soil of Greece had been prepared by the uprootal of 

Ee lia past interests and associations for fresh developments of religious and 

ee of philosophic thought. When political life became impossible, the 

phy. moral faculties of man were turned inward upon himself and concen- 

trated on the discipline of the individual soul. When speculation 

had been cast aside as barren and unprofitable, the search was di- 

rected towards some practical rule or rules which might take its 

place. When the gods of Hellas had been deposed and dishonoured, 

some new powers must be created or discovered to occupy their 

vacant throne. 

Coinci- Stimulated by the same need, Epicurus and Zeno strove in dif- 

ae era ferent ways to solve the problem which the perplexities of their age 

etme presented. Both alike, avoiding philosophy in the proper sense of 

Stoic phi- the term, concentrated their energies on ethics: but the one took 

josophites, happiness, the other virtue, as his supreme good, and made it the 
starting point of his ethical teaching. Both alike contrasted with 

the older masters in building their systems on the needs of the indi- 

vidual and not of the state: but the one strove to satisfy the cravings 

of man, as a being intended by nature for social life, by laying stress 

on the claims and privileges of friendship, the other by expanding 

his sphere of duty and representing him as a citizen of the world or 

even of the universe. Both alike paid a certain respect to the waning 

beliefs of their day: but the one without denying the existence 

of the gods banished them from all concern in the affairs of men, 

while the other, transforming and utilising the creations of Hellenic 

mythology, identified them with the powers of the physical world. 

Both alike took conformity to nature as their guiding maxim: but 

nature with the one was interpreted to mean the equable balance of 

all the impulses and faculties of man, with the other the absolute 

supremacy of the reason, as the ruling principle of his being. And 

lastly ; both alike sought refuge from the turmoil and confusion of 

the age in the inward calm and composure of the soul. If Serenity 
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(crapagia) was the supreme virtue of the one, her twin sister Passion- 
lessness (dzra$ia) was the sovereign principle of the other. 

These two later developments of Greek philosophy both took root Oriental 

and grew to maturity in Greek soil. But, while the seed of the one Sha 

was strictly Hellenic, the other was derived from an Oriental stock. 

Epicurus was a Greek of the Greeks, a child of Athenian parents. 

Zeno on the other hand, a native of Citium, a Phenician colony in 

Crete, was probably of Shemitic race, for he is commonly styled ‘the 

Pheenician’.’ Babylon, Tyre, Sidon, Carthage, reared some of his 

most illustrious successors. Cilicia, Phrygia, Rhodes, were the homes 

of others. Not a single Stoic of any name was a native of Greece 

proper’. 

To Eastern affinities Stoicism was without doubt largely in- tg moral 

debted for the features which distinguiyhed it from other schools of oe 

Greek philosophy. To this fact may be ascribed the intense moral rived 

earnestness which was its most honourable characteristic. If the ‘2° 

later philosophers generally, as distinguished from the earlier, busied 

themselves with ethics rather than metaphysics, with the Stoics this 

was the one absorbing passion. The contrast between the light 

reckless gaiety of the Hellenic spirit and the stern, unbending, almost 

fanatical moralism of the followers of Zeno is as complete as could 

well be imagined. The ever active conscience which is the glory, 

and the proud self-consciousness which is the reproach, of the Stoic 

school are alike alien to the temper of ancient Greece. Stoicism 

breathes rather the religious atmosphere of the East, which fostered 

on the one hand the inspired devotion of a David or an Isaiah, and 

on the other the self-mortification and self-righteousness of an Egyp- 

tian therapeute or an Indian fakir. A recent writer, to whom we 

are indebted for a highly appreciative account of the Stoic school, 

describes this new phase of Greek philosophy, which we have been 

reviewing and of which Stoicism was the truest exponent, as ‘the 

transition to modernism®.’ It might with greater truth be described as 

the contact of Oriental influences with the world of classical thought. 

1 See Diog. Laert. vii. 3, where So again ii. 114 Zijywva tov Pola. 
Crates addresses him ri gevyets, & Poi- 2 See below, pp. 299, 303- 
vixldiov; comp. § 15 Polvocav; § 25 3 Grant, 1. c. p. 243. Sir A. Grant 
Poiwixcxws; § 30 el de rdrpa Polucca, rls however fully recognises the eastern 
6 pOévos. We are told also § 7 dvre- element in Stoicism (p. 246). 
movovvro 6 avrod Kal ol ev Zedave Kericis. 

PHIL. 18 
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Stoicism was in fact the earliest offspring of the union between the 

religious consciousness of the Hast and the intellectual culture of 

the West. 

sense of personal responsibility, the habit of judicial introspection, 

in short the subjective view of ethics, were in no sense new, for 

they are known to have held sway over the mind of the chosen peo- 

ple from the earliest dawn of their history as a nation. But now 

for the first time they presented themselves at the doors of Western 

civilization and demanded admission. 

The recognition of the claims of the individual soul, the 

The occasion was eminently 

favourable. The conquests of Alexander, which rendered the fusion 

of the East and West for the first time possible, also evoked the 

moral need which they had thus supplied the means of satisfying. 

By the overthrow of the state the importance of the individual 

was enhanced. In the failure of political relations, men were thrown 

back on their inward resources and led to examine their moral wants 

and to educate their moral faculties. 

It was in this way that the Eastern origin of Stoicism com- 

bined with the circumstances and requirements of the age to give it 

an exclusively ethical character. The Stoics did, it is true, pay 

some little attention to physical questions: and one or two leading 

representatives of the school also contributed towards the systematic 

treatment of logic. But consciously and expressly they held these 

branches of study to be valueless except in their bearing on moral 

questions. Representing philosophy under the image of a field, they 

compared physics to the trees, ethics to the fruit for which the trees 

exist, and logic to the wall or fence which protects the enclosure’, 

Or again, adopting another comparison, they likened logic to the 

shell of an egg, physics to the white, and ethics to the yolk*, As 

the fundamental maxim of Stoical ethics was conformity to nature, 

and as therefore it was of signal importance to ascertain man’s rela- 

1 Diog. Laert. vii. 40, Philo de 
Agric. 3, p. 302 M. See also de Mut. 
Nom. § 10, p. 589 mM, where Philo after 
giving this comparison says oUrws ody 
epacay kal év pirocogle detv riyv Te pu- 

oxi Kal oyichy mpayuarelay éml rip 
nOixny dvapéperOar K.T.r« 

2 Sext. Emp. vii. 17. On the other 
hand Diog. Laert. J.c. makes ethics the 
white and physics the yolk. See Zeller 
lc. p. 57, and Ritter and Preller Hist. 

Phil. § 396. But this is a matter of 
little moment; for, whichever form of 
the metaphor be adopted, the ethical 
bearing of physics is put prominently 
forward. Indeed as ancient naturalists 
were not agreed about the respective 
functions of the yolk and the white, the 
application of the metaphor must have 
beeninfluenced by this uncertainty. The 
inferiority of logic appears in all the 
comparisons, 
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tion to the world around, it might have been supposed that the study 

of physics would have made great progress in the hands of Zeno’s 

disciples. But, pursuing it for the most part without any love for the 

study itself and pursuing it moreover only to support certain foregone 

ethical conclusions, they instituted few independent researches and 

discovered no hidden truths. To logic they assigned a still meaner 

The place which it occupies in the images already mentioned and depre- 
ciation of 

It was not s0 jogio, 

part. 

clearly points to their conception of its functions. 

much a means of arriving at truth, as an expedient for protecting 

truth already attained from external assaults. An extreme repre- 

sentative of the school went so far as to say that ‘Of subjects of 

philosophical investigation some pertain to us, some have no relation 

to us, and some are beyond us: ethical questions belong to the first 

class ; dialectics to the second, for they contribute nothing towards 

the amendment of life ; and physics to the third, for they are beyond 

the reach of knowledge and are profitless withal’’ This was the 

genuine spirit of the school’, though other adherents were more 

guarded in their statements. Physical science is conversant in experi- 

ment; logical science in argumentation. But the Stoic was impa- 

tient alike of the one and the other; for he was essentially a philo- 

sopher of intuitions. 

And here again the Oriental spirit manifested itself. The Greek Prophetic 

moralist was a reasoner: the Oriental for the most part, whether ae 
inspired or uninspired, a prophet. Though they might clothe their 

systems of morality in a dialectica] garb, the Stoic teachers belonged 

essentially to this latter class. Even Chrysippus, the great logician 

and controversialist of the sect, is reported to have told his master 

Cleanthes, that ‘he only wanted the doctrines, and would himself 

find out the proofs’.’ This saying has been condemned as ‘betraying 

a want of earnestness as to the truth”; but I can hardly think that it 

ought to be regarded in this light. 

at first sight, it may well express the intense faith in intuition, or 

what I have called the prophetic’ spirit, which distinguishes the 

Flippant though it would appear 

1 Ariston in Diog. Laert. vii. 160, 
Stob. Flor. lxxx. 7. See Zeller l.c. 
Pp. 50. 

2 ‘Quicquid legeris ad mores statim 
referas,’ says Seneca Ep, Mor. lxxxix. 
See the whole of the preceding epistle 

3 Diog. Laert. vii. 179 moNAdues Beye 
pévns THs Tay Soyudtuwr ddacKcadlas xpy- 
feu ras 8 drodeites avrds evpjoew. 

4 Grant I.c. p. 253. 
5 Perhaps the use of this term needs 

some apology; but I could not find 

18—2 
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school, Like the other Stoics, Chrysippus had no belief in argumen- 

tation, but welcomed the highest truths as intuitively apprehended. 

Logic was to him, as to them, only the egg-shell which protected the 

germ of future life, the fence which guarded the fruitful garden. As 

a useful weapon of defence against assailants and nothing more, it 

was regarded by the most perfect master of the science which the 

school produced. The doctrines did not derive their validity from 

logical reasoning: they were absolute and self-contained. Once stated, 

they must commend themselves to the innate faculty, when not 

clouded by ignoble prejudices of education or degrading habits of life. 

But though the germ of Stoicism was derived from the East, its 

systematic development and its practical successes were attained by 

transplantation into a western soil. In this respect its career, as it 

travelled westward, presents a rough but instructive parallel to the 

progress of the Christian Church. The fundamental ideas, derived 

from Oriental parentage, were reduced to a system and placed on an 

intellectual basis by the instrumentality of Greek thought. The 

schools of Athens and of Tarsus did for Stoicism the same work 

which was accomplished for the doctrines of the Gospel by the con- 

troversial writings of the Greek fathers and the authoritative decrees 

of the Greek councils. Zeno and Chrysippus and Panetius are the 

counterparts of an Origen, an Athanasius, or a Basil. But, while the 

systematic expositions of the Stoic tenets were directly or indirectly 

the products of Hellenic thought and were matured on Greek soil, 

the scene of its greatest practical manifestations was elsewhere. It 

must be allowed that the Roman representatives of the school were 

very inadequate exponents of the Stoic philosophy regarded as a spe- 

culative system: but just as Latin Christianity adopted from her 

Greek sister the creeds which she herself was incapable of framing, 

and built thereupon an edifice of moral influence and social organi- 

zation far more stately and enduring, so also when naturalised in its 

Latin home Stoicism became a motive power in the world, and ex- 

hibited those practical results to which its renown is chiefly due. 

This comparison is instituted between movements hardly comparable 

a better. I meant to express by it tinct belief in a personal God, was not 
the characteristic of enunciating moral a prophet in the ordinary sense, but 
truths as authoritative, independently only as being the exponent of his own 
of processes of reasoning. The Stoic, inner consciousness, which was his su- 
being a pantheist and having no dis- preme authority. 
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in their character or their effects; and it necessarily stops short of 

the incorporation of the Teutonic nations. But the distinctive feature 

of Christianity as a Divine revelation and of the Church as a Divine 

institution does not exempt them from the ordinary laws of pro- 

gress: and the contrasts between the doctrines of the Porch and the 

Gospel, to which I shall have to call attention later, are rendered 

only the more instructive by observing this parallelism in their out- 

ward career. 
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It is this latest or Roman period of Stoic philosophy which has Attention 

chiefly attracted attention, not only because its practical influence directed to 
theRoman 

then became most manifest, but also because this stage of its history period. 

alone is adequately illustrated by extant writings of the school. On 

the Christian student moreover it has a special claim; for he will 

learn an instructive lesson in the conflicts or coincidences of Sto- 

icism with the doctrines of the Gospel and the progress of the 

Church. And of this stage in its history Seneca is without doubt 

the most striking representative. 

Seneca was strictly a contemporary of St Paul. Born probably geneca 

within a few years of each other, the Christian Apostle and the 

Stoic philosopher both died about the same time and both fell vie- 

tims of the same tyrant’s rage. Here, it would have seemed, the 

parallelism must end. One might indeed indulge in an interesting 

speculation whether Seneca, like so many other Stoics, had not 

Shemitic blood in his veins. The whole district from which he came 

was thickly populated with Phoenician settlers either from the mo- 

ther country or from her great African colony. The name of his 

native province Betica, the name of his native city Corduba, are 

both said to be Phenician. Even his own name, though commonly 

derived from the Latin, may perhaps have a Shemitic origin ; for it 

is borne by a Jew of Palestine early in the second century’, This 

however is thrown out merely as a conjecture. Otherwise the Stoic contrasted 

philosopher from the extreme West and the Christian Apostle from 

the extreme East of the Roman dominions would seem very unlikely 

to present any features in common. ‘The one a wealthy courtier and 

statesman settled in the metropolis, the other a poor and homeless 

1 The name Lewexds or Levexds word is usually connected with ‘senex.’ 
occurs in the list of the early bishops Curtius Griech. Etym. § 428. 
of Jerusalem, Huseb. H. E.iv.5. The 

with St 
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preacher wandering in distant provinces, they were separated not 

less by the manifold influences of daily life than by the circum- 

stances of their birth aud early education. Yet the coincidences of 

thought and even of language between the two are at first sight so 

striking, that many writers have been at a loss to account for them, 

except on the supposition of personal intercourse, if not of direct 

plagiarism’. The inference indeed appears unnecessary: but the facts 

are remarkable enough to challenge investigation, and I propose 

now to consider their bearing. 

Though general resemblances of sentiment and teaching will 

carry less weight, as compared with the more special coincidences of 

language and illustration, yet the data would be incomplete without 

Thus we might imagine ourselves taking the former into account’. 

1 The connection of St Paul and Se- 
neca has been a favourite subject with 
French writers. The most elaborate of 
recent works is A. Fleury’s Saint Paul 
et Sénéque (Paris 1853), in which the 
author attempts to show that Seneca 
was a disciple of St Paul. It is inter- 
esting and full of materials, but extra- 
vagant and unsatisfactory. Far more 
criticalis C. Aubertin’s Etude Critique 
sur les rapports supposés entre Senéque et 
Saint Paul (Paris 1857), which appears 
intended as an answer to Fleury. Au- 
bertin shows that many of the parallels 
are fallacious, and that many others 
prove nothing, since the same senti- 
ments occur in earlier writers. At the 
same time he fails to account for other 
more striking coincidences. It must be 
added also that he is sometimes very 
careless in his statements. For instance 
(p. 186) he fixes an epoch by coupling 
together the names of Celsus and Julian, 
though they are separated by nearly 
two centuries. Fleury’s opinion is com- 
bated also in Baur’s articles Seneca und 
Paulus, republished in Drei Abhand- 
lungen ete. p. 377 8q. (ed. Zeller, 1876). 
Among other recent French works in 

which Seneca’s obligations to Christian- 

ity are maintained, may be named those 
of Troplong, De Uinfluence du Chris- 
tianisme sur le droit civil des Romains 

p. 76 (Paris 1843), and O. Schmidt 
Essai historique sur lasociété civile dans 
lemonde Romain etsur sa transformation 

par le Christianisme (Paris 1853). The 
opposite view is taken by C. Martha 
Les Moralistes sous VEmpire Romain 
(2™ ed. Paris 1866). Le Stoicisme & 
Rome, by P. Montée (Paris, 1865), is a 
readable little book, but does not throw 
any fresh light on the subject. Seekers 
after God, a popular and instructive 
work by the Rev. F. W. Farrar, ap- 
peared about the same time as my first 
edition. Still later are the discussions 
of G. Boissier La Religion Romaine u, 
Pp. 52 sq. (Paris, 1874) and K. Franke 
Stoicismus u. Christenthum (Breslau, 
1876). The older literature of the sub- 
ject will be found in Fleury 1. p. 2 sq. 
In reading through Seneca I have been 
able to add some striking coincidences 
to those collected by Fleury and others, 
while at the same time I have rejected 
a vast number as insufiicient orillusory. 

2 No account is here taken of cer- 
tain direct reproductions of Christian 
teaching which somewriters have found 
in Seneca. Thus the doctrine of the 
Trinity is supposed to be enunciated by 

these words ‘Quisquisformator universi 
fuit, sive ille Deus est potens omnium, 

sive incorporalis ratio ingentium ope- 

rum artifex, sive divinus spiritus per 

omnia maxima ac minima equali in- 
tentione diffusus, sive fatum et inmuta- 

bilis causarum inter se cohmrentium 
series’ (ad Helv. matr. 8). Fleury (1. 
p.97), who holds this view, significantly 
ends his quotation with ‘diffusus,’ omit- 
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listening to a Christian divine, when we read in the pages of 

Seneca that ‘God made the world because He is good,’ and that Goodness 

‘as the good never grudges anything good, He therefore made every- ° acai 

thing the best possible’.’ Yet if we are tempted to draw a hasty 

inference from this parallel, we are checked by remembering that it is 

a quotation from Plato. Again Seneca maintains that ‘in worshipping Relation 

the gods, the first thing is to believe in the gods,’ and that ‘he who a “0 

has copied them has worshipped them adequately”; and on this duty 

of imitating the gods he insists frequently and emphatically’. But 

here too his sentiment is common to Plato and many other of the 

older philosophers. ‘No man,’ he says elsewhere, ‘is good without 

God*’ ‘Between good men and the gods there exists a friendship— 

a friendship do I say? nay, rather a relationship and a resemblance” ; 

and using still stronger language he speaks of men as the children of 

God*. But here again he is treading in the footsteps of the older 

Stoic teachers, and his very language is anticipated in the words quoted 

by St Paul from Cleanthes or Aratus, ‘We too His offspring are’.’ 

From the recognition of God’s fatherly relation to man im- Fatherly 

portant consequences flow. In almost Apostolic language Seneca bt a 
‘describes the trials and sufferings of good men as the chastisements God. 

of a wise and beneficent parent : ‘God has a fatherly mind towards 

good men and loves them stoutly; and, saith He, Let them be 

harassed with toils, with pains, with losses, that they may gather 

true strength®’ 

ting the clause ‘sive fatum, etc.’ Thus 
again some writers have found an allu- 
sion to the Christian sacraments in 
Seneca’s language, ‘Ad hoc sacramen- 
tum adactisumus ferremortalia,’ de Vit. 
beat. 15 (comp. Ep. Mor. lxv). Such 
criticisms are mere plays on words and 
do not even deserve credit foringenuity. 
On the other hand Seneca doesmention 
the doctrine of guardian angels or de- 
mons; ‘Sepone in presentia que qui- 
busdam placent, unicuique nostrum 
pedagogum dari deum,’ Ep. Mor. cx; 
but, as Aubertin shows (p. 284 8q.), this 
was a tenet common to many earlier 
philosophers; and in the very passage 
quoted Seneca himself adds, ‘Ita tamen 
hoe seponas volo, ut memineris majores 
nostros, qui crediderunt, Stoicos fuisse, 

‘Those therefore whom God approves, whom He 

singulis enim et Genium et Junonem 
dederunt.’ See Zeller p. 297 sq. 

1 Ep. Mor. lxv. 10. 
2 Ep. Mor. xev. 50. 

3 de Vit. beat. 15 ‘Habebit illud 
in animo vetus preceptum: deum se- 
quere’; de Benef. iv. 25 ‘Propositum 
est nobis secundum rerum naturam vi- 
vere et deorum exemplum sequi’; ib. 
i. 1 ‘Hos sequamur duces quantum 
humana imbecillitas patitur’; Ep. Mor. 
exxiv. 23 ‘Animus emendatus ac purus, 
emulator dei.’ 

4 Ep. Mor. xli; comp. lxxiii. 
° de Prov. 1; comp. Nat. Quest. prol., 

etc. 

8 de Prov. 1, de Benef. ii. 29, 
7 Acts xvii. 28. 
8 de Prov. 2. 
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loves, them He hardens, He chastises, He disciplines.’ Hence the 

‘sweet uses of adversity’ find in him an eloquent exponent. ‘No- 

thing,’ he says, quoting his friend Demetrius, ‘seems to me more 

unhappy than the man whom no adversity has ever befallen*’ ‘The 

life free from care and from any buffetings of fortune is a dead sea*’ 

Hence too it follows that resignation under adversity becomes a 

plain duty. ‘It is best to endure what you cannot mend, and 

without murmuring to attend upon God, by whose ordering all 

things come to pass. He is a bad soldier who follows his captain 

complaining *,’ 

Still more strikingly Christian is his language, when he speaks 

of God, who ‘is near us, is with us, is within,’ of ‘a holy spirit 

residing in us, the guardian and observer of our good and evil 

deeds*.’ ‘By what other name,’ he asks, ‘can we call an upright 

and good and great mind except (a) god lodging in a human body°?’ 

The spark of a heavenly flame has alighted on the hearts of men’. 

They are associates with, are members of God. The mind came 

from God and yearns towards God*. 

From this doctrine of the abiding presence of a divine spirit 

the practical inferences are not less weighty. ‘So live with men, as 

if God saw you; so speak with God, as if men heard you®’ ‘What 

profits it, if any matter is kept secret from men? nothing is hidden 

from God”.’ ‘The gods are witnesses of everything",’ 

But even more remarkable perhaps, than this devoutness of tone 

in which the duties of man to God arising out of his filial relation 

are set forth, is the energy of Seneca’s language, when he paints 

the internal struggle of the human soul and prescribes the disci- 

pline needed for its release. The soul is bound in a prison-house, is 

weighed down by a heavy burden”. Life is a continnal warfare”. 

the words ‘Quis deus, incertum est; 1 de Prov. 4; comp. ib. § 1. 
habitat Deus’ (Virg. n. vii. 352), and 2 de Prov. 3. 

3 Ep. Mor. lxvii. This again is a say- 
ing of Demetrius. 

4 Ep. Mor. cvii; comp. ib. lxxvi. 
5 Ep. Mor, xli; comp. ib. Ixxiii. 
6 Ep. Mor. xxxi. The want of the 

definite article in Latin leaves the exact 
meaning uncertain ; but this uncertain- 
ty is suited to the vagueness of Stoic 
theology. In Ep. Mor.xli Seneca quotes 

applies them to this inward monitor. 
7 de Otio 5. 
8 Ep. Mor. xcii. 
9 Ep. Mor. x. 

10 Ep. Mor. lxxxiii; comp. Fragm. 14 
(in Lactant. vi. 24). 

ul Ep. Mor. cii. 

2 Ad Helv. matr. 11, Ep. Mor. lxy, cii, 
13 See below, p. 287, note 9. 
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From the terrors of this struggle none escape unscathed. The 

Apostolic doctrine that all have sinned has an apparent counterpart 

in the teaching of Seneca ; ‘We shall ever be obliged to pronounce 

the same sentence upon ourselves, that we are evil, that we have 

been evil, and (I will add it unwillingly) that we shall be evil’ 

‘Every vice exists in every man, though every vice is not promi- 

nent in each.’ ‘If we would be upright judges of all things, let 

us first persuade ourselves of this, that not one of us is without 

fault?’ ‘These are vices of mankind and not of the times. No age 

has been free from fault*’ 

all, and this by a most righteous ordinance’’ ‘No one will be found 

who can acquit himself; and any man calling himself innocent has 

regard to the witness, not to his own conscience®.’ ‘Every day, 

every hour,’ he exclaims,’ ‘shows us our nothingness, and reminds us 

by some new token, when we forget our frailty’.’ Thus Seneca, in Office of 

common with the Stoic school generally, lays great stress on the as 

office of the conscience, as ‘making cowards of us all.’ ‘It reproaches 

them,’ he says, ‘and shows them to themselves®,’ ‘The first and 

greatest punishment of sinners is the fact of having sinned®.’ ‘The 

beginning of safety is the knowledge of sin.’ ‘I think this,’ he adds, 

‘an admirable saying of Epicurus”’’ 

Hence also follows the duty of strict self-examination. 

‘Capital punishment is appointed for 

* As far Self-exa- 

as thou canst, accuse thyself, try thyself: discharge the office, first of par ynet 

a prosecutor, then of a judge, lastly of an intercessor.’ Accordingly fession. 

he relates at some length how, on lying down to rest every night, he 

follows the example of Sextius and reviews his shortcomings during 

the day : ‘When the light is removed out of sight, and my wife, who 

is by this time aware of my practice, is now silent, I pass the whole 

1 de Benef,i. 10. 
2 de Benef,. iv. 27. 
3 de Ira ii. 28; comp. ad Polyb. 11, 

Ep. Mor. xlii.. 
4 Ep. Mor. xcevii. 
5 Qu. Nat. ii. 59. 
© de Irai. 14. 
7 Ep. Mor. ci. 
8 Ep. Mor. xevii. 15. 
9 ib. 14, 
10 Ep. Mor. xxviii. g ‘Initium est 

salutis notitia peccati.’ For conve- 
nience I have translated peccatum here 

as elsewhere by ‘sin’; but it will be 
evident at once that in a saying of Epi- 
curus, whose gods were indifferent to 
the doings of men, the associations con- 
nected with the word must be very dif- 
ferent. See the remarks below, p. 296. 
Fleury (1. p. 111) is eloquent on this 
coincidence, but omits to mention that 
it occurs ina saying of Epicurus. His 
argument crumbles into dust before 
our eyes, when the light of this fact is 
admitted, 

11 ib. ro. 
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of my day under examination, and I review my deeds and words. 

I hide nothing from myself, I pass over nothing’.’ Similarly he 

describes the good man as one who ‘has opened out his conscience to 

the gods, and always lives as if in public, fearing himself more than 

others’.’ 

having a faithful friend, ‘a ready heart into which your every secret 

can be safely deposited, whose privity you need fear less than your 

In the same spirit too he enlarges on the advantage of 

own’’; and urges again and again the duty of meditation and self- 

converse‘, quoting on this head the saying of Epicurus, ‘Then retire 

within thyself most, when thou art forced to be in a crowd®.’ 

Nor, when we pass from the duty of individual self-discipline to 

the social relations of man, does the Stoic philosophy, as represented 

by Seneca, hold a less lofty tone. 

tural language the obligation of breaking bread with the hungry®. 

‘You must live for another,’ he writes, ‘if you would live for your- 

self,’ 

with all the extravagance of Stoic self-renunciation, ‘That I may 

He acknowledges in almost Scrip- 

‘For what purpose do I get myself a friend?’ he exclaims 

have one for whom I can die, one whom I can follow into exile, one 

whom I can shield from death at the cost of my own life®’” ‘I will 

so live,’ he says elsewhere, ‘as if I knew that I was born for others, 

and will give thanks to nature on this score®,’ 

Moreover these duties of humanity extend to all classes and 

The slave has claims equally with the 

freeman, the base-born equally with the noble. 

ranks in the social scale. 

‘They are slaves, 

you urge ; nay, they are men. 

They are slaves; nay, they are humble friends. They are 

slaves; nay, they’ are fellow-slaves, if you reflect that fortune has 

‘Let some of them,’ he adds, ‘dine 

with you, because they are worthy ; others, that they may become 

They are slaves; nay, they are com- 

rades, 

the same power over both,’ 

worthy.’ ‘He is a slave, you say. Yet perchance he is free in 

spirit. He isaslave. Will this harm him? Show me who is not. 

1 de Ira iii. 36. 
2 de Benef. vii. 1. 
3 de Trang. Anim. 7. Comp. Ep, 

Mor. xi. 
4 Ep. Mor, vii ‘Recede in teipsum 

quantum potes,’ de Otio 28 (1) ‘ Prode- 
rit tamen per se ipsum secedere; me- 
liores erimus singuli’; comp. ad Marc. 

23. 

5 Ep. Mor. xxv. 
6 Ep. Mor. xcv ‘Cum esuriente pa- 

nem suum dividat’: comp. Is. lviii. 7 
(Vulg.) ‘Frange esurienti panem tuum, 
Ezek. xviii. 7, 16. 

7 Ep. Mor. xlviii. 
8 Ep. Mor, ix. 

® de Vit. beat. 20: comp. de Otio 
30 (3)- 
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One is a slave to lust, another to avarice, a third to ambition, all 

alike to fear’ 

But the moral teaching of Seneca will be brought out more Parallels 

clearly, while at the same time the conditions of the problem before pon on 

us will be better understood, by collecting the parallels, which are theMount 

scattered up and down his writings, to the sentiments and images 

in the Sermon on the Mount. 

‘The mind, unless it is pure and holy, comprehends not God®’ — Matt. v. 8 

‘A man is a robber even before he stains his hands ; for he is y, 2; sq. 

already armed to slay, and has the desire to spoil and to kill’’ 

‘The deed will not be upright, unless the will be upright*.’ 

‘Cast out whatsoever things rend thy heart: nay, if they could v. 29. 

not be extracted otherwise, thou shouldst have plucked out thy 

heart itself with them’,’ 

‘What will the wise man do when he is buffeted (colaphis per- v. 39. 

cussus)? He will do as Cato did when he was smitten on the 

mouth. He did not burst into a passion, did not avenge himself, 

did not even forgive it, but denied its having been done‘.’ 

‘I will be agreeable to friends, gentle and yielding to enemies”.’ Vv. 44. 

‘Give aid even to enemies®,’ 

‘Let us follow the gods as leaders, so far as human weakness V. 45. 

allows: let us give our good services and not lend them on usury.., 

How many are unworthy of the light: and yet the day arises... 

This is characteristic of a great and good mind, to pursue not the 

fruits of a kind deed but the deeds themselves®.’ ‘We propose 

to ourselves...to follow the example of the gods...See what great 

1 Ep. Mor, xlvii. 15, 17. 
2 Ep. Mor. lxxxvii. 21. 
3 de Benef. v. 14. So also de Const. 

Sap. 7 he teaches that the sin consists 
in the intent, not the act, and instances 
adultery, theft, and murder. 

4 Ep. Mor. lvii ‘Actio recta non erit, 
nisi recta fuerit voluntas,’ de Benef. v. 
19 ‘Mens spectanda est dantis.’ 

> Ep. Mor. li. 13. 
§ de Const. Sup. 14. 
7 de Vit. beat. 20 ‘Ero amicis ju- 

cundus, inimicis mitis et facilis.’ 

8 de Otio 28 (1) ‘Non desinemus com- 
muni bono operam dare, adjuvare sin- 
gulos, opem ferre etiam inimicis miti 

(v.l. senili) manu’ : comp. also de Benef. 
v. 1 (fin), vii. 31, de Ira i. 14. Such 
however is not always Seneca’s tone 
with regardtoenemies: comp. Ep. Mor. 
lxxxi ‘Hoe certe, inquis, justitie con- 
venit, suum cuique reddere, beneficio 
gratiam, injurie talionem aut certe 
malam gratiam, Verum erit istud, 
cum alius injuriam fecerit, alius bene- 
ficium dederit etc.’ This passage shows 
that Seneca’s doctrine was a very feeble 
and imperfect recognition of the Chris- 
tian maxim ‘Love your enemies.’ 

® de Benef.i.1. See the whole con- 
text. 
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things they bring to pass daily, what great gifts they bestow, with 
what abundant fruits they fill the earth...with what suddenly falling 
showers they soften the ground...All these things they do without 
reward, without any advantage accruing to themselves...Let us be 
ashamed to hold out any benefit for sale: we find the gods giving 
gratuitously. If you imitate the gods, confer benefits even on the 
unthankful: for the sun rises even on the wicked, and the seas are 
open to pirates’,’ 

‘One ought so to give that another may receive. It is not 

giving or receiving to transfer to the right hand from the left?’ 

‘This is the law of a good deed between two: the one ought at 

once to forget that it was conferred, the other never to forget that 

it was received®.’ 

‘ Let whatsoever has been pleasing to God, be pleasing to man‘,’ 

‘Do not, like those whose desire is not to make progress but 

to be seen, do anything to attract notice in your demeanour or 

mode of life. Avoid a rough exterior and unshorn hair and a 

carelessly kept beard and professed hatred of money and a bed Jaid 

on the ground and whatever else affects ambitious display by a 

perverse path...Let everything within us be unlike, but let our 

outward appearance (frons) resemble the common people’,’ 

‘Apply thyself rather to the true riches. It is shameful to de- 

pend for a happy life on silver and gold®’ ‘ Let thy good deeds be 

invested like a treasure deep-buried in the ground, which thou canst 

not bring to light, except it be necessary”.’ 

“Do ye mark the pimples of others, being covered with countless 

ulcers? This is as ifa man should mock at the moles or warts on the 

most beautiful persons, when he himself is devoured by a fierce scab®.’ 

1 de Benef. iv.25,26. See the con- 
text. Compare also de Benef. vii. 31. 

2 de Benef. v. 8. 
3 de Benef. ii. 10. 
4 Ep. Mor. \xxiv. 20. 
5 Ep. Mor. v.1, 2. Other writers 

are equally severe on the insincere pro- 

fessors of Stoic principles. ‘Like their 

Jewish counterpart, the Pharisees, they 

were formal, austere, pretentious, and 

not unfrequently hyprocritical’; Grant 

p. 281. Of the villain P. Bgnatius 

Tacitus writes (Ann. xvi 32), ‘Auctori- 

tatem Stoice secte preferebat habitu et 
ore ad exprimendam imaginem honesti 

exercitus,’ Egnatius, likesomany other 
Stoics, was an Oriental, a native of 
Beyrout (Juy. iii. 116). If the phi- 
losopher’s busts may be trusted, the 
language of Tacitus would well describe 
Seneca’s own appearance: but proba- 
bly with him this austerity was not 
affected. 

6 Ep. Mor. cx. 18. 
7 de Vit. beat. 24. 
8 de Vit. beat. 27. 
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‘Expect from others what you have done to another’.’ ‘Let us vii, 12, 

$0 give as we would wish to receive’.’ 

‘Therefore good things cannot spring of evil...good does not vii. 16, 17. 

grow of evil, any more than a fig of an olive tree. The fruits cor- 

respond to the seed®.’ 

‘Not otherwise than some rock standing alone in a shallow vii. 26. 

sea, which the waves cease not from whichever side they are 

driven to beat upon, and yet do not either stir it from its place, 

etc....Seek some soft and yielding material in which to fix your 

darts*,’ 

Nor are these coincidences of thought and imagery confined to Other co- 

the Sermon on the Mount. If our Lord compares the hypocritical ee 
with our 

Pharisees to whited walls, and contrasts the scrupulously clean Lord’slan- 

outside of the cup and platter with the inward corruption, Seneca &*8* 

also adopts the same images: ‘ Within is no good: if thou shouldest 

see them, not where they are exposed to view but where they 

are concealed, they are miserable, filthy, vile, adorned without like 

their own walls...Then it appears how much real foulness beneath 

the surface this borrowed glitter has concealed®.’ If our Lord 

declares that the branches must perish unless they abide in the 

vine, the language of Seneca presents an eminently instructive 

parallel: ‘As the leaves cannot flourish by themselves, but want 

a branch wherein they may grow and whence they may draw sap, 

so those precepts wither if they are alone: they need to be 

grafted in a sect®.’ Again the parables of the sower, of the mustard- 

seed, of the debtor forgiven, of the talents placed out at usury, 

of the rich fool, have all their echoes in the writings of the Roman 

Stoic: ‘Words must be sown like seed which, though it be small, 

yet when it has found a suitable place unfolds its strength and 

from being the least spreads into the largest growth...They are few 

things which are spoken: yet if the mind has received them well, 

they gain strength and grow. The same, I say, is the case with 

precepts as with seeds. They produce much and yet they are 

scanty’.’ ‘Divine seeds are sown in human bodies. If a good 

1 Ep. Mor. xciv. 43. This is a quo- 5 de Provid. 6. 
tation. 6 Ep. Mor. xcv. 59. See the remarks 

5 de Benef. ii. 1. below, p. 326, on this parallel. 
3 Ep. Mor. lxxxvii. 24, 25. 7 Ep. Mor. xxxviii. 2. 
4 de Vit. beat. 27. 
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husbandman receives them, they spring up like their origin...; if a 

bad one, they are killed as by barren and marshy ground, and 

then weeds are produced in place of grain’? ‘We have received 

our good things as a loan. The use and advantage are ours, and 

the duration thereof the Divine disposer of his own bounty regu- 

lates. We ought to have in readiness what He has given us for 

an uncertain period, and to restore it, when summoned to do so, 

without complaint. He is the worst debtor, who reproaches his 

creditor’.’ ‘As the money-lender does not summon some creditors 

whom be knows to be bankrupt...So I will openly and persistently 

pass over some ungrateful persons nor demand any benefit from 

them in turn®’ ‘O how great is the madness of those who embark 

on distant hopes: I will buy, I will build, I will lend out, I will 

demand payment, I will bear honours: then at length I will 

resign my old age wearied and sated to rest. Believe me, all 

things are uncertain even to the prosperous. No man ought to 

promise himself anything out of the future. Even what we hold 

slips through our hands, and fortune assails the very hour on 

which we are pressing*.’ If our Master declares that ‘it is more 

blessed to give than to receive,’ the Stoic philosopher tells his 

readers that he ‘would rather not receive benefits, than not confer 

them’, and that ‘it is more wretched to the good man to do 

an injury than to receive one®’ If our Lord reminds His hearers 

of the Scriptural warning ‘I will have mercy and not sacrifice,’ 

if He commends the poor widow’s mite thrown into the treasury as 

a richer gift than the most lavish offerings of the wealthy, if His 

whole life is a comment on the prophet’s declaration to the Jews 

that God ‘cannot away with their sabbaths and new moons,’ so 

also Seneca writes: ‘Not even in victims, though they be fat and 

their brows glitter with gold, is honour paid to the gods, but in the 

pious and upright intent of the worshippers’.’ The gods are ‘wor- 

shipped not by the wholesale slaughter of fat carcasses of bulls nor 

by votive offerings of gold or silver, nor by money poured into 

their treasuries, but by the pious and upright intent®’ ‘Let us 

1 Ep. Mor. lxxiii. 16. 6 Ep. Mor. xev. 52: comp. de Benef, 
2 Ad Mare. tro. iv. 12, vii. 31, 32. 
3 de Benef. v. 21. 7 de Benef.i. 6. 
4 Ep. Mor. ci. 4. 8 Ep. Mor. oxv. 5. 
5 de Benef.i. 1. 
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forbid any one to light lamps on sabbath-days, since the gods 

do not want light, and even men take no pleasure in smoke...he 

worships God, who knows Him'’ And lastly, if the dying prayer 

of the Redeemer is ‘Father, forgive them, for they know not what 

they do,’ somo have discovered a striking counterpart (I can only see 

a mean caricature) of this expression of triumphant self-sacrifice in 

the language of Seneca: ‘There is no reason why thou shouldest be 

angry: pardon them; they are all mad®.’ 

287 

Nor are the coincidences confined to the Gospel narratives. Coinci- 

The writings of Seneca present several points of resemblance also 

to the Apostolic Epistles. The declaration of St John that ‘ perfect 

love casteth out fear®’ has its echo in the philosopher’s words, 

‘Love cannot be mingled with fear*’ The metaphor of St Peter, 

also, ‘Girding up the loins of your mind be watchful and hope’,’ 

reappears in the same connexion in Seneca, ‘Let the mind stand 

ready-girt, and let it never fear what is necessary but ever expect 

what is uncertain®’ And again, if St James rebukes the pre- 

sumption of those who say, ‘To-day or to-morrow we will go into 

such a city, when they ought to say, If the Lord will, we shall live 

and do this or that’,’ Seneca in a similar spirit says that the wise 

man will ‘never promise himself anything on the security of fortune, 

but will say, I will sail unless anything happen, and, I will be- 

come pretor unless anything happen, and, My business will turn 

out well for me unless anything happen®’ 

dences 
with the 
Apostolic 
Epistles, 

The coincidences with St Paul are even more numerous and andespeci- 

not less striking. It is not only that Seneca, like the Apostle of 

the Gentiles, compares life to a warfare*, or describes the strugyle 

after good as a ‘contest with the flesh” or speaks of this present 

1 Ep. Mor. xev. 47. 
2 de Benef. v. 17. See the remarks 

below, p. 297- 
3 y Joh. iv. 18. 
4 Ep. Mor. xlvii. 18. 
5 Pet. i. 13. 
6 ad Polyb. 11 ‘In procinctu stet 

animus etc.’ 
7 James iv. 13. 
8 de Trang. Anim. 13. 
9 Ep. Mor. xevi ‘Vivere, Lucili, 

militare est’; ib. li ‘Nobis quoque mi- 
litandum est et quidem genere militia 

quo numquam quies, numquam otium, 
datur’; ib. lxv ‘Hoe quod vivit stipen- 
dium putat’; ib. cxx, 12‘Civem se esse 
universi et militem credens.’ The com- 
parison is at least as old as the Book of 
Job, vii. 1. 

10 ad Marc. 24 ‘Omne illi cum hac 
carne grave certamen est.’ The flesh 
is not unfrequently used for the carnal 
desires and repulsions, e.g. Ep. Mor. 
xxiv ‘Non est summa felicitatis nostra 
in carne ponenda,’ This use of capt 
has been traced to Epicurus. 

ally with 
St Paul. 
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existence as a pilgrimage in a strange land and of our mortal bodies 

as tabernacles of the soul’. Though some of these metaphors are 

more Oriental than Greek or Roman, they are too common to suggest 

any immediate historical connexion. It is more to the purpose to 

note special coincidences of thought and diction. The hateful flattery, 

first of Claudius and then of Nero, to which the expressions are 

prostituted by Seneca, does not conceal the resemblance of the 

following passages to the language of St Paul where they occur in 

a truer and nobler application. Of the former emperor he writes 

to a friend at court, ‘In him are all things and he is instead of 

all things to thee*’: to the latter he says, ‘The gentleness of thy 

spirit will spread by degrees through the whole body of the empire, 

and all things will be formed after thy likeness: health passes 

from the head to all the members®.’ Nor are still closer parallels 

wanting. Thus, while St Paul professes that he will ‘gladly spend 

and be spent’ for his Corinthian converts, Seneca repeats the same 

striking expression, ‘Good men toil, they spend and are spent‘.’ 

While the Apostle declares that ‘unto the pure all things are 

pure, but unto the defiled and unbelieving nothing is pure, it is 

the Roman philosopher’s dictum that ‘the evil man turns all 

things to evil’’ While St Paul in a well-remembered passage 

compares and contrasts the training for the mortal and the immortal 

crown, a strikingly similar use is made of the same comparison 

in the following words of Seneca; ‘What blows do athletes receive 

in their face, what blows all over their body. Yet they bear all 

the torture from thirst of glory. Let us also overcome all things, 

for our reward is not a crown or a palm branch or the trumpeter 

proclaiming silence for the announcement of our name, but virtue 

and strength of mind and peace acquired ever after®.’ 

The coincidence will be further illustrated by the following 

1 Ep. Mor. exx ‘Nec domum esse 
hoe corpus sed hospitium et quidem 
breve hospitium,’ and again ‘Magnus 
animus...nihil horum quae circa sunt 
suum judicat, sed ut commodatis utitur 
peregrinus et properans.’ So also Ep. 
Mor. cii. 24 ‘Quicquid circa te jacet 
rerum tamquam hospitalis loci sarcinas 
specta.’ In this last letter (§ 23) he 
speake of advancing age as a ‘ripening 
to another birth (in alium maturesci- 

mus partum),’ and designates death by 
the term since consecrated in the lan- 
guage of the Christian Church, as the 
birth-day of eternity: ‘Dies iste, quem 
tamquam supremum reformidas, mterni 
natalis est’ (§ 26). 

2 ad Polyb. 7. 
3 de Clem. ii. 2. 
4 de Provid. 5. 
5 Ep. Mor, xeviii. 3. 
8 Ep. Mor. lxxviii, 16. 
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passages of Seneca, to which the corresponding references in St Paul 

are given in the margin. 

‘They consecrate the holy and immortal and inviolable gods Rom. i. 23. 

in motionless matter of the vilest kind: they clothe them with the 

forms of men, and beasts, and fishes’ 

‘They are even enamoured of their own ill deeds, which is the Rom.i. 28, 

last ill of all; and then is their wretchedness complete, when shame- ae 

ful things not only delight them but are even approved by them’.’ 

‘The tyrant is angry with the homicide, and the sacrilegious man Rom.ii.21, 
: 22, 

punishes thefts’.’ 

‘Hope is the name for an uncertain good’.’ oe vill. 
i 3 4. 

‘ Pertinacious goodness overcomes evil men®.’ Rom, xii. 

‘TI have a better and a surer light whereby I can discern the a Cebae 

true from the false. The mind discovers the good of the mind®’ 

‘Let us use them, let us not boast of them: and let us use them I Cor. vii. 

sparingly, as a loan deposited with us, which will soon depart’,’ a 

“To obey God is liberty®’ 2 Cor. iii. 

‘Not only corrected but transfigured®,’ 2 Cee, iii, 
‘A man is not yet wise, unless his mind is transfigured into those 1°: 

things which he has learnt”’.’ 

‘What is man? <A cracked vessel which will break at the least 2 Cox iv. y. 

fall? 

‘This is salutary; not to associate with those unlike ourselves 2 Cor. vi. 

and having different desires’*.’ cl 

‘That gift is far more welcome which is given with a ready than 2 Cor. ix.y. 
that which is given with a full hand’’,’ ad ae 

‘Gather up and preserve the time™.’ Rohe, 16. 

‘I confess that love of our own body is natural to us",’ Eph. v. 28, 
29. 

1 de Superst. (Fragm. 31) in August. 
Civ. Dei vi. 10. 

that true liberty may fall to thy 
lot.’ 

2 Ep. Mor. xxxix. 6. 
3 de Ira ii. 28. 
4 Ep. Mor. x, § 2. 
5 de Benef. vii. 31. 
6 de Vit. beat. 2. 
7 Ep. Mor, lxxiv. 18. 
8 de Vit. beat. 15. Compare the lan- 

guage of our Liturgy, ‘ Whose service is 

perfect freedom.’ Elsewhere (Ep. Mor. 
viii) he quotes a saying of Epicurus, 
‘Thou must be the slave of philosophy, 

PHIL. 

9 Ep. Mor. vi. 1. 
10 Ep. Mor. xciv. 48. 

Mad Mare. 11. So Ps, xxxi. rq ‘I 
am become like a broken vessel.’ 

12 Ep. Mor. xxxii. 2. 
13 de Benef. i. 7. 

14 Ep. Mor.i.1. So also he speaks 
elsewhere (de Brev. Vit. 1) of ‘investing’ 
time (conlocaretur). 

15 Ep. Mor. xiv. 1. 
for love is ‘ caritas,’ 

The word used 

19 
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Col. ii, 22, | ‘Which comes or passes away very quickly, destined to perish in 

the very using (in ipso usu sui periturum)',’ 
tTim.ii9. | ‘Neither jewels nor pearls turned thee aside’.’ 

1 Tim.iv.8. ‘T reflect how many exercise their bodies, how few their minds*,’ 

‘It is a foolish occupation to exercise the muscles of the arms.... 

Return quickly from the body to the mind: exercise this, night and 

day*” 
1 Tim.v. 6. ‘Do these men fear death, into which while living they have 

buried themselves’ 1’ ‘He is sick: nay, he is dead®’ 

2 Tim, iii, ‘They live ill, who are always learning to live’.’ ‘How long 

sa wilt thou learn? begin to teach®’ 

In the opening sentences of our Burial Service two passages 

1 Tim. vi. of Scripture are combined: ‘We brought nothing into this world 

an iaz, 2nd it is certain we can carry nothing out. The Lord gave and 

the Lord hath taken away: blessed be the name of the Lord.’ 

Both passages have parallels in Seneca: ‘ Non licet plus efferre quam 

intuleris®;’ ‘ Abstulit (fortuna) sed dedit’.’ 

In the speech on the Areopagus again, which was addressed 

partly to a Stoic audience, we should naturally expect to find 

parallels. The following passages justify this expectation. 

Acta xvii. ‘The whole world is the temple of the immortal gods”.’ ‘ Temples 

24 Bd. are not to be built to God of stones piled on high: He must be 

consecrated in the heart of each man”’,’ 

xvii. 25. ‘God wants not ministers. Howso? He Himself ministereth 

to the human race. He is at hand everywhere and to all men’ 

xvii. 27, ‘God is near thee : He is with thee ; He is within“ 

‘Thou shalt not form Him of silver and gold: a true likeness 

of God cannot be moulded of this material 

The first The first impression made by this series of parallels is striking. 

aes They seem to show a general coincidence in the fundamental prin- 

xvii. 29. 
169 

parallels ciples of theology and the leading maxims in ethics: they exhibit 

moreover special resemblances in imagery and expression, which, it 

1 de Vit. beat. 7. 9 Ep. Mor. oii. 25. 
2 ad Helv. matr. 16. 10 Ep, Mor. lxiii. 7. 
3 Ep. Mor. 1xxx. 2. 11 de Benef. vii. 7. 
4 Ep. Mor. xv. 2; 5. 12 Fragm. 123, in Lactant. Div. Inst. 
5 Ep. Mor. exxii. 3. vi. 25. 
" de Brev, Vit. 12. 13 Ep. Mor. xcv. 47. 
? Ep. Mor, xxiii. 9. 14 Ep, Mor. xii. 1. 
8 Ep. Mor. xxxiii. 9. Ep, Mor. xxxi. 11. 
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would seem, cannot be explained as the result of accident, but must needs tobe 
é . é : modified. 

point to some historical connexion. 

Nevertheless a nearer examination very materially diminishes the 

force of this impression. In many cases, where the parallels are 

most close, the theory of a direct historical connexion is impossible ; 

in many others it can be shown to be quite unnecessary ; while in not 

a few instances the resemblance, however striking, must be con- 

demned as illusory and fallacious. After deductions made on all 

these heads, we shall still have to consider whether the remaining coin- 

cidences are such as to require or to suggest this mode of solution. 

1. In investigating the reasonableness of explaining coinci- Difficulty 

dences between two different authors by direct obligation on the flickive 
one hand or the other, the dates of the several writings are ob- the rela- 

: - * ee tive chro- 
viously a most important element in the decision. In the present nology. 

instance the relative chronology is involved in considerable difficulty. 

It is roughly true that the literary activity of Seneca comprises 

about the same period over which (with such exceptions as the 

Gospel and Epistles of St John) the writings of the Apostles and 

Evangelists extend. But in some cases of parallelism it is difficult, 

and in others wholly impossible, to say which writing can claim 

priority of time. Jf the Epistles of St Paul may for the most 

part be dated within narrow limits, this is not the case with the 

Gospels: and on the other hand the chronology of Seneca’s writings 

is with some few exceptions vague and uncertain. In many cases The prior. 
however it seems impossible that the Stoic philosopher can have pitas 
derived his thoughts or his language from the New Testament, longs to 
Though the most numerous and most striking parallels are found in nae 
his latest writings, yet some coincidences occur in works which must 
be assigned to his earlier years, and these were composed certainly 
before the first Gospels could have been circulated in Rome, and 
perhaps before they were even written. Again several strong 
resemblances occur in Seneca to those books of the New Testament 
which were written after his death. Thus the passage which dwells 
on the fatherly chastisement of God* presents a coincidence, as re- 
markable as any, to the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Thus 
again in tracing the portrait of the perfect man (which has been 

1 See above, p. 279 sq. Compare 11, 12, which is quoted there, 
Hebrews xii. 5 sq., and see Prov. iii. 

19—2 
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thought to reflect many features of the life of Christ, delineated in 

the Gospels) he describes him as ‘shining like a light in the dark- 

ness’; an expression which at once recalls the language applied to 

the Divine Word in the prologue of St John’s Gospel. And ugain in 

the series of parallels given above many resemblances will have 

been noticed to the Pastoral Epistles, which can hardly have been 

written before Seneca’s death. These facts, if they do not prove 

much, are at least so far valid as to show that the simple theory 

of direct borrowing from the Apostolic writings will not meet all 

the facts of the case. 

2. Again; it is not sufficient te examine Seneca’s writings by 

themselves, but we must enquire how far he was anticipated by the 

older philosophers in those brilliant flashes of theological truth or 

of ethical sentiment, which from time to time dazzle us in his 

writings. If after all they should prove to be only lights reflected 

from the noblest thoughts and sayings of former days, or at best 

old fires rekindled and fanned into a brighter flame, we have found 

a solution more simple and natural, than if we were to ascribe them 

to direct intercourse with Christian teachers or immediate acquaint- 

ance with Christian writings. We shall not cease in this case to 

regard them as true promptings of the Word of God which was from 

the beginning, bright rays of the Divine Light which ‘was in the 

world’ though ‘the world knew it not,’ which ‘shineth in the 

darkness’ though ‘ the darkness comprehended it not’: but we shall 

no longer confound them with the direct effulgence of the same Word 

made flesh, the Shechinah at length tabernacled among men, ‘ whose 

glory we beheld, the glory as of the only-begotten of the Father.’ 

And this is manifestly the solution of many coincidences which 

have been adduced above. Though Seneca was essentially a Stoic, 

yet he read widely and borrowed freely from all existing schools of 

philosophy*. To the Pythagoreans and the Platonists he is largely 

indebted ; and even of Epicurus, the founder of the rival school, he 

speaks with the deepest respect*, It will have been noticed that 

several of the most striking passages cited above are direct quo- 

1 Ep. Mor. cxx.13 ‘Non aliter quam —_sententia sum, invitis hoc nostris popu- 

in tenebris lumen effulsit.’ laribus dicam, sancta Epicurum et recta 

2 See what hesaysof himself, de Vit. precipere et, si propius accesseris, tris- 

beat. 3, de Otio 2 (29). tia’: comp. Ep. Mor. ii. 5, vi. 6, viii. 

3 de Vit. beat. 13 ‘In ea quidem ipsa 8, XX. 9. 
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tations from earlier writers, and therefore can have no immediate 

connexion with Christian ethics, The sentiment for instance, which 

approaches most nearly to the Christian maxim ‘Love your ene- 

mies,’ is avowedly based on the teaching of his Stoic predecessors’. 

And where this is not the case, recent research has shown that (with Parallels 

some exceptions) passages not only as profound in feeling and truth- a 

ful in sentiment, but often very similar in expression and not less ae 

striking in their resemblance to the Apostolic writings, can be pro- 

duced from the older philosophers and poets of Greece and Rome’. 

One instance will suffice. Seneca’s picture of the perfect man has 

been already mentioned ag reflecting some features of the ‘Son of 

Man’ delineated in the Gospels. 

Plato in its minute touches reproduces the likeness with a fidelity 

Yet the earlier portrait drawn by 

so striking, that the chronological impossibility alone has rescued him 

from the charge of plagiarism: ‘Though doing no wrong,’ Socrates 

is represented saying, ‘he will have the greatest reputation for 

wrong-doing,’ ‘he will go forward immovable even to death, ap- 

pearing to be unjust throughout life but being just,’ ‘he will be 

scourged,’ ‘last of all after suffering every kind of evil he will be 
a? crucified (avacywdvAcvOyoerat)*®.’ Not unnaturally Clement of Alex- 

andria, quoting this passage, describes Plato as ‘all but foretelling 

the dispensation of salvation *’ 

3. Lastly: the proverbial suspicion which attaches to statistics Many co- 
incidences 
are falla- 

An expression or a maxim, which cious. 

ought to be extended to coincidences of language, for they may be, 

and often are, equally fallacious. 

detached from its context offers a striking resemblance to the theo- 

logy or the ethics of the Gospel, is found to have a wholly different 

bearing when considered in its proper relations. 

This consideration is especially important in the case before us. Stoicism 
Stoicism and Christianity are founded on widely different theological oe " 

conceptions ; and the ethical teaching of the two in many respects opposed. 

presents a direct contrast. St Jerome was led astray either by his 

ignorance of philosophy or by his partiality for a stern asceticism, 

1 de Otior (28). See above, p. 283, collection of passages in R. Schneider 
note 8. See also Schneider Christliche Christliche Klénge aus den Griechischen 
Alinge p. 327 sq. 

4 Such parallels are produced from 
older writers by Aubertin (Sénéque et 
Saint Paul), who bas worked out this 
line of argument. See also the large 

und Rémischen Klassikern(Gotha,1865), 
3 Plato Resp. ii. pp. 361, 362. See 

Aubertin p. 254 sq. 

4 Strom. Vv. 14 povovovxl mpopyretwy 
THY TwTHpLoy eiKovopilay. 
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when he said that ‘the Stoic dogmas in very many points coincide 

with our own’. It is in the doctrines of the Platonist and the Py- 

thagorean that the truer resemblances to the teaching of the Bible are 

to be sought. It was not the Porch but the Academy that so many 

famous teachers, like Justin Martyr and Augustine, found to be the 

vestibule to the Church of Christ. Again and again the Platonic 

philosophy comes in contact with the Gospel; but Stoicism moves 

in another line, running parallel indeed and impressive by its paral- 

lelism, but for this very reason precluded from any approximation. 

Only when he deserts the Stoic platform, does Seneca really ap- 

proach the level of Christianity. Struck by their beauty, he adopts 

and embodies the maxims of other schools: but they betray their 

foreign origin, and refuse to be incorporated into his system. 

Senecawas For on the whole Lactantius was right, when he called Seneca 

ae a most determined follower of the Stoics*, It can only excite our 

marvel that any one, after reading a few pages of this writer, 

should entertain a suspicion of his having been in any sense a Chris- 

tian. If the superficial colouring is not seldom deceptive, we can- 

not penetrate skindeep without encountering some rigid and in- 

flexible dogma of the Stoic school. In his fundamental principles 

he is a disciple of Zeno; and, being a disciple of Zeno, he could not 

possibly be a disciple of Christ. 

His pan- / Interpreted by this fact, those passages which at first sight strike 

care “us by their resemblance to the language of the Apostles and Evan- 

ism, gelists assume a wholly different meaning. The basis of Stoic theo- 

logy is gross materialism, though it is more or less relieved and 

compensated in different writers of the school by a vague mysticism. 

The supreme God of the Stoic had no existence distinct from ex- 

ternal nature. Seneca himself identifies Him with fate, with neces- 

sity, with nature, with the world as a living whole*, The different 

elements of the universe, such as the planetary bodies, were inferior 

1 Hieron. Comm. in Isai. rv. c. 11 — partibusque ejus inserta?,..Hunc eun- 
‘Stoici qui nostro dogmatiin plerisque dem etfatum si dixeris, non mentieris... 

concordant’ (Op. Iv. p. 159, Vallarsi). Sic nunc naturam voca, fatum, fortu- 

2 See above, p. 270. nam, omnia ejusdem dei nomina sunt 

3 See especially de Benef. iv. 7, 8 varie utentis sua potestate’; de Vit. 

‘Natura, inquit,hocmihiprestat. Non beat. 8 ‘Mundus cuncta complectens 

intellegis te, cum hoe dicis, mutare rectorque universi deus.’ Occasionally 

nomen deo? quid enim aliud estnatura a more personal conception of deity ap- 

quam deus et divina ratio toti mundo _ pears: e.g. ad Helv. Matr. 8. 
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gods, members of the Universal Being’. With a bold consistency 

the Stoic assigned a corporeal existence even to moral abstractions. 

Here also Seneca manifests his adherence to the tenets of his school. 

Courage, prudence, reverence, cheerfulness, wisdom, he says, are all 

bodily substances, for otherwise they could not affect bodies, as they 

manifestly do’. 

Viewed by the light of this material pantheism, the injunction His lan- 

to be ‘followers of God’ cannot mean the same to him as it does hee 

even to the Platonic philosopher, still less to the Christian Apostle. Aaa 

In Stoic phraseology ‘imitation of God’ signifies nothing deeper tenets, 

than a due recognition of physical laws on the part of man, and a 

conformity thereto in his own actions. It is merely a synonyme for 

the favourite Stoic formula of ‘accordance with nature.’ 

be a useful precept; but so interpreted the expression is emptied of 

In fact to follow the world and to follow 

Again in like manner, 

This may 

its religious significance. 

God are equivalent phrases with Seneca’. 

the lesson drawn from the rain and the sunshine freely bestowed 

upon all*, though in form it coincides so nearly with the language of 

the Gospel, loses its theological meaning and becomes merely an ap- 

peal to a physical fact, when interpreted by Stoic doctrine. 

Hence also language, which must strike the ear of a Christian as Consistent 

shocking blasphemy, was consistent and natural on the lips of a Stoic. Pe 

Seneca quotes with approbation the saying of his revered Sextius, speaking 

that Jupiter is not better than a good man; he is richer, but riches ab sees 

do not constitute superior goodness; he is longer-lived, but greater 

longevity does not ensure greater happiness’, ‘The good man,’ he 

says elsewhere, ‘differs from God only in length of time’.’ ‘He is 

like God, excepting his mortality’’ In the same spirit an earlier 

Stoic, Chrysippus, had boldly argued that the wise man is as useful 

to Zeus, as Zeus is to the wise man*. Such language is the legi- 

timate consequence of Stoic pantheism. 

1 de Clem. i. 8. 
2 Ep, Mor. cvi: comp. Ep. Mor. exvii. 
3 de Iraii. 16 ‘Quid est autem cur 

hominem ad tam infelicia exempla re- 
voces, cum habeas mundum deumque, 
quem ex omnibus animalibus ut solus 

imitetur, solus intellegit.’ 
4 See the passages quoted above, p. 

283 8q. = 

5 Ep. Mor. Ixxiii. 12, 13. 
6 de Prov. 1. 
7 de Const. Sap. 8: comp. Ep. Mor, 

xxxi ‘Par deo surges.’ Nay, in one 
respect good men excel God, ‘Tle extra 
patientiam malorum est, vos supra 
patientiam,’ de Prov. 6. 

8 Plut. adv. Stoic. 33 (Op. Mor. p. 
1078). 
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He has no Hence also the Stoic, so long as he was true to the tenets of his 

ee re school, could have no real consciousness of sin. Only where there is 

a distinct belief in a personal God, can this consciousness find a rest- 

ing-place. Seneca and Tertullian might use the same word peccatum, 

but its value and significance to the two writers cannot be compared. 

The Christian Apostle and the Stoic philosopher alike can say, and 

do say, that ‘All men have erred’’; but the moral key in which the 

saying is pitched is wholly different. With Seneca error or sin is 

nothing more than the failure in attaining to the ideal of the perfect 

man which he sets before him, the running counter to the law of the 

universe in which he finds himself placed. He does not view it as 

an offence done to the will of an all-holy all-righteous Being, an 

unfilial act of defiance towards a loving and gracious Father. The 

Stoic conception of error or sin is not referred at all to the idea of 

God’. His pantheism had so obscured the personality of the Divine 

Being, that such reference was, if not impossible, at least unnatural. 

Meaning And the influence of this pantheism necessarily pervades the 

pala = ¥ Stoic vocabulary. The ‘Sacer spiritus’ of Seneca may be translated 

Seneca. _Jiterally by the Holy Spirit, the rvetya dyov, of Scriptural language; 

but it signifies something quite different. His declaration, that we 

are ‘members of God,’ is in words almost identical with certain ex- 

pressions of the Apostle; but its meaning has nothing in common. 

Both the one and the other are modes of stating the Stoic dogma, 

that the Universe is one great animal pervaded by one soul or prin- 

ciple of life, and that into men, as fractions of this whole, as limbs of 

this body, is transfused a portion of the universal spirit’, It is almost 

purely a physical conception, and has no strictly theological value. 

His moral Again, though the sterner colours of Stoic morality are fre- 

ee ig quently toned down in Seneca, still the foundation of his ethical 

repulsive system betrays the repulsive features of his school. His funda- 

ce mental maxim is not to guide and train nature, but to overcome 

it*, The passions and affections are not to be directed, but to be 

crushed. The wise man, he says, will be clement and gentle, but he 

will not feel pity, for only old women and girls will be moved by 

1 See the passages quoted above, Virgil, #n. vi. 726 ‘Spiritus intus alit 
p. 284. totamque infusa per artus mens agitat 

4 See the remarks of Baurl.c.p. 190 molem et magno se corpore miscet.’ 

sq., on this subject. 4 de Brev. Vit. 14 ‘Hominis naturam 
3 Compare the well-known passage in cum Stoicis vincere,’ 
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tears; he will not pardon, for pardon is the remission of a deserved 

penalty; he will be strictly and inexorably just’. 

It is obvious that this tone leaves no place for repentance, for for- 

giveness, for restitution, on which the theological ethics of the Gospel 

are built. 

parallel to the Saviour’s dying words, ‘ Father, forgive them, for they 

The very passage*, which has often been quoted as a 

know not what they do,’ really stands in direct contrast to the spirit 

of those words: for it is not dictated by tenderness and love, but 

expresses a contemptuous pity, if not a withering scorn. 

In the same spirit Seneca commits himself to the impassive calm 

which forms the moral ideal of his school*, He has no sympathy 

with a righteous indignation, which Aristotle called ‘the spur of 

virtue’; for it would disturb the serenity of the mind*, 

only have regarded with a lofty disdain (unless for the moment the 

297 

He could Its impas- 
siveness 
contrasts 

man triumphed over the philosopher) the grand outburst of passion- vee the 
hics of 

ate sympathy which in the Apostle of the Gentiles has wrung a tri- theGospel. 

bute of admiration even from unbelievers, ‘Who is weak, and I am 

Who is offended, and I burn not*?’? He would neither 

have appreciated nor respected the spirit which dictated those touch- 

not weak? 

ing words, ‘I say the truth...I lie not...I have great heaviness and 

continual sorrow of heart...for my brethren, my kinsmen according to 

the flesh*.’ He must have spurned the precept which bids the Chris- 

tian ‘rejoice with them that do rejoice, and weep with them that 

weep’,’ as giving the direct lie to a sovereign maxim of Stoic philoso- 

phy. To the consistent disciple of Zeno the agony of Gethsemane could 

not have appeared, as to the Christian it ever will appear, the most 

sublime spectacle of moral sympathy, the proper consummation of a 

Divine life: for insensibility to the sorrows and sufferings of others 

was the only passport to perfection, as conceived in the Stoic ideal. 

These considerations will have shown that many even of the 

most obvious parallels in Seneca’s language are really no parallels at 

1 de Clem. ii. s—y, where he makes 
a curious attempt to vindicate the 
Stoics. 

2 It is quoted above, p. 287. 
3 Ep. Mor. lxxiv. 30 ‘Non adfligitur 

sapiens liberorum amissione, non ami- 
corum : eodem enim animo fert illorum 
mortem quo suam exspectat, Non 

magis hanc timet quam illam dolet... 
Inkonesta est omnis trepidatio et solli- 
citudo.’ And see especially Ep. Mor. 
xvi. 

4 de Ira iii, 3. 
5 2 Cor. xi. 29. 
® Rom. ix. 1, 2, 3. 
7 Rom, xii. 15. 
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all, They will have served moreover to reveal the wide gulf which 

separates him from Christianity. It must be added however, that 

his humanity frequently triumphs over his philosophy; that he often 

writes with a kindliness and a sympathy which, if little creditable to 

his consistency, is highly honourable to his heart. In this respect 

however he does not stand alone. Stoicism is in fact the most incon- 

gruous, the most self-contradictory, of all philosophic systems. With 

a gross and material pantheism it unites the most vivid expressions of 

the fatherly love and providence of God: with the sheerest fatalism 

it combines the most exaggerated statements of the independence 

and self-sufficiency of the human soul: with the hardest and most 

uncompromising isolation of the individual it proclaims the most ex- 

pansive view of his relations to all around. The inconsistencies of 

Stoicism were a favourite taunt with the teachers of rival schools’. 

The human heart in fact refused to be silenced by the dictation of a 

rigorous and artificial system, and was constantly bursting its philo- 

sophical fetters. 

But after all allowance made for the considerations just urged, 

some facts remain which still require explanation. 

the Christian parallels in Seneca’s writings become more frequent 

It appears that 

as he advances in life*, It is not less true that they are much more 

striking and more numerous than in the other great Stoics of the 

Roman period, Epictetus and M. Aurelius; for though in character 

these later writers approached much nearer to the Christian ideal 

than the minister of Nero, though their fundamental doctrines are 

as little inconsistent with Christian theology and ethics as his, yet 

the closer resemblances of seutiment and expression, which alone 

would suggest any direct obligations to Christianity, are, I believe, 

decidedly more frequent in Seneca®, Lastly: after all deductions 

made, a class of coincidences still remains, of which the expression 

1 See for instance the treatise of Plu- think, be found substantially true. 
tarch de Repugnantiis Stoicorum (Op. 
Mor. p. 1033 8q-)+ 

2 Among his more Christian works 
are the de Providentia, de Otio, de Vita 
beata, de Beneficiis, and the Epistole 
Morales; among his less Christian, the 
de Constantia Sapientis and deIra. In 
some cases the date is uncertain; but 
what I have said in the text will, I 

3 T have read Epictetus and M, Au- 

relius through with a view to such coin- 
cidences, and believe the statement in 
the text to be correct. Several of the 
more remarkable parallels in the former 
writer occur in the passages quoted be- 
low, p- 314 8q., and seem to warrant 
the belief that he was acquainted with 
the language of the Gospel. 
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‘spend and be spent’ may be taken as a type’, and which can hardly 

be considered accidental. If any historical connexion (direct or 

indirect) can be traced with a fair degree of probability, we may 

reasonably look to this for the solution of such coincidences. I shal] Historical 

content myself here with stating the different ways in which such a 

a connexion was possible or probable, without venturing to affirm 

what was actually the case, for the data are not sufficient to justify 

any definite theory. 

1, The fact already mentioned is not unimportant, that the (1) The 

principal Stoic teachers all came from the Hast, and that therefore ee 

their language and thought must in a greater or less degree have Stoicism, 

borne the stamp of their Oriental origin. We advance a step further 

towards the object of our search, if we remember that the most 

famous of them were not only Oriental but Shemitic. Babylonia, 

Pheenicia, Syria, Palestine, are their homes. One comes from 

Scythopolis, a second from Apamea, a third from Ascalon, a fourth 

from Ptolemais, two others from Hierapolis, besides several from 

Tyre and Sidon or their colonies, such as Citium and Carthage’. 

What religious systems they had the opportunity of studying, and 

how far they were indebted to any of these, it is impossible to say. 

But it would indeed be strange if, living on the confines and even Its possi- 

within the borders of the home of Judaism, the Stoic teachers escaped pe ee 

all influence from the One religion which, it would seem, must have Judaism. 

attracted the attention of the thoughtful and earnest mind, which 

even then was making rapid progress through the Roman Empire, 

and which afterwards through 

1 See above p. 288. Aubertin has at- 
tacked this very instance (p. 360 sq.), 
but without success. He only shows 
(what did not need showing) that ‘im- 
pendere’ is used elsewhere in this same 
sense. The important feature in the 
coincidence is the combination of the 
active and passive voices. 

2 T have noted down the following 
homes of more or less distinguished 
Stoic teachers from the East; Seleucia, 
Diogenes (p. 41); Epiphania, Euphrates 
(p. 613); Scythopolis, Basilides (p. 614); 
Ascalon, Antibius, Eubius (p. 615); 
Hierapolis in Syria (?), Serapio (p. 612), 
Publius (p. 615); Tyre, Antipater, Apol- 
lonius (p. 520); Sidon, Zeno (p. 36), 

the Gospel has made itself far 

Boethus? (p. 40); Ptolemais, Diogenes 
(p. 43); Apamea in Syria, Posidonius 
(p. 509); Citium, Zeno (p. 27), Perseus 
(p. 34); Carthage, Herillus (p. 33); 
Cyrene, Eratosthenes (p. 39). The Cili- 
cian Stoics are enumerated belowp. 303. 
Of the other famous teachers belong- 
ing to the School, Cleanthes came from 
Assos (p. 31), Ariston from Chios (p. 32), 
Dionysius from Heraclea (p. 35), Spha- 
tus from Bosporus (p. 35), Panetius 
from Rhodes (p. 500), Epictetus from 
Hierapolis in Phrygia (p. 660). The 
references are to the pages of Zeller’s 
work, where the authorities for the 
statements will be found, 
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more widely felt than any other throughout the civilised world. 

I have already ventured to ascribe the intense moral earnestness of 

the Stoics to their Eastern origin. It would be no extravagant 

assumption that they also owed some ethical maxims and some 

theological terms (though certainly not their main doctrines) directly 

or indirectly to the flourishing Jewish schools of their age, founded 

on the teaching of the Old Testament. The exaggerations of the 

early Christian fathers, who set down all the loftier sentiments of 

the Greek philosophers as plagiarisms from the lawgiver or the 

prophets, have cast suspicion on any such affiliation: but we should 

not allow ourselves to be blinded by reactionary prejudices to the 

possibilities or rather the probabilities in the case before us. 

2. The consideration which I have just advanced will explain 

many coincidences: but we may proceed a step further. Is it 

impossible, or rather is it improbable, that Seneca was acquainted 

with the teaching of the Gospel in some rudimentary form? His 

silence about Christianity proves nothing, because it proves too 

much. If an appreciable part of the lower population of Rome 

had become Christians some few years before Seneca’s death’, if the 

Gospel claimed converts within the very palace walls’, if a few 

(probably not more than a few) even in the higher grades of society, 

like Pomponia Grecina’, had adopted the new faith, his acquaintance 

with its main facts is at least a very tenable supposition. If his 

own account may be trusted, he made a practice of dining with his 

slaves and engaging them in familiar conversation’; so that the 

avenues of information open to him were manifold’. His acquaint- 

ance with any written documents of Christianity is less probable ; 

but of the oral Gospel, as repeated from the lips of slaves and others, 

he might at least have had an accidental and fragmentary know- 

ledge. This supposition would explain the coincidences with the 

Sermon on the Mount and with the parables of our Lord, if they 

are clear and numerous enough to demand an explanation. 

3. But the legend goes beyond this, and conneets Seneca directly 

1 See above, p. 17 8q-, 25 84, 6, quoted by Friedlander, 11. p. 535) 
2 Phil. iv. 22; see p. L7I sd, mentions one M. Anneus Paulus Pe- 
3 Sce above, p. 21. trus, obviously a Christian. Was he 
4 Ep. Mor. xlvii. descended from some freedman of Se- 
5 An early inscription at Ostia (de neca’s house? 

Rossi Bull. de Archeol. Crist. 1867, p. 
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with St Paul. The Stoic philosopher is supposed to be included pect 

among the ‘members of Czsar’s household’ mentioned in one of the paul, 

Apostle’s letters from Rome. The legend itself however has no value 

as independent evidence. The coincidences noted above would suggest 

it, and the forged correspondence would fix and substantiate it. We 

are therefore thrown back on the probabilities of the case; and it 

must be confessed that, when we examine the Apostle’s history 

with a view to tracing a historical connexion, the result is not 

very encouraging. St Paul, it is true, when at Corinth, was brought 

before Seneca’s brother Gallio, to whom the philosopher dedicates Gallio, 

more than one work and of whom he speaks in tenderly affectionate 

language’; but Gallio, who ‘cared for none of these things,’ to 

whom the questions at issue between St Paul and his accusers 

were merely idle and frivolous disputes about obscure national 

customs’, would be little likely to bestow serious thought upon 

a case apparently so unimportant, still less likely to communi- 

cate his experiences to his brother in Rome. Again it may be 

urged that as St Paul on his arrival in Rome was delivered to 

Burrus the prefect of the pretorian guards’, the intimate friend Burrus, 

of Seneca, it might be expected that some communication between 

the Apostle and the philosopher would be established in this way. 

Yet, if we reflect that the pretorian prefect must yearly have been 

receiving hundreds of prisoners from the different provinces, that 

St Paul himself was only one of several committed to his guardian- 

ship at the same time, that the interview of this supreme magistrate 

with any individual prisoner must have been purely formal, that 

from his position and character Burrus was little likely to discrimi- 

nate between St Paul’s case and any other, and finally that he 

appears to have died not very long after the Apostle’s arrival in 

Rome’, we shall see very little cause to lay stress on such a supposi- 

tion, Lastly; it is said that, when St Paul was brought before Nero Nero. 

for trial, Seneca must have been present as the emperor’s adviser, 

and being present must have interested himself in the religious 

opinions of so remarkable a prisoner, But here again we have only 

1 Nat. Qu. iv. pref. § 10‘Gallionem comp. Ep. Mor. civ ‘domini mei Gal. 
fratrem meum quem nemo non parum _Lionis,’ ° 
amat, etiam qui amare plus non potest,’ ? Acts xviii. 14, 45. 
and again § 11 ‘Nemo mortalium uni 3 See above, p. 7 sq. 
tam dulcis est, quem hic omnibus’: 4 See above, pp. 5, 8, 39. 
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a series of assumptions more or less probable, It is not known under 

what circumstances and in whose presence such a trial would take 

place; it is very far from certain that St Paul’s case came on before 

Seneca had retired from the court; and it is questionable whether 

amid the formalities of the trial there would have been the oppor- 

tunity, even if there were the will, to enter into questions of religious 

or philosophical interest. On the whole therefore it must be con- 

fessed that no great stress can be laid on the direct historical links 

which might connect Seneca with the Apostle of the Gentiles. 

I have hitherto investigated the historical circumstances which 

might explain any coincidences of language or thought as arising out 

of obligations on the part of Seneca or of his Stoic predecessors. It 

has been seen that the teachers of this schoo] generally were in all 

likelihood indebted to Oriental, if not to Jewish, sources for their re- 

ligious vocabulary; that Seneca himself not improbably had a vague 

and partial acquaintance with Christianity, though he was certainly 

anything but a Christian himself; and that his personal intercourse 

with the Apostle of the Gentiles, though not substantiated, is at least 

not an impossibility. How far the coincidences may be ascribed to 

one or other of these causes, I shall not attempt to discriminate: but 

there is also another aspect of the question which must not be put 

out of sight. In some instances at least, if any obligation exist at 

all, it cannot be on the side of the philosopher, for the chronology 

resists this inference: and for these cases some other solution must be 

found. 

As the speculations of Alexandrian Judaism had elaborated a new 

and important theological vocabulary, so also to the language of Sto- 

icism, which itself likewise had sprung from the union of the religious 

sentiment of the East with the philosophical thought of the West, 

was due an equally remarkable development of moral terms and 

images. To the Gospel, which was announced to the world in ‘the 

fulness of time,’ both the one and the other paid their tribute. As 

St John (nor St John alone) adopted the terms of Alexandrian theo- 

sophy as the least inadequate to express the highest doctrines of 

Christianity, so St Paul (nor St Paul alone) found in the ethical lan- 

guage of the Stoics expressions more fit than he could find elsewhere 
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to describe in certain aspects the duties and privileges, the struggles 

and the triumphs, of the Uhristian life, But though the words and 

symbols remained substantially the same, yet in their application 

they became instinct with new force and meaning. This change in 

either case they owed to their being placed in relation to the central 

fact of Christianity, the Incarnation of the Son. The Alexandrian 

terms, expressing the attributes and operations of the Divine Word, 

which in their origin had a purely metaphysical bearing, were trans- 

lated into the sphere of practical theology, when God had descended 

among men to lift up men to God. The Stoic expressions, describing 

the independence of the individual spirit, the subjugation of the un- 

ruly passions, the universal empire of a triumphant self-control, the 

cosmopolitan relations of the wise man, were quickened into new life, 

when an unfailing source of strength and a boundless hope of victory 

had been revealed in the Gospel, when all men were proclaimed to be 

brothers, and each and every man united with God in Christ. 

303 

It is difficult to estimate, and perhaps not very easy to overrate, Wide in- 

the extent to which Stoic philosophy had leavened the moral vocabu- fluence of 
the ethical 

lary of the civilised world at the time of the Christian era. To take language 

triumph of ethical nomenclature, ovvetdyo.s, conscientia, the inter- 

nal, absolute, supreme judge of individual action, if not struck in the 

mint of the Stoics, at all events became current coin through their 

influence. To a great extent therefore the general diffusion of Stoic 

language would lead to its adoption by the first teachers of Chris- 

tianity ; while at the same time in St Paul’s own case personal cir- 

cumstances might have led to a closer acquaintance with the diction 

of this school. 

Tarsus, the birth-place and constant home of St Paul, was at this 

time a most important, if not the foremost, seat of Greek learning. 

Of all the philosophical schools, the Stoic was the most numerously 

and ably represented at this great centre. Its geographical position, 

as a half-way house, had doubtless some influence in recommending it 

to a philosophy which had its birth-place in the East and grew into 

maturity in the West. At all events we may count up six or more’ 

1 Strabo (xiv. 13, 14. p. 673 sq.) named Cordylion, and Athenodorus son 
mentions five by name, Antipater, Ar- of Sandon. To these may be added 
chedemus, Nestor, Athenodorus sur- Zeno (Zeller, p. 40: Diog. Laert. vii. 

’ ‘ os .__ of Sto- 
a single instance; the most important of moral terms, the crowning jcism, 

Stoicism 
at Tarsus, 
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well-known Stoic teachers whose home was at Targus, besides Chry- 

sippus and Aratus who came from the neighbouring Soli’, and three 

others who resided at Mallos, also a Cilician town®. If St Paul’s 

early education was Jewish, he was at least instructed by the most 

liberal teacher of the day, who, unlike his stricter countrymen and 

contemporaries, had no dread of Greek learning; and during his 

repeated and lengthened sojourns in Tarsus, he must have come in 

contact with Stoic maxims and dogmas. But indeed it is not mere 

conjecture, that St Paul had some acquaintance with the teachers or 

The speech on the Areopagus, addressed 

partly to Stoics, shows a clear appreciation of the elements of truth 

contained in their philosophy, and a studied coincidence with their 

the writings of this school. 

modes of expression®. Its one quotation moreover is taken from a 

Stoic writing, the hymn of Cleanthes, the noblest expression of hea- 

then devotion which Greek literature has preserved to us*. 

And I think we may find occasionally also in St Paul’s epistles 

sufficiently distinct traces of the influence of Stoic diction, A few 

instances are set down in the notes to this epistle. Many more 

might be gathered from his other letters, especially the Pastoral Epi- 

stles. But I will content myself with giving two broad examples, 

where the characteristic common-places of Stoic morality seem to be 

adopted and transfigured in the language of the Christian Apostle. 

1. The portrait of the wise man, the ideal of Stoic aspiration, 

has very distinct and peculiar features—so peculiar that they pre- 

sented an easy butt for the ridicule of antagonists. It is his promi- 

nent characteristic that he is sufficient in himself, that he wants 

38 enumerates eight of the name), and 2 Crates (Zeller, p. 42), the two Pro- 
Heracleides (Zeller, p. 43). Of Atheno- 
dorus son of Sandon, Strabo adds ov 
kal Kavavirny daclvy dro xuuns tivds. 
If Strabo’s explanation of Kavavirns be 
correct, the coincidence with a surname 
of one of the Twelve Apostles is acci- 
dental, But one is tempted to suspect 
that the word had a Shemitic origin. 

1 The fathers of both these famous 

men appear to have migrated from 
Tarsus. For Chrysippus see Strabo xiv. 

8, p. 671; of Aratus we are told that 
Asclepiades Tapséa fnolv abrdv yeyovd- 
vat GAN ob Lorde, (Arati Opera u. p. 429 
ed. Buhle). 

cluses (ib. p. 615). 
3 See above, p. 290. 
4 Acts xvii. 28. The words in Clean- 

thes are é« cod yap yévos éopev, The 
quotation of St Paul agrees exactly 
with a half-line in Aratus another Stoic 
poet, connected with his native Tarsus, 
Tod yap Kal yévos éouév. Since the 
Apostle introduces the words as quoted 
from some of their own poets, he would 
seem to have both passages in view. 
By ol xad’ duds mornral he probably 
means the poets belonging to the same 
school as his Stoic audience, 
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nothing, that he possesses everything. This topic is expanded with a 

fervour and energy which often oversteps the proper bounds of Stoic 

calm. The wise man alone is free: he alone is happy: he alone is 

beautiful. He and he only possesses absolute wealth. He is the 

true king and the true priest’. 

Now may we not say that this image has suggested many expres- 

sions to the Apostle of the Gentiles? ‘Even now are ye full,’ he 1 Cor.iv.8. 

exclaims in impassioned irony to the Corinthians, ‘even now are ye 

rich, even now are ye made kings without us’: ‘we are fools for 1Cor.iv.to. 

Christ, but ye are wise in Christ: we are weak, but ye are strong: 

ye are glorious, but we are dishonoured.’ ‘All things are yours,’ he 1 Cor. iii. 

says elsewhere, ‘all things are yours, and ye are Christ’s, and Christ nap 23 

is God’s.’ So too he describes himself and the other Apostles, ‘As 2 Cor, vi. 

being grieved, yet always rejoicing; as beggars, yet making many rich; *™ 

as having nothing, and yet possessing all things.’ ‘In every thing 2 Cor. ix. 

at every time having every self-sufficiency (avrdpxevav)...in every thing ans 

being enriched.’ ‘I have learnt,’ he says again, ‘in whatsoever circum- Phil.iv 11, 

stances I am, to be self-sufficing. I have all strength in Him that ' a 

giveth me power. I have all things to the full and to overflowing.’ 

If the coincidence of imagery in these passages is remarkable, Coinci- 

the contrast of sentiment is not less striking. This universal domi- oti a 

nion, this boundless inheritance, is promised alike by the Stoic with Sto- 
F ‘ fete icism in St 

philosopher to the wise man and by the Christian Apostle to the Paul’scon- 

believer. But the one must attain it by self-isolation, the other by °°Pto™- 
incorporation. The essential requisite in the former case is a proud 

independence ; in the latter an entire reliance on, and intimate union 

with, an unseen power. It is év 7G évovvapotvrs that the faithful 

becomes all-sufficient, all-powerful; it is év Xpio7@ that he is crowned 

a king and consecrated a priest. All things are his, but they are 

only his, in so far as he is Christ’s and because Christ is God’s. 

Here and here only the Apostle found the realisation of the proud 

ideal which the chief philosophers of his native Tarsus had sketched 

in such bold outline and painted in these brilliant colours. 

2. The instance just given relates to the development of the 2. Thecos- 

individual man, The example which I shall next take expresses ™°Politan 

1 See esp. Seneca de Benef. vii. 3,4, 3. 124 8q.) will be remembered. See 
6, 10, Ep. Mor. ix. Compare Zeller also the passages from Plutarch quoted 
p. 231. The ridicule of Horace (Sat.i. in Orelli’s Excursus (11. p. 67). 

PHIL, 20 
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The cosmopolitan tenets of the 

Stoics have been already mentioned. They grew out of the history 

of one age and were interpreted by the history of another. Nega- 

tively they were suggested by the hopeless state of politics under 

the successors of Alexander. Positively they were realised, or 

rather represented, by the condition of the world under the Roman 

Empire’. In the age of the Seleucids and Ptolemies, when the 

old national barriers had been overthrown, and petty states with 

all their interests and ambitions had crumbled into the dust, the 

longing eye of the Greek philosopher wandered over the ruinous 

waste, until his range of view expanded to the ideal of a world-wide 

state, which for the first time became a possibility to his intellectual 

A few 

generations passed, and the wide extension of the Roman Empire, 

vision, when it became also a want to his social instincts, 

the far-reaching protectorate of the Roman franchise’, seemed to 

give a definite meaning, a concrete form, in some sense a local 

habitation, to this idea which the Stoic philosopher of Greece had 

meanwhile transmitted to the Stoic moralist of Rome. 

The language of Seneca well illustrates the nature of this cosmo- 

‘All this, which thou seest, in which are comprised 

We are members of a vast body. 

Nature made us kin, when she produced us from the same things 

and to the same ends*’ ‘I will look upon all lands as belonging 

to me, and my own lands as belonging to all. 

I knew that I am born for others, and on this account I will give 

thanks to nature...She gave me alone to all men and all men to me 

alone’? ‘I well know that the world is my country and the gods 

its rulers; that they stand above me and about me, the censors of 

‘Seeing that we assigned to the wise man 

I will so live as if 

my deeds and words*.’ 

1 Plutarch (Op. Mor. p. 329 B) says 
that Alexander himself realised this 
ideal of a world-wide polity, which Zeno 
‘only delineated as a dream or a phan- 
tom (wamep bvap i eldwrov dvaruTwad- 
pevos). If Plutarch’s statement be cor- 

‘rect that Alexander looked upon him- 

self as entrusted with a divine mission 
to ‘reconcile the whole world,’ he cer- 

tainly had the conception in his mind ; 

but his actual work was only the be- 

ginning of the end, and the realisation 

of the idea (so far as it was destined to 
be realised) was reserved for the Ro- 
mans, ‘Fecisti patriam diversis gen- 
tibus unam,’ ‘ Urbem fecisti quod prius 
orbis erat,’ says a later poet addressing 
the emperor of his day; Rutil. de Red. 
i. 63, 66. 

2 See Cicero pro Balb. 13, Verr. v. 

57, 65: 
3 Ep. Mor. xev. 52. 
4 de Vit. beat. 20. 
> ibid. 
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a commonwealth worthy of him, I mean the world, he is not beyond 

the borders of his commonwealth, even though he has gone into 

retirement, Nay, perhaps he has left one corner of it and passed 

into a larger and ampler region; and raised above the heavens he 

understands (at length) how lowly he was seated when he mounted 

the chair of state or the bench of justice’.’ ‘Let us embrace in our 

thoughts two commonwealths, the one vast and truly named 

common, in which are comprised gods and men, in which we 

look not to this corner or to that, but we measure the boundaries 

of our state with the sun; the other, to which the circumstances 

of our birth have assigned us*’ ‘Virtue is barred to none: she 

is open to all, she receives all, she invites all, gentlefolk, freed- 

men, slaves, kings, exiles alike®.’ ‘Nature bids me assist men; and 

whether they be bond or free, whether gentlefolk or freedmen, 

whether they enjoy liberty as a right or as a friendly gift, what 

matter? Wherever a man is, there is room for doing good*” ‘This 

mind may belong as well to 2 Roman knight, as to a freedman, as 

to a slave: for what is a Roman knight or a freedman or a slave? 

Names which had their origin in ambition or injustice’.’ 

Did St Paul speak quite independently of this Stoic imagery, Its Chris- 

when the vision of a nobler polity rose before him, the revelation nossa 

of a city not made with hands, eternal in the heavens? Is there the hea- 
venly citi- 
zenship of 

more striking because it clothes an idea in many respects very St Paul. 

not a strange coincidence in his language—a coincidence only the 

different? ‘Our citizenship is in heaven.’ ‘God raised us with Phil.iii.2o. 

Him, and seated us with Him in the heavenly places in Christ a 

Jesus,’ ‘Therefore ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but Ephes. ii. 

fellow-citizens with the saints and members of God’s household.’ *™ 

‘Fulfil your duties as citizens worthily of the Gospel of Christ.’ Phil. i. 27. 

‘We being many are one body in Christ, and members one of Rom. sii. 

another.’ ‘For as the body is one and hath many members, and all ae or. xii. 

the members of the body being many are one body, so also is 12, 13, 27. 

Christ : for we all are baptized in one Spirit into one body, whether [Ephes.iv. 

Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free. Ye are the body of Christ 75’ ™ 30] 

1 Ep. Mor. \xviii. 3 de Benef. iii. 18. 
2 de Otio 4 (31). ‘Glaubt man hier 4 de Vit. beat. 24. 

nicht,’ asks Zeller (p. 275), ‘fast Au- > Ep. Mor, xxi. (1. 

gustin De Civitate Dei zu héren?’ 

20—2 
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Gal. iii.28. and members in particular.’ ‘There is neither Jew nor Greek; 

there is neither bond nor free; there is no male and female: for ye 

Col. iii.11. all are one in Christ Jesus.’ ‘Not Greek and Jew, circumcision and 

uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian, bond, free: but Christ is all 

things and in all’.’ 

Here again, though the images are the same, the idea is trans- 

figured and glorified. At length the bond of coherence, the missing 

principle of universal brotherhood, has been found. As in the 

former case, so here the magic words ev Xpiorg have produced the 

change and realised the conception. A living soul has been breathed 

into the marble statue by Christianity ; and thus from the ‘much 

admired polity of Zeno*’ arises the Civitas Dei of St Augustine. 

Summary. It has been the aim of the investigation just concluded to point 

out how far the coincidences between Seneca and St Paul are real, 

and how far fallacious ; to show that these coincidences may in some 

cases be explained by the natural and independent development of 

religious thought, while in others a historical connexion seems to be 

required ; and to indicate generally the different ways in which this 

historical connexion was probable or possible, without however at- 

tempting to decide by which of several channels the resemblance in 

each individual instance was derived. 

Christiani- 
ty and 
Stoicism 
compared. Christianity and Stoicism, and to compare them very briefly in their 

principles, their operations, and their results. Stoicism has died 

out, having produced during its short lifetime only very transient 

In conclusion it may be useful to pass from the special connexion 

between St Paul and Seneca to the more general relation between 

1 Ecce Homo p. 136 ‘The city of God, gladiator born beside the Danube. In 
of which the Stoics doubtfully and 
feebly spoke, was now set up before the 
eyes of men. It was no unsubstantial 
city such as we fancy in the clouds, no 
invisible pattern such as Plato thought 
might be laid up in heaven, but a visible 
corporation whose members met toge- 
ther to eat bread and drink wine, and in- 
to which they were initiated by bodily 
immersion in water. Here the Gentile 
met the Jew whom he had been accus- 
tomed to regard as an enemy of the 
human race: the Roman met the lying 
Greek sophist, the Syrian slave, the 

brotherhood they met, the natural birth 
and kindred of each forgotten, the bap- 
tism alone remembered in which they 
have been born again to God and to 
each other.’ See the whole context, 

2 Plut. Op. Mor. p. 329 % Todd Oav- 
pafouévy mocrela Too Thy Trwikhy alpe- 
ow xaraBadopuévou Zivywvos. It is re- 
markable that this ideal is described in 
the context under a scriptural image, 
els 5¢ Blos Fj kal Kdopos, Womep dyédns cwv- 
vonou vou Ko ouvTpedouevys : Comp. 
Joh. x. 16 kal yerjoerat pla roluvn, els 
ToLny. 
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and partial effects; Christianity has become the dominant religion 

of the civilised world, and leavened society through its whole mass. 

The very coincidences, on which we have been dwelling so long, 

throw into relief the contrast between the failure of the one and 

the triumph of the other, and stimulate enquiry into the causes of 

this difference. 

309 

To some it may seem sufficient to reply that the one is a mere The ques- 
tion at is- 

human philosophy, the other a Divine revelation. But this answer gue stated. 

shelves without solving the problem; for it is equivalent to saying 

that the one is partial, defective, and fallacious, while the other is 

absolutely true. The question therefore, to which an answer is 

sought, may be stated thus: What are those theological and ethical 

principles, ignored or denied by Stoicism, and enforced by the Gos- 

pel, in which the Divine power of the latter lies, and to which it 

owes its empire over the hearts and actions of men? This is a very 

wide subject of discussion ; and I shall only attempt to indicate a 

few more striking points of contrast. Yet even when treated thus 

imperfectly, such an investigation ought not to be useless. In an 

age when the distinctive characteristics of Christianity are regarded 

as a stumblingblock by a few, and more or less consciously ignored 

as of little moment by others, it is a matter of vast importance to en- 

quire whether the secret of its strength does or does not lie in these ; 

and the points at issue cannot be better suggested, than by comparing 

it with an abstract system of philosophy so imposing as the Stoic. 

Indeed our first wonder is, that from a system so rigorous. and Meagre re- 

unflinching in its principles and so heroic in its proportions the di- 

rect results should have been marvellously little. It produced, or at 

least it attracted, a few isolated great men: but on the life of the 

masses, and on the policy of states, it was almost wholly powerless. 

sults of 
Stoicism. 

Of the founder and his immediate successors not very much is The older 
known ; but we are warranted in believing that they were men of Stics- 

earnest aspirations, of rare self-denial, and for the most part (though 

the grossness of their language seems hardly reconcilable with this 

view) of moral and upright lives. Zeno himself indeed cannot be 

. It is impossible to speak with any and even complacency the most hateful 
confidence on this point. The language forms of heathen impurity (see Plu- 

held by Zeno and Chrysippuswas gross- tarch Op. Mor. p. 1044, Clem. Hom. v. 
ly licentious, and might be taken to 18, Sext. Emp. Pyrrh. iii. 200 8q.). 

show that they viewed with indifference But it is due to the known character 
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set down to the credit of the school. He made the philosophy and 

was not made by it. But Cleanthes was directly moulded by the 

influence of his master’s teaching: and for calm perseverance, for 

rigorous self-discipline, and for unwavering devotion to a noble 

ideal, few characters in the history of Greek philosophy are com- 

parable to him. Yet Cleanthes, like Zeno, died a suicide. The ex- 

ample, not less than the precept, of the first teachers of the sect 

created a fatal passion for self-murder, which was the most indelible, 

if not the darkest, blot on Stoic morality. 

It was not however among the Greeks, to whose national temper 

the genius of Stoicism was alien, that this school achieved its proud- 

est triumphs. The stern and practical spirit of the Romans offered 

a more congenial sphere for its influence. 

worth observing, that their principal instructors were almost all East- 

And here again it is 

erns. Posidonius for instance, the familiar friend of many famous 

Its obliga- Romans and the most influential missionary of Stoic doctrine in 
tions tothe 
East. 

Cato the ~ 
younger, 

Rome, was a native of the Syrian Apamea. From this time forward 

it became a common custom for the Roman noble to maintain in 

his house some eminent philosopher, as the instructor of his children 

and the religious director of himself and his family’; and in this 

capacity we meet with several Oriental Stoics. Thus Cato the 

younger had at different times two professors of this sect domesti- 

cated in his household, both of Eastern origin, Antipater of Tyre 

and Athenodorus of Tarsus*. In Cato himself, whom his contem- 

poraries regarded as the ‘most perfect Stoic®, and in whom the sect 

at large would probably have recognised its most illustrious repre- 

sentative, we have a signal example alike of the virtues and of the 

and teaching of these men, that we 
should put the most favourable con- 
struction on such expressions ; andthey 
may perhaps be regarded as theoretical 
extravagances of language, illustrating 
the Stoic doctrine that externals are 
indifferent (see Zeller, p. 261 sq.). Yet 
this mode of speaking must have been 
highly dangerous to morals; and the 
danger would only be increased by the 
fact that such language was held by 
men whose characters were justly ad- 

mired in other respects. 
1 Seneca ad Mare. 4 ‘Consol [atori se] 

Areo philosopho viri sui prebuit et mul- 

tum eam rem profuisse sibi confessa est,’ 
where he is speaking of Livia after the 
death of her son Drusus, This philo- 
sopher is represented as using the fol- 
lowing words in his reply to her: ‘Ego 
adsiduus viri tui comes, cui non tantum 

que in publicum emittuntur nota, sed 
omnes sunt secretiores animorum ves- 
trorum motus,’ For another allusion 
to these domestic chaplains of heathen- 
dom see de Trang. Anim. 14 ‘Proseque- 
batur illum philosophus suus.’ 

2 Plutarch Vit. Cat. 4, 10, 16. 
3 Cicero Brut. xxxi, Parad, proo-m. 2. 
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defects of the school. Honest, earnest, and courageous even to death, His excel. 

but hard, stolid, impracticable, and almost inhuman, he paralysed Pee rae 
the higher qualities of his nature by his unamiable philosophy, so 

that they were rendered almost useless to his generation and country. 

A recent Roman historian has described him as ‘one of the most 

melancholy phenomena in an age so abounding in political carica- 

tures.’ ‘There was more nobility, he writes bitterly, ‘and above 

all more judgment in the death of Cato than there had been in his 

life” ‘It only elevates the tragic significance of his death that he 

was himself a fool'’ Exaggerated as this language may be, it is 

yet not wholly without truth ; and, were the direct social and poli- 

tical results of Cato’s life alone to be regarded, his career must be 

pronounced a failure. But in fact his importance lies, not in what 

he did, but in what he was. It was a vast gain to humanity, that 

in an age of worldly self-seeking, of crooked and fraudulent policy, 

of scepticism and infidelity to all right principle, one man held his 

ground, stern, unbending, upright to the last. Such a man may 

fail, as Cato failed, in all the practical aims of life: but he has left 

a valuable legacy to after ages in the staunch assertion of principle ; 

he has bequeathed to them a fructifying estate, not the less produc- 

tive because its richest harvests must be reaped by generations yet 

unborn. Cato was the true type of Stoicism in its striking excel- 

lence, as in its hopeless weakness. The later Roman Stoics are Qater Ro- 

feeble copies, more or less conscious, of Cato. Like him, they were ac Bho 

hard, impracticable, perverse, studiously antagonistic to the prevail- 

ing spirit or the dominant power of their age: but, like him also, 

they were living protests, when protests were most needed, against 

the dishonesty and corruption of the times; and their fearless demean- 

our was felt as a standing reproach alike to the profligate despot- 

ism of the ruler and to the mean and cringing flattery of the sub- 

ject. Yet it is mournful to reflect how much greater might have 

been the influence of men like Thrasea Peetus and Helvidius Priscus 

on their generation, if their strict integrity had been allied to a more 

sympathetic creed. 

In these men however there was an earnest singleness of pur- 

pose, which may condone many faults. Unhappily the same cannot 

be said of Seneca, We may reject as calumnies the grosser charges goneca, 

1 Mommsen’s History of Rome, iv. pp. 156, 448 sq. (Eng. trans.) 
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with which the malignity of his enemies has Jaden his memory; but 

enough remains in the admissions of his admirers, and more than 

enough in the testimony of his own writings, to forfeit his character 

as a high-minded and sincere man. No words are too strong to 

condemn the baseness of one who could overwhelm the emperor 

Claudius, while living, with the most fulsome and slavish flattery, 

and then, when his ashes were scarcely cold, turn upon him and 

poison his memory with the venom of malicious satire’. From this 

charge there is no escape; for his extant writings convict him. 

‘We may well refuse to believe, as his enemies asserted, that he coun- 

selled the murder of Agrippina; but it seems that he was in some 

way implicated with the matricide, and it is quite certain that he 

connived at other iniquities of his imperial pupil. We may indig- 

nantly repudiate, as we are probably justified in doing, the grave 

charges of moral profligacy which were brought against him in his 

lifetime and after his death; but the man who, while condemning, 

can describe at length the grossest forms of impurity (as Seneca does 

occasionally) had surely no very sensitive shrinking from sins ‘of 

which it is a shame even to speak.’ We may demur to accepting 

the account of his enemies, that his wealth was amassed by fraud 

and violence; but there is no doubt that, while preaching a lofty 

indifference to worldly advantages, he consented to be enriched by a 

profligate and unscrupulous tyrant, and that the enormous property 

thus accumulated exposed him to the reproaches of his contempo- 

raries, A portrait which combines all these features will command 

no great respect. Yet, notwithstanding a somewhat obtrusive rhe- 

toric, there is in Seneca’s writings an earnestness of purpose, a 

yearning after moral perfection, and a constant reference to an ideal 

standard, which cannot be mere affectation. He seems to have been 

a rigorous ascetic in early life, and to the last to have maintained a 

severe self-discipline. Such at least is his own statement; nor is 

it unsupported by less partial testimony’. 

For all this inconsistency however we must blame not the creed 

but the man. He would probably have been much worse, if his 

1 The treatise ad Polybium de Conso- _ of the extravagant panegyric pronounce. 

latione would be disgraceful, if it stood ed by Nero over his predecessor (Tac, 
alone; but contrasted with the Ludus Ann. xiii. 3). 
de Morte Claudii it become odious. To 2 See Ep. Mor. Ixxxvii. 2, cviii. 14; 
complete his shame, he was the author comp, Tac, Ann. xiv. 53, xv. 45, 63. 
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philosophy had not held up to him a stern ideal for imitation. His own 

Is it genuine or affected humility—a palliative or an aggravation ot 

of his offence—that he himself confesses how far he falls short of this weakness. 

ideal? To those taunting enemies of philosophy, who pointing to his 

luxury and wealth ask ‘Why do you speak more bravely than you 

live?’, he replies: ‘I will add to your reproaches just now, and 

I will bring more charges against myself than you think. For the 

present I give you this answer: I am not wise, and (to feed your 

malevolence) I shall not be wise. Therefore require of me, not that 

I should equal the best men, but that I should be better than the 

bad. It is enough for me daily to diminish my vices in some de- 

‘These things,’ he adds, ‘I say not 

in my own defence, for I am sunk deep in all vices, but in defence 

gree and to chide my errors.’ 

of him who has made some progress.’ ‘The wise man,’ he writes 

apologetically, ‘does not think himself unworthy of any advantages 

of fortune. He does not love riches but he prefers them. He 

Nor does he 

spurn them when he has them in his possession, but retains them 

and desires ampler material for his virtue to be furnished thereby’.’ 

‘I am not now speaking to you of myself, he writes to Lucilius, 

receives them not into his soul but into his house. 

‘for I fall far short of a moderate, not to say a perfect man, but 

of one over whom fortune has lost her power®.’ Seneca, more than 

any man, must have felt the truth of the saying, ‘How hardly shall 

they that have riches enter into the kingdom of God*.’ 

From Seneca it is refreshing to turn to Epictetus. The lame Epictetus. 

slave of Epaphroditus is a far nobler type of Stoic discipline than the 

wealthy courtier of Epaphroditus’ master. Here at all events, we 

His 

motto ‘bear and forbear®’ inspires his discourses throughout, as it 

feel instinctively that we have to do with genuine earnestness. 

appears also to have been the guide of his life. But more striking still 

is the spirit of piety which pervades his thoughts, ‘When ye have 

shut the doors,’ he says, ‘and have made all dark within, remem- 

1 de Vit. beat. 17; comp. ad Helv. 
Matr. 5. 

2 de Vit. beat. 21. 
3 Ep. Mor. lvii. 3. 
4 The account of Seneca in Martha’s 

Moralistes p. 1 sq. is wellworth reading, 
though the idea of the spiritual direc- 

tion in the letters to Lucilius seems 
exaggerated. I wish I could take as 
favourable a view of Seneca’s character 
as this writer does. 

5 dvéxou xal aréxov, Aul, Gell. xvii, 
19, where the words are explained, 
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ber never to say that ye are alone, for ye are not; but God is within 

and so is your angel (da‘uwv); and what need of light have these to 
see what ye do? To this God ye also ought to swear allegiance, as 

soldiers do to Cesar’.’ ‘If we had sense, ought we to do anything 

else both in public and in private but praise and honour the divine 

being (ro Oetov) and recount bis favours?...... What then? Since ye, 

the many, are blinded, should there not be some one to fill this 

station and to sing for all men the hymn to God? For what else 

can I, a lame old man, do but sing hymns to God? Nay, if I were 

a nightingale, I had done the work of a nightingale ; if a swan, the 

work of a swan, So being what I am, a rational creature, I must sing 

hymns to God. This is my task, and I perform it; nor will I ever 

desert this post, so far as it is vouchsafed me: and you I exhort to 

join in this same song’®.’ ‘How then dost thou appear? As a witness 

called by God: Come thou and bear witness to me... What witness 

dost thou bear to God? Iam in wretched plight, O Lord, and I am 

miserable; no one cares for me, no one gives me anything; all men 

blame me, all.men speak tll of me. Wilt thou bear this witness, and 

disgrace the calling wherewith He hath called thee, for that He ho- 

noured thee and held thee worthy to be brought forward as a witness 

in this great cause*®?’? ‘When thou goest to visit any great person, 

remember that Another also above seeth what is done, and that thou 

oughtest to please Him rather than this one*.’ ‘Thou art an off- 

shoot (dréomacpa) of God; thou hast some part of Him in thyself. 
Why therefore dost thou not perceive thy noble birth? Why dost 

thou not know whence thou art come? Thou bearest God about 

with thee, wretched man, and thou dost not perceive it. Thinkest 

thou that I mean some god of silver or gold, without thee? Within 

thyself thou bearest Him, and thou dost not feel that thou art 

defiling Him with thy impure thoughts and thy filthy deeds, If 

1 Diss. i, 14. 13 8q.; comp. Matt. 
xxii. 21. 

2 Diss, i. 16. 15 84. 
3 Diss. i. 29. 46 8q. The words rip 

Kdjow jv Kéxhyxev appear from the 
context to refer to citing witnesses, but 
they recall a familiar expression of St 
Paul; 1 Cor. vii. 20, Ephes. iv. 1, comp. 
2Tim.i.g. The address Kvpie, used 
in prayer to God, is frequent in Epic- 

tetus, but does not occur (so far as Iam 
aware) in any heathen writing before 
the Apostolic times. Sometimes we 
find Kvpee 6 Oeds, and once he writes 
Kipcte édéqoor (ii. 7. 12). It is worth 
noting that all the three cities where 
Epictetus is known to have lived— 
Hierapolis, Rome, Nicopolis—occur in 
the history of St Paul. 

4 Diss. i. 30. 1, 
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an image of God were present, thou wouldest not dare to do any of 

these things which thou doest: but, God Himself being present 

within thee, and overlooking and overhearing all, thou art not 

ashamed to think and to do these things, O man, insensible of thine 

own nature, and visited with the wrath of God’? ‘Remember that 

thou art a son. What profession is due to this character? To 

consider all that belongs to Him as belonging to a father, to obey 

Elim in all things, never to complain of Him to any one, nor to say 

or do anything hurtful to Him, to yield and give way to Him in all 

things, working with Him to the utmost of thy power’.’ ‘Dare to 

look up to God and say, Use me henceforth whereunto thou wilt, 

I consent unto Thee, Iam Thine. I shrink from nothing that seem- 

eth good to Thee. Lead me where Thou wilt: clothe me with what 

garments Thou wilt. Wouldest Thou that I should be in office or 

out of office, should live at home or in exile, should be rich or poor? 

I will defend Thee for all these things before men’.’ ‘These (vices) 

thou canst not cast out otherwise than by looking to God alone, by 

setting thine affections (xpoowerov6é7a) on Him alone, by being con- 

secrated to His commands*.” ‘When thou hast heard these words, 

O young man, go thy way and say to thyself, It is not Epictetus who 

has told me these things (for whence did he come by them), but 

some kind God speaking through him. For it would never have 

entered into the heart of Epictetus to say these things, seeing it is 

not his wont to speak (so) to any man. Come then, let us obey 

God, lest God’s wrath fall upon us (iva p7) Geoyddwror der’). ¢ Thus 

much I can tell thee now, that he, who setteth his hand to so 

great a matter without God, calls down God’s wrath and does 

but desire to behave himself unseemly in public. For neither in 

a, well-ordered household does any one come forward and say to 

himself Z must be steward. THlse the master, observing him and 

seeing him giving his orders insolently, drags him off to be scourged. 

So it happens also in this great city (of the world); for here too 

there is a householder, who ordereth everything’.’ ‘The cynic (ie. 

1 Diss. ii. 8. 11 sq. We are reminded 4 Diss. ii. 16. 46. 
of the surname @eopépos, borne by a 5 Diss, iii. 1. 36 sq. 
Christian contemporary of Epictetus ; ® Diss. iii. 22.2 sq. The passage 
see the notes onIgnat. Ephes.inscr.,9. bears a strong resemblance to our 

2 Diss. ii. 10. 7. Lord’s parable in Matt, xxiv. 45 8q., 
3 Diss, ii. 16. 42. Luke xii. 41 sq. The expressions, 6 
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the true philosopher) ought to know that he is sent a messenger 

‘He 

must be wholly given without. distraction to the service of God, 

free to converse with mankind, not tied down by private duties, nor 

from God to men, to show them concerning good and evil’.’ 

entangled in relations, which if he transgresses, he will no longer 

keep the character of a noble and good man, and if he observes, 

he will fail in his part as the messenger and watchman and herald 

of the gods*.’ 

The genuine piety of these passages is a remarkable contrast to 

the arrogance and blasphemy in which the older Stoics sometimes 

Stoic 

theology, as represented by Epictetus, is fast wiping away its re- 

proach ; but in so doing it has almost ceased to be Stoic. The pan- 

theistic creed, which identifies God with the world, is kept in the 

background ; and by this subordination greater room is left for the 

expansion of true reverence. 

indulged and which even Seneca repeats with approval ’®. 

On the other hand (to pass over graver 

defects in his system) he has not yet emancipated himself from the 

austerity and isolation of Stoical ethics. There still remains a 

hardness and want of sympathy about his moral teaching, which 

betrays its parentage. But enough has been said to account for the 

fact that the remains of Epictetus have found a place in the library 

of the Church, and that the most pious and thoughtful Christian 

divines have listened with admiration to his devout utterances*. 

olxovéuos, 6 KUptos, 6 olxoderrérns, Occur 
in both the philosopher and the Evan- 
gelists. Moreover the word éreyev in 
Epictetus corresponds to dxorouyjoes 
in the Gospels, and in both words the 
difficulty of interpretation is the same. 
I can hardly believe that so strange a 
coincidence is quite accidental. Com- 
bined with the numerous parallels in 
Seneca’s writings collected above (p. 
281 8q.), it favours the supposition that 
our Lord’s discourses in some form or 
other were early known to heathen 
writers. For other coincidences more 
or less close see i. g. 19, i. 25. 10, i. 29. 
gi, iii, 21. 16, lil. 22. 35, iv. 1. 79 (dv 
& dyyapela G x.7.d., comp. Matt, 

vy. 41), iv. 8. 36. 
1 Diss, iii. 22, 23. 
2 Diss. iii. 22. 69. I have only been 

able to give short extracts, but the 

whole passage should be read. Epicte- 
tus appears throughout to be treading 
in the footsteps of St Paul. His words, 
ameplomacrov elvat bet Sov mpds TH dia- 
xovlg Tov @eod, correspond to the Apo- 
stle’s expression, edmdpedpov Tr Kuply 
ameptomdorus (1 Cor. vii. 35), and the 
reason given for remaining unmarried 
is the same. Another close coincidence 
with St Paul is 5 pév Oédet ob rove? (ii. 
26. 1). Again such phrases as vouluws 
aOdely (ii. 10. 8), yodupara ovorarixd 
(ii. 3. 1), rabra pedéra (iv. 1. 170), ovK 
elud édevbepos; (iii. 22. 48), recall the 
Apostle’s language. Other Scriptural 
expressions also occur, such as Qeod 
cnrurijs (ii. 14. 13), TPOGH orepewrépa 
(ii. 16, 39), ete. 

3 See above p. 295. 
4 ‘Kpictetus seems asif he had come 

after or before his time; too late for 
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so the writings of M. Aurelius manifest an improvement in its 

ethical teaching. The manifold opportunities of his position would 

cherish in an emperor naturally humane and sensitive wider sym- 

pathies, than were possible to a lame old man born and bred a slave, 

whom cruel treatment had estranged from his kind and who was Improved 

still further isolated by his bodily infirmity. At all events it is in a 

this point, and perhaps in this alone, that the meditations of M. morality. 

Aurelius impress us more favourably than the discourses of Epicte- 

tus. As a conscious witness of God and a stern preacher of right- 

ecusness, the Phrygian slave holds a higher place: but as a kindly 

philanthropist, conscientiously alive to the claims of all men far and 

near, the Roman emperor commands deeper respect. In him, for the 

first and last time in the history of the school, the cosmopolitan 

sympathies, with which the Stoic invested his wise man, become 

more than a mere empty form of rhetoric. His natural disposition 

softened the harsher features of Stoical ethics. 

choly and the almost feminine tenderness, which appear in his me- 

ditations, are a marked contrast to the hard outlines in the por- 

traiture of the older Stoics. Cato was the most perfect type of the 

school : but M. Aurelius was the better man, because he was the worse 

Stoic. 

this emperor, which the accidents of his position throw into stronger 

The brooding melan- 

Altogether there is a true beauty and nobleness of character in 

relief. Beset by all the temptations which unlimited power could 

create, and sorely tried in the most intimate and sacred relations of 

life—with a profligate wife and an inhuman son—he neither sullied 

nor hardened his heart, but remained pure and upright and amiable 

to the end, the model of a conscientious if not a wise ruler, and the 

best type which heathendom could give of a high-minded gentleman. 

With all this it is a more than ‘tragical fact,’ that his justice and his persecu- 

humanity alike broke down in one essential point, and that by his ee 

philosophy, too early for religion. We direct and genuine language, about 
are tempted continually to apply to his 
system the hackneyed phrase: It is all 
very magnificent, but it is not philoso- 
phy—it is too one-sided and careless of 
knowledge for its own sake; and it is 
not religion—it isinadequate and wants 
» basis. Yet for all this, as long as 
men appreciate elevated thought, in 

human duties andhumanimprovement, 
Epictetus will have much to teach those 
who know more than he did both of 
philosophy and religion. It is no won- 
der that he kindled the enthusiasm of 
Pascal or fed the thought of Butler.’ 
Saturday Review, Vol. xxi p. 580. 
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bigotry or through his connivance the Christians suffered more widely 

and cruelly during his reign than at any other epoch in the first 

century and a half of their existence’, Moreover the inherent and 

vital defects of the school, after all the modifications it had under- 

gone and despite the amiable character of its latest representative, 

‘The Stoicism of M. Aurelius gives many of the 

moral precepts of the Gospel, but without their foundation, which 

can find no place in his system. It is impossible to read his re- 

are still patent. 

flections without emotion, but they have no creative energy. They 

are the last strain of a dying creed’.’ 

It is interesting to note the language in which these two latest 

and noblest representatives of Stoicism refer to the Christians, Once 

and once only is the now numerous and rapidly growing sect men- 

tioned by either philosopher, and in each case dismissed curtly with 

an expression of contempt. ‘Is it possible,’ asks Epictetus, ‘that a 

man may be so disposed under these circumstances from madness, or 

from habit like the Galileans, and can no one learn by reason and 

demonstration that God has made all things which are in the world*?’ 

‘This readiness to die,’ writes M. Aurelius, ‘should follow from in- 

dividual judgment, not from sheer obstinacy as with the Christians, 

but after due consideration and with dignity and without scenic dis- 

play (arpaydus), so as to convince others also*,’ The justice of such 

contemptuous allusions may be tested by the simple and touching 

narrative of the deaths of this very emperor’s victims, of the Gallic 

martyrs at Vienne and Lyons: and the appeal may confidently be 

made to the impartial judgment of mankind to decide whether 

there was more scenic display or more genuine obstinacy in their 

last moments, than in the much vaunted suicide of Cato and Cato’s 

imitators. 

1 Martha, Moralistes p. 212, attempts 

to defend M. Aurelius against this 
charge; but the evidence of a wide 
persecution is irresistible. For the mo- 
tives which might lead M, Aurelius, 
both as a ruler and as a philosopher, to 
sanction these cruelties, see Zeller Mar- 

cus Aurelius Antoninus in his Vortrage 

p. ror sq. If it were established that 
thisemperor had intimaterelations with 
a Jewish rabbi, as has been recently 

maintained (M. Aurelius Antoninus als 
Freund u. Zeitgenosse des Rabbi Jehuda 
ha-Nasi by A. Bodek, Leipzig 1868), 
he would have an additional motive 
for his treatment of the Christians; 
but, to say the least, the identification 
of the emperor is very uncertain. 

2 Westcott in Smith's Dictionary of 
the Bible 11. p. 857, 8 v. Philosophy. 

3 Diss. iv. 7. 6. 
+ M. Anton, xi. 3. 
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I have spoken of Epictetus and M. Aurelius as Stoics, for so Eclecti- 
cism of 
the later 

other school of philosophy. But their teaching belongs to a type, Stoics. 

which in many respects would hardly have been recognised by Zeno 

or Chrysippus. Stoicism during the Roman period had been first 

attaching to itself, and then assimilating, diverse foreign elements, 

Platonic, Pythagorean, even Jewish and Christian. In Seneca these 

appear side by side, but distinct ; in Epictetus and M. Aurelius they 

are more or less fused and blended. Roman Stoicism in fact 

presents to us not a picture with clear and definite outlines, but 

a dissolving view. It becomes more and more eclectic. The mate- 

they regarded themselves; nor indeed could they be assigned to any 

rialism of its edrlier theology gradually recedes; and the mystical 

element appears in the foreground’. At length Stoicism fades away; Stoicism 

and a new eclectic system, in which mysticism has still greater pre- Oy ou 

dominance, emerges and takes its place. Stoicism has fought the bat- tonism. 

tle of heathen philosophy against the Gospel, and been vanquished. 

Under the banner of Neoplatonism, and with weapons forged in the 

armoury of Christianity itself, the contest is renewed. But the day 

of heathendom is past. This new champion also retires from the con- 

flict in confusion, and the Gospel remains in possession of the field. 

In this attempt to sketch the progress and results of this school, The 

I have not travelled beyond a few great names. Nor has any in- pn 

justice been done to it by this course, for Stoicism has no other by Stoic- 
history, except the history of its leaders. It consisted of isolated Pee 

individuals, but it never attracted the masses or formed a com- 

munity. It was a staff of professors without classes. This sterility Causes of 

must have been due to some inherent vicious principles: and sy au 

propose now to consider its chief defects, drawing out the contrast 

with Christianity at the same time. 

1. The fundamental and invincible error of Stoic philosophy 1. Itspan- 

was its theological creed. Though frequently disguised in devout eee 

language which the most sincere believer in a personal God might 

have welcomed as expressing his loftiest aspirations, its theology 

was nevertheless, as dogmatically expounded by its ablest teachers, 

nothing better than a pantheistic materialism. This inconsistency 

between the philosophic doctrine and the religious phraseology of 

1 On the approximation of the later _lius, to Neoplatonism, see Zeller’s Nach- 
Stoics, and more especially of M.Aure- —aristotelische Philosophie 11. p. 201 sq. 
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the Stoics is a remarkable feature, which perhaps may be best 

explained by its mixed origin. The theological language would be 

derived in great measure from Eastern (I venture to think from 

Jewish) affinities, while the philosophical dogma was the product 

of Hellenized thought. Heathen devotion seldom or never soars 

higher than in the sublime hymn of Cleanthes. ‘Thine offspring 

are we,’ so he addresses the Supreme Being, ‘therefore will I hymn 

Thy praises and sing Thy might for ever. Thee all this universe 

which rolls about the earth obeys, wheresoever Thou dost guide it, 

and gladly owns Thy sway.’ ‘No work on earth is wrought apart 

from Thee, nor through the vast heavenly sphere, nor in the sea, 

save only the deeds which bad men in their folly do” ‘Unhappy 

they, who ever craving the possession of good things, yet have no 

eyes or ears for the universal law of God, by wise obedience where- 

unto they might Jead a noble life.’ ‘Do Thou, Father, banish fell 

ignorance from our soul, and grant us wisdom, whereon relying Thou 

rulest all things with justice, that being honoured, we with honour 

may requite Thee, as beseemeth mortal man: since neither men nor 

gods have any nobler task than duly to praise the universal law for 

aye’ If these words might be accepted in their first and obvious 

meaning, we could hardly wish for any more sublime and devout 

expression of the relations of the creature to his Creator and Father. 

But a reference to the doctrinal teaching of the school dispels the 

splendid illusion. Stoic dogma empties Stoic hymnology of half its 

sublimity and more than half its devoutness. This Father in hea- 

ven, we learn, is no personal Being, all righteous and all holy, of 

whose loving care the purest love of an earthly parent is but a 

shadowy counterfeit. He—or It—is only another name for nature, 

for necessity, for fate, for the universe. Just in proportion as the 

theological doctrine of the school is realised, does its liturgical lan- 

guage appear forced and unnatural. Terms derived from human 

relationships are confessedly very feeble and inadequate at best to 

express the person and attributes of God; but only a mind prepared 

by an artificial training could use such language as I have quoted 

with the meaning which it is intended to bear. To simple people 

it would be impossible to address fate or necessity or universal 

1 Fragm. Philos. Grec. 1. p. 151 (ed. Mullach), 
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nature, as a Father, or to express towards it feelings of filial obe- 

dience and love. 

And with the belief in a Personal Being, as has been already No con- 

remarked, the sense of sin also will stand or fall’. Where this Alaa 

belief is absent, error or wrong-doing may be condemned from two 

points of view, irrespective of its consequences and on grounds of 

independent morality. It may be regarded as a defiance of the 

law of our being, or it may be deprecated as a violation of the 

principles of beauty and propriety implanted in the mind. In other 

words it may be condemned either from physical or from esthetic 

considerations. The former aspect is especially common with the 

Stoics, for indeed conformity with nature is the groundwork of 

Stoical ethics. The latter appears occasionally, though this point 

of view is characteristic rather of the Academy than of the Porch. 

These are important subsidiary aids to ethical teaching, and should 

not be neglected: but the consciousness of sin, as sin, is distinct 

from both. It is only possible where there is a clear sense of a 

personal relation to a Personal Being, whom we are bound to love 

and obey, whose will must be the law of our lives and should be 

the joy of our hearts, Here again the Stoic’s language is treacber- 

ous. He can talk of sin, just as he can talk of God his Father. 

But so long as he is true to his dogma, he uses terms here, as before, 

in a non-natural sense. Only so far as he deserts the theological 

standing-ground of his school (and there is much of this happy 

inconsistency in the great Stoic teachers), does he attain to such 

an apprehension of the ‘exceeding sinfulness of sin’ as enables him 

to probe the depths of the human conscience. 

2. When we turn from the theology to the ethics of the Stoical 2, Defects 

school, we find defects not less vital in its teaching. Here again hae 
Stoicism presents in itself a startling and irreconcilable contra- 

diction. The fundamental Stoic maxim of conformity to nature, 

though involving great difficulties in its practical application, might 

at all events have afforded a starting-point for a reasonable ethical 

code. Yet it is hardly too much to say that no system of morals, 

which the wit of man has ever devised, assumes an attitude so 

fiercely defiant of nature as this, It is mere folly to maintain that Dofance 

pain and privation are no evils. The paradox must defeat its own °f nature. 

1 See above, p. 296. 

PHIL. 21 
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ends. True religion, like true philosophy, concedes the point, and 

sets itself to counteract, to reduce, to minimise them. Our Lord 

‘divides himself at once from the ascetic and the Stoic. They had 

said, Make yourselves independent of bodily comforts: he says, Ye 

have need of these things’’ Christianity itself also preaches an 

avrdpxea, a moral independence, but its preaching starts from a due 

recognition of the facts of human life. 

And, while Stoicism is thus paradoxical towards the individual, 

its view of the mutual relations between man and man is a still 

greater outrage on humanity. ‘In every age the Christian temper 

has shivered at the touch of Stoic apathy’.’ Pity, anger, love—all 

the most powerful social impulses of our nature—are ignored by 

the Stoic, or at least recognised only to be crushed. There is no 

attempt to chasten or to guide these affections: they must simply be 

rooted out. The Stoic ideal is stern, impassive, immovable. As a 

natural consequence, the genuine Stoic is isolated and selfish: he 

feels no sympathy with others, and therefore he excites no sympathy 

in others. Any wide extension of Stoicism was thus rendered im- 

possible by its inherent repulsiveness. It took a firm hold on a 

few solitary spirits, but it was wholly powerless with the masses. 

Nor indeed can it be said in this respect to have failed in its 

aim. The true Stoic was too self-contained, too indifferent to the 

condition of others, to concern himself whether the tenets of his 

school made many proselytes or few. He wrapped himself up in his 

self-conceit, declared the world to be mad, and gave himself no more 

trouble about the matter. His avowal of cosmopolitan principles, 

his tenet of religious equality, became inoperative, because the springs 

of sympathy, which alone could make them effective, had been frozen 

at their source. Where enthusiasm is a weakness and love a delusion, 

such professions must necessarily be empty verbiage. The temper of 

Stoicism was essentially aristocratic and exclusive in religion, ay it 

was in politics, While professing the largest comprehension, it was 

practically the narrowest of all philosophical castes, 

3. Though older philosophers had speculated on the immortality 

in man’s of the soul, and though the belief had been encouraged by some 
immor- 
tality, 

schools of moralists as supplying a most powerful motive for well- 

doing, yet still it remained for the heathen a vague theory, unasccr- 

1 Ecce Homo p. 116. 2 Ecce Homo p. 119. 
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tained and unascertainable, To the Christian alone, when he ac- 

cepted the fact of Christ’s resurrection, did it become an established 

and incontrovertible truth. Stoicism does not escape the vagueness 

which overclouds all mere philosophical speculation on this subject. 

On one point alone were the professors of this school agreed. An 

eternal existence of the human soul was out of the question. At the 

great periodic conflagration, when the universe should be fused and 

the manifold organizations dissolved into chaos, the souls of men 

must necessarily be involved in the common destruction’, But 

within this limit much diversity of opinion prevailed. Some main- Diversity 

tained a longer, some a shorter, duration of the soul. Cleanthes said eg 

that all men would continue to exist till the conflagration ; Chrysip- Stoies. 

pus confined even this limited immortality to the wise*. The lan- 

guage of Seneca on this point is both timid and capricious, ‘If there Seneca’s 

be any sense or feeling after death’ is his cautious hypothesis, fre- een | 

quently repeated*, ‘I was pleasantly engaged,’ he writes to his vagueness. 

friend Lucilius, ‘in enquiring about the eternity of souls, or rather, I 

should say, in trusting. For I was ready to trust myself to the opi- 

nions of great men, who avow rather than prove so very acceptable 

a thing. I was surrendering myself to this great hope, I was begin- 

ning to be weary of myself, to despise the remaining fragments of a 

broken life, as though I were destined to pass away into that illimit- 

able time, and into the possession of eternity ; when I was suddenly 

aroused by the receipt of your letter, and this beautiful dream 

vanished’ When again he would console the bereaved mourner, he 

has no better words of comfort to offer than these: ‘Why do I 

waste away with fond regret for one who either is happy or does not 

exist at all? It is envy to bewail him if he is happy, and madness if 

he does not exist’,’ ‘Bear in mind that no evils affect the dead ; that 

the circumstances which make the lower world terrible to us are an 

idle story.’ ‘ Death is the release and end of all pains,’ ‘ Death is 

neither a good nor an evil: for that only can be good or evil which 

1 See e.g. Seneca ad Mare. 26,ad post mortem finiri, etiam ipsam.’ 
Polyb. 1. (20). 4 Ep. Mor. cii. 2; comp. Ep. Mor. 

2 Diog. Laert. vii. 157. exvii. 6 ‘Cum animarum eternitatem 
3 De Brev. Vit. 18, ad Polyb. 5,9, disserimus, non leve momentum apud 

Ep. Mor. xxiv. 18, lxv. 24, Ixxi. 16. nos habet consensus hominum aut ti- 
Tertullian (de Resurr. Carn. 1, de Anim. mentium inferos aut colentium.’ 
42) quotes Seneca as saying ‘ Omnia 5 Ad Polyb. 9. 

2I—2 
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is something.’ 

a release: nor can one be wretched, who does not exist at all’,’ 

Afterwards indeed he speaks in a more cheerful strain : ‘ Eternal rest 

awaits him leaving this murky and troubled (earth) and migrating to 

the pure and liquid (sky)*’: but such expressions must be qualified 

by what has gone before. Again in this same treatise, as in other 

places’, he promises after death an enlarged sphere of knowledge 

But the pro- 

mise which he gives in one sentence is often modified or retracted 

in the next ; and even where the prospects held out are the brightest, 

it is not always clear whether he contemplates a continuance of con- 

scious individual existence, or merely the absorption into Universal 

Being and the impersonal participation in its beauty and order’. 

‘Fortune can retain no hold, where nature has given 

and a limitless field of calm and pure contemplation. 

The views of Epictetus and M. Aurelius are even more cloudy and 

cheerless than those of Seneca. 

no place in their philosophies. 

Immortality, properly so called, has 

Gibbon, in his well-known chapter on the origin and growth 

of Christianity, singles out the promise of eternal life as among 

the chief causes which promoted its diffusion. Overlooking much 

that is offensive in the tone of his remarks, we need not hesitate 

It is indeed more 

than questionable whether (as Gibbon implies) the growth of the 

Church was directly due to the inducements of the offer ; for (looking 

only to self-interest) it has a repulsive as well as an attractive side: 

but without doubt it added enormously to the moral power of the 

Gospel in commending it to the hearts and consciences of men. 

Deterring, stimulating, reassuring, purifying and exalting the inward 

and outward life, ‘the power of Christ’s resurrection’ extends over 

the whole domain of Christian ethics. 

On the other hand it was a matter of indifference to the Stoic 

whether he doubted or believed or denied the immortality of man ; 

for the doctrine was wholly external to his creed, and nothing 

to accept the statement as substantially true. 

1 Ad Mare. 19; comp. Ep. Mor. 
xxxvi. 10 ‘Mors nullum habet incom- 
modum: esse enim debet aliquis, cujus 
sit incommodum,’ with the context. 

2 Ad Mare. 24. 
8 Comp. e.g. Ep. Mor. xxix. 12, 

lxxxvi. 1, cil. 22, 28 8q. 
4 Holzherr Der Philcsoph L. dnuneus 

Seneca tu. p. §8 sq. (1859) endeavours 
to show that Seneca is throughout con- 
sistent with himself and follows the 
Platonists rather than the Stoics in his 
doctrine of the immortality of the soul. 
I do not see how it is possible, after 
reading the treatise ad Marciam, to ac- 
quit him of inconsistency. 
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Not life but death was 

His religious director was 

could be lost or gained by the decision. 

the constant subject of his meditations. 

summoned to his side, not to prepare him for eternity, but to teach 

him how to die’, This defect alone would have rendered Stoicism 

utterly powerless with the masses of men: for the enormous <le- 

mands which it made on the faith and self-denial of its adherents 

could not be sustained without the sanction and support of such 

a belief. The Epicurean motto, ‘Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow 

we die,’ base though it was, had at least this recommendation, that 

the conclusion did seem to follow from the premisses: but the moral 

teaching of the Stoic was practically summed up in the paralogism, 

‘Let us neither eat nor drink, for to-morrow we die,’ where no wit 

of man could bridge over the gulf between the premisses and the 

conclusion. A belief in man’s immortality might have saved the 

Stoic from many intellectual paradoxes and much practical per- 

plexity: but then it would have made him other than a Stoic. 

He had a profound sense of the reign of moral order in the universe. 

Herein he was right. But the postulate of man’s immortality alone 

reconciles this belief with many facts of actual experience; and, 

refusing to extend his views beyond the present life, he was obliged 

to misstate or deny these facts in order to save his thesis» He 

staunchly maintained the inherent quality of actions as good or bad 

(irrespective of their consequences), and he has deserved the grati- 

tude of mankind as the champion of a morality of principles. But he 

falsely supposed himself bound in consequence to deny any force to 

the utilitarian aspect of ethics, as though it were irreconcilable 

with his own doctrine; and so he was led into the wildest paradoxes, 

calling good evil and evil good. The meeting-point of these two 

distinct lines of view is beyond the grave, and he refused to carry 

his range of vision so far. It was inconsistent with his tenets to 

hold out the hope of a future life as an incentive to well-doing anda 

dissuasive from sin; for he wholly ignored the idea of retribution. 

1 Socrates (or Plato) said that true 
philosophers ovdev dddo avrol émirndev- 
ovow 4% droOvyccew te Kal TeOvdvar 
(Phedo 64 4). The Stoic, by accept- 
ing the drodvjcxev and forgetting the 
teOvdvat, robbed the saying of its vir- 
tue. 

3 Butler argues from the fact that 

‘the divine government which we ex- 
perience ourselves under in the present 
state, taken alone, is allowed not to be 
the perfection of moral government.’ 
The Stoic denied what the Christian 
philosopher assumes, and contradicted 
experience by maintaining that it is 
perfect, taken alone. 
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So far, there was more substantial truth and greater moral power 

in the crude and gross conceptions of an afterworld embodied in 

the popular mythology which was held up to scorn by him, than in 

the imposing philosophy which he himself had devised to supplant 

them. 

4. Absence 4. Attention was directed above to an instructive parallel 
of a his- , : R 
torical which Seneca’s language presents to our Lord’s image of the vine 

basis. and the branches’, Precepts, writes the philosopher, wither un- 

less they are grafted in a sect. By this confession Seneca vir- 

tually abandons the position of self-isolation and _ self-sufficiency, 

which the Stoic assumes. He felt vaguely the want of some his- 

torical basis, some bond of social union, in short some principle 

of cohesion, which should give force and vitality to his ethical 

teaching. No mere abstract philosophy has influenced or can in- 

Asacred fluence permanently large masses of men. A Bible and a Church— 
record and 2% : A ous 
areligious ® Sacred record and a religious community—are primary conditions 

Hie aa of extensive and abiding success. An isolated spirit here and there 

sary. may have dispensed with such aids; but, as a social power, as a 

continuous agency, mere doctrine, however imposing, will for the 

most part be ineffective without such a support. 

So far we have been speaking of conditions of success which were 

wanting indeed to Stoicism, but which nevertheless are not peculiar 

to Christianity. All creeds, which have secured any wide and lasting 

allegiance, have had their sacred books and their religious organi- 

Christian. zation. But our Lord’s language, of which Seneca’s image is a 

i Sete partial though unconscious echo, points to the one distinguishing 
gon. feature of Christianity. It is not a record nor a community, but a 

Person, whence the sap spreads to the branches and ripens into the 

rich clusters. I have already alluded to Gibbon’s account of the 

causes which combined to promote the spread of the Church. It 

will seem strange to any one who has at all felt the spirit of the 

Gospel, that a writer, enumerating the forces to which the dissemi- 

nation and predominance of Christianity were due, should omit all 

Christ the mention of the Christ. One might have thought it impossible to 

ae study with common attention the records of the Apostles and 
power of martyrs of the first ages or of the saints and heroes of the later 

aa Church, without seeing that the consciousness of personal union with 

1 See above, p. 285. 
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Him, the belief in His abiding presence, was the mainspring of their 

actions and the fountain of all their strength. This is not a precon- 

ceived theory of what should have happened, but a bare statement 

of what stands recorded on the pages of history. In all ages and 

under all circumstances, the Christian life has ever radiated from 

this central fire. Whether we take St Peter or St Paul, St Francis 

of Assisi or John Wesley, whether Athanasius or Augustine, Anselm 

or Luther, whether Boniface or Francis Xavier, here has been the 

impulse of their activity and the secret of their moral power. Their 

lives have illustrated the parable of the vine and the branches. 
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It is this which differentiates Christianity from all other reli- Distinctive 
feature of 

gions, and still more from all abstract systems of philosophy. Those Christian- 

who assume the entire aim and substance of the Gospel to have iY 

been the inculcation of moral precepts, and who therefore rest its pipers 

claims solely or chiefly on the purity of its ethical code, often find 

themselves sorely perplexed, when they stumble upon some noble 

and true utterance of Jewish or Heathen antiquity before the coming 

of Christ. A maxim of a Stoic philosopher or a Rabbinical school- 

man, a saying of Plato or Confucius, startles them by its resem- 

blance to the teaching of the Gospel. Such perplexity is founded on 

a twofold error. On the one hand they have not realised the truth 

that the same Divine Power was teaching mankind before He was 

made flesh: while on the other they have failed to see what is 

involved in this incarnation and its sequel. To those who have 

felt how much is implied in St John’s description of the pre-incarnate 

Word as the life and light of men; to those who allow the force of 

Tertullian’s appeal to the ‘witness of a soul naturally Christian’ ; 

to those who have sounded the depths of Augustine’s bold saying, 

that what we now call the Christian religion existed from the dawn 

of the human race, though it only began to be named Christian when 

Christ came in the flesh’; to those who can respond to the senti- 

ment of the old English poem, 

‘Many man for Cristes love 
Was martired in Romayne, 
Er any Cristendom was knowe there 
Or any cros honoured’; 

it cannot be a surprise to find such flashes of divine truth in men 

} Retract, i. 13. 

al code 
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who lived before the coming of our Lord or were placed beyond 

the reach of the Gospel. The significance of Christ's moral precepts 

does not lose but gain by the admission: for we learn to view Him 

no longer as one wholly apart from our race, but recognising in His 

teaching old truths which ‘in manhood darkly join,’ we shall only be 

the more prompt to 

‘Yield all blessing to the name 

Of Him that made them current coin.’ 

butaprin- But the mere ethical teaching, however important, is the least 

apo important, because the least distinctive part of Christianity. If 

a Person. there be any meaning in the saying that Christ appeared to ‘bring 

life and immortality to light,’ if the stedfast convictions of St Peter 

and St Paul and St John were not a delusion, and their lives not 

built upon a lie, then obviously a deeper principle is involved. The 

moral teaching and the moral example of our Lord will ever have 

the highest value in their own province ; but the core of the Gospel 

does not lie here. Its distinctive character is, that in revealing a 

Person it reveals also a principle of life—the union with God in 

Christ, apprehended by faith in the present and assured to us here- 

after by the Resurrection. This Stoicism could not give; and there- 

fore its dogmas and precepts were barren. Its noblest branches 

bore neither flowers nor fruit, because there was no parent stem 

from which they could draw fresh sap. 
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The Letters of Paul and Seneca. 

rps spurious correspondence between the Apostle and the philosopher Tho corre- 
to which reference is made in the preceding essay, consists of fourteen spondence 

letters, the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 12th, and 13th written in the name described. 
of Seneca, and the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, roth, and 14th of St Paul. In the 
address of the 6th the name of Lucilius is added to that of Seneca, and in 
the same way in the address of the 7th Theophilus is named along with 

St Paul. 
I have not thought it worth while to reprint these letters, as they may Editions 

be read conveniently in the recent edition of Seneca’s works by F. Haase of the 
(11. p. 476 sq.) included in Teubner’s series, and are to be found likewise in letters. 
several older editions of this author. They have been printed lately also 
in Fleury’s St Paul et Sénéque (IL. p. 300 sq.) and in Aubertin’s Sénéque et 
St Paul (p. 409 sq.), and still more recently in an article by Kraus, entitled 
Der Briefwechsel Pauli mit Seneca, in the Theologische Quartalschrift 
XLIX. p. 601 (1867). 

The great popularity of this correspondence in the ages before the The mes 
Kteformation is shown by the large number of extant mss. Fleury, and colla- 
making use of the common catalogues, has enumerated about sixty; and #928 
probably a careful search would largely increase the number. The major- 
ity, as is usual in such cases, belong to the thirteenth, fourteenth, and 
fifteenth centuries, but two at least are as early as the ninth. Haase used 
some fresh collations, from which however he complains that little was to 
be got (p. xxii); and Fleury also collated three mss from Paris and one 
from Toulouse. Haase directed attention to the two most ancient, Ambro- 
sianus C. 90 and Argentoratensis OC. vi. 5, both belonging to the ninth 
century (which had not yet been examined), but had no opportunity of 
collating them himself. Collations from these (together with another later 
Strassburg ms, Argentoratensis C. vi. 7) were afterwards used by Kraus 
for his text, which is thus constructed of better materials than any other. 
But after all, it remains in an unsatisfactory state, which the worthlessness 
of the letters themselves may well excuse. 

This correspondence was probably forged in the fourth century, either Probabio 
to recommend Seneca to Christian readers or to recommend Christianity to motive of 

students of Seneca. In favour of this view may be urged the fact that ue ior 
in several mss these spurious letters precede the genuine works of aoe 
Seneca, Nor does any other motive seem consistent with the letters them- 
selves ; for they have no doctrinal bearing at all, and no historical interest of 

1 As for instance Argent. C. vi. 5 Seneca, being themselves preceded by 
described by Kraus. So in Burn. 251 the notice of Jerome and followed by 
(British Museum), which I have ex- the first of the epistles to Lucilius. It 
amined, they are included in a collec- is not uncommon to find them imme- 
tion of genuine and spurious works of diately before the genuine epistles, 
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sufficient importance to account for the forgery. They are made up chiefly 
of an interchange of compliments between the Apostle and the philoso- 
pher; and the only historical thread which can be said to run through 
them is the endeavour of Sencca to gain the ear of Nero for the writings 
of St Paul. 

It is commonly said that St Jerome, who first mentions these letters, 
had no suspicion that they were spurious. This statement however is 
exaggerated, for he does not commit himself to any opinion at all about 
their genuineness. He merely says, that he ‘should not have given a placo 
to Seneca in a catalogue of saints, unless challenged to do so by those 
letters of Paul to Seneca and from Seneca to Paul which are read by very 
many persons’ (de Vir. Ill. 12 ‘nisi me illee epistole provocarent quae 
leguntur a plurimis’). When it is remembered how slight an excnso 
serves to bring other names into his list, such as Philo, Josephus, and 
Justus Tibericnsis, we cannot lay any stress on the vague language which 
he uses in this case. The more probable inference is that he did not deli- 
berately accept them as genuine. Indeed, if he had so accepted them, 
his profound silence about them elsewhere would be wholly inexplicable. 
St Augustine, as generally happens in questions of historical criticism, 
repeats the language of Jerome and perhaps had not seen the letters 
(Zpist. cliii. 14 ‘Seneca cujus quedam ad Paulum apostolum leguntur 
epistolee!’), Throughout the middle ages they are mentioned or quoted, 
most frequently as genuine, but occasionally with an expression of doubt, 
until the revival of learning, when the light of criticism rapidly dispelled 
the illusion”, 

As they are now universally allowed to be spurious, it will be unneces- 
sary to state at length the grounds of their condemnation. It is sufficient 
to say that the letters are inane and unworthy throughout; that the style 
of either correspondent is unlike his genuine writings; that the relations 
between the two, as there represented, are highly improbable; and lastly, 
that the chronological notices (which however are absent in some important 
Mss) are wrong in almost every instance. Thus, independently of the 
unbroken silence of three centuries and a half about this correspondence, 
internal evidence alone is sufficient to condemn them hopelessly. 

Yet the writer is not an ignorant man. He has read part of Seneca 
and is aware of the philosopher's relations with Lucilius ; he is acquainted 
with the story of Castor and Pollux appearing to one Vatinius (or 
Vatienus) ; he can talk glibly of the gardens of Sallust ; he is acquainted 
with the character of Caligula whom he properly calls Gaius Ceesar; he is 
even aware of the Jewish sympathies of the empress Poppsea and makes 
her regard St Paul as a renegade’; and lastly, he seems to have had 
before him some account of the Neronian fire and persecution‘ which is no 

1 Another passage quoted above, p. 3 Ep. 5 ‘Indignatio doming, quod a 
20, note 2,in which Augustine remarks _ritu et secta veteri recesseris et [te] 
on Seneca’ssilenceaboutthe Christians, aliorsum converteris’; comp. Ep. 8, 
is inconsistent with a conviction of the where however the reading is doubt- 

genuineness of these letters. ful. 

2 See Fleury 1. p. 269 sq. for a 4 Yet there must be some mistake in 
catena of references. the numbers, which appear too small. 
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longer extant, for he speaks of ‘ Christians and Jews’ being punished as the 
authors of the conflagration and mentions that ‘a hundred and thirty-two 
houses and six insulee were burnt in six days.’ 

Moreover I believe he attempts, though he succeeds ill in the attempt, 
to make a difference in the styles of Seneca and St Paul, the writing of 
the latter being more ponderous. Unfortunately he betrays himself by 
representing Seneca as referring more than once to St Paul’s bad style; 
and in one letter the philosopher mentions sending the Apostle a book 
de Copia Verborum, obviously for the purpose of improving his Latin. 

I mention these facts, because they bear upon a theory maintained by Theory of 
some modern critics!, that these letters are not the same with those to Some mo- 
which Jerome and Augustine refer ; that they had before them a genuine rie or 
correspondence between St Paul and Seneca, which has since perished; and =" 
that the extant epistles were forged later (say about the ninth century), 
being suggested by the notices in these fathers and invented in conse- 
quence to supply their place. The only specious arguiwents advanced in 
favour of this view, so far as I know, are these: (1) A man like Jerome The argu- 

could not possibly have believed the extant correspondence to be genuine, ments for 
for the forgery is transparent; (2) The de Copia Verborum is a third title this view 
to a work otherwise known as de Formula Honeste Vite or de Quatuor tated 
Virtutibus, written by Martinus Bragensis or Dumiensis (+ circ. a.p. 580), 
but ascribed in many Mss to Seneca. Suflicient time therefore must have 
elapsed since this date to allow the false title and false ascription to take 
the place of the true and to be generally circulated and recognised? 

To both these arguments a ready answer may be given: (1) Thero is no and an- 

reason to suppose that Jerome did believe the correspondence to be swered, 
genuine, as I have already shown. He would hardly have spoken so 
vaguely, if he had accepted them as genuine or even inclined to this belief. 
(z) A much better account can be given of the false title and ascription 
of Martin’s treatise, if we suppose that they arose out of the allusion in 
the letters, than on the converse hypothesis that they were prior to and 
suggested this allusion, This Martin, whose works appear to have had Martinus 
a very large circulation in the middle ages, wrote on kindred subjects Bragensis. 
and seems occasionally to have abridged and adapted Seneca’s writings. 
For this reason his works were commonly bound up with those of Seneca, 
and in some instances came to be ascribed to the Stoic philosopher. This 
is the case at all events with the de Moribus, as well as the de Quatuor 
Virtutibus, and perhaps other spurious treatises bearing the name of 
Seneca may be assigned to the same author. A copy of the de Quatwor Account of 
Virtutibus, either designedly abridged or accidentally mutilated, and on de Copia 
this account wanting the title, was bound up so as to precede or follow Verborum. 
the correspondence of Paul and Seneca’; and, as Seneca in one of these 

1 An account of these views will be 
found in Fleury 1. p. 225 sq. He 

1, p. 267 sq. The de Formula Hones- 
te Vite is printed in Haase’s edition of 

himself holds that the letters read by 
these fathers were not the same with 
our correspondence, but questions whe- 
ther those letters were genuine. 

2 This argument is urged by Fleury 

Seneca (111. p. 468) together with other 
spurious works. 

3 It is found: in some extant uss 

(e.g. Flor. Pl. xlv. Cod. iv}immediately 
before the letters, and if may perhaps 
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letters mentions sending the de Copia Verborum, a later transcriber as- 
sumed that the neighbouring treatise must be the work in question, and 
without reflecting gave it this title. Whether the forger of the corre- 
spondence invented an imaginary title, or whether a standard work bearing 
this name, either by Seneca himself or by some ono else, was in general 
irculation when he wrote, we have no means of deciding ; but the motive 

in the allusion is clearly the improvement of St Paul’s Latin, of which 
Seneca more than once complains. On the other hand the de Quatuor 
Virtutibus is, as its name implies, a treatise on the cardinal virtues. An 
allusion to this treatise therefore would be meaningless; nor indeed has 
any reasonable explanation been given, how it got the title de Copia Ver- 
borum, on the supposition that this title was prior to the allusion in the 
correspondence and was not itself suggested thereby, for it is wholly 
alien to the subject of the treatise. 

But other strong and (as it seems to me) convincing arguments may be 
brought against this theory: (1) Extant mss of the correspondence date 
from the ninth century, and in these the text is already in a corrupt state. 
(2) The historical knowledge which the letters show could hardly have 

occur in some others immediately after 
them. [Since the first edition appeared, 
in which this conjecture was hazarded, 
I have found the treatise immediately 
after the letters, Bodl. Laud. Mise. 383, 
fol. 77 a, where it is anonymous. ] 

1 The work, when complete, consists 
of (1) A dedication in Martin’s name 
to Miro king of Gallicia, in which he 
mentions the title of the book Formula 

Vite Honeste ; (2) A short paragraph 
enumerating the four cardinal virtues ; 
(3) A discussion of these several virtues 
and the measure to be observed in each. 
In the mss, so far as I have learnt 
from personal inspection and from no- 
tices in other writers, it is found in 

three different forms; (r) Complete 
(e.g. Cambridge Univ. Libr. Dd. xv. 
21; Bodl. Laud. Mise. 444, fol. 146), 
in which case there is no possibili- 
ty of mistaking its authorship; (2) 
Without the dedicatory preface, so that 
it begins Quatuor virtutum species etc. 
In this form it is generally entitled 
de Quatuor Virtutibus and ascribed to 
Seneca. So it is for instance in three 
British Museum mss, Burn. 251 
fol. 33 a (xuith cent.; the treatise 
being mutilated at the end and con- 
cluding ‘In has ergo maculas pruden- 
tia immensurata perducet’), Burn. 360, 
fol. 35 a (xivth cent.?), and Harl. 233 
(x11th or x1vth cent.?; where how- 

ever the general title is wanting and 
the treatise has the special heading 

Seneca de prudentia). The transcriber 
of Arund. 249 (xvth cent.) also gives 
it in this form, but is aware of the true 
author, for the heading is Incipit trac- 
tatus libri honeste vite editus a Martino 
episcopo Qui a multis intitulatur de 
quatuor virtutibus et attribuitur Senece ; 
but he ends it Explicit tractatus de 
quatuor virtutibus Annet Senece Cordu- 
bensis, as he doubtless found it in the 

copy which he transcribed. In Bodl. 
Laud. Lat. 86, fol. 58 a, where it 
occurs in this form, itis ascribed to its 

rightauthor; whileagainin Bodl. Laud. 
Misc, 280, fol. 117 a, it is anonymous. 
These mss I haveexamined. (3) It occurs 
without either the dedicatory preface or 
the general paragraph on the four vir- 
tues, and some extraneous matter is 
added at the end. Only in this form, so 
far as I can discover, does it bear the 
strange title de Verborum Copia. Soin 
one of the Gale mss at Trinity College 
Cambridge (0. 3. 31) it begins ‘Senece de 
quatuor virtutibus primo(?) deprudentia. 
Quisquis prudentiam.,.’ and ends‘... 
jactura que per negligentiam fit. Ex- 
plicit liber Senece de verborum copia’ ; 
and the ms described by Haase (111. p. 
xxii) belongs to the sametype. These 
facts accord with the account of the title 
which I have suggested in the test. 
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been possessed, or turned to such account, by a writer later than the 
fourth or fifth century. (3) Jerome quotes obliquely a passage from the 
letters, and this passage is found in the extant correspondence. To this it 
is replied, that the forger, taking the notice of Jerome as his starting- 
point, would necessarily insert the quotation to give colour to his forgery. 
But I think it may be assumed in this case that the pseudo-Seneca would 
have preserved the words of Jerome accurately or nearly so; whereas, 
though the sense is the same, the difference in form is considerable, It 
may be added also that the sentiment is in entire keeping with the per- 
yvading tone of the letters, and has no appearance of being introduced for 
a distinct purpose. (4) It is wholly inconceivable that a genuine corre- 
spondence of the Apostle could have escaped notice for three centuries 
and a half; and not less inconceivable that, having once been brought to 
light at the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth century, it should 
again have fallen into oblivion and been suffered to disappear. This theory 
therefore may be confidently rejected. 

1 The reference in St Jerome is tianos.’ The words stand in the letters 
‘ (Seneca) optare se dicit ejus esse loci (no. 11), ‘[ Uti] nam qui meus, tuusapud 
apud suos, cujus sit Paulus apud Chris- _ te locus, qui tuus, velim ut meus.’ 

P) 





INDEX 

Aaronto priesthood; see priesthood 
accumulated expressions in St Paul, 

i. 9, 14, 23, 27, ii. 2, ili. 9, iv. 1, 2, 17 

Acte, p. 21 

Acts of the Apostles; passages ex- 

plained, p. 50 (xvi. 12), 52 (xvi. 13), 
304 (xvii. 28), 35 (xxvii. 2), 7, 103 
(xxviii. 16), 9 (xxviii. 30); ending not 
abrupt, p. 3; last chapters authentic, 

p. 15; account of St Paul compared 

with his epistles, p. z, 38 sq.; account 

of Philippi, p. 50 

advent of Christ; its nearness, i, 6, 10, 

ii. 17, dii. 1, iv. 5 

Aclius Publius Julius, p. 217 
Aerius, p. 233 

Africa, episcopacy in, p. 224; synods 

of, p.224,242; sacerdotalism in, p. 260 

Agrippa (Herod, I); his imprisonment 
and release, p. 103 sq. 

Agrippa (Herod, II); his dispute with 

the Jews and relations with Festus, 

P.7 
Alexander (the Great); his view of his 

mission, p. 306; effects of his con- 
quests, p. 274, 306 

Alexander (of Alexandria), p. 231 
Alexander (of Rome), p. 221 sq. 
Alexandria, early foundation of the 

Church of, p. 225; state of religion 

in, ib. ; ordination at, p. 226; episco- 
pacy in, p. 225 sq., 231 8q.; patriarch 

of, 231 8q.; sacerdotalism at, p. 254, 

256 
Alexandrian Judaism and the Gospel, 

p. 302 8q. 
Aliturus, p. 6, 173 

altar, use of the word, p. 251, 261, 
265 

Ambrosiaster (Hilary) ; on the Divinity 
of Christ, p. 131; on the priesthood, 

p. 185; on the identity of ‘ bishops’ 

and ‘presbyters,’ p. 99; om episco- 

pacy, p. 203 8q., 207, 229; on the 

Alexandrian episcopate, p. 231; pre- 

serves a tradition about St Paul, 

Pp. 103 
amphitheatre, metaghor from the, i. 

47, 28 

Amplias, p. 10, 174 

Ancient Syriac Documents, p. 76, 211, 
221, 260 

Ancyra, Council of, p. 232 sq. 
Andrew (St) in Asia Minor, p. 202 
Andronicus and Junias, p. 10, 11, 17 

Anencletus, p. 221 sq. 

angels; of a synagogue, p. 199; in the 

Apocalypse, p. 199 sq. 

Anicetus, p. 220, 222 sq. 

anthropomorphism, p. 132 

Antichrist, p. 1 

antinomianism rebuked, p. 68, 70, iii. 

12, 13, 15, 18 

Antioch, bishops of, p. 210 sq. 

Antonia, p. 103 sq. 
Antonius Melissa, p. 252 
aorist; epistolary, p. 37, 139, ii. 25, 

28; participle of, ii. 7; pluperfect 
sense of, iv. 15 ; with perfect, iii, 12 

Apelles, p. 17, 173, 174 
Apocalypse, angels in the, p. 199 8q.; 

date of, p. 200; reference to persecu- 

tion in, p. 25; ii. 20 interpreted, 

Pp. 200, 
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Apostles; not bishops, p. 196; super- 

vision of churches by, p. 198; Second 
Council of the, p. 202 sq. 

Apostolic Constitutions, p. 259, 263 
Apostolic delegates, p. 199 

appeals to Cwsar, p. 4, 31 

appellatio, p. 7 

Appian way, monuments of the, p. 

171 Sq. 
Aquila and Priscilla; their movements, 

p. 178; in Rome, p. 10, 16, 173 

Aratus, p. 304 
Archippus, p. 31 

Areopagus ; see Paul (St) 
Aristarchus, p. 11, 18, 35, 37 

Aristobulus, p. 17, 174 

Aristotle’s use of poppy and synonymes, 

p. 128 sq. 

article (the definite); omission of, i. 1, 

5, 6, ili. g; type denoted by, p. 97; 
uses Of, ii. 6, 21, 30, lil. 9 

Asia Minor; Apostles settled in, p. 202 ; 
episcopacy in,.p, 212 sq.; sides with 

Cyprian, p. 242 
aspirates (anomalous), ii, 23 
Atheism, aname of Christianity, p. 22,23 

Athens; episcopacy at, p. 216 sq. 

Attic dialect exceptional, ii, 14 
Aubertin (C.), Sénéque et St Paul, p. 

278, 299 
Augustine (St); on Seneca, p. 29; on 

episcopacy, p. 230; on pre-Christian 
Christianity, p. 327 

Augustus; his policy as to Philippi, 

P. 50, 51 
Aurelius (M, Antoninus); his charac- 
ter, p. 298, 317; his modified Stoicism, 

p. 317, 318 sq.; defects of his teach- 

ing, p. 318; persecution of the Chris- 

tians, p. 317 8q.; supposed relations 

with rabbi Jehuda, p. 318; notice of 

Christianity, p. 28, 318; on immor- 

tality, p. 324 
drytot, i 1 
ayvbs, p. 64, iv. 8 
ayy, i. 30 
ddedpol (emphatic), iii. 13 
ddnuovety, li. 26 
alcOnors, alcOnripia, i. 9 

INDEX. 

alcxuvy, wappyota, i. 20 
dxatpety (-petc@at), iv. 10 

dxépacos, ii. 15 
adnOhs, iv. 8 
adAG pev ody, iii. 8. 

ddvats (Seoubs, rédn), p. 8 
dweurros, iii. 6 
Gpwpos (-uyTOos), ii. 15 
dvabddrev (transitive), iv. 10 
dvanvtew, i. 23 

dvamr)npotv, ii. 30 
avdoraots (ekavdoraots), iii. rr 

dv, iii, 15 

dmaé xal dls, iv. 16 

dmexdéxecOat, iii. 20 

améxev, iv. 18 

drodaveiy, i. 21 

droxapadorta, i. 20 

dmonoyla, i. 7 

dmbaroXdos (delegate), ii 25, p. 196 
ampboxorros, i. 10 
dperh, iv. 8 

dpraypa (apraypov) yyetcbat etc., ii. 6, 

P. 133 84. 
dpxiowvd-ywyos, P. 207 
avrdpxea, iv. 11 
aurd Tobro, i. 6; 7d adré, ii. 18 

avrod etc. (avrot etc.), use of, iii, a1 

dgperrt few, ii, 23 
dpopay (-tdely), ii. 23 

Bacchanalian conspiracy, p. 26 
Bacchyllus, p. 216 
Barnabas, Epistle of p. 225 

Baur (C. F.), p. 745 170, 177) 233, 278, 
296 

Benjamin, tribe of, iii. 5 

bishops; see episcopate 
book of life, iv. 3 
Bruttius, p. 22 

Burrus, the pretorian prefect, p. 3, 5, 

8, 301 

Butler (Bp.), p. 325 
PeBalwors, i. 7 
Brérere, iii. 2 

Ceesarea ; evangelization of, p. 31; St 
Paul’s captivity at, p. 30, 31 

Cesar’s household, p. 19, 30, 33, 100, 
ITI 8q., iv. 22 
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Caius or Gaius (the emperor) and Agrip- 

pa, p. 103 8q. 
Caius or Gaius (St Paul’s host), p. 215 

Caius or Gaius (of Macedonia), p. 62 
Callistus, p. 223 
Calvin's distinction of lay and teaching 

elders, p. 195 

Carthage; see Africa 

Cassius of Tyre, p. 209 

Catholic-Church, p. 204, 207 
Cato the younger ; his character, p. 310 

sq. 
chains of prisoners, p. 8 

chazan, his duties, etc., p. 189 sq. 

chiasm, i, 16 

Chrestus, Chrestianus, p. 16 

Christ; divinity and pre-existence of, ii. 

6 8q., p. 131 8q., 137; Universal sove- 

reignty of, iii. 21 ; high priesthood of, 

p. 2513; an object of worship, ii. 10; 

the Word, p. 292, 303, 327; the true 
vine, p. 326 sq., 328; obedience of, 

ii. 8, 12; righteousness in, iii. 9; 

membership in, ii. 19, p. 307 8q.; com- 

munion with His sufferingsand death, 

iii, 10; see Christianity, Church, Re- 

surrection, ete. 

Christian ministry, priesthood, etc.; see 

ministry, priesthood, etc. 

Christianity, distinguishing feature of, 

p. 326 8q.; its true character, p. 327 

sq. 
Christians, accusations against, p. 24, 

26; silence of heathen writers about, 

p. 27, 28, 29 

chorepiscopi, p. 232 8q. 

Chrysippus, p. 275 $q., 309, 323 
Chrysostom (St); on bishops and pres- 

byters, p. 99; on pretorium, 7b. ; 

confused interpretation of, 136 sq.; 

misunderstood, p. 96 

Church of Christ; ideal of, p. 181 8q. ; 

its practical limitations, ib.; influence 

of this ideal, p. 183; false ideas pre- 

vailing in, p. 268 

Cicero’s letters, rate of travelling in, 

p. 38 

circumcision, metaphor of, iii. 3 

citizenship ; St Paul’s metaphor of the 

PHIL, 
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heavenly, p. §2, 307 8d., i. 27, lii. 20; 
rights of Roman, ii. 8, p. 306 

Clarus (of Ptolemais), p. 209 
Claudian, his religious indifference, p. 

27 
Claudius Apollinaris, p. 213 

Cleanthes, character of, p. 310; hymn 

of, p. 304, 320; on immortality, p. 

323 
Clemens (Alexandrinus) ; on the minis- 

try, p. 212, 226, 229, 254 84.3 NG 

sacerdotalism in, p. 254 

Clemens (Flavius); see Flavius 
Clemens (Romanus); character of, p. 

168, 170; his date, p. 168; connexion 

with St Peter and St Paul, p. 169; 

recent criticisms on, p. 169 8q.; & 

Greek, p. 223; his office, p. 218 sq., 

221; occasion of his letter, p. 216; 

its purport and contents, p. 205, 216, 

249 8q.5 passages discussed, p. 203, 

205, 249 8q.; resemblances to Philip- 

pians in, p. 75; no sacerdotalism in, 

p. 249 8q.; use of term ‘ offerings’ 

in, p. 262; bishops and presbyters 

identified in, p. 97 8q., 205, 218 

Clement, St Paul’s fellow-labourer, 

p. 168 sq.; the name common, p. 

169 
Clementine Homilies, etc.; anthropo- 

morphism in, p. 132; not sacerdotal, 

p. 260; on episcopacy, p. 209, 211, 
238; position of St James in, p. 197, 

208; on the Canaanitish womaa, 

iii. 2 

clergy, distinguished from laity, p. 246 

8q., 248; origin of the term, p. 245 

8q.; Bee KAfpos 

Cletus, p. 221 

clubs; see confraternities 

collection of alms; see Macedonia, Phi- 

lippians 

colonies (Roman), p. 51 

Colossians, Epistle to the; written from 

Rome, p. 12; not from Cesarea, p. 

30, 31; date of, 31 sq.; later than 

Philippians, p. 45; genuineness of, 

p. 18; Judaizers mentioned in, p. 17 

8q.; Gnosticism refuted in, p. 42 

22 
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comparative ; force of, ii. 28 ; accumu- 

lated, i, 23 
compresbyterus, p. 230 

confraternities, p. 95, 194 

conscientia, p. 303 

Corinth, the Church of; St Paul’s 

dealings with, p. 198; episcopacy in, 

p. 216 sq.; lost letters to, p. 139; see 

Clemens Romanus 

Corinthians, Epistles to the ; no sacer- 

dotalism in, p. 245; passages inter- 
preted (1 Cor. v. 3 sq., 2 Cor. ii. 6), 
p. 198 

Crenides, p. 47, 52 

Crete, episcopacy in, p. 217 

crucifixion, horrors of, ii. 8 

custodia, kinds of, p. 7, 8, 103 sq. 

Cyprian ; his mode of addressing pres- 

byters, p. 230; view of the episco- 

pate, p. 240 8q., 243 8q.; contro- 

versies of, p. 240 sq.; his character 

and work, p. 240 sq.; genuineness of 

his letters, p. 241; sacerdotalism of, 
p. 258 aq. 

Cyril (of Alexandria), wrongly inter- 

preted, p. 138 

Kadderv, ii, 23 

kal, answering to ws,i.20; after e/ ete. 

i. 22; displaced, iv. 12; doubled, iv. 16 
Kavavlrns, p. 304 

xapéla, iv. 7. 

Kapros Stxatoovwns, i, 11 

kard, iv. Ir 

carahapBave, iii, 12 

xararéuve (-rouy), iil. 2 

xarepyaverOa, ii. 12 

Kavxacba, kaixnua, ete., i, 26 

keto Oat els, i. 16 

xevodogla, ii. 3 

KAfjpos (kAnpoby, ete.), p. 246 sq. 

xowNla, iii, 19 

kowwvla, i. 5 

komav, ii. 16 

kéapos, ii. 15 

ives, iii. 2 

kdpios, » title of Jesus, ii. 9, 115 KUpre, 
in heathen writers, p. 314 

xatpew, ii, 8, iii. 1, iv. 4 

xapts (7), i. 7 

INDEX. 

xopragew, iv. 12 
xwpemloxoros, P. 232 

Damascene (John), p. 252 
dative (of relation), iii. 5 

Datos or Daton, p. 47 

deaconesses, p. 1y1 

deacons ; see diaconate 

Demas, p. 12 

Demetrius of Alexandria, p. 232 

De Wette ; false interpretations of, p. 

131, 132 
diaconate; its establishment, p. 187; 

its novelty, p. 189 sq.; limitation to 

seven, p. 188 8q.; its functions, p. 

189 sq.; teaching incidental to, p. 190; 
extension to Gentile Churches, p. 
19I 8q. 

Dionysius, of Alexandria, p. 231 

Dionysius the Areopagite, p. 216 sq. 
Dionysius of Corinth quoted, p. 214, 

216 8q., 223 

Divinity of Christ ; see Christ 

dogs, a term of reproach, iii, 2, 8 

Domitian, persecution of, p. 22 

Domitilla; see Flavia 

Drusus, imprisonment of, p. 103 

duumviri, p. 51 

6é, iv. 10 

dénows (rpocevxn), iv. 6 

&d, with accus., ili, 7, 8; a POdvor, 

i155 dca (ex) mlorews, iii. g 

deddnua (srépavos), iv. 1 

Stadoyiopes, ii. 14 

diagpéporra (ra), i. 10 

Sueorpappévos, ii. 15 

6d Kal, ii. g 

Subxew (karahapPdver), iii, 12 

Soxeiy, iii. 4 

Soxtuy, ii. 22 

Séots kal AnwYis, iv. 15 

Sdvapus (evépyeca), iii. 21 

Ecce Homo quoted, p. 308, 321, 322 

Egnatian road, p. 35, 37, 38) 49 
Egnatius the Stoic, p. 284 
Egypt, episcopate of, 232 

Eleutherus, p. 223 

ellipsis, i. 22, ii. 3, iii. 13 
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Epeenetus, p. 10, 178 

Epaphras, p. 11; see Epaphroditus 

Epaphroditus (Nero’s freedman), p. 21, 

313 
Epaphroditus (St Paul’s friend); his 

journeys between Rome and Philippi, 

36 sq.; bears alms to St Paul, p. tr, 

61, ii. 25 sq.; his sickness, etc., p. 37, 

61, 62, ii. 30; distinguished from Epa- 

phras, p. 61; @ common name in 

Macedonia, and elsewhere, p. 62, ii. 

25; probable allusion to, iv. 3 

Ephesians, Epistle to the; a circular 

letter, p. 12, 140; written from Rome, 

p. 12; not from Cesarea, p. 30, 313 

date of, p. 31 sq.; later than Philip- 

pians, p. 45 8q.; Gnosticism refuted 

in, p. 42; hymn quoted in, p. 45; 

genuineness of, p. 42, 45 3 supposed 

fragment of another epistle, p. 178 

Epictetus ; his earnestness and piety, 

p. 313 8q.; his theology and ethics, 

p. 316; modified Stoicism of, p. 319 ; 

his places of abode, p. 314; coinci- 

dences with the N.T., p. 298, 314 

sq.; especially St Paul, p. 314, 316; 

his notice of Christianity, p. 318; 

said to be a Christian, p. 21; views 

of immortality, p. 324 

Epicurus ; sayings of, p. 281, 287, 289; 

admired by Seneca, p. 292; his sys- 

tem, p. 272 sq.; its Greek origin, p. 

273; Epicurean ethics basely consist- 

ent, p. 325 

episcopate ; bishops not the same as 

Apostles, p. 195 Sq.; episcopate de- 

veloped from presbytery, p. 196 sq., 

207, 227 8q.; preparatory steps to- 

wards, p. 198 sq.; causes of develop- 

ment, p. 201, 206, 234 sq.; gradual 

progress of, p. 205 sq., 227, 234 8q.; 

first matured in Asia Minor, p. 202, 

206 8q., 212 8q., 227; episcopate of 

Jerusalem, p. 97, 208 sq.; of other 

churches, p. 201, 209 8q.; prevalence 

of episcopacy, p. 227; ordination 

confined to bishops, 232 sq.; foreign 

correspondence entrusted to them, p. 

222; their mode of addressing pres- 
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byters, p. 96 sq., 230; they represent 

the universal Church, p. 242; their 

increased powerinvolves no principle, 

Pp. 244; see érloxoros, synods, Cle- 

mentine Homilies, ete. 

Essenes, not sacerdotal, p. 260 

Evarestus, p. 221, 222 

Evodia, iv. 2, p. 170 

Evodius, p. 170, 210 

Eusebius; on 2nd Apostolic Council, 

p. 202 sq.; his list of bishops of Je- 

rusalem, p. 208 8q.; of Rome, p. 168, 

2213; of Alexandria, p. 225 

Eutychius (patriarch of Alexandria); 

his testimony, p. 231 sq. 

Ewald; on Philippians, p. 69; on Ro- 

mans, p. 178 

‘EBpatos (’Lovdaios), ili. 5 
el interrogative, i. 22; with conjunctive, 

ii. 113 ef ws, id, 

eldos (uopy, ldéa), p. 128 sq. 

el\uxpuys, i, 10 

eds, uses of, iii. r4, iv. 16 

elre...elre with participles, i. 27 

éx, uses of, i. 23, ili. 5 

Exagros, exagrot, li. 4 

édris (aspirated), ii. 23 

év, repeated, i. 26; pregnant use of, iv. 

19 
éy 6é, iii. 13 

évapyerOat, i. 6 

évépyera, (Svvapis), iii. 21 

évepyety, ii, 12 

evrepa (orhayxva), i. 8 

étavdoraots, iii, 11 

eEouoroyeta Oa, ii. 11 

érextelvec Oat, iii. 14 

éréxew, ii. 16 

él, uses of, ii. 17, 27 

érlyvwais, i. 9 

émuetkys, iV. 5 

émegnreiy, iv. 17 

éruéve with dative, i. 24 

érurobeiy, i. 8, ii, 26, p. 2 

émurdOnros, iv. 1 
émicxory, p. 96 

érloxoros; various uses of, p. 95, 1943 

=mpecBvrepos, P. 95 84-5 193 8G. 

2333 see episcopate 

22—2 
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émistoAn (emiorodal), p- 140 8q. 
émtrenely, i. 6 

émxopryia, i. 19 

&pyov (78), li. 30 
épiOela, i. 17, iL 3 

épo (future), iv. 4 
épwray, iv. 3 
érépws, ili, 15 

evapecros T@ Veg, iv. 18 

eVdoxla, i. 15, ii. 13 

-eveo Oar (termination), ii, 30 
Evdodla, iv. 2 

evploxer@ar, iii, g 
evpnpos, iv. 8 

edpuxeiv, ii. 19 

égidciy, ii, 23 

é¢ @, iii. 12 

Hon ore, iv. 10 

jpépa Xprorod, i. 6, ii, 16 

-neepos (compounds ending in), iii, 5 

Family, religion of the, p. 57 

Felix accuses Jewish priests, p. 4 sq. 

Festus and Agrippa, p. 7 
figura; see forma 

Flavia Domitilla; her history, p. 22, 

23; confusion respecting, p. 22 
Flavius Clemens; his history, p. 22; 

Baur on, p. 170, 171 

Fleury’s Saint Paul et Sénéque, p. 278, 

281, 329, 331 8q- 

forma, figura, p. 127 

freedmen of Cesar, p. 172 8q. 

future after iva, ii. rr 

Gaius; see Caius 

Gallio, St Paul before, p. 301; Seneca’s 
account of, ib. 

Gangites, p. 47, 48, 52 

Gaul, episcopacy in, p. 224 

genitive, i. 7, 19 
Georgius Syncellus on Philippians, p. 

142 
Gibbon; on the Neronian persecution, 

p. 23, 24; on the spread of Chris- 

tianity, p. 324, 326 
Gischala, iii. 5 
gladiator ; see amphitheatre 

Gnosticism; refuted by St Paul, p. 42; 

INDEX. 

serves to develope episcopacy, p, 

201 8q. 
Graetz on Flavius Clemens, p. 170 
gratia preveniens, cooperans, ii. 13 

ywooKey, iii. 10 

yrnovos, iv. 33 yrnolws, ii. 20 
yopleey, i, 22 
yoyyuopos, ii. 14 

Hadrian, letter of; its authenticity, p. 

225 8q. 

Hananias, p. 231 

Hebrew; see ‘EBpatos 
Hebrews, Epistle to the; its Alexan- 

drian origin, p. 225; absence of sa- 
cerdotalism in and general argument 

of, p. 264 sq. 

Hegesippus; on St James, p. 208; on 

Symeon, p. 203 8q., 208; on the Co- 

rinthian Church, p. 216; on the Ro- 
man Church and bishops, p. 220, 222; 

his acquaintance with Eleutherus, p. 

2233 aim of his work, p. 220, 239 

Hellenists, p. 187 sq. 

Heraclas of Alexandria, p. 231, 232 

heretics, rebaptism of, p. 242 sq. 

Hermas; the name in St Paul, p. 176 

Hermas, the Shepherd of; its date, p. 

168 sq.; its author, p. 169, 222; his 

language, p. 223; on Church officers, 

ete., p. 219 8q.; on Clement, p. 169, 

219, 222; possible acquaintance with 

Philippians, p. 75 

Hermes, p. 176 

Hero of Autioch, p. 210 

Herodion, p. 10, 17, 175 

Hierapolis ; its bishops, p. 213 

high-priests ; mitre of, p. 253; Chris- 

tians, so called, p. 251, 253, 2563 see 

Christ 

Hilary; see Ambrosiaster 

Hippolytus; use of xdfjpos in, p. 248; 

sacerdotal terms in, p. 236 
Holzherr, p. 324 

Huber and Perizonius, p. 102 

humility, a Christian virtue, i, 4 
Hyginus, p. 222 

Jacob’s blessing on Benjamin, iii. 5 
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James (St); a bishop, p. 197, 208; but 

one of the presbytery, p. 197 8q 

-ianus (the termination), p. 175 

Jehuda-ha-Nisi, p. 318 

Jerome (St) ; on the identity of bishops 

and presbyters, p. 98, 99; on the 

origin of episcopacy, p. 206, 229 8q.; 

on Church polity in Alexandria, p. 

230 8q.; on episcopal ordination, p. 

2333 on Seneca, p. 270 8q., 293, 330 
sq.; on St Paul’s birth-place, iti. 5; 

quotes Theophilus, p. 76 

Jerusalem; bishops of, p. 197, 208 sq.; 

presbytery of, p. 197 

Jesus Justus, p. 12, 18, 32, 34 

Jewish Christians in Rome, p. 16 sq. 

Jewish priesthood; see priesthood 

Jews, in Rome, p. 14 8q., their Mes- 

sianic hopes, p. 16; confused with 

Christians, p. 24, 27; at Philippi, 

p- 52 
Ignatian letters (short Greek), p. 234;0n 

episcopacy, p. 212 8q., 236 sq.; on 

presbyters, p. 237; unchristian doc- 

trine of, p. 237 8q.; not sacerdotal, 

Pp. 250; use of ‘altar’ in, p. 266; pas- 

sagemisinterpreted (Philad.9),p. 251 
Ignatius (St) ; his bonds, p. 8; his jour- 

ney to Rome, p. 35; sojourn at Phil- 

ippi, p. 62, 63; Polycarp’s reference 
to, p. 63, 65, 141; on the Roman 

Christians, p. 218; on episcopacy, 

p.210, 234.8q.; recognises three orders, 

p. 98; not sacerdotal, p. 250; remi- 

niscences of our epistle, p. 75 

immortality of man, p. 322 sq. 

infinitive for imperative, iii. 16 

Jobn Damascene, p. 252 

John (St); in Asia Minor, p. 202; 

matures episcopacy, p. 201, 207, 212 
Josephus; his mission to Rome, p. 4, 

5; account of Agrippa’s confinement, 

Pp. 103. 
Jowett (Prof.) on lost epistles of St 

Paul, p. 139 

Ireneus; Pfaffian fragments of, p. 204; 

his honesty vindicated, p. 98; his use 
of terms ‘presbyter’ and ‘bishop,’ p. 
98, 228 sq.; of ‘oblations,’ p. 263; 
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of Kdjpos, p. 248 8q.; list of Roman 

bishops, p. 220 sq.; on Clemens Ro- 

manus, p. 168; on episcopacy, p. 227, 

239 sq.; on priesthood, p. 252; on 

and Apostolic Council, p. 203; his 

relation to Hegesippus, p. 220 

Ischyras, p. 232 

Israelite, iii. 5 

Judaizers ; not sacerdotal, p. 259; their 
activity in Rome, p. 17, 18, 69, i. 15 

sq., ili. 2 

Julia, p. 177 

Julianus (of Apamea), p. 214 

Junia or Junias; see Andronicus 

Justin Martyr; use of popdy, ox7ua, 
p. 132; of ‘oblations,’ p. 263; not 

sacerdotal, p. 251 

ldéa, eldos, p. 128 

wva,i. g, ii. 2; (future with), ii. 11 

ica (taos), ii. 6 

ladpuxos, ii. 20 

Lactantius on Seneca, p. 268, 294 

laity; see Aads, etc. 

Laodicea, St Paul’s Epistle to, p. 140 

Latin Version, influence of the, p. 134 

lapsed, controversy about the, p. 240 

sq. 
law and the law; see vduos 

Levites ; ordination of, p. 182; duties 

of, p. 189 

libations, Jewish and heathen, ii. 17 

Linus, p. 221 sq. 

lots, use of, p. 247 

Lucan, p. 21 

Lucian, on the Christians, p. 28; sacer- 

dotal language of, p. 261 

Luke (St); in Rome, p. 11, 36; at Phil- 

ippi, Pp. 49, 52, 59 
dads, Natkds, Naikouy, p. 247 

Aarpela, AaTpevew, iii. 3 
Aecroupyla, ii. 17 

Adyos (els Adyou), iv. 15, 

Aor dv (ro Aowrsv), iii. 1, iv. 8 

Macedonia; Roman provinces of, p. 50; 

collections of alms in, p. 59, 60; epi- 

stles written from, p. 60; epistles 

written to, i. 1, 28, p. 66; episcopacy 
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in, p. 214 8q.; position of women in, 

p. 56 
Macro, p. 103 8d. 

Marcion; his parentage, p. 214; his 

copy of Romans, p. 177 

Marcus Aurelius; see Aurelius 

Mark (St), p. 12, 18, 225, 231 

Marsyas, p. 104 

Martinus Bragensis: his relation to 

Seneca, p. 331; words of, ib.; recen- 
sions, titles, and uss of the Formula 

Honeste Vite of, p. 331 8q. 

Mary, (a Roman Christian), p. 16, 173 

Matthias (St), appointment of, p. 247 

Melito, p. 76, 213 
Merivale (Dr); on the persecution of 

Nero, p. 24; on pretorium,p. 100 

Messianic expectations in Rome, p. 16 
metronymics, p. 56 
Milman (Dean), p. 250 

ministry (the Christian); three orders 

of, p. 96, 186, 265 sq.; not sacerdotal, 

p. 184; St Paul on, p. 185; the tem- 

porary and the permanent, p. 185 sq.; 

views of the origin of, p. 186 sq.; 

how far a priesthood, p. 264 sq.; re- 

presentative, not vicarial, p.267 sq. ; 

see sacerdotalism, priesthood, episco- 

pate, etc. 

Mommsen on Cato, p. 311 

Montanism; a reaction, p. 238 
mystery, the metaphor of, iv. 12 

-a, -wos, (terminations), ii. 6 
pepiuvay, iv. 6 

péoov (adverbial), ii. 15 
peracxnuariverdar (-noppoicAat), p. 130 

sq. 
wn, pndév (ellipsis after), ii. 3 
plcbwua, p. 9 

povor, i. 27 

popdi-(duolwua, ox7jua), ii. 6 8q., p. 127 

8q.; (eldos), p. 128 sq. 

pueiobat, iv. 12 

Name of God, ii. 9; of Jesus, ii. 10 

Narcissus (Nero’s freedman), p. 21 ; his 

household, p. 175 

Narcissus (of Jerusalem), p. 208, 209 

INDEX. 

Neander, criticism on, p. 250 

Neapolis, p. 48, 49, 50 

Neoplatonists, their use of popdy, p. 
129; conflict with Christianity, p. 

319 
Nereus and his sister, p. 177 

Nero; administration of, p. z, 3, 4; 

guilty acts of, p. 5; his persecution, 

p. 2; attempts to explain it away, 

p. 23 8q.; causes of it, p. 26; silence 

of heathen writers about it, p. 27, 

28, 29; account of it in the letters of 
Paul and Seneca, p. 330 sq. 

nominative (irregular), i. 30, iii. 19 

Novatian schism, p. 241 

val, iv. 3 

vouwos and 6 vdpos, iii. 5, 6, 9 

Oblation, offering; see sacrifice 

Onesimus (Philemon’s slave), p. 12, 31 

Onesimus (of Ephesus), p. 212 

ordination by presbyters, p. 231, 232 

sq.; restricted to bishops, p. 232 sq. 

Oriental characteristics, p. 273 

Origen; on Clement of Rome, p. 168; 

on Gaius, p. 215; on the priesthood, 

p. 256 sq. 

olda, i. 25 

oxy npos, iii. 1 
éxranpepos, iii. 5 
Gvoua; TO dvoua, ii. g; ev (r@) dvdpare, 

ii. 10 

érlow, iii, 14 
dopy evwolas, iv. 18 
dors, i. 28, ii. 20, iii. 7, iv. 3 

ovx ort, iii, 12, iv. 11, 17 

ws, pleonastic, ii. 12 

ws dy, temporal, ii. 23 

Palestine (bishops of), p. 209 sq. 

Palmas, p. 214 

pantheism admits no consciousness of 

sin, p. 296, 324 

papacy, power of the, p. 244 sq. 

Papias, p. 213, 229 

parabolani, ii. 29 
parodox (verbal), iv. 7 

paranomasia, iii. 2 

Pastoral Epistles; Gnosticism attacked 
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in, p. 42; quotations in, p. 45; late 

date of, ib.; no sacerdotalism in, p. 

245 
patriarchs (Jewish), p. 225; (Alexan- 

drian), p. 226, 231, 232 
Patrobas, p. 176 
Paul (St); his birth-place, iii. 5; his 

tribe, ib.; his name Saul, ib.; a He- 

brew and a Pharisee, ib.; his kins- 

men, p. 16 sq., 173; not married, 

iv.3; his persecution of the Church, 

iii, 6; his means of support, iv. 16; 

speech on Areopagus, p. 290, 3043 

his visit to Rome, p.18q., 31; voyage 

thither, p. 35; length of stay, p. 3, 

30; his first captivity, 7 sq.; his 

bonds, p. 8, 9; his abode in Rome, 

Pp. 9, 10, 102; his comparative l- 

berty, p. 9; his associates and friends, 

Pp. 10 8q., 34 8q.; correspondence 

from Rome, p. 12, 40 8q.; preaching 

and success there, p. 13 sq.; inter- 

view with the Jews, p. 14 8q.; his 

feelings and surrows at Rome, p. 

39 Sq-; hopes of release, p. 40 8q., 

ii, 24; trial, etc., p. 3, 4, 301; his 

silence about political events, p.63q.; 

tradition of his death, ii. 8; chrono- 

logy of his epistles, p. 139; lost 

letters of, p. 138 sq.; his irony, iii. 6; 

his acquaintance with Stoic diction, 

ete., p. 303 8q.; his use of hyperbole, 

Pp. 33; irregular constructions, i, 27, 

29, 30, ii, 1, §, 12, 22, ili. 18, iv. 10, 

12; mode of closing his epistles, p. 

126; see accumulated expressions, citi- 

zenship, Corinthians, Philippi, Philip- 

pians, Senéca, etc. 

peccatum, p. 296, 321 

Pelagius, on bishops and presbyters, p. 

99 
Perizonius on ‘pretorium,’ p. 102 

Persis, p. 10 

Peshito Syriac, the; identifies the titles 

‘bishop’ and ‘presbyter,’ p. 97 

Peter (St), in prison, p. 8; appoints 

bishops, p. 209, 210; styles himself 

‘fellow-presbyter,’ p. 198 

Philemon, Epistle to, p. 12 ; not written 
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from Casarea, p. 30, 313; date of, p. 

31 8q. 
Philip (St) at Hierapolis, p. 202 

Philip of Gortyna, p. 217 

Philippi, former names of, p. 47; its 

site and natural advantages, p. 47, 

48; its mines, p. 48, 49; site of the 
battle of, p. 48; mixed population of, 

Pp. 49; a Roman colony, p. 50, 51, 

i.27; Jews at, p. 52 sq.; length of 

journey from Rome to, p. 38; St 

Paul’s first visit to, p. 49 sq.; his 

conversions at, p. 53 sq.; their typi- 

cal character, p. 54 sq.; women at, 

Pp. 55 8q., iv. 2, 3; his sufferings at, 

p. 58, 59,1. 30; grandeur of the in- 
cidents, p. 58; his second and third 

visits, p. 59, 60; later visits, p. 62; 

crime of Valens, p. 64; subsequent 

history of the Church of, p. 65; epi- 
scopacy at, p. 215 

Philippians, the; their communications 
with St Paul, p. 36 sq., 59; absence 

of Judaism among, p. 53, 68; their 

fidelity to St Paul, p. 53, 58; they 

send relief to him, p. 61, i. 5, 7, iv. 
15 sq.; his affection for them, p. 66, 
67, i. 1; their sufferings, p. 58, 59; 
their strife, p. 67, 68, i. 4, ili. x, iv. 

28q., 7; communications with Igna- 

tius, p. 62, 63; correspondence with 

Polycarp, p. 63, 64; lost letters (?) of 

St Paul to them, iii. 1. p. 138 sq. 

Philippians, Epistle to the; written 

from Rome, p. 12, 30 sq.; date of, 

Pp. 31 8q., 62, 173; circumstances at 

the time, p. 33, 34; its motive, p. 

66 sq.; structure and contents, p. 65 

sq.; interruption of, p. 69, iii. 2, iv. 
2; integrity of, p. 69, iii. 1; genuine- 

ness of, p. 74 8q.3 allusion to Juda- 

izers in, p. 17, 69, i. 15 8q., iii. 2 sq.; 

its characteristics, p. 42, 66 sq., 73 

sq.; its cheerful tone, p. 66, i. 1, 4, 

25, li. 18, iii. 1, iv. 4,6; compared 

with Acts, p. 38 sq.; with Col, 

Ephes. Philem., p. 38, 41 sq.; with 

Romans, p. 42 sq.; with Thessalo- 

nians, p. 66, 67, i. 1, 28, iv. 1, 15, 
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16; with Galatians, i. 1. 153 with 

2 Corinthians, iii, 5; public reading 

of, p. 65; lessons to be derived from, 

P. 73 
Philippopolis confused with Philippi, 

p. 65 
Philistines in Rome, p. 173 
Philo, on the Word, ii. 2; his use of 

hopgy, P. 130 
Philologus, p. 177 

philosophy, later Greek, p. 271 sq. 

Phlegon, p. 100 

Piers Ploughman, p. 327 

Pinytus, p. 217 

Pistis Sophia, wopdy and oxjua in, p. 
132 Sq. 

Pius (I of Rome), p. 169, 222 
Plato (Platonists), ethics of, ii. 4; use 

of pop¢gy, efdos, etc. in, p. 128 sq.; his 

portrait of the just man, p. 293 

Plutarch ; his silence about Christians, 

p. 28; his use of popdy, p. 129 

Polycarp ; a bishop, p. 210, 212 ; visits 

Rome, p. 222 ; analysis of his epistle, 

p. 63 sq.; its date, p. 63; passages 

in it explained, p. 63, 64, 140 sq., 
iv. 15; recognises three orders, p. 
98; adopts St Paul’s language, p. 
75, i. 27, iv. 10; speaks of Epistle 
(or Epistles) to Philippians, p. 138, 

140 8sq.; mentions no bishop of 

Philippi, p. 215 ; has not sacerdotal 
views, p. 251 sq. 

Polycrates (of Ephesus), and his rela- 

tions, p. 213; passages quoted from 

him, p. 212, 214; notice of St John 

in, p. 253; is he sacerdotal? p. 253 

Pompeius, p. 14 

Pomponia Grecina, probably a Chris- 

tian, p. 21 

Poppa; her character, p. 5; relations 
with the Jews, p. 5, 6, 330; supposed 

antagonism to StPaul, p. 39, 41, 3303 

reported a Christian, p. 21 
Posidonius the Stoic, p. 310 
Pothinus, p. 224 

Preedicatio Pauli, p. 202 

praetor, another nume for duumvir,p, 51 
Pretorian camp, Pp. 9, To1 sq. 

INDEX. 

Praetorian guards, p. 7, 9, 19, 100 8q.; 

prefect of the, p. 7, 8, 301 

preetorium ; see mparwpiov 

presbyter (elder), among the Jews, p. 

96, 192; éricxoros a synonyme of, 

P. 95 §4., 193 8q.; Christian presby- 

ters derived from the synagogue, p. 

192 8q.; in the mother Church, p. 

193; in Gentile Churches, p. 193 sq.; 
their duties, p. 194 sq. ; their names, 

p. 194; bishops so called, p. 228 sq. ; 

how addressed by bishops, p. 96 sq., 
230; ‘presbyteri doctores,’ p. 195; 

see ministry, priest, etc. 

present tense, force of, ii. 17 

priest distinguished from presbyter, p. 

186; the two confused in many lan- 

guages, p. 186, 246 

priesthood; idea common to Jewish 
and heathen, p. 182, 265; the Chris- 
tian, p. 183, 184 sq., 264 8q.; uni- 

versal, ii. 17, p. 268; the Jewish, p. 

182; not called kdfpos, p. 247; ana- 

logy with Christian ministry, 263 sq.; 

see ministry, sacerdotalism, etc. 

Primus of Corinth, p. 216 

Priscilla; see Aquila 

proseucha, p. 52 

provocatio, p. 7 
Publius of Athens, p. 217 

Puteoli, p. 26, 33 
pythoness at Philippi, p. 54 
mad (its position), i, 26 

mad\avriavés, Pp. 100 

mapaBorever Bat (-Bovdever Gar), ii, 30 
mapaxAnots, ii, 1 

mapapevew (uévew), i. 25 
mapapvdcoy, ii, 1 

wappyota, i, 20 

was; ol wdvres, ii. 213 Td wavra, iii. 8; 

év wavrl, év maou, iv. 12 

mewar, iv. 2 

meroGévat with dative, i. 14 
meptocorépws, i. 14 

wlores (}) personified, i. 27 

mreovetla, p. 64 

mnpodcOat with accus., i. 11 

ahh, tii. 16; wAhv dre, i, 18 

Tred po. (puxm), i. 27 
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mohitevecOat, i. 27 

moXlrevpa, iii, 20 

TpaTdsprov, P. 9, 29, 39, 99 84., i. 12 

mpeaBitepos; see presbyter 
mpoxory, i. 12 

mpocevx7y (dénats), iv. 6 

tpoogtAns, iv. 8 

mpépaas, i. 18 
mptravs, Pp. 197 

mpwroxabedpirys, p. 219 

mp&ros (without article), i. 5 

mrvpecba, i. 28 

paivev, palverOat, ii, 15 

pOdvew els, iii, 16 

Pidiamjovoe (and other forms), iv. 15 

goBos kal Tpdpos, ii, 12 
poverty 7d &v, 7d atréd, ii. 2 
pwornp, ii. 15 

yux7, i. 27, ii, 2 

Quadratus, p. 217 
Quinisextine Council, p. 188, 189 

quinguennalis, p. 51 

Rebaptism of heretics, p. 242 

resurrection, power of the, iii. 10, p. 

323) 324 

of, p. 25, 32 8q.; deacons limited to 

seven, p. 188 sq.; episcopacy and 

Church government in, p. 217 8q.; 

succession and chronology of bishops, 

Pp. 169, 220s8q.; communications with 

Cyprian, p. 241 sq.; see Clemens Ro- 

manus, Nero, Paul (St), etc. 

Rothe, on the angels of the Apocalypse, 

p. 199; on the origin of episcopacy, 

p. 201 sq. 

Rufus, p. 10, 176 

Sacerdotalism; the term defined, p.245; 

its absence in the N.T., p. 181, 183, 

2448q., 264 8q.; rapid growth, p.245; 

progress of development, p. 253 8q.; 

how far innocent, p. 257; whether 

due to Jewish or Gentile influences, 

p. 259 84.; see priesthood 

sacrifice (offering); use of the term in 
the N. T., p. 261 sq. 

Sagaris, p. 213 

‘saints,’ i. 

Samaritans in Rome, p. 173 

Saul and Paul, iii. 5 
Schwegley, criticisms on, p. 15, 170 

Seneca; possibly of Shemitic race, p. 

Revelation; see Apocalypse 

righteousness by faith and by law, i. 11, 
iii. 9 

Ritschl’s theories, p. 188 

Roman Empire; its relations to Chris- 

tianity, p. 1, 243; cosmopolitan idea 

realised in, p. 306 

Romans, Epistle to the; salutations in, 

p. 16, 17, 20, 173 8q.3 conciliatory 

tone of, p. 17; integrity of, p. 177; 

its resemblance to Philippians, p. 

42 8q. 
Rome, Jews in, p. 14, 173; Greeks and 

Orientals in, p. 173 8q., 178 

Rome, the Church of, p. 13 8q.; its 

composition and character, p. 133 

Jewish Christians in, p. 16 sq.; Gen- 

tile Christians in, p. 18; earliest con- 

verts foreigners, p. 173; at first 

Greek, not Latin, p. 19, 20, 2233 

transition to a Latin Church, p. 223; 

social rank of, p. 20sq.; rapid growth 

277; his personal appearance, p. 284; 

relations with Nero, p. 3, 312; his 
retirement, p. 5; chronology of his 

writings, p. 291, 298; spurious work 

ascribed to, p. 331 sq.; Haase’s edi- 

tion of, p. 329, 331; his character, 

p. 311 sq.; his own confessions of 

weakness, p. 312 8q.; on the Jews, 

p. 14; silence about the Christians, 

p. 28,29; on the population of Rome, 

p. 173; accounted a Christian, p. 
270; supposed connexion with St 

Paul, p. 270, 300 8q.; literature on 

the subject, p. 278; compared and 

contrasted with St Paul, p. 277 sq.; 

coincidence of thought and language 

with the Bible, p. 278 sq.; nature of 

God, p. 278 sq.; relation of man to 
God, p. 279 sq.; guardian angels, p. 
279; an indwelling spirit, p. 280; 
universality of sin, p. 2808q.; the 

conscience, p. 281; self-examination, 
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ete., p. 281 sq.; duties towards others, 
p.282sq.; parallels to the Sermon on 

the Mount and to the Gospels, p. 

283 sq.; to the Apostolic Epistles, 

p. 287; to St Paul, p. 287 sq., ii. 17; 
fallacious inferences therefrom, p. 

291; his obligations to earlier writers, 

P. 292 sq.; portrait of the wise man, 

P. 291 8q., 293; % true Stoic in his 
theology and his ethics, p. 294 sq.; 

his possible knowledge of Christian- 

ity, p. 300 8q.; his cosmopolitanism, 
p- 306 sq.; his vague ideas of immor- 

tality, p. 323 sq.; his sense of the 
need of a historic basis, p. 326; see 

Stoicism 

Seneca and Paul, the letters of; de- 
scribed, p. 271, 329, 330 Sq.; Mss 

and editions of, p. 329; motive of the 

forgery, p. 329; opinion of St Jerome 
about them, p. 271, 330, 331; men- 

tioned by St Augustine and later 
writers, p. 330; their spuriousness, 
p. 271, 330; a theory respecting them 

discussed, p. 331 8q.; de Copia Ver- 

borum mentioned in them, p. 331 sq. 
Serapion, p. 211, 213 

Seven, appointment of the, p. 187 sq.; 
they were deacons, p. 188 

Silas, p. 49 
simplicity, stress laid on, ii. 15 
sin; see peccatum 
slaves; their position raised by Chris- 

tianity, p. 57; transfer of, p. 175 

Socrates, on a’rdpxea, iv. 11; on pre- 

paration for death, p. 325 

Soter, p. 223 
Stachys, p. 10, 174 

stadium, metaphor of the, i. 27, il. 16, 

iii. 14, iv. 1 
state after death, i. 23 
Stephen of Rome, p. 242 

Stoecheus, p. 104 
Stoicism; rise of, p. 271 8q.; Oriental 

origin and character of, p. 273 sq., 

275 8d.) 299 84., 310, 319, 3225 ex- 
clusive attention to ethics, p. 2748q.; 
neglect of physics and logic, p. 274 
eq. ;its prophetic character, p. 275 8q.; 

INDEX. 

its westward progress, p. 276; the 

older Stcies, p. 309 sq.; Stoicism at 

Tarsus, p. 303 8q.; in Rome, p. 276, 

310; native places of its great teach- 

ers, p. 299, 303 8q.; its obligations 

to Judaism, p. 299 8q.; @ prepara- 

tion for the Gospel, p. 302 8q.; wide 

influence of its vocabulary, p. 303; 
contrast to Christianity, p. 293 sq., 

308; its materialistic pantheism, p. 

294, 319 8q.; consistent blasphemies, 

Pp. 295, 316; no consciousness of sin, 

p. 296, 321 sq.; ‘sacer spiritus,’ p. 

280, 296; faulty ethics of, p. 2968q., 

321 8q.; apathy of, p. 297, 3223; de- 

fiance of nature in, p. 321 ; inconsis- 

tencies of, p. 298, 321; paradoxes and 

paralogisms of, p. 325; its cosmopo- 

litanism, ili, 20, p. 305 sq.; contempt 

of the body, iii, 20; adrdpxea, iv, 11; 

the wise man, p. 304 8q.; diverse and 

vague ideas about man’simmortality, 

p. 322 8q.; no idea of retribution, 

p. 325 sq.; want of a historic basis, 

Pp. 326 8q.; religious directors, p. 310; 

improved theology in Epictetus, p. 

316; improved ethicsin M. Aurelius, 

p.317; modifications and decline of, 

p. 319; hymnology of, p. 320; ex- 

clusiveness of, p. 322; meagre results 

of, p. 309 8q., 319; causes of failure, 
Pp. 319 8q.;8ee Epictetus, M. Aurelius, 

Seneca, Zeno, ete. 

subdeacons, p. 189 

Suetonius, on the Jews in Rome, p. 16; 

on Clemens and Domitilla, p. 22 

Symbolum, pass of, p. 48 
Symeon (Bp. of Jerusalem), p. 203, 208 

synagogues ; character and number of, 

p- 192; adopted by the Christians, 

p. 207; angels of, p. 199; rulers of, 

p- 192; chazan of, p. 189 sq. 

synods (episcopal), p. 214, 224, 242 
Syntyche, iv. 2, p. 170 
Syrian Church, p. 211; sacerdotalism 

in, p. 261; see Ancient Syriac Docu- 
ments 

Syrians in Rome, p. 173 

odpt, p. 287 
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oxomety, il, 43 okometre, ili. 17 
oxvBana, ete., iii. 8 

orévoouat, ii. 17 

omrayxva (orrayyviferOa), i. 8, ii. 1 
orépavos (diddnua), iv. 4 
orhKkey, i. 27, iv. 1 

OTpariyytov, P. LOT 

oTparomeddpxns, P. 7, IOI 

ovyxalpey, ii. 17 

ounpbppos (-potcba, -plfecbat), p. 130 

sq. 
ouvabhely, i. 27 
TUVALXUGAWTOS, P. TL 

ouveldqots, p. 303 

avviuyos, iv. 3 
ocupeenral, iii. 17 

ouvexnparlferbat, p. 130 Sq. 

Zuvtixy, iv. 2 

oxiua (uoppy, dpolwpa), ii. 6 sq., p. 127 
sq. 

Tacitus on the Christians, p. 24 

Tarsus, Stoicism at, p. 303 sq. 

Telesphorus, p. 222 

tent, metaphor from a, i. 23 

Tertullian; on the Philippian letter, 

p. 65, 773 on episcopacy, p. 212, 215, 
227,239; on the Church and bishops 

of Rome, p. 223 sq.; on Seneca, 

p. 270; on natural Christianity, p. 

327; use of ‘clerus’ in, p. 248; sa- 

cerdotal views of, p. 255 8q. 

Testaments of the Twelve Patriachs; 

no sacerdotalism in, p. 259 8q.; re- 

semblances to Philippians in, p. 75 
thanksgiving, duty of, iv. 6 
Thebuthis, p. 208 

Theodore of Mopsuestia ; a passage cor- 

rected and explained, p. 97; on 

bishops and presbyters, p. 99; on 

bishops and Apostles, p. 195; on pree- 

torium, p. 99 

Theodoret, on bishops and presbyters, 

p.99; on bishops and Apostles, p. 195 

8q.; on pretorium, p. 100 

Theophilus of Antioch, p. 211 

Theophilus of Cesarea, p. 209 

Thessalonians, Epistles to the; see Phi- 

lippians, Epistles to the 
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Thessalonica, mistake respecting, p. 50; 

lost letters to, p. 139; episcopacy at, 

p. 215 
Thomas, Acts of; reference to Philip- 

pians, p. 76 
Thrace, episcopacy in, p. 217 

Thraseas of Eumenia, p. 214 

thundering legion, p. 29 

Thyatira, Lydia of, p. 54 
Tiberius; his treatment of Agrippa, 

p. 103 sq.; of Drusus, p. 103; pra- 

torian camp built by, p. 101 

Tigellinus, p. 5, 41 

Timotheus; his character, ii. 20 sq.; 

in Rome, p. 11; at Philippi, p. 49, 

59, 62, i. 1,11. 19 sq.; his position at 

Ephesus, p. 199 
Titus; his position in Crete, p. 199 
transcribers, fidelity of, ii. 1 

travelling, rate of ancient, p. 38 

Tryphena, p. 175 sq. 

Tryphosa, ib. 

Tiibingen school, p. 74, 170 8q. 

Tychicus, p. 11, 31, 32 

Tyndale and other versions, rendering 

of rpecBurepos in, p. 246 

Ta kar’ eué, i. 12 

Tamewbppuy, etc., ii. 4 

rérevon, iii. 15 

tl ydp; i. 18 

7d avro, ii, 18 

Touro iva, i. g 

Geds, 6 Geds, ii, 6 

OeooeBrjs, P. 5 

Oeogpopos, Pp. 315 
Orlyas, 17 
Ovola, ii, 17 
Ovovacrnpiov; see altar 

Valens (the Philippian); his crime, p. 

64, 215; the name common in Ma- 

cedonia, p. 64 
Victor of Rome, p. 223 sq. 

vine, parable of the, p. 326 sq. 

Vitringa, criticisms on, p. 188, 199, 207 

Volkmar, criticisms on, p. 170 

Urbanus, p. 10, 174 

Vulgate rendering of rpecBvrepos, p. 246 
tuds repeated, i. 7 
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Upiv ete. (for éavrois ete.), ii. 5 Xystus, p. 221, 222; proverbs ascribed 

Uraxoy, ii. 12 to, p. 222 

Umdpxev, ii. 6, iii. 20 tevia, p. 9 
Umepupoup, ii. 9 

Zeno; his system compared with that 

Wiclif’s version. p. 246 of Epicurus, p. 272 8q.; aPheenician, 

Wieseler on pretorium, p. 103 p. 273; his character, p. 309; his ad- 

woman; raised by Christianity, p. 55, mired polity, p. 306, 311; see Stoicism 

56; her influence inMacedonia,p.56  Zephyrinus, p. 223 sq. 

Word of God, the; see Christ Zoticus, p. 214 

work, the, ii. 30 gros, iii. 6 



Additional Note on the Christian Ministry. 

As a full treatment of the information contained in the recently 
published Doctrine of the Twelve Apostles would have required more 
extensive additions to the Essay on the Christian Ministry than the time at 
my disposal allowed, I have thought it best to leave the Essay itself un- 
altered, and to add a few remarks here relating to the new discovery. 
This course was the less difficult, because this newly discovered work 
seems to me in almost every respect to confirm the view which I have 
taken, and any alterations which I might have to make would be chiefly in 
the way of elucidation and supplement. 

The date of the Didache has been variously fixed. The first editor 
Bryennios placed it about a.p. 120—160. Among the advocates of a late 
date are Harnack (Texte u. Untersuchungen 1. ii. p. 63 sq.), who assigns it 
to the period between A.D. 135 (or 140) and 4.D. 165, and Hilgenfeld, who 
places it after the rise of the Montanist controversy. On the other hand 
Zahn (Forsch. zur Gesch. d. Kanons tt. p. 319) considers that it cannot have 
been written later than a.p. 120; Spence (Teaching of the Twelve Apostles 
p- 139) gives the probable limits as a.p. 70 and a.p. 106; Schaff (Teaching 
of the Twelve Apostles, p. 122) places it between A.D. 90 and A.D. 100, as a 
rough approximation; and Funk (Theolog. Quartalschr. 1884, p. 381 sq.) 
assigns it to the last quarter of the first century; while Sabatier (La 
Didaché p. 165) would even date it as early as a.D. 50, before St Paul’s 

great missionary journeys were undertaken. 
For myself, I see no reason to depart from the rough limits (a.D. 80— 

A.D. I10), Which I assigned to it in a paper read at the Carlisle Church 
Congress (Oficial Report, p. 230 sq.; see also Expositor, Jan. 1885, 
p. 1 8q.), though it might possibly have been written a few years earlier or 
later. In that paper I spoke of Alexandria as not imprubably the place 
of writing, on the ground that it is quoted by, or contains matter in common 
with, more than one Alexandrian writer. But to this view, which has been 
generally maintained, a very serious and (it appears to me now) almost 
insuperable objection has been urged. The writer (§ 9) speaks of the corn 
from which the eucharistic bread is made as having been ‘scattered upon 
the mountains (d:ecxopmicpévoy eravw dpéwv) and gathered together’ into 
one. This is the last expression which would have occurred to any one 
writing in the Delta of the Nile, though natural enough in Palestine or 
Syria. Yet it is obviously quite incidental and unpremeditated. 

The main reasons for the early date are, besides the archaic simplicity 
of the whole document, the two facts that the Eucharist is still part of a 
meal and connected with the Agape (an arrangement which at all events 
did not survive the persecution of Trajan in Bithynia, even if it lasted so 
Jong) and that there is no trace of the episcopal office as distinct from the 
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presbyteral (a phenomenon which points to the first rather than the second 
century). 

Moreover the picture, which it presents of the temporary and the 
permanent ministry working side by side—the latter encroaching upon the 
former—is the same which I have set forth (p. 185 sq.) as characteristic of 
the later decades of the Apostolic age; and even Harnack allows (p. ror) 
that the aspect of Church organization which it exhibits closely re- 
sembles the representations in the First Epistle to the Corinthians—more 
closely (he thinks) even than those in the Epistle to the Ephesians. The 
permanent ministry is represented in the Didache by ‘Apostles’ and 
‘prophets’; the temporary by ‘bishops’ and ‘deacons’. But we are told 
(§ 15) that the latter (the ‘bishops’ and ‘deacons’) ‘likewise minister the 

ministration of the prophets and teachers’ (Aecroupyodou kal avrol riv det 
Toupylav Tv mpopytay kat Sdackddov). This is an illustration of what I have 
said (p. 194) as to the gradual transference of the function of teaching from 
the missionary preachers to the local officers of the congregations. It is 
possible indeed that the term ‘Apostle’ in the Didache has a wider range 
than I have assigned to it elsewhere (Galatians p. 97 8q.), where following 
the language of 8. Paul it is laid down as a necessary qualification of an 
‘Apostle’ that he should ‘have seen the Lord,’ and should be in some sense 
a witness of the Resurrection. But in Syria and Palestine at all events, 
about the years (say) A.D. 80—g0, there must have been not a few who 
possessed this qualification, as there certainly were several even in procon- 
sular Asia. If for instance this work emanated from the neighbourhood of 
Pella, whither the Christian community retired before the siege of Jerusa- 
lem by Titus, this more restricted sense of the term ‘ Apostle’ would create 
no difficulty. 

The discussion of the original form of the Ignatian Epistles, to which I 
have referred in a note (p. 234) to this Essay on the Christian Ministry, will 
be found in my new work on the Epistles of S. Ignatius and 8. Polycarp, 
(Apostolic Fathers Part 2, 1. p. 267 sq.) which wiil appear, I hope, nearly 
simultaneously with this edition. 
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